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PREFACE TO THE FOURTH EDITION .

•

first edition of this work, published in 1849, has
been the foundation of all the succeeding ones. The second was published in 1854; the third, in 1867. The
present edition is believed to contain references to most of
the important decisions in England and in this country that
have appeared since the edi.tion of 1867. In preparing it
for the press, I have beerL ably ··
by Mr. E. S. DRONE,
of the New York Bar, whose abstracts of the recent decisions and of the statute of 1870 have been made and
adapted to my text, with clearness and precision.
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on the law of patents for useful inventions have
often introduced their discussions of this branch of the law,
by tracing the history of monopolies in the law of England.
This example has not been followed in the present work,
because it is believed that it tends to encourage incorrect
conceptions of the "legal nature of a patent privilege. A
patent for a useful invention is not, under our law, or the
law of England, a grant of a monopoly, in the sense of the
old common law. It is the grant by the government to
the author of " new and useful invention, of the exclusive
right, for a term of yeats, of practising that invention. The
consideration, for which this grant is made by the public, is
the beiJ.efit to society resulting from the invention ; which
benefit flows from the inventor to the public in two forms :
first, by the immediate practice of the invention under the
patent; and, secondly, by the practice of the invention, or
the opportunity to practise it, which becomes the property
of the public on the expiration of the patent. As the exercise of the invention is wholly within the control of him
who has made it, who may confine his secret entirely within
his own breast, it is apEarent that his consent to make it
known and available to oth•.::rs, and finally to surrender it
to the public, becomes a valuable consideration, for which,
upon the prineiples of natural justice, he is entitled to receive
compensation, in some form, from the public to whom that
consideration passes. Inventors, in this respect, stand upon
the same broad ground with authors: Both of these classes
of persons have created something intellectual in its nature,
'V'RITERS
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the knowledge of which it is desirable to others to possess.
Both of them have, at first, the complete right of disposition
over that which they have created ; and when they part
with the exclusive possession of this knowledge, and confer
upon others the opportunity of reaping the bE'nefits which
it confers, they manifestly consent to something for which
they are entitled to receive an equivalent.
'Vhether we regard the knowledge, remaining for the
present in the exclusive control of him whose intellectual
production it is, as property, or as a possession of ideas, to
which some other term might be more appropriate, it is still
a possession, of which the owner cannot by any rule of
natural justice be deprived, without his consent. In this
vi(!w it may, as it seems to me, justly be termed property;
for although in political economy, and in common speech~
material possessions, or the rights growing out of them, are
the objects generally included under that term, yet no one
will question that ideas constitute, in ethical contemplation,
a portion of a man's posseRsions entirely under his own
control ; and in the case of useful inventions, or of written
thought, there is to be added to the power of control the
further economical fact, that other . men will part with valuable possessions of all kinds, in order to obtain that invention or writing in exchange. }'or these and for other
reasons, which I have endeavored more fully to develop
elsewhere, in relation to the rights of authors, I do not
hesitate to affirm, that in natural justice,
the ethics of
· jurisprudence, by which civil rights are to be examined,
apart from all positive law, but on which positive law is
usually founded,
the intellectual conception of an inventor, or a writer, constitutes a valuable possession, capable of
beil1g appreciated as a consideration, when it passes by his
voluntary grant into the possession of another. If, by the
same voluntary grant, this possession is bestowed upon the
public, the logical justice of compensation, in some form,
will appear at once, by supposing the benefit to have been
•
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conferred exclusively upon any one of the mass of individuals
who form in the aggregate the moral entity termed the
public.
Let us suppose that A, by the exertion of his inventive
faculties, has ascertained that by placing matter in certain
positions to be operated upon by the forces of nature, a
result will be produced, in the shape of an instrument,
wholly unknown before, and capable of being usefully
applied to the wants of mankind. Let us suppose that B,
seeing the result, but wholly ignorant of the process by
which it may be attained, desires to possess that instrument
.
•
Common gratitude would prompt him to return something
valuable for it, if it were given to him; common policy
would lead him to offer something for it, if it were not
freely given; and common justice requires that he :::.l10ul<l
not take it without an equivalent. How does it alter the
case, if, instead of a single specimen of the instrument, we
suppose A to have retained in his recollection the process
by which copies of that instrument may be indefinitely multiplied, and that it is the secret process of making the thing,
the intellectual conception and knowledge, which B desires
to possess 1 If he obtains it, he can make the thing for his
own use, or for the use of others, and by so doing can
acquire valuable possessions in exchange ; all of which
A could do exclusively by retaining his own secret. But if
he imparts that secret to B, he is surely entitled to receive
for it some reward or remuneration.
This secret the inventor undertakes to impal't to the public when he enters into the compact which the grant of a
patent privilege embraces. In that compact he promises,
after the lapse of a certain period, to surrender to the public completely the right of practising his invention ; a11'd? as
a guaranty against his concealment of the process by which
it is to be practised, and to prevent thP loss of this knowl- •
edge, he is required to deposit in the archives of the government a full and exact description in writing of the whole
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process, so framed that others can practise the invention
from the description itself. The public, on the other hand,
through the agency of the government, in consideration of
this undertaking of the inventor, grants and secures to him
the exclusive light of practising his invention for a term of
years.
In all this, a patent right, under the modern law of Eng. land and America, differs essentially from one of the old
English Monopolies. In those grants of the crown, the
subject-matter of the exclusive privilege was quite as often
a commodity of which the public were and long had been
in possession, as it was any thing invented, discovered, or
even imported by the patentee.
Nothing passed in such cases from the patentee to the
public. in the nature of a consideration for the enormous
privilege conferred upon him; but the public were robbed
of something already belonging to them, viz., the right to
·make or deal in a particular commodity, for the benefit of
the favored grantee of the crown. So broad is the distinction between these cases and that of the meritorious
inventor or importer of something new and useful, that
when Parliament, in the 21 James I., taking encouragement
from the courts of law, prohibited the granting of exclusive
privileges in trade, by the Statute of Monopolies, they introduced an exception in favor of " letters-patent and grants
of privilege for the term of one and twenty years or under,
heretofore made, of the sole working or maldng of any
manner of new manufacture, within this 1·ealm, to the first
and true inventor or inventvl'S of such manufactures, which
others at the time of the making of such letters-patent and
grants did not use, so they be not contrary to law, nor mischievous to the state, by raising the prices of commodities
at home, or hurt to trade, or generally inconvenient," &c.
Upon this exception, the law of England, concerning
Patents for U sefd Inventions, stands to this day.
The modern doctrine, in England, and undoubtedly the
•
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doctrine of our law, is, that in the grant of a patent right,
a contract, or, as it has been. said, a bargain, takes place
between the public and the patentee. As far as the ·:>ld
cases on the subject of monopolies furnish, like other
cases of grants by the crown, t·ules and analogies for the
construction of this opecies of grant, so far the history
of monopolies has a bearing upon this branch of jurisprudence. But it should always be remembered that in the
grant of a patent privilege, as now understood, a contract
takes place between the public and the -patentee, to be
supported upon the ground of mutual considerations, and
to be construed, in all its essential features of a bargain,
like other contracts to which there are two parties, each
having rights and interests involved in its stipulations.
It is necessary also t<;> have clear and correct notions
of the true scope of a patent right, because its nature and
character will show whether there is any close analogy
between such privileges and those to which the term monopoly is correctly applied. In this connection, therefore,
I shall attempt a brief general description of the subject
of protection, in patent tights; without, however, designing to lay down definitions, or to draw exact lines, within
or without which controverted cases may fall; but solely
with the purpose of stating certain general principles and
truths, the application and development of which may be
found to assist, in particular cases, the solution of the question, whether a particular invention or discovery is by law
a patentable subject.
·
In this inquiry it is necessary to commence with the
process of exclusion ; for although, in their widest acceptation, the terms " invention" and " discovery " include the
whole vast variety of objects on which the human intellect
may be exercised, so that in poetry, in painting, in music,
in astronomy, in metaphysics, and in every department of
human thought, men constantly invent or discover, in the
highest and the strictest sense, their inventions and dis-
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coveries in these departments are not the subjects of the
patent law. Another branch of jurisprudence, of a kindred nature, aims at the protection and establishment of
property in literary productions, and in some of those which
fall within the province of the fine arts. The patent law
relates to a great and comprehensive class of discoveries
and
i11ventions
of
some
new
and
useful
effect
or
result
in
•
matter, not referable to the department of the fine arts.
The matter of which our globe is composed is the material
upon which the creative and inventive faculties of man are
exercised, in the production of whatever ministers to his
convenience or his wants. Over the existence of matter
itself he has no control. He can neither create nor destroy
a single atom of it; he can only change its form, by placing its particles in new relations, which may cause it to
appear as a solid, a fluid, or a gas. But under whatever
form it exists, the same matter, in quantity, that was originally created, exists now, and, so far as we now know, will
forever continue to exist.
The direct control of man over matter consists, therefore, in placing its particles in new relations. This is all
that is actually done, or that can be done, namely, to cause
the particles of matt~r existing in the universe to change
their former places, by moving them, by muscular power
or some other force. But as soon as they are brought into
new 1·elations, it is at once perceived that there are vast
latent forces in nature, which come to the aid of man, and
enable him to· produce effects and results of a wholly new
character, far beyond the mere fact of placing the particles
in new positions. He .noves certain particles of matter
into a new juxtaposition, and the chemical agencies and
a
affinities called into r.ction by this new contact produce
•
. substance possessed of new properties and powers, to which
has been given the name of gunpowder. He takes a stalk
of :tlax from the ground, splits it into a great number of
filaments, twists them together, and laying numbers of the
•.
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threads thus formed across each other, forms a cloth, which
is l1eld together by the tenacity or force of cohesion in the
particles, which nature brings to his aid. He moves into
new positions and relations certain particles of wood and
iron, in various forms, and produces a complicated machine,
by which he is able to accomplish a certain purpose, only
because the properties of cohesion and the force of gravitation cause it to adhere tog~ther and enable the different
parts to operate upon each other and to transmit the forces
applied to them, according to the laws of motion. It is
evident, therefore, that the whole of the act of invention,
in the department of useful arts, embraces more than the
new arrangement of particles of matter in new relations.
The purpose of such new arrangements is to produce some
new effect or result, by calling into activity some latent
law, or force, or property, by means of which, in a new
application, the new effect or result may be accomplished.
In every form in which matter is used, in every production
of the ingenuity of man, he relies upon the laws of nature
and the properties of matter, and seeks for new effects and
results through their agency and aid. }1erely inert matter
alone is not the sole material with which he works.
N atUl'e supplies powers, and forces, and active properties,
as well as the particles of matter, and these powers, forces,
and properties are constantly the subjects of study, inquiry,
and experiment, with a view to the production of some new
effect or result in matter.
Any definition or description, therefore, of the aet of
invention, which excludes the application of the natural
law, or lJOWer, or property of matter, on which the inventor
has relied for the production of a new effect, and the object
of such application, and confines it to the precise arrangement of the particles of matter which he may have brought
together, must be erroneous. Let us suppose the invention,
for the first time, of a .steam-engine, in one of its simplest
forms, the use of steam as a motive-power having never
•
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been disco'\\Sr~d before. Besides all the other powers of
nature, of which the inventor avails himself almost without
thought, by which the different parts of his machine are
held together and enabled to transmit the forces applied to
them, he has discovered and purposely applied the expansive po,~·er of steam, as the means of generating a force
that sets his machine in motion. All that he actually• does
with the matter in which this expansive power resides is
to turn certain particles of water into vapor, and to bring
that vapor in contact with an obstructing mass of matter,
to which it communicates motion, by pushing it from its
place. But the invention consists in observing and applying this natural power, the expansive force of steam, to
produce the effect or result of moving the obstructing mass
of matter from the place where it was at 1·est. It would be
singularly incorrect and illogical to say that a man who
should take a certain other quantity of water, and convert
it into a certain other quantity of steam, and bring that
steam in contact with a certain other obstructing mass of
wood or iron, for the purpose of moving it, would not produce the same effect by the same means, as the person who
first discovered and applied the expansive power of steam
to move a piece of wood or iron.
Again, let us take the case of an improvement in the art
of manufacturing iron, which consisted in the discovery that
a blast of air introduced into a smelting furnace in a heated
state produces an entirely different effect on the iron manufactured from the ore, to that produced by blowing the furnace with cold air. What the inventor did, in this case,
was to introduce a certain amount of caloric into the blast
of air, on its passage from the blowing apparatus into the
L.:·:nace, thereby creating a blast of a new character, pro. ductive of a new effect; and any other person who should
introduce caloric into a certain other quantity of atmospheric air, and ·use that air, so heated, to blow a smelting
furnace, would do precisely the same thing. The inven-
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tion consisted in the discovery and application of the law or
fact, that heated air produces a different effect from cold
air, in a particular art, and in thereby accomplishing a new
result in that art.
In these and in all other cases, there is a particular arrangement of matter, which consists in the new relations and
positions in which its particles are placed. But beyond this,
there is also the effect or result produced by the action of
the forces of nature, which are for the first time deYeloped
and applied., by the new arrangement of the matter in which
they reside. The use and adaptation of these forces is the
direct purpose of the inventor ; it is as uew as the nuvel
armngement of the particles of matter ; and it is far more
important. In fact, it is the essence and substance of the
invention: for if no new effect or result, through the operation of the forces of nature, followed the act of placing pot··
tions of matter in new positions, invention would consist
solely in new arrangements of particles of inert matter,
productive of no new consequences beyond the fact of such
new position of the particles.
However inadequate, therefore, the term may be, to express
what it is used to convey, it is obvious that there is a characteristic, an essence, or purpose of every invention, which, in
our law,. has been termed by jurists its principle; and that
this can ordinarily be perceived and apprehended by the
mind, in cases where the purpose and object of the invention does not begin and end in form alone, only by observing the powers or qualities of matter, or the laws of physics,
developed and put in action by that arrangement of mr..tter,
and the effect or result produced by their application. gven
in cases where the subject of the invention consists in form
alone, the principle or characteristic of the invention is the
result produced by the aid and through the action of the
qualities of matter. As, for instance, to take the simplest
case: if I make a round ball, for the first time, of clay, or
stone, or wood, I do so by putting the particles of matter in
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those relations and positions in which, through the attraction of cohesion which h~lds them together, the result of
spherical form will be produced ; and this result, so produced, is the essence or principle of the invention. In the
case of inventions which are independent of form, we arrive
at the principle of the invention in the same way. As if I,
for the :first time, direct a column of steam against a piece
of wood or iron, for the purpose of producing motion, the
characteristic or principle of my invention consists in the
use and application of the expansive force of steam and
the effect of motion thereby produced; and these remain
logically the same, whether the form and size of the wood
or iron, and the form or size of the column of steam are the
same as mine, or different.
It is apparent, then, that the mere novel arrangement of
matter, irrespective of the purpose and effect accomplished
by such arrangement through the agency of natural forces
or laws, or the properties of matter, is not the whole cf
invention; but that the purpose, effect, or result, and the
application of the law, force, or property by means of which
it is produced, are embraced in the complex idea of invention, and give the subject of the invention its peculiar character or essence. And if this is true, it is easy,
and as
correct as it is easy,
to advance to the position that the
discovery and application of a new force or law of nature,
as a means of producing an effect or result in matter never
before produced, may in some cases be the subject of a
patentable invention. When it has been laid down that a
" principle,"
meaning by this use of the term a law of
nature, or a general property of matter, or rule of abstract
science,
cannot be the subject of a patent, the doctrine,
rightly understood, asserts only that a law, property, or rule
cannot, in the abstract, be appropriated by any man; but if
an inventor or discoverer for the :first time produces an
effect or result, practically, by the application of a law, he
may so far appropriate that law, as to be entitled to say,
•
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that whoever applies the same law to produce the same
effect or result, however the means, apparatus, forms, or
arrangements of matter may be varied, practises or makes
use of his invention, unless the variation of means, apparatus, method, form, or arrangement of matter introduces
some new law, or creates some new characteristic, which
produces or constitutes a substantially different result. }'or,
in all such cases, the peculiarity of the inve1ition consists in
the effect produced by the application of the natural law, as
an agent ; and this effect is not changed by the use of different vehicles for the action of the agent, provided there is
still the same agent operating substantially· in the same way,
to produce substantially the same effect or result.
This may be. illustrated by several inventions or discoveries, for which patents have been granted, and which have
been the subjects of litigation. One of the most striking of these cases is that already mentioned, of the application of a hot-air blast to the production of a particular
effect in the manufacture of iron. It is very easy to say, in
general terms, that no man can appr.)priate to himself the
use of caloric, which is a substance, or element, or force in
nature, bountifully supplied, as the common property of
mankind. But if anv• man has discovered that the use of
cal0ric in a particular manner, never before observed, will,
as a universal fact, produce a particular effect of a new
charac er upon matte!', ·.-:·!!~t reason can exist why he should
not appropriate to himself the production of that effect by
the use of that particular agent 1 His appropriation, in
such a case, would embrace strictly what he has invented.
It may be more or less meritorious ; it may have been more
or less difficult or easy of discovery ; it is still his invention,
and any one else who does the same thing after the inventor, however he may vary the particular means or apparatus,
practises that invention which the inventor was the first to
discover and anncunce to the world. If the patent law were
tu say, in this case, that the invention or discovery could not
•
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be appropriated by him who had made it, because caloric is
the common property of all men, it would be obliged, in
consistency, to say that a certain arrangement of wood and
iron, constituting a new machine, could not be appropriated
by the inventor, because cohesion, gravitation, and the laws
of .motioii, which are all applied by the inventor to the
accomplishing a certain effect, are the common property of
every man. But the patent law does not come to such
dete1·minations. It proceeds upon the truth, that while
the properties of matter, the forces or elements of nature are
common property, any man who applies them to the production of a new and useful effect in matter may rightfully
claim to have been the inventor of that application to the
purpose of that effect. The effect itself is what is commonly regarded as the patentable subject ; but as that particular effect must always be produced by the application of
the same properties of matter, or the same forces or elements in nature, it is correct to say that the appropriation
rightfully includes their application to the production of the
effect, and that to this extent they may be appropriated.
Inventions which consist in the application of the known
qualities of substances extend the appropriation of the
inventor to those qualities in the same manner and in the
same sense. :For instance, in the case of Walton's improvement in the manufacture of cards for carding wool, &c.,
which consisted in giving elasticity and flexibility to the
backs of the cards, by making the sheet on the back, in
which the teeth are inserted, of india-rubber, instead of
leather. The qualities of elasticity and flexibility in indiarubber were common property ; but this did not prevent
the inventor from sustaining a patent, which was held to
· cover the general ground of giving to the backs of cards
elasticity and flexibility derived from india-rubber, by what. ever form of application of the india-rubber the effect might
1
be produced.
l

See post, § 312, § 322-327.
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In the same manner, inventions which consist in the application of a well-known law of physical science involve
and admit of the appropriation of that law in its application
to the production of the particular effect, however the machinery or apparatus may be varied. There is a known
law of physics, that the evaporation of a liquid is promoted
by a current of air, and this law is common property. ' An
invention of certain improvements in evaporating sugar
consisted in applying this law by forcing atmospheric air
through the liquid syrup by means of pipes, the ends of
which were carried down nearly to the bottom of the vessel
containing the solution; and it is obvious that any person
who should apply the s.ame law to the same purpose, though
by a different apparatus, would practise the same invention.
Although, therefore, it is not safe, in reasoning upon the
patent law, to lay down general rules of an abstract character, with the purpose of describing what every inventor
appropriates to himself, without regard to the particular
circumstances of the invention, yet it is, on the other hand,
equally unsafe to assume, because the properties of matter,
or the laws of physics, or the forces of nature are common
property, that no inventor can establish a claim of a general
character, irrespective of particular methods or forms of
matter, to the application of such properties, laws, or forces
in the production of a certain effect.
It is, in truth, wholly incorrect to say that the inventor
in such cases, because his patent is held to embrace such a
general claim, monopolizes the law, property, or quality of
matter which he has applied by a particular means to the
accomplishment of a certain end. His patent leaves the
law, property, Ol' quality of matter precisely where it found
it, as common property, to be used by any one, in the production of a new end by a new adaptation of a different
character. It appropriates the law, property, or quality of
matter only so far as it is involved in the subject with which,
the means by which, and the end for which the inventor
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has applied it; and this application constitutes the essence
and substance of the invention in all cases, and is in reality
what the patentee has invented. He cannot be deprived of
it without violating the principles on which all property in
:Invention rests, and denying the whole policy of the patent
law. The test which marks the extent and nature of his
just appropriation is the same that is applicable to every
•
•
mventwn.
,
This test may Le stated thus: That the truth, law, property, or quality of matter, which, by reason of its application,
enters into the essence of an invention, may be appropriated,
to the extent of every application which, accordiug to the
principles of law and the rules of logic, is to be deemed
piracy of the original invention.
One of the most well-settled as well as soundest doctrines
of the patent law is, that where form, arrangement of matter, proportion, method of construction, or apparatus employed are not of the essence of the invention, any changes
introduced in them which do not effect a change in the
characteristic or purpose of the invention, are changes in
immaterial circumstancea. 'Vhen tha patent is a patent for
form, or particular arrangement: or for the apparatus de•
vised to accomplish a particular effect, changes in these
respects will be changes in the subject-matter of the invention ; but in cases where the invention has a characteristic
or an aggregate of characteristics, independent of particular
form, method, arrangement, or apparatus, changes in these
things amount only to the substitution of one equivalent for
another, unless they cause a change in the characteristic,
essence, or, as it is commonly called, the p1·inciple of the
invention. This is very clearly seen in the case of machinery.
The characteristic or principle of the invention consists in producing a certain effect by the application of motion, through
a form of apparatus adapted to that result. But if the same
effect of the combined operation cf the different parts of the
mechanism can be produced by substituting a different con-
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trivance, which does not change the characteristic of the
machine, but is· a mere equivalent for the part for which it
is substituted, such a substitution is only a different mode of
practising the same invention.
In this sense, all inventions are independent of form, except those whose entire essence, purpose, and characteristics
begin and end in form alone ; a:~ would be the case with the
manufacture of a sphere or a cube for the first time ; and as
is the case with all manufactures, the utility and advantage
and proposed object of which depend on form. But where
there is a pm·pose that does not begin and end in form
alone, where the form or arrangement of matter is but the
means to accomplish a result of a character which remains
the same through a certain range of variations of those
means, the invention is independent. of form and arrangement to this extent, that it embraces every application of
means which accomplishes the result without changing its
nature and character. In other words, it may be stated as a
general proposition, that in the characteristic or p1inciple
of an invention are embraced the truth, law, property, or
quality of matter which is applied to the production of
a result, and. the result of such application ; and that, by
reason of such application, the truth, law, property, or
quality of matter is appropriated, to the extent of all other
applications which a jury, under the guidance of the law,
shall consider as a piracy of the former.
In coming to this result, the patent law establishes no
monopoly beyond the fair fruits of actual invention. It
protects the real inventor in the enjoyment of what he was
the first to produce; and it recognizes, as substantive inventions, all changes which may be produced in the same line
of experiment, or in the same department of labor, which
introduce new characteristics, new results, or new advantages not embraced by the former invention. As long as
the patent law exists at all to afford protection to the labors
PAT.
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of ingenious men, it must proceed upon tbj~ fundamental
principle. It is now too late in the history of civilization to
question the policy of this protection, which forms a prominent feature in the domestic polity of every nation which has
reached any considerable stage of progress in the arts of
civilized life.
It will be seen in the following pages how far these views
have prevailed in the administration of the patent law, in
England and America, and to what extent they have been
developed in particular cases. They have led, in the construction of patents in England, to a somewhat different
spirit from that which formerly <tnimated the courts of law ;
for, formerly, the judges exercised their ingenuity to defeat
every patent that came before them, if it could by possibility
be defeated. This was done upon the notion, that a patent
is the grant of a privilege against common right; and hence
some judges were in the habit of saying that they were "not
favorers of patents." But within the last forty years a different view has been adopted; the more just and liberal
doctrine has been acted upon, that public policy requires
the encouragement of the inventive powers of ingenious men,
and that this policy is supported by every com;ideration of
justice. The consequence has been, that the patent law
has made greater advances, in England, within the last forty
years, towards a consistent and admirable system of justice,
than it has ever made before during the whole period, that
has elapsed since the enactment of the Statute of Monopolies.
In America, the more liberal policy has always prevailed,
from the time when patent rights came under the protection of the general government ; and the rule has been
often laid down by the Courts of the United States with a
good deal of strength,
as if in obedience to the sphit of
the Constitution, that patents ought to be construed liberally. Perhaps the general language which has thus beeu
employed by judges would lead to the conclusion, that the
leaning of the courts is, systematically, in favor of the pat-
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entee and against the public ; but this tendency• has not
been exhibited so strongly, in practice, as to derange the
administration of the law.
The truth is, a patent should be construed as, what it
really is, in substance, namely, a contract or bargain between
the patentee and the public, upon those points which iuvolYc the rights and interests of either party. These points
relate to the extent of the claim, and to the intclligibilit);
of the description for the purposes of practice. The first
is universally a question for the court; the last is generally
a question for the jury, under the direction of th~ court.
As to the first qu.estion, the extent of the claim presents at ·
once the relations between the patentee and the public ;
for it involves, among other things, the inquiry, whether
the patentee has claimed any thing beyond what was really
his own invention. If, in representing himself as the inventor of the thing for which he has asked and received a
patent, the inventor has included in his claim any thing
that existed before, he has made a representation untrue in
point of fact; and whether he has made this representation
intentionally or unintentionally, the grant of the patent proceeds upon· it, and, if it is uot true, the grant is not supported by an existing consideration, such as the inventor
has represented it to be. In determining this question
whether the patentee has really included in his claim something which he did not invent, two things arc to be ascertained; ji?·st, whether he makes use of any thing not new;
and second, whether that thiug, according to the fair import
of his language, is represented to be a part of the invention
which he claims to have made. '!'he fact of whether he
makes use of any thing not new, is a question depending
upon evidence, if it is not manifest on the face of the
description. It is upon the second lJraneh of the inquiry,
whether the old thing is really included in the claim of
invention, that the true pril1ciples of construction have to
be applied. Recollecting, on the one hand, that if tlw
•
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public have been misled, the patent ought not to stand,
because of the false representation ; and, on the other hand,
that a construction, --·hich will destroy the patent, ought
not to be adopted lig. ly, it would seem to be the true rule,
to construe the paten~ fairly, and so as to arrive at the just
import of the language in which the claim is set forth.
But if, after applying this rule, the question remains doubtful whether the claim is not broader than the invention,
then the rule should be adopted, in favor of the patent, that
the patentee is to be presumed to have intended to claim
no more than he has actually invented. Every patentee is
presumed to know the law, and to know that if he includes
in his claim something which he has not invented, his claim
is void. Such a claim is a kind of fraud upon the public,
with whom the applicant offers to enter into a contract,
when he asks for his patent; and fraud is never to be presumed, but is always to be proved. The rule, therefore,
which presumes, in doubtful cases, that the patentee intended to claim no more than his actual invention, is founded
in a maxim of general application to contracts ; and it will
be seen~ in practice, that it has no tendency to support
patents which ought not to be supported, or to encourage
loose and sweeping claims. In all cases which are not
doubtful, where it is manifest that the claim admits of
no construction but that which makes it teo comprehensive
to be valid.
this rule will have no application. The
imposition attempted will be apparent, :-·tHl the fraud
so
far as it is a fraud
will not require to be presumed, but
will stand proved.
This rule, although not distinctly announced by any of
our courts, has much to support it, in several authorities.
Judges would seem to have had a rule of this kind in view,
when they have construed patents under the guidance of
the maxim, ~tt res magis ·valeat, quam pereat. The use of
this maxim, which has often furnished the spirit of construction in particular cases, implies that the claim 'is to be
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supported, if it can be done without a violation of principle.
But the rule has been distinctly applied, in England, by
the Court of CPmmon Pleas, that the patentee is not to be
presumed to have intended to claim things which he must
have kuowiJ. to be in common use, although, in describing
his invention, he has not expressly excluded them from the
claim. There are also cases, in this country, where it has
been held not to 1e necessary to use words of exclusion, in
reference to details, where it appears from the whole description of the invention that the new is capable of being
distinguished from the old.
The same rule, in cases of donbt, should be applied to
the construction, where the question is, whether the patentee has claimed as much as he has invented; that is to
say, the specification should be so construed as to make the
claim coextensive with the actual invention, if this can be
done consistently with principle.
But beyond this rule it is not necessary or wise to go, in
the construction of patents. By giving the patentee the
benefit of this presumption, in cases of doubt, the doubt
will be removed, and the patent will remain good for the
real invention. But where there is no room for doubt, and
no occasion for the application of the rule, but the claim is
manifestly broader or narrower than the real invention,
there can be no hesitation about the judgment to be pronounced, especially since the provisions of our law, by which
a patent may remain valid pro tw.to, after the real invention
of the party has been judicially ascertained.
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CHAPTER I.
OF THE SUBJECT-1\I.\.TTER FOR WHICH LETTERS-!'ATENT 1\IA Y BE
GRANTED.

'

•
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§ 1. THE 1,ntent system of the United States, having g-rown up . ·
under a positiYe grant of authority in the Fecleral Constitution, i::i
to he eonsi1 lercd, in respect to the su hjccts of the ·exd usive privilege, with reference to that grant, and to the legislation which has
been had under it. In England, the corresponding system has
rested npon a prm'iso in the Statute of :\Ionopolies, \rhich exceptetl from the prohibitions of that net letters-patent granted by
the cwwu for "the sole working or making of any manner of
new ·JJIII/ll(fitdur,·.~, within this realm, to the first and true inventor or in venturs of such manufactures, which others at the
time of the tmtking· of such letters-pateut and grants dicl not use,
so th<·y l1e not contrary to the law, 11or mischievous to the state."
§ ~. The distinction thus established between those exclusive
privilq2.·es which the crown may and those which it may not
grant proceeds npoll the principle, that a monopoly, in the prohiLitetl ~ensc, is a grant which restrains others from the exercise
of a right or liberty which they had before the grant was made; I
whereas the exclush·e privilege intended to he securetl l1y letterspatent for an invention contemplates something in which other
persow; than the im·entor had not, ],efore his invention, a right
to deal, or whieh they had not a right to use, because it did not
exist. Other per:-;ons than the first iuventor of a thing had the
same rigl1t to invent it that he had ; hut as he has been the first
to invent it, the patent system proceeding upon the 1Jotioy of
encouraging the exercise of inventive talent by securiug to the
1

Sir E. Coke's definition of a monopoly, 3 Inst. 181, c. 85.
1
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inventor an original property, which, without protection, "·ould
luwe rested only upon a principle of natural justice take~ nutice
of the exelnsivc right of that first inventor, and makes it cffednal
by assuming that he who ha::-; il.rst exercised the rig·ht of in\'l'ntion
hm; bestuwec.l somethilw lll)Oil societv
which. mto·ht
to l'rocnn· for
J
b
him thereafter, at least for a time, the exclusive right to make or
use that tl1ing.
§ :L Tllis J,l'ing the -leacling idea of the patent system, the executiYe atll1 jntlidaltlepartmcnts of the Euglish gowmmcut. had
for a lot1g titne no other guicle by which to <listinguish the proper
subjt•ct::-> f)f l'ate11ts, \\·hich the crown couhl hnd'tllly grant, excepting the <lcseription in the proviso of the Statute of .1\Ionopolies .
.A<·c:onliugly, the Engli:;h ~ystcm of pateuts fur inventions has
gnmn up uutler the constructions give11 to the term "numufaetures." Taking into view the clear policy intencletl by tliC pnwiso
of the stat nte, and the principle, that while the subjeet eoulclnot
lawfully he restrained in the exercise of auy right of trade ,dti<·h
he pnss·:~:-;ed lJL"forc a particular grant to another, yet that he
mig-ht lw lawfully restrained from the exereise of any trade in rc:;pel:l to at hiug which (liclnot preYionsly exist, and which another
had inH·ntecl. the Engli~h judges had to cou~i<ler what could Le
reo·anll'<l
as fallitw
within the mcanino·
of the term "ucw manub
b
0
facturt·:-~:· '*The term itself~ as well as the purpose of the statute,
evident!,\· contemplated S(tmething toLe done or pro,luccd in matter, as clistiuguishec.l fn•m a philosophical or ab~tract prineiple.
Tl1e :;ul,jt•ch of patcHts which coultl Le lawfully grantL•d were to
he "new IIHlllllfacture:-;," or "the working or making of new
mtmufac·t UI'L'S, '' in vented hy the grantee, a111l which " others,., at
tl1e time of the grant, "did not u~e." Hence, it wa~ apparent
that sumcthiug of a corporeal nature, something to l,c made, or
at least the process of making something, or of vrotluciug some
effet:t or result in matter, or the practical employment of art or
skill, allll uot theorctil'al conccptio11s or ahstraet ideas, must con::;titute the suhjeets of the exclusive privileges which the crown
was authnrizetl to grant.l
·
§ .f. But, subject to this restriction, the words "any mauner of
new mtuml'actmes," in tliC Statute of 1\lonopolies, have recch·e(l
in cun~trudion a comprehensive import. Acconling to tiJC con.~

1

"'0
tJ•.1

See the comments on the stat.ute, in The King t•. Wheeler,:! B. & Altl.
I
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struction of the courts, the word "manufacture~· is usf' ..l in the
statute in a literal and a figurath•e sense. It is usetl in a liteml
sense, because it clearly includes any species of new mauufaet ured
article, or tangible product of industry; or a new lltachiuo, the
construction or production of which, as an arrangement of matter,
i:; the re.mlt at which the inventor aim:;. But '\vlwu it is extended
to inclucle the mode of producing an old or well-kuo\\·n ~~~~~~tance,
or au uld aml well-known effect upon matter, Ly a uew mdltod or
process, it seems to he used in a sort of figurative i'iCBse ; because,
in such ca~cs, it is the method or process of proclueiug the thing
or the effect that is new, awl is the real subject of the invention;
and the manufacture, or the result attained in matter, is then
made to staml in the place of the new method or process. of
attaiuiug it.
§ £i. Thus, "manufacture" has heen defined to be "something
1 aml it has also Lcen heltl to iuclndc
matle bv
the
hand
of
man";
.
2
the practice of making a thing, or of producing a result. As in
l'e1· Lor1l Kenyon,
in
Hornhlowcr
v.
Boulton,
8
T.
R.
00
•
•
2
' ' lt was athnittetl, at the argument at the har, that the "·ord 'mtumfacturc.' in the statute, was of extensive signification; that it applied nut only to
things IIIatle, hut to the pmctir:e r~f mal.:in[J, to principles canietl into pmctice
in a new umnner, anti to new results of pl'inciples carrietl iuto praet.iee. Let
us pursue tlais admission. L'nder tltiii!J.~ ll!ade we may class, iu thL· lii·:.;t place,
•. new l'ulliJiositions of things, such as manufactures in the most ordinal·~- SPnse
of the word; secondly, all mechanical inventions, whether uuule to l'l'Oiluce
old or new ctYects, for a new piece of mechanism is certainly a thin~ Iiladc.
'Cnde1· the Jll'ac/ice oj'nwl.:i11,q, we ma,y class allncw artificialuaanner,; of upemting with the hand, ot· with instruments in Ct'llllllon usc, new pruce~~t·:> in any
art prutlucing effects useful to the pul•lic. When the t•lft·ct J>l'tulatt•ed is some
new ~mbstance or composition of things, it shoultl seem that the ]'ridlt•g-t! uf
the sole working or making ought to he for such ucw suhstmu·e oa· eouapu:;itiun, without regard to the mechanis1u or process hy which it has lll'L'll producetl, which, though perhaps also new, will he only useful as pruduein~ the
uew substance. t:pon this grouwl J>ollantl's patent was perhaps t•xePptiunable, fot' that was for a 1/1('/ltotl of Jll'odudng a new ohjL·ct-glass. instL·a•l uf
bl'ing fur the ohjcct-glass pruducetl. lf l>r. James's pah•nt had ht•t•n fur his
metlwrljiw prepccriny his powders, instead of the Jlllll'thrs lllf·lll.w·f,·,:.~. t.laat patt•nt
•
wonld have been exceptionable upon the sanw gmmul. ""hen the l'lfl'<'t prouucell is uu substance ot• couapositiou of things, the patent can only be for the
mechanism, if new llll'chanism is used, or fot· the process, if it l•e a new
uwtlawl of operating, with or without uH llll'chanism, hy whiela till' l'ffel't is
pro•lueetl. To illustrate this. The effect produced hy )lr. DaYitl Hartley's
inn•ution for securiug buildiugs from fire is uo substance, or coauposition of
things; it is a mere negative <1uality, the absence of ti.re. This effect is p1:o1
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"'n tl \.; patent for "a method of lessening the comnunption of
stl'am and fuel in :fire-engines," which was held, after great consideration, toLe a good subject-matter. 1 The distii1ction to whieh
thi~ e:ase gaw rise, and which greatly extended the meaning of the
term "manufacture," is this: that although a, principle, or a rule
in mechanic:;, or an elementary truth in physics, cannot be the
•

dttr.c>•l by a new mc>thorl of disposing iron plates in buildings. In the nature
of things, the pah•nt could not be for the effect product•tl. I think it could
not he for making the plates of iron, which, when disposed in a particular
mannt·t·, produced the effect ; for those are things in common use. But the
inlcutiull cou:;ists in the method of di.<posin!Jilw.<e plate.~ of iron so as to produce
their effect ; antl that effect beiug a useful and meritorious one, the patcut
Sl'L'lll!" to haYc been very properly grantctl to him for lti.< method of securing
buildht!!s 1rom fire. And this compendious analysis of new 1/WII!!/itcture.<,
mcntiUI••··l ;a tlw ;;tatute, satisfies my doubt, whether any thing could be the
subject of a }'atent but something organized and capable of precise specification. But for the more satisfactory solution of the other points which are
lll<Hk in thi:; ca><e. I shall pursue this subject a little further. In ::\Ir. Hartl._,,(::; mdhorl, plates of iron are the means whir.h he employs; but he did not
inYcnt those means ; the invention wholly consisted in the new numncr of
u.,iii!J. or I would rather say of disposing, a tltin!J in conwwn u.~e, and which
cn:ry !nan might malw at his pleasure, m.d which, therefore, I repeat, could
not, in tny judgment, he the subject of the patent. In the nature of things
it mn"t lw that, iu the carrying into execution any new invention, usc must
be ma•lc of certain means proper for the operation. )[annal labor, to a certain tlt•grce, umst always be employed; the tools of artists frequently ; often
things mauufaetun·d, hut not newly invented, such as Hartley's iron plates ;
all thL· common utensils used in contlucting any process, and so up to the most
complieatcdmachiner~· that the art of man ever tlevised. Now let the merit
of the im·cntion he what it may, it is evident that thL' patent, in alniost all
tht•se cases, cannot be granted for the means by which it act.~, for in them
there i,; nothing new, and in some of them nothing capable of approbation.
En.'u where the most complicated machinery is used, if the machinery itself
is not newly invented, but OILY conducted Ly the skill of the inYcntor so as to
protlucc a new clfcct, the patent cannot be for the machinery. In Hartley's
case it cottltl not Le for the ejj'ecl produced ; for the effect, as I have already
obsel'\'l'tl, is merely negative, tiwugh it. was meritorious. In the list of patents
with \Yhich I have been furnished, tht·re arc several for new methods of manufacturing articles in common usc, where the sole merit and the whole effect
1n·otlw.:d are the saving of time and expense, and thereby lowering the price
of the article, and introducing it into more general usc. Now I think these
met/tot!.~ may be said to be new uuwujltctures, in one of the common acceptation:; of the wurtl, as we speak of the manufactory of glass, or of any other
thing ut that kind. l~er Eyre, C. J., in Boulton v. Bull, 2 II. lll. 40:!.
1 l.luulton L'. Bull, ut supra; Hornblower v. Boulton, ut supra.
•
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subject of a patent, yet a new principle, rule, or truth, developed,
carried out, and embodied in the mode of using it, may he the
subject of a patent. .A mere principle is an abstract discovery,
incapable of an,;wering the term "manufacture" ; lmt a principle
so far embodied ancl connected ~vith corporeal suh;tances, as to be
in a condition to act and to produce effects in any art, trade, mystery, or manual occupation, becomes the practieal manner of doing
a partieular thing. It is no longer a principle, hut a prucess.l .i\fr.
"\Vatt's invention was the discoyery of a practical means of le:-:sening the consumption of steam, by protecting the cylinder from the
external air, and keeping it at a temperature not below that of
steam itself. He thus brought a principle into practical application, by the invention of a process carried on by a ne\vly contrived
machine.
§ 6. In like manner, a patent for the application of the Hame
of gas, instead of the flame of oil, to remove the superfluous fibres
of lace, was sustainecl.2 So, too, where the invention consisted in
the use and application of lime and mine-rubbish in the smelting
of iron, Lord Eldon said there might be a patent for a new combination of materials previously in use for the same purpose, or
for a new method of applying such materials.3 But this distinction has been made still more prominent by t\\·o more recent
cases. In one the patent was for the application of anthraeite,
combined with hot-air blast, in the smelting or manufacture of
iron from iron-stone, mine, or ore; and the patent was sustained:1 in the other, the invention was of a mode of wel1ling
iron tubes, without the use of a maundril, or any internal support; and this patent was also sustained. 5
§ 7. These cases show that the term "manufacture" has heen
extended to include every object upon which art or skill can be exercised, so as to afford product~ fabricated by the hand of man, or
6
by the labor which he directs. In this sense it includes a proSee the remarks of Eyre, C. J., ante.
2
Hall v. ,Tervis, Webs. Pat. Cas. 100.
3
Hill v. Thompson, 3 i\Ier. G2G; Webs. Pat. Cas. 237. In l\Iorgan t'. Seaward, 2 l\Iees. & \V. 5!4:, l\Ir. Baron Parke said: " The word ' manufacture,'
in the statute, must be construed one of two ways; it may mean the machine
when c::nnpleted, or the mode of constructing the machine."
4
Crane v. Price, Webs. Pat. Cas. 30:3, '108.
• Hussell v. Cowley, ·wcbs. Pat. Cas. 450.
6 Webster's Law and Practice.
_
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that a patent may, it is said, be taken for a process,
method, or practical application of a principle, that will cover
every means or apparatus by which that process or method can be
carried on, or by which that principle can be applied, provided the
patentee has not only discovered the principle, hut has abo inventetl some mode of canying it into effect.I Such has been the
construction given to this important clause in the Statute of
l\I01wpolic•s, upon which the English patent system has been
built. The recent Engli,-h statutes, which have employed only
the "·onl " inventions," when referring to the snhjects of this
class of patent privileges, manifestly assume that the settled law
has sufficiently defined tl1em.2
§ 8. In this country, when the Constitution of the United States
was franwd, and the clause was inserted giving power to Congress
" to promote the progress of science and useful arts, by seem·ing,
for limitL'd times, to authors and inventors, the exclusive right
to their respective writings and discoveries," the terms "inventors" and "Lliscoveries" had a well-understood meaniug, founded
not only upon the practice and law of England, but upon a
similar practice of some of the States before the adoption of the
Constitution, which, by special grants in particular case~, often
protec·ted new and useful inve11tions. Accordingly, in tho first
general patent law passed by Congress, and entitled "An act
to promote tho progress of useful arts," the subjects of the patent
privileges to lle granted were described as the invention or discovery of "any useful art, manufactitre, engine, machine, or device,
or any improvement therein not before known or used." 3 In the
next statute, the phraseology was first introduced, which has since
been employetl, and was continued in the patent law of 18!16,
namely, "any new and useful art, machine, manufacture or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement on any
art, machine, manufacture or composition of matter, not known
or used before the application " for a patent.4
§ 8 a. The language of the present patent law (Act of 1870)
is: "That any person who has invented or discovered any new and
useful art, machine, manufacture or composition of matter, or any
·

Forsyth t>. Riviere, 'Vebs. Pat. Cas. 07, note. Per Aluerson, B., in Jupe
v. Pratt, ibid. HH, and in Nielson v. Hartford, ibid. 3!2.
~ Iii & 1IJ Yict. cap. S:l (July I, 1852).
4 Act of February 21, li!l3.
8 Act of AprillO, li!JO.
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new and useful improvement thereof, not known or nserl hy others
in this conntry, aml not patented or deserihetl in any printed
pul,lication in this or any foreign country, before his invention or
discovery thereof, and not in public use or on sale for more than
two years prhr to his application, unless the snmc is proved to
luwc been abandoned, may, upon payment of the duty required
by law, and other due proceedings had, ohtain a patcut therefor." 1
§ !I. I. AN ART. What is meant by the statute when it describes the subject of a patent as "any new amlnsefnl art," or
"any new and useful improven;.ent on any art," it is not clifficult
to understand, if we bear in mind the general purpose of the
patent laws, and the other classes of subjects which they embrace.
'Ve have just seen that, in order to make a new process or method
of working or of producing an effect or result in matter a subject
of a patent in England, a somewhat liberal construction of the
term "manufacture" became necessary, by which an improvement in the art or process of making or doing a thing was made
constructively to be represented by the term which ordinarily
would mean only the thing itself, when matle or done. It was
douhtless to avoicl the neces!'ity for this kind of constmction that
the framers of our legislation selected a term which, tJruprio
vigore, woulcl embrace those inventions where the pnrticmlar
machinery or apparatus, or the particular substances employed,
would not constitute the tliscovery, so much as a newly invented
mode or process of applying them, in respect to the onlcr, or
position, or relations, in which they are used. Thus, for example,
in the art of dyeiug or tanning, it is obvious that an old article of
manufacture may be produced by the use of old materials, but
produced hy the application of those materials in uew relations.
In sueh cases it might not he practicable to claim the article
itself, when made, as a new manufacture, for it might, as an
artic-le of commerce or consumption, differ in no appreciable way
from the same kiml of article produced by the old and well-known
method. At the same time the new method of producing the
article might he a· great improvement, introducing greater cheapness. rapidity, or simplicity in the process itself. Again, other
cases may he supposed, where the manufacture itself, as produced
Ljr a new process, would be better than the same manufacture
produced by the old process, as in the different modes of making
irou from the native ore; and yet the really new discovery, in
0

•
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such cases, could not w·ell be described as a new "manufacture "
or a new " composition of matter " without a figurative use of
those terms which it is desirable to avoid. This difficulty is
avoided by the use of the term "art," which was inte111lcd to
embrace those inventions where the particular apparatus or materials employed may not be the essence of the discoYery, but
where that essence consists in using apparatus or materials in new
processes, methods, or relations, so as to constitute a ne\\· mode
of attaining an old result; or a mode of attaining a now result, ·
in a particular department of industry, which result may not of
itself he any new machine, manufacture, or composition of matter;
or finally, an entirely new process of making or doing something
which has not been made or done before, hy any proeess.
§ 10. A case which occurred before l\fr. Justice ·washington
furnishes an illustration of an "art," as the subject of a patent.
The plaintiff alleged himself to be the inYentor of a new and useful improvement in the printing of hank-notes, which was said to
furnish an additional security against counterfeiting. The invention, as summed. up in his specification, was "to print copperplate
on both sides of the note or bill; or copperplate on one si<le and
letter-press on the other; or letter-press on both sides of a hanknote or bill, as an additiona1 security against counterfeiting."
The art of printing with both letter-press and copperplate was
not the invention of the pl.tintiff. He made use of old matc1·ials
and processes in a new manner, for the purpose of producing a
new effect, namely, a new security against counterfeiting. His
patent, therefore, was for the new application of the process of
p'·inting by copperplate and letter-press, by printing on both sides
of the note ; and this new application was held by the court to be
an art, within the terms of the statute. 1
§ 11. Another illustration is presented by a patent for a morle
of casting iron rollers or cylinders, so that, when the metal was
in.troduced into the mould, it should receive a rotary motion, Ly
which the dross would be thrown into the centre instcat1 of upon
the surface of the cylinder. This was effected solely 1'.Y clumging
the direction of the tube which conveyed the metal to the moultl
from a horizontal or perpendicular position to a dirr.ctiou ap2
proaching a tangent of the cylinder.
The ~ ·huylkill Bank, 4 'Vashington's R. fl, 1:?.
2 ~[cClnrg /.'. Kint,.-;land, 1 Howard, :W 1.
See also Uray 1'· James, Peters's
Circ. C. It. :JH-1.
1

Kneass

t•.
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§ 12. Another very instructive illustration is prcsentctl in a
severely litigated case in England, where an old mad1ine was
made use of in a new process. This case exhibits in a striking
manner the advantage of a statute provision hy which a patent
may be granted for an improvement in an "art." The plaintiff
had taken a patent for an invention, which was one thing according to his real discovery, hut which, as described hy the· title,
specification, and claim, was in truth another thing. The improvement which he in fact invented constituted a new prout·s~:~ in the
art of spinning flax ; while his patent was taken for a new or
improved macltine for spinning flax. Before his invention, the
common machine for spinning fibrous substances was fittetl with
slides by which the " reach" (the distance between the retaining and the drawing rollers) coulcl he varied according to the
length of the staple or fibre of the article to be spun ; and the
·well-known principle of spinning fibrous substances in a dry state
was to vary the "reach," according to the length ofthe filn·e,the distance for spinning dry flax into thread being from fourteen
to thirty-six inches. But it was not known before the plaintiffs
discovery, that by ml.tcerating the flax it could be :;pun at a shorter
" l'each " ; and the plaintiff had ascertained by his experiments
that in a macerated state flax couhl be spun at a " reach " of two
and one half inches, and that therebr
a
much
:finer
threa<l
coulll
•
be produced than had previously been made in any machine dri\·en
•
by :;team power. In order to accompli~h this new proeess the
plaintiff invented an apparatus·for macerating the flr~x, which was
then new, and he reduced the "reach" of the ordiuary :;pinning
machine to two and one half inches. But, unfortunately, his
patent was taken, not for a process, or an improved proces~, of
spinning flax, but for "new and improved maehinery for macerating flax and other similar fibrous substances previous to drawing and spinning it, which i~ called the preparing it; and also for
improved macltinery for spinning the same after having- been so
prepared. The patent was thus made to cover not only the machinery employed, but two distinct parts of the machinery, namely,
that for preparing and that for spinning the flax after it had been
prepared. The former was anew invention of the plaintiff, hut the
defendm.t did not use it; he made use of another mode of macerating, which had been discovered snhset1uently. The latter part
of the patent was used by the defendant; but he denied that the

•
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placing- of the rollers at the distance of two and one half inches,
when they had Lccn hefore placed at greater aJHlless distances.
wa:-; a patentable invention. As this was a material part of the
inn~ntion claime<l, aml the only part used by the defewlant, the
quest ion as to the validity of the patent necessarily tumetl upon
the inquiry whether the plaintiff had made a new invention of a.
machine. or had made a pa tentahle invention hy changing the
"rea~:h" in the old spinning-machine.
It was held, upon the
grt>atest consideration, hoth at law and in equity, and finally in
the House of Lonls, that this part of the invention dcscribetl in
the ]':ttcnt a!Hl specification was not a patentahle snhject, as it was
lmt the application of a machine already known and in use to the
new macerate<] state of the 11ax.1
§ li3. This decision resulted necessarily from the improper form
in ''"]Jich the• invention was claimed. At the same time, it is
clear that the plaintiff hml made a very important invention. He
ha<l discovered~ by a long course of experiments, that flax in a
nu1CL'rated :-;tate presents a much :-;horter iibre than it has in a dry
state. and that this new state of the flax admits of its being spun
at a very short "reach," so as to produce much finer thread than
had heen made before by any spinning-machine driven hy power.
The ca:-;e is therefore not to bf' regarded as deciding that t hi:-; real
invention of the plaintiff could not be the subject of a patent, but
that the patent before the court was invalid, because it daimecl
a suhject not patentable. There can be no question that the
plaintiff shot!ltl have described his invention as an improved process in the art of spinning flax, making his improved process
to ~ollsi:-;t, first, in red ~wing the flax to a state of maeeration,
and then spi11ning it at a "reach" of two and one half inches.
There could then have heen no ground to say that the use of the
oltl spinning-machine (previously capable of spinning at variable
distances), for the special purpose of spinning macerated flax,
could not he the subject of a valid patent. \Vhen the invention
in this case was claimed as a new macltine or new maeltinery for
spinning flax, on account of the adaptation of the spinningmachine to the new macerated state of the flax, the objection that
it was only the use of an old machine on a new occasion was fatal
to the patent. But if the patent had been obtained for a new
process in the art of spinning flax, consisting of, first, the macera1

Kay v. 1\Iarshall, 2 W cbs. Pat. Cases, 34-81.
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tion, then of the spinning at a shorter" reach" than that at which
dry flax coulu be spun, this ohjection woul1l not have prevailed ;
for the invention, as claimed, would not have cousisted in altering
the "reach" of the old machine, but in a process of spinning
never before m;ed. 1
§ 14. Although there may he cases where a patent might he
taken either for a process (that is, for a new mt, or an improvement in an art) or for a new manufacture, or a new machine or
comhiuation of machinc:y, indiffP-reiJtly, yet it may often he come
necessary to ascertain whether the subject-matter of a partil'nlar
patent which has been issued is a process or something else ; hecause the alleged infringement may deptmd on the conslrnetion
that is to he given to the claim of the patentee in respect to this
question. Thus an important invention in the mmmfnctme of
iron, consisting of a new mode of rolling what arc called pn<llller·s
balls, was announced in the preamble of the specification as " an
improvement in the proces~' of manufacturing iron." The real
invention consisted in causing the mass of iron s delivered from
the puddling furnace to pass between vibrating and reciprocating
curved surfaces, which subjected it to a pressure that was found
to expel the impurities of the metal in a better manner than the
old methods of making puddler's halls. Now it is oln·ions that
this inventor might either have taken a patent. for a new machine
operating upon this principle, and covering all devices which conltl
be substituted so as to operate substantially in the same way, or
he might have taken a patent for the new method or process of
making puddler's balls hy passing the metal through vihratory
mul rcciproca.ting curved surfaces, aml thus have entitled himself
to cover all machinery which accomplished this process, provilletl
he had given proper directions for the construction of some
machinery by which this process coul(l he applietl. But the misfortune of his case 'vas, that, while he claimed to have invented a
process of manufacturing iron not before known, he. so described
the machine by which he effected the operation, and so ambiguously ~nnuned up his claim in respect to the machine, that the
Supreme Court of the Unit eel States construed it to be a patent
for a machine, and not for a process. It was held, therefore, that
evidence on the part of the defendant that h:s machine differed in
mechanical structure and mechanical action from the plain•

•

1

See the note of l\Ir. '\Vebster on this case, 2 Pat. Cases, 83.
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tiff:,;, which had been rejected at the trial, shoultl have been
recein'd and sulnnitt·~ to the jury.1
§ 14 a. The Supreme Comt of the United States hel<l, in a very
recent ca~e. 2 that a process and the product of a pr<H:css may he
both new autl patentaLle, and are wholly discmmcctell awl independent of e~ch other. On this occasion, l\Ir J ustiee Swayne, in
(h•liH'riug the judgment of the court, remarked thai "pateutahle
snl,,k<:ts, as clcfine<l hy the patent law [Act of 18i3G, § G], are
'auy 11e"· and useful art, machine, manufacture or composition of
matter, or any new alHl useful improvement on any art, machine,
manufacture or composition of matter.' A machine may he new,
aud the product or ma.nufacture proceeding from it may J,e ulll;
in that case, the former would be patentable, and the latter not.
1

'

'

Corning L Burden, 1:3 Howard, 2;32. I am not disposed to dispnte the
correctue;;;o; of this decision, although the specification manifestly ,]jgc]osed a
discoYcry of a new process, and as clearly eYinccd the intention of the patentee
to sL•cnr~· the henefit of it. But the instrument was unskilfully constructed,
and the decision of the court may be defended. But I must express my dissent from some oi the comments made by the leamctl judge, who 1lclivered
the jntlgmcut of the court, upon the distinction between the pateutable character of a process, and the ]Jatentable character of a machine. I agree with
him, of course, in the obscrmtion that a process, eo nomine, is uot the subject
of a patent under our laws, and that it is included under the gL•ncral term
"useful art.'' Ilut the explanations given by the learned jwlge of the distinction between a process and a machine, as the subjects of patents, seem to carry
with them the iclea that a patentable process is confined to such means or
methods of producing a result as are not machinery; but that if the means or
methods are effected by mechanism, or mechanical combinations, the patent
must necessarily be for a machine. If this is a correct view of his meaning,
I must dissent from it. A process may be altogether new, whether the machinery hy which it is carried on be new or old. A new process may be
in rented or discovered, which may require the use of a newly invented machine. In such a case, if both the process and the machine were invented by
the same person, he could take separate patents for them. A new process
ma~· be carried on by the use of an old machine, in a mode in which it was
never used before, as in the ::xample above referred to, of spinning macerated
flax. In such a case, the patentability of the procl'ss in no degree flepends
upon the characteristic principle of the machine, although machinery is essential to the process, and •tlthough a particular machine may be required. The
case of Lc Roy v. Tat!. m, 1-1 Howard, 15G, exhibits a e~milar instance of a
claim so unfortunately-con~tructed as not to embrace the new prur:r..~.~. which
was the real invention, but making the novelty to depend on the !l}Jparatus
made usc of.
~ Hubbcr Company v. Goodyear (1860), 0 Wal. iSS.

'
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The llHil'hinc may be substantially old, and the proiluct new; in
that en~nt, the latter and not the former would he patental1le.
Both may be new, or both may be oltl; in the former case, hoth
woultl ],e patentahlc; in the latter, neither. The same remark
applie:-; to processes and their results. Patentahility may exist
as to either, neither, or both, according to the fact of novelty, or
the opposite. The patentability, or the issuing a patent as to
one, iu 110 wi~e affects the rights of the inventor or discowrer in
respect to the other. They are wholly disconnected and imlependeut facts. Such is the sound and necessary construction of
the statute."
§ 1;j, These illustrations will suffice to show the importance of
a careful discrimination between an improved process mul an improvetlmachine, manufacture, or composition of matter, when a
specification is to be prepared, a discrimination that must he
guide<l l1y the nature of the invention and its essential character.
In or<ler to assist the reader in forming the habits of investigation
on which such an inquiry is to be conducted, it may he useful now
to proceed to the discussion of the following question: Assmning
that an invention has been made, aml that it i::; prim£( fade to he
regarded as a new process, and not a new manufacture or machine, in what is the novelty to consist, that will entitle the inventor to claim it as an improvement in an art, in distinction from
an improYcd machine or manufacture or compo~ition of matter?
Thns, for example, supposing that the object of the process he to
make a Yciulible article, useful in the arts, such as is described in
the statute by the general term "composition of matter": must
the article, when made by the new process, possess properties
which render it more valuable than the ~ame kind of article when
made hy the old process, or is it sufficient, in order to sustain a
patent for the new process of making it, that the process itself
is different from the old process, while the article itself is not improved in respect to its properties, and in what must that difference con::;ist? Again: suppose that there is novelty, hoth in the
process of manufacture, and in the article or substance produced ;
how should the patent be taken?
§ 16. One of the most simple cases of this kind is to he found
in Hall's invention of a new process of manufactur~ug lace, by
singeing off the superfluous fibres of the thread, by directing
upon it a flame of gas. The flame of other substances bad been
••
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USl'll for the same lJll rpose before. The plaintiff dicl not l'I'St hh;
claim upon any particular apparatus for applying the ilame of' tho
gas, altlwugh he descriht!d an apparatus fit for tlH• puqu•st>. \Ybat
he dainH!ll was, tlw nppliPntinu of tlw flame of gas to the singeing
of htee; allll it appL•ared that the tlln·es of the thn•:lllelmlll lJC
more effectually remowd J,y this process than hy the use of other
f-lames. The ease. therefore, was one where the artiele llHIHIII'acturcd l•y tbe new process may be said to haYc possessl'll other
propl•rties, IHlllH_•ly, a superior fiuish, as compared with till' article mauufactlll'l'll by the old process. The patent was sustaillL'Il;
a111l tl1t> case is, therefore, an authority for the posit io11, that
whether the process itself, or the means employed in the mannfacture, he chL·aper or dearer, simpler or more complex, tlntll the
old prr>cess, or means cmployL·Il, yet if it he different i11 resp('l't to
the a.~·L·ney n:o;ell, aml the article producctl by it is improw1l iu
quality, the process is patentable, as au impro\"ement in tlH· t nulo
or art of manufaeturing lacc. 1
§ 17. A similar ease is that of an imprownwnt in eoppl'l']'late
printing, cousistiug in a uew modp of preparing tlw p<l]ll'l', l•y putting upon it a glazed enamelled surface, J,y means of wltill' h·acl
aml size; the eH't•ct or a1lvantage gained 1Jeing the l•l'tter l'Xhibitiuu nf the fine lines of the engraving than could l1c at taiue1l Ly
2
the oltlmotles of preparing the paper. ~o, also, in another case,
\Yhere the ohjcct of the piaintiff's invention was to remler fabrics
water-proof, at the :muw time leaving them puniou::; to air. Before the plaintiff's patent, a solution of alum aucl soap was used,
and the fabric to be remlL~red water-proof ·was immerse1l therein.
But this produced a water-proof smface only, which \nls, morcowr, not lasting. The plaintiff's new procm;s consisted in immersing successively in two solutious,
first, in a solution of alum and
carlHmate of lilue, and then in a solution of soap. The effeet was
to make each fibre of the cloth water-proof throughout, while the
whole fabric remained pervious to air. 3 In these and similar
•
ca::;es, where it appears that a superior article is produced by a
chmwe
in
the
methotl
or
process
of
makiuo·
it
the
true
snhJ'ect
of
0
0
'
the patent is the improvell proeess, and it is supported as an
iuveution by the improved effect, whether the process l1e dearer or
cheaper, simplPr or more complicated, than the old oue.
1

2

3

Hall v. Jarvis, 1 'VeLs. Pat. Cas. 100.
Sturz v. De La Rue, 5 Russ. Chancery It. 32~.
llulliwellv. Dearman, 1 Wcbs. Pat. Cas. 401, note (I).

•
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§ 18. Auotlwr very important case i~ pn.·~euit!d ],.". Cr:tlll'·s )HLlent for" a11 impron·Iuent in the llHlltllfadlln• of iron .. ; tlu· imprOH!llll'llt ctlllsi~tiug in a new pnicl'ss of Inakiug· iron, t'ollom·cl
by extrl'mely importtlllt effects. Before tlH· l'laiutiff's patt·nt, the
USl' of a hol-air blast, iu the mauufacture of irou with J,iltnuirtotts
coal, wa:; lmcnru, allll the u~e of a cohlJ,]ast, with antlmt<·itt· ~·o:tl,
was !mown; hut the plaintiff's in\'euliou cousistecl in a Ill'\\" process of making iron with a hut lJ]ast awl antlmtt·ill· t·oal. The
effect of the chang·e in the process was, tltat tht• yielcl of tht· t'urlHltcs was mon·, the nature, properties, aJHl quality of tl1c• iron
better, aml the t'Xl,'L'llSe of making it le:-:~. tltalltlllcler tlu· t'oi'!Ht·r proce~s.
l'pou the tpwstiuu whether thi~ wa~ a ]'atental,Je inn·utio11,
Tiwlal, C. J., tleli\·erillg' the jllllg'llll'Ht uf tlH· Comt of Cuwmon
PlL·a~. :-:aiel: "\\' e are of opinion, tltat if tlte rl'sult produc:('cl by
such a com bi1mt ion is L·ither a new article, or a hl't tt•r art ic·lL·. or a
cheap<.~r article, to tl1e p11hlic, than tltat prutlttl'L'tll,efon· l•y tlH· olll
metlwcl, that stH:h cumlJillalion is au inn·ntion or manuJ'aetme
intewlecl J,y tlw ~tatnte, awl may wl'll become the ~ul,jt·et of a
patent:' 1 By defining this a:; a Hew" lll<lllllfactm·L•.'' the leaructl
jmlge dill not simply mean that the iron produced was a IlL'\\' iron;
althouglt, in respect to its Leing of better tjllality, it may be saitl
to have been a uew article of iron ; siucc that which has uew
or su1'erio:..· properties is, in a metaphysieal SL·Hse, a ue\\· tlting,
although it is still iron. But tho word ·• mauufactme .. \\·as here
usell, l~s it must ],e 11setl, in refereucc to any new l'rocL•ss, hy an
E1wlish
when th•aliii"'
with such a cast•.. a,; meaniiw the
b
•]'utlo·e,
b
0
art or process of mnnufaeturir;_:;. Kel•ping this in view, it willlJe
seen that the compreheusivc proposition laill down by the comt
in this ease, and the eoumwuts '"hieh follow it, embrace tltc ca~cs
where the prucc::;s itself pre::;ents the ad vantages of the change
from the old to the new, or where the article manufactured presents such ad vantages, or where they appear hoth in the process
itself and in the result of using the proces,;. Thw;, if the mticle
made Le either new or Letter, having diffei·cnt or superior propertics, the admntagcs are presented L,Y the thiug itself, as made l1y
the new process. If the article, as made l1y the new procl'ss, is of
as goml or Letter quality, and cheaper, the adnwtage of cht•a),IIess
is gaiuetl Ly a more economical process than the old uue, arHl the
improvement appears in the process, while the article made by it
~

1

Crane v. Price, 1 Webs. Pat. Cas. 3i 5, 400.
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may Ill' may not ltc Jle\Y; that i~ to say, may or may not pns::.:ess
other uew propL•rties than cheapness.
~ 1! 1. There is a class of cases, some of which have been already mentioned, where the di~tinction between a mPre process
and a machine has come into view, in the eonstrtwtioll of the
parti,·ular patent in contro,·crs)". in pursuance of tho g·cneral rule
of eon:-;trul'tion, lty whieh the real invention is to lte hcnefieially
Sl'l'lll'l''l to tbc patentee, if the terms of his specification will admit
of it. The:;e cases will come under review hereafter, in considering the npplit·ation of this rule.
:20. I I. .A )f.H'IIIXE. The next snhject of }pttcr~-patcnt recitell in the statute is a machine, or an improvement of a maehinc.
"'hell tho suppn~ecl iun~ntion is not a mere function, or abstract
morle nf operation, Sl'parate from any particulrtl' mechani~m, hut
a fnndion or mmle of operation is cmhodicd in mechanism designed to aceomplish a particular effect, it willltc a machindn the
1
sense of the patent la\\·. A very concise statement of the distinction hetween a machine and a method or proce~s is to he
fouwl in a dir·tum of :\Ir. ,Justice Heath: H "Then a motlc of
doing a thiug- is rcferrctl to something permanent, it is properly
termed an eugine ; when to something fugiti ,.e, a method."!! But
without recurring to the distinction between a machine allll a process, it may he saitl tlmt a machine is 1·ightfully the suhjl·ct of a
patent whenever a 11cw OJ' ~:; (,1:1 effect is protluced hy nwchauism
new in its comltination~, arrangements, or mode of operation.
S :21. If the suhjer·t of the invention or discovery is not a mere
function, but a fundion embodiell in some particular mechanism
whost• mocle of operati.1n and general structure arc pointed out,
and whil'h i~ designed to accomplish a particular pmpose, function, or effed, it will l1e a machine, in the sense of tho patent
law. 3 A machine is rightfully the subject of a patent when wellknown effects are produced by machinery entirely new in all its

*

'

Blanchard 1', Sprague. a Smnncr, 535, 5-lO.
2
BtJnlton 1·. Bull, ~ Hen. Blackstone, '!G:l, -HiS. The meaning of the
learned jntlge. expressed in a more amplified form, appears to he this: that an
engine ur machine has bet•n inventt>d, when mechanism has been constructed,
which does something in n particular mode; and that a method or process has
been in\·Pnted, when the mode of doing a thing has been devised that is
capable uf being carried out by various mechanisms, and does not require oue
permanent nwchauism.
3
Blanchard t'. s1,rague, 3 Sumner's R. 535, 5:10.
I
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coml,inatiuus, or when a new or an old effect is produced by
mcchanil'm, of which the principle or modus operandi is ncw. 1
The wonl "machine,'' in the statute, inclmlcs new combinations of
machines; as well as new organizations of mcehanil'm for a l'ingle
purpose. There may he a patent for a new combination of machines to produce certain effects, w]JCthet· the machines constituting the combination he new or old. 1u such cases, the thing
patented is not the separate machines, hut the com1iuatiou.2 A
single instance of such a coml1ination is prcscutell hy the telescope,
in which a convex and concave glass of different refracting powers
are comhined to make the ohjcct-glass. 3 "That constitutes a claim
for a combination only, and what will he a claim for the specific
parts of a machine, as well as for the combination, is a question of
construction on the patent and specification, the rules for which
will be stated hereafter.
§ 22. The statute also makes a new and useful "improvement"
of a maehine the subject of a patent. A patent for the improvement of a machine is the same thing as a patent for an improved
machine. 4 Improvement, applied tomachiuery, is where a specific
machiue already exists, and an addition or alteration is made, to
produce the same effects in a lJettcr mtmncr, or so~ne new combi5
nations arc added, to produce new effects. In.such cases the
patent can only be for the improvement, or new combination.6
The great question, of course, when an alleged invention purports
to be an improvement of an existing machine, is to ascertain
whether it be a real and material improvement, or only a change
of form. In such cases, it is necessary to ascertain, with as much
accuracy as the nature of such inquiries admits, the boundaries
between what was known and used befo1·e, ancl what is new, in
1

Whittemore 11. Cutter, 1 Gallis. 480; Boulton v. Bull, 2 H. Bl. 463, 408.
When a mode of doing a thing is referred to something permanent, it is properly termed an engine; when to something fugitive, l\ method. Per Heath,
J., in Boulton v. Bull.
1
Barrett v. Hall, 1 Mas. 474; Evans v. Eaton, 3 Wheat. 454, 470, 500;
Prouty v. Draper, 1 Story's R. 568; Park t'. Little, 3 1Vash. 196; Pitts v.
'Whitman, 2 Story's R. 609, Ames 11. Howard, 1 Sumner, 482.
3
Dolland's Case, Webs. Pat. Cas. 4:?, 4:3.
4
Per Heath, J., in Boulton·v. Bull, 2 H. Bl. 403, 482; and per Story, J.,
in Barrett v. Hall, 11\Ias. 475.
6
Whittemore v. Cutter, 1 Gallis. 480.
6
Ibid.; Odiorne v. Winkler, 2 Gallis. 51.
PAT,
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the mode of operation.1 The inquiry, therefore, must he, not
'vhether the same elements of motion, or the same component
parts are used, hut whether the given effect is produced substantially hy the same mode of operation, and the same combination
of powers, in both machines ; or whether some new element, combination, or feature has been added to the old machine, which
produces either the same effect in a cheaper or more expeditious
manner, or an entirely new effect, or an effect that is in some
material respects superior, though in other respects similar to that
produeed hy the oltlmachine.2
§ 23. This inquiry will therefore involve the question, whether
the alleged improved machine operates upon the same principle as
the former machine ; or, in other terms, whether it produces the
same effect by the same mechanical means, or by means which are
substantially the same. One machine may employ the same mechanical power in the same way as another machine, though the
external mechanism may be apparently different. At the same
time a machine may have an extemal resemblance to another, and
yet may operate upon a different principle.3 It. is therefore necessary, 'vhere the effect is the same, to determine whether the
modus operandi, the peculiar method of producing the effect, is
substantially the same. Where the effect is different, the test of
a suffieient "improvement" to sustain a patent will be the character and importance of the effect itself.
Whittemore v. Cutter, 1 Gallis. 478, 481. 'Yhether an improvement is
trifling and insignificant, or real and important, is a question for the jury.
Losh t•. Hague, W cbs. Pat. Cas. 205.
2 Whittemore v. Cutter, 1 Gallis. 478; Brunton v. Hawkes, 4 B. & Alc.l.
1

540.

Barrett v. Hall, 11\fas. 470. In this case, Mr. Justice Story said: "The
true kgal meaning of the principle of a machine, with reference to the Patent
Act, is the peculiar structure or constituent parts of such machine. And, in
this view, the. question may be very properly asked, in cases of doubt or complexity, of skilful persons, whether the principles of two machines be the same
or different. Now, the principles of two machines maybe the same, although
the form or proportions may be different. They may substantially employ
the same power in the same way, though the external mechanism be apparently different. On the other band, the principles of two machines may be
very different, although their external structure may have great similarity in
many respects. It would be exce~;;Jingly difficult to contend that a machine
which raised water by a lever was the same .in principle with a m:~.chinc which
raised it by a screw, a pulley, or a wedge, whatever in other respects might
.
be the similarity of the apparatus."
3

•
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§ 24. There may be a patent for an improvement of a maehine
that is itself the subject of an existing patent. It has been held
in England, that a patent including the subject-matter of a patcllt
still in force is valid, if the improvement only is claimed in the
specification. In such cases, the new patent will come into force
after the expiration of the old one, or it may be applied .by using
a license under the former patent, or by purcha:;ing the :;pccific
machine which the former patent covers, Lefore it~ expiration. 1
It has also been held, that, in an action for an infringement of
a patent, profc::;sing to Le an improvement on a former patent, the
specification of that former patent must be reacl. But it is not
Crane v. Price, Webs. Pat. Cas. 3:33, 41!3. In this case, Sir W. C. Tindall, C. J., said: "Now, it is further argued, that, in point of law, no patent
can be taken out which includes the subject-matter of a patent still running
or in force. No authority was cited to support this proposition; aml the ca:;e
which was before Lord Tcnterden, and in which he held, that where an action
was brought for an infringement of improvements in a former pateut granted
•to another person, and still in force, that the }>lain tiff must produce the former
patent and specification; that at least affords a strong evidence that the seco1id
patent was good. (Lewis v. Davis, a Car. & P. 502.) The case of IIarmar
v. !>Jayne (U Yes. Jr., 130, 11 East, 101; Dav. Pat. Cas. 311; Fox, ex Jlarte,
1 Yes. & B. Oi) is a clear authority on the same point; and upon reason aml
principle there a}lpears to be no objection. The new patent, after the expiration of the old one, will be free from every objection, and whilst the former
exists, the new patent can be legally used by the public by procuring a license
from Neilson, or by pUl'chasing the apparatus from him, or some of his agents;
and th.e probability of a refusal of the license to any one applying for it is so
extrmiiely remote, that it cannot enter into consideration as a ground of legal
objection."
See also Fox, ex parte, 1 V. & B. Q7. 1\Ir. Webster puts this wry clear
illustration: " .For SU}Jpose a particular article starch, for instance to be
the subject of letters-patent, and that ~11 the starch in the country was patent
starch; there are attached to the making and selling of that article certain
exclusive privileges; but the individual who has purchased it of the patentee
has a right to sell it again, and to use it at his will and pleasure; the exclush·e
privileges are, in respect of that particular portion of the article so sold, at an
end, and do not pursue it through any subsequent stage of its use and existence, otherwise every purchaser of starch would be obliged, according to the
terms of the letters-patent, to have a license in writing, under the hand and
seal of the patentee; the absurdity of which is manifest. Hence it is obYious,
that if a person legally acquires, by license or purchase, title to that which is
the subject of letters-patent, he may use it or improve upon it in whateyer
manner he pleases, in the same manner as if dealing with property of any
other kind."
1

•
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mah·rial whether a machine, made according to tlmt specification
of the first patent, would he useful or net, if l.t he g}wwn that a machiiw, constructerl according to the ~uhseqnent patent, is uspfuJ.l
§ 2.). III. A l\L\l\UJ.'.\CTUim. It has been stated, in a former
part of this chaptPr, that the term "manufacture" was used in
the English statute 21 .Jac. 1, to' denote any thing made hy the
hand of man ; so that it embraces, iu the English law, machinery,
as well as substances or fahrics produced hy art and inclustry.2
~ :!tl. "T e have seen abo that it came, hy constrnetion, to incltHle the process of making a thing-, or the art of carrying on a.
numnfacture; so that all the various object~ which are now held
in E11glaml to he the subjects of lettcrs-l'atcnt are ineltulL•Il under
this term, which alone saYcs them out of the prohibition of tlw
stat ntc of monopolics.3
1

Lewis t'. DaYis, W el1s. Pat. Cas. ·ISS, ·1R!).
2
In Boulton c. Bull, Heath .•J., said: "The statute 21 .Tac. 1 prohibits all
monopn:ies, n•sen·iug to the king, l1y an c>xpn•ss proYiso, so much of his
ancit•ut prerogatiYe as shall c>nahle him to grant letters-pah·nt, aml grants of
privih·;.!e, for thL• term of fourteen yc>ars anrlm11ler, of the sole WOI'Idug or
makin.~ of any manner of 11ew 11111111!/irdure.~ within this realm, to the tme and
\\·hat, then, falls within
first inwntor and inventors of such 11WII!I{acture.~.
•
the Rcope of the proviso? Such mtJnufactures as arc> reducible to two classes.
The lirst includes machinery, the second, suh;;tances (such as medicines)
fol'llll'tl hy chemical and other processes, whl•re the vewlihle substance is the
' that which operates prcser\·es no permanent form. In
thing produced, aml
the fir,;t class the machinc>, r.ud in the second the suhshnee produced, is the
suhjcd of the patent. I approve of the term • mauufactme' in the statute,
hccau:-:c it precludes all nice refinemc>nts; it gives us to understand the reason
of thL• proviso, that it was introduced for the benefit of trade. That which is
the sul•jcet of a patent ought to he specified, and it ought to be that which is
vendible, otherwise it cannot. he a mauufactnre."
In Ilornhlower v. Boulton, S T. R. !J!I, Lord Kenvon
defined
the
term
as
•
"soml'thing made hy the hands of man." In The King t•. '\'heeler, 2 B. &
Ald. :1-l!J, Abbott, L. C. J., defined it thus~ "The word • manufacture' has
been gt•net·ally undm·stood to denote either a thing made which is useful for
its own sake, and vendible as such, as a medicine, a stove, a telescope, and
many others, or to mean an engine or instrument, or some part of an engine
or instrument, to he employed, either in the making of some previously known
article. or in some other useful purpose, as a stocking-frame, or a steamengine for raising water from mines. Or it may perhaps extend also to a new
process to be carried on l)y kno~m implements, or clements, acting upon
kn0\\'11 substances, and ultimately producing some other known substance,
by producing it in a cheaper or more expeditious manner, or of a better and
more useful kind."
a See Hindmarch on Patents, p. 80.
•
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§ 27. Our statute, however, haying· made an enumeration of
the different classes of subjects which in EuglaJHl are held to lJe
patentable, it is to he presumed that this term was used. to llescrihe one of these classes only, namely, fahrics or substances nutde
by the art or imlustry of man, not being machinery.• 1 It may
sometimes require a nice discrimination, to determiuo w hethcr
one of tl1eRe classes does not run into the other, in a given case;
as, for instance, when a tool or instrument of a novel or impro-.•ed
construction is produced, to he used in connection with other ·
machinery, or to he used separately. As an article of merdnmdise, found and sold separately in the market, such a production
would he a manufacture ; but, regarded with reference to its use
anu intended adaptation, it might he considered as a machine, or
part of a machine. In determining, in such cases, how the patent
for the article should he claimed, it would probably he correct to
range it mHler the one or the other of these classes, according to
the following test. If the article is producetl and intended to be
sold and used separately, us a merchantable commodity, and the
merit of it, as an invention, consists in its being a Letter article
than had been before known, or in its being produced by a
cheaper process, then it may properly he considered simply as a
manufacture. J3ut if its merit appears only after its incorporation with some mechanism with which it is to he used, and consists in producing, when combined with such mechanism, [). uew
effect, then it should he regarded as a machine, or au improvement of an exi:::ting iuachiue. These distinctions, however, are
not vitally important, to he taken in the patent it~elf, since it is
not necessary to the validity of a ·patent, that the thing shouhl he
1

Perhaps the best general definition of the term "manufnc'ture," as the
subject of a patent. would he, any new combination of old materials, constituting a new result or production, in the form of a vendible article, not bl'ing
machinery. In one ~ense, all materials arc old; as the amount of matter in
existence does not depend on the will or the skill of man, whate\'cr he uses is,
in one sense, an old material. In this sense, therefore, all that he docs, in
producing a uew manufacture, is to bring old materials into a new combination, anrl by so doing to produce a new result in matter. It is this new combination, carried into, or evinced by, a new result or production, that is the
subject of a patent. The use of all the matet·ials in other combinations may
have been known before; but if they arc used in a new combination, pl·otlucing a new result, there will be a good subject for a patent for a "manufacture,'' as tlwrc is in respect to " nmchinery " when the same thing is ctiected.
Sec Cumish L'· Keene, Webs. Pat. Cas. 512, 51i.

•
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with entire accuracy as " a macl1ine " or " a mannfacture:' If the thing itself is correctly described, and it appears
to he IWYel and useful, and unites all the other requisites of the
statute, it may he left to general interpretation to determine
whether the subject-matter ranges itself under the one or the
other of these classes, or whether it partakes of the characteristics of llotb. But if the subject-matter be neither a. machine
nor a manufacture, or composition of matter, then it must he an
art. There can be no valid patent, except it he for a thing made,
or for the art or process of making or doing something,
§ ~~. IV. A Co.MPOSI1'10~ OF MATTER. The last class of patentable subjects mentioned in the statute is described by the
term " composition of matter." It includes medicines, composition~ used in the arts, and other combinations of suhstances
intended to be sold separately. In such cases, the subject-matter
of the patent may be either the composition itself, the article
proll uced, or it may be the mode or process of compounding it.
Generally speaking, the patent covers both, because if the composition is itself new, the process by which it is made must also
be new, and the law will protect both as the subjects of invention. But if the article itself he not new, lmt the patentee has
discoYcred merely a new mode or process of producing it, then
his patent will not be for a new "composition of matter," but
for a. new " art " of making that particular thing-.
§ 20. With regard to this class of subjects, it is sufficient to
ohserYc, that the test of novelty must, of comse, be, not whether
the materials of which the composition is made are new, but
whether the combination is new. Although the ingredients may
ha \·c been in the most extensive and common use, for the purpose
of producing a similar composition, if the composition made by
the patentee is the result of diffErent proportions of the same ingredients, or of the same and other ingredients, the patent will
be gooc.l.l The patentee is not confinod to the use of the same
preci:;e ingredients in making his compound, provided all the
different combinations of which he makes use are equally new.2
§ 2!) a. DESIGNS. By the Acts of 1842 3 and 1861, provision was
made for granting letters-patent for designs. This class of articles
is now embraced within the patent law of 1870, section 71 of
1

3

Ryan v. Goodwin, 3 Sumner's R. 514, 518.
Act of 1812, ch. 263, § 3.

2

Ibid.

•
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which provides: "That any person who, by his own industry,
genius, efforts, and expense, has invented or produced any new
and original design for a manufacture, lmst, ::~tatue, alto-relievo,
or bas-relief; any new and original 1lesign for the printing of
woollen, silk, cotton, or other fnhrics; any new aml original impression, ornament, pattern, print, or pictnre, to he printed,
paiutcll, cast, or otherwise placed on or worked into any article
of manufacture ; or any new, useful, and original shape or configuration of any article of manufacture, the same not having·
been known or used by others before his invention or production
thereof, or patented or described in any printed publication, may,
upon payment of the duty required l>y law, and other due proceedings had the same as in cases of inventions or discoveries,
obtain a patent therefor." 1 Patents for designs may he granted
for the term of three years ancl six months, or for seven years: or
for fourteen years, as the applicant may, in his application, elect.2
Section 76 provides: " That all the regulations and provisions
which apply to the obtaining or protection of patents for inventions or discoveries, not inconsistent with the provisions of this
act, shall apply to patents for designs."
1

Act of 1861, ch. 88, § 11.

2

Act of 1870, § 73 .

•
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C H A P T E R II.
OF THE QUALITIES AND POI'JTJON OF AN INVENTION WHICH WILL
1\IAKE IT THE SUB.JECT OF LETTERS-PATENT •
•

§ 30. IN the foregoing chapter, the different ]duds or classes of
inventions described in the statute as the subjects of letters-patent
have been considered. It is now necessary to ascertain, with as
much precision as the inquiry admits of, what is the nature aml
character of a supposed invention, that will entitle it to be the
subject of a patent privilege. And it is to be ob~erved, at the outset of this inquiry, that it is the discovery or inveution of any new
and usiful art, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter,
or any new and useful improvement on any of these things, which
the statute makes the subject of a patent. One of the first questions to he considered, therefore, in this connection, is, whether
there is any special quality or .:haracter necessary to a patentable
invention, apart from its novelty and utility; and if so, what that
quality or character is.
§ 31. In discussions on the patentable character of a particular
subject, the question has often been raised, whether there is a
"sufficiency of invention': to support a patent. This, it is said,
does not depend on the quantity of thought, ingenuity, skill,
labor, or experiment, or on the amount of money, which the
inventor may have bestowed upon his production. And it is
undoubtedly true, that, whether the invention was the result of
long experiment and profound search, or of a merely accidental
discovery, is not the essential ground of consideration in determining the patentable character of any subject.I Still, 've read in
many of the adjudged cases frequent discussions of the question,
whether the inventive faculty has been at work in the production of
a particular thing. And nothing is more common than to witness
at the Lar, in the trial of patent causes, a great expeuditme of
1

Crane v. Price, 1 1Vebs. Pat. Cas. 411; Earle v. Sawyer, 4 Mason, 0.
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evidence and argument upon the inquiry whether a particular
change from an old to a new article, proce::;s, method of operation,
or combination amounts to an invention, within the meauiug of
the patent law.
§ 32. It may be doubted, whether all the different forms of
stating or investigating tlte question of sufficiency of invention are
any thing more than different modes of conducting the iuquiry,
whether the particular subject of a patent possesses the statute
requisites of novelty ancl·utility, both of which qualities mn:-;t be
found uniting in it. Thus it may, in a particular investigation,
be necessary to consider, uot whether an invention, .in point of
fact, was the result of much thought, design, or i11genuity, lmt
whether it may have been so. It may not l•e necessary that there
should he positive or direct evidence of the expenditure of more
or less thought, design, or ingenuity, or of a greater or less dt•gree
of exercise of what is sometimes called the inventive faculty.
Still, it may be impo;:tant to see, that the possibility of there
having been an exercise of that mental process which is called
invention is not excluded by the character of the supposed
product of the act or process of invention; hecause the possibility
that the thing made, or the result produced, was arrived at by
study and experiment, and not by mere accident, although not an
ultimate test of the right to ~. patent, is one test by which we can
determine whether there is a suhstantial novelty in the alleged
invention, as com11ared with what existed before. \Vhile the law
does not look to the mental process by which the invention has
been reached, but to the character of the result itself, it may still
require that the result should be such as not to exclude the possibility of some skill or ingenuity having been exercised. It. requires this, because it requires that the subject-matter of a pn tent
shall be something that has not substantially existed before, aml
is useful in contradistinction to being frivolous. Now, while a
thing that is both new and useful may have been pl'oduced by
accident, and not by design, yet it may also have been the fruit of
study and design. If, however, the character of the alleged invention be such that no design or study could possibly have been
exerci~ed in its production, then its character tends strongly to
show that it does not differ substantially from what had been
produced before; or that it is frivolous aml immaterial. \Yhile,
therefore, the law does not regard the process by which an inven-

•
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tion has ltcen produced as a decisive test of its pntental,]e qualities, it is often ~•13cessary to see whether the character of the
iin-ention excludes the possibility of thought, design, ingenuity or
labor haying heen exrrcisccl in its Jlroduction, or exercised to any
consitlerahle extent.
§ 3i3, Thus, if an alleged invention is absolutely frivolous and
foolish, though it may have the element of novelty, in one sense,
it is not the subject of a patent. So, too, mere coloralJle variation:'>, or ~light aiHl unimportant changes, will not support a patent;
as the immersion of cloth in a steam-bath, with the view of
1
damping it, instead of immersing it in hot water ; and the substitution of steam as the means of heating hollow rollers o\·er
which wool was to he passed, instead of heating them hy the
insertion of hot iron bars.2 In such cases, if the consequences resulting from the change are unimportant, and the change consists
merely in the employment of an obvious substitute, the discovery
and application of which could not have iiiYoh-ed the exereisc of
the inventh·e faculty in any considerable degree, then the change
is treated as merely a colorable Yariation, or a double use, aml not
as a ~uhstantiYe im·entiou.3
§ H-1:. On the other hand, tlJ~ comparative utility of the change,
and the consequences resulting therefrom, may be such as to
show that the inventive faculty may have been at work ; and in
such cases, though in pc:in t of fact the change was the result of
accident, its comparative utility and importance will afford a test of
the amount of invention inYolved in the change. Thus, in Crane's
patent the invention co.'1sistcd in the use of anthracite and hot-air
blast, in the manufacture of iron, in the place of bituminous coal
and hot-air blast ; and the Court ·of Common Pleas said : " \V e
are of opinion, that if the result produced by such a combination
1

Rex v. Fussell, cited in 'Vebster on the Subject-:\Iatter of Patents, p. 26.
2
Rex 11. Lister, cited in Webster on the Subject-1\fatter of Patents, p. 26.
3
The illustrations put by Lord Abingcr, in Losh v. Hague, Webs. Pat.
Cas. 208, present the distinctions here taken in an amusing form. "If a
surgeon had gone to a mercer and said, ' I see how well your scissors cut,' and
he said, 'I can apply them instead of a lancet, by putting a knob at the end,'
that would he quite a different thing, and he might get a J>atcnt for that; but
it would be a very extraordinary thing to say, that because all mankind have
•
been accustomed to eat soup with a spoon, that a man could take out a patent
because be says you might cat peas with a spoon."

•

•
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be either a new article, or a better article, or a cl1eaper article to
the public than that produced before hy the old method, that
such a combination is an invention or manufacture intended kJ
the statute, ancl may well become the subject of a patent." 1 But
if the change be immaterial, and productive of no beneficial result,
so that the end can be attained as well without as with the
supposc<l improvement, it will not support a patcnt.2
§ ~15. A concise and lucid dictum of Buller, J., presents a capital test of the sufficiency of many inventions: "If there he any
thing material and new, which is an improvement of the trade,
tltat will be sufficient to support a patent." 3 The term "improYement of the trade " was obviously used hy the learned judge in
the commercial sense, meaning the production of the article as
gootl in quality at a cheaper mte, or better in quality at the smi1e
mte, or with both these consequences partially combined.4 There
arc many cases where the materiality and novelty of the change
can be judged of only hy the effect on the result ; and this effect is
tested hy the actual improvement in the process of producing the
artic·lc, or in the article itself, introduced by the alleged invention.
To these cases this test is directly applicable. Thus, in Lord Dudley's patent, the change consisted in the substitution of pit-coal for
charcoal in the manufactme of iron, and it was new both in the
5
process of manufacture and in the constitution of the iron. In
Neih;on's patent, the change consisted in blowing thn furnace with
hot air instead of cold; and in Crane's, the subst;tution of an- ,
thracitc as fuel, in combination with the hot-blast. Both these
•

1

Crane v. Price, Webs. Pat. Cas. 409. It has been suggested, that if the
immersion of cloth in steam instead of hot water had been attended with any
considerable improvement in the manufacture, the change would have been
held a sufficient substantive invention to have supported a patent. Webster
on the Subject-~Iatter, p. :W, note (t).
2
In Arkwright's case, there was evidence that the filleted cylinder had
been used before• both in the way in which he used it and in another way.
Buller, J., said: "If it were in use both ways, that alone is an answer to it.
If not, there is another question, whether the stripe in it makes any material
alteration? For if it appears, as some of the witnesses say, to do as well without stripes, and to answer the same purpose, if you suppose the stripes never
to lmve been used before, that is not Ruch an invention as will support the
patent." Rex v. Arkwright, W cbs. Pat. Cas. 72, 73.
3
Ucx v. Arkwright, Webs. J>at. Cas. 71.
• See l\Ir. Webster's note on this dictum, til Slljil'<t.
'
6
Webs. Pat. Cas. 14.

•
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processes were great improvements, leading to a cheaper production of iron of as good or a hetter quality. 1 In Derosne's patent,
the invention was by the application of charcoal in the filtering
of sugar, being a change in the process of manufactnre, so as to
produce sugar in a way unknown before.2 In Hall's case, the use
of the flame of gas, to singe off the superfluous fihres of lace,
effedetl completely what had been done before iu an imperfect
mmmer.3
~ :16. In these cases, the subject o_f each invention was not the
particular machinery Ol' apparatus by which the new applicaiicn
was to he made availaule, uut it \vas the new application itself of
certain known substances or agents, to produce a particular result,
,.,..
•
• 1
•
1
•
1
.
1
1
l
f
1
wuermg eitl1er m t11e process or m t 1e artie e prm ucel rom t 1e
former methods of producing the same thing, and therehy prodncing a better article, or producing it by superior aml cheaper
processes. It is obvious that the result, in such cases, furnishes
a complete test of the sufficiency of invention ; hecause the
importance of the result shows that, whether actually exercised
or not, the possiuility of the exercise of thought, design, ingenuity,
and skill is not excluded. The merit is the same, whether the
invention was the fruit of aceident or design; because the merit
consists in having realized the idea, and carried it out in practice.
But if the i1lca and the practice involve no beneficial results,
superior to what had betm hefore attained, there could have been
• no scope for the exercise of the inventive faculty, because the
result excludes the supposition of its having been exercised.
. § ;jj, The same test is also indirectly applicable to another
class of cases, where a particular instrument or machine, or combination of nuwhincry, is the suhject of the patent. As in .Arkwright's case, the gist of the objection was, that the alleged new
machinery did not serve the purpose of spinning cotton better
than the machinery formerly used. 4 In the case of Brunton's
patLmt, which covered two inventions, the one was ior an improvement in the construction of chain cables, and the other for an
improwment in the construction of anclwrs. .As to the first
invention, chain cables had ueen formerly made with twisted links~
a wrought-iron stay being fixed across the middle of the opening of
•

- 1
2

4

W cbs. Pat. Cas. l!Jl, 27:3, 375.
3
IhiJ.
Ibitl. !J7.
The King v. Arkwright, W eus. Pat. Cas. il.

•
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each link to keep it from collapsing. The alleged improYcment
consisted in making the liuks with straight si<le:-; aml cirenlnr ew.l:-;,
and in substituting a cast-iron stay with broad cJHls, adapted to
the sides of the liuk, and emhraciug them. This combination of
the link aJHl the stay was caleulatccl to snstaiu pressure better
than the old form. The court eonsillere<l the suhstitutiou of a
broacl-hemled stay in the link, in place of a poiutcd stay, under
the circumstances, a sufficient iuvcution to support a pateut, on
account of the utility of the substitution, in conucctinn with the
principles to he carried out, viz., the resistance of pressure according to the action of forces. 1
§ HS. In respect of the anchor, the invention consisted in making the two flukes in one, with such a thiclmess of metal in the
middle, that a hole might he pierced throtlg"h it for the insertion
of the shank, instead of joining the two flukes in two distinct
pieces hy welding to the shank. The hole was made conical or
bell-mouthed, so that no strain coul<l separate the flukes from the
shank, by which means the iujury to the iron from repeated heating was avoided, only one heating being necessary to unite the
end of the shank perfectly with the side of the conical hole. Dut
it appeared at the trial that the improvement in the anchor was
the a\·oiding the welding by means well known and practised in
cases extremely similar. It was a case of the simple application
of a motle known and practised for a similar purpose in other like
cases; and it did not appear that anchors so made were superior
to those which hatl been made before. The court were therefore
1

Brunton v. Hawkes, 4 B. & Ald. 5-10, 550. Abbott, C. J., said: "As at
present advised, I am inclined to think that the combination of a link of this
11articular form, with the stay of the form which he uses, although the form of
the link might lmve been known before, is so far new and beneficial, as to sustain a patent fe>r that part of the invention, if the patent had been taken out
for that alone." Bayley, J., said: "The improvement in that respect, as it
seems to me, is sho1·tly this; so to apply the link to the force to operate on it,
that that force shall operate in one place, namely at the end; and this is produced by having a bar across, which has not the defect of the bar formerly
used for similar purposes. The former bars weakened the link, and they were
weak themselves, and liable to break, and then if they broke, there might be a
pressme in some other part. Now, from having a broad-ended bar instead of
· a conical one, and having it to lap round the link instead of perforating it, that
inconvenience would be avoided; and therefore the present impression on my
mind as to this part of the case is, that the patent might be supported."
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unanimously of opinion that the patent, in respect of the auchor,
could not he sustained. 1
§ 39. It appears, then, according to the English authorities,
that the amount of invention, as being sufficient or insufficient to
support a patent, may be estimated from a compound view of the
change effected, and the consequences of that change. lf the
change introduced is so considerable as to warrant the conclusion
that it may have been the result of thought, f;kill, and dc~ig·n, and
the consequences produced by it are important and cousidcrahle,
there will he, it is said, a sufficiency of invention. But in applying this test, it is obviously necessary to view the change and its
coL''' queuces as a sum, aml to see whether both, taken together,
are considerable or inconsiderable, important or unimportant.
The change alone may be very slight, or in point of fact accidental; yet, if it leads to consequences and results of great practical
utility, as in the case of Dudley's, Crane's, Hall's, and Daniel's
inventions, and others above mentioned, the collllition of a sufficiency of invention is satisfied. But if both change and cow~e
qucnces are inconsiderable and unimportant, the condition is not
satisfied.2
§ -:1:0. I am persuaded, however, that at least under our statute
the question of the patentability of an invention depends upon
its sath;fying the statute requisites of novelty and utility, after
the subject is ascertained to belong to one or the other of the
classes mentioned in the statute. 3 I shall proceed, therefore, to
the consideration of those statute requirements, drawing the
illustrations of their proper scope and application alike from the
Englb;h and the American decisions. And first, as to the requisite of novelty.
§ 41. The suhject-l_llatter of a supposed invention is new, iu the
sense of the patent law, when it is substantially different from
what has gone before it; and this substantial difference, in cases
where other analogous or similar things have been previously
known or u· , is one measure of the sufficiency of invention to
supvort a patent. Our courts have, in truth, without always
Ibid.
2 Webster on the Subject-1\Iatter, pp. 20, 30.
3 There are some observations by Mr. Justice Nelson, in the case of
:McCormick v. Seymour, 2 Blatch. 2-10, 2-1:3, which appear to me accurately to
describe the qualities belonging to a patentable invention.
I

•
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using the same terms, applied the same tests of the sufficiency of
invention, which the English authorities exhibit, in determining
whether alleged inventions of various kinds possess the necessary
element of novelty. That is to say, in determining t.his question,
the character of the result, and not the apparent amount of skill,
ingenuity. or thought exercised, has been examined ; and if the
result has been substantially different from what had been effected
before, the invention has been pronounced entitled to a. patent;
otherwise, the patent has failcd. 1
§ -12. Thus, where the patent was for an improvement in copperpl~~te printing of hank-notes, by printing copperplate on both
sides of the note, or copperplate on one side, a.nd letter-press on
the other, or letter-press on both sides, as an a1lditional security
against counte1:feiting; a.ml the defendants had used steel-plate
printing; the question was, whether "copperplate printing"
included" steel-plate printing." The plaintiffs counsel contended,
that even if copperplate did not include steel-plate printing,
still the use of the latter by the flefm1dants, a.pplicd to hanknotes, to produce the effect state(l in the patent, was a mere
evasion, mid virtually an infringement. 'Vashington, J ., instructed
the jnry, that if the usc of steel plates was an improvement upon
printing from copperplates, for which a patent might have been
obtained by the inventor, the use of steel plates by the defendants
could with no propriety he considered as an infringement of the
plaintiff's right, unless it appeared that they had also used the
plaintiff's improvement.2
§ -13. This is in substance the test applied by l\Ir. Justice Buller, of " any thing material and new that is an improvement of the
trade." 3 If the process of printing by steel plates was an improvement, in the manufacture of notes, upon the process of printing
by copperplates, so as to he a benefit to the trade, of manufacturing notes, it would have beeu a substantive invention, and
therefore not an inf1·iugement upon the plain tiff'~'~ patent, if standing alone.
§ -14. So, too, upon the clause in the former statute, "that
1

The application of tliese tests is most frequently foun!l in cases, not where
insufficiency of invention has been expressly the ground of defence, but where
the question has been, whether the patent did not claim something that was
not new.
2
Kneass v. The Schuylkill Bank, 4 Wash. 9, 11.
3 Cited ante.
·
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simply changing the fonn or proportion of any machine shall not
be deemed a discovery," Mr. Chief Ju:-;tice Marshall held that the
word "simply" was of great importance; that it was not every
change of form or proportion which was declared to he no discowry, but that which was simply a change of form or proportion, and nothing more. If by changing the form and proportion a
new effect is produced, there is not simply a change of form and proportion, hut a change of principle ah;o. The question "·ill he,
therefore, whether the change has produced a difl'erent effect. 1
If the result of a change is beneficial in a con:-;iderahle degree,
its character will reflect back upon the change itself, ancl aid in
determining its extent. 2
§ 40. In like manner, Mr. Justice Livingston decided that a
patent was invalid, upon substantially the same test as that of ~Ir.
J usticc Buller. The patent was for an alleged invention in folding and. putting up thread and floss cotton in a manner different
from the ordinary mode, so that it would sell quicker, and for a
higher price than the same cotton put up in the common way.
The article itself was imported, and underwent no change. The
whole of the improvement co 1sisted in putting llp the skeins or
hanks in a convenient quantity for retailing, with a sealed wrapper,
and a label containing the number and description of the article.
The court declared that the invention, upon the patentee's own
showing, was frivolous ; that it was in no way beneficial to the
public, not making. the article itself any better, or ·altering its
q ua1it~· in any way. In other words, it was no "improvemeu t of
the trade" 0f making the article sold, but it was a mere improvement in the art of selling it, by which the retailer could get a
higher price for the same article than could be obtained by putting
it up without the label.3
•

Davis v. Palmer, 2 Brock, 208, 310. See also Pettibone v. Derringer, 4
wash. :ns, :no.
2 Hall v. Wiles, 2 Blatchford, 1!)4-200.
3
Langdon v. DeGroot, 1 Paine's C. C. R. 203. The learned judge said:
" The imcntion is for folding the thread and floss cotton in a manner a little
different from the ordinary mode, in which form the cotton will sell quicker
ami higher by twenty-five per cent than the same cotton put up in the common
way. The cotton thus folded is imported from the factory of Holt, in England. The article itself undergoes no change; and the whole of the improvement for it is a patent for an improvement consists in putting up skeins
of it, perhaps of the same size in which they are imported, decorated with a
label and wrapper; thus rendering their appearance somewhat more attractive,
1
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§ 46. So, too, where the question was whether, in a patent for
a machine for making wool-cards, the patentee had 110t elaimed
what had l1cen substantially done l1efore,
his claim l1ciug for
the wlwle machine, which comprehemled several di~;tiuct operations or stages in the manufacture, Mr. ,Justice Story said the
question was, whether either of these effects had been prorluced
in the machines formerly in use by a coml1ination of nutdJincry,
or mOlle of operation :mbstantially the same as in the machine of
the pateutee. That it would not be sufficient to proteet the
it l1eing for the whole machine,
that his
plaintiff's patent,
specific machine, with all its various combinations aml effects, did
aml imlncing the unwary, not only to gi\·c i a preference to other cotton of
the same fahric, quality, and texture, but tu pay an extravagant premium for
it. "'hen stripped of these appendages, which must be done befon• it is used,
the cotton is no better in any one respect than that of Holt's retailed iu the
way put up hy l1im. All this came out Qn thl• plaintiff's own testimony.
"Now, that such a coutrivance for with what propriety can it be termed
a useful art, within the meaning of the Constitution: may be lll'JWticial to a
patentee, if he can excltule from the market all other retailers uf the very same
article, will not be clenil•cl; and if to protect the interest of a patentee, however fri\'olons, useless, or cleccptive his inn•ntion may be, were the sole object
of the law, it must be admitted that the plaiutiff has made out a satisfactory
title to his patent.
"But if the utility of au invention is also to he tested by the admutages
which the public arc to cleri,·e from it, it is uot pL'I'Ct•h·ecl how this part of his
title is in any way whato\'er established. Is the cuttun manufactured l>y himself, which is pnt up in this way? The Yl'l'j' label declares it to be that of
anotlll'r man. Is any thing done to alter its texture or to render it more portable, or mure convcuient for usc? Nothing of this kind is pretended. Docs
the con~umcr get it fot· ll•ss than in its imported condition? The onl~· grotmd
on which the expectation of a recovery is built is, that he pays an enormous
·
additional price, for wllicll he literally rccl'ives no consicleratiou.
"It is said that many ornamental things are bought of no intrinsic value,
to gratify the whim, taste, ot· extravagance of a pm·ehaser, and that for many
of these articles patents are obtained. This may be so; but in such cases there
is no deception, no false appearances; and the article is bought to be used with
all its decorations and ornaments, which may have been thl· ··rincipal inducements to the purchase, and which will last as long as the .. Liele itself. In
this the sight or pride of the party is gratifiell. But here it is the cotton alone
which it is intended to buy, and the little label and wrapper appended to it,
and which constitute the whole of the improvement, however showy, are
stripped off and thrown away before it can be used. And when that is done,
wl:.ich may be at the very moment of its purchase, the cotton is no better,
· whateYcr the buyer at the time may think, than when it first left the factory.
PAT.
3
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not exist before ; because, if the different effect~ etnhmcc<l in it
were all prOllucCll by the same application of maehincry, in
separate parts, and he merely combined them, or tulc.letl a new
effect, such combination would not sustain his patPnt for the
whole machine; 1 that is to say, without looking at the apparent
•

"\Yhen Congress shall paRs a law, if they have a right so to do. to encourage tli~eovcrics, hy which an article. without any amelioration of it. 111ay he
put off fur a great clcal more than it is worth and is actually selliu).( for. it will
be time enough for com·ts to cxtt•ncl tlwir protection to such inwutiuus, among
which this may be very fairly classed."
1
Whitkmore r. Cutter, 1 Gallis. -!iS. In this case, the IPal'lll''l jt11lgP said:
"It is •lillieult to define the exact cases when the whvlt• 111achinc mav
be
••
deemed a Ill'\\' invention, ancl when only an improvement of an ol•l lllat'hino;
the cases oft.en approach very near to each other. Iu the pn•:;cut improved
state of machinery, it is almost impracticable not to elllploy the same ekments
of motion. ami, in some particulars, the same manner of opl•r:ttiton, to procluco
any new l'ifcct. \\"heels, with tht•ir known modes of opl•ration, awl known
combinations, must he of wry cxtl•nsive employment in a gn•at variPt.y of new
machine,;; aml if they could nut, in the new inn-ntion, lJe inclwlecl in tho
patl•nt, no patent could exist for a whole machine emuracing such mechanical
powers.
" Wht•re a specific machine al'ready exists, producing certaiu effcets, if a
mere tulclition is made to such machint", to produce the .<Wile t;[l'tct.< in a hetter
maum·r, a patent cannot be taken fnr the whole machine, hut fot• tlw improvollll'nt unlv.
The
case
of
a
watch
is
a
familiar
instance.
The
iun·ntul'
of
tho
•
paknt lever, without doubt, added a very useful improvcmt•nt to it; but his
right to a pateut could not be more cxtensh·e than his inwntiun. The patent
cuuiJ nut cover the whole machine as improved, but barely thL· actual intpl'Ovcmcnt. The same illustration might be drawn from the stl•am-cngine, so much
imprun.'cl Ly :\h•ssrs. \Vatt anrl Boulton. In like manner, if to an old machine
some uew eomuinations be acicled, to produce uw· r;,fl'ect.<, the right to a patent
is limiter! to the new combinations. A patent can in no case he for an elfect
only, but for au effect produced by a gh·cn manner, u\' by a peculiar opl•ration.
For instance, no patent can be obtained for the admeasurement of time, or the
ex:van:;ivc operations of steam; but only for a new mode or new application of
maehiuery to produce these effects; aml therefore, if new effects are Jll'ocluced
by an old 1uachine in its unaltered state, I apprehend that no patent can be
legally supported, for it is a patent for an effect only.
•· Ou the other hand, if well-known e.t!'ec/.~ arc produced by machinery in all
its combinations Cl!lirel!J new, a patent may be claimed for the whole machine.
::io, i[ tlw principles of the machine arc ucw, either to prollucc a new or au old
effect, the imcntor may well entitle himself to the exclusive right of the whole
machine. By the principles of a machine (as these word~ are used in the statute) is uut meant the original elementary principles of motion, which philosophy awl sdcuce have discovered, but the modus optmmdi, the peculiat· clcvice
or manner of producing any given effect. Tho expansive powers of steam, and
•

•

•
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amount of skill or inn~ution iuvolnd iu ln·iug·in~
.- ... these ~evPral
mmles of opt'ratiun into one machiuc, wltieh was uut tlw iuYt·ntion
claiuw1l, if the result aceompli:-;lled thercl'y di,luot 1lill'er :-;ul,:-;tautially, in re:-;pect to the processes cmiJracctl iu it, from what !tad
Lecn douc before in separatL•maehiues, the sul,ject-mattei' claimed
as the iuvcnt iou was uot uew.
§ -!G ,,, So, too, where the claim was for" an clastie era:-:in· pencil
head," the court viewed it as a claim to "a 1•ieec of inllia-rublJer
_

tht• llll'Chauicalpowcrs of whcl'ls, ha\'e hePil uuclt•r!'tm~l fur many a~t·:;: Y"t a
machilll' 111ay wcllt>mplny dthcr· the ouc or tlw othl·r. and y1·t he hll eutin·ly
new, in its nu.ulc of applying these dl'llltmts, as to l'HtitlL• till' party to a Jm~cut
for his whole cumhiuatiou. Tlte iutrinsic clitticulty is to asccrtaiu, iu cnrnpli·
catcd casl'S like the present, the cx:wt lwuwhu·ics IJl'tWl'l'll what wa:; )mown
allllust•cl before, ami what is Ill'\\', in the mmlt: qt' opcmlion.
" Tht· Jll'l'Sl'llt maehinc is to make colton allll woolll'll canis. Tht•:;c were
unt only m;ull' \)('fun• till' prcst•nt pateut, by machiucry, hut also by urachinery
which, at clill'crent tiull's. exhihitl•d \'cry dill'creut stages of improwntt•nt.
The gradual progress of the iuwutiun, from the fir~t rude attempt:> to tlw
pn•;;ent extraordinary perfection, from the slight combination of simple principles to the pi'L'Sl'nt wowh·rful cumLiuatiuus, in ingcuuity :mel intricacy
scarcely surpassed iu ~he woi'ld, has been miuutcly traced !ly the witrll'sses on
the stautl.
"The jury, tlll'n, arc to decide wlll'thcr the principles of :\lr. \\'hittcmore·s
machine ar·e altogctht•r new, or whl•th1•r his machine be au improvctut·nL uul~·
•
ou those which have beol•ll iu usc IJL"fon• his inwutiun. I have before ollst•n·cd
that the principles m·e the nwde '!( 'JJWI'alion. 1f the same cll'ects arc }ll'oduccd
by two machines hy tlw same lllUtlc of operation, the priuciplcs of each arc the
same. If the same cll'ccts are protlueecl, but l•y :t cotuhiuatiou of maehiuery
operating :mhstautially in :t clifft•rent umunt•r, tlw principles are ditl'ct'L•nt.
"The great stages (if I may so say) in making the canis hy Whitlt•more's
machine, which admit of a separate aut! distinct operation iu the tuaehint•l'\',
•
arc,
l. The formirig ami Lending the wire; :!. The prieking the leather;
3. The sticking the wire into the leather; and, 4. The crooking the wire aftl'r
its insertion. Were dtlrcr of these effects produced in the machines fornll'rly
in usc by a combination of machinery or moue of operation substantially the
same as in this machine? If so, tlwu clearly his patent coulcl unly be Jor an
impro\'emcut, and of course it is YuiLl; if not, then his patent is fr·ee from any
objection on the ground of being broader than his invention. lt will not be
sulticicnt. to protect the plaintiti's patent, that this specific machiue, with all
its various eomhiuations mul effects, did not exist before; for if the tlill'ercnt
elrccts wt•rc all produced by the .mme applicatiou of machinery in separate parts,
ami he merely combined them together, or added a new eifcct, such combination would not sustttin the present patent, any more than the artist, who added
the second-hand ot· repeater to a watch, could have been eutitlcu to a patent
for the whole watch."
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"·it h lt hole in it," and hehl it to be iin-alid for want of
inYent ion. 1
§ -1- i. On the other hand, where the patent claimed, as the invention of the party, a new and m;cful improvement in the making
of friction-matches, by means of a new compound, and it was said
that the ingredients hml been used before in the making of matches,
the comt ~aid that the true question was, whether the materials
h;ul lJL'l'll u:;cd hcfore in the same combination, and if not, that
the cuml•ination was patentable, however apparently simple it
might lJC. That is to say, if the result at which the inventor had
nniw1l
the production of a friction-match, hy a particular comt•ination of materials
was new, there was a sufficiency of invention, without looking at the apparent facility or difficulty of
act·ompli~hing it.2
§ -!~. So, too, where it was said in the defence that a machine
for cutting ice ·was hut an application of an old invention to a new
purpose. it being likened to the common carp{mter's plough, the
comt llistinguished the ma~hine from every thing that hml been
mallc before, by pointing out that such a combination of apparatus
haclnot been known before. 3
The 1lnl,l•er Tip Pencil Co. t'. Howard (1872), 0 Blatchf. ,1!l0.
~ Hyan 1·. Goodwin, :1 Sumner's lL fiB, 518. In this case, :Mr. Justice
Story said: "It is certainly not necessary that every ingredient, or, indeed,
that any one ingredient, used hy the patentee in his invention, shoul<l be new
or llliU:iL'tl hdore for the purpos(• of making matches. The true question is,
wheLII'r the eumhination of materials hy the patentee is substantially new.
Eaeh uf tllL•,.;c ingretlients may have heL•u in the most extensive and common
usc. awl f;olllL' of them may have been used for matches, or combined with
other waterials for other purposes. But if they have never been combined
togL•thcr in the manner stated in the 11atcnt, .but the combination is new, then,
I take it, the invention of the combination is patentable. So far as the evidcnec gucs, it does not appear to me that any such combination was known or
in u:;e ],durc l'hillip's invention. l3ut this is a m:ttter of fact, upon which
the jury will judge. The combination is apparently very simple; but the siln~
plicity of an hmmtion, so far from being an objection to it, may constitute its
great excellence and value. Indeed, to produce a great result by very simple
means, hcfore unknown or unthought of, is not unfrequently the peculiar
clmrnct<·ristic of the very highest class of minds."
~ ·wyeth v. l:itonc, 1 Story's R. 273, 270. In this case, l\Ir. Justice Story
s11id: " ..bsmniug the patent to be for the machinery described in the ::;pccifi~
catiun, awl the description of the invention in the specification to be, in point
of law, eet·tainly and correctly summed up, (points which will be hereafter
considered,) 1 am of opinion that the ir.vcntion is substantially new. No such
1

•
•
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§ -!fl. But where an invention was claimed to he a mmle by
which the l1nck of a rocking-chair cou1ll be reclined aJHl fixe«l at
any angle required, hy means of a certain apparatus, the patent
was declare1l void, 1Jecause the same apparatus or machinery had
been long in use, and applied, if not to chairs, at least in other
1
machines, to purposes of a similar naturc. An cxmuiuation of
the result attained hy the plaintiff showed that he h:ul aecompli::;hed nothing which lu1ll not been done hefore, but had merely
applied an old contrivance to a new purpose.
§ ;j0, The <1 uestion will arise, then, in reference to any supposed invention, in what is the novelty to consist'? or, in otlter
words, what is the nature of the chang·e
that
has
l'ecn
cffeetcd,
'·
which will entitle it to the protection of a patent'? It is a lea1ling
general principle on this subject, as we have already sccu, that
there must l1e something more than a change of form, or of the
juxtapo:;ition of parts, or of the external relatious of things, m· of
the order or arrangement
in
whieh
things
are
used.
The
change,
'or the new combination or relations, must introduce or embotly
some new mode of operation, or accomplish some effect not before
produced. This is what is called, in the judicial sense, introducing a new prim·iple. But then it is plain, from the nature of
this snhject, that no rules can be laid down which \rill admit of
application to all supposable cases. All that can he done in the
way of exhibiting the doctrines which are to he applietl in judicial
inquiries into the novelty of invention:;, is to classify the adjmlgetl
machinery is, in my judgment, established by the evidence to have been
known or used before. The argument is, that the principal machine, described as the cutter, is well known, and has been often USl'd before for other
purposes, and that this is but an application of an old invention to a new purpose; and it is not therefore patentable. It is said that it is, in suhstanee,
identical with the common carpenter's plough. I do not think so. ln the
common carpenter's plough there is no series of chisels fixed in one plane, a11tl
the guide is below the level, and the plough is a movable chisel. In the present machine there are a series of chisels, and they are all fixed. The successive chisels are each below the other, and this is essential to their operation.
Such a combination is not shown ever to have been known or used before.
It is 11ot, therefore, a new usc or application of an old machine. This opinion
docs not rest upon my own sldll and comparison of the machine '"ith the
c:l.l'pentcr's lllough; but it is fortified and sustahwd by the te;;timony of witnesses of great skill, experience, and knowledge in this department of
science.''
1
Bean v. Smallwood, 2 Story's R. 408, 410.
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cases, and to observe tl1e illustrations which they furnish of the
different modes in which this patentable requisite of novelty may
presC'Ilt itself. One class of the adjudged cases consists of those
in whieh the supposed invention has been held to l•e nothing more
than a double usc, or double aprlieation, of what had in faet existed before ; and another class embraces the cases where there
has l•een held to be something hwolved which may be the subject
of a patent.
§ ·~0 a. In a case in the Circuit Court for the Southern
District of Ohio, the i1~1provement claimed related mainly to
the eonstruction of portable steam-engines. The most desirable
qualities in this class of machines 'vere stated to he compactness and lightness~ combined with strength and simplicity, so
as to adapt them to purposes of transportation. The invention
consisted, according to the specification, "in the arrangement of
a hollow continuous heel-plate between the boiler and the engine,
upou which, and to which, the entire working parts of the latter
are :mpported and attached ; the hollow bed-plate being for this
pnrpose provided with suitable flanges on its upper and outer
sides; by whieh the operative parts of the engine are supported
and secured to it; there being others cast on its under side, by
means of which the bed-plate itself is attached or riveted to the
boiler. This hollow continuous casting, or bed-plate, may be also
used as a heater for the supply water. By this plan the engine
will l1e rendered insulated, as it were, from the boiler, so that the
relative position of its working parts to each other cannot be affected by the expansion and contraction of the boiler so as to impair their regular and easy working; and, on the other hand, the
boiler will not he subject to the injurious effects of the vibration
and direct straining of the operative parts when at work . . • .
The lJed-plate, if desired, may he used as a heater for the l'Upply
of water, by passing the exhaust steam, as it escapes from the
cylinder, through a pipe suitably arranged within the bed-plate."
The claim of the patentees was construed by the court to emLracc: 1. A hollow continuous bed-plate placed between the boiler
and the engine ; 2. The bed-plate to have flanges on its upper and'
outer side cast ,·dth it ; 3. The attachment and securing of the
operative parts of the engine upon its upver and outer side, l:y
means of the flanges. The essence of the invention con~isted in
the construction of the bed-plate and its lateml attachmei1t to the
.
engme.
,
'
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To defeat the claim of novelty in this case, evidence was
adduced. to Rhow the prior existence of a similar bed-plate; this
plate consi::;ted of a frame cast in one or four pieces, the sides
con!;isting of hollow boxes from four to eight inches square, and
extending the whole length of the hoiler. The frame wa~ placed
upon it, while the parts were secured to the boiler by feet or
flanges cast with them, and secured hy bolts. Upon the l1ed-plate
so attachc1l, the engine was placed, and firmly fixed by holts or
rivets. Both the bed-plate and engine were directly oyer the
boiler. FeCll-pipes for the supply of water were introduee1l into
the bed-plate, along which the exhaust steam from the eylinder
was passed, thus heating the water hefore its entrance into the
boiler. The object of the feet or flanges on the plate was to effect,
as far as possible, the insulation of the engine. Admitting that
there were striking points of analogy between the two engines,
the court, in deciding in favor of the validity of the patent, concurred with the scientific experh; that the differences were not
merely mechanical, bnt were radical in their character, and pointed
out the essential diversities to be in two particulars : 1. The bedplate covered by the complainant's patent was a single continuous
shell or tube, giving a combination of lightness and strength not
fouml in other similar structures ; 2: The engine was attached to
the outer side of• the bed-plate, instead of being placed upon it,
or over the boiler.!
1

Blandy t•. Griffith (18GB), 3 Fisher's Pat. Cas. GOO. In delivering the
judgment of the court, l\Ir. Justice Swayne said: " Here are certainly some .
striking points of analogy to the engine of the complainant. But able scientific experts have testified that the dominant conceptions in the two cases are
totally distinrt from each other, and that the differences arc not merely mechanical, or cq_uiYalent, but that they strike deeper, and are radical in their
character. Whether they are so is the test to be applied to the solution of
the question llCfore us. We have already held that the use of the plate as a
heater is not a part of the invention patented. This subject may, therefore,
be laid out of view. The essential diversities are to be found, it is said, in
two particulars : The bed-plate covered by the patent is a single continuo'IS
sltell or tube. It is proved that this gives a combination of lightness and
strength beyond any other configuration or structure which has yet been
devised. The engine is attached to the outer side of the bed-plate, and is not
placed above it, or over the boiler. The attachment is latera~. In both these
points the proof is that it is essentially different from the Talbott engine, and
from any other which preceded it.
" In these views, after much reflection, we have found ourselves able to con-
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•iO b. In the ease of Stimpson 'IJ, "\Voodmnn, 1 the inwntion
claimed consisted in producing a pebbled or hoartlt>tl grain or
fbish on leather, by sn hjccting it to the pressure of a shol't revohing cylinder or roller of metal, having the rcqniretl design or
figme engnwed on its surface. But this machine was antedated
by another, substantially the same in its combination awl arrangement, and in its working and effect upon the leather, exeL•pt that
the ml'tallic roller in the latter had a smooth, and in the former a
:figured surface. It further appeared tlmt this :figure1l roller was
old, awl had heen used in pl•hbling leather by pressure. "Vpon
this state of facts, it was held that the engraving or stamping of
the :fi!::·ure
upon
the
smfacc
of
the
smooth
1·oller,
or
the
suhsti••
tution of the old figured roller for the ptirpose, involved ::;imply
mechanieal skill, and was therefore not patentable.
§ ;jO c. Au important case, illustrating the sufficiency of im·ention. is that of Treadwell ~·. Parrott,2 decided by the Circuit
Court for the Southern District of New York, in ltlGG. The invention claimed consisted in the improvement of cast-iron en nnon,
by smTountling them with wrought-iron hoops or hands, in the
manner described, so as greatly to increase their streHgt h. The
patentee disclaimed the discover.v of "hoops gCiwrally in making
canuon, as the earliest cannon known were formed iu part by
hoops brazell upon them"; but limited his invention to "constructing cannon with hoops screwed and shrunk upon a ],ody in
which the calibre is formed in the manner herein de::;crihed."
cur. It is not our business to form any opinion of the compm·ath·e Yalue of
the cmr!J·lainaut's engine. The question is not whether the inwntion is hetter
or worse thau its pretlecessors, but whether it is new, useful, awl different
from any thing before used or known. Those who hold the negath·e arc at
liberty to use any thing older 'to which the proofs in this case rdate. All
rcquirt•d of them is that they shall not usc, either in form or substance, what
is patcutetl to the complainants."
1 (18U!1), 10 Wal. lli.
At the trial in the Circuit Court (!l Fisher's Pat.
Cas. !I~), the court was asked to charge the jury in substance that if the
plaintilrs machine had been anticipated in every part of its construction
except the figures or designs on the roller, which roller was oltl, he was not
entitled to rccoYcr. The refusal to give this instruction was reg:mlcd as
enoncous hy the Supreme Court of the United States, and the juclgmcnt
rciHlerccl by the Circuit Court for the plaintiff was reversed. In 1.hc APl'ellate
Court, l\Ir .•Tustice Clifford, placing a different construction upon the claims of
the patl•ntce, delivered a dissenting opinion.
2 a Fisher's Pat. Cas. 12±; s. c. 5 lllatchf. 30() •
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According to the mode of con:-;trnction <lc:,;crihcd, the cannon
·was cast, having at its largest pau; a diameter nlJOut twice as great
as the caliln·e. It was then bored, the outside turne<l, and a
screw cut 0n the body. Hoops or rings of wrought iron, having
a diameter ahont one-thousandth part les::; than that of the body
to he encircled, after being expan<led sufficiently hy heat, were
screwed upon the body of the cannon, where contrnction was
cansecl hy a change from heat to cold. The gun might thus be
encircled hy an indefinite number of hoops or rings, while others
might he formed in the same way over the first series. The claim
of the patentee was: ":First. In making a cannon consisting of
a uody (in which the calibre is formed), the walls of wllieh are
of one piece, surt·oumled lJy rings, hoops, or tubes, in one or
more layers, placed upon said body under great strain, hy "·hich
said hody is compressed, and the natural equilibrium of the molecules or particles of which it is composed disturbed by their 1Jeing
brought nearer together; ancl thi::; is accomplished in the manner
herein set forth, uamely, by nutkiug the hoops smaller than the
part whieh they arc to surround, and then expandiug them by
heat, and suffering them to shrink or contract after having heen
put in their phtee8. Second. I also claim the method of secnriug
the hoop::; to the body of the gun, and the several layers of hoops
to each other, hy screw thrmuls, when they shrink to their places
as above descrihed."
In explanation of the principles that led to the invention, reference was made by the patentee to the Barlow law, so called,
viz., that hollow cylinders of the same materials do not increase
in strength in the ratio of increase in thickness, but that the ratio
of increase in strength is such, that, when they become of considerable thickness, the strength falls enormously below that given
by the ratio of thickness. This diminution in the power of resistance was thus stated by Barlow: "Suppose such a cylinder
to be made up of a great number of thin rings or hoops, placed
one within the other, and exactly fitting, so that the particles of
each hoop shall be in equilibrium with each other; then the resistance of these rings, compared one with the other, to any distending force, will be inversely as the squares of their diameters."
The object of the patentee's invention was "to obviate the
great causes of weakness aris~tg from the conditions before stated,
and to obtain, as far as may be, the strength of wrought iron in-
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stc:Hl of cast iron"; and after describing the mode of construction he adds: "This compression [the compression of tho hotly
of the gun hy the hoops] must he made such that, when tho gun
is suhjected to the greatest force, the hotly of the gnn and the
scnral layers of rings will be distended to the fracturing point
at the same time, and thus all take a portion of the strain up to
its hearing capacity." 1
Fpon the construction of the specification and claim, the court
held that the improvement of the patentee was intemled to be
confined to cast-iron guns, as a gun of this material was mentiollcd, alHl no other.
The defence relied upon was that the patentee was not the
original inventor of the improvement, and evidence was adduced
to show that it was well known as early as 1834 that the hooping
of the bocly of cast-iron guns with wrought-iron hands, very
mneh after the manner of the patentee, increased the resistance
of cylint1PI:s of cast iron against the explosion of gunpowder;
that the compre~sl.on of the cast-iron metal, hy the contraction of
thL· heated hoops or bawls, increased very much the strength of
this resistance ; and that the smallness of the diameters of the
hoop, compared with the exterior diameters of the barrel, was
governed hy the principle of the law of expansion of wrought
iron. As early as 1834, Thier~·, a French officer, had discussed,
in a publication of that date, the improvement of a c,tst-iron gun
by combining with it a wrought-iron envelope; and in that year,
as well as in 1840, had constructed guns according to his principle and theory. Thiery's mode of construction was substantially the same as that of the patentee. The body of his gun,
however, was not purely of cast iron, but contained longitudinal
•

The patentee adds: "There may, at· first view, seem to be a great practical U.ifficulty in making the hoops of the exact size required to produce the
necessary compression; bt:t wrought iron and all malleable bodies are capable
of lll'iug extended without fracture m.teh beyond their power of elasticity.
They may, therefore, be greatly elongated without being weakened. Hence
we h:we only to form the hoops small in excess, and they will accommodate
themseh·es under the strain without the least. injury. It will be found best
in pructicL\, therefore, to make the difference between the diameters of the
hoops and the parts they surround considerably more than one one-thousandth
part of a diameter." The result reached is that "a gun thus ma.le will be
nearly four times as strong a;, a cast-iron gun of the same weight, wrought
iruu Lciug taken at only twice tho strength of cast iron."
1
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strip:-; of wrought iron, which had heen immersed in the metal in
casting the gun. The court considered this circnmf;tance as one
of gr('at importance, and held. "that although the use of wroughtiron huops in the way stated, and. used for strengthening the harrel of a gun, had hcen lmown as early as 18:3-t. or 18-10, yet if the
patentee was the first to apply the device to a cast-iron gun,
he mm;t he regarded as the original inventor, and cntitlecl to a
patent; and that the application of it to a wrought-iron gun, or
a hal'l'cl composed of a combination of cast and wrought iron,
prior in point of time, would not of itself l1e any objection."
It was held, however, that the complainant was not entitled to
a patent, upon the ground that his gun Waf; constrnctecl upon substantially the same principles am~ metho<l as the Frith gun, also
having a cast-iron barrel, the patent for whieh had been granted
in Englaml in 18-13.
•
§ ;jl. The application of an old contrivance to a new use, in
the case of the rocking-chair, furnishes an instance where there
may
be
a
clear
line
of
demarcation
between
the
invention
of
a
•
new thing and a double use of an old thing.l So, too, where
the change consisted in the substitution of potter's clay, or any
kiiHl of porcelain, as the material for making door-knobs attached
to a spindle or shank, the Supreme Court of the United States,
proceeding- npon a state of facts which ascertained that knobs
made of wood or iron had been previously attached to the shank
in the same way, and that the sole change consiste1l in the substitution of one material for another, held the subject not patentaLle.2
§ 52. Another case of a double use, or double application, of
a. well-known mode of manufacture, is presented hy the case of
the anchor, already 1·eferred to. The supposed itlYention consisted in manufacturing ship's anchors lmving two flukes, hy making the two flukes of one piece of metal, and piercing it in the
middle by a hole for the insertion of the shank, instead of making
the two flukes in separate pieces and welding them to the :-;hank.
The adyantage of the change consisted in avoiding the injmy to
the iron occasioned by repeated heating, and using a method of
manufacture which required but one heating, nan~ely, for the
Bean v, Smallwoo<l, 2 Story's R. '!OS, UO. See a somewhat similar case,
Hovey v. Stevens, 1 "' oodh. & l\Iinot, 200.
2 Hotchkiss v. Greenwood, 11 Howar<l, 2-18 .
1
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purposr of "·eltling the end of the shank to the sidr of the hole
in "·hieh it was inserte<l. ~ow, if anchors or other similar instrnmcnts had not heeu made before in tl1is uw<le, there eonltl he
no tlonbt that a patent mig·ht he supported for ancl1ors of this
particular manufacture. But tlw prineiple of this morle of manufacture was not new, nnd nothing was ue\\· hut its application to
the making of what are called ship\; anchors, or anclwrs "·ith
two flukes, which of themselves "·ere an old iustrumcnt. It appcarc<l that tltl' mushroom aucltor, the n<lze anchor, the common
hammer, aw.l the piekaxc ha<l all been ma<lc iu this wa.v. There
was no invention, thercfu:·c, of a new process of mauufadurc, or
of an article as nuule hy a new process ; but the 110\'clty consisted solely in the applieation of an old process <•f manufal'tnre
to a 11cw oceasion; that is, it was a double usc. lind tllis 1110l1e
of manufacture not l1een use<l heforc in cases extremely similar,
an inveutor of it might have patented it:-: application, not only to
anchors, hut to other instrnments. 1
~ •"i'L Hen<·e it appears that the presence or the al•scncc ot' the
patentaUc quality of novelty depends in !-lome <lcgrcu 011 the position in \\·hich the supposed inventor stands with rcfen•ncc to the
hi:story of the art; for there may l1e iu what he has done an element of novelty, and yet that novelty may consist o11ly in the
.i1CW occasion or new usu to which he applies an olcl or well-known
method. Thus the principle, th,tt is to say the method of operation, or the order of combination, under which his invention
ranges itself, may have been discovered and applied before, but
not on precisely the same occasions or uses, or with the sanw materials. \rhen this is the case, the question to he determined is,
whether the new applicatjon is any thing more than a double use,
or whether something has hcen discovered, or some effect produce<l, which goes beyond the mere skill of a construdor in
adapting a well-known method to different occasions, antl enters
the domain of what is called invention.
§ ;j.J:. Illustrations of this distinction may be seen in the application of \\'ell-known medicines, drugs, and chemical substances
upon new occasions, or fur new specific purposes. If it is <lisco\·cred that a medicine, known and used as a va lnalJle remedy
in oue class of diseases, has also great efficiency in curing a11uthcr
1

Brunton r. Hawkes, 4 B. & Ald. G10, GGO.
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and clif'ft•rent di~en~e, there is a new npplieation of a l:.:nown thing,
but it h; only a double u~e of that thing.l
§ ;",.). I 11 order to escape the objection of a clouhlc u~e, it is
nc<·c~:-;sary tlwt the new nceasion or purpose, to "·hich the use of a
kn0\\'11 thing is appliecl, shoulcl not be merely analogous to the
fomwr ucl'nsinns or purposes to whiclt the same thing has Leen
is
a
very
matcrialllistinctiun
l)ctwcen
U}l}llyino·
a.
applied. There
.
...
"
~
new contl·ivancc to an old ohject, 'lntl an ohl contrivance to a new
ohjeet. The former may he patentable, but the latter cannot he,
wheu tl10 new object is merely one of a class possessing a common
analogy. Thu:;, "·here a certain description of wheels had been
used on other carriages than rail way carriages, Lonl .A lJingcr, C.
B., lwld that the plaiutiff conlcluut claim a patent merely for the
use of such wheels upon railway carriages; 2 and where a patent
claimed, as tltc invention of the patcutcc, a. process of curling
In Boulton !'.Bull, 2 II. m. -!~;, l3uller, .T., saitl: "Suppose the worlu
Wl'l't' J•,·ttPr infm·mPtl than it uow is how tu prt•pare Dr .•Jal!l·s's fever-powtll'r,
ancl au ingl'llious physician should timl out that it was a specific cure for~~
consun1ption. if giveu in particular quantitit•s; eoul1l he have a pah•nt for the
sole use of .Jam•s's powtlt•rs in cousmnptiolls, or to he giwu iu particulnr•pmntitit•s: 1 thiul. it must be coucctletl that sueh a patl'nt would he void; anu
yl't thL· use of the llll'dit·inc woultl be new, allll the effect of it as materially
di!l'en•nt ft·om what is Jill\\' known a~ life is from tleath. So in the ease of a.
late t!iseovery, which, as far as experience has hitherto gone, is said to have
}H'on•d L•tlicacious, that. of the mctlicinal propl'rtics of arsenic in curing ngnl's,
could a patt..t be supportd for thl' sole usc of arsenic in aguish complaints'?
The medicine is the manufacture, and the only object of a patent; and, as the
medicine is not new, any patent for it, or for the use of it, woulu be void."
2
Losh v. llaguc, 1 chs. l>at. Cas. :Wi. In this case his Lordship said
to the jury: " The learned counsel has stated to you, and very properly, and
it is a circumstance to be attended to, that )Jr. Losh has taken out his patent
to usc his \\heels on railways. Xow, he says, the wheels nmue by Mr. Paton,
or by the other workmen who were callcu as witncs~es, were never applieu to
railways at all. That opens this question, whether or not a man who finds a.
wheel reatly made to his hand, and applies that wheel to a railway, shall get
a. pah•ut for applying it to a. railway. There is some nicety in considering
that subject. The lcarneu counsel has mentioned to you a. particular case in
which nn argand lamp,. burning oil, having been applied for singeing gauze,
somebody else afterwards applied a lamp supplicu witll gas for singeing lace,
which "·as a novel invention, and for which an argand lamp is not applicable,
because gas docs not hurn in the same way as oil in an argand lamp. But a.
man having discowretl by the application of gas he could more cffl'ctualty
bum thl' cottony parts of the gauze by passing it O\'l~r the gas, his patcut is
I
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palm-leaf for mattresses, hut it appearing that hair harl long Leen
prepare<l Ly the same proce~s for the same pnrpose, Mr. Justice
Story hchl it to be a mere double usc of an oltl proccss. 1
good. (1 \\\•bs. Pat. Ca,;. p. !JS, Hall's Patent.) That was the application
of a new contrivance to the same purpose; but it is a 1lilft•1'cnt thing "·hen you
takl• out a patent fvr applying a new coutrivance to au old ohject, and applying au old contrivance to a uew ohject, that is a very differcut thing; if I am
\Vrtmg I ,;hall ue corrected. In the case the learned counsel put, he says, if a
sur~<eon 0~roes into a mercl•r's sho11, and sees the mercer cuttiu(l'
velvet or silk
0
with a pair of scissors \vith a kuoh to them, he, seeing that, would lmve a
right to take out a pah•ut in order to apply the same scissors to cutting n sore,
or a patient',; skin. 1 do not quite agree with that law. I think if the surgeon
had gone to him, and saitl, • I see how well your scissors cut,' and he sai1l, 'I
can apply them iustL•ad of a lancet, by putting a knob at the rntl,' that would
lJl' t1uite a 1lifferent thing, and he might get a patent for that; but it \nHtld be
a wry extraordinary thing to say that, because all mankind have lJl•en accustvxued to cat soup with a spoon, that a man could take out a patent because
he says yon might cat peas with a spoon. The law· ou the sultject is this: that
;you cannot have a patent for applying a well-known thing, which might be
applied to fifty thousand different purposes, for applying it to an operation
which is exactly analogous to what was du w before. Suppose a man invents
a pair of seissors to cut cloth with, if the scissors were never invented before,
he could take out a patent for it. If another man found he coulcl cut silk
with them, why should he take out a patent for that'! I must own, tl!l'l'efore,
that it strikes me if you are of opinion this wheel has been constructetl, accordin" to the defendant's evidence b" the Jlersous who have been mentioned
0
'
.J
'
lung before the plaintiff's patent, that, although there were no railroatls then
tv :1pply them to, and no demand for such wheels, yet that the application of
thl'lll to railroads afterwards, Ly l\lr. Losh, will not give effect to his patent,
if part of that which is claime•.l as a new improvement by him is, in fact, an
old illlprovement, im·ented Ly other people, awl used for other purposes.
That is my opinion ou the law, and on tha~ I am bound to direct you substantially.''
1
Howe v. Abbott, 2 Story's H.. 100, 103. In this case the learned judge
said: " In the first place, it is admitted on all sides that there is no novelty in
the process by which the stripping, or twisting, or curling thu palm-leaf is
accomplished. The same process oi twisting, and curling, and baking, and
steaming ha;: long been known and used in respect to hair used for beds, mattresses, s, .•·.. s, and cushions. It is, therefore, the mere applicatiou of an old
proccs::. and old machinery to a. new use. It is precisely the sanw as if a
coltee-mill were now, for the first time, used to grind corn. The application
of au old process to manufacture an article, to which it had never before been
applied, i:-; not a patentable inwntion. There must bu some new process, or
some new machinery used, to produce the result. If the old spinning-machine
to spiu flax were now first applied to spiu cotton, no man could hold a new
~
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§ 56. 'Vhen, therefore, the principle is well known, or the application consists in the use of a known thing to produce a particular effect, the question will arise, whether the effect is of itself
entirely new, or whether the occasion onli upon which the particular effect is produced is new. If the occasion only is new, then
the use to which the thing is applied is simply analogous to what
had Leen done Lefore. But if the effect itself is new, then there
are no known analogous uses of the same thing, and the 1n·oeess
may constitute such an art as will be the subject of a patent.
Thus, the use of scissors to cut one suLstance produces a particular effect, entirely analogous to that produced when they arc used
to cut another substance; the effect, therefore, is not new. In
like manner the usc of a machine in the "·ater, which was originally intended to be used on land, has been held to be no invc11tion. 1
But the use of gas to singe off the superfluous fibres of lace was
the use of an agent for a purpose not analogous to any other purpose for which the same agent had ever Leen used before; and
therefore the effect, as produced by that agent, was new. Great
discrimination, however, is to be used in determining whether the
analogy is such as to justify the inference that the occasion only
is new, and that the effect is not new. Of course, if any uew
contrivances, comLinations, or arrangements are made usc of,
although the principal agents employed are well kuowH, iho:-;e
contrivances, combinations, or arrangements may constitute a new
principle, and then the application or practice will ncces:-;arily Le
new also. 2 llut where there is no novelty in the preparation or
arrangement of the agent employed, and the novelty professedly
con:-;ists in the application of that agent, being a well-known
thing, or, in other terms, where it cousists in the pnwtice ouly,
patent to spin cotton in that mode; much less the right to spin cotton in all
modes, although he had invented none. As, therefore, Smith has imented
no new process or machinery, but has only applied to palm-leaf the old process
and the old machinery used to curl hair, it does not strike me that the patent
is maintainable. He who }Jroduces an old result by a new mode or process is
entitled to a patent for that mode or process. But he cannot ha\'c a patent
for a result merely, without using smr~.e new mode or process to produce it."
1
Bush v . .Fox, 20 Law & Eq. R. 40±.
.
2 As where anthracite auG. hot-air blast were used in the manufacture of
iron, iu the place of bituminous coal and hot-air blast; and where sail-doth
was made, with the omission of an ingredient before used, that is, by a different combination from that before used.
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the novelty of that practice is to be determined according to the
circumstances, by applying the test of whether the re:-mlt or effect
prodnee1l is a new result or effect never before prodnccll.l If a
new ma11n facture is produced by au old process, or if an olcl manufactmc is produced hy new means, then the rcsult or effect is
new, as prodncell by that particular means, alHl the 11cw ease is
such as can be protected by letters-patent. But if only an old
manufacture is prodnct>d, or an old result is attained, ],y menus
analogous to '"lmt the same means have produced when applied
the same way in other cases, the new occasion of using those
means llucs not constitute a ca~ that can he protectcll l>y a
patent.
§ ;)7. The distinctions that are applicahle to this question of a
doul,le use may he more readily perceived, however, by considcriug sewral of the adjudged cases, where the supposed invention
consists in the application of an old process, or a known machine
or combination of materials to a new use or occasion. Of thi~
class there are two En~Jish
cases,
to
which
reference
has
al'·
ready l,cen made, and which require to be re-examined in this
connection. In one of these cases (Kay v. l\Iarshall) the real invention of the plaintiff was of a new mode of spinning flax. It
consisted in fir::;t subjecting the crude flax to a process of 'maceration, and in then spinning it, by the well-known spinning-machine,
at 'dw t is called a "ratch" of two and a half inc he!:\, that is, hy
adjusting the drawing and l'etaining rollers at that di!:\tanee from
each other, the existing machine having a well-known capacity for
such a1ljnstments. The invention was therefore the spinning of
macerated flax at a short mtch. This had never heen done before,
~mel consequently the doing it was a new manufacture, and, a8
suclt, t•ntitled to he protected by a patent. But the patent taken
out made the invention to consist in "new and improved maeltinery for preparing and spinning flax," &c. And as it appeared at
the trial that an old machine was used hy the plaintiff, capable of
being adjusted at different ratches according to the length of the
fibre to he spun, although it had not been used at a mtch of two
•

As in the case of the application of bells to fire-engines, to be rung by
the motion of the carriage, for the purpose of alarms or notice, which Washington, J., instructed the jury might be a subject for a patent. !'ark v. Little, :1 Wash. lfJtJ. The application of steam for propelling boats is another
illustration of novelty in practice. Ibid.
1
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and a half inches to spin macerated 11ax, it 1Jecame llt'C'<'!;sar,r to
support the patent upon the grouml that this new use of the old
maehine eoul1ll•c patentaLlc as a "·1U!II' and i-mprot•1·d ma,·l1ine.''
It was held otherwise, npon great consi1leration, l•otl• Lythc Court
1
of Common Pleas and in the House of Lonls.
§ 58. It shoul1l lJe recollected, iu examining this case, that the
facts presclltetll•y the record reduced the IJUestiun simply to tltis:
whether the construction Ol' modification proposed by the pat .. nt
was a patentable improvement of the spiuning-machinc. 1! was
upon the ground that no 11ew or improvcLl 11tar:liine had l•ecll invented, lmt that a new occasion"only had been discovere1l for using
the old machine in a manner for which it was Lefore adaptctl, and
because the patent claimed an improved machiHe, that it was ltdd
that there was a want of novelty. But there can 1Jc little douLt
that a patent wonhl have Leen good for a new or imprnvcLl process
in the art of mannfacturing flax, consisting of two parts, the
maceration of the Hax, aml the tipinning it, when nwceratL·Ll, at a
rntch of two and a half inches, provided that Loth parts of tl1is
process had been ucw.
§ 50. A question might arise upon this case, however, of a different nature. Assuming that the plaintiff had made no alteration in the struetmc of the spinning-maehine other than to adjust
the rollers which he found in it at a distance from eaeh other
at which they had not heeu hcforc used, and assuming that this
adaptation of the machine led to a manufacture of flax in a mode
never 1Jcfore praetised, would such an adaptation of the machine
to a new usc he a patentable invention? It was suggested hy
Lord Chancellor Cottenham, in delivering the judgment of the
House of Lords in this case, that if "he " (the plaintiff} "has
discovere(l. any means of using the machine which the world had
not known before the benefit of, tltat he has a right to secure to
himself by means of a patent ; hut if this mode of using the spinning-machine was known before, (and the indqrsement upon the
postea states·that it was known before,) then the plaintiff cannot
deprive them (the defendants) of having the benefit of that which
they enjoyed before." 2 The meaning of this dieturn appears to
be this. If the capacity of the spinning-machine to have its rc1
2

l'AT.

1\:ay v. l\Iarshall, 2 Webs. Pat. Cases, 34:-8!.
lb'd
")
1 • p. u:...
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taining and drawing rollers used at variable distances, according
to the length of the fibre to be spun, was previou~ly unknown,
and the plaintiff discovered it. although he may not have altered
the construdion of the machine so as to produce this capacity, hy
adding any new parts, ot'taking ont any old ones, he might have a
patent for the new application or use of the machine ; or, in other
\Yonh;, he might Le considered as the inventor quoad !we of an improved machine, which differed from the old one in the position
and relations of its rollers. But if the capacity of the nutcl1ine
to have its rollers adjusted at variable distances was l~11own, the
fixing them at a particular dista•nce could not, of itself, be an
•
•
Invention.
§ GO. The second of the two cases above referred to presents a
good illustration of the doctrine of double usc, and of the manner
in \Yhich that fatal ohjection may be created by an improper mode
of daiming what would have been entitled to a patent ii the real
invention had been correctly described. The plaintiff was the
inventor of a method of making: excavations, and buildiug foundations of strnctnrc~ beneath the smface of \rater, such as lighthou~et', pit·l·s of bridges, &c., &c. For this purpose he con~tructccl
a cai~~vn of iron, divided into chambers, and made air-tight, which
was sunk in the water, the lowest chamber being opeu at the bottom.
By means of an air-pump the atmospheric pressure upun the water
within the chamber:; was suffieiently increased to force the water
out at the bottom. The workmen placed in the lower chamber
cxca mted the soil at the bottom, which was raised to the top of
the machine in buckets through a system of valve~ arranged so as
to retain the compressed air. The clmmher was then filled with
solid ma:;onry, and the iron cylintler left on the outside as part of
the stnwture. The next chamhcr was proceeded with in the ~ame
mmmer, until the ~;tructme had risen above the level of the water.
The plaintiff had ~;tated his claim thus: "'Vhat I claim is, the
mmle of l'Onstructing the interior of a caisson in ~uch a manner
that the workpeol)le may be supplied with compressed air, and be
ahle to mise the materials exeavatcd, and to make and construct
fouudations and buildings as nl1ove <lescrihecl." It is obvious
enough that this claim hazarded the entire patentable q nality of
the imention upon the single '1 uestiou of the novelty of the caisson, aJHl the man1wr of its operation in enabling the wurk to l1e
tluue. For although the makiug and constructing foundations in

•
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the manner described is stated. as the ol1ject for which the caisson
is used, yet it is clear that the caisson itself, in it:-; peculiar strnctme and operation, was claimed as a very material part (to :-::ny the
least) of the invention. Now it was shown at the trial that :-;uch
an apparatus for excluding the water by forcing- air into a ~cries
of cluunhers, in making excrLYations, was not new ; and l hat the
contrivance for enahling the workmen and the material exca Yated
to he passed from one chamber to another, without permittin~· the
compressed air to escape, was also previously em1'loyed lJ.Y Lord
Dumlonald, who had invented and patented ~uch nn apparatus to
be used in making excavations• on laud. So far as the apparatus
was concerned, therefore, the only difference between the plaintiff
and Lord Dunduualtl was, that the former used it muler the surface of water, the latter nnder the surface of laud. The uew or
double use of the thiug operated no change in the ehnracter of the
thing. 1 But then it is quite certain that the real invcutiou of the
plaintiff, lll'ovided his methOtl of operation in building fonml;t tions
under water was new, was entitled to a patent. It consistl'tl in
making the excavations by 1111: ..'lS of a machine l\(lapterl to the
purpose of workiug under water as well as on land, nml then in
building the structure of masomy within the successiYe cluunLers
of the machine, leaving them one after the other as parts A' the
pcrmaucut structure. He had thus developed a use of the machine
to which it had not 1J£;en hefore applied ; and ha<l he taken care
not to claim the structnre of the maehiue, and had claimed his
proper improvement in the art of building foundations under
water, he might perhaps lmve hall a valid patent.
§ til. Of a somewhat similar character was the American case
of Le Roy v. Tatham. The real invention in this case cousistetl

•

•

1

Bush 1', Fox, 2G Law & Eq. R. ·lG1. In. this case, the Chief Baron. at the
trial, after comparing the two specifications, heard two witnl'SSl'il, "·ho tl'stitied
that the apparatus dcscrihe1l in each worked in the same \Yny. in rt•spect of the
process of excavating in a chamber of compressl'll nir, and of raising the !naterials exc:watetl from that chmnbl•r. He thereupon din•ctl•ll tlw jmy to tiwl a
verdict for the defendant, if they bdiewd this evidence. "'hl·n tlw f!ame ca;;e
was before the House of Lor1ls, on enut• from the Court of Exchequl'r. Lord
Uhancl'llor Cranworth, in delivering :j111lgment, intimated that the Chief Baron
might have gone much fnrthl•r, a111lmight haYc llirt:'ctc1l the jur~· to fiwl for
the llefellllant, without any evidl•nce at all, lwnause it was for the court to compart' the spl·eifications and ueelare what each covel'l'll. Bn:;h 1·. Fox (House of
LorJs), 38 Law & E'l· I, 5.
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in the discoYery and practical application of a new method of
making leatl pipe, Ly forcing the metal, when recently set, bnt
still under heat, .by great pressure, from a receiver through an
aperture and around a core, so as to make the metal reunite where
it had been separated. 'Vrought pipe, as an improvement upon
cast pipe, hntl been previously made from set or solid lead Ly great
pressure ; but before the discovery of the plaintiff's method, such
wrought pipe rould not be made with uniformity of thiclme:;;s, and
a trur centrality of bore. The former mode of making wrought
pipe from set or solid lead was founded on the Rupposition that
the metal, when once set after Leing molten, would not unite perfectly if separated ; and it was in consequence of the want of
kncnYledgc of the property of such metal to unite nncler heat and
extreme pre~sure, that a mode of making the pipe was re~mted to
by which the contact of the particles of the metal would remain
unbroken. This mode consisted in the use of the following apparatus. Lead in a fluid state was introduced into a cylinder in
which a piston played from one cntl to the other. In the solid
end of the cylinder opposite to the ~)iston an aperture wax fitted
with a die, which formed the exterior of the wall of the pipe. To
form the interior wall of the pipe, a core, or mandril, consisting of
a long cylindrical rod of steel, "·as attached to the face of the piston, nntl extended through the eylimler, and through the centre
of the die. 'Vhen the metal in the cylinder had hecome set, the
piston wa:-: forct•<l through the cylinder by hydraulic pressure, carrying the metal to the die, and driving it through the annular
space heh\·een the die and the core, and thus forming a continuous pipe from the whole charge of the cylinder, because the
c011tinuity of the particles composing the wall of the pipe was
nowhere broken. But the liability of the long core toLe warped
out of a true line by the great pressure necessary to form the
pipe, rendered it impossiLle to produce uniformity of thickness
ancl an even bore.
§ 62. On the other hand, the great feature of the invention
wllieh the plaintiffs claimed consisted in the discovery of the fact,
that lPad, when recently set, and still under heat, will reunite
perfectly around a core, under extreme pressure, not'witltstanding
the particles have been separated, and will thus form pipe of great
solidity and unusual strength. This beautiful discovery was made
available by the substitution of a short immovable core in front
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of the die, supported by a bridge or cross-bars, and extending into
and throttgh the. die, so that the true centrality of the core in
reference to the die was constantly preserved ; and although the
particles of the metal, when forced through the apertures in the
bridge, were necessarily separatetl, they reunited perfectly around
the core, aml formed a pipe superior in quality and ehcaper in
production than had ev..::r been made hefore.
§ 63. The patent which was to protect this remarkable invention, after duly describing the apparatus and its mode of operation,
and after disclaiming any design of patenting the machiuery
independent of the arrangement and combination set forth,
sunnued up the claim afl follows : " 'Vlmt we do claim as our invention, and desire to secure, i:; the combination of the follo"·ing
parts above described, to wit, the core and bridge, or guide-piece,
with the cylinder, the piston, the chamber, and the die, "·hen usecl
to form pipes of metal, miller heat and pressure in the manner set
forth, or in any other manner substantially the same."
· § 64. It docs not appear with sufficient distinctuess, from the
report of this case, whether the precise combination of the h1·idge
or guide-piece with the cylinder, the piston, the chamber, and the
die, had been used before ; although evidence was offered in the
defence tending to show that sub:;tautially the same comhinntion
had been used before in the manufacture of lerul pipe, of clay
pipe, and of the confection called macaroni. It may be as~mned,
however, that the evidence did not ~how any previous man ufneture
of lead pipe by the substitution of bridge for the long cylindrical mandril, for the purpose of making availn.hle the capaeity
of lead, when recently set, to reunite after separation. From the
charge of the judge who tried the cause, and from the finding of
the jury, it is to be inferred, that before the plaintiff's inycntion
this combination of machinery had not been usecl for the dcn·lopment and application of this property of lead, and that thi~ was
a newly discovered property, for the first time made known, and
made of practical consequence hy the invention of the plaintiff.
The jury were instructed, in substance, that the invention of the
plaintiff dill not consist in the combination of the machinery
separate from the manner in which and the pmpose for whieh it
was used by him, hut that the novelty of the invention consisted
in the application of a combination of mn.chincl'y, which might cf
itself he old, to a new end, hy making a newly cliscoyered prop-
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erty of lead practically useful, and producing tl1erehy an article
of manufacture which was both new in respect to the process by
which it was made and in respect to its superior qualities, and
that such an invention was patentable. That this instruction was
correct, provid~d the patentee's summary of his claim had not
made the novelty of his machinery essential, there can he, I conceive, no doubt. But in the Supreme Court of the United States
it was held, by a majority of the judges, that the claim did not
admit of a construction that would support this direction; but
that the patentee had made the novelty of his machinery essential
by claiming it as part of his invention, and that therefore the
nov~lty of the machinery was a material fa.ct for the jury.I
§ 6;). Two questions obviously arise upon this case : First~
wl1ether it was a correct construction of the claim, to hold that
the patentee had limited his claim, in part, to the novelty of the
machinery; and, secondly, whether, assuming that his claim correctly described his iiwention, namely, the application of that
machinery to a new method of making lead pipe, through the
in~trumentality of a newly discovered property of lead, such an
invention is patentable. Upon the first question, it is only necessary in this connection to remark, that :>Jthough the claim was not
skilfully sta~d, the purpose of the patentee to claim the combination of the machinery only" when used'' for the purpose and
in the manner of his new pro,~ess of making lead pipe, which his
patent set forth, was sufficiently manifested ; but the second question, namely, whether the application of the machinery, assuming
it to he old as a combination of c!evices, to the new purpose of
maldng lead. pipe through the instrumentality of a newly discovered property of lead, was a patentable subject, or was only a.
donhJe use, belongs to the topic now under consideration.
§ 66. In all the cases which have heretofore been cited, in which
the objection of a double use has prevailed, it is to be observed
that the new occasion or purpose to which an old contrivance, device, or method of operation has been applied, without any alteration of the agent itself, there has been no new effect produced, or
no new development of properties of matter heretofore unknown,
or no application of the agent to any uses that were not strictly
•

I~e

Roy v. Tatham, 14 Howard, 156. Justices Nelson, Wayne, and Grier
dissented from this view of the patent. See the case again in ~2 Howard, 132,
where Judge McLean explained .
1
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analogous to the former ones. It may therefore be practicable to
state a rule which will furnish a safe general principle in the following terms : viz., that in order to escape the objection of a
double use, it is necessary that the new occasion or purpose to
which the use of a known thing is applied should not be merely
analogous to the former occasions or purposes to which the same
thing has been applied. The meaning which should "he given to
the term analo[Jous use, in this connection, will be· sufficiently illustrate<.l by the adjudged cases. Thus, in the case of the l'ockingchair, the ship's anchor, and the wheel for railway carriages, an
old contrivance or a well-known mode of manufacture was applied to a purpose which, considere<.l by itself, was new ; hut that
app:ication developed no new mo<.le of operation, aml exhibited no
effect differing from what had been done before. In like manner,
the use of the machine for makin~ excavations under the surface
of water, in. the same way in which it had been used for the
strictly analogous purpose of making excavations under the surface of land, could not make it a new machine, although the new
use, as part of a new metho<.l of building solid structures under
water, was so far patentable as it entered into a new method of
building such st,·uctures. So, too, the application of the spinningmanhine, with its rollers fixed at a particular position, to the purpose of spinning flax with a very short fibre, was not. an invention
of a new machine, because the use was purely analogous to the
former uses of the same machine ; but as one of the elements of
a new process of spinning flax, of which the other element consistNl in the previous maceration of the flax, the spinning at a
particular distance was new .1
To these may be added another illustration of the doctrine of merely
analogous or double uses. A. took out a patent for improving the texture of
threads of cotton or linen yarns, by exposing the threads in a distended state
to the action of beaters, which gave them smoothness and polish. B. took a
subsequent patent for producing the same effect upon yarns of wool or lt-.air.
On comparing the two specifications, 1t appeared that the machinery and
method of using it were the same in both, although their mere application to
wool and hair was shown to be new. Upon the ground that this was Lut the
application of an old machine in the old manner to an.analogous substance, a
rule to enter 11 nonsuit was made absolute in the Queen's Bench (Brook v.
Aston, 8 Ell. & Bl. 478). But it was admitted by the court that novelty in
the application of an old invention to a new purpose will support a patent.
When this case came before the Exchequer Chamber on appeal, some effort
was made by the plaintiff'~'> ec.unsel to support the patent, upon a ground
1
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§ 66 a. An important case illustrating the degree of novelty
essential to a valid patent was recently decided in the House of
Lords. The case was that of Harwood v. tl1e Great Northern
Railway Company. I The invention in controversy was made
by one \Vil<.l, and was for "improvements in fishes and fish-joints
for connecting the rails of railways." The function to be performed
by this invention is clearly explained in the following language
of Mr. Justice Blackburn: "The rails meet but-end to but-end,
and, as the engine passes along the rails, its weight has a tendency to depress the rail on which it rests below the rail to which
it is approaching, on which the engine does not yet rest; and
· unless this teud~;;ncy is counteracted, the end of the rail to which
the engine approaches being more elevated than that on which
the wheel of the engine rests, there will be a Jolt when the wheel
passes over the joint. The mod::~ of counteracting this tendency
is by attaching to the sides of the rails plates called 'fishes' by
means of bvlts and nuts. The plates are at the sides of the joint
and in the hollow of the double-headed rail, and, so long as the
fishes are held in that position, the one rail cannot be depressed
below the other, except in so far as the fish bends. The main
strain, therefore, which the fish has to bear, is a strain tending to
th,~ flexure of the fish in the vertical plane, which is also the plane
of the fish or plate attached to the side of the rails, the forces which
tend to push the fish off from the rails being comparativ~>ly slight,
and being counteracted by the bolts and nuts."
The fish in usa at the time of the patentee's invention was a .
solid plate of equal thickness throughout; and as a strain in the
0

0

which was not adverted to in the Queen's Bench. It was argued that, under
the earlier patent, the process was accompanied by the use of sizing, which
had r. beneficial effect on the thread of cotton or linen ; whereas under the
plaintiff's patent no sizing was used, as it would not have a beneficial effect on
wool or hair. But the court, on comparing the two specifications, did not
find the sizing process to be an essential part of the old patent ; although it
was admitted that it was intended to apply the machinery and mode of operation to articles sized. But it was said the question was, whether the plaintiff
could take the process as applied to cotton and linen yarns sized, and apply it
to woollen yarns unsized ; and it was lield he could not (Brook v. Aston, 32
Law Times Reports, 341). It is very easy to see the distinctions to which a
practitioner should attend, who has occasion to advise on the patentauility of
similar inventions.
1 11 House of Lords Cases, 65:1:.
0
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plane of a plate, and tending to produce flexure in that plane, is
chiefly horne by the upper and under parts of such plate, there
was a considerable part of the iron in the centre of the plate
which did not contribute to the resistance of the strain. The
inventor conceived that this superfluous material might be removed, by constructing a groove which would serve as a bed for
the heads of the bolts, thus producing economy of material without diminution of strength.
The nature of the invention will sufficiently appear from passages of the specification : " The fishes are made with a groove
or 1·ecess in their outer surfaces, which, groove serves to receive
the square heads of the bolts, and prevent them turning round
when the nuts are screwed on or off. ·washers are placed in the
groove of the fish which is next to the nuts, so as to allow of the
nuts being turned round ; or the fish on this side may be made
without the groove. The position of the bolts and nuts may be
reversed, if preferred, so· that the nut may be prevented from
turning round while the holt is screwecl into it. The groove
renders the fish lighter for an equal strength, or stronger for an
equal weight of metal, than a fish which is made of an equal
•
thickness throughout. The top and bottom of each fish is a plane
surface, aml the parts of the rail with which they come in con-.
tact are also plane surfaces, forming the same angle as the top
and bottom surfaces of the fish. The fishes are thus made to fit
into their places with greater facility than if these surfaces 'vere ·
of curved or irregular forms. If, however, the surfaces of the
rails are curved, the fishes may be made to fit them." Another
important advantage claimed was that the heads of the bolts, nuts,
or rivets, being imbedded in the groove, would not be exposed to
contact with the flanges of the wheels.
Such was the invention the validity of which was contested for
want of novelty. It was proved that fishes of different kinds hacl
been used prior to this invention for the same purpose; but such
fishes had not been made with a groove in their hl.teral surfaces,
so as to receive the square heads of the bolts, and render the fish
lighter fo!' equal strength, or stronger for an equal weight of
metal. It was also proved that, before the date of the patent, in
the construction of bridges, beams of timb~:r had been laid· horizontally, one above the other, and fastened or bolted together
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with bolts or nuts; that horizontal bars m· plates of iron were
placeu beneath, and parallel to, and in contact with, the horizontal beams, and were also fastened or bolted by the same holts aud
nuts, and that each of these bars or plates of iron was constructed
with a grooye in its under surface, which received the square or
horizontal heads of the bolts. This was done for the purpose of
strength, and also to prevent the heads of the bolts from turning.
But in these bridges there were not joints to be fished by the bars
or plates of iron, nor were there corresponding bars or plates of
iron above the horizontal beams.
It was further proved that in 1847 Mr. Brunei had constructed
a bridge, known as the " Hackney Bridge," over the Teign canal.
Owing to the length of the span, the bridge was constructed so
as to have upon each side two horizontal longitudinal beams of
timber, the ends of which met and were joined together in the
middle of the bridge by scarf-joints. Beneath these beams were ·
placed transverse piauks, which extended from side to side of the
bridge, and constituted its flooring or roadway, and immediately
beneath the ends of the planks were longitudinal bars of grooved
iron, on~ upon each side of the bridge, running parallel to, and
under the longitudinal beams along the whole length of the
bridge, with the grooves or channels downwards. Bolts passed
through the grooved iron bars, with square heads resting in the
grooves, which prevented them from being turned round.
At the trial below, in answer to questions specially put by the
Lord Chief Justice, the jury found " that the channel irons upon
the railway bridges (independently of the particular instance of
the ' Hackney bridge ') were used before the patent, for the
double purpose of obtaining increased ~trength and preventing
the bolt-heads from turning round, but they we1·e not used for the
purpose of fishing. Secondly, that the fastening of the scarf-joint
of the longitudinal beam at the Hackney bridge was a fishing of
that joint, but that the use of the channel iron as one of the plates
of the fish arose from its being already there for the purpose of
fastening the beam and this iron together, and was not adopted
by :Mr. Brunei with reference to, or in contemplation of, the
special advantages in fishing contemplated by Wild's patent.''
A verdict was thereupon directed to be entered for the plaintiff; on appeal to the Exchequer Chamber, that deoision was
•
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•
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reversed, and it was ordered that the verdict be entered for the
defendants, upon the pleas denying that the invention was new
and that it was the subject-matter of a patent.
An appeal was then taken to the HousP of Lords, wl1ere, after
great deliberation, it was held that the patentee had merely transfen·cd a known ~hing from one use to another, anll an aualogous
use, and that there was not. sufficient novelty or invention to suppOl't a patent,! .
1

•

The following able discussion of the facts and legal principles involved in
this important case was made by the Lord Chancellor, Lord Westbury:" At the trial, the novelty of this invention was impeached, on the ground
that channelled iron, which altogether corresponded with the grooved fishplate, had been in use for a considerable period anterior to the patent, and
several examples were fumished to illustrate that; but, in particular, one example in the construction of a railway bridge by the late Mr. Brunei, in which
channelled iron was used to a very great extent for the purpose of acting as a.
support to the beams which were placed transversely, and in which there were
scarf-joints. In that case, the square heads of the bolts which bolted on the
iron that served as a support, or fish, were received in the hollow produced by
the channel, and fitted the channel, in order to effect the same object as is here
described by the plaintiff, namely, the preventing of the head of the bolt from
being tumed when the nut was unscrewed.
" I particularly wish to point out. to your Lordshii'S the difference between
the grooved plate and the channelled iron. The centre of, the plate of the
channelled iron is not cut away at all; it has the same thickness .throughout;
but it is constructed with two flanges, one at either end, joining the plate at
l'ight angles, and producing therefore this configuration of the plate, that there
is a lateral plate forming the base, having on either side a flange at right
angles to the }Jlane of the plate. The difference, therefore, between the
grooved fish-plate and the channelled iron consists in this: that, the centre of
the plate of the grooved fish is cut away by the groove, and part of the metal
is taken away, so that the plate is not of a uniform thickness throughout; but
in the channelled iron the plate is of a uniform thickness throughout; and
instead of a groove formed by hollowing out a recess in the plate, the same
object is effected by two flanges, one on either side of the plate which forms
the bottom (I am speaking in familiar language) of the channelled iron.
" Unquestionably this is a difference, and it would have raised in my judgment a matel'ial question whether, if the plaintiff had pointed out and had
rested. upon this difference of configuration as constituting his invention, it
would have been possible to set up the anterior use of the channelled iron as
depriving him of all claims to that invention; because the trne mode of trying
the question of course would be to reverse the order of time of the two productions, and to inquire whether, if any one had now introduced the channelled
iron, it would or would not have been an infringement of the plaintiff's patent.
If, tried by that criterion, the conclusion should be that the channelled iron

•

•
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§ 66 b. The principles of law decided in Harwood v. The Great
Northern Railway Company were applied in the subsequent case

•

wouLl be an infringement of the plaintiff's patent; then, of necessity, it would
follow, that as the channelled iron had been in use, and in public and notorious
use, preceding the date of the plaintiff's patent, that patent could not be lawfully considered as granted for a ' new invention.'
" l\Iy Lords, the learned judges differed on this point. Two learned judges,
1\Ir: Justice Blackburn and l\Ir. Justice Shee;have in a very learned argument
poi11ted out the difference between the medmnical effects produced by the use
of the grooved fish-plate placed so as to resist vertical pressure, in the one case,
and the mechanical effect produced upon the channelled iron placed so as to
resist transverse prensure, in the other case; but I do not think that that of
itself would constitute a material difference. The patent is taken out for a
fish of a particular configuration; the patent is not taken out for a saving of
metal in the construction of the fish-joint, but the patent is limited entirely to
the introduction and use of fishes of a particular shape and configuration.
Then the question is simply this: whether the channelled iron, which undoubtedly was a fish (and one of the objects of the patent was to receive the square
heads of the bolt~ and to prevent their turning), is not, in truth, substantially
the same thing as a grooved plate with a recess hollowed out in its own plane,
instead of a hollow being effected by flanges placed on either side of the plate.
Hegarding the patent as limited to a claim for fishes of a particular configuration, I cannot for a moment doubt that the channelled iron having the same
object, and being capable of the same application, substantially involves the
fish-plate made "ith a grooved hollow in the manner which I have aLtempted
to describe.
" Then, my Lords, the question is, whether +,here can be .any invention of
the plaintiff in having taken that thing which was a fish for a bridge, and having applied it as a fish to a railway. Upon +.hat I think the law is well :mel
rightly settled, for there would be no end to the interference with trade and
with the liberty of adopting any mechaniJal contrivance, if every slight difference in the application ui a well-known thing should be held to constitute
gronnd for a patent. There is the familiar contrivance of the button to the
button-hole, taken from the waistcoat or the coat, which may be applied in
some particular mechanical combination in which it has not hitherto been
applied; but it would be an idle.thing, if it were possible, to take a well-known
nwchanical contrivance, and, by applying it to a subject to which it has not
hitherto been applied, to constitute that application the subject of a patent to
be granted as for a new invention. No sounder or more wholesome doctrine,
I think, was ever established than that which was established by the decisions
which are referred to·in the oph!ions of the four learned judges who concur in
the second opinion delivered to your Lordships, namely, that you cannot have a
patent for a well-known mechanical contrivance merely when it is applied in
a manner or to a purpose, which is not quite the same, but is analogous to the
manner or the purpose h1 or to which it has been hitherto no~oriously used.
The channelled iron was applied in a manner which was notorious, and the
application of it to a vertical fish would be no more than the application of a.
•
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of Jordan v. 1\Ioore.1 The complainant '\\•as the inventor of
''certain improvements in the construction of ships and other
vessels navigating on water."
In his specification, he claimed, among other things in the construction of ships, "the combination of an iron frame, with an
extemal covering of timber planking for the sides, bilges, and
bottoms; and, 6, the constructi:m of iron frames adapted to an
external covering of timber for the sides, uilges, aucl Lottoms, as
described."
.
On a careful consideration of the specification the court ....ere
of opinion that the expression " iron frame " in the first claim was
not confined to an iron frame such as that specified in the sixth
claim, but comprehended whatever might, according to the orclinary use of language, be called " an iron frame " for a ship, and
was therefore " a claim for planking with timber any iron frame
of a ship."
Such being the construction put upon it by the court, the main
que~tion arose whether the application of wooden planking to the
iron frame of a vessel, without any peculiarity in the nature of that
planking, could Lethe subject of a patent in view of the fact~ that
iron had been extensively used in the construction of ships ; that
ships partly of iron and partly of wood had frequently been constructed; that frames partly of iron and partly of wood had been
coated with iron, and that the iron coating of iron vessels had
been placed upon iron frames of more or less strength and completeness. It was held that such a vatent could not be sustained.
In the language,of the opinion: "It is not only the substitution of
one well-known and analogous mate1ial for another, that is, wood
for iron, to effect the same purpose, on an iron vessel, but it is
the application of the same old invention, viz., planking with timwell-lnwwn contrivance to a purpose exactly analogous or corresponding to the
purpose to which it had been previously applied. Therefore, my Lords, with
some auxiety upon this subject, and feeling that the intricacy of the matter
must render it impossible to convey one's ideas in words unless one perpetually
refelTed to drawings or models, I think that, upon the whole, I must advise
your Lordships, and move your Lordships to confirm the decision of the Court
of Exchequer Chamber: tl1at there was no novelty in the patent, and that,
therefore, there was a misdirection on the part of the Lord Chief Justice.
The consequence 'vill be that I shall move your Lordships to affirm the judgment of the Court of Exchequer Chamber, and to dismiss the appeal with
costs."
1
Law Reports, 1 C. P. 624.
·
•
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ber, which was formerly done on a wooden frame, to an analogous
purpose, or rather the same purpose, <?n an iron frame." 1
§ 67. In the case of the new mode of making lend pip~, the new
use of the previously existing combination of the devices employed
was not analogous to the former uses of that combination. The
new use depended on aml involvetl the application of a newly
discovered property of the metal of which the pipe was to be
matle, thLlS producing, by a new process, an article of manufacture
possessi_ng a great superiority over the same kind of article made
by former processes. It seems to be quite apparent, th11t, however
old the apparatus, this great improvement in the art of manufacturing lead pipe was not a use tJf that apparatus, in any legal or
logical sense, an~logous to the former uses to which it, had been
applied. 2
"In this ,;ew of the case," continued 1\Ir. Justice Byles,-· the recent decision of the Exchequer Chamber and of the House of Lords in Harwood v. The
Great Northern Railw~y Company, appears to us to be in point, and decisive
for the defendant. These grooved fish-plates having been before uscrl for
fastening the scarf-joints of timbers, a patent was taken out for their application to fastening the butt-joints of iron rails; and it was held that the patent
was bad, because it claimed the application of an old contrivance to an analogous purpose."
2 I entirely concur in the following reasoning of 1\lr. Justice Nelson, embraced in his dissenting opinion given in the case of Le Roy v. Tatham, and
reported 14 Howard, 156 et seq.
.
"Now, on looking into the specification, we see that the leading feature of ·
the invention consists in the discovt'ry of a new property in the article ollead,
and in +.he employment and adaptation to it, by means of the machinery described, to the production of a new article, wrought pipe, never before successfully made. Without the discov~ry of this new property in the metal,
the machinery or apparatus would be useless, and not the subject of a patent.
It is i.n connection with this property, and the embodiment and adaptation
of it to practical use, that the machinery is described and the arrangement
claimed. The discovery of this new element or property led naturally to the
apparatus by which a new and most useful result is produced. The apparatus
was but incidental, and subsidiary to the new and leading idea of the invention. And hence the patentees set forth, as the leading feature of it, the
discovery i.hat lead, in a solid state, but under heat and extreme pressure in a
close vessel, will reunite, after separation of its parts, as completely as though
it had never been separated. It required very little ingenuity: after the experiments in a close vessel, by which this new propedy of thb 1uetal was first
developed, to construct the necessary machinery for the formation of the pipe.
The apparatus, essential to develop this property, would at once suggest the
material parts, especially in the state of the art at the time. Any ski1iu~
mechanic, with Burr's machine before him, would readily construct the requisite machinery.
1

•
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§ 68. A case involving the same distinctions, founded on the
discovery and pmctical use of a new property iu a particular
compound of metal, was triell in the Conrt of Common Pleas in
England some years before the case of Le Roy v. Tatham. The
patent was for " an improved manufacture of metal plates for
sheathing the bottom!\ of ships or other such vessels." The invention con~listed in making plates of metal of an alloy of zinc and
copper, in such proportions of the two metals as would cau8e in the
water a degree of oxidation of the surface sufficient to prevent impurities attaching to it, but not sufficient to wear away the substance of the 11late, and in applying such plates as 8heathing for the
bottoms of vessels. At the trial, evidence was offerell tending
to prove that plates had previously been made ~f a compound of
zinc and copper in proportions which came within the limits given
by the plaintiff in his patent, and that such plates had heen solcl
for the ordinary purposes for which such metal is used; hut it did
not appear that it had heen applied for the purpose of sheathing
ships, or that the property of oxidatim~ to a certain degree, aml
not beyond that degree, when iP the water, had been made use of
or discovered. Upon this evidence the jury were in:4ructell (by
Tindal, C. J.) that the previous existence of plates made in the
proportions of metal embraced hy the patent was immaterial. provided they hatluever been applieu to the purpose for which the
" The patentees, therefore. after describing their discovery of this property
of lead, and the apparatus hy means of which they apply the metal to the
manufacture of pipe, claim the combination of the machinery, only when used
to form pipes under heat and pressure, in the manner set forth, or in any
other- manner substantially the .same. They do not claim it as new separately, or when used for any other purpose, or in any other way ; but claim
it only when applied for the purpose and in the way pointed out in the
specification. The combination, as machinery, may be old; may have ·
been long used ; of itself, what no one could claim as his invention, and
may not be the subject of a patent. What is claimed is, that it lmd never
been before applied or used, in the way and ior the purpose they have used
and applied it, namely, in the embodiment and adaptation of a newly discovered propet·ty in lead, by means of which they are enabled to produce a new
manufacture wrought pipe out of a mass of solid lead. nurr had
attempted it, but failed. These patentees, after the lapse of seventeen years,
having discovered this new property in the metal, succeeded, by the usc and
emllloymcnt of it, and, since then, none other than wrought lead pipe, made
out of solid lead, has been found in the market, having superseded, on
account of its superior quality and cheapness, all other modes of manufacture.''
•
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patentee used the plates manufa~turetl by him; for the discovery
and application of a new property of such plates, developed by
the new use to which the plaintiff had applied them, might well
be the subject of a patent. This ruling is in substance the same
as that of l\Ir. Justice Nelson at the trial of the case of Le Roy
v. Tatham ; and although it was not subjected to the revision of
any court of errors (the litigation having been compromised), I
cannot entertain any doubt of its correctness. The case is a valuable illustration of the doctrine, that when the new use of a thing
produces an important effect never before produced, or develops
or makes practical some new property of matter not previously
known, the new use is not analogous to the former uses, and therefore the novelty .of the mere agent is immaterial.1 But of course
•
1

l\Iuntz v. Foster, 2 Webs. Pat. Cas. 96-103. In the summing up to the
jury, Sir N. C. Tindal, C. J., said upon this part of thE: case:
"I
come
now
•
to the question, w;ts this a new manufacture within the realm at the time?
That is, did people before this patent had been obtained on the 22d October,
1832, know any thing of a manufacture such as this is described in the specification? Therefore it becomes necessary to state what I conceive to be the
meaning of the claim, and how far the plaintiff is bound to make out the
novelty of it, and how far any objection arising from a user of part of it before
can or cannot invalidate the patent whirh he has got. It appears to me to be
•
properly described in its title, that that is in fact the very discovery for which
· the patent was granted, namely, 'an imp;:oved manufacture of metal plates,
for sheathing the bottoms of ships or other such vessels.' He goes on to state
that he declares ' his invention to consist in making the said plates for sheathing of an alloy of zinc and copper in such proportions and of such qualities
as, while it enables the manufacturer to roll the said compound metal into
plates or sheets fit for the said sheathing, at a red heat, and thus makes the
said plates or sheets less difficult to work and cheaper to manufacture, renders
the said sheathing less liable to oxidation, ar.d consequently more durable,
than the ordinary copper sheathing now in use, though at the same time it
oxidates sutficiently to keep the bottom of the yessel clean.'
.
" I look upon the invention to consist in this, that he has, by an experiment, ascertained that a certain mixture of the alloy of zinc with copper will
have the effect of producing a better sheathing, by reason and by means of its
oxidating just in sUfficient quantities, that is, not too much, so as to wear
away and impair the sheathing, and render the vessel unsafe, but enough, at
the same time, to keep by its wearing the bottom of the vessel cler,n irom
those impurities which before r.ttached to it. That I consider to be the meaning of the patent, and the object with which it was taken out. And I cannot
think, as at present advised, that ff it was shown (as possibly it might be)
that sheets had been made of metal before, in the same proportions which he
has pointed out, that if this hidden virtue or quality had not been discovered
•
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it is not intended to intimate that it is immaterial in what way
the invention is described aml claimed. The several cases on

•

•

-

or ascertained, and consequently the application never made, I cannot
think the patent will fail on that ground. That is the opinion which I form
upon it. I look upon it that there is as much merit in discovering the hidden
and concealed virtue of a compound alloy of metal as there would be in discovering an unknown quality which a natural earth or stone possessed.
""re know, by the cases that have been determined, that where such
unknown qualities have, from the result of experiments, been applied to useful purposes of life, that such application has been considered as the ground,
and a proper ground, of a patent; and therefore, when I come to that part
of the case in which they seek to show this is not so, because these metal
plate's have been invented before, that is, persons have used them before,in my judgment it will not go far enough, tmless they can show there has
been some application of them before to this very useful purpose.
" There is a third grotmd upon which they contend that this is not a new
invention. They call a class of witnesses, consisting of Emery and :Mercer,
the casters, and Clarson, who was a caster, and Greson, who was a roller, and
Ralph, who was a roller, to state to you, that in 182!3, and down from that
time to the year 18:30 or 1831, they were all employed together in a mill (some
of them perhaps not quite so long as the others), but employed in a mill that
had once belonged to a person of the name of Rose; that mill is called
"Nechell's l\Iill," I think; and they und~:rtake to tell you (and yotJ. heard
the mode they gave their evidence, and it is for you to appreciate properly,
and to lay what stress on it you think right), they say, so far back as that
year 1828, they most distinctly remember that tlu:Jy used the compound of
zinc and copper in the proportions of one and a half to one, which would be
'
within the limits mentioned in the plaintiff's specifications, and that they
made a quantity of yellow metal from it for the purposes of sale.
" If it was an objection to this patent, that in lloint of fact any person had
made a plate of this compound metal in the interval, if the patent cannot
exist, although no person had discovered what the virtues of this mixture
were, but the mere fact of making it and combining the zinc and the copper
together was sufficient to destroy the validity of the patent, then indeed it
would be a very material point for you to consider whether the testimony was
such as you who have heard it the cross-examination of some of the witnesses would entirely rely upon.
" That would be a question I should not take out of your hands, but should
leave, as I ought to do, entirely to yourselves. You recollect what the nature
of th!J evidence v:as; and it is a long time ago (without the attention of the
parties being called to it apparently until very lately); the year 1828 is a long
time a~;,'. Those are observations I should make to you when you are exerting your own discrimination on the value of the evidence; but, as I have
stated already (from which I do not mean to l'P.Cede), I do not think that the
circumstance of showing the combination of these two materials in a metal
plate will of itself destroy this patent, when no attention at the time was paid
to the purpose for which this patent was taken out, and •it was made merely
PAT.
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which the foregoing comments have been made, are apt antl forcible illustrations of the necessity of great care in the statement
of what constitutes the invention; for if the particular apparatus, agent, compound, or combination employed, is not of itself
new, and the novelty consists in the use, which forms a new process, or develops aml makes practical a new property of matter,
then it will certainly be an error to describe and claim the invention iu :mch a way as to make it necessary to construe the patent
as a claim for a new machine, or agent, or combination .
§ G!J. The case of Newton v. Vaucher rests upon similar pi·inciples. The defendant was the earlier inventor of a mode of
applying soft metal to the surfaces in contact in a particular class
machines, for a specific purpose. He discovered that a lining of
soft metal, intrmluce£1 into the parts of machines where moving
surfaces require to he packetl so as to be steam tight, could be subsHtutetl for the elastic substances which h~d been useu as packing
before. The plainti:!:I afterwards discovered that soft metal had
the property of diminishu1g friction, and of preventing the evolution of heat when applie(l to the smfaces in contact of machines
in rapid motion where there is great pressure; antl he embodied
the application of that discovery to machines in a patent. It was
held that. the two inventions were entirely djstinct, and that the
plaintiff's patent ditlnot covl.'r a mere double use of the discovery
made by the defendant. 1
§ G9 a. In the r!lse of Tilghman v. Morse, the patent granted
to the complainant was for an improvement in cutting and engraving the surfaces of stone, metal, glass, and other hard substances, hy means of a stream of sand or grains of quartz driven
as projectiles rapidly against such surfaces by any suitahle Inethod
•

•

in the ordinary cou"."se of mclters (If m<Jtal for the various and ordinal'y. purposes of life.
" I do not think that the circuillstanccs of showing that in the long time
that has passed before us in tho different, and, I may say, infinitely -varying
combinations that must have been made for the various purposes for which
brass and othci' metal wa.'l manufactured f01· ordinary and common purposes
of life, to call a workman to show that on some occasion or occasions he had
combined them in those proportions for another and di1ierent purpose, it
does not appear to me that such destroys the patent; and thereforr it makes
that which was the third head of objection, under the question of new inven~
tion or not new invention, immaterial for you to consider."
·
1 Newton v. Vau\)her, 11 Law & Eq. R. 589.
•
•
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of propulsion ; the most common being a rapid jet or current
of steam, air, or water. " The invention of Tilghman," said
Blatchford, J ., " consists in the discovery that a stream of sand,
driven with sufficient velocity to cause the grains of sand,
through their own velocity and momentum, to act as projectiles
against the article to be cut or dressed, will do the work effectually, without any vehicle to carry the sand into contact with the
article, and without any contact between any thing and the article,
except the sand." The court had no doubt as to the novelty and
utility of this process, and sustained the validity of the complainant's
patent, which was for a process or art, notwithstanding the prior use
of a process in which san(l or emery was rubbed against the surface of glass by the wires of a rotating wire brush, aml the use
on a locomotive engine of a stream of saml combined with a jet
of steam to (hive cows from the track of a railroad. " Grave
reference is made," said ·Judge Blatchford, "on the question
of novelty to patents granted for projecting a stream of sand
combined with a jet of steam from a locomotive engine, for the
purpose of driving cows from the track of a railroad ; and the
leamed expert, who makes an affidavit on the subject, says with
great truth, that the only difference between such use, in combination, of a jet of steam and a stream of sand, and the use by the plaintiff of the combination of a jet of steam with a stream of sand, is that,
in the former case, the sand, after having had velocity imparted
to it, came in contact with cows, while, in the latter case, it comes
in contact with glass, stone, &c. This is the only difference ; but
in this difference lies the distinction between the two. No one, from
observing the temporary operation of the process on the animal,
would infer that he could, by the same means, produce the results
which the plaintiff describes. Nor is there any resemblance in kincl
between those results and the result produced on the animal." 1
§ 70. But there is a class of cases which come much nearer to
the line, and in which it is much more difficult to determine
whether the supposed inventi<'n is to be regarded merely as a
double use, or as a substantivu improvement entitled to a patent.
These are the cases where tJ.1e change consists in the substitution
of one material for another in a particular manufacture or machine,
and in the consequences produced by that change. Thus, to take
one of the most simple of these cases, that mentioned by Mr •
•

1

Tilghman v. Morse (1872), 9 Bla.tchf. 421.
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Justice Nelson in his judgment in the case of Hotchkiss v. Greenwood, in ·which the patent was for an improvement in manufacturing buttons, the foundation being made of wood, the face
being covered with tin bent over the rim. At the trial, the defemlant. produced a button made long before the plaintiff's in the
same way, excepting tlwt the foundation was of bone. It was
admitted that the new article was better ancl cheaper than the
old one ; but the case was given up on the part of the plaintiff. rightly, as the learned'judge thought, since, in his view, the
mere superiority of the mate1·ial, unconnected with any change
in the contrivance or mode of putting the button together, could
not make the manufacture a new one, in the sense of being entitled to a patent,!
§ 71. The case in which this illustration was ref';ortecl to was
one where a similar substitution of one material for another hacl
heen made by the supposed inventor. It consisted of an improvement in the manufacture of door-lmobs, and other knobs to he
used as handles of locks or other fastenings. Previous to the invention of these patentees, knobs had been made of metal and fastened to the shank by a peculiar an~-..ngement, namely, by making
a dovetail cavity in the knob for the insertion of the shank, which
had a screw upon its end., and by poming fusecl metal into the
cavity around the shank, so as to form the proper corresponding
screw. It appeared, moreover, at the trial, that door-knobs had
previously been made of potter's clay, but not that they had been
in
which
the
metallic
knobs
attachell to the shank in the mode
•
had been attached. The patentees described in their specification
the methml of fastening the knob and the shank together, which
proved to be substantially the same as the mode previously used
with the metallic knobs; and they claimed the manufacturing of
knobs, in tlus mode of fastening, of potter's clay, or of any kind
of clay used in pottery, or of porcelain.2 It is quite apparent that
the invention (if there was one) of these patentees consisted in
making door and other knobs of clay or porcelain, in the same
way in which knobs had previously been made of iron, or b1·ass,
or glass, or wood.
See the statement of this case by M"r. Justice Nelslln, in his opinion in
the case of Hotchkiss v. Greenwood, 11 Howard, :!48, 266.
2
The claim was as follows : " The manufacturing of knobs, as stated in
tllc {ore9oin9 specification, of potter's clay, or any kind of clay used in pottery,
1

•
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§ 72. Now the question of the patentability of the application
of this new material to the manufacture of door-knobs, in a wellknown mode of attaching the knob to t.he shank, appears, from
the evidence adunced at the trial, to have depended upon the single consideration of the superiority of that material in point of
cheapness or durability ; aml both the comt below and the Supreme Court of the United States held, that mere superiority of
material could not constitute an invention of a new manufactme.l
It is true that the patentees asked for an instruction to the jury,
under which it would have been their duty to inquire whether the
attaching of the elay knob to the shank reqnire!l more skill or
invention than to attach the metal knob. But it does not appear
from the report of the case that any evidence was offerell which
would have justified the jury in finding that the llatentees' methml
of attaching the knob differed from the method previously nsecl.
The amount of ingenuity or skill or invention involved in the
attaching of the knob aml the shank was therefore not a material
issue •in the case; ancl the sole ma.turial issue was, whether the
substance of a knob, so attached, was new, and whether tltat
novelty 111ade the new knob a patentable invention. The case
therefore presented the naked question of the superiority of a new
material for the purpqses for which that material was used in an
old manufr~cture as the ground for a patent.
§ 72 a. It is a !luestion, however, whether a hoop used for ladies'
skirts, consisting of a brass wire in the form of a spiral, haying a
threall of catgut running through it and forming a core, would be
patentable, in view of the ;fact that the large strings of a bass viol
ancl other stringecl musical instruments had been made in the
same way, with the exception that the wire of the skirt-hoop was
· heavier ancl stiffer than that on the viol string, and therefore more
elastic.2
and shaped and finished by monlcUng, turning, burning, and glazing, and also
of porcelain." The claim is stated in the text as a claim for the manufacture of knobs of clay, in that mode of fastening, beeause the patent, under all
the facts bearing upon it, was capable of no other construction.
1
Hotchkiss v. Greenwood, 4 :McLean's R. 45!3; s. c. 11 Uowartl, :148.
Thi~, it should be observed, is a different question from the one that would
arise where the material is itself a new composition of matter; for, in such a
case, the superior fitness of the mat~rial for particular uses has relation to the
question of its novelty as a composition, if it is any relevancy at all.
2
West v. Silver Wire and Skirt :Manufacturing Co. (18Gi), 3 Fisher's
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§ 72 b. The true test would seem to be that of invention. In
the first place, the application to another purpose must he new and
useful. Then it must he such as to require invention. If the
new application he merely within the knowledge of an ordinary
person, or a skilled mechanic, it is not patentable, though its use
may have been previously unknown. A discovery is not necessarily ~n invention. Thus, the application of a fabric, which is
not new, to a new use, is not invention, when nothing novel is
reqmred for its adaptation.l But if any one discovers that a
machine or a process may be applied to a new and valuable use,
and such discovery is novel and has the qualities of invention, it
Pat. Cas. 306. In referring to this point, Shipman, J., said: "It will be
seen lly referring to the description of the state of the art, and the defects
to be remedied. as set forth in the first paragraph, that mere steel, brass,
whalebone, or rattan strips, formed into hoops, or combined with a covering of any kind, are not claimed. Hoops made of the material mentioned
·were old and well known. These materials were only claimed when curved
into a spiral form, either with or without a core or central cone, of a flexible
character. The specimen presented on the trial as an illustration of the
invention covered by the patent was a brass wire in the form of a spiral,
having a thread of catgut running through forming a core. Whether such
a hoop would lJe patentable in view of the state of the mechanic arts need
not now be determined. But it may be remarked, as it is familiarly known,
that the large strings of a bass viol, and other stringed musical instruments,
are nearly identical with this core which formed the hoop of the
skirt
pre•
sentell on the trial, as one manufac~urcd under this patent, with this exception: the wire of the skirt-hoop was h~!avier and stiffer than that on the
viol string, and therefm·e more elastic. Both, however, had the same combination and the same mechanical con~truetion. 1Vhether such an article, by
simply using a stiffer wire and inserting it in a lady's skirt in circular form,
cou1u legally be the subject of a patent, without claiming it in combination
with some new element, or as part of some new combination; or whether it
is the application of an old thing to a new usc, and therefore not patentable, ·
does not arise properly on the pleadings, and therefore will not be decided."
1 Smith v. Elliott (18i2), 9 Blatchf. 400.
In this case the court remarked:
" Tht:re are many changes which may be suggested by the judgment or taste
of the manufacturer, or by the particular uses to which the article produced is
to be applied, which are not invention; and many exhibitions of superior skill,
in producing an article of greater excellence, which are not invention. Thus,
if a fabric he already known and in use, change of color, change of mere material, change in its degree of fineness, or in the fineness of parts thereof, if these
changes involve nothing new in construction, in the relation of its parts, in the
office or function of either part or of the whole, do not constitute invention,
although for muny purposes these may constitute the greater excellence of the
fabric."
•
•

•

•
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would seem that such improvement would be patentable so far
as it~ application to the new use is concerned. Thus, in a recent
important case, the ~pplication of annealing to the manufacture of
car wheels was helll to be new aml patentable, notwithstanding
the fact that the ordinary process qf annealing metals had been
applied to wheels other than car wheels.!
1

Whitney v. l\Iowry (18Gi), 3 Fisher's Pat. Cas. 157. The facts and
the principles of law involyed in this case were thus presented by
L·eavitt, .T:" 1. First, as to the novelty of the invention patented to the complainant.
The allegations of the answer assailing the novelty of the patent arc : ' That.
in so far as the complainant, in his saiu letters-patent, claims to he the inventor
of reheating car wheels after their rcmoml from the moulds, or of a continuing
process of removing them, while at a red heat, from the moulds, u•1d, without
allowing them to cool, placing them in that state, in a preYiously heated
furnace or chamber, and then reheating ~hem to a high temperature, and then
allowing them to cool gradually; such claim is beyond the invention of complainant, and his said letters~patent are voirl, for the reason that the same
process was known and used long prior to such alleged invt!ntion by the complainant.' The defendant then specifies more than twenty persons to whom
the complainant's process was known, aud by them used, in different places in
the 'Lnited States, prior to the date of his patent. He also refers to twenty or
more works or printed publications in this country and in Great Britain. in
which it is averred the complainant's process is described.
"Before admnch•g further in considering the question of novelty, it will be
necessary to state at least the outlines of the complainant's procl'ss, as set forth
in his specification aml claim. In the patent the invention is designated as ' a
new aml usl'ful improvement in the process of manufacturing cast-iron railroad
wheels. In his specification, the complainant calls it 'a new and useful improvement in the process of manufacturing cast-iron railroad wheels.' And
he says: 'l\Iy improvement consists in taking railroad wheels from the moulds
in which they are ordinarily cast, as soon after being cast as they arc sufficiently
cool to be strong enough to move with safety, or before tlwy have become• so
much cooled as to }Jroduce any considerable inherent strain between the thin
and thick parts, and putting them, in this state, into a furnace or chamber
that has been previously heated to a temperature as high as that of the wheels .
when taken from the moulds. As s~m as they are deposited in this furnace or
chamber, the opening through which they have been passed is closed, and the
temperature of the furnace or chamber and its contents gradually raiseu to a
,•oint a little below that at which fusion commences, when all the avenues to
and from the interior a1;e closed, aml the whole mass left to cool no faster than
the heat it contains permeates through, and radiates from, the exterior surface
of the materials of which it is composed. By this process all parts of each
wheel are raised to the same temperature, and the heat they contain can only
pass through the medium of the confined atmosphere that intervenes between
them and the walls of the furnace or chamber; consequently, the thinnest and
•

•
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§ 7~ e. In Rushton v. Crawley,1 it was held that the use of a
new material to produce a known article could not be the subject
thickest pnrts cool simultaneously together, which relieYes them from all
inherent strain whatever, wlJCn cold.' After referring to the drawings descriptive of the furnace, the patentee adds: 'To heat this fumace, I haYe used
anthracite coal, it requiring less than one-fourth of a ton to anneal two tons
of wheels.' lie also proYides for other kinds of fuel for heating the fumace,
but declares that, by whatever means the heat is produced, the furnace or
chamber must be so constructed as that the operator can control the quantity
and intensity of the heat used 'by admitting more or less of it into the chambl.'r, and rxcluding it entirely.' After stating the advantage of annealing car
wheels by this process, as adding to their strength and durability, and as being
more economical than any other known process, he disclaims the annealing of
castings in the ordinary way, and also says he does not 'claim to be the hwentor
of any particular form or kind of fumace in which to perform the process.'
And he adds: ' But what I do claim as my invention, and desire to secure by
letters-patent, is the process of prolO)tging the time of cooling, in connectioti
with annealing railroad wheels in the manner above described, that is to say,
the taking them from the moulds in which they are cast, before they have
become so much cooled as to produce such inherent strain on any pal't as to
impair its ultimate strength, and immediately after being thus taken from the
moulds, dl.'positing them in a lJre\iously heated furnace or chamber, so constructed, of such materials, and subject to such control,, that the temperature
of all the parts of the wheels deposited therein may be raised to the same point
(say a little below that at which fusion commences), when they are allowed to
cool so fast, and no faster than is necessary for every part of each wheel to cool
and shrink simultaneously together, and no one part before another.' Such is
substantially the specification and claim of the complainant, stated in such
full, clear, and exact terms as that an intellig~nt mechanic in that department,
according to the testimony of a well-qualified expert in the case, could readily
follow the process described.
" Before referring to the evidence offered as impeaching the novelty of the
complainant's patented invention, it is proper to remark, that the evidence to
sustain sach a claim must be strong and conclusive, to justify a judgment
setting aside the patent as void for want of novelty. The presumption of law
is with the complainant upon this is.s~e, arising not only from the grant of the
original patent, but from its extension for seven years after its expiration.
The statute authorizing the extension of a patent is too well known to require
special reference or citation. It is sufficient to say that it imposes on the head
of the l'atent Office the duty of a critical revision of the grounds on which the
original patent was granted. He must be satisfied, not only that the invention was new, but that it had proved of great practical utility to the public,
and that the patentee had used proper diligence in bringing the invention into
public use, and had not been sufficiently remunerated, as the conditions on

1

Law Rep. (1870), 10 Eq. Cas. 522.
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of a patent, unless some invention aml ingenuity were disp1ayel1
in the adaptation.
which alone the patent can be extended. And the statute requires notice of
the application of the extension, so that all}Jersons opposing it may have the
opportunity of making their objections. A patent which successfully undergoes this scrutiny, without any modification of the ot'iginal claim an1l specification, has very strong presumptive claims to vali1lity. as hcing hoth new and
useful. Another fact strengthening this presumption is, that the complainant,
for eighteen years before the commencement of this snit, had practically and
successfully practised his patented method of annealing car wheels, during
which time, as the proof shows, nmtrly five hundred thousand car whcl'ls were
manufactured and sold at his foundry in Philadelphia.
"But how docs the issue of novelty stand upon the.m;dencc? The com•
plainant's 11atcnt hears date of April, 18!8, hut it appears that his applieation
for a patent dates back to August 2, 18!7, which is to be viewed as the date of
his invention. All the witnesses agree, that prior to that time no car wheel,
made of cast iron, was known having the required qualities of durability and
strength. The art of casting in chills as it is called that is, casting in a
mould, the outer circumference of which was iron instead of sand was previously kuown anll practised. This produced a hardened surface of the
periphery of the wheel; but in casting, the tl~in and thick 11arts of the wheel
contracted unequally; and the result was au inherent strain between the
periphery or trca.d of the wheel, and its inner parts, that greatly impairetl the
strength and durability of the wheel. Prior to the date of the complainant's
invention, several devices had been resortcll to, and patented, designed to
l'emove the injurious effects of this inherent strain. The first remedy for this
difficulty was to cast the hub in sections, dividing it into four parts. .After
the wheel ha(l coolcd,.and the process of contraction ended, the spaces between
the divided parts of the hub were fitled 'vith some fused metal, and the hub
thus made solid.. But this method involved a waste of time, and was too
expensive for practical use. It was foundf too, that the wheel was sometimes
distorted, so as to be useless. It appears that the next device fo•· avoiding the
iuhereut strain was to make the plate, or thin 1mrt of the wheel, of a curved
form, so that in cooling the curve in the plate would be straigMcncd. There
were also l'<ttents for other plans, embodying changes in the shape of the
wheels to overcome the effects of unequal contrac~ion, in cooling, and thus
avoiding the inherent strain. But none of these inventors seem to have conceived tile idea of making a practical car wheel with straight plates, so
annealed and cooled as to leave it strong and durable, anu uninjured by
the unequal contraction of its parts.
· "It is safe to say, that up to the date of the complainant's invention, the
process of prolonging the time of cooling the whE:t!i, in the mode described and
claimell by him, and thus o>crcoming the difficulties of the prior methods, was
unknown. Several intelligent witnesses sustain this conclusion in. a manner
that frees it from all doubt.
•
"I have not deemed it necessary to adve1·t to the publications referred to
in the defendant's answer as anticipating the complainant's invention. They
•
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§ 73. The mt:o,·e quality of cheapness, or other superiority in
the material of which an article is made, disconnected with any
•

prow, undouhte(lly, that the process of annealing metals has hecn long ]mown,
and that various plans and modes of accomplishing it have been described by
scientific writers. But the evidence is clear, that casting railroad car wheels
is a distinct branch of the at·t of casting, and that none of the printed works
referred to (lescrihe or apply to that art. One witness examined as an expert,
and ap1oarently wdl acquainted with mechanical science, testifies that in none
of those works is the complainant's process of making car wheels allmled to or
deserihed. Tlwre is some refcre•tcc to annealing wheels, other than car wheels,
but none to any whcel cast with a chill; and therefore it has no application to
the prOCC'SS descri\oed by ana patented to the complainant.
" Without enlarging on the question of the novelty of this invention, I have
no hes~tancy in the conclusion that the evidence is entirely satisfactory to prove
thai the process of prolonging the coolhtg of car wheels, ana thus avoiding
inherent strains, is due to the thought and inventive talent of the complainant.
And l canuut.perhaps, more appropriately close my remarks on this point than
by quoting what was said in relation to it by my learned brother, :\lr. ,Justice
Swayne, who sat with me on the hearing of the application for an injunction,
at the last April term of this court. His remarks on that occasion show a very
intelligent apprehension of the subject, and are very llertinent to Uw question
now under consideration. The learned judgc, speaking for i.!•.e court, said:
' Our impression is, that the patent may he sustained on ;he ground of a
discovery. .A.>n~?nling is undoubtedly au old invention, but, a:. applied to car
wheels, may be valid as a discovery appiied to car wheels. It strikes us, as
the case is presented, we may fairly hold, and perhaps arc bound to hold, that
the patentee and complainant did discover a mode of overcoming this difficulty
(the inherent strain of the wheels) by his process. That result is a meritorious
one, and we Hhould be inclined, at the final hearing, as we. are now, to give
such a construction to tllis patent as will sustain his claim to that invention,
and give him the fruits of his discovery. There is no proof that he was not
the inventor or discoverer of that art, and the application of that art.'
'' Such were the views of the learned judge, upon the case as presented on
the application for the injunction. I may add, that the evidence on the final
hearing, instead of detracting
from
the
correctness
of
these
views
on
the
ques•
tion of the novelty of complainant's invention as covered by his patent, has
strengthened and confirmed them. Several reliable witnesses, familiar with
the progress of making car wheels, from their first introduction in this country,
agree in their testimony, that, up to the time of this invention, no successful
method of making them had been discovered; and that the complainant's
. process of prolonged cooling was the ·first known which overcame the defects
in all wheels previously made. In the language of one witness: 'It enabled a
better wheel to he produced at a less cost than had been the case before his
imention.' And again: 'There was a general confidence felt in regard to
their strength as well as durability, which never had been the case regarding
other wheels.' "
•

•

'
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ne'v or different mOLle of applying that material in the process of
making the thing, has not been held to he the subject of a patent.
There are dicta of judges in which chcapne~s has heen made an
important consideration in determining the patentable character
of inventions. But it is necessary to observe carefully the nature
of these inventions, and the relation which this quality of cheapness hears to the subject-matter. Thus in Crane's invention,
consi:-;ting in the use of anthracite coal and a hot-air l)la~t in the
manufacture of iron, in the place of bituminous coal and a hot-air
blast, one test applied by the court, in order to determine whether
this change in the process of manufacturing iron was a patentable
invention or new mode of manufacture, was to inquire whether
the article protluced by it 'vas cheaper or better than that produced
by the oM process. Here the superiority of the article made by a
particular process was resorted to as proof that the process is new·
or improve<.l, in the sense of being a patentable change. So, also,
in Lord Dudley's patent, where pit-coal was substituted for charcoal in the manufacture of iron, the different constitution of the
iron so ma<.le was evidence of a new process of making it. The
p1·oduction of an article, therefore, as good in quality as before,
and at a cheaper rate, or better in quality than before. at the same
rate, hy a process which claims to he new, may be taken as evidence tending to show a suhstantive difference between that process and any former one. But in the case of a manufacture or a
machine, the substitution of one material for another, leading to
greater cheapness or durability in the manufacture or machine
itself, seems to belong to the province of construction and not to .
that of invention.
.
Still, it is not to be laid down broadly that the use of one material in place of another, in a manufacture<.l vendible article or a
machine, can never be the subject of a patent. If such substitution involves a new method of attachment or construction, or leads
to any new mode of operation, or develops a new application of
the properties of matter, so as to {lhange the use of the manufacture or machine, the;:e may be in the use of the new. material a
patentable invention. 1
•

l\Ir. J>hillips takes the same distinction. " There may be cases." he says,
"in which the substitution of a different material may be a mattct• of contrivance and invention, amlin such case the particular mode of applying the
new material would be a good subject of a patent." Phillips on Patents, 13!.
1

•

•
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§ 73 a. But if any one mereiy makes a machine out of iron that

•

•

has been made out of wood, and it is the same machine, proclueing
the same re~ult in the same way, it is no invention; hccnn~e any
constructor can make a machine of iron instead of woml. Rothe
application of horse power, or water power, or steam power to a
machine that has been moved by hand power, provided the clmnge
is within the ordinary knowledge and skill of any con~trnctor, is
not patentable. "The mere means," says Lowell, J., "of giving
motion to a. machine would not ordinarily he a part of the c:;sence
of the machine." t
It has been seen, however, i.lmt the application of a device to
cast-il·o11 guns was held to be patentable, notwithstmuling the fact
that suh.;tnntially th3 same device had been applied to wroughtiron guns, or guns composed of wrought and cast iron in combination.2
§ 74. Having presented these illustrations of the doctrine of
novelty, as applietl to cases of double use, it may be expedient
to consider, in reference to the same patentable quality, that class
of inventions where there is suppose(l to be a new process, forme(l
by the substitution of one thing for another, or hy the use of a
new comlJination of materials, or by the omission or mhlition of
some step or manipulation, in a manufacture or an art. 'Vhat is
it, in this class of cases, which constitutes the patentable noYelty ?
In other 'vords, what is it that affords proof of a change sufficient
to constitute a patentable improvement in the art or manufacture,
or to form <l. new process or method distinguishable as an invention from what had gone before it ?
§ 7:). The leading case of Crane v. Price, involving a new mode
of making iron, stands very prominent among the eases of this
description. The whole invention in this case consisted in the use
•
of a well-know-:1 material, anthracite coal, in the manufacture of
1t was in reference to the same distinction that 1\Ir. Justice Nelson, in delivering the opinion of the Supreme Court of the United States in Hotchl•iss v.
Greenwood, laid down the doctrine that superiority of material cannot, of itself,
be the subje<!t of a patent. The meaning of this doctrine is, that the superiority must extend beyond mere comparative cheapness or durability, or adaptation to the purpose for which the old material was used, and must lead to some
change in the construction or mode of operation. 11 Howard, 20Ci. See, in
connection, the dissenting opinion of l\Ir. Justice Woodbury.
1
\Voodman v. Stimpson (1800), 3 Fisher's Pat. Cas. 08.
2 Treadwell v. Parrott, xupra.
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iron, in combination with the use of a hot-air hla:;;t, after bituminous coal had been uscll with a hot-air blast, aiHl after anthracite
coallnul been uKell with a cold-air blast. The dllctrine : .-..plied hy
the comt to this state of facts is embraced in the propo~1t,ion that,
if the re~mlt J..ll'Ollnced hy the new comhination is either a new article. a better article, or a cheaper article to the pul1lic than that
produeed l1y the old method, the new combination is vatentahle as
au invention or manufacture intended by the t'tatute. The meaning of this proposition, when applied to the English statute (the
Statute of :\Ionopolies) h;, that the improvement in the article
manufactured is proof that the change which has been made in
the process of manufacture amounts to a new process or new mode
of manufacturing iron. Applied to our statute, which embraces
any new and useful art, or any new and useful improvement in an
art, ancl therefore embraces a new process of manufacturing iron,
the doctrine means the same thing. The question arises, then.
whether this doctrine is sound.
§ 76. It may be observed, that patents of the class to which this
case of Crane v. Price belongs embrace inventions which consist
entirely in the use of known things, acting together in a manner
already known, and producing effects already known, hut pl·oducing those effects so as to be more economically or beneficially
enjo.red by the public. That is to ::my, these inventions consist in
a change of process, by the substitution of one thing for another,
or the omission or addition of one or more steps, in the manufacture
of an article known before as manufactured by a. different process.
It is quite cle<tr, that, if there is any test capable of being applied tn
these changes of proces8, aml fit to determine whether ..i:hcre is a
patentable novelty in them, that test must be fouml in the improved
effect which the new combination of materials or agents produces.
This is the grouml on which the decision in Crane v. Price was
made.l The decision has been questioned ; but it appearE;, from
the whole of the dh;cussion embraced in the opinion of the court,
that it was intended to be put upon the ground that the iron
manufactured by the new process was a new metal, that is to
say, new in 1·espect to its superior properties, or its cheapness,
or both.2
1

See also the cases cited in the opinion of the court, as contained in 1 W cbs.
Pat. Cas. 407-411.
1
In Dobbs v. Penn, 3 Exchequer R. 427, 432, the Lord Chief Baron is

•
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§ 77. The previous case of Sturz v. De La Rue, before Lord
Chancellor Lyndhurst, was very similar in principle to Crane v.
Price. The patent covered " improvements in copper and other
plate printing " ; and the invention consisted in " putting a glazed
enamelled surface on the paper by means of white lead and size,
whereby the finer lin<!s of the engraving are better t!Xhibited than
hei·etofore." This was helcl to be a patentable inventi01i, as an
improvement in coppet'-plate pl'inting. 1 In like manner, the omission of any ingredient previously used in, and considered essential
to, a particular process, may constitute such a change in the series
of processes pursued as to amount to a patentable invention. As
where a patent was taken for " a new aml improved methocl of
making anclmanufacturing double canvas and sail-cloth with hemp
and flax, or either of them, without any starch whatever " ; 2 and
where another invention, for remlering cloth fabrics water-proof,
consisted in immersing them in various solutions in a different
order from that which had been previously followed, although the
same solutions had been previously used.3
§ 78. It appears, then, that there is a large class of cases whm·e
improvements or inventions in the mode of producing a particular
known effect will be the subject-matter of letters-patent ; and
reported to have said, that the decision in Crane v. Price might be put upon
the ground that the patent produced a new result, that the metal produced
was a new metal; and Baron Parke observed, that upon that ground he could
understand the <h·cision, although bt<fore he had entertained serious doubts as
to the correctness of it.
1 Stmz v. De IAt Rue, 1 W cbs. Pat. Cas. 83, 5 Russel's Ch. R. 322, :324.
2 C:uupion v. Benyon, 4 B. l\loorc, 71, cited in 'Vebstcr on the subjectmatter, p. 23, note.
3
Halliwell v. Dearman, 1 Webs. Pat. Cas. 401, note (t). "The object of
the plaintiff's invention was the rendering fabrics water-proof, but at the same
time leaving such fabrics pervious to thE\ air. It appeared that, before the
plaintiff's patent, a solution of alum and soap was made, and the fabric to be
rendered water-proof was immersed therein. By tlli.s means a water-11roof
s.urface was produced on the fabric, but it was not of a lasting nature; it wore
off. According to the plaintiff's invention, the fabric is immersed first. in a
nli.xture of a solution of ah1m with some carbonate of lime, and then in a solution of soap. The effect is, that by the fi~ .st immersion every fibre becomes
impregnated with the alum, the sulphuric acid of the alum peing neutralized
by the carbonate of lime, and by the second immersion the oily quality, rendering it repellant of water, is given to every fibre, so that each fibre is rendered
water-proof, instead of th<" surface only; but the whole fabric continued per··
vious to air."
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another hnge class of cases, in which the discovery aml appli(·ation
of new means of producing an effect before unknown will also be
the subject-matter of a patent. One of these classes emuraccs all
cases of the new application of known agents and things, so as to
leacl to a change in the series of processes by which the particular
effect, result, or manufacture is produced, or by which an entirely
new effect, result, or manufacture is produced. The other em-braces all cases of the discovery and application of new agents or
things, by which a new effect or result is to be produced.
§ 79. But with respect to that class of inventions which we have
been considering, aml which consist in a change of proc·ess produced by the omission of some step ir£ the old process, or the new
application of a particular agent, there are some recent English
cases which sho'7 the test that is to be applied in determining the
patentable novelty. In one of them the alleged invention consisted in a new mode of extracting garancinc, the pure 1·ed coloring
matter contained in madder. Before the plaintifl"s patent, garancine had been obtained from fresh madder by the application of
sulphuric acid and hot water or steam. The refuse, called spent
madder, was regarded as useless. The plaintiff discovered that,
by applying the same process to spent mad<ler which had formerly
been applie<l to. fresh madder, ~arancine could still be extracted ;
aml this tliscovery ren<lered spent madder very valuable. Upon
the trial,
there being an issue rhich embracecl the question
whether this was a patentable invention,
the presiding judge
told the jury that, if they believed the evidence which had been
offered to show the facts above stated, they must find this issue for
the defendant. This instruction made the patentable character of
the invention an inference of law, to be drawn from too narrow a
basis of facts. In the Exchequer Chamber, on a w1-it of error, it
was held that this direction was wrong, and that the jury should
have been directed to find certain questio::ts of fact, as inferences
from the evidence, wh\ch questions are thus stated in the opinion
of the court. " There is here no new contrivance, for the process
used under the plaintifl"s patent with the spent madder is the.
same as that previously used with fresh madder ; neither is the
product new, f9r garancine produced from the one and tl1e other
appears to us precisely of the same quality. If, therefore, the patent be good, it must be on account of the old contrivance being
applied to a new object under such circumstances as to support

•
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the patent. Now, spent madder might be a very different tl1ing
from fresh madder in its properties, chemicnl and otherwise, or it
might be in effect the same thing as fresh madder in its properties,
chemical and otherwise, with the difference only that part of its
coloring matter had been already extractecl; again, the properand
otherwise,
of
both
might
or
might
not
l1ave
ties,
chemical
•
•
been known to chemists and other scientific persons, so that they
could tell whether fresh madder and spent madder were different
things, or substantially the same things. These points appear to
us to be questions of fact, aml material to affect the validity or
invalidity of the patent," &c.l
.
§ 80. From this ruling it· is apparent that there might be one
state of circumstances which would support this patent, and another state of circumstances which would show the supposecl invention to be nothing more than a double use of the old process.
The proper instruction i.o have given to a jury in this caie would
have been to direct them to find whether spent madder, as a substance from which to extract garancine, was, chemically or otherwise, a substantially different substance from fresh madder; or
whether it was, chemically or otherwise, substantially the same
substance, differing only in the amount of coloring matter remaining in it. If the latter should turn out to be the ca:;e, the supposed invention would be nothing more than the repetition of an
old process, for the purpose of extracting from the same substance
what had not been extracted by the first application of that process. But, if spent madder w::..s .a substantially different substance
from fresh madder, then there would have heen an invention,
consisting in the application of an old process to a substance to
which it had not been bef01·e applied, and obtaining thereby the
same result which had formerly been .obtaine(l from a different
2
substance.
§ 81. The still more recent case of Booth v. Kennard is an in•

1

Steiner v. Heald, G Eng. Law & Eq. R. 536. A new trial was directed,
but it does not appear that it was ever had. The patent wru; repealed, on the
production of a foreign work which affected its validity. Sec Webster's argument in Booth v. Kennard, 38 Eng. Law & Eq. R. 457.
2
Just as if the discovery had been made (to use an illustration suggested
by Maule, J., at the argument of this case) that, by applying to }lotatoes the
process used for obtaining gamncine from madder, a valuable coloring matter
could be obtained.
•

•
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stance where there was an invention in making an article by the
omission of one step in the process. Before the plaintiff's patent,
gas had been made from oils extracted from seeds and other substances. The plaintiff discovered that gas might be made directly
from the seeds, &c. The apparatus which he employed was not
new, the seeds or other matters from which the gas was made
were the same from which the oi1s had been previously extracted,
ancl the gas proclucecl was the same. The distinction, therefore,
between the plaintiff's and former methods consisted in the saving
of one step in the proP.ess of making gas. This was held to be a
sub:;tantive invention, capable of supporting a patent.1
§ 82. Having thus considered the statute requisite of novelty
in respect to the quality and extent of the difference between the
alleged invention ancl other things which preceded it, the next
inquiry is, whether this must be an absolute novelty, in respect
to all previous time and all other countries, or whether it may,
under any and what circumstances, be relative to the exi::;ting
state Df knowledge, and to the knowledge of this or of other
countries. And here an inspection of the statute brings into view
certain clauses which have an important bearing upon the issue
of novelty, and, in one way or the other, qualify or limit the circumstances under which a valid patent may be taken. One of
these clauses, found in the sixth section of the act of 1836, provides, as if by way of accumulation, that the subject-matter of
the alleged invention must be something " not known or used by
others before his or their discovery or invention thereof." The
other is the provision, in the fifteenth section of the statute, which
declares that, "whenever it shall satisfactorily appear that the
patentee, at the time of making his application for the patent,
believed himself to be the first inventor or discoverer of the thing
patented, the same shall not he void on account of the invention
or cliscovery, or any part thereof, having been before known or
used in any foreign country ; it not appearing that the same, or
any substantial part thereof, had before been patented, or described
in any printed publication."
§ 83. The clause of the statute which makes the condition of
a valid patent, that the supposed invention was " not known or
used by others before his or their invention or discovery thereof,"
was founded upon a. similar clause in the patent act of 1793, and
1

Booth v. Kennard, 38 Eng. Law & Eq. R. 457.
6•
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upon the construction which that clause hacl received. The words
of the act of 1793 were, '' not known or u::;ell before the application .. , The seeming ambiguity of this language led to the inqniry
in wlmt way and by whom a previous knowledge was to vitiate a
claim to an otherwise original invention. It was perceived that
the applicant or patentee himself must have had a knowledge aml
use of his invention before his application for a patent ; and that
others, who might have been employed to assist him in developing or applying it, might have thus derived a knowledge of it
from him, and that others still might have pirated it from him,
or used it without his consent, before his application. In order,
therefore, to give the statute a rational interpretation, it \Yas held
by the Supreme Court that it must be construed to mean, not
known or used by tlte public before the application} This construction made the clam;e to mean, that if the public were, at the
time of the application, in possession of the invention, "'hether
derived from another inventor or from the applicant himself and
with his consent, the patent obtained would be invalid.
§ 84. This construction was mlopted into the act of 1836 by inserting the words " by others" ; but the previous use or know·ledge by others was made to relate to the time of the invention
or discovery by the applicant, instead of the time of his application for a patent. Thus altered, the text of the clause " not
known or used by others before his or their discovery or invention
thereof," ouviously gives ri:;e tu several very important questions.
In the first place, looking at the authority of the decision on which
the clause was founded, n.ml at the reasons of that construction,
it is apparent that the term " others," although used in the plural, was used to denote that the use or knowledge was to he the
use or knowledge of any other person or persons than the patentee himself; anu therefore the prior use or knowledge by one
person, other than the patentee, is sufficient to defeat his statute
claim to be reganlcd as the inventor, provided that use or knowledge was not such as to be excluded hy the further construction
which the clause is to 1·eceive, or by the limitations which are im2
posed upon it by some other clausc. "\Ve have seen, then, that
when the Supreme Court insertecl the term "others," by conPennock v. Pialoguc, 2 Peters, 1. See also Melius v. Silsbee, 4 1\Iason,
108; Treadwell v. Bladen, 4 Wash. 70:3.
2 See Reed c. Cutter, 1 Story, 500; Bedford v. Hunt, 11\Iason, 302.
1
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struction. inlo the Rtntnte of 17D?., they gave it. two limitations:
first, that the prior use or knowledg-e must have been from the
invention or di::;covery of some other person thn.n the applicant
for a patent; or, seeondly, if derivecl from his invention or tliscpvery, that it must have. been with his consent. The iirst of
these limitations is embodied in the clause in the act of 1836,
which is now under consideration; and the seeond is ~~mhraced
in another clause of the !iame statute, which permits the applicant to have allowed the use of his invention for a certaiH period,
-a reg·ulation that will be eonsidered hereafter. 'Yith these
limitations, then, kept in view, the question arises. what is to
constitute a prior "u:-;e" or "knowledge" of an allegetl inn~n
tion within the meaning of thil'l statute? Docs the .. nse ., or
" knowledge '' comprehend all time and place, OJ is it limited,
under any and what circumstances'?
§ 84 (t. The language of the present statute (18"it!) is that the
invention or discovery for whil'h letters-patent are sought shall
not have been " known or used hy others in thi8 country, llll(l
not patented, or described in any printed publication in this or
any foTeign country, before his [the inventor's or di:-;covcrer's]
invention or discovery thereof, and not in public use or on sale for
more than t\vo years prior to his application, unless the same is
proved to have been ahawlonell."
§ 85. It is apparent that, if the whole state of a particular art,
past and present, were to become known, on a full invcstigatio11,
the previous use or knowledge of a thing which is sought to he
made the subject of a patent might relate to a foreign country,
or a former period of time, or to this country, or the present time.
Confining our inquiries, therefore, to the state of the existing
knowledge of this country, at the time of a suppose(l innmtion,
one question to be considered is, whether the former existence of
the supposecl subject of invention, after the previous specimen of
it has been laid aside, lost, or abandoned, is sufficient to prcwnt a
patent being grantecl to one who has reinvented it. This question has been judicially considered, under our statute, hut under
circumstances which should be carefully noted. One Fitzgerald
was an original inventor of an iron safe for the prm;crvation of
papers from fire, of a peculiar construction, patented in the ·year
1842. In the defence it appeared that one Conner, a stcrcot.n>e
founder in the city of New York, between the years 18~!) and
~
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1832, made a safe for his own use of sul,stantially the same eonstrnetiou, aml 11sed it in his own counting-room as a place of
depo:-;it for his papers, and for their preservation from fire, until
the year 1838, when it passed into other hands. There was no
eyide11cc to show w'hat became of this safe afterwnnls, or that
the per:o-on into whose hands it fell was aware of any peculiar constrnetion making it valuaule ns a protection against fir{', or that it
was cwr used for that purpose after Conner had parte(l with it.I
".,.hile in Conner's possession, its construction and supposed valne,
as a means of protection against fire, were kuuwn to the workmen employed in his foundry, but no test \vas applietl to it to
ascertain· its value in this respect. After it passetl out of his
possession, he did not make another like it, hut used a safe of
different construction. The case, therefore, on which the Supreme
Comt intended to pass, was that of a single specimen, of suhstantially the same construction as the patentee's safe, used for
some years, by the person who made it, as a place of depm;it for
hi~ }tapers, then laid aside and lost to the world, but still capal1le
of heing described from the recollection of the person who made
it. when recalled to his recollection by the subsequent reinvention
of it lty an original inventor. Does such a state of facts negative
the daim of a sul,~equent original iuventor to n. patent?
§ 81). In considering this question, the Sup1·eme Court came to
the conclusion that it was not the intention of Congress to require
that a patentee should he literally the original and first inventor
or discoverer of the thing patented. This conclusion they deducetl from the oLvious policy and object of the statute, namely,
to reward him who first gives to the public the means of knowleclgl' of a useful discovery, a policy which is evinced by that
pwrh;ion of the statute which requires that a previous foreign
invention must have been patented, or describecl in a. printed pub1

I state the facts of this case as they appeared in the record on which the
Suprcme Court pronounced its opinion. Unfortunately, the bills of exceptions
"·ere somewhat loosely drawn, and it appears to have been true that the Conncr safe was in existence at the time of the trial. See the application made to
the Supreme Court to open the judgment, after it had been pronatmeed.
lU Howard's Reports, 509, original edition. But the decision of the Supreme
Court must be examined as if this fact were not in the case, and upon the
supposition that the Conner safe and all knowledge of it, except such knowl·
edge as was recalled to the mind of Conner by l•'itzgcrald's invention, had
likewise been lost.

•
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lication, in orcler to invalidate the claim to a patent in thi~ conntry l1y an original inventor, who believe<l himself to he the first
inventor. Thi:; provision is ol,viously founded upon the hypothesis that an invention might exist for ages in a foreign country,
and yet the means of knowledge wouhl not he within the rnnch
of the public in this country, unless the foreign invention \\·ere
pate1ited, or describc(l in a. printctl ·publication. The polie,Y of
the statute, thus deduced, the conrt seem to have co11:-;itlered
wo1.\ld cover the case of a. lost art, when reinvented, and aho such
a case as that of Fitzgerald, which they likene(l to the case of a
lost art, and to the case of the reinvention of an unpatented or
unpublished f01·eign invention. The particular instruction gh·en
to the jmy by the court below, and in which the Supreme Court
held there was no error, required the jury to find two facts: first,
whether the Conner safe ha(l been finally forgotten or abandoned,
before Fitzgerald's invention; and, secondly, whether Fitzgerald
was the original inventor of the safe for which he obtained a patent. The jury were directed, if they found these t"·o facts
affirmatively, to retmn a verdict for the plaintiff. This instruction and verdict were sanctioned by the Supreme Court, mainly
upon the ground that the evidence authorized the inference that
the Conner safe had been finally forgotten before Fitzgerald's
invention, so that there was no existing and living knowledge
of the improvement, or of its former use, at the time of Fitzgerald's discovery .I
Gaylor v. Wilder, 10 Howard, 477. The opinion of a majority of the
court (McLean and Daniel, Justices, dissenting) was dclivere<}. by )lr. Chief
,Justice Taney. The following is his view of the subject considered in the text:
"It appears that James Conner, who carried on the business or a stereotype
founder in the city of New York, made a safe for his own use, betwcL'Il the
years 1820 and 1882, for. the protection of his papers against fire, and continued to use it until1838, when it passed into other hands. It was kept in his
counting-room, and known to the persons engaged in the foundry; and after
it passed out of his hands, he used others of a different const1·uction.
"U does not appear what became of this safe afterwards. And thrre is
nothing in the testimony from which it can he inferred that its mode of construction was known to the person into whose possession it fell, or that any
•
value was attached to it as a place of security for papers against fit·c, or that
it was ever used for that purpose.
·
"Upon these facts the court instructed the jury, 'that, if Conner had not
made his discovery public, but had used it simply for his own private purpose,
and it had been finally forgotten or abandoned, such a discovery and use would
1
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§ ~t.l a. The principles of law. determined in the cnsc of Gaylor
v. 'Yiltler were applied in a similar case in the Circuit Court for
•

be no obstacle to the taking out of a patent by Fitzgerald or those claiming
under him. if he be an original, thongh not the first, inventor or discoverel'.'
" Thl' instruction assumes that thl• jury might find from the evillcnce that
Counl'r·s safe was sul1stantially the same with that of Fitzgerald, nnd also
prior in time. And if the fact was so, the question then was, whether the
patcnh•e was 'the original and first inventor or discoverer,' within the meaning
of thl· act of Congrl'ss.
" The act of JS:~u, ch. 357, § G, authorizes a patent wlwre the party hns discoverl"tl or invented a new and useful improvement, 'not known or used l1y
other:> lwfore his tliscovery or invention.' And the lfith section provides, that
if it appears, on the trial of an action brought for the infl"ingcnwnt of a patent,
thnt the patentee 'was not the original anrl first inventor or discoverer of the
thing patented.' the verdict shall be for the defendant.
" l. pnn· it. literal construction of these particular words. the pntentec in this
case el·rtainly \Yas not the original and first inventor or discoverer, if the Conner
safe "·a;; the same with his, nnd preceded his discovery.
'· llut we do not think that this construction would carry
into
effect
the
•
intention of the legislntnre. It is nuL by detnchell words and phrases that n.
statnte ought to be expounded. The whole act must be taken together, and
a fair interpretation given to it, neither exh:nding nor restricting it beyond
the ll'~itimate illlport of its language, aml its obvious policy and ohject. .Aud
in tht· liith section, after mnking the pr0vision above mentioned, there is n.
furtlh·r l'ru,·is\on, that, if it shall appear that the patentee at the time of his
applil"atiou for the patent beliewd himself to be the first hweutor, the patent
shall nut he voi1 l on account of the invention or discovery having been known
or u~'"' l in any foreign country, it not appem·iug that it had been before
patentl·ll or described in any printetl publication.
•· In the case tim;; provided for, the party who invents is not, strictly speaking, the first and original imcntor. The ln.w assumes that the improvement
may haw hel·n ~mown and used before his discovery. Yet his patent is valid
if he 'liscowred it hy the efforts of his own genius, and believed himself to be
the original inwntor. The clause in qnestion qualifies the "·onls before used,
and shuws that by knowledge and use the legislature mennt knowledge and
use exi:-;ting in a manner accessible to the public. If the foreign inwntion had
been printed or patented, it was already given to the world and open to the
pcoplL· of this country as well as of otlwrs, upon rensonable inquiry. They
would therefore derive no advantage from the invention here. It would
confL·r no benefit upon the comnnmity, and the inventor therefore is not
consirlen·ll to be e11titled to the reward. But if the foreign discovery is not
pateuted nor dL•scribed in any printed publication, it might be known and hsed
in remote places for ag.~s, and the people of this country he unahlc to profit
by it. The means of obtaining knowledge would not he within their reach;
and, as far as their interest is concernetl, it woulll be the same thing as if the
imprun·ment had never been discovered. It is the inventor here that brings
•
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the Di:-;trict of New York in 18G!l. The controversY hacl refer"
ence to a machine for stretching chains, which ha(l been patentecl
it to them, and places it in their possession. And as he •loC'c.; this hy the effort
of l1is own genius, the law regards him as the fir:;t and original ilwentor, anrl
protects his patent, although the improwmcnt had in fact been invented before
and used by others.
" So, too, as to the lost arts. It is welll;::nown that centurie~- ago discoYeries
were made in certain arts, the fruits of which have come down to ns, hut the
means by which the work was accomplished are at this day unknown. The
knowledge has been lost for ages. Yet it would hardly be doubtrd, if any one
now discovere«l an art thus lost, and it was a useful improyement, that, upon
a fair construction of the act of Congress, he woulu be entitlcrl to a patent.
Yet he wouhlnot literally be the fit·st and original hlYentor. Bnt he would be
the first to confer on the public the benefit of the inYcntion. ·· lie would discover what is unknown, and com1mmicnte knowledge which the public had not
the means of olltaining without his invention.
,
·
. ""Cpon the same principle and upon the same rule of construction, we think
that Fitzgerald must be regarded as the first and original inventor of the safe
in question. The case as to this point admits that, although Conner's safe
had been kept and used for years, yet no test had been applied to it, and its
capacity for resisting heat was uot known; there was no evidence to show that
any particular value was nttachei.l to it after it passed from his possession, or
that it was ever afterwards used as a place of security for papers; and it
appeared that he himself did not attempt to make another like the one he is
supposed to have invented, lmt used a different one. And upon this state of
the evidence the court put it to the jmy to say \\"hcther this safe hatl been
finally forgotten or abandoned before Fitzgerald's invention, m-,.d whether he
was the original inYentor of the safe for which he olJtained the patent; directing them, if they fouml these two facts, that their verdict mu~t lle for the
}llaintifl'. W c think there is no error in this instruction. }'or if the Conner
safe had·passed away from the memory of Conner himself, and of those who
had seen it, and the safe itself hall disaweared the knowledge of the improvement was as completely lost as if it had nevel been discovered. The public
could rlcrive no benefit from it until it was ·liscovcrell by another inventor.
And if Fitzgcmld made his discovery hy his own efforts, without any knowledge of Conner's, he invented an improv..:t' eut that was then new, and at that
time unknown; and it was not the lc:;c new and unknown because Conner's
safe was recalled to his memory hy the success of Fitzgerald's.
" We do not understand the Circuit Court to have said that th,· omission of
Conner to try the value of his safe by proper tests would dcpriye it of its
priority, nor his omission to bring it into public use. He might have omitted
both, and also abandoned its usc, and been ignorant of the extent of its value;
yet if it was the same with Fitzgerald's, the latter would not upon such
grounds he entitled to a patent, Jlroyitled Conner's safe and its modo of construction 'rere still in the memory of Conner before they were recalled by
Fitzgerald's patent.
•
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to the complainant in 186-!. The defence relied upon was the
prior use by the defendant's father of a machine similar to that
used by the defendant. This machine had been kept under lock
and key in a cellar concealed from· persons iu general, its existence being known only to the machinist who constructed it, to
the father and the brother of the defendant, and to the defendant himself. The machine was seldom used before the death of
the defendant's f::tther in 1862, and was suffered to become rusty
antl neglected after that ~ime. In 1864 the plaintiff's machine
was described to the dete~dant by a workman who was at that
time in his employ, and who hatl previously been in the employ
of the plaintiff and had used his machine. Thereupon the rusty
machine was taken from the cellar in July, 1865, and cleaned aml
fitted up in the defendant's shop, and used to stretch chains.
Prior to this, the defendant, in making chains which required the
links to be of equal length, stretched the links by means of the
hammer and anvil, and not by any machine.
Upon this state of facts, the court, assuming that the olcl machine, in the condition in which it was while in the cellar, was
substantially the same in construction with the machine as used
by the defendant after J·uly, 1865, and. with the plaintiff's machine,
held that it was an abandoned and lost invention, and its existence was no bar to the recovery of the plaintiff, especially as the
plaintiff had no knowledge of its existe:!ice at the time of his
invention. It appeared, mm·eover, that the machine as used by
the defendant was not identical with that taken from the cellar.I
•

'• The circumstances above mentioned, referred to in the opinion of the
Circuit Comt, appear to have been introduced as evidence tending to prove
that the Conner safe might have been finally forgotten, and upon which this
hypothetical instruction was given. Whether this evidence was sufficient for
that purpose or not, was a question for the jury, and the comt left it to them.
And if the jury found the fact to be so, and that Fitzgerald again discovered
it, ,ve reganl him as standing upon the same ground with the discoverer of a
lost art, or an unpatented and unpublished foreign invention, and, like him,
entitled to a patent. For there was no existing and living knowledge of this
improvement, or of its former usc, at the time he made the discovery. And
whatever benefit any individual may derive from it in the safety of his papers,
he owes entirely to the genius and exertions of Fitzgerald."
1 Hall v. Bird, 6 Blatchf. 438; s. c. 3 Fisher's Pat. Cas. 505.
After
referring to the principles of law laid down by the court in the case of
Gaylor v. Wilder, Judge Blatchford continued: "Now, although the old machine in the present case was constructed in 1852, and had been kept in the
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§ 87. It may be suggested that the principles aml analogies of
the patent law would have furnished another mode of tct;ting this
question, which would have led to the same result, and which
probably was what the learned judge who tried the cam;c in the
court below intended to embrace in his instruction to the jnry,
Lnt which does not appear to be distinctly developed in the dcci:-;ion
of the Supreme Court. In every question of an alleged priority,
there arises the necessary inquiry whether there was a completed
invention or discovery by another before the invention or discovery by the patentee. If the thing patented has once been actually
and completely invented or discovered before, however limitetl
the use, the patent is invalidated, unless the former article was
an unpatented or unpublished foreign invention, never introduced
into this country. But what amounts to proof of a compll'ted
invention will depend on the nature of the subject-matter, and
may also depend on the nature of the previous use. If the
subject-matter is a mere structure, whose adaptation or capacity
to effect what is proposed requires no test or practical use, then
nothing is needed but to ascertain if the structure J1as been once
previously made. The extent of use, or the mode in which the
'first inventor treated the article, or the fact that he had once forgotten tl1at he had ever made it, are immaterial, provided he had
1
completed the structme. But this is a case which rarely occurs.
·

cellar of the defendant's father under the circumstances stated, and had been
occasionally used there, and although it had not bodily disappeared from Yiew,
yet its existence and use were not made public, the knowledge and use of it
did not exist in a manner accessible to the public, it had been substantially
abandoned, and it had substantially passed away from the memory of those
who had used it, as is shown by the fact that when they were called on to
stretch the links of chains to a uniform length a purpose to which it is not
shown that the defendant's father ever applied the machi.ne it dicl not
occur to them to use the machine for the purpose, until after they had learned
of the existence and use of the plaintiff's machine. The knowledge of the
machine was, therefore, as effectually lost as if it had never been constructed,
and the public could derive no benefit from the invention, embodied in it,
until such invention could be discovered by another inventor. As it clearly
appears that the plaintiff made his invention by his own efforts without any
knowledge of the machine in the cellar of the defendant's father, he invented
an improvement which was then new, and was at the time unknown, because
the old machine was recalled to the memory of the defendant, and of his
brother, and of the machinist who put it up, by the success of the plaintiff's
machine."
1
A case was once tried before :Mr. Justice Nelson, upon a patent for an
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In the lar~er
number
of
inventions,
some
amount
of
actual
use
is
'·
nece:;sary,
in
order
to
determine
whether
the
structure
11itl
effect
•
in practice the supposed tlwory of its construction; a11<l ·until
this usc has been had, until the capacity of the strnctmc tn l·ffect
what i:; proposed is ascertained, it cannot he said that there has
been a completed invcntion. 1 "'hat kind of usc this mnst have
been in rmlcr to test and ascertain the capacity of the strndme,
so that the inference of complete iuvcntion can llC' drawn. ll<'lH'IHls
upon the character of the iln-ention. Thus in the case of Conner's safe. the mere structure alone, and its use as a place of
deposit for papers, for any HmnhL•r of years, without its lun·ing
hee11 snhjcctcd to the test of fire at all, 'voultlnot makt> it a cmnlllete<l inwntion of such a safe as that patentGtl h,.· Fitzg-eral<l,
but wonhl rather lt•ave it all the while in the position of an l'X periment. or a theoretical structure. whose relation to the rpwstion
at. issue would depend upon the fact of its haviu~ llL•t•n ahandmw<l, or of its having- been pro~ceutccl to tlw req nin•« l rcsnl t.
HeiH'C it is. that in all inquiries of this kincl, the prineiples
whit'h 1lctermine how far a former use restecl only in C'Xlll'rimcnt,
or iu prC'paration for experiment. an<l how far it is to 1•c l'l'ganled
as a use in which the proposed rusnlt or m01lc of operaiiou was
actually reache«l l,y a practical test, are of great siguilicancc.
ThC'rc is no real danger of having this inquiry lost in questions of
im}ornwd wnter-wheel, in which a wibll'SS testified that ten years hefore the
11lai uti ff's patent he assisted in eonstructing a water-wheel embracing the
principle of the plaintiff's invention, which was carriell away by the prrson
for whom it was made, and the witness newr saw it afterwards. The judge
instructed. the jury, that, ii they believed the witness, and the wheel was a
perfPc:t wht•el and was taken away to be used, the evidence was suflicicnt to
invalidate the 1mtent, without proof that the prior wheel was eYer actually
usctl. Parker v. :Ferguson, 1 Biatchf. 407. This instruction was appropriate
to a case where perfect or complete invention could be infern•u from the
structure alone, without any use whatever. But this class of cases is entirely
distinguishable from those where some test of actual usc is necessary to ascertain whether the alleged prior invention was any thing more than an expel·imental effort to do what the patentee has afterwards done.
1 In the trial of patent causes, on questions of priority of invention, it is
very common to hear expert witnesses asked the question, whether the alleged
prior machine or other thing would ltaue u:or!.:etl as well as, or in the same
mode as, that of the patentee. This evidence is not otherwise relevant. t;:~ the
tnw inquiry. than so far as it tends. to the inference that the thing actually
diu work. This tendency is often very ::;light.
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dPp·<·t·, if it is properly comlnctell; hccau~c· the question nf
complete prior inn·ntion does not clq•1·tul upon questions of
degree, or perfection. hut upon the inquir~· whPtlll'r the two thin~s
actnall,\· accomJ•lbhL•!l a result that may be rcgarch·ll as suhstantiallv
the
same
in
ki111l
•
§ 87 a. It is nut ;;ufficient that auothcr ma.\· haw prt•vinu~ly
conel'ivccl the ich•a that the thii:~{ patc11tl•cl conlcl he clout•; he
must have redu<·t•cl his idea to practiee, awlltaw t•ml•fHlil'cl it in
some u;;efu] pradical form. The rpprescllta.timt of snch ich·as 1·~·
means of dra\\'iug-s is not ~mch emhoclimcnt into practic·al aml
useful form as will clefcat a patent which has Leen grautL·tl. 1
It is well scttletl that a. prior expt•rimcnt willuot invalidate an
invention sul,;;t•tpwutly completed hy another. Such cxpl·riull'nt
must have l1t•en brunght to a practical, completed fnrm.capahh~ of
proclneing- some usl'fnlre:;nlt. He is the inveJJtor, and is 1'111 itletl
to the J•atcnt, \\'ho has first com1•leted the maehine mill maclc
it capable of nseful operation, although others may lmYt~ prt•Yionsly
had tlw i1lca, a111lm;~~1" some experiment~ towar1l:; puttinl-{ it iuto
practical furm. 2 Prior machine~, in ol'llt•r to defeat a patent for
subsPqnent machines, must have ht•t•Jl working m:H·hiul's, aml uot
mere experiments; they mnst ci! her ha \·c aetna B.'· llcme work, or
have been capable of doing it.
'Vl~ether they were in m•e a greater or lcs::; time i~ immaterial,
except so far as that fact may tend to show whether they were or
were not mere experiments. The prior machine may have been
inferior to the snl•seqncnt one, and may Hot have performed its
work so well; but so long as it is sul•stantially the samt~, nml was
a }lerfccted invention, it anticipates the latter.a
1\Ioreover; it is not necessary that a prior machine shonlcl have
been actually nsctl for the purpose contemplated ; hut if it is
capahle of such usc, and its adaptation to such use he within the
knowledge of a mechanic of competent skill, it will he a bar to
Poppenhusen l'· N. Y. Gutta-Percha Comb Co. (1808), 2 'Fisher's rat.
Cas. ll2; Ellithorpe t'. Uobinson (1859), ibiu. 8!i; T:nion Sugar Hdinery v.
1\Iatthiessen (1805), ibid. 000 .
1
.Agawam Co. v. Jordan (1808), 7'Vall. 58:.1; Se~·moun•. Osbome, 11 'Vall.
510; Whitely v. Swavne,
7
Wall.
085.
"
.
1
' Woodman v. Stimpson (1800), 3 }'islwr'R !'at. Cas. flS; S\\ift v. Whisen.
(1807), .ibid. :H3; Rich ..v. Lippincott (1Sri:J), 2 }~ishcr's l'at. Cas. 1; Pitts
t•. Wt•mple (185:3), ibid. 10; Waterman 11. Thomson (186:3), ibid. ·l.Ul; Sayles
v. Chicago & N. W. R.R. (l8U5), ibid. 52:3.
I
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the nlidity of the subsequent invcntion. 1 The adoption of an
invention in practical use is generally strong evidence that it is
a completed invention, and not a mere experiment. But it may
be a completed invention, put into practical form, ready fm; practical use, mul reduced to practice, without having Leen put into
use in the general acceptation of that word. The case of Coffin
v. Ogden is authority for the doctrine that a piece of mechanism,
which has 0een complete(l and is capable of working su~:ccssfnlly,
may Jefeat the claim of novelty in a subsequent alleged invention,
though such piece of mechanism was not actually used before the
date of the subsequent invention. In this case one Erhe, prior to
the date of the plaintiff's invention, had made a lock, emboclying
the reversible latch, which had been patented by the plaintiff.
It 'vas a complete working reven;ible latch, requiring no alteration,
adaptation, addition, or improvement, to fit it for use as a latch,
ancl as a reversible latch. It was therefore a complete and perfected
invention. It does not appear that Erbe had made more than one
lock prior to the plaintiff's invention, or that such lock had been
in any way used. But it had been exhibited by its inventor, and
its construction and operation explained to three persons skilled
in the mechanism of locks. This was construed by the court to
be imparting to the public such knowledge of it as a completed
invention, before the complainant's assignor had made his invention, as to deprive the latter of the right to be considered in law
as the first inventor, notwithstanding he was an original and ·
independent inventor of the improvement. The principles of law
applicable to this statement of facts were thus statetl hy the
court:" A putting of an invention into use is gener~lly tt strong evidence of a reduction of it to practice. ·But it may be a completed
invention, put into practical form, ready for practic~l use, and
reduced to practice, without heing put into use in the general
acceptation of that word. If the adaptation to use, or even the
use itself, is merely experimental, the invention is not 11erfccted.
But use is not necessarily required in order to show perfection or
completion. In respect to most inventions, use, not merely experimental, is one of the best proof~ of the reduction of an invention
to practice. But the particular invention in question is an illustration of the fact that a ]_)ieee of mechanism may be shown to
1

Pitts v. W cmplc (18G5), ibid. 10.
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have heen completed, and not to have rested in experiment, and
to have hcen capable frop1 its structmc of working successfully,
so as to deprive of the merit of novelty, in the patent law, a subsequent iwlependcnt invention of the same .:thing, without its
being shown that such piece of. mechanism was actually used
before the making of such sulJscqucnt invention.!
§ 88. A great deal of light may he thrown upon the particular
question now under considemtion, hy an examination of some of
the English cases ; for while our statute is not precisely the same
as the British Statute of Monopolies, in its description of the
qualities and circumstances of a patentable invention, it is substantially the same in its provisions respecting prior usc and
knowledge, ancl the requisite of novelty. 2 But in examining the
Coffin v. Ogden, Blatchford, J. (1860), 7 Blatchf. Gl; s. c. 3 Fi~her's
Pat. Cas. 6-lO; Reed v. Cutter, 1 Story, 500; Bedford v. Hunt, 1 :;\lason,
302; Whit<.'ly v. Swayne, 7 Wall. 685.
2 The ditier<.'nce between the J.;nglish statute and ours, in the particulars
referred to in the text, is as follows: The clause in the English Statute of
Monopolies. on which the patent system rests, embraces the two conditions:
fir.~t, that the manufacture is new within the realm; secoud, that others did
not use it at the making of the letters-patent. The object of the last condition was to ]We\·ent a patent being held for a thing which the patentee hallalthough it was new within the realm at the time he invented or introuuced
it pl·rmitted to go into public usc. Our statute has put these two comlitions into distinct clauses; and therefore the clause " not known or used by
others lJcforc the discovery or invcm'· •ll thereof," by the applicant for a
patent, is to be taken as a repetition of the quality of novelty, and is to be
construed in connection with the clauses which allow the special defence of
\vant of priority of invention, and the previously stated condition that the
subject-matter 1uust be " new." :For this reason the principles laid down in
the English cases, by which the fact of priority has been ascertained, are
equally awlicablc under our statute, where the alleged prior use or knowledge was in this country. The question which ha8 sometimes been raised in
the English cases, as to the prior use being a 1mblic use or not, is not founded
upon the conditions of their statute, but upon lJhe proviso in the letters-patent,
which makes them void if the invention is not new " as to the public usc and
exercise t.hereof" in England, and which has been supposed to add to the
conditions of the statute. As to this, it is well settled that the phrase " public use," introduced into the proviso, means use in public, or in a public manner, in opposition to a secret use, anu that it does not mean use by the public
generally. Carpenter v. Smith, 1 Webs. Pat. Cas. 530, 534; Hindmarch on
Patents, 108-112; Stead v. Wiiliams, 2 Webs. Pat. Cas. 126; Stead v. Anderson, 2 Webs. Pat. Cas.l47. But in this country there can be no such distinction, since our letters-patent do not contain this proviso, and the validity of
1

•

'
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English cases on priority of invention or introduction, it i~ necessn.r~· to Lear in mind that the judges, in giving instructions to
jurie~, uml in deciding cases in bane, have often ln·ought into the
<.li~cussion the inquiry whether the subject of the patent was in
"puhliu use" before or at the time of granting the patent, in
opposition to any secret or entirely private use. This has ari:;en
from two circmm;tances, which have had a temlencv to hleml two
distinct issues into one. The first of these cireumstances is that
the English law allows a patent to the first intr(ltlneer of a thing
from auroad, as well as to the first inventor. Hence a Clllestiou
Hm,Y arise, whether the public were ahead~· in possession of the
thing, or were already using it, at the time of a patent l,eing
granted. The other cause for the consideration of this question
of prior " pulJlic use., is to be founcl in the proviso of the letterspatent, which makes them void if the subjeet was not new as to
the "pnulic use and exercise thereof." But in all the eases,
whether the issue to be fouu<l wa::; directed expressly under the
statute, on the question of novelty, or tuHlPr the proviso of the
patent, on the question of prior "public use," thi~ point of a pecfedecl invention, as distinguished from mere experimental trials c;r
efforts, has lJeen alike involved; and if we examine the facts of
the sewral eases and the tests applied to them, taking care to
rcnH.>lnber that under our law, ou -the que~tiou of novelty, the
pnl)licity of the prior use is not otherwise important than as a
eircum~tauce tcndin~
• to show that there was or was nnt a completed invention, we shall fir.d the English cases of great , nlne.
§ l:i9. Thus in the \.:u::e of Jones 11, Pearce, which Lcars some
l'csemblance to the case ()f Gaylor v. \Viltler, aml whiuh was an
adiim on a patent for nmki~1g wheels on a principle of suspcusion,
evi<lcncc was offered, in the defeuce, to show that, many years
before the plaiutiff'~ inwntiou, a ~Ir. Sh·utt had causetl a pair of
wheels to he macle for his own use, aml had usctl them on a cart
uutil they hatl lJecome Lroken aml lai<l aside, aml that they were
coBstructe!l and worke<.l on the principle uf the plaintiff's invention. On this last point there was conilicting evidence. 1\Ir.
Justice Patterson instructetl the jury as follo,vs: " If, on the whole
v

•

•

the grant depends upon the same principles, as to the novelty of the invention,
·which have been applied to that question under the English statute, where the
quc~:~tion has arisen directly upon the statute respecting the }Hi.ority of invention. .

•
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of tllis cvi1lcnce, either on the one side or tl1e other, it appt•ared
this 'vhecl, constructed by l\Ir. Strntt's order in 1814, was a wheel
on the :-;mnc principles awl in sul1stance the smne wl1eel as the
other, for which the plaintiff has taken out his patent, and that it
was nsc1l openly in public, so that everybody might see it, and
had continued to use the same thing up to the time of taking out
the patent, unclouhtedly, then, that wouhl be a gromHl to sa~· that
the plaintifl"s invention is not new, and, if it iR not new, of cour::;e
his patent iR lind, and he cannot reeover in this action ; hut if, on
the other lwud, yon are of opinion that l\Ir. Sh·utt's was au experiment, an1l that he found it did not answer, and cease1l to use it
altogether, and almmloned it as useless, and Hohody else followctl
it up, and that the plaintiff's invention, whieh came afterwards,
was his own invention, ancl remedied the clefeets, if I may so say,
although he knew nothing of l\Ir. Strntt's wheel, he reme1lictl the
defects of l\Ir. Strutt's wheel, then there is uo reason for saying
the plaintiff's patent is not goocl: it depends entirely upon what
is JOur opinion upon the evidence with respect to that. Lecause,
supposing you are of opinion that it is a uew invention of the
plaintiff':;, the patent is good." 1
§ 90. The trial in the case in which this instruction was given
was on a plea of the general issue ; and the question raisetl and
put to the jury was, therefore, directly upon the novelty of the
plaintiff's invention, that is to say, whether he was the fir::;t inventor, and not whether the thing was in public use at the time
of the grant. From the form of the issue, therefore, as ''"ell as
from the ouvious meaning of the learned judge, the facts uf the
open public use of Mr. Strutt's wheel, or the continued use of it
down to the time of the patent, or the auamlonment of it, were
put to the jury as circumstances from which they were to decide
whether it was an incomplete and imperfect experiment, or a completed and successful invention ; and not because these inquiries
as to continued or discontinu{'d use were of themselves important,
provided the wheel had once been made and used as a successful
and substantial application of the principle of the plaintiff's. This
instruction appears to me to have been entirely correct, upon the
facts of the case, both under the English law and under our own;
for this is one of a class of cases which are entirely distinguishable
•

1

Jones ''· Pearce, 1

"rcbs. Pat. Cas. 122.

•
•
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from the case of what is called a lost art, where evidence mn.y be
prolluectl of the prior existence of a thing, but there is no living
knowle~~gc ,of the method or process by which it was made, and
where tlic1;e has been a fresh invention or discovery of some
method or process of making it, and where the method or process
of manufacture is the essential thing demanded by the public
wants. This class of cases will be considered by itself.
§ \11. In the same way, where the issue to be tried was raised
technically upon the proviso in the letters-patent, by a plea that
the article patented was previously in ''public use," Sir N. C.
Tinllal, C. J ., instrlllJtetl the jury that, in order to sustain this
issue on the part of the defemlr.nt, the alleged former practice of
the invention " must not be such a practice of it as is only referable to mere experiments for the purpose of making a discovery,
or souwthing secret, or confined to the party who was making it
at the time, but that it must be, in order to set asitle the patent, a
case where it was in public use and operation among persons in
that trade and likely to knmv it." The action was on a patent
for a manufactnre of elastic fabrics; and it was put to the jury
to fiwl whether the various specimens O'!.' proofs of such a manufacture 11rought forward by the defendants amountctl to proof that
the J"tfentd 1/llli!lljacture was in pulJlic use in Englaml, or whether
they fdl short of that point awl proved only that experiments had
been malle in various quarters, aml had been afterwards almn·
dom·•l. 1 Again, it is well settled in a case which went to the
Cornish ~~. Keene, 1 ""cbs. Pat. Cas. 501, r;os, 510. The following was the
very h~ei•l instruction given to the jury: "If this, No. !3, calling it technically
mul ('Ompentliously by that title, was, at the time these letters-patent were
grant•e~l. in any degree of general usc ; if it was known at all to the world publicly. am! practised openly, so that any other person might have the means of
acquiriug the knowledge of it as well as this person who obtaiucd the 1mtent,then the letters-patent arc void; on the other hand, if it were not known mul
U!lc•l at the time in England, then, as far as this question is concerned, the lcttcrs-]'atcnt will stand. Now it will he a question for you, gentlemen, to say,
whcthc·r, upon the evidence which you have heard, you arc satisfied that the inveuti• •n was or was noL in usc :r.ul opt•ration, public use and operation, at the
timl· the letters-patent were gra•1tcd. It. is obvious that there arc certain limits
to that •1uestion; the hringin~ it within that precise description which I have
just 1,!i \'en must depend upoP. the particular facts that are brought before a jury.
A mat. ·~my make cxperiraents in his own closet for the purpose of improving
any art or manufacture in pnlJlic use ; if he makes these experiments and
never commm1icates them to the worlll, and lays them l)y as forgotten things,
1
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HouRe of Lords, and there received great consideration, that where
the issue is, whether the patentee was the tnw and first inventor,
and evillence of a prior use or exercise of the invention is oftercd
in the (lefence, the abandonment or •liscoutinuance by the supposcll prior inventor is a material fact for the jury, in conRidcring
whether there was a prior perfect invention or not; lmt that if
there was a prior perfect iuvc11tion, the abandonment of its use or
exercise before the date of the patent is wholly immaterial.! The

·

•

another person, who has made the same experiments, or has gone a little further, or is satisfil•1l with the experiments, nmy take out :1 patent, aJHl protect
himself in the privilege of the sole making of the article fut· fourteen yeat·s ;
and it will be uo answer to him to say that another person lwfore him ma1le
the same .experiments, aml therefore that he was not the first dbco\•ercr of it ;
because there may be many discoverers starting at the same time, many
rivals that may ·be running on the same road at the same time, awl the first
which comes to the crown and takes out a patent (it not hl•ing generally
known to the 1mblic), is the man who has a right to clothe himself with the
authority of the 1mteut, and enjoy its benefits. That would be an extreme
case on one side ; but if the evidence that is brought in any case, when properly cousiclct·cd, classes itself under the description of experiment only. and
unsucce:..sful experiment, that would be uo answer to the validity of the
1mtent. On the other hand, the usc of an article may be so general as to he
almost universal. In a case like that, you can hardly suppose that any one
would incut· the expense ami trouble of taking out a patent. That would be
a case where all mankind would say, 'You have no right to step in aud take
that which is in almost, universal use, for that is, in fact, to create a monopoly
to yourself in this article, without either giving the benefit to the world of the
new disco\·ery, or the personal right to the value of the patl•nt. to which you
would Le entitled from your ingenuity and from your application.' Therefore, it must ue between those two (if I may so call it) limits that casl'S will
range themseh·es in evidence; ami it must be for a jury to say, whether, supposing those points to be out of the question, in any particulat· case, evidence
which has been brought before them con ,·iuces them to their understandings
that the suhject of the patent was in public usc and operation at that time,at the tiwe when the lJatent itself was granted by the crown. If it was in
public use and operation, then the patcut is a void patent, and amounts to a
monopoly; if it was nut, the patent stands good. Now, geutlemen, you will
ha\'C to apply your understanding to-day to the evidence in this case, which is
in many parts contradictory, iu order to see whether you bdng the case within
the oue or the other of these two descriptions, and whether this patent is or
is not a new invention." See also the cases of 'Valton v. Potter and Walton
v. Bateman, 1 'Vehs. Pat. Cas. 585, 013.
•
1
llousehill Company v. Neilson, 1 'Vebs. Pat. Cas. 073-718. See also the
case of Heath v. Smith, 25 Law & Eq. R. Hi5, 108, and the case of Stead v.
Williams, 2 Webs. Pat. Cas. 120, 133, in which 1\lr. Justice Creswell, on the
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law has been held in the same way in this country for a long
period. 1
§ fl:!. 'Ve may now recur to the case of Gaylor v. \Vildcr, aml
to the inquiry whether there is a. distinction betwc~cn Cfu?m; situated

•

issue of prior Jmblic knowledge, pointed out to the jury the distinction
brtween knowledge of an experiment and knowledge of a thing that would
answl'r. in tht> following terms: " ~ow as to its being pnhlicly known in this
country. I take it that there is a ~rent difference between the knowledge of it
as a thing that would answer and was in use, and the knowledge of it as a
merl' cxpcrinwnt that had been found to be a failure and thrown aside. If
you an' dl•aling with an article of merchandise, or with an article of ordinary
U8l',
if a pl•rson has had a scheme in his head aml has carried it out, but
after a trial has thrown it aside, anrl the thing is forgotten and gone by,then another persoh reintroducing it may, within the meaning of this act, be
the inYentor anu the first user of it, so as to ju:-:tify a patent. Tlll're is one
instance whl·re a patent was taken out for wheels on the suspension principle,
bearing a proportion of the weight from the upper rim of the wheel, as well
as l'Upportetl on the spokes below hy perpeiulieular pressure. It was proved
in that case that ~lr. Strutt of Derby had used a cart with wheels upon that
principle some time before. After using it a year or two, he threw it aside.
It wa~ -totally forgotten; and some sixteen years afterwards a man brought
the thing to perfection, anu took out a patent ; and it was helll that that
former u~e by :\lr. Strutt, having been abandoned as a useless thing, was no
impcdiml'nt in the way of a patent. So, also, in the case alluded to of Cornish 1'. Keene. An attempt hml bt',m made to introduce new clastic matters,
comhinetl for the purpose of makiug braces and bandages, and various articles
of that sort. I remember well, in that case, the Chief Justice left it to the
jury to say wlu•ther these were experiments. Some pieces were actually produced which hall. b£>en manufactured, and some of those things which had
been manufactured had been solU. It was left to the jury to say whether
that was an introduction of it so manifest, or whether it was a mere failing
experiment, which had been abandoned, so as to leave the way open to any
new speculator in it, who yet might bring the patent to perfection. In that
case, also, the patent was supported. In this case the defendants, in order
to negative the fit·st usc, have given some evidence of similar pavements in
Surrey, Somer:;etshirc, and somewhere else. The ends of fir or oak, or other
things of that sort, just in their natural condition, round, driven down to
make a firm flooring either in small houses, fronts of doors, or something of
that sort. Undoubtedly a very different thing from this, and no further
affecting this question than as showing that wood had in some instances been
used as a pavement ; but as a pavement for a carriage-way, none of these
•

•
1

Woodcock t•. Parker, 1 Gallis. 438; Bedford v. Hunt, 1 :Mason, 302;
Reed v. Cutter, 1 Story, 590; O'Reilly v. l\lorse, 15 How. G2 .
•
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as that was, and cases of what may be calle(l the reinvention of a
lost art. The case of Gaylor v. 'Vilder (and also that of Jones v.
Pearce) was one where the novelty or priority of invention was
sought to he impeached by evidence of the former existence of
a single specimen of an article made, as was alleged, in the same
way and operating upon the same principle as the invention of
the patentee. So far as the mere construction was concerned, the
article itself, or the recollection of those who had seen it, disclosed
the process or mode of making it. But after this was ascertained,
the inquiry still remained, whether it operated upon the same
principle as the patentee's invention ; and to the trial of this
question the success with which it operated, as proved Ly the continuance or abandonment of its use, or, in other words, the fact of
its being· a completed invention, or an experiment towards the
making of nn invention, was a most material issue.
§ D3. But when we pass from cases of this description to cases
of what have been called the reinvention or rediscovery of a lost
art, we shall find a very important distinction, that requires to be
things appear to have b!.'en used. But then comes the question of Sir William
WorsleJ's. Now the principle of that may or may not involve entirely the
Jll'inciple of this, according to your judgment. It appears to have been laid
down to support the traffic of carriages, in a small place undoubtedly ; a portico which was covered in, the porch to the dwelling-house of Sir William
.worsley in Yorkshire. Undoubtedly it has been put there to sustain the
traffic of carriages ; that there is no doubt of. They are cut into hexagon
blocks of-equal sizes. There you have the principle of the angular parts corresponding, so that the flat surfaces would come together, and so sustain each
other from any lateral motion. They are not driven horizontally against .each
other, but driven in from the surface, and there are no dowels; but dowels
are not claimed as any part of the present invention. Then if you think
(though that is a little more bevelled off), if you think that is essentially
the same thing as the hexagon block introduced by the plaintiff for the purpose of making roads, then I should say, in point of law, that makes an end
of the patent, because that appe;trs to have been introduced by Sir William
'Vorsley, or to have been used by him in public, not concealed, no secrecy
about it, made known to all persons who came to his house, so far as their
ocular inspection conlcl make them. It was intended to be public, not to be
made a matter of merchandise certainly, but merely for his own private use;
but the knowledge of it exposed to the public an article in public use, and
continued to be used down to the time in question. Therefore, if you think
that is the same thing in substance as that which the plaintiff claims, l think
that it was publicly used before, and that he cannot have his patent. Whether
it had been used by one or used by five, I do not think it makes any difference."
•

•

•
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carefully considered, in applying the test which is to determine
the presence or absence of the patentable quality of novelty, or
the meaning of the expression "first inventor." There are dieta,
both of the English and the American judges, to the effect that n,
patent may be supported for a new discovery or invention of "·hat
was once in existence and use, but has been long lost sight of or
unknown. But in what sehse or under what circumstances the
statute may be so construed as to make one the " first inventor"
of a thing that has existed before ; or, in other words, to make
one the inventor of something "not known or used hy others
before his discovery or invention thereof," when there is evidence
of the prior existence of something of the same character, is a
topic that hm,; not been made the subject of direct mljmlication.
The most important of the dicta, in reference to lost arts, are what
fell from Lords Lyndhurst and Brougham, in the case of The
Househill Company v. Neilson, and from l\Ir. Chief Justice Taney,
in Gaylor 1'. "'ilder. 1 The latter stated the case of a lost art, by
way of illustration of the latitude of interpretation wl1ich the term
"first inYentor" might receive, as follows: "8~, too, as to the
lost arts. It is well known that centuries ago discoveries were
made in certain arts, the fruits of which have come down to us,
but the means by which the work was accomplished are at this
clay unknown. The knowledge has been lost for ages. Yet it
would hardly be doubted, if any one now discovered an art thus
lost, and it was a useful improvement, that, upon a fair construction of the art of Congress, he would be entitled to a patent. Yet
he would
not
literally
be
the
first
and
original
inventor.
But
he
•
would be the first to confer on the public the benefit of the invention. He would discover what is unknown, and communicate
In delivering the judgment of the House of Lords, in Neilson's case,
Lord Lyndhurst observed: "It must not be understood that your lordships,
in the judgment you are about to pronounce, have given any decision upon
this state of facts, namely, if an invention had been formerly used aud abandoned many years ago, and the whole thing had been lost sight of. That is a
state of facts not now before us. Therefore, it must not be understood that
we have pronounced any opinion whatever upon that state of things. It is
possible that an invention may have existed fifty years ago, and may have
been entirely lost sight of, and not known to the public. What the effect of
this state of things might be, is not necessary for us to pronounce upon." To
which Lord Brougham responded: "It becomes like a new discovery." 1
Webs. Pat. Cas. 717.
1

•
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knowlellge wl1ich the public had not the means of obtaining without l1is invention." 1
§ D.J.. In the sense in which the learned Chief Justice probal1ly
intended to make use of this illustration, the true distinction seems
to be recognized. For there may obviously be two classes of cases
coming under the general head of a lost or abandoned or forgotten
art: one, where an article of manufacture still in existence, or
capable of being proved to have once existed, discloses of itself,
without other proof of its origin or of its mode of manufacture,
the process or method of its construction; the other, where the
process or method of manufacture cannot be proved hy the article
itself or any description of it, and can only be known by the aid of
evidence which would show the process or mode of mmmfactm·e
formerly made use of. In one of these cases, to possess the thing
or evidence of its existence, is to possess knowledge of the mode
of its construction. In the. other, the thing itself may remain, and
yet all knowledge of the means of making it may have been lost
for centuries.2 It is of the last class of cases that l\Ir. Chief Jus•

10 How. 477.
~ l\Ir. 'Vci.Jster, in a note to Neilson's case, thus states the same distinction: " The third class of evidence is the production of a machine or article of
manufactut·e with or without proof of actual user anterior to the date of the
patent. On the authority of the above case, it would appear that the production of such a machine or article of manufacture, without actual proof as to
its use, or any eviU.ence as to whence it originally came, or as to its mode of
manufacture, would vitiate subsequent letters-patent for such a machine or
article of manufacture, as negativing the grantee of such lctters-1mtent being
the true and first inventor. With reference to this head, two distinct cases
may occur, the one in which the machine or article of manufacture so produced shows at once its mode of manufacture, the other in which the machine
or article of manufacture does not present any means of knowledge to the public, so as to enable any person to reproduce the same. There may be many
various modes of attaining a result, and an article of manufacture may be the
subject of various' patents. The term 'new manufacture ' may be satisfied
either by a thing that is made then for the first time, or that is made in a new
way then for the first time. An arrangement of material parts, as a simple
combination of the elements of machinery, discloses its mode of manufacture
to the eye on inspection, but with respect to a paint, or a dye, or a medicine,
and many other inventions, a mere inspection of the result attained will convey no information as to the mode of manufacture. The distinction just
adverted to relates to the doctrine • that knowledge and the means of knowledge are the same '; but independently of this, this last class of cases, de}lending upon user, differs altogether from the two first-mentioned classes of cases,
depending upon publication in such a form as to preserve and commtmicate
the knowledge to the public." 1 Webs. 718 seq.
I
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tice Taney is to be understood us speaking. He supposes the
case of an art, "the fruit/3 of which have come down to us, hut
the means by which the work was accomplished are at this day
unknown," and that some one has discovered a process, or means,
by whieh those fruits can be again produced.
§ 9:5. Now it is of great consequence to know what relation to
the il'sue of priority is borne, in the one or the other of these two
cases, by the fact of the existence or absence of what may he called
living knowledge, at the time of the supposed reinvention or rediscovery. In the class of cases first supposed, the production of
a previously existing machine, or other article of manufacture, or
the production of evidence that it once existed, proves of itself the
construction, or mode of manufacture ; and therefore it cannot he
said that the knowledge of it has ever been lost, since the very
case supposes that the means of proving it exist, either in the
thing itself or in the recollection of witnesses. It is a case where
knowledge and the means of knowledge are the same. \Vhen,
therefore, the means of knowledge are sought in the recollection
of witnesses who speak to the former existenc8 of a thing, which
of it~elf proves its own construction, or use, it mu-st be wholly immaterial, as an ult i m;, ~P- test, whether those witness% have had the
thing recalled to 1.!11'ir recollection by the subsequent reinvention
of that thing. It may not he immaterial to the accmacy or value
of their recollections to inquire wheth~r they had once forgotten
the former arti<:!le, and had been reminded of it by the subsequent
newly invented specimen; because they may have unconsciously
borrowed from the latter the means of describing the former.
But assuming the accuracy of their recollections and their
title to belief, it can be of no moment to the issue, to inquire
whether they had forgotten the knowledge which they once had,
unless the statute is to be so construed as to make +.' existipg and
living knowledge" the test of priority. Such appeai'S to have~
been the construction given to it by Mr. Chief Justice Taney, in
Gaylor v. Wilder ; for the bearing which he assigns to the facts
that Conner had forgotten his own safe, and that its construction
and use were recalled to his memory by the subsequent invention
of Fitzgerald, shows that he and the judges who concurre<l with
him intended to put the case upon the want of such knowledge,
at the time of Fitzgeral<l's invention, as woul<l have enabled the
public to construct the safe in question, without resorting to Fitz'

'
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gerald. B lit there does not seem to be any satisfactory rooson for
construing the phrase " not known or used by others· before his
[the patentee's] invention or discovery," in cases of this class, so
as to confine the lmO\vledge or use i:o what is in the present
memory of witnesses, in contradistinction to what may be said to
be in their potential memory. If a witness, however his memory
may be aided or stimulated, can recollect or descrihe a thing, its
former existence is proved, and it 'vas " known or used hy others "
before the invention of it by the patentee. \Vhat, then, is the
true relation to the issue, of the fact that the former maker of u
thing may have forgotten that he made it, and may have had it
l'ecalled to his recollection hy a subsequent invention? I conceive
that this fact has a twofold relation to the issue, in cases of the
first class, namely, where the question is simply whether a particular structure alone existed before, or even in cases where the
question is whether a particular structure, operating in a certain
way, existed before.
§ 96. In the first place, as the priority, in such cases, depends
upou the recollection of a witness, it is very important to be able
to test the accuracy of his recollection ; and therefore the fact that
he had forgotten a thing which he had once made, may he important in ascertaining whether he has borrowed any thing from the
subsequent invention which recalls the recollection of his own.
In the second place, the fact that a thing has been forgotten, has
a most material bearing upon the question of complete or incomplete invention. But, beyond this, it seems to be unimportant,
provided the thing was once completely invented and can be
dcscril1ell.
§ 97. In the other class of cases, namely, an art (to nse the
description of Mr. Chief J ustiee Taney) " the fruits of w hieh have
come down to us, but the means by which the work was accomplished are at this day unknown," it is obvious that the discovery
or invention relates to those means, or, in other words, to the process or method by which a thing was produced. If, then, the art
is once lo:-;t, it cannot be sai<l with certainty, in most cases, that
the newly discovered or newly invented method was tll!l!· same as
the old, since there is no knowledge what the old method in fact
was. The fact, therefore, that all knowledge of the former method
has been lost, occupies n, very different place in this class of cases
to what it occupies in the other class. I conclude, therefore, that

•
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in construing the clause "not known or used by others," it is
necessary to look closely at the subject-matter of the patent, and
to try the issue of prior use or knowledge accordingly.1
•

1

Upon the whole, therefore, I reaffirm what was said in my fonner edition
upon this subject of lost al't.s, in reference to the issue of prior use or knowledge, as follows:" Th,is distinction, if sound, presents two important inquiries: first, whether
there is any class of casrs where the mere previous existence of a thing, the
art of making which has been lost, negatiws the fact that a subsequent discoverer of an art of making the same or a similar thing is the 'first inventor,'
as those words are used in the statute; secondly, whether the usc or knowledge intendecl by the statute, in cases of this kind, means the use or knowledge of the art of making the thing, or whether it means merely the use of
the thing itself, or the knowledge that it exists, without the menus of 11ractising the invention -itself. Both of these questions may arise, for instance,
in reference to an article which has been patented in Engl~mrl, to wit, an
encaustic tile, a description of which was well known in the Middle Ages, but
the art of manufacturing which has been lost; or in reference to such arts as
that of staining glass.
" ·with regard to the first question, if th«:> words 'first imentor' arc to
be taken in their literal import, and without reference to the character of the
subject-matter, whether it furnishes or does not furnish, on mere inspection
or analysis, a knowledge of the means by which it is produced, tlwn it is
only necessary, in any case, to show that the thing itself has existed before,
in order to negative the claim that the subsequent patentee is the 'first itwcntor.' This might be all that wouiu be necessary. in cases of machinery,
because the macliine is a collectioa of material parts in a certain combination,
the existence of which, at any previous time, shows th:tt it cannot have been
again im·cuted for the first time. Uut with rcgat·d to the arts and the product:; oi the arts, it may be very different. The same thing may have been
produced at one time by one process, now wholly lost sight of, mul at another
time by another process, or by the independent discovery of the same process.
It can never he known with certainty whether the subsequent process of manufacture is the same with the first, which may always have been a secret, and
is, at any rate, now unknown. The product alone is the same or similar; and
if the mere existence of the same thing, without the knowledge of the mode
by which it was produced, exchulcs a subsequent independent discoverer of a
process of making that thing from being regarded as the 'fit'3t i'nventor,' a
large class of what are really original inventions and inventiom; ' first,' as
reganls the state of knowledge are excluded from the benefits ·vf the patent
law. The difference between inventions or discoveries of this kind and cases
of machinery is, that, in a machine, the invention consists in the putting
together, in a certain coml ination, material parts, intended to operate upon
each other according to cerL:tin laws of motion, to produce a given effect; and
this, when once done, is done forever, and can only be done upon one principle and plan, that remain always the same as long as the same machine is

.
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§ {)8. Such appear to be the principles of law applicable to the
question of novelty, in respect to the time of a supposed pri01· usc
reproduced; but, in the case of a manufacture or product of an art, the invention consists in the process by which the thing itself is proclucetl, which may
be invente(l in one way at one time, and in another way at a suhsc!}uent
time, so that the subsequent inventor may 1e, litemlly as well as metaphysically, the ' first inventor ' of Ids process of making the thing.
"'Vith regard to the second !}twstion which arises under our statute, upon
the clauses which provide against the prior usc and knowledge of the thing,
it may be considered that those provisions arc cunmlative upon the previous
re!}ni~it.ion that the patentee shall be the first inventor.
The statute re!}uircs
that the patentee shall make oath that he verily believes himself to be the
original and first inventor, and that he does not lmow or believe that the
thing, art, machine, composition, or improvement waR ever before known or
used; and it provides that the negative of these propositions may be proved
in defence against the patent. In the case supposed. that of an art long
lost, but of wMch specimens of the manufacture can be proved to be or to
have been in existence, the patent of a subsequent discoverer of a method
of making the same or a similar thiug, would be primuji1cie evidence that he
is the first discoverer of his partiCltlar process of making the thing. The
negative is then to be shown in dt-fence; and whethe· this can he shown by
merely producing the thing, without showing the process by which it was
formerly made, depends upon the force to be gi \'en to the wonls ' use and
knowledge.' If those words mean merely that the prior use of the thing itself,
'
or the prior knowledge of its existence, is, in all cases, an answer to the allegation of the patentee that he is the first inventor or discoverer, without showing that his process is the same as that by which the thing was formerly
produced, then, there is no occasion to inquire further. But if, on the contrary, those words arc to be taken with reference to the character of the
subject-matter, in each case, then it is apparent that there may be cases where,
as in such arts as those above rcfcn·ed to, the invention or discovery is not,
strictly spcaldng, the thing itself, but a }Jroccss of making that thing. The
words of the statute must be taken with separate application to each of the
subjects recited as the proper subject-matters of a patent. The language is,
that 'he is the original and first inventor of the art, machine, composition,
&c., and that he does not know or believe that the same was ever hcfore
known or used '; and in the subsequent clause the ' thing patented ' is declared
to be subject to the defence, that the patentee was not 'the oi'iginal and first
inventor or discoverer,' or that 'it' had been described in some public work,
or had been in public usc. The 'thing patented' is the antecedent of 'it,'
and in the case of an art this may be, not the product itself, hut the process
of producing it; and where it cannot be shown that the process invented by
the 1mtentcc has been 'known' or ' used' before the mere production in evidence of a similar manufacture, produced at a former period by an unknown
art, does not negative the allegation, that the patentee invented or discovered
the art hy which he has produced that manufacture." Curtis on Patents, 2d
edition, 1854:, §§ 36-39 •
•
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or knowledge ; and the next topic for consideration is, whether
the novelty required by our statute is relative or absolute, as to
tho plaee of a prior use Ol' knowledge. Had the phrase "not known
or used by others before his or their discovery or invention," as
used in the 6th ~:;ection of the act, been left without qualification
by any subsequent clause or clauses~ the novelty required for an
invention must have been ah;olute as to all countries. But hy the
7th section of the same act, the commissioner is authorized to
grant a patent, if it does not appear that the subject applied for
"had'-.been invented or 1 1isco~'ered by any other person in tltis
COUUtry prior to the alleged inV·3ntion 01' discovery thereof hy the
applicant, or that it had been patented or uescribed in any printed
puhlication, in tltis or any foreign country." And in the 1;'5th section of the same act, one of the defences that may he made, under
the general issue and a special notice, is, that the invention had heen
"described in some pulJlic work, anterior to the supposed discovery thereof, by the patentee" ; and this \s followed hy the
proviso, "that whenever it shall satisfactorily appear that the
pateutee, at the time of making his application for the patent,
believed himself to be the first inwntor or discoverer of the thing
patented, the same shall not be void on account of the invention
or discowry, or any part thereof, having been before known or
used in any fOl'eign country ' it not appearing that the same or
any substantial part thereof hau before been patented, or described
in any printed publication."
§ fl£1. These provisions are not very skilfully framed, but when
collated, they leave the rights of an original inventor in the following po::;ition: that an inventor who docs not consciously borrow from a foreign discovery, that is, who believes himself to be
the first inventor or discoverer of the thing patented, can only he
deprived of the benefit of his patent, by sho\ving that the thing
had been Lefo1·e patented, or described in some printed publication. It will not be enough to slww that the thing had heen
known or used in a foreign country, if it had not been patented,
or described in a printed publication. Thus, while the statute
still continues, the presumption that the patentee has seen the
prior description contained in a printed publication, and makes
1
that presumption conclusive, it relieves an original inventor from
Upon the former law the Supreme CourL uf the United States said: "It
may be that the patentee had no knowledge of this previous usc or previous
1
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the same prmmmption, arising out of the mere previous knowledge
or use of the thing in a foreign country where it had not been
patented or described; and if he can take the oath that he discovered or invented the thing, he will not 1Je dcharred of his
patent, by a prior invcnti')n or discovery and use of the t~ing in
a foreign country. The meaning and operation of the terms
"patented" and "des~l'ibed in some printed publication " will be
considered hereafter in connection with the suhject of Defences.
§ flH a. But when a prior foreign patent, or a printed publication
of a prior foreign invention, is relied upon to defeat a patent, the
description and drawings therein must H contain and exhibit a
substantial representation of the patented improvement in such
full, clear, and exact terms as to enable any person skilled in the
art or science to which it appertains, to make, construct, and
practise the invention to the same practical extent as he would
be enabled to do if the invention was deri vcd from a prior patent
in this country. Mere vague and general representations will
not support such a defence, as the knowledge supposed to be
derived from the publication must he sufficient to enable those
skilled in the art or science to understand the nature and operation of the invention, and to carry it into practical use." 1 It must
be an account of a complete and operative invention capable of
being put into practical operation.
·
§ 100. \V e now come to consider the next clause in the 13th
section of the act of 18~6, which imposes a further condition upon
the grant of a valid patent. 'Ve have seen that the suhject-matter must he new, and that tl1ere is superadded the condition that
it was not known or used by others before the applicant's discovery or invention of it ; to which the statute adds, " and not at
tlte time f!f !tis application for a patent, in pulJlie use or on sale,
with his consent or allowance, as the inventor or discoverer." 2
'l'he obvious meaning and effect of this clause establish a dis··
tinction. hetween an abandonment or dedication of an invention to
the public before a patent has been obtained, and an abandonment of the patent right after it has been obtained.
description; still his patent is void; the law supposes he may have known it."
Evans v. Eaton, 3 Wheat. 454:.
1 Seymour v. Osborne (18i0), 11 Wal. 516; Hill v. Evans, 6 Law Times,
N. s. 00; Betts v. 1\Ienzies, 4 Best & Smith, Q. B. 000.
2
Act of 1836, § 6.
·
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§ 101. The terms of this clause recognize the principle tlmt,
although the applicant or patentee may he an original and the first
inventor, ye~ that he may have so conducted, before applying for
a paient, as to have lost the right to obtain one. That an inventor could lose his right to a patent by an abandonment or dedication of his invention to the public, was held by the Supreme
Court of the United States, under the Patent Act of February
21, 17t13, which made it necessary to a valid patent that the invention should. be one "not known or used before the application."
It was considered by the court that these words could not mean
that the thing invented wa~ not known or used before the application by the inventor himself, since he must po!'!sess the knowledge
and practise the use of his invention, in order to test its value.
The words, to have any rational inte1·pretation, mu~t mean, not
known or used by otlters, before the application. But it was further considered by the court in this case, that the clause "not
known or used before i:he application," after receiving ]Jy constmction the insertion of the words "by others," were to be considered as intended for a requirement that the applicant for a
patent sh,mld be the first inventor, <tnd not as a substantive enactment of the doctrine of abandonment or dedication hy the first
itwcntor, and before he had applied for a patent. Still, it was
held, that, without any enactment or statute declaration to this
effect, if the first inventor should put his invention into puhlic
use or sell it for public us<J before applying for a patent, he would
create another lmr to his claim for a patent, distinct from the
question of priority of invention ; bet;ause his voluntary acquiescence in the public use of his invention would create a disahility
to comply with the conditions on which alone the proper department of the government was authorized to grant the patcnt. 1
§ 102. This construction of the statute of 1793 was not, it must
be perceived, entirely con~i'5tent; for it did not distinctly rest the
doctrine of voluntary abandonment upon general principles, aside
fl'om the statute provision, but sought to bring the case of such a
dedication within the terms of a clause which were admitted to
have been designed to establish the requirement of first invention.
This ambiguity led to the incorporation into the act of Ul3G of
the further condition, that the discovery or invention was "not,
1

••

Pennock v. Dialogue, 2 Peters, 1-24 .
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at the time of his ap'\)lication for a patent, in public use or on
sale, with his consent or allowance as the inventor or discoverer."
The intent of tl1is provision was to cause a puhlic use or sale of
the invention in any one instance, if consented to or allowed by
the inYentor, hcfore his application for a patent, to he a lnu· to his
obtaining a valid patent, and also to recognize such a bar where
there had been a general alJamlomneut or <ledication to the public.! Under t.his statute, therefore, an invention might lJc allowed
to be in public use by the inventor in two modes. lie might
allow of its use in public by an indivitlual or individual:-;, or he
might allow the whole public to use it, hy having abandoned or
dedicated his invention to the public before his application. In
either case his patent would he void. But by the act of 1839, § 7,
this inconvenience was so far remedied as to confine the forfeitnre
of the right., in cases of individual use with the permission of the
inventor, to such use prior to the two years preceding the application for the patent. This new provision was as follows : " That
every person or corporation who has, or shall have, purchased or
constructetl any newly invented machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, prior to the application by the inventor or
discoverer for a patent, shall be heM to possess the right to use,
and vend to others to be used., the specific machine, manufacture,
or composition of matter so made or purchased, without liability
therefor to the inveator or any other person interested in such
invention ; and. no patent shall he held to be invalid by reason of
such purchase, sale, or use, prior to the application for a patent
aforesaid, except on proof of abandonment of such invention to
the public ; or that such purchase, sale, or prior use has heen for
more than two years prior to such application for a patent." 2
§ 10:3. This enactment relieved the patentee from the effect of
the former laws, aml the construction that had been put upon
them by the courts, and put the person who, by the consent ancl
allowance of the inventor, had had a prior use of the invention,
on the same footing as if he had a special license from the inventor
to use his inv utltion ; and at the same time the patent is valid
1

McClurg v. Kingsland, 1 Howard, 202; Ryan v. Goodwin, 3 Sumnor,

514.
2

The words, "any newly invented machine, manufacture, or composition
of matter,'' in this statute, have the same meaning as "invention," or" thing
patented." McClurg v. Iiingsland, ut supm.
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after it is issued, against all persons except such licensee, who
1 luvcutors
will rontiunc to have the ri~ht
to
use
the
invention.
'·
ma_f uow, therefore, permit the use of their invcntious, hy individuals, for a period of two years, prior to the applic:ation for a
patent, and still obtaiu a valid patent notwithstanding such use.
llut if the usc thus allowed cxtcmls over a period of more than
two years prior to the application, or if it amounts to an ahawlonment of the i1:vention to the puhlic, whether for a lougcr or a
shorter period, the patent will be invalid.
§ 10·!. But to entitle a. person to claim the benefit of this statute as a licensee hy operation of law, he must he a person who is
a purchaser or who has usetl the patented invention before the
patent wa~• issuml, by a liecuse or grant or by the consent of the
inventor, and not be a purchaser under a mere wrong-doer. "~hat
will amount to such a liceusc, grant, or consent, is well shown in
a case where a person employed in the manufactory of another,
while receiving wages, made experiments at the expense a111l in
the manufactory of his employer, had his wages increased iu eonsequence of the useful result of the experiment, made the article
invented, and permitted his emplnyer to usc it, no compensation
for its u::;e heing paid or demanded, awl then obtained a patent;
it was held, that such au uum•))ested and notorious use of the
invention prior to the applit:ation for a patent brought the case
within the provisions of the statute.
§ 105. The remaining quality essential to a patentable invention is. that it shall be " useful." Care must be taken, however,
to discriminate l1etween what may he called the positive utility of
an invention, which is made hy the statute a mere description of
the class of invendons which can be the subjects of valid patents,
and that comparative or relative utility which is sometimes applied as one of the tests of novelty, or of substantial difference
of structure or mode of operation. W" fl have already seen in
what manner this test of comparative utility may be applied to
distinguish one invention from another. But this is not the usefulness which the statute contemplates when it describes the
suhject for which a patent may he granted as a "new and ustful
invention." Nor must this utility be confounded with the inquiry
whether some part of a thing claimed or described in a specifica1

l\IcClurg v. Kingsland, ut supra .
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tion as essential to produce the effect intended is or is not useless
to that e111l. This is an inquiry into the question of whether the
patent is void for a false suggestion, or as calculated to mislead
the puhlic.
§ lOG. But when it is sa.i•l that an invention, to he the subject
of a patent, must he "useful," the term must Le construcll with
reference to the known policy of the law in granting 1mtents fur
inventions. It cannot he supposed that inventions injmious to
the welfare of society are within that policy. But what is not
injurious or mischienms to society may he capahle of some
beneficial use ; and when this is the case, that is to say, when the
invention is not absolutely frivolous or iw~•ignificant, the law takes
no notice of the degree of its utility, whether it be larger or
smaller as compared wi.th other things of the same class. " By
useful invention, in the statute, is meant such a o.ne as may
Le
•
applied to some use heneficial to society in contradistinction to an
invention which is injurious to the morals, the health, or the good
order of society. It is not neoessary to establish that the invention is of such general utility as to supersede all other inventions
now in practice to accomplish the same purpose. It is sufficient
that it ltas no noxious or mischievous tendency, that it mav he
appliecl to practical uses, and that so far as it h; applied it is
salutary. If its practical utility he very limited, it will follow
that it will be of little or no profit to the inventor; and if it Le
trifling, it will sink into utter neglect. The law, however, does
not look to the degree of utility: it simply requires that it shall
be capable of use, and that the use is such as sound morals and
policy do not discountenance or prohibit." I
•

v

'

1

Per Story, J., in Bedford v. Hunt, 11\Iason, 301, 303. See also Lowell
v. Lewis, ibid. 186; Kneass v. The Bank, 4 Wash. 0; :Many v. Jagger, 1
Blatchf. :372; 1\lcCormick v. Seymour, 2 Blatchf. 2·10; Wilbur v. Bt~echer, 2
Blatchf. 132; Foote v. Silsby, 2 Blatchf. 260; Seymour v. Osborne, 11 Wall.
516; lloffheims v. Brandt, 3 Fisher's Pat. Cas. 218.
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§ lOi. 'VE have seen that the sul,ject-matter of valid letters-

•

patent must po~sess certain qualities, and must stand in a certain
position relatively to the state of the art to whieh the inwntion
belongs; and we have also seen what arc the limits withiu which
the autecerlcnt state of the art is to be confinetl in the comparison
to be instituted between the supposed new invention and what has
gone heforc it. These requisites h:wing- hecn ascertainc1l. there
next arises the important inquiry, how far the unity of an invention is consistent with a diversity c:f ohjccts in the same patent.
The terms of the patent acts do not admit of di::;tinct inventions
as the suhject of a single patent, hut, on the contrary. they imply
that the subject-matter must he one invcntiou or discovery. How
far is it consisteut with this unity, that the same patent should
he made to cover a new machine or other invention, cousisting of
several parts working to a t;ommon end, and the several new parts,
each as working for its separate purpose?
·
§ 108. In some of the earlier cases on this subject, language
was tu~cd hy the courts tending 'to create doubts as to tl. legality
of claiming, in the same patent, improvements on different mechanisms, so as to give a right to the exclusive use of the several
mcchani~ms separately, as well as a right to the exclusive use of
those mechanisms conjointly. Thus, in reference to the patent
granted, under a special act of Congress, to Oliver Evans, for his
improvement in the machinery for manufacturing flour, the Supreme Court intimated a doubt whether such a patent as the
special act authorized could hav.e been taken out under the general
patent law. Evans's invention compre!tended five machines, each
of which was designed for, and capable of, a distinct operation for
a special purpose of its own, in the process of manufacturing
•
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flom, lmt the whole of which, when coml>inccl and operating
togdher, cou:-;titutcd a com}tlcte flouriug-mill, in wllich ewry
operation neec:o;:-;ary to the convertiug of the grain into Loltetl
flom coultl lte carried on without the interveution of manual
laluw, awl lty the motive-power of the mill. ln his :-;peei11cation,
EYmJs daimell the machines both separately awl conjointly,
gh·iug· notice that "they may all he unitell awl coml>illetl in one
flour-mill to produce my improvement on the art of mannfadnring
flour complete, or they may each he used separately for any of the
purposes spec:ific1l awl allottctl to them, or to }JI'o1luce m.r improreuwut in part, aeconling to the circnmstauces of the case."
Upou this claim, the Supreme Court :-aill that, under the gc•1wral
pah·nt law aloue, it was clouhtfnl whether such a patent would
not lte irregular; lmt the special act for the relief of Evans was
heltl to have expressly authorized it.I
§ 109. In the :mhsecptent case of Barrett v. Hall, Mr. Ju:-;tice
Story made usc of the following language: "A patent under the
general Patent Act cannot emlmtec various distinct improvements
or iuvcnt.ions; hut in such case the party must take out separate
patents. If the patentee has inventctl certain improved machines,
"·hic:h are capal>lc of a distinct operation, awl lws also inn:>nted
a combination of those machiues to produce a cmmcdctl r~sult,
the same patent cannot at once l1e for the comllination and for
each of the improved machiues; for tl1e invcntious arc as clistinct
as if the subjects were entirely (litl'ercut. A very :-;ig-uilieant llouLt
has heen expressed on this :mhjeet hy the Supreme Court, mHl I
am persuaded that the tlonht can never l>c snece:-;sfully renwvecl." 2
§ 110. In a sulJse<pw:tt case, lwwt~vcr, the :-;ame leamcd jnclge
developed to some extent the distiuetious which appear uow to be
generally recognized hetwccu the three cases of, first, a machine
new as a machine and an entirety; second, several distinct improvements in an existing machine ; and, third, a new combination
consisting of elements wholly or partially old. 3 That these three
classes of cases are 1.listinguishaLlc from each other, as.suhjeets of
letters-patent, there can be no reasonaLle douht. An instance
of the first class is presented Ly the sewing-machine invented hy
Howe, which as an automatic machine for uniting two ]Jieces of
•

1
1
3
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Evans v. Eaton, 3 Wheaton, 45J, 506.
Barrett v. Hall, 1 :Mason, 447, 475.
:Moody v. l!'islr, 2 Mason, 112, 117.
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cloth by a stitch of thread, in contradistinction to working ornaments of thread on the surface of cloth, i!; said to have had no
predecessor. In such cases where the machine as a whole is
claimed to be a new invention, giving rise to an entirely new
art, the art of sewing by automatic machinery, the subjectmatter which it is necessary to secure is the machine itself. This
of cour::;e can require but one patent ; and whether that patent
will cover not only the machine as an entirety, but the new subcombinations emhracell in it, will depend upon the manner in
which the subject is described and claimed, and upon the character of those sub-combinations. An instance of the second class
appears in certain improvements upon the steam-engine, patented
by one Emerson, aml which became the subject of much litigation,
involving the nature and relations of several inventions as cupable
of l1eing embraced in one patent. The title of this patent was
" for certain improvements in the steam-engine, and the mode of
propelling· therewith either vessels on the water or carriages on
the lanrl." The patentee claimed to have invented three distinct
mechanisms, contrived with the view of being used conjointly, and
as conducing to a common end, namely, the better propelling and
navigating a ship ; but each of these mechanisms was capable of .a
distinut LISe without the other two ; and it was suggested in the
specification that~one of them, hy the use of similar gearing, could
be applied to the turning of the wheels of carriages on rail or
ordinary roads, as it was applied to the turning of the paddlewheels of a ship. In the Circuit Court it was held, that the
patent covering the three inventions was rightly taken, upon the
ground that, although each was a distinct
invention,
yet
as
they
•
were capo.ble of being used in connection and to suhserve a common end, they might be united together in one patent, which
would protect the patentee from the wrongful use of either of
them sepa;rately.1 This conclusion appears to have been reached
in couformity with the views expressed by Mr. Justice Story in
the case of 'Vyeth 11. Stone, in which he modified his clicta in the
previous cases of Barrett v. Hall and Moody v. Fiske. In Wyeth
v. Stone, it appeared that the patentee had invented an apparatus
for cutting surface ice into blocks of uniform size, consisting of
two machines capable of being used separately or together. The
1

Emerson v. Hogg, 2 Blatchf. 1, 8.
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one, called a cutter, was a contrivance for marking the surface
with parallel grooves; the other, called a saw, was a mechanism
for working a circular saw in the groove so cut, 1Jy means of
which the ice could be cut through or so nearly through as to be
easily pried off with a chiselled iron bar. The two machines·
were embraced in one patent, which was construed by the court
as a claim, not for the combination
, of the two, but for each distinct
machine as a separate invention, yet COIH.lucing to the same common
end. It appeared that in practice the patentee had himself discontinued the use of the saw, it being found that after the ice
had l>een marked off in grooves by the cutter, it (!Ould be split off
without being sawed. The suit was against a party using the
cutter only; and consequently the point presented by the case was
whether a patent describing and claiming two distinct machines
was good as a patent for one of them, it appearing that they were
not claimed as a combination. In order to sustain it as a patent
for one of the machines, it became necessary to find some rule by
which it could he saved from the objection that it embraced more
than one subject-matter. Such a r~le was supposed to he afforded by the fact that the machines, although ca1~ahle of distinct
use, were auxiliary to one common purpose. 1 Following this rule,
the Circuit Court, in Emerson v. 1-Iogg, adopted the principle that
where distinct inventions are capahle of being used in connection,
and to subserve a common end, they may he included in one patent, and their actual employment togeth~~· is not required to
sustain the validity of the patent in which they are united; ancl
that the wrongful use of either machine is a v~,olation of the patent
right pro tanto. ·Applying this principle to the case before them,
the court came to the following conclusion : " 'V e think the specification in this case shows that these three separate machines were
contrived with the view of heing used conjointly, and as conducing
to a conunon end, in the better propelling and navigating a ship ;
and in our opinion, their capability of being used separately and
independent of each other doe::; uot prevent their being embraced
in one patent." 2 This case came twice hefore the Supreme
Court, and on each occasion the ruling of the Circuit Court on
this point was sustained, although at last there appears to have
been a division of opinion among the judges.a
•

•
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Wyeth v. Stone, 1 Story, 273, 287.
Emerson v. Hogg, 2 Blatchf. 8.
Hogg v. Emerson, 6 Howard, 437; s. c. 11 Howard, 587. In dcliYering
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ca~rs

cmhraces what may he t·alle'l
te<:lmil'al ('Omhinations. In machint•rv
the 11i~tiuctiou bctwccu a.
••
new combination awl a new machiue may
he
illustratcll
in
the
•
hi:-tory of the sewing-machine, of whh·h there are several 1liffer<•nt
· varit•t ie~. Assuming that A. was the fir~t person to make a sewiltgmachine, cousi:.;ting of certain e1emeutal parb; operating t ogcther
tlw opinion of the court in G 1-Iowarll, ~lr .•Justice \Voodhnry said: "Thl'l'O
seem,; tu haYe been no good rea!'on at first, unless it he a tiscal one on the part
of tlw gowrnment wlwn is!'uing patents, why more than one in favor of the
smm· in\'l'ntnr shoult! uot be emhract•d in one in:-:trmncnt, like more than one
tract of la!IC] in one t1ct•t1, or patt•nt for la111l. Phillips on l'at. :!17.
•· E;u·h could l1e set out in selmratc artich·R or paragraphs, as diiTen•ut
or
declarations
at
coumwn
count,; f.,r (litft•n•ut mattt•rs in libels in ;u\miralty,
•
law, :nul the specifications couhl he nulllt• distinct for each, al\ll c(pmlly clear.
"But tu obtain more reYenue, the public oiiicers have gem•rally clt•l'line(l
to is~llL' lettt•rs for more than one p<ttent dt•scriiJL•d in thPm. HPnoltar(l, :!!1:1;
Phillip:-: on Pat. 218. The comts have hct•n dispose(! to ac(plit•;.;ct• in till' practict•, as ct•mlucivc to clearness mul certaintv. .Am\ if h•tters i;.;;.;1w otht•rwise
"
inadwrh•ntly, to hold them, as a gt•neral rule, null. But it is a weli-P~tahlished t•xception, that patents ma-y he united, if two or more, included in one
set of letters, relate to a like subject, or :n·c in thl'ir natm·c or operation eonnectd together. J>hil. on Pat. :!18, 21!i; Barrett v. Hall, 1 ~lason, C. C. ·IIi;
·~loo(l~· !'. Fiske, 2 Mason, C. C. 112; Wyeth et al. v. Stone d ul., 1 Story,
')-·)

.. t •J.

"Tho;;e here are of that character, being all connected with the usc of the
i.J.nproYClllPilts in the steam-engine, as npplietl to propel caniages or wssds,
and may, thert•forc, be unit<•(l in one instrument.''
In 11 Howard, the same leanll'd jllllgo t:mitl, in answer to the same ohjection: '· But grant that such is the result when two or more inwntions arc
entirdy s,eparate and inucpcndent, -- thvugh this is doubtful on principle,yet it is well settlcu, in the cases formerly cited, that a }Httent for more than
one im·entiou is not voi,l, if they arc connected in their design anu operation.
This laHt is clearly the case here. They all ht•rc relate to the propelling of
carriages awl vessels by steam, and only differ, as they must on water, from
what tht•y arc on land; a paddle-whccliJeing necessary on the former, a\Hinot
on the latter, and one being used on the former which is likewise claimtd to
be an improved one. All arc a part of one combination when used on the
wah·r, mul (liffel'i.ng only as the parts must when U8ed to propel in a tlilferent
·
clmm·u t.
'' lu \\'yl'th et al. v. Stone et at., 1 Story, 288, in order to render different
lctkrs-pah-ut necessary, it is said, the inventions must be ' wholly iutlepemleut of eaeh other, and di8tinct inventions for unconnected objects'; as one to
spin cotton, aml 'another to make paper.'
" .Again, if one set of letters-patent is permissible for one combination consisting; of many parts, as is the daily practice, surely one will amply sutlicc for
two or three portions of that combination."

•
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automatically, to make a stitch uniting two pieces of t'l11!lt. the
ficlil of inwntion is in one direction closed; that is to say. lltJ one
call aftL•nranls l1e the tirst invt•ntor of a sc\\·iug-machillc. Tl1is
result has already l1een accomplishe<l. But there remaiJH•(l to he
im'PiltL•<l a gTt-at variety of new awl <lifferellt enmhinat io11s of 1he
parts which go tu make up a sewing·-11mchinc. A cnml,ination,
thcn•fon~, in maehiner,\·, may he defiue<l, uot as a Jll'W !mH·lliue,
hut. a;; a new union of elcmeuial parts 110t ht'i'orc brought tog·et her
in that kiwl of maehinc. The machinu itsl'lf may lHn·c t•xistml
before; awl the separate elements of the new coml,inat ion may
1Htvc existed hcforc; hut. if those clements have not been hefnre
tmitL•cl so as to pnulncc a metho<l of operation <liffcring from what
had heen slone before in that kind of machine, what is callell a
new coml•ination is ercate<l. An instmwc of this kind nppL•ars in
certain improvenwnts in the common cooking-stove. This machine
lHullong· cxiste<l. antl one of the varieties uf the previously existing nmc 1tine co:ttaine<l, amoug other things, an nven exteuding
under the open hearth of the sttn·e, com hi ned with the reverberating 1lnL·s. To this 1111 iuYcntor a(llletl a. flue or fire-c-hnmher
in front; making, it was hcl<l, a Hew and patentable combination,
which may con:-;ist of clcmeuts either Hew or old, prod<led
their ·union is effected for the first timc. 1 So, also, where the
invention, being an improYcment. in the power-loom for weaving fig-ure!l fahrics, consiste<l in hringing into use in the machine
three elemental parts, each of which performctl a certain office in
producing one practical result, and the claim was for thus combining those elemental parts, it was hclcl that this was a new
comhination ; for the essence of a comhination is thi:-;, namely,
although each of the several elements performs a distinct function, yet as a whole their joint or successive action contributes to
one practical result.2
1

Buck v. Hermance, 1 Blatchf. 3!)8.
2
Porlmsh "· Cook, 21l Law H.. GU!. In this case l\Ir. ,T usticc Curtis said:
"To make a valitl claim for a combination, it is not necessary that the several
elementary parts of the combination should act simultaneously. If those elementary parts arc so arranged that the successive action of each contributes
to produce some practical result, which result, when attltincd, is the product
of the simultaneous or successive action of all the elementary parts, viewed as
one entire whole, a valid claim for thus combining those elementary parts
may be made. Nor is it retl'ti:>itc to include in the claim for a combination,
as elements thereof, all parts of the machine which are necessary to its action,

•
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§ 111 a. l\fr. Justice Clifford has divided inventions'pertaining
to machines into four classes, as follows:First, those which emlwace the entire machine, as a car for a
railway, or a sewing-machine. Such inventions are seldom made,
but, when made and duly patented, any pen;on is an infringer,
who without license make::; or uses any portion of the machine.
Under such a patent, the patentee holcls the exclusive right to
make and use, and vend to others to he used, the entire machine ;
and if another, without license, makes, uses, or vends any portion
of it, he invades the right of the patentee.
Second, thm;e which embrace one or more elements of a machine,
but not the entire machine, as the coulter of a plow, or the divider
of the reaping-machine. In patents of this class, any person may
make, use, or vend all other partt' of the machine. and he may
employ a coulter or divider in the machines mentioned, provided
it be snhstantially different from that embraced in the patent.
Third, those which emhrace both a new element and a new
coml,ination of elements previously used and well known. In
such a case the property of the patentee consists in the nc~v
element and in the new comhination. No one can lawfully make,·
use, or vend a machine containing such new element or such new
combination. They may make, use, or vend the macl1ine without
the patented improvements, if it is capable of such use, but they
cannot use either of those improvements without making themselves liable as infringers.
Fomth, those where all the elements of the machine are old,
and where the invention consists in a new combination of those
elements whereby a new and useful result is obtained. Most of
the modern inventions are of this kind, amlmany of them are of
great utility and value. In this class the invention consists solely
in the new combination ; and the rule is, that the property of an
inventor, if duly secured by letters-patent, ~a in all cases exactly
commensurate with his invention. Such an invention, however,
is hut an improvement on an old machine, and consequently the
patentee cannot treat another as an infringer who has also improved the original machine by the use of a substantially dif•

save as they may be understood as entering into the mode of combining and
arranging the elements of the combination." See further, in the same case,
n very apt illustration of what constitutes a new combination.

'
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ferent combination, although the machine may produce the same
result.1
§ 111 b. In the case of Seymour v. Osborne,2 decidecl in the
Supreme Court of the United States in 1870, the validity of a
coml1ination of five patents held hy the complainants for improvements in reaping machinery was in issue. The leading parts or
features of a reaping-machine were stated to be : first, the reel,
which gathers or presses the standing grain to the cutting apparatus; second, the cutting apparatus for severing the stalks ;
third, a platform on which the cut grain is received. The chief
characteristics of the platfonn are its shape and the arrangements
for removing the grain therefrom and depositing it on the ground
in gavels or bundles ready for the bimler. The reaping-machine
is drawn by horses attachecl in front and to one side of it. The
desideratum is to cut the standing grain and deposit it on the
ground in bundles adapted to being readily bound into sheaves.
In the latter mentioned operation it is of vital importance not to
discharge the cut grain ·directly backwards immediately behind
the machine where it will be in the way of the horses on their
second round, hut to deposit it at the side of the machine in the
path just passed over by the horses, thus leaving a clear way for
the horses on the next round between the stalks so deposited and
the standing grain.
The invention of Seymour consisted in constructing the platform for receiving the grain in the shape of a quadrant or sector
of a circle, and placing it immediately 11ehind the cutting apparatus, and in such relation to the main frame that the cut grain
could be swept around in the arc of a circle and deposited on the
ground behind the horses, so as to leave a clear way between the
standing grain and the gavels, thereby obviating the necessity of
taking up the grain as fast as cut, and at the same time doing the
work more perfectly. For this invention an original patent was
granted July 8, 1851, and, hy successive reissues, two claims,
among other things, were allowed to the patentee. One in re.
No. 7'>.., was : ISsue
"A quadrant-shaped platform, arranged relatively to the cutting apparatus substantially as herein described, for the purpose
set forth."
•

' Union Sugar Refinery v. 1\Inthicssen (1865), 2 Fisher's Pat. Cns. 600.
2 11 Wall. 516.
·
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Reif;sue numller seventy-two, as constrnell hy the court, consistell "in constructing the platform of a. reaping machine, upon
which the cut grain falls as it is cut, in the ~hape of a <puulrant,
or of a sector of a circle, placed just l1ehind the cutting apparatlu,
and in such relat;on to the main frame that. the grain, whether
raked off by han<l or machinery located behind the cutting appaJ'ntus, can he swept around on the arc of a circle aml be dropped
heads foremost on the ground, far enough from the standing grain
to leave room for the team and machine to pass between the p;ttvcls
and the stanlling grain w·ithout the necessity of taking up t.te
gavels before the machine comes round to cut the next swath." ·
. The other claim, on the basis of the same original patent, 'vaa
i\1 reissue No. 1683 : "The combination in a harveRting machine of the cutting apparatus (to sever the stalks) with a reel and with a quadrant-shaped
platform located in the rear of the cutting apparatus, those three
members being and operating as set forth." The ingrellients of
this claim are the cutting appamtus to sever the stalks, the reel
to incline the heads of the stalks towards the cutting apparatus,
and the qua~lrant-shaped platform, located in the rear of the cutting apparatus, to receive the cut stalks as they fall, before the
operation of the sweep-rake begins. In Seymour's machine the
grain was discharged from the platform on to the ground by a
hand-rake.
The other inventions in controversy were made by Palmer and
'\Villiams, and pertained to the employment of an automatic SW(~cp
rake in combination with the quadrant platform, which, as a sepm·ate device, was conceded by these inventors to have been the
invention of Seymour. The claims for these improvements were
allowe<l in reissue No. 4 and No. 1682. In the iormer the claim
was:" Discharging the cut grain from a quadrant-shaped platform,
on which it falls as it is cut, by means of an automatic swe,eprake, sweeping over the same substantially as descrihed." "Explained in general terms, the invention secured iu the rei:-;sued
patent numbered four," said Mr. Justice Clifford, " consists in
arranging an automatic sweep-rake in a harvesting machine, in
such relation to a. quadrant-shape<.l platform, upon which the cut
grain falls as it il'l cut, that it shall vibrate over the same at suitable intervals to discharge the cut grain in gavels upon the ground."
The claim of reissue No. 1682 was as follows:-

•
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"The combination of the cutting apparatus of a harveHting
machine with a quaclrant-shaped platform arranged in the rear
tl1ereof, and a Rweep-rake operated hy mechani~m in such manner that its teeth are caused to sweep over the platform in cnrves
when acting on the grain, t]ICse parts l•eing and operating substantiallv
as
hcrciul•efore
set
forth."
•
The comt construed this coml1ination to emln·ace: 1. The
cutting apparatus to sever the standing stalks of grain; 2. The
quadrant-shaped p1atf0l'm arrangecl 1Jehincl the cutting apparatus
to receive the severed stalks of grain as they fall ; 3. The swt•eprake and the descrihed mechanism to operate the same in such
manner that the teeth shall move in circular curves over the
platform when they are acting on the grain. The letters-patent
covering all these improvementH, which were designed to aceomplish the same ohject, hecame vested in the complainants who
/
sought to restrain their allP.gecl infringement hy the defendants.I / /
The defence set up was that the comhination claimed in each of
the several letters-patent was a combination of old parts, tlw combining
,_ of which involvccl no invention, hut merely
. the skill of an
intelligent mechanic, or other person skilled in the manufacture
and use of harvesting machine:-:.
In support of this theory, evidence was adchtcL -l to show that
the improvenu::nts claimed had been eml•odied in other machines
alleged to have heen in use prior to those of the complainants.
Ohecl Hussey had made a reaping-machine with a square platform,
tc' the rear of which was bolted an angular addition, giving to the
whole where the addition was attached an angular form. The
court was of opinion that this machine was "substantially different
in several t·espects " from that of complainants, but deemed it
unnecessary to enter that field of inquiry, as Hussey's machine
was merely an experiment, and hall never l1een reduced to practice
as an operative machine. The machine most relie<l upon hy the
defence was the self-raking reaper invcnt~cl hy Nelson Platt, and
for which a patent had heen granted June 12, 1849. In this
machine, the grain, after being cut, was receivecl on a rectangular
platform whence it was raked by a set of ra1m, acting from below,
on to a seconcl quadrant-shaped platform. From this platform the
~-

1

An original patent granted to Palmer and Williams, and assigned to complainants, relating to the mode of supporting the reel, was also in controversy i
but it is not necessary to describe it in this connection .
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grain was discharged hy a vibrating rake, which swt'pt a<'ro:o;!'\ it in
the arc of a circle on to the grouml, the heads of t.he graiu l~·iug
towards the machine. It was not. claimed that. this was identit·al
in construction with the complainants' invention, hut that 1hc
improvements of the latter were within the scope of a. :-;kil1Ptl
mechanic, and did not require inwntio:1. This view wa:-; adopt ell
by the Circuit Comt, whit'l1 al:o;o heltl that the evit1enl'P dit1 not
show that the defendant:-;' machine infringed, and di:-;mi:-;:-;ecl the
complaint..l The Supremo Court of the United State:-;, whPn
tho matter came up on appeal, hcltl that the court below ltatl
errt'd in l•oth of these conclu~ions, and accordingly rcver~etl the
judgment.
• l\lr. J u:-;tice Clifford in pronouncing the judgment of the Rutn'Pille
Court ~aid: " Particular changes may he made in the construl'i ion
and operation of an old machine so as to adapt it to a new aml
valuable usc not known before, and to which the old machine had
not been and could not be applie1l without those changes : a111l
under those circum:-;tances. if the machine, as chang·l·d and modifit·rl,
produces a new and useful result, it may he patented, antl the
patent will be uph<~ld under existing- laws. Such a change in an
old IP·1chine may consist merely of a new and UReful coml•ination
of the several parts of which the old machine is composed, or it
may consist of a material altt'ration or modification of one or more
of the several devices which entered into its construction :' and
whether it he the one or the other, if the change of constrnetinn
and operation actually adapts the machine to a new and valuahle
use not known before, and it actnally produces a new and n:-;l'ful
result, then a patent may Le granted for the same. a1Hl it

'"ill

"The size and particular form of the platform," said .Judge Hall, in
rendering the decision of the Circuit Court, "whether square, rectangular,
or otherwise shaped, was simply a question of mechanical construction,
depending upon the form, construction, and operation of the other parts of
the machine; and the actual invention of Palmer and 'Villiams was con tined
to the devices and organization by which the automatic rake was effcct.nally
operated and made to produce the desired result. No one who had any pretension to mechanical skill, or even to practical good sense, could have been
stupid enough, after placing the circular fence and rail on the old-fashioned
rectangular platform, to leave the useless wood outside that fence aml rail, to
add unnecessarily to the weight of the machine, and consequently to the force
required for its operation. To remove this useless wood, or simply to change
the position of Platt's quadrant-shaped platfm·m to the rear of the cutting
apparatus, required neither ingenuity nor invention."
1

0
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be upheld as a. patentable improvement. 11 Improvements for
which a. patent may he granted must he new and useful, within
the meaning of the patent law, or the patent "'ill he void, hut the
requirement of the patent act in that respect is satisfied if the
coml1ination is new and the machine is capal1le of l1eing beneficially used for the purpose for which it was designed, as the law
does not require that it shoula be of such general utility as to
supcrHcde all other inventions in practice to accomplish the same
ohject." In overruling the clefence that the difl'erencc hetween
Nelson Platt's machine and that of the complainant was "so
ver~· slight that it required no invention to pass from the former
to the latter," the same learned judge said: " Properly understood, that machine does not contain a. combination of the qua<Jrant-shaped platform with the cutting apparatus in any practical
sen:-;e. On the contrary, it has a square platform combined with
the cutting apparatus, and the qua(hant-shaped platform is combhwd with the square platform ; nor does it contain any quaclrantshape_d platform to receive the grain as it falls, but the ingredients
of the invention, as well as the combination, are different from
tho:-;e in the complainants' machine, aml the mode of operation is
also different, which is all that nec<l be said in response to that
defence."
·
§ 111 a. A mere aggregation of parts, whereof the patentee has
not the exclusive right to either, and in which the parts have no
new operation and produce no result which is due to thl~ combination itself, is not invention, and consequently is not patentable.
The combination must ba new itself, and must produce a new and
useful result, not due to the separate action of any one of the
devices used in combination, nor attained thereby, but due to
the co-operative or reciprocal ~ction of the combined devices.
And in such a case any one may lawfully use any one of the old
devices separately, or in new combinations, or may use some of
them in combination and omit others. Or if the combination of
the old devices be supplemented by ot)1er and new devices cooperating therewith, thus producing a new and useful result, that
is invention.I But if a device in one combination performs mechanically and practically, and in substantially the same manner,
the same office of another device in another combination, it is none
1

Hailes v. Van Wormer (1870), 7 Blatchf. 4-13; Sarven t•. Hall (1872), 9
Blatchf. 524.
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the less an equivalent of the latter because it performs an additional
offiee, not performed Ly the former, by reason of a difference in
it::; mechanical construction.I
1

Sarven v. Hall, ut supm. In this case the court said: "The second claim is,
' A carriage wheel constructed with a mortised wooden hub, with tenoJH•tl spul•es,
and ·with flanges which embrace the faces of the spokes in the immPlliatc
vicinity of the huh, and nrc connected together so as to form a metallic bawl
through which the spokes extend into the mortises in the wooden huh, suhstant!ally as before set forth.' This claim, construed by the aid of the spt•cification, is for the combination of the two flanges with tenoned spokl's, the
two flanges being connected together so as to give lateral support to the
•
spoKes.
" This second claim mises three questions involved in the prest>nt case,
which may be most intelligently discussed in the following order.: l~irst, have
the defendants used this combination? and if so, tlwn, second, is such combination patentable, or is it a mere aggregation of devices not involving
patentable invention? and, third, is it a new combination~
" The defendants ha·:e not used it is not claimed that they h:we uscllflanged collars, constructed separately, to be separately applic1l, and hulte1l or
screwed together. The mechanical construction of the mortised collar, cast
in one piece, with divisions between the mortises for the several spokes, and
with tapt·ring sides, formed to receive the SJ_:okes dtiven tightly therein, and
give them endwise bearings, is not the same as the plaintiff's flanged collars.
They perform a different office in the parti.mlnr last named. which the plaintiff's flanged collars do not and cannot perform. The defendant's mortised
collar and the plaintiff's flanged collars nrc, therefore, not identical, eitlwt· in
mechanical construction or in the ot!ice which they perform. It is, nevertheless, claimed that, in the pa rticulnr construction and office which is embraced
within the plaintiff's second claim, they are the precise equivalent of the plaintiff's flanged collars. This claim suggests a question of some interest: rs a
device which, both mechanically and practically, performs the same precise
office of another device, in substantially the same manner, any less an elptimlent of the latter, because it also performs another office or offices, by reason
of (t differencP. in its mechanical construction?
'' The mortised collar used by the defendants has its two sides in the same
form as the two flanged collars of the plaintiff. In reference to the purpose
for which the plaintiff's two flanged collars are used to wit, to strengthen
the hub, and to sustain the spokes against lateral pressure or strain, an1l to
co-operate with the tenons in' giving firm support to the spokes they perform identically the same office as the plaintiff's flanged collars, and in the
same way. The circumstance that they are held together hy connecting crosspieces, made solid therewith, instead of by bolts or screws, has no effect on
the manner of their operation in this respect. Are they, then, to be deemed
any less the equivalent of the flanged collars, because, by reason of the greater
number of cross-pieces, they are stronger, or because the cross-pieces between
each two spokes and the sides of the mortise are tapereJ, so as to give an end•

•
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§ 111 d. In a ver.v recent case the House of Lords held that
a new wmlJination of ohl and 'vcll-lmown

thing~

was a proper

wise bem·iu~ to the spokes, an!l enable the spokes to lJC !lriw•n in anrl he
grasped firmly, and hdd therein'? I think not. In thl' u:;e, all! I for the purpose, for which the plaintiff's flanged collars arc nspful, tlwy arc identical in
the oflicc they perform, to wit, to sustain tht• spukt•s against lateral strain.
The mechanical construction, in the parts whieh perform thi:; otlicc, is substantially the same. The crosswise partitions ami form of tapering mortises may
be impron·ments upon the plaintiff's flanged collars, hut the morti:;cd collars
do, B('Yertheless, operate, for all the purposes fur which the flanged collars are
usc< I, in precisely the same way. If the question was l1etween a single patented
deriet·, conceded to he new, and a dericc claimed to infringe, hecause au
equiralrnt, the allt•gcd infringer could not protect himself by showing that,
altlwul-(h hi:; device was an t•quivalent of the patentecl dcrice, in all its functions. a!Hl in its construction a11<l mu<lc of operation, yet, by other or :HJ,litioual features, it possessed other and fnrtht•r usl'ful functions. Such a device
would, perhaps, be an improvement upon the patentm.l device, but must be
ncn•rthdt•ss deemed an appropriation of the former.
"This view of the subject of equivalents is not stated in order to a conclusion that, as separate devices, either of these parties has the exclusive right to
tht' Hanged collars or to the morti:~ecl collar. Both, as hereinbefore stated, are
old. It 1lue:; not follow that the plaintitY's combination of flanged collars with
tenoned spokes is old; and the question discussed is, whether, in the combination of Hanged collars with the tenoned spokes, the substitution of the mortised
colla1· is not, within the meaning of the law, the substitution of au equivalent
in the c01uhination, although such device (being equivalent for the purposes,
and in all the functions, of the flanged collars) also contains other and adllitional !unctions due to its peculiar construction. In this view, the combination
of a mortisell collar and tenoned spokes with a wooden hub must be regarded
as embracing the combin:;.tion of the flanged collars and tenoned spokes with
a wooden hub, claimed in the plaintiff's patent; and, if that patent is valid in
respect of that claim, the defendants must be hclU to infringe it, notwithstanding the combination used by the defendants 1 .ay also include other functions
and produce effects not attainable by the plaintiff's combination.
"The plaintiff's combination referred to in his second claim is distinguished
from a mere aggregation of devices in this, that there is a reciprocal action or
operation of the parts upon each other and conjointly upon the entire wheel,
each part giving to the other increased support and etlicieuey, and the two
co-operating to make a stronger and more durabh! wheel than is produced by
the use of either without the other, that is to say, the tenoned spokes are
streugthened and sustained in position by the flanged collars, and the flanged
collars, bound to the spokes by the connecting bolts or screws, are more firmly
held in position by the tenons of the spokes. Combined, they unite huh at.d
spokes, enabling the wheel better to resist a blow or strain either laterally or
in the direction of its plane. It must be conceded, within the rule on this subject, t;.at a combination of devices would not necessarily be patentable from
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subject for a patent; that a patent may be sustained, though each
principle or process in it was previously well known to all persons
engaged in the trade to which the patent relates, provided, however, that the mode of combination was new and pro<luced a
beneficial result. In this case the specification must claim not
the old processes, or any one of them, but only the new combination.!
··
§ 112. The present chapter, which treats of the relation of the
patentee to the invention, seems to be the proper place to consider
the case of a joint invention 1. n le by two or more persons. Practitioners may be, and probably often are, called upon to <uhise,
either before or after a patent has been obtained, in reference to a
state of facts from which it would appear that more than one person has been concerned in making the supposed invention. That
the statute contemplates the case of a joint invention, the product
of the ingenuity and skill of more than one person, is eviclent from
its lauguage.2 But as it is impossible that an invention should
Le at the same time the separate production of one person, and
the joint production of two or more persons, and as all inventions
the mere fact of their union producing a better wheel. If the superiority arose
from the fact that the two devices were intrinsically better than others and
th~! wlu~el combined both,
each, however, operating independently of the
other, the combination would b.J but the exercise of judgment in the choice
of parts, and not invention in <liscovering new means to produce usl'ful or
better results. For illustration, one mode of securing the tire to thll f~·lly, or
the felly to the spokes, may be better than any other in use. One form of
axle-box, or a mod!l of securiug the axle-box to the hub, may be better than
any otht'r in use; and it might so happen that both or all had never been used
together in the construction of a carriage wheel; and yet, both being ohl, one
who should adopt both in the construction of a wheel, without other change
in its construction, would not be an inventor, and his wheel would have no
patentable quality. Each device is complete in itself, it perform::; the same
functions and in the same way, in whatever wheel it is used, and without
being iutlut•nced or affected by the other. ' ...; distinction may often hll very
nice, and sometimes may, for its application, require very close antl careful
discrimination; but the distinction is itself a substantial one. It reduces the
basis of the second claim in the plaintiti's patent to somewhat narrow grounds,
but it is sufficient to sustain it. A llllW relation is established betwet•n the
elficicnt means of streugthening and supporting the parts of the wheel in question, and a new anu greater efficiency is given to each, which is due not to
their inherent quality, but due to the combination itself."
1
Cannington v. Nuttall (1871), 5 H. L. 205.
2 Act of 1836, § 6•
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mul\t Lc classed under one or the other of these heads, it becomes
important to consider whether ouc of the authors of a joint invcntioll can apply for and take a patent on it in his own name, or
in their joint names, under any aml what circumstances.
§ 113. A very singular case occurred in 1816-1818, before l\Ir.
Justice Story, under the Patent Act of 17!:13. In the year 1809
two per:;ons obtained separate patents for the same invention.
One of them instituted a suit against the otlJCr, to repeal the
patent of the latter, upon the allegation that it was obtained surreptitiously and upon false suggestion. Upon an issue joined on
this allegation, the jury found that the plaintiff and defendant
were both coucerued in making the invention ; hut as they went
on to find a general verdict for the defendant, it was set asiLle by
the court for inconsh~teney and repugnance, and a new trial was
ordcrcd. 1 The parties then, 1818, applied for and obtained a
joint patent for a joint invention, leaving their several previous
patents outstamling; and on this joint patent they brought an
action against a third per:;on for infringement, aud obtained a
verdict. The defendant, among other grounds, then moved to
set this verdict aside because the court at the trial instructed the
jury that the existence of the prior patents granted to the patentees respectively for the same thing, and their several oaths of
inYcntion on which they obtained those patents, were not au
ausolutc bar to the joint pntent declared on, and did not conclude
them from showing a joint invention. It was held that the prior
patents, although very strong evidence against the claim of joint·
invention, were not conclusive.2
1

Stearns v. Barrett, 11\Iason, 153.
2
Barrett v. Hall, 11\Iason, 447, 474. Some observations may not improp·
crly be made UJlOn the point thus decid~d, in order to guard against a misapprt•hensiou of the distinction on which the learned judge appears to have
relied. The prior I>ntents, held by the inventors severally, were still outstauding when their action on the joint patent was tried. The question was 1
whether those prior patents were not an estoppel to the joint patent. The
learned judge stated the position, with great strength, that a subsequent
patent is an estoppel to the setting up of a prior grant inconsistent with the
terms of the last grant; and also that a repeal for some original defect in a
prior patent is necessary to the acquisition of a right mu.ler a subsequent
}mtent for the same invention. But he t\ppears to have treated the prior
patents, in this case, as having been 11ossibly taken under an innocent mistake, which the plaintiffs were at liberty to show; and he treated their subse-
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§ 114. It will be seen, on comparing this case with tl1e Patent
Act then in force, that it arose under a statute which unequivocally
authorized a ji :int patent to be is::med on a joint invention to joint
applieants. 1 A very different case might arise under the statute
of 1806, the terms of which, either by accident or design, are
somewhat different. The sixth section of that act, after pruvi<l·
ing, hy the use of the plural, that a patent may be granted on
the application of more than one person, does not continue, in
prescribing the form and substance of the S})ecification, which is
to be delivered, to make use of the plural, but speaks of what the
inventor or applicant is to do, in the singular only. Looking,
however, to the obvious intent of the act, it should doubtless he
construed to provide that, in case of a joint invention on which
the inventors petition for a joint patent, the specification and oath
of invention may be signed and made by the joint inventors. But
how would it he in the case of a joint invention, where one party
only applies, acting for 1oth? Cr,uld a patent for a joint inven·
tion he issued to the joint inventors, on the application of on~?
If one of two joint inventors had, before an application, assigned
his interest to the other, how should the patent 1e appliml for,as for a joint invention, taking a joint patent, or as for an invention pari of which hall been as~igned to the applicant before the
application'? These are some of the questions which may arise
in practice, in regard to which it may be prudent to make only
general suggestions respecting the policy and purposes of the
statute.
§ 115. These suggestions are: Fi1·st, that the statute evidently
CO!ltemplates the case of a joint invention and a joint patent.
Second, that although the statute does not expressly direct that
the joint inventors shall all sign the a,pplication and make the oath,
•

qucnt application for a joint patent as a kind of surrender in law of their prior
several patents. It is not easy to reconcile this decision with that in the subsequent case of Odiorne v. The Amesbury Nail Factory (:2 1\lason, 28), in
which the same leamed judge held that a prior patent, unrepealed, is nn
estoppel to any future patent for the same thing, unless we·make an exception
in the case of a joint invention, and treat the subsequent application for a
joint patent as a renunciation of all right obtained by the inventors separately
by }lrior separate patents. If such a case were to occur now, the remedy for
a third person would apparently be, to bring a bill in equity for interfering
patents, and have the one or the other declared void. Sec Act of 183G, § lG.
1 Act of 1793, § 1.
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it is quite capahle of the construction tl.at they may do so, especially if they apply by joint petition for a joint patent. Tltird, that
in all applications, the truth of the ca~e should he pursued, an<l
the application of the statute to the faets ~houltl he carefully
noted. Fourth, That while the terms of the statute do not seem
positi\·ely to preclude an application by one for a joint patent on
a joint invention, or for a patent to that one who has received
an assignment from the other joint inventor, it would be most
prudent to avoid rah;ing the que~tion of the effect of such an
assignment, if it he praeticahle. The subsequent statute, ". hich
makes inventions assignable l1efore application for a patent (act
of 1837, § 6), seems to embrace the case of a several, and not the
case of a joint invention. In the case, therefore, of a }oint iiF .~n
tion, where one inventor has as:-:igned his interest to the other
before application, the assignment would appt•ar to rest upon
common-law principles; and if ~o, the question how the patt•nt.
shoultl or may be applied for, under the statute, would depend
upon the peculiar facts of the case.
§ 115 a. In the act of 18i0, the language refcrriug to the inventor, discoverer, aml·applicaut, is used in a singular sense.
§ 116. As to what constitutes joint invention, it is obvious that
the q nestion may be to some extent different from what would
arise wher<:J the issue is whether one of two per::~ons is to Le considered as the sole inventor. But perhaps the same leading principle is to be applied to ascertain whether A. is to be regarded
as a })art inventor with B., as to ascertain whether A. is to be
regartled as sole inventor against B.
§ 117. This, too, may be an appropriate place to suggest a
useful caution against covering by a subsequent patent what has
already been described in a previous patent issued to the same
inventor. In the first place, if the previous patent describes something which it does not claim as new, its actual novelty may not
save it from the peril of having become dedicated to th~' public.
It is a. very strong, perhaps a conclusive, presumption, tl1.. what
is described in a patent awl not claimed is given up to public use.I
•

1

It is not intended, in this passage of the text, to intimate that a technical
"claim," or summary, is ncccss.uy to support a patent. A specification satisfies the requirements of the sttttute, if it points out in any manner what the
inventor means to secure to himself by the grant of the patent. The summary, technically called a "claim," may or may not be a convenient mode of
PAT,
9
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Probably this presumption can he remove<l only hy a. surremh•r
antl reissue of the patent, under the statute which provi1les for
bona fide inadvertency. At all events, it seems clear that the
difficulty cannot he corrected hy.the isf.\ue of a secmul aml iwlependent 11atent, if the thing that is sought to be covered hy tl1c
second was already covered by a. valill claim in the first patent.
But if the suhject of a second patent was emln·acc{l in a claim of a
previous patent, which turns out to have heen more extensiye
than the patentee was entitled to make it, such second patent
may be goml. To this effect, the case of O'Reilly v. "Morse is a
direct decision. Morse, in the first patent issued for the electromagnetic telegraph, had inscrtell, hesitles the special claims
covering the particular machinery then inventctl by him for the
recording or marking of intelligible sigm; at long dh,;tanccs, a
claim of a. broad and general character, for the use of the electromagnetic cu·Tent as a motive-power, in a printing or recording
telegraph, without confining himself to the particular mal'hiut-ry
de~crihed. Suusequently he invented aml took a patent for the
local circuits, a combination of devices by which the mc:;sntJ,"e
Q;lll ue recorded at intermediate stations as well as at the tcrmiuus
of the line. The Supreme Court of the Uuitc{l States hcl<l that
the general claim of the first patent, if valid, woulll iucludc the
local circuits, hut that it was not valid, because it attemptell to
emurace things not then invented, or at least not described; that
this being so, the new patent for the local circuits, being for an
invention not descriued in the first patent, and being- a. distingubhalJle imp10·;ement upon what was described in the t1rst patent,
was properly gnmtell.l
§ 118. The several provisions of the patent acts not only require that the invention should possess the qualities of which we
have treated in the last preceding chapter, but they also tnake it
necessary that the patentee should be the actual inventor, or the
.assignee or legal representative of the actual inventor, of the thing
ascertaining what the party means to have the patent embrace. But whether
this or some other motle of designating the subject of invention or discovery
be emrJloycd, there is a necessary presumption that things described, an<l not
represented to be part of the inYention or discovery which the patentee intends
to cover, are dedicated to the public, even if they arc original. This presump·
tion may be removed by a surrender and reissue.
1 0' lteilly v. Morse, 15 Howard, 62.
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patented. No person can takC' a patC'nt for that whit·h he ditl
not invent, uulcs:-; he derives a legal title from the true inn~utnr,
u,r assignment or h~· operation of law. In either cusP, 1lll'l'Pfon',
whether the applicant claims as the invent(Jr or as hohliug the
title of the inventor, a 1}\H'stion may arise as to the l'l•al authorship of the invention; hceause f'mggestions, lliub;, m· enncPption:-;,
or practical as!'istance may have l1een derived from otht•rs, aml
if so derived, the fact of whether the invention was in trnt h nu11le
hy the party claiming to he the inventor may require lh•tcrJuina•
tion. But it is a presumption of law that the pateutee was the
inventor of that which he patC'HtC'd, and whoever allegus the
contrary assumes the hurden of proof.l
This is a mixell question of law awl fact; or, in othPr wnrtl:.;, it
is one of those quc:.;tinns on which no precise aml uuivcr:.;al rule
can he stated, hut certain general principles of determination may
be laid down, under the guidance of which the facts attt•ncling the
process of formiug or realizing the invention may he iuvcstigate1l.
Generally speaking, the cases will divide themselves into two
classes: in one of which the effort will l1e to slww that the plan,
conception, or sugg-estion of the thiug- patented came from ~ome
other person than the patentee, null that nothing more was done
by him than to supply the mechanical details, or other practical
means, of emhodying or working the suggestion; while in the
other class, it will he found that the patentee had cmH:C'iwd
the plan or principle of the invention, hut derived from others
the practical knowledge or manual skill necessary to gh·e it an
ope:ative and useful existence.
§ 119. 'Vith respect to the first of the.;e two classes of cases,
the general principle seems to he, that, in order to invalidate a
patent upon the ground that the patentee received from another
person the suggestion of the invention, it is not enough to show
that the naketl itlea, or bare possibility of accomplishing the object,
was suggested. On the other hand, it is not necessary that the
mere minutire of the invention should havt: been conununicnted
by another person. The true test to apply is, to ascertain whether
the principle or plan of the invention was substantially communicated to the patentee by some one else, so that nothing remaine(l
for the former to do but to apply the skill of a construetor. 2 This
1
2

Pitts v. Hall, 2 Blatchf. 220.
Alden v. Dewey, 1 Story, :330 •
•

•
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test has l1een applied, with all the preci~ion of which such a
quc:-;tion admits, l1y 1\Ir. Justice 'Ndson. in the following instruction to a jmy: "There is no douht that a person, to Le entitled to
the character of an inventor within the meaning of the act of
Congress, must himself have conceived the idea embodied in his
improvement. It must l1e the product of his own mind and
gPnius, and not of another's. Thus. in this case, the arrangement patented must be the product of the mind and genius of C.,
niHl not of B. or F. This is obvious to the most common apprchen:-;inn. At the same time it is equally true, that, in order to
innlidate a patent on the ground that the patentee did not
conceive the idea eml,odied in the improvement, it must appear
that th'~ suggestions, if any, made to him hy others, would fumish
all the information necessary to enable him to construct the improvement. In other words, the suggestions must have heen
sufncient to enable C. [the patentee], in this case, to construct
a complete and perfect machine. If they simply aided him in
arriving at the useful result, hut fell short of suggesting an arrangement that would constitute a complete machine, and if, after
all the suggestions, there was something left for him to devise and
'vork out Ly his mYn skill or ingenuity, in order to complete the
arrangement, then he is, in contemplation of law, to he regarded
as the first and original discoverer. On the other hand, the
converse of the proposition is equally true. If the suggestions or
communications of another go to mnke up a complete and perfect
machine~ embodying all that is embraced in the patent suh8equently issued to the party to whom the suggestions were made,
the patent is invalid, because the real discovery belongs to
another." 1
§ 119 a. Where a master-workman has conceived the plan of an
invention and is engaged in experiments to perfect it, suggestions
from a person employed by him are not sufficient to deprive the
employer of the exclusive property in the perfected improvement,
unless such suggestions amount to a new method or arrangement,
which in itself is a complete invention. This issue was presented
in the case of the Agawam Company v. Jordan, 2 decided by the
Supreme Court of the United States in 1868. ·One Goulding hatl
•

•

Pitts v. Hall, 2 Blatch£. 229, 234:.
Blatchf. ~05.
2 7 Wall. 583.
1

•

See also Sparkman v. Higgins, 1
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invented an ii!1proved eonling machine, ccn~isting of a comhination of known devices or machines. It was alleged by the defence,
however, that Gouhling had not l1estowed any ingenuity upon the
hwention, hut luul derivml his knowledge from Edward 'Vinslow,
who was employed hy him. It appearctl that Goulding-, while
experimenting, had adopted certain suggestions of 'Vinslow, which
had prove(l useful in the rcsult.l As viewed hy the court, they
were of value only as an anxiliary part of Goulding's inYcntion,
and did not either form the entire invention or any one of its
separate comlJinations. After a minute statement of the facts
involved, ::L\lr. Justice Clifford, who pronounced the opinion of
the court, thus stated the principles of law applicahle to the poiut
in dispute: "Suggestions from another, made dming the progress
of such experiments, in onler that they may he sufficient to dcf(•at
a patent subsequently issued, must have embracetl the plan of the
The following statem~nt of facts is given in the report of the caAe:
"Taken all together, this part of the case, on favorable assumption for the
defendant, seemetl&omewhat tbus: After Goultling came to Detlham, and had
been experimenting 1ihere for a considerable time, one Edward Winslow, a
blacksmith by trade, but, if the testimony in his favor was to be lJelievetl, an
ing~nious man, came into his service. W'inslow professed no skill out of his
business, but made himself useful get~erally in whatever Goulding found it
most convenient to set him to do; working generally in iron. lie hatl no
charge of Goulding'11 m:-.ehiue-shop, but was not nnfrequently in it. Goulding himself directed all that was done about machinery, whether as to making
or to altering it. In 18:.?!, Winslow having been to a neighbor's factory,
where certain devices, meant to protlttce iong or endless rolls, and to ser\·e as
receptacles for the ro\·ings, had been introtluceU. on machinery for spinning
yarn, Goulding, who had now nearly completed his improvement, and while
he was diligently prosecuting his experiments, asked him what he thought of
them. Winslow replied that the principle of them was good, but that the
agencies employed were bad, and suggested certain substitutes (a spool and
drum) for them. 'You don't know any thing,' was Goulding's first reply.
However, upon seeing an experiment, apparently at first successful, made at
his own mill, on the basis of 'Vinslow's idett, he exclaimed, ' Winslow, ~·ou
have got it. I will give you :$2::100 and half of what we can make.' But the
experiment broke down in the 1)roecss of exhibiting it. Goulding then exclaiming, 'Your plan isn't worth a cent, I would not give a fig for it,' left
the mill. Upon further conversation and consitlerlttion, Goulding saw m~rit
in 'Vinslow's suggestions, mul having made them practicable by an aclclition
of his own (the 'traverser,' whose effect was to wind the roving evenly on the
spool), he adopted them (instead of ctms, the far less convenient agency pre~iously
used),
as
two
items
of
his
far
lar<Yet·
im]Jrovement.
As
it
turned
out
•
0
111 the result they proved useful."
1
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improwment., and must have fnmi:,;hed sueh information to the
per:,;nn to whom the communication was made, that it would have
enahlL•Il an ordinary mechanic, without the exercise of any ingenuity and special skill on his part, to construct and put the
im}1rovement in successf\1l O}lC'l'ation.
" Persons employed, as much as employerR, are entitled to their
own imlPpetulent inventions, hut where the employer has conceived the plan of an invention, and is engaged in experiments to
perfeet it, no suggestions from an employee, not amounting to a
new method or arrangement, whieh in itself is a complete invention, is sufficient to deprive the employer of the exclusive property
in the perfected improvement. But 'vhere the suggestions go to
make up a complete and perfect machine, embracing the substance
of all that is embodied in the patent snlJsequent.ly issued to the
party to whom the suggestions are made, the patent is invalid,
1Jecanse the real invention or discovery belonged to another."
§ 1~0. The other clasR of cases, namel.n those in which the
author of the plan or JH'inciple of an invention has availed himself
of tlte surro·estions
or skill of workm~n or other J)ersons in g·ivi11o·
Ob
b
practical embodiment to his ideas. depend upon the relative situations of the parties, the nature of the employment, the fact that
the patentee had conceived the main idea of the invention, and
the fmther fact that the suggestions made or the assista11ce
afforded to him by another did not materially affect the result.
The general rule heing that the person who plans the invention
is to be regarded as the inventor, it will make no difference that
such person worked as a servant in the employment of another,
pr,lvidecl the servant really conceived the improvement patented.
Thus, Baron .Alderson put this issue to a jmy in the following
terms: "If Sutton suggested the principle to 1\Ir. Minter (the
patentee), then he would be the inventor. If, on the other hand,
l\Ir. Minter suggested the principle to Sutton, and Sutton was
assisting him, then 1\Ir. Minter woulcl be the first aucl true inventor, and Sutton would be a machine, so to speak, which 1\Ir.
1\Iinter uses for the purpose of enabling him to carry his original
conception into effect." 1 So, too, in Arkwright's case, with respect to a particular roller, part of the machinery, the evidence
was that Arkwright had been told of it by one Kay; that, being
I

Minter v. Wells, 1 Webs.
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Cas. 131.
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satisfied of its value, he took Kay for a l'ervant, kept him for two
years, employed him to make model:;, and afterwards claiming it
as his invention, made it the foundation of a patrnt. The same
fact was proved concerning a crank, whieh hall hccn discowrc<l
by a person of the name of Hargrave, aiHl had heen adoptetl hy
Arkwright. This evidence was fatal to the patentee's claim of
invention in respect to both of these improvemcnts.1
§ 121. But in these cases, the thing pat ..:ntcd was a specific part,
or instrument, in a complicated machine, constituting, if it ha1l the
merit of novelty, a special improvement. On the other haml. it
is obvious that a person may he the real author of the plan of a
complicated machine, or other invention, which requires for its
perfection the skill, and to some extent the inventive faculties, of
workmen or engineers, in adapting the hcst means to the successful application of the principle. Tlnu; it was objected, at a trial
in the King's Bench, that parts of the improvements in PoudriniCl·'s paper machine were the inventions of one Donkin ; hut
Donkin proved that when he made those improvements he was
employed as an engineer, for the purpose of hringing the machine
to perfection, and was paid for so doing, and tlmt he was acting
as the servant of the inventor of the machine, for the purpose of
suggesting those improvements. He ditluot tliscover the pl'im~iple
of the machine, or invent the important movements of it. The
objection did not prevail.2 But perhaps the most striking case of
this class is that of the invention of the electro-magnetic telegraph,
hy Professor 1\lorse. His plan for combining two or more electric
or galvanic circuits, with independent lmtteries, for the purpose
of overcoming the diminished force of electro-magnetism in long
circuits, was fully formed in the spring of 1837; and the process,
combination, powers, and machinery appeared, on a judicial investigation, to have been then arranged in his own miud. nut it
could not be brought out without the highest order of mechanical
skill; and the want of means to employ the services of workmen
capable of affording him the necessary ai<l was prove(l to have
'Leen the cause for the non-production of his invention until a
later period.

•

•

•
•

1

1'ile King v. Arkwright, Davies's Pat. Cas. 61, 1 Webs. Pat. Cas. 6!.
See also Barker v. Sl1aw, 1 Webs. 120.
i Bloxam v. Elsee, 1 Car. & P. 567; Davies's Pat. Cas. 132; Godson on
Patents, 27, 28; Ilindmarch on Patents, 20.
•
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rpon this state of the case, :\fr. Chief .Justice Tanc~·. delivering
thP judgment of the Supreme Court of the Unitecl States, sai•l:
"Neither can ~he inquiries he mmle, or the information or advice
he reeeived from men of ~cienee, in the course of his researl·hes,
impair his right to the character of an inwntor. No inv0ntion
ca.n po~sihly he nw.llc, eousisting of a comhiuation of diffen.·nt
element~ of powt>r, without a thorough knowledge of the propertics of 0ach of them, aml of the mode in which they operate on
each other; a111l it can make no · diffL•rence, in this re~pect,
whether he derives his information from hooks or from conversation with men skilled in the science. If it were otherwi~c, no
patcut in whieh a eoml,ination
of
different
elements
is
used
coulll
•
ever he obtained. For no man ever matle such an invention without having first ohtaincd this information, unless it was discovered
hY
some
fortunate
accident.
And
it
is
cvidcut
that
such
an
in•
wntion as the electro-magnetic telegraph could never have ~~cen
ln·mwht into action without it. Fur a ver'-·
hirrh
deoTce
of scienJ
b
b
tific kuowletlgc and the nicest skill in the mechanic arts are
combined in it, and were both necessary to hring it into successful
operation. And the fact that l\for,;e sought and ohtained the
llL'Cc~·:mry information and counsel from the Lest sources, and acted
upon it, neither impairs his rights as an inventor, nor detracts
from his merits." 1
·
§ 121 (~. In the case of Blan<ly v. Griffith,2 it appeared that the
comp1ai!Jant had suggested to a draughtsman in his employ the
plan of a portal,Ie steam-engine substantially the same as that
de,;cril JCll in the patent, and ha<l marked a diagram to illustrate
ltis ideas, in the saml upon the floor. He then directed his
draughtsman to prepare the drawings, and ordered the engine to
lJC made. :Mr..Justice Swayne thereupon stated the distinction
lJctween invention and mechanical skill in the following clear
aml concise language : "Invention is the work of the brain, and
not of the hands. If the conception he practically complete, the
artist who gives it reflex and embodiment in a machine is no more
the inventor than the tools with which he wrought. Both are
instruments in the hands of him who sets them in motion and
prcscrilws the work to he done. Mere mechanical skill can never
ri::;e to the sphere of invention. The latter involves higher thought,
~

J

2

O'Reilly t'. 1\Iorsc, 15 Howard, 62, 111.
(18UO), 3 Fisher's Pat. Cas. 600 •
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aml ln·ings into activity a diffcrcut faculty. Their domains are
di:-;tiuct. The line which separates them is sometimes diflh:nlt to
trace; nevertheless, in the eye of the law it always suh:;ists. The
mechanic may greatly aid the inventor, lmt he camwt usurp his
place. As long as the root of the original conception remaim; in
its completeness, the outgrowth whatever shape it may takelJClOJtgs to him with whom the conception originated. In the
case hcfore us it does not seem to he any pretence for saying that
W e<lgc invented any thiug. He simply executed the design drawn
hy Blnndy in the ::;and. All the engines since made have been
like
the
first
one."
suhstautialiv
•
§ 122. In like manner it has been held, that, after the main
principle of an invention has been discovered, the suggeKtion by
a workman of subordinate improvements, accessory to the main
principle of the iin ention, and tentling to carry it out more convenicutly, may he adopted by the patentee and emlJodied in his
specification. The case in whieh this doctrine was very clearly
appliell 'vas that of an improvement in the machinery for making
cloth hy felting, without spinning or weaving. The invention consisted in substituting a compound travelling apron, on which to
form the bat, instead of the surface of a perforated cylinder ;
whereby certain important advantagct' were gained, and a material
change in the process of the manufacture was introduced. A
workman employed by the patentee suggested a modification of
· this principle by means of successive sets of aprons placed one
above another, so that the machine might be used in less extensive premises than would be req nired if two long extended aprons
were employed. Upon these facts, Mr. Justice Erie instructed
the jury as follo1vs: " I take the law to he, that, if a person has
discoYered an improved principle, and employs engineers or agents
or other persons to assist him in carrying out that principle, and
they, in the course of the experiments arising from that employment, make valuable discoveries accessory to \,he main principle,
and tending to carry that out in a better manner, such improvements are the property of the inventor of the original improved
principle, and may be embodied in his patent ; and if so embodied,
the patent is not avoidell by evidence that the agent or servant
made the suggestions of that subord:nate improvement of the
primary antl improvecl principle. The improvement claimecl by
Shaw (the workman) is, that, after the bat has been form d upon

•
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a revolving npron, l>y succe:-~ive fold:'> or layers of sliver, three or
more revolving aprons ~houhl he placed one above another, and
conncctt'U with each other. That h; lmt a more cmwenient m()(le
of carrying out the princ·iple of the patcntce." This instruction
was affirmed l>y all the judges of the Common Pleas, on a 1·nle to
show cau~e why a new trial should not l>e granted, Tindal, C. J.,
saying: "It would be <liffic.mlt to define how far the suggestions
of a worlmmn employed in the construction of a machine are to l>e
com;idcrcc.l as distinct inventions by him, so as to avoid a patent
incorporating them taken out hy his employer. Each case must
depend upon its own merits. But when we see that the principle
and ol>jcct of the invention are complete without it, I think it is
too much that a suggestion of a workman, employed in the course
of the experiments, of something calculntec.l more easily to cnny
into effect the conceptions of tne inventor, should render the whole
patent void." 1
§ 12:3. From the distinctions thus taken between the cases in
'vhich the employer is the real author of the principle or plan of
the invention, anu those in which the servant, workman, or agent
is such real author, it follows that, where the relation between the
two parties amounts to a contract, by which one agrees to employ
his inventive faculties in the Ren·ice of another, anu the WOrkman,
in the course of the employment, makes a substantive invention,
the question will arise whether the employer can become the
patentee of that invention without a written assignment. In a
case tried before l\Ir.•Justice ·washington (in 1821 ), under the
statute of 1 i93, the defence was set up under a special notice
authorized by the act, that the plaintiff ~ urreptitiously obtained
the patent ·for a discovery of one '\Viml>ly, who wo. ked as a
journeyman in the plaintiff's shop. The learned :udge gave the
following instruction : " If the jury are satisfied that the c.liscowry
was in reality made by '\Vimbly, they must he also sati:-;fied that
the patent was obtained in fraud of any 1·ight which such discovery bestowed upon 'Viml>ly. For if, upon the evidence, you
should he of opinion that 'Vimbly gave up his right of discovery
to the plaintiff, by expressly or impliedly permitting him to encounter the trouble anu expense of obtaining a patent, it cannot
1

Allt>n v. Rawson, 1 Man. Granger & Scott, 551. It was certainly wortl1y
of conshleration, whether this iulprovemcnt a~nountcd to a. distinct llatentaule
subject.
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be affirmed that the plaintiff obtained the patent Rnrreptitious1~·,
or in fraud of \Vimhly'R discovery." 1 The authority of this
instruction is not to be pressed beyond the precise is~mc in re:"pect
to which it was given. It was contended by the defendant, that,
inasmuch as no assignment from 'Vimhly to the plaintiff appeared
to have been made, the plaintiff's obtaining the patent must be
deemed to have been surreptitious, in relation to 'Vimhly, aml
that the patent was therefore void," under the clause of the act
which permitted the defendant to show that the patentee "had
snrreptitiously obi ained a patent for the ·discovery of another
prrson." But this a11rgation was ohviously capalJlc of being
rebutted by evidence that 'Yimhly acquiesced in the plaintiff's
application for the patent; and it was in reference to the evidence
whkh tcm1ed to show such ac(Illiescence, and to the special issue
raised, that the learned judge gave the instruction above quoted.
But where, under a plea of the general issue, evidence should be
offerecl that the patentee was not, lmt that a workman was, the
real inventor, cou1d the action be maintained without showing a
written assignment, or a written contract that would operate as
an aRsip;nment, even if the real inventor had acquiesced in the
. plaintiffs application? This h.; a distinct question from that which
arises under the clause of the statute against surreptitious applications in fraud of the rights of the true inventor. 'Vhen it is considered that, by the sixth section of the act of 1836, the 1·ight to
the patent is vested in the inventor, who must himself take the
steps requisite to the grant of the patent, and that, by the sixth
section of the act of 1837, it is made necessary to the grant of a
patent to an assignee, that an assignment should be previously
recorded, and that the inventor should make oath to the specification, it can scarcely be doubted that, where the real author of
the invention is any other person than the patentee, it is necessary
that some contract capable of operating as an assignment should
precede the issuing of the patent. But such a case is distinguish·
ahle from that of a workman who is employed and paid by one
who has conceived the principle or plan of an invention, and who
relies on the ingenuity of another to enable him to perfect the
details and realize his conception.
•

•

1 D:~on

v. l\loyer, 4 Wasl1. 08, 71.
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§ 1~·!. N OTWITII~TA~OIXG the aml dg-nity which of necet'!:'ity attend::; the use of the term "principle,'' there is prohal•l.r no other
more convenient term with which to introduce the discust'ion to
which the present chapter is to 1Je devoted. I design to consi1lcr,
as a branch of the general topic of what may he the sul•jcct-mattcr
of a patent, that very difficult question, of how far a discovery or
inwntinn which may first disclose and practically' embody some
truth in physics or some law in th~ operation of the forces of
natnre, for a useful purpose, is eapal,le of l1cing carried in tho
exclusive privileges secured hy the grant of letters-patent. The
di::>cussion of this question, when followed into some of the a1ljuclicated cases, will he found to 1e connected with the construction
of particular specifications. So, too, it enters into the whole subject of infringements, when the question is whether what the
defendant has done is within the scope of the patent that may ho
before the court in a given case. But notwithstanding the necessity of anticipating, to some extent, what it may he necessary hereafter to say on the topics of construction and infringement, it may
be useful to consider the special question, which can, perhaps, be
best stated af'. follows : How fa.r can the characteristic principle of
a di:;covery or an invention be made to extend by letters-patent,
when that principle consists in a novel and useful application of
some physical law, property of matter, or natural force ? 1
Perhaps the best method for the treatment of this subject will
•

Although the render may object to the terms in which this question is
proponwlcu, it is believed that he will have no difficulty in discovering what it
is that the writer means to discuss. Cuushlerahle difficulty must always attend
the use of any terms by which we attempt to designate so abstract and
abstruse a subject.
1
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he to !'elect some prominent and peculiar invention, as an illm;tration of the <plCstiou, ami group the general principles and the
prior and suhsequent cases arouwl it. By this method it will he
seen to what extent the doctrines of the law lllay l1c reganlell as
settled. A wry appo~:;itc illustration for this purpose is affurtled
by the invention of the wag·uctic telegraph.
§ Hi>. :Morse, availing himself of the fact that a cmreut of
electro-magnetic llui<l may l1e transmitted from place to place,
alcmg a wire, and at thL• terminus opposite to that from which the
fluid proceeds may l1e u~;ed as the means of moviug a delicate
instrument, mlaptetl an apparatus fur throwiug a current of ::;uch
fluid along the wire, and for recording certain ~;igus or marin;,
according to a system invented l1y him, at the farther extremity
of the wire, l1y means of the movements of a recording iustrnment
there suspended, and operated upon hy tlte electro-magnetic current. Adopting the results of nu ll<ljudication, I assume that he
was the first person who, hy meaw; of newly invented machinery
adapted to the pnrpo:;;c, embodied E!lld made of practical utility the
fact in natme that the electro-magnetic cmreut may he used at
long distances as a moving forc·e, for the pmposc of recording or
marking at pleasure intcHi:;ible ~:;igns or marks. On this hypothesis,
the scope of his invention was the application aml use of the
electro-magnetic fluid, by means of suitable machinery and a concerted system of signs or marks, to the rcconling of intelligible
signs or marks at a long distance from the operator. How far
coul<l he make this characteristic or principle of his invention the
subject of an exclusive privilege under letters-patent? Could he
patent the application and use of the electro-magnetic current, for
this purpose, by any and all machinery which would effect the end
proposed? or coul<l he patent only the machinery l1y which he
himself effected this application and use, and all other means
which were substantially the same ?
§ 126. This very grave question arose upon a claim in tl1e early
patent obtained hy Morse, which was in these words: "I do not
propose to limit myself to the specific machinery, or parts of
machinery, described in the foregoing specifications and claims;
the essence of my invention being the use of the motive-power of
the electric or galvanic current, which I call electro-magnetism,
however developed, for marking or printing intelligible characters
or signs at any distances, being a new application of that power,

•

•

•
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of which I claim to he the first inventor or (liscoverer." It was
I~ot dei;.ied hy the Snp1·eme Court of the "Cnitell States that he
was the first inventor or discoverer of this application and use
of the electro-magnetic current; hut a great difference of opinion
arose among the judges on the validity of this claim ; a majority
of the court holding it to he invalid, as being a claim without auy
limitation in respect to the means hy which the electro-magnetic
1
current couhl he used for the purpose dcscrihed. It is not intended here to state the different views of the judges, or to comment upon the deci8ion. The case is now referred to only as an
illustration of the subject before us.
§ 127. It has often been laid down that a mere elementary
principle cannot he l'mde the suhject of a patent. ·what has hccn
meant by this, it is of course important to ascertain. One of the
earliest cases in which this topic came into consitleration was that
which arose upon "ratt's invention of a separate condenser for the
steam-engine. In the engines which preceded "r att's, the steam
was condensed in the hotly of the cylinder. He discovered that,
Ly coiHlensiug the steam in a separate vessel, and keeping the
cylinder from cooling down, a great saving of steam, and by consetlnence of the fud used to produce it, wodd he effected. In the
unskilful fashion of that age, his patent was taken for " a IH'wly
invenh:>1l method of lessrninb· the consumption of steam and fuel
in fire-engines" ; aml his e:ll'olled specification proceeded to state
that this method cow~isted of certain pl'inciples, the chief of which
consisted in certain modes of preventiug the cylinder from being
cooled down below the ten.pcratnre of. the steam which entered it,
and in the introduction of a separate condensing vessel or vc8sels.
He did not dm;cribe any particular engine Luilt ·according to his
method, hut a special verdict found that the specification "·as
sufficient to enahle a mechanic acquainted. with the old engines
to lmild an engine that would operate upon his plan and produce
the new proposed effect uf saving steam antl fuel. It so happened,
that, at the time wh{m the action was brought in which this special
verdict was found, 'Vatt was entitled to sue by virtue of a special
act of Parliament which had extended his patent for twenty-five
years, but which had describetl it as a patent for making and
vemling certain engines, and which vested in him the sole right to
1

O'Reilly v. Morse, 15 llo\vard, 62•
•
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make ancl venu the 'engines dcscrihecl therein. The special verdict
also found that, at the time of making the letters-patent, the invention was new and useful, and that the defendants had infringed
the privilege vested in Watt 1Jy the special act of Parliament, as
the plaintifl."s had declared, namel~·, hy making and sC'lling engines
in imitation of the engine invented hy Watt, and vested in him Ly
the special act and the latters-patent.
§ 128. It is manifest that the real question in this case was,
whether the patent could he construed as a patent for a machine
embodying certain principles of construction and operation ; for
if the patent covered only a process. or a metltocl, considered abstractly from a partil:ular organization of machinery, the act of
Parliament, which called the suhject of the patent an engine, could·
not he regarded as ha\'ing continueu it. All that was said hy the
jtulges of the Common Pleas, therefore, on the sul1jcct of principle, must he taken with reference to this question of construction,
on which it was said ar:Jucndo. Two views were taken of this
patent in the Common Pleas. First, thai it was a patent for a
principle; auu by this it would appear to have been meant that
Watt had undertaken to patent the principle of condensing the
steam, not in the cylindeJ·, hut out of the cylinder, without describing any newly invcntell machinery for this pnrposc. The
ju<lgcs, who took this view of it, held that the patent must he
void, upon the ground that a principle abstracted from particular
organization is not capable of heing made the sul1ject of a patent.
Secondly, the patent was viewed as a new mode of working an
old engine by a method pointed out. Tliis would make the invention in effect a new engine, or an improved engine. But on
this construction, l\Ir. Justice Buller held the patent void, upon
the ground that the patentee had really claimecl the whole of the
old engine, without pointing out his own improvement in the
mechanism. Lorcl Chief J usticc Eyre,
on
the
other
hand,
hclcl
•
that it was not a patent for a principle (in the above sense), hut
for a newly inventell method of working with steam, which
method was exhibited by, ancl embodied in, <r new mode of constructing engines. By this reasoning he reconciled the patent
and the act by which it was continued. No judgment, however,
was given in the Common Pleas, and a case was ~:;tatcd to he
carriecl by writ of error to the King's Bench.1
1

Boulton & Watt v. Bull, 2 II. Blackst. 403.
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§ 120. In the latter court, all difficulty vani~hed; and it appem·f;
somewhat remarkal,]e that the view taken of the patent in tltat
court ~hould not luwe occnrred to those who had to eou~ider the
ease in the court l>elow. Lord Kenyon, although profe~::;cllly 110
friend to patents, proceeded with 'great directness to hold thi~ to
1c a patent fnr n manufiwtw·e, con~i~tiug of an engine or machine
composed of material pa1·ts, which were to produce the t•ffett <lescrihed, and the mode of prodnt~ing which was so tlescrihed as to
enable mechanics to put it in operation. 1 The ol,jection that, if
it was a patent for an improved engine, the specification ~honl<l
have pointed out the improvement, whereas the patent emln·tw(•cl,
if any thing material, the whole of the old engine, Waf; answcre<l
1y the very ahle jndgment of Grose, J., hy saying that it was Hot
a patent for the old engine, but for the improvement on the old
•

en~me.

'-

§ 1:30. This analy~is of the ease is sufficient to show tlHtt in
truth it ~heds hut little light upon the question now under consideration. The validity of this patent depended upon the qnestion whether the specification ha(l deRcriJ,cd a thing that coul<ll1e
brought within the term "manufacture," in the statute of monopolies. So far as the case is an authority to the position that
the discovery of a law, or truth, or fact, in nature, is not of it:-:t•lf
n. 1/WIU(facture,
a position which was corr'<Jctly assumed hy all
the judges,
so far it elucidates the natmo of what may he a
patental1le suhject. But it did not emhrace the case of the new
application of one of the forces of nature, or properties of matter,
to the production of a particular mechanical effect, accompnnicd
by some described mechanical means of producing that effect; or
how far sucl1 application, when produced l,y one means, may he
made to extend as a patent privilege. Without adverting for the
present to any supposed emharrassment arising out of the term
"manufacture" in the English law, and to the possibility of a
broader scope that may he given to our term " art," there are
some observations of Lord Chief J ustiee Eyre, in the case of
Boulton v. Bull, which show that at that early period (17H;))
this distinction Letwcen an abstract or unemlJodied principle, and
the application of a principle by a described means, was present
to his mind. " Undoubtedly," he said, "there can hn no patent
for a mere principle ; bnt for a principle, so far embodictl and
1

Hornblower v. Boulton, 8 Term It. 95.

'
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connecterl with corporeal substances as to he in a condition to act,
and to produce effects in any art, trade, mystery, or manual occupation, I thiuk there may be a patent. Now this is, in my judgment, the thing for which the patent stated in the case was
granted, and this is what the specification describes, though it
miscalls it a principle. It is not that the patentee has conceive'
an abstract notion that the steam in fire-engines may he lessened,
but he has discovered a practical manner qf doing it; and for
that practical manner of doing it he has taken his patent." 1
§ 131. There is a case prior to this in point. of time, which was
adverted to by Lord Chief Justice Eyre, in his judgment alJove
cited, as being a case of a valid patent. This was the case of
Hartley's pat~nt for " a particular method of securing buildings
and ::hips against the calamities of fire." 2 It consisted in fastening plates of metal and wire to the structure to he protected,
joining or overlapping the edges. It was granted in 1773. Lord
Chief Justice Eyre considered that this invention consisted in a
new method of disposing plates of iron so as to procluce the negative effect of preventing comlmstion, and that as such the patent
was properly granted. l\ir. W ehster regards it in the same light,
and says that it satisfies the terms of the statute, " working or
making any manner of new manufacture," because it is a new
mode of building houses or ships with a view to a particular
effect.3 But it does not appear that this patent was suhjected to
litigation. It has been frequently referred to, however, as a valicl
patent. If it was so, it must have been upon the construction
above suggested ; under which it was simply a patent for a new
1

2 II. Blackst. 405.
2
The specification (1 'Vebs. Pat. Cns. 54), was in the following terms :
"A particular method of securing buildings and ships against the calamities
of fire.
" :My invention of a particular method of securing buildings and ships
against the Cltlamities of fire is described in the manner following : that is to
say, by the application of plates of metal and wire, varnished and unvarnished, to the several parts of buildings and slrips, so as to prevent the access
of fire and the current of air, securing the several joints by doubling in,
overlapping, soldering, riveting, or in any other manner closing them up;
nailing, screwing, sewing, or in any other manner fastening the said plates of
metal iuto and about the several parts of builllings and ships, as the case may
require."
3
1 Wcbs. Pat. Cas. pp. 55, 5G, note.
1',\'f,
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mode of building, and was not of the class of inventions in which
a new di:,;covcry is made of the application of a force or proJ•crty
of matter never before used for the production of a po:;itive clfcct,
accompanied by some described means of making the applica t io11.
§ 132. The next case to he adverted to, after "\Vatt':;, i:; that of
For:;yth':; patent for a method of discharging cannon, fire-arm~,
mine:;, &c., by the application of detonating powder, the iunntion of which he did not claim. In his specification, he dL•scril•ctl
the mauuer in which he introduced the detonating powder as ]•riming, hy a particular mechanical contrivance, and a mode of cau:-;ing
it to explode by a stroke, or sudden and strong prc~snrc. It i:;
statctl l •Y :Mr. \V ebster, that he succeeded in au action of infringement again:;t a party using a lock of a different construct.im1 to
any shown in the drawing annexed to his patent.1 Such a vcnlict
nmst have been rendered upon the ground that this patent, lil;:c
Hartley':;, coverecl the new application of a known thing to produce a particular effect to which it had never been prcviou~1y applied. Of the same class is the patent of Hall, for the application
of the flame of gas to singe off the superfluous fibres of lnt(•, in
the place of a flame of oil or alcohol. This patentee made u~c
of a chimney,
above
the
lace,
to
create
a
current
of
air,
wl1ich
•
'voultl f~rce the flame of gas through the meshes of the lace ; lmt
he disclaimell " the exclusi \ e usc of any apparatus or coml1ination
of machinery, except in connection with, and in aid of, the application of the flame of intianuuahle gas to the purposes tlcserihml."
Lord Tenterden directed a Yerdict for the plaintiff, and it is said
that the patentee enjoyed the heuefit of his patent dming the
whole of its term. 2 It dces not appear very distinctly _l10w far
the verdict depended upon evidence showing the use of the l'atne
apparatus as the plaintiff's ; hut Mr. 'V ehster understand:; the
effect of the case as establishing that the use of gas for si11geing
lace by m1y apparatus was within the patent.
§ 1H3. 'Ve now come, however, to a case which presents distinctly the question we are considering. Before the invention of
Neibon (1828-29), furnaces for the manufacture of iron, &c.,
had been workecl by a blast of cold air. He discovered that by
heating the 1Jlast, and introducing it heatecl into the fumacc, a
1-'Hrsyth v. Riviere, cited 1 'Vehs. Pat. Cas. p. !)7, note from Chit. l'rcrog.
Crown. 18:.!.
2 Hall v. Jer\·is, 1 Webs. l'at. Cas. !)7, 100.
1
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great improvement woulcl he effected in the quality of the manufacture. lu other words, he dh;covcrcd. a new application of a
natural agent, heated air, l,y using it as a blast for furnaces. This
agent he did not awl could. not inveut. At lllo::;t, he coultl only
construct an apparatus for heating the air ; hut he ilid not take
his patent for any particular form of heating apparatus, lmt he
took it for what he denominatetl " an improvetl application of
air"; which, under the circumstances, was the same us an application of air improvetl hy being hot instead of cold. So very
general was his description of an apparatus fct making the application, that he merely directed heating the air on its pas!-iage from
the bellows or blowing apparatm;, by pa::;sing it through a vessel
or receptacle artificially heated, aml introducing it thence iuto the
furnace. He gave no particular directions as to temperature ; left
it to workmen to adapt the size of the air-vessel to the temperature desired ; and went so far as to declare that •· :.be form or
shape of the vessel or receptacle is imiimterial to the effect, aml
may be adapted to the local circumstances or situation. It is obvious that this patent laicl claim to the use of air artificially heated
between the blowing apparatus aml the furnace, in any kind or
shape of vessel interposed between those machines, aml heated
to any degree that wouhl produce the improved effect of using
heated air instead of cold. If it was true that the form or shape
of the heating vessel was immaterial to the production of some
effect, namely, the effect producecl by blasting with heated air,and if the specification was rightly to be construetl to mean this,
so that a workman or builder woultl understand that all he had
to do was to make a vessel that woulcl enalJle him to give some
then the sole question that
increased temperature to the air,
would remr.:n would be whether the principle of using heated air
as a blast for fmnaces was capable of appropriation under a patent,
by a party who had des01ibed. some mode by which it could be so
used to a beneficial effect.
§ 134. At the trial on this patent before Baron Parke, he construed it as being a claim to " the discovery of heating air in any
vessel of any size, providecl it is a close vessel, and exposed to
heat between thfJ blowing apparatus and the fmnace." He did
not say that such a patent would. in his judgment be valid, if the
patentee had not furnishetl any directions by which a workman of
competent skill could apply the new cli:-;covery ; but being of opin•

•
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ion that the specification contained directions which warranted
such an issue, he put it to the jury to find whether a person of
ordinary skill and knowledge in the const1·uction of blowing apparatus would l>e able, from the specification alone, to com;truct
an apparatus that would be productive of some beneficial effect ;
and he told the jury, if they found this issue affirmatively, the
patent was, in his opinion, valid for the claim as he had described
it. But being of opinion that the patentee had made an incorrect
statement, in saying that the form and size of the heating vessel
were immaterial to the effect, assuming that this meant to the
exh>nt of effect, and not to some effect, l1e directed the jury to
find. upon the evidence before them, whether this statement would
mislead a person of ordinary skill and knowledge. The jury found
that a person of ordinary skill and knowledge could, from the
specification alone, construct an apparatus that would produce
some beneficial effect, by using any shape and form of l>eating
vesse-l! lmt that the shape and form of the vessel were mai.erial to
the (:xtcnt of effect; aml they also found that such a person woul1l
not he misled by the statement that the form and size of the vessd
were immaterial in producing the effect. Thereupon, !t verdict
was entered for the plaintiff upon issues which assumed that the
patent was valid in respect to the application of heated air in :my
vessel that would produce some beneficial effect ; and for the
defendant, upon the construction adopted by the court that the
statement of the patent meant that form and shape were innnaterial to the extent of effect, which the jury found not to l>e true.
§ 1:35. In this position, the findings of the jury came before the
Court of Exchequer, on leave reserved to the parties to have the
verdict entered according to the opinion of the court respecting
the construction of the patent. Baron Parke himself pronounced
the judgment of the court, in the course of which, speaking of the
invention as disclosed by the specification, he said: " It is very
difficult to distinguis~1 it [the specification] from the specification of a patent for a principle, and this at first created in the
minds of some of the oourt much difficulty ; but after full considerathm, we think that the plaintiff does not merely claim a
prineiple, hut a machine embodying a principle, and a very valuable one. 'V e think the case must be considered as if the principle
being well known [the principle of blowing furnaces with hot
. air], the plaintiff had first inventetl a mode of applying it by a
•

'
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mechanical apparatus to fmnaces; and his invention then conl'ists
in this, by interposing a receptacle for heated air between the
blowing apparatus and the furnace. In this receptacle he directs
the air to he heated by the :1.pplieation of heat externally to the
receptacle, and thus he aeeompli~hes the object of applying the
bla~t, which was before of cold air, to the fumace." He concurred with the rest of the court in reversing the construction
wl1ich he hacl given at the trial to that clause of the specification
which stated that the shape and size of the receptacle were immaterial to the effect. It was construed to mean immaterial to the
degree of effect; and the jnry having found that any shape which
a competent workman wonltl be likely to adopt would produce
a beneficial effect, the verdict was entered for the plnintiff.l
§ 136. It is quite apparent then, first, that in speaking of the
specification of a patent for a, principle, in reference to this case
of the hot blast, the court had in view a specification stating in
the ahstract that the patentee had fouml out that furnaces could
be advantageously worked with a blast of hot air instead of colcl
air, without describing any particular means of applying or working out tl1is principle. Hence, it is to be inferred that there is
a distinction l1etween the principle itself aml the application or
working out of the princip!e, in arts or manufactures. The
former cannot he the subject of a pak ; the latter may be.
Secondly, the case is an authority to show when and how the
application of a principle may he made the subject of a patent ;
for it ascertains that if the specificatioa discloses, by sufficient
and <;lear directions, some practical means by which persons of
competent skill in the art can apply the principle and work it, so
as to produce the effect contemplatecl by the patentee, it discloses
a patentable invention, that invention consisting in a machine
or other thing embodying the principle ; or, stated in the other
wa.y, the patentable invention consists in the practical application
of the principle. Tldrdly, the case is an authority to show that
when a patent covers the application of a principle, in the ahove
sense, it may he infringed hy the use of machinery or apparatus
1

Neilson v. Harford, 1 \Vcbs. Pat. Cas. 273-373. After this judgment,
an injunction was revh·ed by Lord Chancellor Cottenham (which had been
dissolvc1l by his }lTCilccessor, pending an action at law), he holding that the
construction gi vcu to the patent by the Comt of Exchequer was :. reasonable
one. Ihitl. :373.
•

•
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differing as machinery or apparatus from that def'\crihed by the
patentee, provided it effects a prdct1cal application of the same
principle embodied by t11e patentee by 1~1eans of !tis machinery or
apparatus.1
§ 137. That this is the correct legal tesult of tlus decision is
. apparent from what took place in the Court of Sessions iu Scotland, and in the House of Lords, on the same patent. Neilson
held a patent in Scotland, the specification of which was a verbal
copy of that enrolled under his English patent. At th(· trial in
Scotland, before Lord Justice Clerk Hope and a jury, the ]earnccl
judge, with much more amplification, but substantially to the l':nne
effect, instructed the jury as Baron Parke had done before him,
in respect to the invention which the patent was to be considered
to embrace. He made it to consist altogether in tl1e applicat-ion
of the principle of using a hot-air blast for furnuces, &c., hy means
of any form or size of apparatus in which the ail· could he heatefl
beneficially on its passage from the blowing machinery to the
·furnace. The jury found· the several issues put to them as follows: " That in respect of the matters proven before them, they
find for the pursuer on all the issues ; and further find, that hy
the description in the said specification, the patentee did not refer
to any particular form, or shape, ·or mode of constructing the
air-vessel or vessels, or receptacle or ree<~ptn.cles, in which the air
under blast is b be heated ; and further' find, that by the use of
the t~rm ' effect ' in the specification, the patentee did not state
that the form aPt! shape, &c., were immaterial for the purpose of
heating the air ~.1 such vessel or vessels ; and further find, that
the terms of the specification respecting the air-vessels or receptacles, and the size and number thereof, are not such as to mislead
persons acquainted with the process of heating air, &c.; and they
assess the damages at .£3,000."
§ 138. When this case came by appeal before the House of
This case of Neilson v. Harford underwent great consideration. Four
action'S were consolidated in the Court of Exchequer, under a. rule, and after
the judgment in that court a perpetual injtmction was granted against the
four different defendants. In the c~se, on the facts of which the trial and
judgment proceeded in the Court of Exchequer, the heating :o:eceptacle used
by the defend:>,nts consisted of a coil or series of pipes ; whereas the patent
described the heating to be effected iu " an air vessel, or receptacle," and
different cubic contents WAre stated as suitable for different circumstances ;
but the specification did not undertake to enumerate all the sizes that would
be suitable for all circmnstances.
1

•

•
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I~ords,

the wl10le of the charge to the jury appeared in the record,
and was excepted to upon various grounds. The judgment was
reversed upon one of these exceptions, which related to a point in
the charge not involving the nature and scope of the patent, and
it waR affirmed upon all the other exceptions, thus affirming the
construction and extent given to the patent. In delivering his
opinion in the House of Lor'ds, Lord Campbell said: " The other
exceptions, till we come to the eleventh, turn upon the construction of the patent. Now, in one stage of these proceedings,
I certainly clicl entertain some doubt on that subject.I But after
the construction put upon it by the learned judges of the Court
of Exchequer, sanctioned by the high authority of my noble and
learned friend now upon the woolsack, when presiding in the
Court of Chancery, I think the patent must be taken to extend
to all machines, of whatever construction, whereby
th~
air
is
•
heated intermediately between the blowing apparatus and the
blast-furnace. That being so, the learned judge was perfectly
justified in telling the jury that it was unnecessary for them to
compare one apparatus with another, because, confessedly, that
sy:stem of conduit pipes was a mode of heating air by an intermediate vessel between the blo~ving apparatus and the blastfurnace, and therefore it was an infraction of the patent." 2
His Lordship, while at the bar, had been leading counsel in the defence
at the English trial of Neilson v. Harford, before Baron Parke, and perhaps
•
alluded here to the views which he had then taken of the patent.
·
2 The Househill Company t•. Neilson, 1 Webs. Pat. Cas. 673-718.
I insert
here the most materiai parts .of the charge thus sanctioned by Lord Campbell,
because it contains a very elaborate statement of the doctrine : "It is quite true that a patent cannot be taken out solely for an ahstract
philosophical plinciple, for instance, for any law of nature, or any property
of matter, apart from any mode of tuming it to account in the practical operations of manufacture, or the business and arts r.nd utilities of life. The mere
• discovery of such a principle is not ::>11. invention, in the patent-law sense of
the term. Stating such a principle in a patent may be a promulgation of the
principle, but it is no application of the principle to any practical purpose.
And without that application of the principle to a practical object and end,
and without the application of it to human industry or to the purposes of
huwan l\njoy,ment, a person cannot in the abstract appropriate a principle to
himself. But a patent will be good, though the subject of the patent consists
in the discovery of a great, general, and most comprehensive principle in
science or law of nature, if that principle is by the specification applied to any
special purpose, so as thereby to effectuate a practical result and benefit not
previously attained.
:; The main merit, the most important part of the invention, may consist
1

•

•
•
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§ 139. To the same effect are the observations made by Baron
Alderson in a previous case: " You cannot take out a patent for

•

in the conception of the original idea, in the discovery of the principle in
science, or of the law of nature, stated in the patent, and little or no pains
may have been taken in working out the best manner and mode of the application of the principle to the purpose set forth in the patent. But still, if the
•
principle is stated to be applicable to any special purpose, so as to produce
any result previously unknown, in the way and for the objects described, the
patent is good. It is no longer an abstract principle. It comes to be a principle turned to account, to a practical object, and applied to a special result.
It becomes, then, not an abstract principle, which means a principle considered apart from any special purr Jse or practical operation, but the discovery
and statement of a principle for a special purpose, that is a practical invention,
a mode of carrying a principle into effect. That such is the law, if a wellknown principle is applied for the first .time to produce a practical result for
a special purpose, has never been disputed. It would be very strange and
unjust to refuse the same legal effect when the inventor has the additional
merit of discovering the principle as well as it.'! application to a practical
object. The instant that the principle, although discovered for the first time,
ia stated, in actual application to, and as the agent of, producing a certain
specified effect, it is no longer an abstract principle, it is then clothed with the
language of practical application, and receives the impress of tangible direction to the actual business of human life. Is it any objection, then, in the next
place, to such a patent that terms descriptive of ·the application to a certain
specified result include every mode of applying the principle or age.1.t so as to
produce that specified result, although one mode may not be described more
than another, although one mode may be infimtely better than another,although much greater benefit would resfllt from the application of the principle by one method than by another, although one method may be much
less expensive than another? Is it, I next inquire, an objection to the patent,
that, in its application of a new principle to a certain specified result, it includes every variety of mode of applying the principle according to the general statement of the object and benefit to be attained? You will observe
that the greater part of the defenders' case ia truly directed to this objection .
. This is a question of law, and I must tell you distinctly, that this generality
of claim, that is, for all modes of applying the principle to the purpose specified, according to or within a general statement of the object to be attained,
and of the use to be made of the agent to be so applied, is no objection whatever to the patent. That the application or use of the agent for the purpose
specified ·may be carried out in a great variety of ways, only shows the beauty,
and simplicity, and ·comprehensiveness of the invention. But the scientific
and general utility of the proposed application of the principle, if directed to
a specified purpose, is not an objection to its becoming the subject of a patent.
That the proposed application may be very generally adopted in a great
variety of ways is the merit of the invention, not a legal objection to the
patent.
"The defenders say, you announce a principle, that hot air will produce

'
•
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a principle ; you may take out a patent for a principle, coupled
with the mode of can·ying the principle into effect, provided you
•

•

heat in the furnace ; you direct us to take the blast without interrupting, or
rather without stopping it, to take the current in blast. to heat it after it leaves
the blast, and to throw it hot into the furnace. But you tell us no more ; you do
not tell us how we are to heat it. You say, you may heat in any way, in any
sort of form of vessel. You say, I leave you to do it how you best can. But
my application of the discovered principle is, that if you heat the ail·, and heat
it after it leaves the blowing engine (for it is plain you cannot do it before),
you attain the result I state; that is the purpose to which I apply the principle. The benefit will be greater or less. I only say, benefit you will get,
I have disclosed the principle ; I so apply it to a specified purpose by a mechanical contrivance, viz., by getting the heat when in blast, after it leaves the
furnace ; but the mode and manner, and extent of heating, I leave to you,
and the degree of benefit, on that very account, I do not state. The defenders
say, the patent, on this account, is bad in law. I must tell you, that, taking
the patent to be of this general character, it is good in law. 1 state to you
the law to be, that you may obtain a patent for a mode of carrying a principle into effect; and if you suggest and discover, not only the principle, but
suggest and invent how it may be applied to a practical result by mechanical
contrivance and apparatus, and show that you are aware that no particular
sort or modification or form of the apparatus is essential in order to obtain
benefit from the principle, then you may take your patent for the mode of
carrying it into effect, and are not under the necessity of describing and
confining yourself to one forM of apparatus. If that were necessary, you see
what would be the !'esult? Why, that a patent would hardly ever be obtained
for any mode of carrying a newly dis~overed principle into practical results,
though the most valuable of all discove1·ies. For the best form and shape or
modification of apparatus cannot, in matters of such vast range, and requiring
observation on such a great scale, be attained at once; and so the thing would
become known, and so the right lost, long before all the various kinds of
apparatus could be tried. Hence you may generally claim the mode of carrying the principle into effect by mechanical contrivance, so that any sort of
apparatus applied in 1hu way stated will, more or less, prodU(',e the benefit,
'
and you are not tied down to any form.
· · " The best illustration I can give you, and I think it right to give you this,
is from a case as to the application of that falniliar plinciple, the lever, to the
construction of chairs, or what is called the self-adjusting lever. This case,
which afterwards came under the consideration of the whole court, was tried
in the Cob.t of Exc!lequer during the presidency of Lord Lyndlmrst. The
case was as to .the patent reclining chair, the luxury of which some of you
may have tried ; it had a self-adjusting lever, so that a person sitting or
reclining, and I need not tell you what variety can be assumed by a person
reclining in a chair, in whatever situation he placed his back, there was
sufficient resistance offered through means of the lever to preserve the equilibrium. No,w any thing more general than that I cannot conceive; it was the

•

•

•

•

•
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have not only discovered the principle, but invented some mode of
carrying it into effect. But then you must start with some mode
of carrying it into effect ; if you have done that, then you are
entitled to protect yourself from all other modes of carrying .the
same principle into effect, that being treated by the jury as 11iracy
. of your original invention." 1
§ 140. It will ll.JW be sufficiently apparent what is meant in
the English cases by patenting or not patenting a principle ; and
the question will recur to the reader, does Baron Alderson's
language above quoted embrace a correct statement of what is
held to he law in England? Of this it would seem there can he
no doubt, both from the ca~es of which an analysis has now been
given, and from a much more recent case. A patentee in his
specification claimed as his invention exhausting from the cases
of mill-stones the dusty air blown between the grinding snrface.s
by a blast of air, by using a combination of a blast and an exhaust,
for the purpose of carrying off the dust which would otherwise
be deposited in tl:e meal. A blast had been used before, and an
exhaust had been used llefore ; but the combination of the blast
and exhaust was new, and productive of great advantages. The
claim was not restricted to any part.icular mode of creating or
applying the blast, or the exhaust, but the patentee described a
mode of working the exhaust in combination ·with the blast. The
new principle, in this case, was the combined use of a blast at?d
n

•

•

•

•

application of a well-known principle, but for the first time applied to a chair.
He made no claim to any particular parts of the chair, nor did he prescribe
any precise mode in which they should be made ; but what he claimed was
a self-adjusting lever to be applied to thP. ba·~l:: of n, chair, where the weight of
a seat acts as a counterpoise to the back, in whatever posture the party might
be sitting or reclining. Nothing could be more general. 1Vell, a verdict
passed for the pat~Jntee, ·with liberty to have it set aside ; but Lord Lyndhurst
and the rest of the courL held, that this was not a claim to a r,rinciple, in
whatever shape or form it may be constructed. Just so as to the hot L:v,,t,
only the principle is also new. The patentee says: 'I find hot air will increa.se the heat in the furnace, that a blast of hot air is beneficial for that end.'
Here is the way to attain it. ' Heat the air under blast, between the blowing
apparatus and the furnace ; if you do that, I care not how you may propose to
do it, I neither propose to you, nor claim any special mode of doing it ; you
may give the air more or less degrees of heat ; but if you so heat it, you will
~et by that contrivance the benefit I have invented and disclw:!d, more or less,
according to the degree of heat.' This is very simple, very geneml ; but its
simplicity is its beauty, and its practical value not an objection in law."
1 Jupe v. Pratt, 1 Webs. Pat. Cas. 146.

•
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an exhaust. The application consisted in working this principle
by a descr!bed means. The patent was held to be vali£1, as a
patent for the application of the principle, hecause the patentee
had described an application of it, although he did not claim any
novelty in the apparatus itself by which he produced either the
exhaust or the blast. No attempt appears to have been made to
establish a defence by showing that the defendant had used a
different apparatus. The infringement turned upon the fact that
the defendant had used an exhaust and a blast in combination.' 1

•

Bovil v. Keyworth, 7 Ell. & }31. Q. B. 724:. As the case is very instructive, I cite a portion of Lord Campb~l's judgment relating to the validity of
the patent : " W c are of opinion that the objections to the validity of thia patent cannot
be supported.
"The whole of the plaintiff's process, if the combination he new, is certainly the subject oE a patent; and so would the part No. 2, if taken separately, for 'exhausting the air from the cases of mill-stones, combined with
the application of a blast to the grinding surfaces,' as they introduce very
important ' improvements in manufacturing wheat and other gmin hr;o meal
and flour.' The combination of the exhaust with the blast, so as to r.arry off
the warm dusty air blown through between the stones to a charr,'i.Jt:r above,
while the pure flour, in a dry condition, without the stive, descends into a
chamber below, added to the quantity and improved the quality of the flour
produced in grinding; and its effect was highly favorable to the health and
comfort of the men employed in the operation.
" Still, if the specification does uot point out the mode by which thi~ part
of the process (No. 2) is to be conducted, so as io accomplish the object in
view, it would be the statement of a principle only, and the patent would be
invalid. But we are of opinion that the specification, on the face of it, cannot
(as contended) be pronounced, in point of law, to be bad in this respect; and
we are of opinion that the evidence adduced at the trial shows it to be quite
sufficient. The specification says: 'In carrying out the second part of my
invention, when working mill-stones with a blast of air, I introduce a pipe to
the mill-stcne case from a fan or other exhausting machine, so as to carry off
all the warm, dusty air blown through between the stones to a chamber, as
hereafter described.' ' And this part of my invention relates only to sucking
away the plenum of dusty air forced throubh the stones, and not to employing
a sufficient exhausting power t<:> induce a current O'.. air between the mill-stones
without a blast.' The exhaust produced by the pipe and fan is to be proportioned to the plenum caused by tho blast, taking care not to produce the inconvenient current of air, against which a caution is given. How can a judge take
upon himself to say that this. may not be enough to enable a workman of competent skill to construct the machinery? According to the evidence, the speeifir;,i,;0'l was abundantly sufficient for this purpose; aud, therefore, it could be
:10 m?r~;: necessary in the specification to explain the details, by which the pipe
1
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§ 141. The next inquiry is, Does the doctrine on which these
cases turned appear to have been iillf>itired or changed by any
thing that has 8ince taken place in the English courts, under the
same or other judges ? It is to be observed that this doctrine
embraces three requisites for a valid,p~tent that is to comprehend
. the application of a principle, by means which are different from
those used by the patentee. First, the principle itself must be
new in respect to practical application ; for as the principle
constitutes the basis of the invention, which invention is the
application of the principle to practical uses, novelty in the
application is of course essential to such a patent as we are here
considering. The principle itself\ which may be an element, or
truth, or force in nature, when abstracted from practical application, is not within the field of invention, in the sense of the
patent law. It is brought within the field of invention by practical application. Seaond, the patentee must have invented and
cle:::cribed some mode of carrying the principle into effect. He may
or he may not have invented new devices, contrivances, or means,
in order to give effect to the application of the principle. He has
invented what he is requirecl to invent when he has by any m.:Jans,
new or old, but by the use of means, for the first time given
practical application to the principle ; and he has described what
he is required to describe, when he has. sho\\'n a practical means
of effecting the application. The means itself is in such cases
new in its relation to the application of the principle, whether
it he in other relations and for other uses new or old. It may,
however, be a new device or instrument as to all :relations or
uses ; in which case it l)lay be, as an invention, quite distinct
•

•

and fan were to be employed to create and to regulate the exltaust, than to
describe how the mill-stone case or the stones themselves were to be fashioned.
The learned counsel for the defendants, after being familiarly acquainted with
the manner in which this part of the process ie: conducted, being a-1ked to suggest the fit language to be employed to instruct the workman how t!) adjust
the exhaust so as properly to suck away the plenum, that the stive may be discharged into the chamber above, were unable to devise any improvement upon
the specification.
"Therefore, the plaintiff being now allowed to be the inventor, the jury
being, in our opinion, fully justified in finding that the process had not been
publicly practised at Glasgow before the date of the patent, and the specification being sufficient, the patent is valid; and we have only to consider whether
there has been an actionable infringement.''
•

•

•

•
•

•

•
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from the subject-matter which is to be ~mbraced in a patent for
the application of the principle, and may be of itself the subject
of a distinct patent or claim. Tltird, the means described by the
patentee must be so described as to enable competent persons
. skilled in the art to effect a practical application of the principle,
or, in other words, to work or practise the invention. It will· be
found that in recent English cases, in which this subject of patenting or claiming a principle has been touched upon1 the absence
of one or more of these requisites has occasioned the difticulty
that has attended the patents.
§ 142. Thus in a case tried before Pollock, C. B., in 1855, it
· appeared that, before the plaintiff's invention, vegetable gas had
been made from the oil expressed from seeds and other vegetable
matter containing oleaginous substance. The plaintiff discovered
that such gas might be made direct from "the seeds, &c., omitting
the intermediate process of pressing out the oil. In his specification, he stated that his process of making gas from seed, &c.,
might be carried on by the apparatus ordinarily used for making
gas from coal, but he preferred projecting the seed into a hot retort,
&c., and gave for exemplification a plan of a retort. He then concluded with the following general claim : " I claim for making gas
direct fi.·om seeds, and matters herein named, for practical illuminations, or other .useful purposes, instead of making it from the
oils, resins, or gums previously extracted from such substances."
A "h:rdict was found for the defendant, under the ruling of the
court that the invention comprised in the patent was not a matter
for which letters-patent could by law be granted. On err.or to
the Exchequer Chamber, it was held that this direction was
erroneous, and that the making gas directly from seeds and other
oleaginous substances, instead of mcking it from oils, thus dispensing with one or two processes, was a patentable invention, if new.
A new trial wa.s therefore ordered. 1
•
§ 143. On the second trial, a previous patent was read in the
defence, which described a mode of making gas direct from seeds;
and thereupon the Chief Ba.ron directed the jury to find a verdict
for the defendant, upon the ground that the previous patent had
anticipated the plaintiff's discovery of the general principle that
gas may be made direct from seeds, and ·upon the further gl'Ound
•

•
1

Booth u. Kennard, 1 Hurlstone and Norman, 527.
•
•

•
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that the plaintiff's claim, being merely for making gas direct from
seeds, &c., without any reference to any m.Jthod of doing it, was
too large and general a claim, and could not be supported.
A rule nisi having been obtained, t.he Chief Baron, in delivering the judgment of the court, said: "It is a claim to make gas
direct from seeds, not in any mode pointed out in the specification,
but generally. After the publication of Heai:d's specification,
no patent could be taken out for the process generally, though a.
patent might be taken out for a particular method of doing it.
\V e think the plaintiff's patent was not for any particular method
of doing it, but fo:.: the doing of it by any method ; and we think
if even it had been new (which it turns out not to be), such a.
inode of specifying and claiming the invention cannot be sustained
as a good specification." 1
§ 144. The next case to be examined in this connection was one
tried before Lord Campbell in 1857, in which the patentee supposed himself, when he enrolled his specification, to have been the
first to invent the application of the principle of centrifugal force
in fliers employed in machine1·y for preparing, slubbing, and roving cotton, &c., for the purpo8e of producing a pressure upon the
bobbin, in order to make a hard and evenly compressed bobbin.
He described one mode of applying the centrifugal force to a flier
employed in an ordinary roving machine, by written d~;acription
and drawing, giving the devlC<:JS he used. He then auded: "I do
not intend to confine myself to this particular method ; Lut I
claim as my invention the application of the law or principle of
centrifugal force to the particular or special purpose above set
forth ; that is, to fliers used in machinery or apparatus for preBooth v. Kennard, 2 Hurl. & Norm. 84:. Practltioners who have occasion to prepare specifications should take warning from.this and other cases d
a similar nature, to avoid falling into the error of summing up thl' claim of
invention in such a way as to separate the principle supposed to have lJccn fur
the first time discovertld, from the means of applying the principle. However
novel and merit01ious the discovery, a specification which fails to describe
definitely a. means of applying and working the discovery cannot support a
general claim for the principle itself; and the cases uf Booth, Seed, and :Morse,
referred to in the text, have a strong tendency to show that, unless tb general
claim is so stated as to embrace directly or by implication the particular means
described for the application of the principle, and all other mean'l which will
substantially perform the like office in the application,·it will be in danger of
failing.
1

•

•
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paring, slubhing, or roving cotton and other fibrous material~:;, for
the purpose of producing a hard aml evenly compressed bobbin."
Minute as this supposed invention was, it was of great practical
utility ; and had the patentee in fact been the first person to make
a practical application of centrifugal force to the machinery and
the special purpose referred to, hl1 would have stood in a different
position to that which he in fact occupied. It turned out, however,
that an earlier patentee had, by a device or system of devices
somewhat different in their operation, anticipated the plaintiff in
the application of the principle of centrifugal force to this kind
of ma0hinery and for this special purpose. The patentee,'after
discovering this, filed a disclaimer, which, taken in connection
with his original specification, was held by the court to have
limited his claim to his one described means of using the centrifugal force; and the question tried was, whether the defendant
had infringed the claim so limited. After a verdict for the
plaintiff, the questinn clune before the Court of Queen's Bench,
in bcmc, whether the original s1mcification did not claim something
so different from that which was described as the subject of invention in the dischdmer, that the patentee had not properly specified
his invention. But it was held that this objection was not tenable;
that the patent as amended by the disclaimer was good for the
plaintiff's one mode o.!: using the centrifugal· force, and that
the defendant had infringed it.l On appeal to the Exchequer
Chamber, this construction of the original specification was not
disturbed ; but it was held unanimously that there was no evidence of infringement which ought to have been left to the jury.2
On a final appeal to the Huuse of J.. ords, the judgment of the
Exchequer Chamber was unanimously affirmed.3 Now it will be
found, by examining the opinions of the judges of the Exchequer
Chamber, and of the Lords who sat in this case on the final appeal,
that the evidence, which failed to show an infringement of the
patent as narrowed by the disclaimer, Fonld most probably have
been helcl sufficient to establish an infringement, if the original
specification had not been so narrowed, <'1' if the proofs affecting
the validity of the patent had left the patentee in a position to ·
claim the application of the principle of centrifugal force oy various
Seed v. Higgins, 8 Ell. & Bl. 755.
I Higgins v. Seed, 8 Ell. & m. 771.
a Seed v. Higgins, 3 Law Times R.,

1
•

N.

s. 101.

•

•
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means. It is quite true, undoubtedly, that the claim was a very
general one, and may have needecl amendment, if it had been
adhered to, so as to have let in evidence that the means used l1y
the defendant, although differing in form, performed the like office
in the application of the principle as the means used and described by the patentee. But without turning aside to consider
'
this, it may be useful on the topic now treated of, to note the
observations of some of the judges upon the nat1,1re and position of
this claim. Thus, Mr. Justice Williams, observing upon the original
intention of the patentee to take out a patent for a principle comprehending every possible mode of applying it, said: " Having that
intention, in order to comply with the terms on which the patent
was granted, of specifying and describing how the work was to he
performed, he attaches to his specification drawings showing one
way of applying the principle to a roving-machine having a flier.
. . . That is, he sets out one mode of application, yet wishes to
state that his patent consists in applying the principle in any way.
Then seeing that his claim is not good, either as comprehending
something not new, or as not explaining SU;fficiently so general a claim,
he enters a disclaimer." Willes, J., observed: "The patent was
originally taken out generally for an application of centrifugal
force to the proposed object. The patentee thought that this was
his own discovery, and did not know of Dyer's patent. Then he
discovered that Dyer had previously applied centrifugal force, and
therefore that his own patent could not be sustained. Accordingly
he lodged a disclaimer, abandoning his original claim except so
far as he had described, in his drawing, a machine by which the
application of centrifugal force could be effected." 1
Lord W ensleydale said, in the House of Lords : " They " [the
scientific witnesses] "prove and indeed that is evident from the
models that in the plaintiff's machine the centrifugal force
operates on a higher plane than the defendant's, and that in that
respect the plaintiff's is a better invention than the defendant's.
Bet that shows that the machines operate differently, although
they both operate on the finger or presser by centrifugal force, and .
. if the subject of the patent still were any mode of applying centrifugal force to the finger or presser, tmdoubtedly the defenda~t's
machine would have been an infringement. But the disclajmer
•

•

1

•

8 Ellis & Bl. 773, 774.

•
•
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puts an end to that argument; aml the patent being for a particular machine only, which clearly operates differently, it seems, I
own, to be very clear that one is not a piracy of the other. It is
only by confounding the patent as it wa.'J with the patent as it is,
that an infringement of the patent can be made out." 1
§ 145. These citations are sufficient to sl10w that there were
two difficulties attending this original claim. First, it was not
true that the patentee was the first to apply the principle of centrifugal force to the described purpose ; he would have failed
therefore in an attempt to enforce this claim, for want of the first
requisite in a patent which is to lay claim to the new application
of a principle. Second, his claim was perhaps too general for the
purposes of such a claim ; because it omitted to state that he
· claimed the application of the principle by the means he had described, and by all other means which would perforni the like
.office in the application. This addition to it might or might not
have brought the particular means of the defendant within the
scope of the patent; but it would have been, apparently, the true
way in which to l1ave amended it, if the previous !latent of Dyer
had not stood in the way.
The facts of this case have been specially examined in this connection, because it -does not appear that any thing took place in
either of the three tribunals impugning the previously settled
doctrine that, in certain conditions, there may be a patent for the
application of a principle. I shall have occasion hereafter to point
out some resemblances between this claim and tha;~ of Morse, and
to trace the simi1arity between the inventions of Morse and
Neilson. At present it l'il1 be worthy of the reader's notice that
Neilson's specification diLl not contain what is technically caJled a
"claim." But this omission does not effect the doctrine that is
to govern the patentable extent of such inventions. If Neilson,
after describing the nature of his invention, showing how it was
to be performed, and stating that its performance was practicable
by a great variety of contrivances of which he did not and could
· not give the shape or dimensions, had prt>ceeded to sum up in a
technical claim, he might have incurred the danger of separating
his ptinciple from all mechanical means, and thus have made it
1

Seed v. Higgins, House of Lords (6 Jur. N. s. 126!); Law Times Reports,
:s. s. vol. 3, p. 101, 105.
l'AT.
11
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too general. It. will he suggeste<.l hereafter, that tllis may Iuwe
been the error fallen into hy 1\Iorse, as it probably was Seed's
error. But it is also worthy of suggestion, whether a technical
claim, tlmt is apparently open to the criticism of being to0 general
and abstract, ought not to be saved by a construction that will
relieve it, if the intention of the patentee not to claim the principle
abstraetly from application by mechanical means can be fairly
gathered fi·om the whole specification,!
§ 146. \Ve may now turn to the American cases, in onler to
ascertain whether there is a substantial difference between the
Englbh doctrine and our own. One of the first cases in which
this subject appears to have been touched upon is that of Stone v.
Sprague, tried before :Mr. ..T ustice Story in 1840. The patentee
was the inventor of an improvement in ]omns, which consisted in
communicating motion from the 1·eed to the yarn-beam, and in the
connection of one with the other, which was {iescrihed as produced by a particular machinery; the invention being claimed as
follows : ~'I claim as my invention the connection of the reul with
the ~·arn-heam, and the communication of the motion from the
one to the other, 7(!hich may be done as above specified." It wus
contended, in the defence, that this was a claim for an ahstract
principle, or all modes by which motion could he communicated
from the reed to the yam-beam, and t}1erefore that the patent was
void. But the court construed it as a patent for an invention
limited to the specific machinery and mode of communicating the
motion specially described ; at the same time intimating a very
decided opinion that, if construed to include all other modes of
effecting the object, it would be void, as an attempt to maintain a
patent for an abstract principle.2
It will be readily understood, that, by a tecltnical claim, I mean the summary in which, according to the general practice, the patentee states what he
intends his patent shall secure to him. ·
2 Stone v. Sprague, 1 Story, 270.
Mr. Justice Story observed: "Upon the
question of .the true interpretation of the specification, the court entertain some
doubt. But on the whole, ut res magis t•aleat, fjUam pereat, we decide, that,
although the language is not without some ambiguity, the true intcl'}>retation
of it is, that the patentee limits his invention to th~ specific machinery and
mode of communication of the motion from the reel to the yar11-beam, set.
forth and specially described in the specification. We hold this opinion the
more readily, because we are of opinion, that, if it be construed to include nll
other modes of communication of motion from the reed to the yaru-beam, and
l
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As the observations made by the court in this case are exceedingly pointed, it may be worth while to inquire whether there
was not an intermediate view of it that might have been taken.
·was it in truth necer::.sary, in order to support this patent, to construe it as limitecl to the prech;e method set forth? This woulcl
depend, in part, upon the answer to the further inquiry, whether
there was no other construction than the one which would drive
the patentee to the extreme consequences indicated by the court.
It would scarcely seem tlmt this patent was one covering an abstract principle. At least, the report does not sufficiently inform
us what was the real novelty of the invention. If the pateutee
was the first person to discover and apply the principle of communicating motion from the reed to the yarn-beam (on which the
case does not inform us), and if he described a means of doing
it, then his patent did not claim an abstract principle, unless by
his claim he had severed the principle from all mechanical means.
By an abstract principle, in the sense of the patent law, I understand a law, or rule of action, or physical truth, disconnected
from practical application by means necessary to its working. If
this patentee had not pointed out, at the close of his claim, as he
'
did, that the principle or rule of communicating motion from the
reed to the yam-beam might be effected in the mode " above
specified," he would have been in the situation of claiming an
abstraction. But it would seem that, having described a means
of applying the principle, and having ch.imed its application by
that means, the question would arise whether the proper scope
of his patent did not embrace all analogous means which will
perfonn the like office in applying the principle as lds means.
The learned judge hints at those considerations whi~h we shall
presently find have had great influence in the discussion of this
subject; for hr:: alludes to the consequence of making the patent
for the connerGion of the one to the other generally, it is utterly void, as being
an attempt t'J maintain a patent for an abstract principle, or for all possible
and probable modes whatever of such conununication, although they may be
invented by others, and substantially differ from the mode described by the
plaintiff in his specification. A man might just as well L!aim a title to all
possible or practicable modes of communicating motion from a steam-engine
· to a steamboat, although he had invented but one mode; or, indeed, of communicating motion from any one thing to ali or any other things, sim1)Iy
because he had iuvented one mo.de of communicating motion from one
machine to another in a particular case."

•
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embrace other contrivances of future invention by otl1e1·s, and
differing substantially from those described by the patentee. But
it is to be observed that the question in all cases is, first, what is
the invention; and, secondly~ is tb~lt invention a patentahle subject ; and, if the invention really consists in the new application
of a, principle not before made use of, the future possible contrivances for applying the principle may stand in the relation of
equivalents or substitutions, as means of working the invention,
although they may in other senses differ substantially f1·om the
contrivances used by the patentee. The coil of pipes used hy
the defendant in Neilson's case was, in one sense, exceedingly
unlike the heating vessel or receptacle 'vhich a mechanic would
see described in his patent ; yet, as the invention covered by
the patent was held to consist in using air heated in any vessel
capable of answering the purpose of producing a hot blast, the
pipes, though of subsequent invention, were equivalent or substituted means in respect to the application of t.he principle.
§ 147. Upon the whole, the casE: of Stone v. Sprague, in respect
to the limitation of the claim to the specific devices or contrivances described in the patent, is probably to he regarded as a
case in which some one had preceded the plaintiff in communicating the described motion by another means. 'Vithout this 11y·
p::>thesis, it is not clear that the extreme alternative construction
'
suggested by the court would be necessary ; but the limited construction which confined the patentee to his device, as in the case
of Seed v. Higgins, ante, would upon this hypothesis he the
1ight one.
§ 148. Next in the order of time is the case of 'Vyeth v. Stone,
tried before the same judge in the same year. The patent was
granted "for a new and usefni improvement in the manner of
cutting ice, together with the machin"':'Y and apparatus the1·efor."
After setting forth two machines, to be used separately or in
combination, for the purpose of cutting ice, the patentee summed
up his claim as follows: " It is claimed as new, to cut ice of a
uniform size, by means of an apparatus worked by any other
power than human. The invention of this art, as well as of the
particular method of the application of the principle, are claimed
by the subscriber." It was held that the first clause of this claim
had undertaken to cover an art or principle in the abstract,
namely, the cutting of ice of a uniform size by means 0f an ap-

•
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paratus worked by any other power than human; which wmild
render the patent void, unless a disclaimer had been filed in sea~on'
to save it :io 1.1 ••r<'~:ent for the machines or machine which constitutell the l;<:rticular method embraced by the second clam;e of the
claim.1 Certainly if it was necessary to construe this as a claim
to the invention and appropriation of an a~·t, being the art of
cutting ice by any other than human power, it is an indb•putable
proposition that it covered no possihle suhject of a patent prh·ilege.
But the first clause of this claim was probably mere surplusage,
intended only to state that the patentee was the first person who
bd invented an apparatus for cutting ice of a uniform size, and
that it mattered not by what power the apparatus was moved
along the ice. The second ~lause is the one in which the inventimt resided ; and this appeared on the face of the claim to be a
particular method of applying what the patentee miscalled an art
or principle, it being in truth no art or principle whatever to cut
ice by any other than human power. In other words, the patent
was a patent for an apparatus to be used in cutting ice, and all
beyond that, which did not mislead any one, might have been
rejected as surplusage.· The case is not one which belongs strictly
to the class we are here consideriug. The patentee neither discovered nor applied any force, or truth, or element in nature, or
any law or property of matter, never before discovered and appliecl
to the same purpose. He merely invented a machine capable of
doing what had hefore been done by hand.
§ 149. From this case we pass to that of Foote v. Silsby (1849
-1853). The plaintiff claimed "the application of the expansive
and contracting power of a metallic rod by uifl'erent degrees of
heat, to open aml close a damper which governs the admission of
air into a stove, in which such rod shall he acted upon directly
by the heat of the stove or the fire which it contains." At the
trial before Conkling, J., he ruled that this was a claim for the
application of a natural property of metals to the purpose set
forth, and was not the fit subject of a patent, although the· specification described devices by which a metallic rod was to be made
to work in the application of the expansive and contractile property by means of variation in the heat of the stove. 1\Ir. Justice
Nelson reversed this construction, on a motion for a new trial,
1

'V"yeth v. Stone, 1 Story, 2i3.
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m1d held that the claim was not for a natural property of the
metallic rod, but for a new application of it by means of mechanical contrivances; and it appeared on this trial that the patentee
wa:> the first to make this application to the regulation of the heat
of a stove. The mechanical devices used by the defendant were,
however, substantially the same as those of the plaintiff. Upon
this the leamed judge observed: " I am not sure that the plaint~ff
was bound to go to this length in making out a case of infringement. There is some gr0und for the position that the new application of the principle, by means of mechanical contrivances,
constitutes of itself a part of his invention, and that any different
or improved mode of application is but an improvement upon his
1
discovery, and not available without his consent."
But the
verdict that was affirmed by the refusal of a new trial rested on
the validity of a claim which covered the particular combination
only. In this dictum we reach, for the first time in any American
case, the suggestion of a doctrine which, in reference to cases
of this kind, must either be established in or rejected from the
patent law. This doctrine treats the application of the principle,
by some mechanical means, as being at least a part of the invention and of the subject-matter of the patent; and, as a corollary
of this position, it regards a variation of the means, even if au
improvement, as still an iufringement, if used without the consent
of the patentee. The opposite doch;ine is that which is maintaiiletl by those who contend that the application of a principlP.
in this sense is not capable of appropriation under a patent ; that
its appropriation can extend only to the application of the principle as effected by the particular means used by the patentee,
and by such other means as may turn out to be colorable imitations, mechanical equivalents, or fraudulent evasions, to neither
of which categories is a real improvement to be referred. We
have seen what the weight of English authority is on this subject;
and, having now contrasted the opposite doctrines, we may continue the investigation of the cases in our own courts.
§ 150. The same patent involve~l in the case of Foote v. Silsby
suh;equently came before the same court in a proceecling in
equity, and feigned issues were orclered to try the question of
novelty of the general claim, as well as of one other claim which
1

Foote v. Silsby, 1 Blatchf. 445; s. c. 14 Howm·d, 218.
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covered the particular mechanical combination used by the
patentee. Mr. Justice Nelson instructecl the jury that the general
claim for the application of the principle of contraction and expansion in a metallic rod acted upon by the beat of the stove, to
open and close a damper for the regulation of the draft, was
valid, independently of the particular device used, provided the
patentee waF~ the first person to make the application of this priticiple to thispmpo~Se. In giving this instruction the leamed judge
followed what he understoocl to be the doctrine of Neilson v. Harford, and the interpretation which the present writer had given
to that case in his former treatise. The jury found hoth the
issues against the plaintiff, but on a final hearing in equity the
court clisregardecl the findings, and made a decree for the plaintiff. This decree, however, rested on the validity of the claim
which covered the particular combination used by the patentee,
and not on the general claim for the application of the principle,
the novelty of which was, in this proceeding, disprovecl.l
§ 151. This case of Foote v. Silsby reached the Supreme Court
of the United States, but not in a position to present for revision
the doctrine applied on the trial of the issues in respect to the
general claim of the patent; and before it came there, Morse's
case hacl been heard and clecided. There is a case, however,
which preceded Morse's in the Supreme Court, the history of
which should now be stated, because it is supposed to have been
decided upon the doctrine that governed the lattP-r case, ancl was
relied upon as a precedent by the majority of the court. This
was the case of Le Roy v. Tatham. The Tathams were the proprietors of a patent for an in,·:mtion by which lead pipe could be
made by being wrought under heat, by pressure and constriction,
from set metal, instead· of being cast in a mould. It was conceded, substantially, in the specification itself, that the combination of devices used in the process was not new, excepting in
their application for the working of a newly discovered property
of lead, which consisted in its capacity to reunite, after separation,
by being forced through a peculiar aperture, which admitted of
pressing the previously separated particles together, providecl the
1

Foote v. Silsby, 2 Blatchf. 260; s. c. 20 Howard, 378. It will be seen, by
examining the report in 20 Howard, that the basis of the decree in the court
below was differently understood by the different judges; a majority, however,
affirmed it, reducing the damages.
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lead is worked under heat, although in what is called a set state.
The employment of this property in the metal, which was a new
discovery, mJde an essential difference in the chamcter of the
article manufactured. The patentees stated their claim thus :
" ·we do not claim atl our invention and improvement any of the
parts of the above described machinery, independently of its
arrangement and combination above set forth. 'Vhat we do claim
as our invention, and desire to secure, is the combination of the
following parts above described, to wit, the core and bridge, or
guide-piece, with the cylinder, the piston, the chamber, and the
die, u:lwn used to forrn pipes of metal, under lwat and pressw·e,
in tlte manner set fortlt, or in any other manner substantially tlte
same." 1
§ 152. So far as there is any distinction between this invention
and Morse's, it consists in the fact that, in Tatham's case, the combinat~<in of machinery made use of is admitted to have substantially existed before, and to have been used in the manufacture
of pipe, but not in the manner and for the purpose described in the
patent; whereas, in Morse's case, the combination of machinery
employed by him was his own invention. But in both cases the
inventor effected the application and employment of a property
of matter never before u~ed for the production of the result at
which he aimed; that result, in the one case, being the solid union
of the particles of m,etal whieh had previously been out of contact ; and, in the other, the recording or marking of intelligible
signs at long distances. The decision in the case of Tatham
turned upon a construction of the claim, by which it was held,
contrary to the view of it taken in the Circuit Court, that it
covered, not the practical application of the newly discovered property in the metal, but the combination of the machinery in part,
putting the novelty of that combination in issue. The judgment
1Jelow was reversed, because it wa::; held that the novelty of the
combination of machinery was,· under the specification, a material
fact for the jury ; and the case was likened to that of Bean v.
Smallwood (2 Story, 408), which was an application of an old
contrivance to a new purpose. It was not denied that the practical application of a newly discovered property of matter is a
patentable invention, if effected by a ·described process sufficiently
1

Le Roy v. Tatham, l! Howard, 156.
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explained to enable an ordinary mecl1nnic to construct ancl·apply
the necessary process. But it seems to have been considered by
a majority of the judges, that, unless the machinery by which the
process was to be worked was novel, the invention amounted only
to the application of an old contrivance to a new purpose.l
§ 153. The view taken by the minority of the judges of this
patent of Tatham's embraces two important topics: first, it was
con~idered that, by the true construction of the claim, it did not
put in issue the novelty of the combination of machinery made
use of, but that it rested the invention on the new application of
that machinery to the development and employment of the newly
discovered property of the metal in the art of manufacturing
lead pipe ; secondly, it was deemed important to place upon record
an assertion of the doctrine that the discovery and practical application of a new p1inciple in the arts may become the subject
of a patent, even where the patentee claims no other novelty in
the mechanical means used, excepting the novelty which resides
in the employment itself of those means for the working of the
new principle. This explanation will be sufficimt to show the
judicial attitude of this subject at the time when the case of
2
O'Reilly v. Morse came before the Supreme Court.
See the opinion delivered as that of a majority of the court, by Mr. Justice
1\l'Lean, 14 How~rd, 171, et .~eq. That the doctrine which G.enies patentability
to the use of an old contrivance for a new wtrpose is not universally true, is
established by numerous exceptions. In the previous chapters I have endeavored, as far as practicable, to define what are double or analogous uses; and it
is quite well settled, that where the new use of an old contrivance or combina. tion practically results in effects new in kind, a11 by. the development and
application of a new property of matter, or a new method of working in the
arts, there is an invention which, when riglltly stated, may be patented. The
case of Le Roy v. Tatham (14 Howard) resulted unfavorably to the patentees,
by a construction of the claim which, if correct, shows that the real invention
was not duly described in the claim itself. But in :1 subsequent· proceeding
(in equity), this patent again came before the Supreme Court, and ap}>ears to
have been construed and sustained as a patent for a new process, which it
undoubtedly was. In coming to this result, ~he court necessarily discarded
the idea that the patented subject consisted in the application of an old contrivance to a new use, which was merely a double use, and they supported the
patent upon the ground that, although the machinery might be old, yet its
application to the development and employment of a new property of lead
made a new and patentable process. See Le Roy v. Tatham, 22 Howard,

•

1

132.
2

The dissenting opinion delivered by Nelson, J., in Le Roy v. Tatham,
and concurred iu by 'Vayne, J., and Grier, J., is in part as follows:-

'

·'
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§ 1£3 a. In the case of Roberts v. Dickey, the invention claimed
was a method of increasing the productiveness of oil wells by

•

" The patentees state, that they do not intend to confine themselves to the
arrangement of the apparatus thus particularly specified, and point out seYeral
other modes by which the same result may be produced, all of which variations
would readily suggest themselves, as they observe, to any practical engineer,
without departing from the substantial originality of the invention, the remarkable feature of w1.lich, they say, is, that lead, when in a set state, being
yet under heat, can be made, by extreme pressure, to reunite perfectly around
a core after separation, and thus be formed into strong pipes or tuhes. Pip~s
thus made are found to possess great solidity and unusual strength, and a fine
uniformity, such as had never before been attained by any other mode. The
essential difference in its character, and which distinguishes it from all other
heretofore known, they add, is, that it is wrought under heat, by pressure and
constriction, from set or solid metal.
''They do not claim, as their invention or improvement, any of the parts
of the machinery independently of the arrangement and combination set
forth.
"'"'hat we claim as our invention,' they say, 'is the combination of the
following parts above described, to wit, the core aml bridge or guide-piece,
with the cylinder, the piston, the chamber, and die, when used to form pipes
of metal under heat and pressure, in the manner set forth, or in any other
manner substantially the same.'
" It is supposed that the patent~es claim, as the nov1!lty of their iilYention,
the arrangement and combination of the machinery which they have described,
disconnected from the employment of the n~w property of lead, which they
have discovered, and by the practical application and use of which they have
succeeded in producing the new manufacture. And the general title or description of their invention, given in the body of their letters-patent, is referred to
as evidence of such claim. But every patent, whatever may be the general
heading or title by which the invention is designated, refers to the specification annexed for a more particular dese1iption; and hence this court has heretofore determined that the specification constitutes a part of the patent, ami
that they must be construed together when seeking to ascertain the discovery
claimed. Hogg et al. v. Emerson, t} How. 437.
"The same rule of construction was applied by the Court of Exchequer, in
England, in the case of Neilson's patent for the hot-ai·· blast. Webster's
Cases, an.
" Now, on looking into the specification, we see that the leading feature of
the invention consists in the discovery of a new property in the article of lead,
and in the employment and adaptation of it, by means of the machinery
described, to the production of a new article, wrought pipe, never before successfully made. Without the discovery of this new property in the metal, the
machinery and apparatus would be useless, and not the subject of a patent.
It is in connection with this property and the embodiment and adaptation of
it to practical use, that. the machinery is described, and the arrangement

••
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causmg an explosion of gunpowder in the particular manner
described. This invention was based upon the geological knowlclaimed. The discovery of this new element or property led naturally to the
apparatus, by which a new and most useful result is produced. The apparatus
was but incidental, and subsidiary to the new and leadil'g idea of the invention. And hence, the patentees set forth, as the leading feature of it, the discovery that lead, in a solid state, but under heat and extreme pressure in a
close vessel, will reunite, after separation of its parts, as completely as though ·
it had never been separated. It required very little ingenuity, after the experiments in a close vessel, by which this new property of the metal was first
developed, to construct the necessary machinery for the formation of the pipe.
The apparatus, essential to develop this property, would at once suggest the
material parts, especially in the state of the art at the time. Any skilful
mechanic, with Burr's machine before him, would readily construct the
requisite machinery.
" The patentees, therefore, after describing their discovery of this property
of lead, and the apparatus by means of which they apply the metal to the
manufacture of pipe, claim the combination of the machinery only when used
to form pipes under heat and pressure, in the manner set forth, or in any other
manner substantially the same. They do not claim it as new separately, or
when used for any other purpose, or in any other way; but claim it only when
applied for the 1mrpose and in the way pointed out in the specification. The
combination, 11.s machinery, may be old; may have been long used; of itself,
what no one could claim as his invention, and may not be the subject of a
patent. Wlwt is claimed is, that it never had been before applied or used in
the way and for the pur}Jose they have used and applied it, namely, in the
embodiment and adaptation of a newly discovered property in lead, by means
of which they are enabled to produce a new manufacture, wrought pipe, out
of a mass of solid lead. Burr had attempted it, but failed. These patentees,
after the lapse of seventeen years, having discovered this new property in the
metal, succeeded by the use and employment of it, and since then none other
than wrought lead pipe, made out of solid lead, has been found in the market,
having superseded, on account of its superior quality and cheapness, all other
moues of manufacture.
"Now the construction, which I unrh:rt~tand a majority of my brethren are
inclined to give to this patent, namely, tl\at the patentees claim, as the originality of their invention, simply the comhination of the machinery em,t~loyed,
with great deference, s~·~ms to me contrary to the fair and reasonable import
of the language of the specification, and also of the summary of the claim.
The tendency of modern discoveries is to construe specifications benignly, and
to look through mere forms of expression, often inartificially used, to the substance, and to maintain the right of the patentee to the thing really invented,
if ascertainable upon a liberal consideration of the language of the specification, when taken together. For this purpose, phrases, standing alone, are not
to be singled out, but the whole are to be taken in connection. 1 Sumner,
482-485.

".Baron Parke observed, in delivering the opinion of the court in Neilson's
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edge that petroieum, or other oil taken from oil wells, was contained in seams or crevices, usually in the second or third strata
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patent, "that half a century ago, or even less, within fifteen or twenty
years, there seems to haYe been very much a practice with both judges antl
juries to destroy the patent right, even. of beneficial patents, by exercising
great astuteness in taking objections, either as to the title of the patent, but
more particularly as to the specifications, and many valuable patent 1·ights
haye been destroyed in consequence of the objections so taken. Within the
last ten years or more, the courts h:we not been so strict in taking objections
to the specifications, and they have endeavored to hold a fair hand between
the patentee and the public, willing to give the patentee the reward of his
patent.'
" Construing the patent before us in this spirit, I cannot but think that the
thing really discovered, and intended to be described, and claimed by tlll'se
patentees, cannot well be mistaken. That they did not suppose the nowlty
of their invention consisted simply in the arrangement of the machinery
described, is manifest. They state, distinctly, that the leading featurll of
their discovery consisted of this new property of lead, and some of its alloys ;
this, they say, is the remarkable feature of their invention; and the apparatus
described is regarded by them as subordinate, and as important only as
enabling them to give practical effect to this newly discovered property, by
means of which they produce the new manufacture. If they have failed to
describe and claim this, as belonging to their invention, it is manifest, upon
the face of their specification, that they have failed to employ the proper
words to describe and claim what they intended ; and that the very case is
presented, in which, if the court, in the language of Baron Parke, will
endeavor to hold a fair hand between the patentee and the public, it will look
through the forms of expression used, and discover, if it can, the thing really
invented. Apply to the specification this rule of construction, and all difficulty at once disappears. The thing invented, and intended to be claimed, is
too apparent to be mistaken.
" The patentees have certainly been unfortunate in the language of the
specification, if, upon n. fair and liberal interpretation, they have claimed only
the simple apparatus employed; when they have not only set forth the discovery
of this property in the metal, as the great feature in their invention, but, as is
manifest, without it the apparatus wouid have been u90kss. Strike out this
new property from their description and from their claim, and nothing
valuable is left. All the rest would be worthless. This lies at the foundation
upon which the great merit of the invention rests, and without a knowledge
of which the new manufacture could not have been produced ; and, for aught
we know, the world would have been dep:•ived of it down to this day.
" If the patentees had claimed the combination of the core and bridge or
guide-piece, with the cylinder, the chambers, and tht die, and stopped there,
I admit the construction, now adopted by a majority oi my brethren. could
not be denied ; although, even then, it would be obvious, from an examination
of the specification as a whole, that the draughtsman had mistaken the thing
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of sandstone, or other rock abounding in the oil regions ; and that
these seams, being of different dimensions and irregularly located,

•

really invented, an<l substituted in its place matters simply incid<'ntal, and of
com1Jarative insignificance. But the language .of the claim does not stop here.
The combination of thesr. parts is claimed only when used to form pipes of
lead, under heat and pressure, in the manner set forth, that is, when used for
the embodiment and adaptation of this new property in the metal for making
wrought pipe out of a solid mass of lead. This guarded limitation of the use
excludes the idea of a claim to the combination for any other, and ties it down
to the instance when the use incorporates within it the De'\" idea or element
which gives to it its value, and by means of which the new manufacture is
produced. How, then, can it be consistently held, that here is a simple claim
to the machinery and nothing more, when a reasonable interpretation of the
words not only necessarily excludes any such claim, but in express terms sets
forth a different one,
one not only different in the conception of the hrvention, but different in the practical working of the apparatus, to accomplish
the purpose intended?
•
" I conclude, therefore, that the claim, in this case, is not simply for the
apparatus employed by the patentees, but for the embodiment or employment
of the n~Jwly discovered property in the metal, and the practical adaptation of
it, by these means, to the production of a new result, nam~Jly, the manufacture of wrought pipe out of solid lead.
"Then is this the proper subject-matter of a patent?
" This question was first largely discussed by counsel and court in the
celebrated case of Boulton v. Bull, 2 H. Black. 4U:}, involving the validity of
Watt's patent, which was for • a new invented method for lessening the consumption of fuel and steam in fire-engines.' This was effected by enclosing
the steam vessel or cylinder with wood or other material, which preserved the
heat in the steam vessel, and by condensing the steam in separate vessels. It
was admitted, on the argument, that there was no new mechanical construction invented by Watt, and the validity of the patent was placed on the ground
that it was for well-known principles, practically applied, producing a new
and useful result. On the other hand, it was conceded, that the applkation
of the principles in the manner described was new, and produced the result
claimed; but it was denied that this constituted the subject-matter of a patent.
Heath and Buller, Justices, agreed with the counsel for the defendant. But
Lord Chief Justice Eyre laid down the true doctrine, and which, I think, will
be seen to be the admitted doctrine of the courts of England at this day.
'Undoubtedly,' he observed, 'there can be no patent for a mere principle;
but for a principle, so far embodied and connected with corporeal substances
as to pe in a condition to act, and to produce effects in any art, trade, mystery,
or manual occupation, I think th~Jre m!ly be a patent. Now this,' he ·continues, 'is, in my judgment, the thing for which the patent sL~t.t.1d in the case
was granted ; and this is what the specification describes, though it miscalls
it a principle. It is not that the patentee conceived an abstract notion that
the consumption of steam in fire-engines may be lessened, but he has dis-
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were frequently not penetrated l1~.._tJ1f' wells made for this purpose,
'Yhich circumstance materially affected the supply of oil. .1\lOlles
•

covered a practical manner of doing it; and for that practical manner of doing
it he has taken this patent. Surely,' he observes, 'this is a very different
thing from taking a patent for a principle. The apparatus, as we have said,
was not new. There is no new mechanical construction, said the counsel fur
the patentee, invented by Watt, capable of being the subject of a distinct
specification ; but his discovery was of a principle, the method of applying
which is clearly set forth.' Chief Justice Eyre admitted that the means H~l·d
were not new, and that, if the patent had been taken out for the mechanism
used, it must fail.
"He observed: 'When the effect produced is some new substance or composition of things, it should seem that the privilege of the sole working or
making ought to be for such new substances or cc.mposition, without regard
to the mechanism or process by which it has been produced, which, though
perhaps also new, will be only useful as producing the new substance.'
Again: 'When the effect produced is no new substance or composition of
things, the patent can only be for the mechanism, if new mechanism is used;
or for the process, if it be a new method of operating, with or without old
mechanism, by which the effect is produced.' And again he observes: • If we
wanted an illustration of the possible melit of a new method of operating with
old machinery, we might look to the identical case before the court.' Pages
493, 495, 496.
"This doctline, in expounding the law of patents, was announced in 1795;
and the subsequent adoption of it by the English courts shows that Chief
Justice Eyre .was considerably in advance of his assoCiates upon this branch of
the law. He had got rid, :it an early day, of the prejudice against patents so
feelingly referred to by Baron Parke in Neilson v. Harford, and comprehended
the great advantages to his country if properly encouraged. He observed, in
another part of his opinion, that ' the advantages to the public from improve·
ments of this kind are beyond all calculation important to a commercial
country; and the ingenuity of artists, who turn their thoughts towards such
improvements, is, in itself, deser•:ing of encouragement.'
"This doctrine was recognized by the Court of King's Bench in the Kin~
v. Wheeler, 2 B. & Ald. 350.
" It is there observed, that the word ' manufacturers,' in the Patent Act,
may be extended to a mere process to be carried on by known implements or
elements, acting upon known substances, and ultimately producing some other
known substance, but producing it in a cheaper or more expeditious manner,
or of a better or more useful kind.
·
"Now, if this process to be carried on by known implements acting upon
known substances, and ultimately producing some other known substance of
a better kind, is patentable, a fortiori, will it be patentable, if it ultimately
produces not some other known substance, but an entirely new and useful
substance?
"In :Forsyth's patent, which consists of the application and use of detonat-

-
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of overcoming this difficulty had been used, but with only partial
success. The improvement of the patentee was to fracture the
•

ing powder as priming for the discharge of fire-arms, it was held that whatever
might be the construction of the lock or contrivance by which the powder was
to be discharged, the use of the detonating mixture as priming, which article
of itself was not new, was an inflingement. Webs. Pat. Cas. 9!, 97 ( n);
Curtis on Pat. 230.
'
"This case is founded upon a doctrine 'vhich has been recognized in several
subsequent cases in England, namely, that where a person discovers a principle or }Jroperty of nature, or where he conceives of a new application of a wellknown principle or property of nature, and also of some mode of carrying it
out into practice, so as to produce or attain a new and useful effect or result,
he is entitled to Jlrotection against all other modes of carrying the same principle or pro~1erty into practice for obtaining the same effect or 1·esult.
" The novelty of the conception consists in the discovery and application
in the one case, and of the application in the other, by which a new product
in the arts or manufactures is the effect; and the question, iu case of an
inf1ingement, is as to the substantial identity of the p1inciple or property, and
of the application of the same, and consequently the means or machinery made
use of, material only so far as they effect the identity of the application.
"In the case of Jupe's patent for 'an improved expanding table,' Baron
Alderson ouserved, speaking of this doctrine: 'You cannot take out a patent
for a principle; ~·ou may take out a patent for a princil_)le coupled with the
mode of carrying the principle into effect. But then, you must start with
having invented some mode of carrying the principle into effect; if you have
done that, then you are entitled to protect yourself from all other modes of
carrying the same principle into effect, that being treated by the jury as piracy
of your original invention.' 'Vebs. Pat. Cas. HG. The same doctrine was
maintained also in the case of Neilson's patent for the hot-air blast, in the
K. B. and Exchequer in England. Webs. Pat. Cas. 342, 3il; Curtis,§§ 74,
148, 23:2; Webs. Pat. Cas. 310.
"This patent came also before the Court of Sessions in Scotland; and in
submitting the case to the jury, the Loru Justice remarked: 'That the main
merit, the most important part of the invention, may consist in the conception
of the ori.~inal idea, in the disco\'ery of the principle in science, or of the
law of nature, stated in the patent; and little or no pains may have been taken
in working out the best mode of the application of the principle to the purpose
set forth in the patent. But still, if the principle is stated to be awlicable to
any special purpose, so as to produce any result previously unknown, in the
way and for the objects described, the patent is good. It is no longer an
abstract principle. It becomes to be a principle turned to acconnt to a practical object, and applied to a special result. It becomes, then, not an abstract
principle, which means a principle considered apart from .any special purpose
or practical operation, but the discovery and statement of a principle for a
special purpose, that is, a practical invention, a mode of carrying a principle
•
mto effect. That such is the law,' he observes, 'if a well-known principle is
•
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oil-bea1·ing rock in proximity to the bore of the well, and for some
distance around it, thus making artificial
passages
into
seams
or
•

·

applied for the first time to produce a practical result for a special purpose, lms
never been disputed; and it would b& very strange and unjust to refuse the
same legal effect when the inventor has the additional merit of discovering the
principle as well as its application to a practical object.'
"Then he observes, again: 'Is it an objection to the patent, that, in its
application of a new principle to a certain specified result, it includes every
variety of modfl of applying the principle according to the general statement
of the object and benefit to be obtained'? This,' he observes, 'is a question of
law; and I must tell you distinctly that this generality of claim, that is, for all
modes of applying the principle to the purpose specified, according to or within
a general statement of the object to be attained, and of the use to b~ made of
the agent to be so applied, is no objection to the patent. The application or
use of the agent for the purpose specified may be carried out in a great variety
of ways, and only shows the beauty and simplicity and comprehensiveness of
the invention.'
" This case was carried up to the House of Lords on exceptions to the
charge, and, among others, to this part of it, which was the sixth exception,
and is us follows: 'In so far as he (the judge) did not direct the jury, that, on.
the construction of the patent and specification, the patentee cannot claim or
maintain that his patent is one which applies to all the varieties in the apparatus which may be employed in heating air while under blast; but was limited
to the particular described in the specification.' And, although the judgment
of the court was reversed in the House of Lords on the eleventh exception. it
was expressly affirmed as respects this one. Lord Campbell at first doubted,
but, after the decision of the courts in England on this patent, he admitted
that the instruction was right. Webs. Pat. Cas. 683, 08!, 698, 717.
" I shall not pursue a mference to the authorities on this subject any
further. The settled doctrine to be deduced from them, I think, is, that a.
person having discovered the application for tht.> first time of a well-known la1v
of nature, or well-known property of matter, by means of which a new result
in the arts or in manufactures is produced, and ha.~ pointed out a mode by
which it is produced, is entitled to a patent; and if he has not tied himself
down in the specification to the p:r ::cular mode described, he is entitled to be
protected against ~ll modes by whicn the same result is produced, by an appli·
cation of the same law of n:nttre or property of matter. And, afortiori, if he
has discovered the law of nature or property of matter, and applied it, is he
entitled to the patent and aforesaid protection?
"And why should not this be the law? The original conception, the
novel idell. in the one case is the new application of the principle or property
of matter, and the new producf. in the arts or manufactures, in the other, in
the discovery of the principle or property, and application, with like result.
The mode or means are but inddental, and flowing naturally from the original
conception; and hence of incm;siderable merit. But it is said this is patenting
a principle, or elemeut of nature. The authorities to which I have referred
•

•
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crevices containing oil, which, without such passages, would not
communicate with the well. and also enlarging existing apertures
answer the objection. It was answered by Chief Justice Eyre, in the case of
Watt's 1mtent, in 1795, fifty-seven years ago; and more recently in still more
eXJ>licit and auth01itative terms. And what if the principle is incorporated in
the invention, and the inventor protected in the enjoyment for the fourteen
years? He is J>rotected only in the enjoyment of the ap]Jlication for the special
pnrpose and object to which it has been newly applied by his genius and skill.
For every other purpose and end, the principle is free for all mankind to use.
And, where it has been discovered as well as aJ>plied to this one purpose, and
open to the world as to every other, the ground of complaint is certaip.ly not
very obvious. Undoubtedly, w!thin the range of the purpose and object for
whbh the principle has been for the first time applied, piracies are interfered
with during the fourteen years. But anybody may take it up and give to it
any other apr!ication to the enlargement of the arts and of m·.mufactures,
without restriction. He is only debm·red from the use of the new application
for the limited time, which the genius of others has already invented and put
into successful practice. The protection does not go beyond the thing which,
for the first time, has been discovered and brought into practical use, and is
no broader than that extended to every other discoverer or inventor of a new
art or manufacture.
" I own I am incapable of comprehending the detriment to the improvements in the country that may flow from this sort of protection to inventors.
"To hold, in the case of inventions of tllis character, that the novelty must
consist of the mode or means of the new application producing the new
result, would be holding against the facts of the case, as no one can but see
that the original conception reaches far beyond these. It would be mistaking
the skill of the mecha1lic for the genius of the inventor.
" Upon this doctrine, some of the most brilliant and useful inventions of
the day, by men justly regarded as public benefactors, and whose names reflect
honor upon their country, the successful application of steam power to the
propn lsion of vessels and railroad cars, the application of the electric current
for the instant communication of \r~tellirrence from one extrenlity of the
country to the' other, and the more recent but equally bdlliaut conception, the
propulsion of vessels by the application of the expansibility of heated air,
the air supplied from the atmosphere that .surrounds them. It will be found,
on consulting the system of laws established for their encouragement and protection, that the world had altogether mistaken the merit of their discovery ;
that, instead of the originality and brilliancy of the conception that had been
unwittingly attributed to them, the whole of it consisted of some simple
mechanical contrivances· which a mechanician of ordinary skill could readily
have devised; Even Franklin, if he had turned the lightning to account, in
order to protect himself from piracies, must have patented the kite, and the
thread, and the key, as his great original conception, which gave him a name
throughout Europe, as well as at home, for bringing down this element from
the heavens, and subjecting it to the service of man. And if these simple
FAT,
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into oil deposits, or clearing such apertures when they had become
clogged. The metho(l devised for accomplishing these objects was
to sink into the well to the desired position a water-tight flask
containing gunpowd·ei··o-e· other powerful explosive material, then
to fill the well with water aml cause an explosion of the powder
in the flask, which would open communication between the well
and the oil-bearing crevices. ~~ It has been further urged, " sakl
Mr. Justice Strung, "that all Roberts discovered was that the
seams or rifts in oil-bearing rock would, if opened by a blast,
yield oil, and that this was merely a discovery of a law of nature,
a geological truth, and not the invention of a new art or manufacture. If this. were all, doubtless it would not have been patentable. But it was not all. He devisecl a mode of turning to practical
account this geological truth; and if the means thus devised were
novel, if the process was the product of invention and was useful,
it was a proper subject for a patent."
This combination, therefore, of instrumentalities before known
to produce a new and useful result, was held to be patentable as
an art.1
contrivances, taken together, and disconnected from the control and use of
the element by which the new application and new and useful result may have
been produced, happened to be old and well known, his patent would be void;
or, if some follower in the track of genius, with just intellect enough to make
a different mechanical device or contrivance, for the same control and application of the element, and produce the same !esult, he would, under this ,;ew
of the patent law, entitle himself to the full enjoyment of the fruits of Franklin's discovery.
" If I rightly comprehend the ground upon which a majority of my
brethren have placed the decision, they do not intend to controvert so much
the doctrine which I have endeavored to maintain, and which, I think, rests
u.pon settled authority, as the application of it to the particular case. They
su;•pose that the patentees have claimed only the combination of the different
parts of the machinery described in their specification, and therefore are tied
down to the maintenance of that as the novelty of their invention. I have
endeavored to show that this is a mistaken interpretation; and that they claim
the combination only when used to embody and give a practical application to
the newly discovered property in the lead, by means of which a new manu·
factme is produced, namely, wrought pipe out of a solid mass of lead; which,
it is conceded, was never before successfully accomplished.
" :For these reasons, I am constrained to differ with the judgment they
have arrived at, and am in favor of affirming that of the court below."
1 Roberts v. Dickey (1871), 4 Fisher's Pat. Cas. 532. "It was insisted
in the argt1ment," said l\lr. Justice Strong, "that the claim of the patentee
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§.153 b. In the case of Piper?,, Brown, decided in the CircuitComt
for the District of Massachusetts in 1870, the invention consisted
in a metltod of preserving fish and other articles hy placing them
v;ithin a chamber and cooling the latter by means of a freezing
mixture so applied that no communication should exist hetween
the interior of the preserving chamber and that of the vessels in
which the freezing :aixture was placed. The inventor di<l not
claiin to have invented the means of producing artificial congelation, or to have discovered the fact that no decay takes place in
animal substances, so long as they are kept a few degrees below
the freezing point of water. But his claim was for the practical
application of these to the art of preserving fish and meats, and
he described the apparatus for effecting successfully the objects of
his invention. The court held this to be a new and valuable improvement, and patentable as an "art." I
is for that which is known and denominated as a double use, and it was urged
that if Roberts was the first to use torpedoes in oil wells with success, it was
only obtaining a different fluid from what had been obtained before by the
· same means. This argument proceeds under a misapprehension of the subject of the patent. It would be of weight, were the invention claimed only
the application of an old and known process to a new use. But that is not
what was patented. It has already been seen that the invention claimed is
not the employment of explosive materials as a mechanical force, nor is it
enclosing such materials in flasks of specified forms, or any particular mode of
merely producing an explosion. :Nor is it simply causing an explosion in a
well or under water. Nor is it a result, obtaining oil. It is doing these
things under peculiar and novel arrangements. It is a process of which some
or all these things are a part, instruments or agencies in the process. Until
then, it is shown that the process, as described in the specification, was known
as a process before this patent was issued, and that it had been applied in the
same way to some use cognate to that to which this patent applied it, the
argument of the defendant that the claim is only for a new use of an old
thing, or, in other words, for a double use, mus~ fail. It is an incorrect view
of the patent to consider it as an attempt to secure the exclusive use of a
well-known mechanical force operating in the usual manner, and applied by
familiar mechanical devices, for a purpose existing in the mind of the operator,
in the same way in which it had been applied for other purposes by other
operators."
1
4 F:aher's Pat. Cas. 175. In delivering the judgment of the court,
Judge Shepley said: "It is not that the patentee claims to have discovered
the fact that no decay takes place in animal tissues, as l'lng as they are kept a
few degrees below the freezing point of water, nor does he claim to have
•
mvented any means of producing artificial congelation. The active agent for
producing congelation, and the effect of congelation on animal substances, was
•
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§ 154. To the case of O'Reilly v. Morse, therefore, we may now
return ; and there can be no dr,ubt that it presented most of the
important features involved in this much-controverted doctrine.
first, it appeared on the evidence that Morse was the first person
to make use of a current of the electro-magnetic fluid, as a moving force, to cause the vibration of an im~tl'tlment suspemleu at
the extremity of a long wire, for the purpose of recording or
making intelligible signs or sounds. Seaondly, that he had constructetl, and described in his specification, an elaborate combination of machinery, by which the electro-magnetic fluiu coulu be
so used. Tltirdly, that he not only claimed this machinery as a
new invention, but that he also sought to claim the principle
of using the motive power of ·the electro-magnetic fiuiu for this
particular purpose generally. It was ascertained by the facts of
the ca:o:e that he had made a new application of the power which
he employed ; but a majority of the judges held that his general
claim was void, because it was too sweeping and comprehensive.1
§ 155. The principal ground on which this decision was l'eacbeJ
appears to have been that the eighth claim of the patent was virtually a claim for an abstraction ; that to holu it valid it would be
well known. But he claims that he was the first to discover antl retluce to
practice an art of produch1g and continuing this artificial congelation U}JOn
animal substances, euclos<>d in a chambel""·ith non-conducting walls, which
chamber was a close chamber, that is, having no conummication with the
outer or surrounding atmosphere, and so coustructed also that no commw1i·
cation shall exist between the interior of the preserving chamber and that of
the vessels in which the freezing mixture is placed. Tlus claim is not limiteu
to a method of supplying and renewing the frigorific mixture without exposing
the animal substances in the preserving chamLer, and the atmosphere itseli in
the preserving chamber to change of temperature from contact with the outer
atmosphere, while the active agent of congelation the frigorific mixtureis being supplied. It ll1'oceeds upon the further and broader gronntl that an
injurious effect upon the animal substances to be preserved results :ll·om the
presence in the preserving chamber itself, of the salt and ice, or other freezing
mixture, ~ffecting the atmosphere of the preserving chamber. The patentee
proposes to preserve animal substances in an atmosphere not materially
affected by the tem1Jerature of the external atmosphere suuonndiug the
chamber, because the atmosphere in which the animal substances are placed
iR confined by non-conducting walls in a close chamber, and what is more im·
!Jortant in an atmosphere • freezing,' because reduced to a low temperature
by contact with the exterio1·s of' the 11ipes containing the frigorific mixtures,
and • dry ' because free :ll·om contact 'vith the freezing mixture itself."
1 O'Ueilly v. Morse, 15 Howa1·d, G2.
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n
to say that no spceification of the means by which the
patentee effected the use of the motive power was necessary, and
that he had only to announce that hy using that motive po,ver he
could print or mark intelligible characters or sounds at a distance.
We have already seen that when the summary of a patent appears
to have separated the principle of employing a natural agent for
a new purpose from all means of giving it that employment, it
becomes an abstraction, and is not within the scope of the patent
law either in England or in this country. But we have also seen
that, when to a claim of a discovery of this kind there is added a
practical mode of effecting what is proposed, the question wears a
different aspect. If the general claim of l\Iorse's patent, fairly
construed, separated the use of the galvanic fluid from all mechanical means of using it, it was clearly void. A minority of the
judges strongly questioned the propriety of this construction, and
·pointed out, from other parts of his specification, that Morse had
described a recording or printing telegraphic machinery, and that
the use which he claimed of the motive power of the galvanic fluid
was a use in a printing or recording telegraph. This characteristic of his invention, they said, should be taken into view in
construing the claim in controversy; and, if taken into vim"·,
and if the fact is added that he described an appropriate apparatus to be used for this purpose, they held that the claim does nut
result in an abstraction.
•
§ 156. Another ground relied upon by the majority of the com~
consisted in a denial that Neilson's case, as decided in the Court
of Exchequer, covered the case of Morse's claim. It is somewhat
difficult to see that Neilson's claim, as allowed by the Court of
Exchequer, was valid if l\Iorse 's claim was void ; and if we take
1\Ir. Chief Justice Taney's statement of the decision in Neilson's
case, it leads to the same result in Morse's. In Neilson's case
(to use the words of the Chief Justice in delivering the opinion
of the Supreme Court upon Morse's claim), "it was finally decided that this principle [that hot air would promote the ignition
of fuel better than cold] must be regarded as well known, and
that the plaintiff had invented a mechanical mode of applying it to
furnaces; and that his invention consisted in interposing a heated
receptacle between the blower and the furnace, and by this means
heating the air after it left the blower and before it was thrown
into the fire. Whoever, therefore, used this method of throwing
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hot air into tbe furnace, used the process he had invented, and
thereby infringed his patent, although the form of the receptacle
or the mechanical arrangements for heating it might be different
' from those described by the patentee. For, whatever form was
adopted for the receptacle, or whatever mechanical arrangements
were made for l1eating it, the effect would be produced in a greater
or less degree if the heated receptacle was placed between the
blower and the furnace, and the current of air passed through it." 1
In like manner, mutatis mutandis, similar conditions are predicable
of Morse's invention. The principle or truth, that the electromagnetic fluid is a moving force, may, for the purposes of adjudicating a question of its appropriation under a patent, be assumecl
as knOWJ:\. The machinery then consists in connecting a galvanic
battery, from which the fluid is to be generated, by means of a
wire of indefinite length, with a recording instrument that is to be
moved by that force. By this means the force is to be made to act
upon the recording instrument. To this is added a contrivance
for closing and breaking the circuit, in order that the force may
not act continuously. Within the limits of these conditions,
whatever form was adopted for the mechanical arrangements
used, the effect of moving the recording instrument at the required intervals for marking intelligible characters or sounds would
be produced. Although it is true that Morse had not discovered
that the electric or galYanic current will always print at a distance
undm· all conditions, he had discovered that under certain con•
clitions it will do so; and the real inquiry was, whether he could
not by a patent app.fupriate those conditions and all the variations
of mechanical arrangements which are within those conditions~
Just as in Neilson's case the dh;covery was that, nnder certain
conditions, namely, of the interposition of a heating vessel of any
form or size that would raise the temperature of the blast on its
passage through that vessel, the effect of using a hot blast could
he produced, and consequently his method could be used.
§ 157. Finally, the objection was much relied upon by the
majority of the Supreme Court, that to allow this claim of Morse's
as valid would be to stop the progress of invention. This objection deserves to be quoted in the words of the Chief Justice.
"For aught that we now know, some future inventor, in the
•

•
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onward march of science, may discover a mode of writing or
printing at a distance by means of the electric or galvanic current,
without using any part of the process or combination set forth in
the plaintiff's specification. His invention may be less complicated, less liable to get out of order, less expensive in construction
and in its operation. But yet, if it is covered by this patent, the
inventor could not use it, nor the public have the benefit of it,
without the permission of this patentee. Nor is this all : while
he shuts the door against the inventions of other per8on8, the
patentee would be able to avail himself of new discoveries in the
properties and powers of electro-magnetism which scientific men
might bring to light. For he says he does not confine himself to
the machinery or parts of machinery which he specifies, but claims
for himself a monopoly in its use, however developed, for the
purpose of printing at a distance. New discoveries in physical
science may enable him to combine it with new agents and new
elements, and by that means attain the object in a manner superior to the present process, and altogether different from it. And
if he can secure the exclusive use by hia present patent, he may
vary it with every new discovery and development of the science,
and need place no description of the new manner, process, or
machinery upon the records of the Patent Office. And when his
patent expires, the public must apply to him to learn what it is. In
fine, he claims an e:rclusive right to use a manner and process
which he has not ( .escribed, and, indeed, had not invented, and
therefore could no1. describe when he obtained his patent. The
court is of opinior. that the claim is too broad, and not warranted
by law." 1 ·
§ 158. Upon this it may be observed, First, that if the claim
was rightfully to be construed as grasping at every improvement
where the use of electro-magnetism is the moving force and the
result is the ma.rking of intelligible cbFJ,racters or signs, it would
certainly be too broad and general. But if the claim, when comparE>d with the scope of wha·l; the patentee established as his invention, should be constru,ed as ·embracing the new application
of the power which he had developed and described, and that
application involved certain conditions, his pretensions did not go
beyond, although they embraced all that might be within, those
1

15 Howard, 113.
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conditions. Secondly, when the real subject a~d scope of any
patented invention is ascertained, the author of any subsequent
improvement may use it, if it is outside of that subject and scope
of the patented invention, without the consent of th!3 ptttentee,
otherwise he may not. It has not yet appeared that this rule is
'
to be varied when ti:~ patented invention is the new application
. of some principle which -inay be applied by various mechanical
contrivances, any more than when the patented invention is
restricted to narrower limits by being a particular device. No
patent closes the progress of invention. It merely appr'lpriates
for a time what the patentee has invented to the extent tJ which
the inventi(H can be made the subject of a patent. "Within those
limits, he who makes an improvement is still subject to the ch~ims of
the prior inventor, aithG~gh as an improvement his invention may
be itself patentable. A mechanism may be an improvement upon
the particular mechanism used by the prior patentee ; but if that
prior patentee has rights which extend to the application of a
principle independently of the particular means by which the
application is effected, the fact that the means are improved may
not change at all that which is the real sulj_ject of the prior patent.
Tltirdly, the fact that the patentee has not described or invented
all the means by which the same application of his newly discovered principle may be made, is, a,s we have seen from the
English authorities, no answer to his claim for the application of
the principle, if he can show that he has effected it by some means.
·when he has shown tlris, he has established the conditions which
mark the patentable extent of his invention; and the inquiry
must then be whether the future improvements which he has not
described or invented are within or without those conditions.
§ 159. These are some of the clrief considerations which will
require attention when this subject again comes fully under
judicial consideration. At present, however, it remains for me
to state what I unde1·stand to be the judicial effect of the decision
in O'Reilly v. Morse. It is commonly supposed to have been a
decision establishing that a patent cannot extend to the application
of a newly discovered truth in physics, or the operation of a newly
discovered element or property of matter by mechanical or other
means that are so different from those used by the patentee as not
to be equivalent and obvious substitutions or fraudulent evasions
in relation to the particular means used by the patentee. But
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in truth the decision turned entirely upon a view taken of the
general claim, which gave it an extent that divested it of all
conditions and made it an abstraction. "It is impossible," said
the learned Chief Justice, " to misunderstand the extent of this
claim. He claims the exclusive right to every improvement where
the rnotive-power is the electric or galvanic current, and the result
is the marking or printing intelligible characters, signs, or letters
at a distance. If this claim can be maintained, it matters not by
what process or machinery the result is accomplished." Having
laid down this construction of the claim, the judgment proceeds
with many illustrations to show that such a claim is void.
§ 159 a. In the case of Morton v. The New York Eye Infirmary,1
one of the grandest and most useful discoveries of modern times
was held not to be patentable, on the grouml that it did not fall
within the principles of law relating to the application of discoveries to practical uses. The invention claimed consiste(l in the
discovery, by Drs. Jackson aml Morton, of ether as an anrosthetio
and its application in surgical operations to alleviate pain. The
distinction between the legal purport of the words " discovery "
2
and " invention" was thus stated by the court: " In its naked,
ordinary sense, a discovery is not patentable. A discovery of a
new principle, force, or law, operating, or which can be made to
operate on matter, will not entitle the discoverer to a patent. It
is only where the explorer has gone beyond the mere domain of
discovery, and has laid hold of the new principle, force, or law,
and connected it with some particular medium or mechanical
contrivance by which, or through which, it acts on the material
world, that he can secure the exclusive control of it under the
patent laws. He then controls his discovery through the means by
which he has brought it into practical action, or their equivalent,
and only through them. It is then an invention, although it
embraces a discovery. Sever the force or principle discovered
from the means or mechanism through which he has brought it
into the domain of invention, and it immediately falls out of that
domain and eludes his grasp. It is then a naked discovery, and.
not an invention.
Every invention may, in a certain sense, embrace more or less
of discovery, for it must always include something that is new ;
1

2

(1862), 5 Blatchf. 116; s. c. 2 Fisher's Pat. Cas. 320.
Judge Shipman.
•
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but it by no means follows that every discovery is an invention.
It may be the sottl of an invention, but it cannot be the subject of
the exclusive control of the patentee, or the patent law, until it
inhabits a body, no more than can a disembodied spirit be subjected
to the control of human laws.
It is important here to ascertain precisely what the discovery was
as viewed by the court. It was descrihed in the specification
as " a new and useful improvement in surgical operations on
animals." The discovery of the origin and existence of ethers
was not claimed, as it was admitted in the specification to he
"well known to chemists that, when alcohol is submitted to
distillation with certain acids, peculiar compounds, termed etlters,
are formed, each of which is usually distinguished by the name of
the acid employed in its preparation." It was further conceded
that "it has also been known that the vapors of some, if not all,
of these chemical distillations, particularly those of sulphuric ether,
when breathed or introduced into the lungs of an animal, haYe
produced a peculiar effeet on the nervous system, one of which has
been supposed to be analogous to what is usually tenned intoxication " ; also that narcotics haJ been administered to patients
undergoing surgical operations hy introducing them into the
stomach, but not into the lungs or air passages. It had not,
however, until this discovery, been known that the inhalation of
such vapors, particularly those of sulphuric ether, would produce
insensibility to pain, or such a state of quiet of nervous action as
to render a person or animal incapable to a great extent, if not
entirely, of experiencing pain while under the action of the knife
or other surgical instrument. This was the real discovery ; and
the invention, as claimed on behalf of the complainant, consisted
in the application of the discovery to surgical operations by the
means described, viz., " the process of rendering the system
insensible to pain by the inhalation of ether. Directions for
administering the ether were given, and an apparatus adapted
to that purpose was described.
The court construed the claim in this case to be one for a new
effect " produced by old agents, operating by old means upon old
subjects," and therefore not patentable. "This new or additional
effect," says Mr. Justice Shipman, "is not produced by any new
instrument by which the agent is administered, nor by any different application of it to the body of the patient. It is. simply
'
•
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produced by increasing the quantif,lJ of the vapor inhaled, and
even this quantity is to he regulated by the discretion of the
operator, and may vmy with the susceptibilities of the patient to
its influence. It is nothing more in the eye of the law than the
application of a well-known agent, by well-known means, to a new
or more perfect use, which is not sufficient to support a patent."
The same judge, in criticising the claim as one for a process,
continues : " 'Vhat is the process which is here set forth ? The
process of inhalation of the vapor, and nothing else. To couple
with it the effect produced by calling it a process of rendering the
system insensible to pain is merely to connect the results with
the means. The means, that is, the process of inhalation of
vapors, existed among the animals of the geologic ages preceding
the creation of our race. That process, in connection with these
vapors, is I'·'· old as the vapors themselves. 'Ve come, therefore,
to the same point only by a different road. 'Ve have, after all,
only a new or more perfect effect of a well-known chemical
agent, operating through one of the ordinary functions of animal
life."
§ 160. It has been attempted more than once, in this discussion,
to show that wherever a claim does in truth sever the use of a
motive-power or other elemental agency from all conditions of its
application in the arts, and presents it only as a causa causmts of
a result, it is void; because some practical means of producing the
result is the necessary link between cause and effect. It follows,
however, ft·om this established doctrine, that when the conditions
of the application are given, and means of making it are furnished,
the claim is not necessarily void; for the reason ceasing which
has made it void, the rule which rests upon that reason ceases
also. It then becomes a case in which it is necessary to define
the conditions which form the limits of the asserted invention ;
and when those conditions are ascertained, it may be found that
they embrace many devices or forms differing from those used by
the patentee. Such was Neilson's case, which appears to have
Leen decided strictly in ac:cordance with the principles of the
patent law.
§ 161. I do not understand the Supreme Comt of the United
States to have denied that there may be such a case. Ou the
contrary, it appears to have been admitted that Neilson not only
discovered a new principle Ol' methocl of blasting a fw·nace, but
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that he gave the conditions wllich admitted of its application, and
that within these conditions there were many forms of apparatus
capable of being used. But it was held that Morse's general
claim did not correspond to the scope of Neilson's patent, he cause
it 'vas considered to be unlimited in respect to the conditions
under which the application of the newly discovered power could
be effected.
§ 162. It is somewhat unfortunate that it became necessary to
consider the validity of this claim upon a mere question of co~ts.
The mechanical apparatus used by the defendant was substantially
like that described by Morse, so that the court held it to he an
infringement of that part of Morse's patent which covered the
apparatus invented by him. But the questions being made,
'vhether, in consequence of the asserted invalidity of the general
claim, the whole patent was not void, no disclaimer having heen
filed, and, if the general claim only was void, whether the plaintiff
could have costs, the character and operation of that claim were
necessarily considered withot1t applying to the determination any
lXtrticular form of apparatus snpposed to he within its scope, nncl
yet differing from the particular r~pparatus described in the patent.
It is apparent that, when a claim of this general character is atljuclicated under circumstances like these, the subject of the extent
to which a principle may be appropriated is presented under a
great disaclvantage ; for it becomes necessary, perhaps, to go into
the field of conjecture respecting those possible future impnwcment.~ which have not yet been developed, and respecting which
it must be uncertain whether they would he within or without
tlw conditions under which the patentee seeks to appropriate the
application of a broad and comprehensive principle. Reasoning
upon such conjectural elements, the tendency of the judicial mind
would probahly he to generalize the claim of the inventor mol'e
than he himself had done, and to disregard the conditions by
which he had in truth limited the extent of his supposed right.
This disadvantage did not attend the adjudication of Neilson's
case ; for that adjudication having ascertained that his application
of the principle of using the hot blast was limited by certain conditions, the very apparatus used by the defendant was found to
be within tho8e conditions, and to he at the same time quite
different from his own in shape and dimensions.
§ 163. For these and other reasons it is probable that, when a

•
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case shall arise in which a claim to the application of a principle
by various means appears to be attended by novelty in the application, and by the description of some appropriate means, and the
supposed infringement involves the operation of such a claim, by
the presentation of improved 01' different devices, or mechanical
or other means, the whole subject ought to be re-examined. Such
cases are, of course, rare. But they have risen heretofore, and
·will arise again. No one acquainted with the difficulties attending
the investigation of questions of infringement can doubt that they
sometimes open a great field of controversy. It is only necessary
to cite the well-known dictum in which Mr. Chief Justice Taney
has summed up the operation of the patent laws, to be sensible
that, however tersely and with whateve1· general accuracy he has
expressed himself, there remains, as to the class of cases treated
of in this chapter, the very serious inquiry, what the patented
invention is in1·elation to which a substantial difference or a substantial identity of means is to be predicated. "·Whoever," said
the learned Chief Justice, "discovers that a certain useful result
will be produced in any art, machine, manufacture, or composition
of matter by the use of certain means, is entitled to a patent for
it ; provided he specifies the means he uses in a manner so full
and exact, that any one skilled in the science to which it appertains can, by using the means !~e specifies, without any addition
to or subtraction from them, product> precisely the result he describes. And if this cannot be done by tht• means he describes,
the patent is void; and if it can be done, then the patent confers
on him the exclusive right to use the means he specifies to produce the result or effect he describes, ant~ nothing more. And it
makes no difference, in this respect, whether the efl'ect is produced
by chemical agency or combination, or by the application of discoveries or principles in natmal philosophy known or unknown
before his invention~ or by machinery acting altogether upon
mechanical principles. In either case he must describe the manner and process as above mentioned, and the end it accomplishes.
And any one may lawfully accomplish the same end without
infr-inging the patent, if he uses ·means substantially different
from those dese1'ibed." 1
§ 164. It is plain that it could not have been the intention of
•
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the Chief Justice to embrace within the limits of such a paragraph
a statement of the whole doctrines of the patent law in respect
to patentability and infringement. \Vhat was thus said was of
. necessity general, intended to illustrate the most familiar principles
of the subject, but leaving much, as every such dictwn must, for
qualification and discrimination. Thus we are led at once to the
inquiry, for what is the discoverer of a useful result entitled to a
patent? Is it for the result ? Certainly not ; the patentable
subject is the result or effect as produced by applying a method
or rule of action, whether the invention is of an art, machine,
manufacture, or composition of matter. Then, again, what is
meant by using the means specified by the patentee ? In some
cases the means specified will be a single device, or a special combination of ·mechanical or chemical agents, because the method or
rule of act1.on resides in, or can be effected by, them alone or their
equivalents. In other cases the method or rule of action may be
followed out by using a great variety of agents. Inasmuch, therefore, as, in the fi1·st class of cases, the question of substantial difference of means must be tested by first ascertaining what is the
method or rule of action embodit=>J by the invention, and thence
determining what means a1·e eq 11.ivalents of each other in relation
thereto ; so, in the other class, when the method or rule of action
is ascertained, the question of substantial difference or identity
of means relates to the function dis\lharged by those means in the
performance of that method or rule of action. In neither class
of cases, according to the principles of the patent law, does substantial difference of means depend upon differences of form,
structure, composition, or other external variations, so long as the
method or rule of action embraced by the patent remains unchanged.
·
§ 165. Thus, to illustrate these principles by two of the cases
already cited, we may refer first to that of Seed v. Higgins. As
limited by the disclaimer, this patent was confined to a, particular
mechanism for using the action of centrifugal force in a cottonroving machine for the purpose of producing pressure upon the
bobbin as it was wound; the patentee renouncing all claim to the
application of centrifugal force by other means than the one described, be not being the first in the order of invention to apply
centrifugal force to this purpose. Under his patent so limited,
therefore, the method or rule of action which he claimed resided

•
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solely in the mode of operation of the device or devices he had
described; and the device or devices of the defendant, although
still using centrifugal force, being found to be clearly without the
limits of this mode of operation, :.he court said that there was not
ev~n evidence of the infringement to be submitted to the jury.
But if we suppose that this patent coul(l have been rightfully so
drawn as to present a broader claim, namely, for the first employment of centrifugal force, by certain means described, and by such
other means as would still effect that employment of centrifugal
force, then the methocl or rule of action would have had wider
limits, because it would have resided in the use of centrifugal
··~
force by various means, each of which would effect what was proposed. So, too, in Neilson's case, the method or rule of action
did not consist in using air heated in an apparatus of any particular shape or dimensions, but in one of any shape or dimensions
that would admit of heating the nil·; aml Neilson stood in such a
position in the order of invention that he was entitled to make
this claim : and it comprehended the defendant's coil of pipes,
although such a heating apparatus was not described in Neilson's
specification, or used by him, but it fell within the conditions he
had given in respect to the use of heated air.
§ 166. But this subject should not be left in its present state
without again laying down a certain caution to be observed by
those who undertake the duty of preparing specifications. We
have seen that it is possible to destroy a claim to a very important
and easily understood invention, by separating the principle from
its application by tb;e necessary means ; and the more striking
and comprehensive the discovery of the principle, the greater will
be the temlency, perhaps, to fall into this error. Although there
are grounds for contending that :Morse's specification furnishe..:.
the materials for saving his eighth claim from this fatal defect,
it cannot be denied tha.t it was so drawn as to expose it to the
force of this objection. \Vhat, then, is the proper mode, or one of
the proper modes, of avoiding this peril? The danger of claiming an abstract principle will be avoided by the use of appropriate
terms, signifying that the application of the principle is claimed
as effected by the means used and desuribed by the patentee, and
by all other means which, when applied within the just scope of·
his conditions, will perform, for the purpose of the application,
the like office. No particular form of words can qe suggested
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capable of gen~ral use as a formula. Indeed, formularies arc of
very little use in this branch o~ the law ; for, to use an expression
of Lord Kenyon's, "there is no magic in words," as mere wonls.
·words which mean things, and which relate to things, arc the
important matters of jut.lici£.1 cognizance in determining the lllctllling and operation of these instruments •
•

•

•

•

••

'

•

•

•

•

•

•
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•

•

•
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CHAPTER V.
•

OF WHAT RELATES TO THg TITLE IN OR UNDER

LETTERS~PATE:\T •

•

§ 167. THE grant of letters-patent for an invention creates a
legal estate of a peculiar nature, consisting of the exclusive right
to make, vend, or use the subject of the grant for a specified
•
period. It has many of the incidents of other legal estates, ami
among these are the equitable interests whieh may spring unt of
it either by contract or by operation of law. These various
interests, legal and equitable, will now he considered.
§ 168. The person .to whom the grant is made, by name m~~led
the patentee, is, of course, the holder of the legal title, whieh, like
other legal estates, descends to representatives. But the patentee
is not necessarily the inventor; for, whether an invention is or is
not assignable at common law before any patent for it hn:; been
obtained, it has been deemed expedient to make it so assignable
by statute. Accordingly provh;ion has been made for the issuing
of a 1m tent to an assignee of the inventor, provided the application
is made and the specification duly sworn to by the inventor himself, and the as\!:.{g·nment is duly recorded.l 'Vhen so granted, the
exclusive interest is vested as a legal estate in the assignee, who
thus be~<Jmes the patentee of the invention, and the inventor him~
self is divested of the legal title.
§ lG!). But although the assignee of an inventor, who has
become such before the patent has issued, does not become the
holder of the legal title to the patent until it has issued, he be~
comes the holder of a right to obtain the patent and to ·pursue
certain remedies, both against his assignor and against third persons. Thus, where an inventor had made an application for a .
patent in his own name, which had been rejected, and a patent
had been granted to a competing inventor, and after his rejection
.Act of 1\larch a, 1837, § 6; Act of l\Iarch 3, 1830, § 7; Act of July 8,
1870, § :33; Herbert v. Adams, 41\Iason, 15; Dixon v. 1\Ioyer, 4 Wash. 7.1 1 72.
I

l'AT.
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•

•
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he had assigned his invention to the plaintiff, as set forth in his
specification on £le in the Patent Office, ancl the plaintiff was authorized by the assignment to obtain the patent for himself, it was
held that the plaintiff was entitled, even before recording· his
assignment, to pursue the remedy provided by statute for annulling the competing patent, given by the acts of July 4, 1836, § 16,
and :\larch 3, 1839, § 10.1
§ 170. The statutes, however, which authorize the assignment
of an invention before the patent has been obtained, appear to
embrace only the cases of perfected or completed inventions.
There can, properly speaking, be no assignment of an inchoate
or incomplete invention, although a contract to convey a future
invention may be valid, and may be enforced by a bill for a specific pcrformance.2 But the legal title to an invention can pass
to another only by a conveyance which operates upon the thing
invented after it has become capable of being made the subject
of au application for a patent. This is apparent from the provisious of the statute which require the specification and the
application to be made in the name of the inventor. A contract
to convey a future invention, or an improvement to be made upon
a pa:-,t invention, cannot alone authorize a patent to he taken hy
the party in whose favor such contract was intended to operate.
§ 171. With respect to the legal formalities to be observed in
conveying inventions before an application for a patent, it is apparent that, as the statute authorizing this to be done prescribes
no particular form of in:,trument, any instrument in writing \vhich
evinees an intention to vest the whole inte1·est in the assignee,
and to authorize him to take the patent in his o\vn name, is a
sufficient conveyance. Two ret1uisites are however fixed by the
act of l\Ia.rch 3, 1837, § 6.3 These are, that the assignment shall
be H first entered of record," and that the "application" shall
be "duly made and the specification duly sworn to by the inventor." The first of these requisites, the registration, is \lf course
to be regarded as speaking of the Patent Office as the place of
registration, that being the place contemplated by all the statutes
in pari materia. T: • , time relates to any time before the patent
issues, although, for obvious reasons, the recording should be
1

•

Gay v. Cornell, 1 Blatchf. 506.
2
Nesmith v. Calvert, 1 Wood. & l\1. 3! .
a The same requirements are contained in the act of 18i0, § 33.
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before or at the time of the application. But, as we. have seen,
such an assignment, before a patent has been issued, may, it has
been held, be made after the inventor has applied for a patent
and been refused; that is to say, it may be made while proceedings to obtain the patent are pending in the name of the inventor;
and if recorded at any time before tho patent issues, the patent
will rightfully issue to the assignee. 1
§ 172. Very nice questions may arise upon particular instruments, executed by inventors before an application for a patent,
as to whether they do or do not amount to assignments of the
legal title to the invention, or whether they are mere contracts or
covenants to convey after the patent has been issued to tne inventor. Thus, where an inventor, who had perfected a machine
aml was contemplating to make improvements thereon, and to
take out letters-patent for the machine and the improvements,
covenanted that he would assign the patents when obtained to
the covenantees, and afterwards, in 1841, he obtained a patent
for the machine, and in 1843 obtained a further patent for the
improvements, a bill in equity was sustained to compel him to
make the conveyances.2 In this case the instrument was manifestly a mere covenant for future conveyances, the parties not
contemplating that the patents were not to issue-to the inventor;
and, although the defence was set up that the patent for the
improvements obtained in 1843 was for a subject-matter not contemplated by the covenant, the instrument and the surrounding
facts were not held to warrant that construction. But where any
doubt arises on the true meaning and operation of such instruments, such doubts may be solv~u, in respect to the question
whether they are to operate as assignments before the patent, or
only as covenants to assign after the patent, by attending to the
following consiclerations.3 That au inchoate right to obtain a
•

1

Gay v. Cornell, ut supra.
2
Nesmith v. Calvert, 1 Wood. & 1\L 34.
3
I have endeavored to invent a phrase which, without circumlocution, shall
sufficiently describe these assignments before a patent. But although in
another branch of the law it is easy to speak of ante and post nuptial contracts, and other similar phrases will occur to the reader, yet our language is not flexible enough, even with the aid of a Latin preposition, to
describe these ante-patent assignments. I forbear, therefore, from attempting
. to introduce such an expression into my text, and leave my readers to use it,
or to avoid it, as they best can, informing them at the same time that I do not
•

•

•
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patent on a perfected invention may be the subject of bargain
and sale ; but as the method of making such a sale available to
vest the legal title in the invention as the subject of a patent in
the purchaser has been regulated by statute, it is necessary to
look into the instrument to see whether it contemplates that the
patent shall issue to the supposed assignee or to the inventor.
However absolute may be the words of bargain and sale of the
invention, if the instrument contemplates that the patent shall
issue to the inventor, it woultl seem that it must operate, as
respects the legal title to the patent when obtained, as a contract
to convey, and the party holding such an instrument will hold an
equitaulc and not a. legal title, until he has converted the former
into the latter.l If the instrument is executed and recorded
before the patent issues, but it appears to have been intended
that the patent shall issue to the inventor, aml it does so issue,
then I conceive that the holder of the instrument is the holder of
an e<1uitahle and not a legal title. But if the instrument intends
thnt the patent ::;hall issue to the holder of the instrument, aiHl it
does so issue, the instrument is nn assignment of the legal title
under the act of 1807, as it is, if executed
and
recorded
after
the
•
patent has i8sued to the inventor, under ,the act of 1836.
. § 1i3. There is, howevt:Jr, one class of instruments which, even
if executed before the pa·cent issues, will pass the legal title to
•

make myself responsible fN the correlative term of a past-patent assignment.
Both r,re awkward enough .
1
Clum v. Brewer, 2 Curtis Circ. C. R 506. This was a case which arose
upon an instrument executed by an inventor before a patent had been olJtaincd,
whereby he conveyed an undivided fourth 11art of his "invention," as described
in his caveat then filed, But the instrument clearly contemplated the issuing
of the patent to the inventor, and it was so issued. There was a covenant in
the instrument for future conveyances. Now, although it was intimated in
this case that the covenantee might possibly be regarded, after the patent had
issued, as haYing a legal title to one undividec~ tom·th part of the patent, yet
as the case only called for the decision of the point that he bad an equitable
title, which clearly appeared, I think it proper to leave the position stated in
the text as it stands. For, inasmuch as the statute regulating conveyauccs
'
before
a patent has issued contemplates an application by the patentee, and
justifies an issue of the 1'iatent to another person only when such person records
an instrument authorizing this to be done, I do not understand how a previous
instrument can operate as a legal assignment of a patent which issues to the
inventor, unless it appears to have been intended, by the terms of the conveyance, that the monopoly when obtained shall vest in the assignee. (See the
note, in.fru..)

•
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tl1e monopoly, although the patent itself happens to issue to the
i1iventor; and these instruments, according to a decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States, opr.rute as assignments of
the patent under the act of 1836. This will be the case where
the invention is perfected and a specification preparell, and the
assignment, l1eing made and recorded in the Patent Office before
the patent issues, requests that the patent may issue to the
assignee, and otherwise evinces the intention of the assignor to
make the assignee the owner of the legal estate or monopoly,
when it has become perfect and absolute, even if the patent sbonlcl
issue in the name of the inventor. The effect of this decision is,
that when parties undertake to act under the sixth section of the
act of 183i, which directs the mode of procuring a patent in the
name and for the benefit of an assignee, and the requisite steps
have been taken for that purpose, but the patent, contrary to the
intent of the conveyance, has issued to the inventor, the com'eyance, being recorded l,efore the patent issues, will op'eratr a•: an
a8signment of the patent interest under the act of 1.8~6, and a
suh;eqnent conveyance is not necessary to enable tl:e assignee to
sue in his own name. This d~cision was made appatJntly with
a view to quiet titles, which had been taken and acted upon
under the supposition that such was the law. It giyes a somewhat broader operation to the act of 1836, § 11, than its terms
appear to embrace ; for whereas that act would seem to have contemplated only assignments af~er a patent. has issued, the act of
1837 was passed to enable assignments to he made before the
patent issues. But the construction is beneficial; and if the conditions stated by the court are observed, no injury can result
from it.l
•

•

Gaylor v. Wilder, 10 Howard, 477~ The following is the reasoning of the
court, as contained in the opinion pronounced by Taney, C. J.:" The first question arises upon the assignment of Fitzgerald to Enos
Wilder. The assignment was made and 1·ecr:orded in the Patent Office before
the patent issued. It afterwards issued to :Fitzgerald. And the plaintiffs in
error insist that this assignment did not convey to Wilder tl1e legal right to
the monopoly subsequently conferred by the patent, and that the plaintiff who
claims under him cannot therefore maintain this a:ction.
" The inventor of a new and useful improvement certainly has no exclusive
right to it until he obtains a patent. This right is created by the }Jatent, and
no suit can be maintained by the inventor against any one for using before the
patcut is issued. But the discoverer of a new and useful invention is vested
1

•
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§ 174. Assignment hy act or operation of law is where the title
passes without any conveyance by the patentee or other person
holding the legal title ; as where a bankruptcy divests a perl'on
of all his property of every kind, a patent interest passes with
the rest of his estate. This is certainly true of a patent alreatly
issued before the assignment in bankruptcy; and in Englanll it
has l1een held that a patent issued after an act of bankruptcy antl
an assignment by the commissioners, but before the bankrupt lmd
obtained his certificate, passes to the assignees.1 It is necessary,
by law with an inchoate right to its exclusive use, which he may perfect and
make absolute by proceeding in the manner which the law requires. Fitzgerald possessed this inchoate right at the time of the assignment. The discm·ery had been made, and the specification prepared to obtain a patent. And
it appears by the language of the assignment that it was intended to operate
upon the perfect legal title which Fitzgerald then had a lawful right to ohtaiu,
as well as upon the imperfect and inchoate interest which he actually posses~ed.
The assignment requests that the patent may issue to the assignee. And there
would seem to be no sound reason for defeating the intention of the parties by
restraining the assignment to the lat.ter interest, and compelling them to execute another transfer, unless the act of Congress makes it necessary. The
court think it does not. The act of 1tl36 declares that every patent shall be
assignable in law, and that the assignment must be in writing, and recorded
within the time specified. But the thing to be assigned is not the mere parchment on which the grant is written: it is the monopoly which the grant confers, the right of property whi.::h it creates. .And when the party has acquired
an inchoate right to it, and the power to make that right perfect and alJsolute
at his }>leasure. the assignment of his whole interest, whether executed before
or after the patent issued, is l•qually within the provisions of the net of Congress.
" And we are the less disposed to give it a different construction, because
no 1mrpose of justice would he answered by it, and the one we now give was
the received construction of the act of 1i93 in several of the circuits, and there
is no material difference in this respect between the two acts. As long ago as
18:?3, it was held by Mr. Justice Story, that, in a case of this kind, an action
could not be maintained in the name of the patentee, but must be brought by
the assignee. 4 :Masol!, 15. 'Ve understand the same rule has prevailed in
other circuits; and if it were now changed, it would produce much injustice
to assignees who have relied on such ·assignments, and defeat pending suits
b_rought upon the faith of long-established judicial practice and judicial decision. Fitzgerald sets up no claim again::~t the assignment, and to ref!uire
another to complete the transfer would be mere form. We do not think the
act of Congress requires it; but that, when the patent issued to him, the legal
right to the monopoly and property it created was, by operation of the assignment then on record, vested in Enos Wilder."
1 Hesse v. Stevenson, 3 Bos. & l 1 nl. 565.
•
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however, that the invention should have Leen perfected, aml, at
least, that the bankrupt in.ventor should have applied for a patent.
It was said in this case (Hesse v. Stevenson), that the schemes
which a man has in his head, or the fruits which he may make of
them, do not pass; but if he has carried his schemes into effect,
and thereby acquired a beneficial interest, that interest is of a
nature to be affected by an assignment in bankruptcy. The party
has then done all that the law requires for the creation of the
interest, and the issue of the patent furnishes him with the evidence of his exclusive right.
§ 175. I am not aware that the effect of an assignment iu bankruptcy upon a patentable invention, on which no application has
been made for a patent, has been adjudicated in this country.
The statute which provides for assignments before a patent issues
contemplates only voluntary assignments; or, at least, it is capable of being executed only when the inventor applies for the
patent and makes oath to the specification. According to the
provisions of most bankrupt or insolvent laws, the bankrupt may
be compelled to do various acts necessary to preserve, collect, or
render effectual his va.rious claims to property of all kinds. But
an inveution, although perfected and reduced to practice, on which
no application has been made for a patent, is such a peculiar
kind of property that it may well be doubted whether i;he bankrupt inventor could be compelled to take the steps which o1.11' law
makes necessary to the vesting of the patent in another person.
If indeed the invention has taken a concrete form, as if a newly
invented machine is huilt before the assignment in bankruptcy,
the machine itself, or the materials of which it was composed,
would perhaps pass to the assignees. But if this is so, it would
not determine the question of the right to use the machine, as
against the inventor who might have taken a patent for it thereafter. The mere property in ~ patented machine, as. distinguished
from the right to use it, has been recognized as an interest on
which a sheriff can levy an exec.ution, and sell, by virtue of such
a levy, without subjecting himself to an action of infringement
for selling.1 In the case in which this distinction was drawn, it
was not held that the right to use the machine had passed by the
levy and sale. In the case of a machine passing by assignment
1

Sawin v. Guild, 1 Gallis. 485.
•
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in bankruptcy before the patent has been applied for, and a subsequent grant of the patent to the bankrupt inventor, the same
distinction would seem to be applicable. ·with respect to tl1e
interest in the patent itself, when so obtained, the question
whether the patentee could be compelled to convey it to his assignee in bankruptcy, must depend in no inconsiderable degree
upon the provisions of the bankrupt law and the methods provided for mn,king it effectual. If the bankrupt law, proprio 'IJ~qore,
vests a granted patent in the assignee in bankruptcy, no special
conveyance by the bankrupt patentee can be necessary.
§ 176. As to the interest which the • creditors in bankruptcy
take under an assignment by operation of the law of bankruptcy,
it has been suggested by an English writer, that they do not
acquire any right to use or exercise the patent privilege, but are
only entitled to the proceeds to arise from a sale of the patent.1
Whether this suggestion was founded on any thing peculiar to
the English bankrupt laws, which might render it improper or
impracticable for assignees in bankruptcy to engage in the working of a patent, there can be no reason, in principle, if the title
to a patent is cast upon any p<.>1·son by operation of law for tLa
benefit of third persons, why the holder should not e \:ercise the
patent plivilege. Prudential reasons may make it J lropcr for
the assignee in bankruptcy to sell the patent; but ii ~~ is for
tb.e interest of t!le creditors that be should exercise the rights
granted by the patent, .there seems to be nothing in his situation
or the nature of his title to prevent it, unless the law under
which he acts requires the immediate sale and conversion into
money of all the bankrupt's effects.
§ 177. One other instance only of assignment by act or operation of law, before a patent has been applied for, needs to be
mentioned in this connection. This relates to the vesting of the
right to take a patent in the legal representatives of a deceased
inventor. A special provision of the statute regulates this right.
It is the tenth section of the act of 1836. It contemplates a per~
fected invention or discovery, for which the inventor, if living,
could have taken a patent under the other provisions of the act.
The right to appl: for and obtll.in the patent is made to devolve
on the executor or administrator of the deceased inventor in trust
1

Hindmarch on Patents, p.
•

(;7.
•
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for his heirs or devisees, and the oath or affirmation of invention
is to be varied accor<lingly. The right to take and hold the
patent is vested in the executor or administrator, "in as full all(l
ample manner, and under the same conditions, ~imitations, and
restrictions, as the same was held, or might have been claimed
or enjoyed, by such person [the inventor] in his or her lifetime." 1
§ 178. 'Ve now come to the consideration of assignments, after
a patent has been obtained, and their various incidents and effects.
Although the kind of legal estate created hy a patent would perhaps be assignable at common law, yet, as its transfer has been
regulated by statute, it is necessary to examine the several interests therein, as if the statute alone were the source of the
authority for such transfers of the legal title. In truth, as the
statute has regulated the whole subject of transferring or subdividing the exclusive t·ight :vested by the patent in the patentee,
we can only look to the statute for the conditions and modes in
which the legal estate may be transferred. The provision is as
follows: "That every patent shall be assignable in law, either
as to the whole interest or any undivided part thereof, by any
instrument in writing ; which assignment, and also every grant
and conveyance of the exclusive right, under any patent, to
make and use, and to grant to others to make and use, the thing
patented, within and throughout any specified p:'lrt or portion of
the United States, shall be recorded in the Patent Office within
three months from the execution thereof~·for··'.vhich the a::;signee
or grantee shall pay to the conunissioner the sum of three
dollars." 2
•
§ 179. It is obvious that this statute undertakes to deal with
the legal estate vested (or to be vested) in the patentee by the
grant of the patent, and with that alone. It makes the interest
so vested "assignable in law"; or, in other words, it recognizes
the exclusive right vested in the patentee, as n legal estate,.
capable of being conveyed to another by a written instrument,
which shall vest in that other a complete title, either to the
whole of that exclusive right, or to some part of it in some
specified portion of the United States. Mere licenses, therefore,
•
1

2

The Act of 1870, § 34, contains a, similar provision.
Act of July 4, 1836, § 11.

•
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or contracts conferring the limited and not the exclusive right
to exercise some of the 'ri•:iieges secured by the patent, are not
the subjects of regulation in this statute. It relates solely to
grants or conveyances of the exclusive right, or legal estate,
vested in the patentee, which leave no interest in the patentee
for the particular territory and the particular right to which they
relate.
§ 180. As to the formalities for such a grant or conveyance, it
is to be observed, in the first place, that such an assignment may
be by "any instrument in writing." It need not therefore he an
instrument unde1 seal. But in order to operate as an assignment, it must, to the full extent of the territory to which it
relates, convey absolutely to the grantee the exclusive interest
vested in the patentee with which it undertakes to deal. ~\nd
here it will be noticed that the statute makes that interest diYisihlc in two aspects: first, because it makes the patent assignable
either as to "the whole interest," which it secures, or as to "any
undivided part" of that interest; 1 and, secondly, because iG
enables the patentee to grant the exclm;ive right under his
patent "within and throughout any specified part or portion of
the United States." These various subdivisions, and the rights
and interests which spring from them, will be considered hereafter.
§ 180 a. In this connection the lm:guage of the recent patent
law (18i0, ch. 230, § 36) requires to be carefully noted. It is as
follows: "That every patent, or any interest therein, shall be
assignable in law, by un instrument in writing; and the patentee,
or his as::;igns or legal repre8entativcs, may, in like manner, grant
and convey an ,_,xclusive right under his patent to the whole or
any specified part of the United States; and said assignment,
grant, Ol' conveyance shall be void as against any subsequent
purchaser or mortgagee for a valuable consideration, without
notice, unless it is recorded in the Patent Office within three
months from the date thereof."
§ !81. The provisions of the statute in respect to recording
the conveyances by which an interest in a patent is transferred
bring into view some of the distinctions between. an assignment
and a license. The conveyances rc<]_nired to be recorded arc of
1

It further separates the right " to make and use " from the right "to

grant to others to make and use the thing patented."
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tl1ree classes: first, an assignment of the whole patent; seaontl,
an assignment of an undivided part of the patent; and tltird, a
grant or conveyance of the exclu:;ive right to make and use, and
the exclusive right to grant to others to make and use, the thing
patented, within and throughout any specified part of the United
States. This description of the kind of conveyances required
to be recorded shows very clearly that the instrument must be
one wHich divests the patentee of all interest in that part of the
patent, or in that particular territory, which the instrument
affects. If it vests in the grantee an exclusive interest, so that
thereafter the patentee can exercise no control over tlmt intere::;t,
it is such an instrument as is required hy the statute to be
recorded. If it be not a grant of an exclusive interest, hut, at
most the grant of a right or privilege to make or vend or use the
subject of the patent concurrently with the patentee, or with
other grantees under him, it is in the nature of a license, and
is not l'equired to be recortled by the statute above cited.I
Further illnstratioHs of the distinctivP character of licenses, as
distinguished from assignments, will be presented hereafter.
But, having laid down the rule which determines the character
of an instrument which is within this provision of the statute,
the next inquiry is as to the force and effect of the clause which
declares that it "shall be recorded in the Patent Office within
three mouths from the execution thereof." Is such recording
requisite to vest the title in the assignee, as against the grantor
himself, or as against third persons, or is the provision merely
directory, and intended to protect subsequent bona fide 11llrchasers without notice? Antl if not recorded within three
months, what are the rights of the assignee in respect to suits
for infringement?
.
§ 182. These questions, which were originally not without
difficulty, have been settled by decisions in which there has been
a general acquiescence. In 1843, 1\fr. ·Justice Story held that
"the recording within three months is merely directory, at!d that,
4
excep ,ing as to intermediate bona fide purchasers, without notice,
any subsequent recording of an assignment will be sufficient
to pass the title to the assignee." 2 'What he intended to say,
it is presumed, was that an assignment, if not recorded within
1
2

Brooks 11, Byam, 2 Story, 5:!6; Pitts v. Whitman, ibid. 609.
Brooks v. Byam, 2 Stol'y, 51:! .
•

•

•
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three months from the date of its execution, vests in the n~signce
a good title as against his grantor, and a title as against tl1irrl
per~ons, which he can make effectual by recording at a.ny time.
This meaning he made more distinct in a subsequont case, rHljudicated in the same year, in which he made a more elahnratc
examination of the suhjeet, and gave to the statute the construction which has since been generally actecl upon.I Mr. Justice
Pitts 1•. "11itmau, 2 Story, 600, 614. The following is the reas~ning on
which this construction was based:' • The first objection, taken upon the motion for a new triri1, is, that the
deed of assignment from John A. Pitts to the plaintiff, dated on the lith nf
April, 1838, was not recorded in the Patent Office until the 1!lth of April, l~ll,
after the present suit was commenced; whereas it ought to have beenrecor!lcd
within three months after the execution thereof. By the l'atent Act of li!I:J,
ch. 55,§ 4; every assignment, when recorded in the office of the Secretary of
State, was good to the title of the iilVentor, both as to right and responsil1ility;
but no time whatever was prescribed within which the assignment was reqn: :ed
to be made. By the eleventh section of the act of 1836, ch. 357, it is provi(ll•d,
• That every patent shall be assignable in law, either as to the whole interest
or any undivided part thereof.' Now, it is observable, that there are no words
in this enactment which declare that the assignment, if not recorded, shall be
utterly void; and the question, therefore, is, whether it is to be constrnetl as
indispensable to the validity of an assignment, that it should be recor!led
within the three months, as a sine qua non, or whether the statute is merely
directory for the protection of purchasers. Upon the best reflection ":hieh I
have been able to bestow upon the subject, my opinion is, that the latter is the
true interpretation and object of the jJrovision. l\Iy reasons for this opinion
are the inconvenience and difficulty and mischiefs which would arise upon any
other construction. In the fi.rst place, it is difficult to say why, as between the
pat,.tmtee and the assignee, the assignment ought not to be held good as it sub·
si>ting contract and conveyance, although it is never recorded, by accident, or
mistake, or design. Suppose the patentee has assigned his whole right to the
r.ssignee for a full and adetluate cor •ideration, and the assignment is not
recorded within the three months, m:ol the assignee should make and usc the
patented machine afterwards, could the 1-atentee maintain a suit against the
assignee for such making or use as a breach of the patent, as if he had never
parted with his right? This would seem to be most inequitable and unjust;
and yet if the assignment became a nullity and utterly void by the non-record·
ing witbi.n the three months, it would seem to follow as a legitimate consequence that such suit would be maintainable. So strong is the objection to
such a conclusion, that the learned counsel for the defendant admitted at the
argument, that, as between the patentee and the assignee, the assignment
would be good, notwithstanding the omission to record it. If so, then it
would seem difficult to see why the assignment ought no~ to be held equally
valid against a mere wrong-doer, piratically invading the patent right.
" Let us take another case. Could the patentee maint:1in 1\ suit against a.
1

•
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McLean, at about the same 1>eriocl, adopted the same view of the
statute.I
mere wrcng-doer, after the assignment was made, and he had thereby parted
with all his interest, if the assignment was not duly recorded? Certainly it
must be conceded that he could not, if the assignmtJnt did not thereby become
a mere nullity, but was valid as between himself and the assignee; for then
there could accrue no damage to the patentee, and no infringement of his
rights under the patent. Then could the assignee, in such a case, maintain a
suit for the infringement of his rights tmder the assignment? If he could not,
then he would have rights without any remedy. Nay, as upon this supposition,
neither the patentee nor the assignee could maintain any suit for an infringement of the patent; the patent right itself would be utterly extinguished, in
point of law, for all transferable purposes. Again, could the assignee, in such
a case, maintain a suit for a subsequent infringement against the IJateutce?
If he could, then the patentee would be in a worse predicament than a mere
"Tong-doer. If he could not, then the assignment would become, in his
hands, in a praetical sense, worthless, as it would be open to depredations on
all sides.
" On the contrary, if we construe the tenth section of the act to be merely
directory, full effect is given to the apparent object of the provision, the
protection of purchasers. Why should an assignment be required to be
recorded at all? Certainly not for the benefit of the parties, or their prides;
but solely for the protection of purchasers, who should become such, bow1 fide,
for a valuable consideration, without notice of any prior assignment. By
requiring the recording to be within three months, the act, in effect, allows
that full period for the benefit of the assignee, without any imputation or
impeachment of his title for lacltes in the intermediate time. If he fails to
record the assignment within the three months, then e\'ery
subsequent
bo11a
•
fide 1mrchaser has a right to presume that no assignment has been made within
that llcriod. If the assignment has not been recorded tmtil after the three
months, a prior purchaser ought, upon the ground of lacltes, to be preferred to
the assignee. If he purchases after the assignment has been recorded, although
not within the three months, the purchaser may justly be postponed, upon the
ground of mala fides, or constructive notice of the assignment. In this way,
as it seemll to me, the true object of the 1uovisiou is obtained, and no injustice
is doue to any party. Ill respect to mere wrong-doers, who have no pretence
of right or title, it is difficult to see what ground of policy or principle there
can be in giving them the benefit of the objection of the non-recording of the
assignment. 'l'h"y violate the patent-right with their eyes open; and as they
choose to act in fraudem legis, it ought to be no defence that they meant ·to
defraud or injure the patentee, and not the assignee. Indeed, if the defence
were maintainable, it would seem to be wholly immaterial whether they knew
of the assignment or not.
1

52 G.

Boyd v. McAlpin, 3 McLean, 427.

See also Case v. Redfield, 4 :McLean,
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§ 183. 'fhe law on this subject of recording, therefore, may
be thus stated. As against the patentee himself, an assignmeut
vests a good title in the assignee from the time of its cxeeutiou,
and recording within the three months is not necessary to ib;
validity. As against third persons, a suit may be maintained
in law or equity, by au assignee, provided he records his title at
any time before the trial or hearing. 1 But as respects suhsc<ptent
purchasers without notice and for a valuable consideration, the
prior assignment must be recorded within the three months. In
order to guard against an outstanding title of over three mo11ths'
duration, a pnrchaser need only look to the records of the Patent
Office. ·within that period he must protect himself in the !,est
way he can, as an unrecorded prior assignment would prevail ;
but it must be an assignment in writing that might have hecn
recorded within three montlis.
''In furtherance, then, of right and justice, and the apparent }JOlicy of the
act, ut res magis t·aleat, quam pe1·eat, and in the absence of all language importing that the assignment, if unrecorded, shall be deemed void, I coustrnl' the
provision as to recording to be merely directory, for the protection of bo11•i .fide
purchasers without notice. And assuming that the recording within the three
months is not a prerequisite to the validity of the assignment, it seems to me
immaterial (even admitting that a recording at some time is necessary) that it
is not made until after the suit is brought. It is like the common ca~c of a
deed required by law to be registered, on which the plaintiff founds his title,
where it is sufficient, if it be registered before the trial, although after the suit
is brought, for it is still admis~ible in evidence as a. deed duly registered.''
1
Iu the case of Wyeth v. Stone, 1 Story, 273.
2 Gibson v. Cook, 2 Blatchf. 14-!; Perry v. Corning, 7 Blatchf. 105. !'robably it has occurred within the professional experit.mce of many of my readers
to be called upon to consider the operation of contracts, sometimes made by
inventors, by·""tW,ch they have obligated themselves to convey inventions not
in esse.: and the question may arise whether the rPcording of such contracts in
the Patent Ollice, within three months from the time of their execution, will
operate as notice of title, so as to prevent the acquisition of a title by another
purchaser after a. patent has been obtained. We have seen that a. contract of
sale of a future invention, although in terms an absolute sale, can operate
only as a contract tn convey ; and there is no statute which contemplates or
requires the recording of any conveyances excepting assignments of existing
patents after patents have been obtained, or assignments of inventions made
and perfected, when it is intended to have the patent issue to the assignee.
It has always been assumed that the object for which the act of H\:lti, § 11,
requiring the recording of assignments of existing patents within three
mouths, is the protection of subsequent bonci .fide purchasers ; although this
object is not specially declared. Assuming, then, that the recording of such

§ 183, 184.]
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§ 184. We may now pass to the consideration of the relations
which an assignment cstahlishcs hetween the assignor and the
-·assignee, assmliing it to have all the requisites of an assignment,
as well as the nature and extent of the interest which it }>:tsse~.
And, in the fit·st place, it has been held, in England, that a mere
naked assignment of an interest in a patent docs not import
a warranty by the assignor of the validity of the patcnt. 1 A

•

an assignment operates as notice to cveryhotly of the title of the assignc(', can
such au efft•ct be attribute1l to the recording of a contract to convey an im·entiun that is not only not patented, but has not Yl't been made? "'ith l'l'S)'ect
to patents already issued, an asflil!nment necessarily points ~o the J>atent eonveyed, anti the public records afford ~o every one t.hc means of ascertaining
what has passed by the assignment. But a contract to convey an inwntion
not in e.<.<e, although recorded, affords a subse1!ucnt purchaser of an iuh•rcst
in a patent no means of ascertaining what the inventor had bound himsl'lf to
convey to another person, It is true th re might be cases where it cunltl be
made certain by inquiry whether the invention contemplated by the contmct
was the same as that suhsetpll'ntly patented. Uut is the subsequent purchaser
bound to institute such an itu1uiry~ We arc consiclcring a quest;ion of notice
of title ; and if the instrument supposed to operate as a notice could not, in
the nature of things, give the information, can the subsequent purchaser be
bound to look elsewhere? This difficulty, as well as the further consideration
that the statute dues not contemplate the recording of such contracts, slwuld,
perhaps, lead parties to understand that contrac~s for the com'<!yancc of future inventions arc really of no greater force than as the personal co\·en:mts
of the inventor, to be specifically enforced against him ; and that to 1·ecord
them will not necessarily operate as notice of title, so as to defeat a title
made by the inventor to another person after he has perfected the invention
aml applied for or obtained a patent. At the same time, there may, in some
cases, be a practical benefit to be derived from recording such contracts.
I Hall v. Condor, as Law & .Eq. R. 25:3 ; Smith v. Neale, 40 Law & E'l· R.
24-l. lu the first of these cases, l\lr. Justice Williams, delivering the judgment of the court, said : " With regard to the sale of ascertain•!d chattels, it
has been held that there is not any implied warranty of either tif;Je or quality,
unless there are some circumstances, beyond the mere fact of a sale, from
which it may be implied. The law on this subject was fully explained by
. Parke, U.. in giving the judgment of the Court of Exchequer in l\Iorely v.
Attenborough, a Exch. 500, which, as far as title is concerned, he thus sums
Ull: '.From the authorities in our law, to which may be added the opinion of
the late Sir N. Tindal, C. J., in Ormrod v. Iluth, it would seem that there is
no implied warranty of title on sale of goods ; and that if there be no fraud,
a vendor is not liable for a bad title, unless there is an express warranty, or
an el}uivalent to it, by declarations or conduct ; and the question in each case,
where thrre is no warranty in express terms, \\ill be, whether there arc such
•
c1rcumstances as to be equivalent to such a warranty.' And the law is 11uite

•
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mere assignment, without words which imply an undertaking
that the 1~atent is valiu, is to be regarded as a sale of an asceras firmly established, that on the sale of a known ascertained article, there is
no implied warranty of its quality. Chanter v. Hopkins, 4 l\1. & W. :l!l!l.
But the•:e is another class of cases in which it has been held that a party is
not bound to accept and pay for chattels unless they are really such as the
vendor professed to sell and the vendee intended to buy ; of which Y ouug v.
Cole, :3 :N. C. 724; 4 Scott, ·189; and Gompertz v. Bartlett, 2 El. & Bl. 819;
s. c. 2·1 Eng. Rep. 156, are strong instances. In the latter case Lord Campbell says, it is precisely as if an article was sold as gold, which was, in fact,
brass, the vendor being innocent. In this case the thing sold was ascertt:ined,
viz., a moiety of a vatent granted by her Majesty. There was no express
warranty, and whether it be said that the question raised on this plea im·
peaches the plaintiff's title to the thing sold or its quality, no warranty can be
implied. But did the 11laintiff profess to sell, and the defendants to huy a
good and indefeasible patent right, or was the contract merely to place the
defendants in the same situation as the plaintiff was in with reference to the
alleged patent? In which case his position would be similar to that of
the plaintiff in Kintrea L'. Preston, 25 Law J. Rep. (x. s.) Exch. 28i; s. c. 37
Eng. Rep. 556. The plaintiff professed to have invented a method for the
pre\'ention of boiler explosions. It b uoL alleged that he was guilty of any
fraud ; he must, therefore, have been an inventor, for if he was not, he must
ha\'e known it, and would have been guilty of fraud in pretending to have
inYentcd. Whether he was the fir::t and true inventor withip the meaning of
the statute of James I. is another question. The first material allegation in
the plea is, that the alleged invr:ntion was wholly worthless, and of no utility
to the public. Now that wa~; a matter as much within the knowledge of the
defendants as of the plaintiff. The next allegation, viz. that it was not new
•
as to tho public use thereof in England, aud that the plaintiti was not the
first nnd true im•entor, was also a matter as much within the knowlOtlge of
the defendants as of the plaintiff. They had the same means of inquiry into
the fact, :md of learning whether it had been in use, or the iimmtion had
been previously made known in England. Why, therefore, should we assume
that the plaintiff meant to assert that the patent was indefea&~u
..•.. at
the defendants purchased ou that understanding, rather than that each, know·
ing what the invention was, and having equal means of ascertaining its value,
they contracted fol" the patent, such as it was, each acting on his own judg·
ment?
" We think that the latter was the true nature of the contract, and that
there was no warranty, expressed or implied ; and that the case does not fall
within Young v. Cole, or Gompertz v. Bartlett, which proceeded on the some·
what nice distinction before pointed out ; nor is it within the principle upon
which the case of Chanter v. Leese, 4 ~1. & W. 295; 5 1\I. & W. G!J8, was
decided, for there the plaintiff contracted that the defendants should ha\'e the
exclusi\·e right to sell certain things for which patents had been obtained.
There was no doubt as to what the 11arties contracted for; and as the plt\iutiff,

•

•
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tained chattel, viz., the patent issued, in respect to the validity
of which the parties have an equal opportunity to inform themselves; and, therefore, in an action for a breach of such a contract, brought Ly the assignor against the a:;signee, a plea of
-non-aonaessit puts in issue the granting only of the patent, and
not its novelty or utility. But the necessary limitations of this
doctrine imply that words may he used which do import a warranty extending to the validity of the patent. The co~ls.ider.
'
ation of the effect of recitals or other clauses wl1ich mny he held
to import a wm·ranty of title hn::~ most frequently arisen under
licenses. But no reason is perceived why the principles 'vhich
have governed the operation of licenses in this respect should
not be applied to assignments or to contracts to assign.
§ 185. In the next place, the nature of the relations between
the assignor and the assignee of a part of a patent, in respect
to their rights as against each other, is a subject involved in no
inconsiderable obscurity. 'Ve have seen that the true characteristic of an assignment under our law is, that it is an instrument
which vests in the grantee an indefeasible title to the whole or
some part of the entire interest of the patentee. It is clear,
then, that an assignment of part of a patent constitutes the
assignee a joint owner with the assignor, in whom the residue of
the intt"re:;t remains. But are the joint owners of a patent to he
I'egardell in the light of copartners? And if they are not copartnel'S by the mere fact of joint ownership, may they under any
and what circmnstances become so ? And if, in any given case,
they are not found to be copartners, what are their relative rights
and interests in the working of the patent, and what is their
accountability to each other?
§ 186. With respect to the mere relation of joint ownership, it
appears to be considered, both in England and in this country,

•

•

•

if one of the patents contracted for was invalid, could not confer the privilege
which he agreed to confer, and for which the defendants contracted to pay,
the consideration for the defendants' promise failed ; and (to use the language of Lord Abinger) the whole resting in contract, and nothing having
been done under it, the contract was at an end. Here the plaintiff was
capable of fulfilling all that he contracted to do ; he had already done it in
equity. The defendants might have had all that they contracted to receive,.
and were tb{:refore bound to pay."
.
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that the joint proprietors are not partners. 1 The reason is chiefly
that no mere proprietor of a share in a patent can be compelled
to become jointly concerned in the profit or loss of working the
patent, or to concur with his co-proprietors in granting licenses
to others to use it, nor be prevented from working the invention•
2
himself. But it is equally true that the relation of partners
may :mb~ist between the joint proprietors of n patent, in respect
to the working of the invention, if they agree to work it together.
In such a case the relations of the parties will be governed by
the 'law of partnership. If the contract ascertains the proportions in which they are to share the profits of working the
patent, a court of equity can enforce it like any other contract
3
of partuership. If the contract merely shows that the joint
proprietors agree<.l to work the patent on joint account, it wonld
seem that the accounting is to be regulated by their proportionate
interests in the patent.4
§ 187. Thus far the general principles of the law of partnership, when there is a partner:ship, will regulate the rights of joint
proprietors of a patent without difficulty. But a far more
embarrassing question arises when there is no partnership, and
when one of several proprietors of a patent, holding an interest
which makes him a tenant in common with another owner or
owners, undertakes to work the patent on his own account. Is
he accountable to his co·proprietors, ancl if accountable, in what
proportion, and in respect to what profits, and how can he be
reached?
§ lf;8. It has been held on one occasion and upon one only,
so far as I am informed that a part owner of a patent can
maintain an action of infringement against his co-proprietor, and
recover therein as damages '' a proportionate share of the value
of the property app1·opriated," which share will be measured by
1

•

'
Hindmarch on Patents, p. 67 ; Parkhw·st v. Kinsman, 2 Blatchf. 72 i

IGnsman v. Parkhurst, 18 Howard, 280.
2 Ibid.
• 8 Parkhurst v. Kinsman, and Kinsman v. Parkhurst, ut supra. See fm·ther
what agreements may or may not constitute partnership in a patent. Elgie v.
W ebstcr, 5 ~Ices. & W clsb. 518. See also a question of fact, as to the ex.isteuce of a partnership. Ridgeway v. Phillips, 1 Cromp., l\Iec3. & U.osc. 415.
4 Ibid.
·
•
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the interest of the plaintiff in the patent. 1 The grntm(l Oil: "·hich
this conclusion was rested hy tl1e learned judge who so 1:·nletl,

.,

Pitts v. Hall, 3 Blatchf. 201, 2011. The following is the \"er~· ingL'nions
and able reasoning of the learned .Ttulge Hall, on which I ha\·e ttiHlertaken in
the text to offer some comment~: " But I H.tll inclined to think that the ph· a is
bad upon another grouwl, awl that the pinintiffs would be entitled to jnclgment, even if the undidded one-fourth int•:rcst in the extended patent had
actually vested in the defendant. The rights of joint patentees, or of assignees
of undivided inten·sts in a patent, as against each other, in respect to the
making, using, and vewling the patented invention, have not, so far as 1 have
been able to discover, been discussed by miy clementm·y writer or in any •
reported case. The counsel, on the argument of the demurrer in this case,
declared the question to be an embarrassing one, which had nc\·er heen
decided; and, without intending now to express an opinion hy which I shall
feel bound, if, upon a further discussion of the question, a different conclusion
shall be reached, I propose to put upon paper for further use the result of my
reflections upon it, in the hope that the attention of parties interestc•l may be
attracted to the subject, and that the question may be brought before the
Supreme Court of the United States for adjudication.
"In the case of joint patentees, where no agreement of copartnership exists,.
the relation of copartners certainly does not result from their connection as
joint patentees; and when one joint owner of a patent transfers his undi\"ided
interest to a stranger, the assignee docs not become the partner of his co-proprietor. In both cases the p::u:ties interested in the patent arc simply joint
owners, or tenants in common, of the 1·ights and property secured by the
patent; and theit· rights, powers, and duties, as respects each other, must be
substantially those of the joint owners of a chattel.
"Part owners of goods and chattels arc either joint owners or tenants in
common, each having a distinct, or at least an independent, although an umliYided interest in the property. Neither can transfer or diSJlOSe of the whole
property; nor can one act for the other in relation thereto, but merely for his
own share, and to the extent of his own several right and interest; and, at
common law, the one lmtlno action of account aga~nst the other for his share
of the }lrofits derived from the common property. Story on Partnership,
§ S:J.
"A personal chattel vested in several different· proprietors cannot possibly
be enjoyed advantageously hy all without a common consent and agreement
among them. 'l'o regulate their enjoyment, in case of disagreement, is one of
the hardest tasks of legislation; and it is not without wisdom that the law of
England and of this country in general declines to interfere in their disputes,
lea,ing it to themselves either to enjoy their common property by agreement,
or to suffer it to remain unenjoyed, or to perish by their dissension, as the
best method of forcing them to a common consent for their common benefit.
Abbott on Shipping, 98.
"It is well settled that a destruction or sale of the joint pro1lerty by one of
the part owners authorizes his co-proprietor to maintain trover for the conver1

•
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was, that, in the case of personal chattels veste(l in different
proprietors, a destruction or sale of the joint property l)y one of

•

sion. 2 Kent's Comm. Sth eel. 351, note. But, on such a sale, only the right
of the party who makes the sale passes to the purchaser; and the 1mrclmticr
becomes a tenant .in common with the owner of the remaming interest, unleHs
atlll until the latter confirms the sale, or recovers the value of l1is share from
the wrong-doer.
" The principles of these doctrines are, it strikes me, applicable to the case
of the joint ownership of patent rights. The grant of the exclusive right to
make, use, aml vend to others to be used, is to tho patentees jointly, and not
• to either severally. The right, the property secm·ed hy the }latent, may lJe
granted to others by license or assignment, or by the sale of machines lJy the
patentees jointly; and a license or assignment or sale of a machine by them is
a transfer, pro Ia nto, of the property secured by the patent. One joint owner
can legally grant, assign, license, or sell only in t•cspect to his owu share or
right. He cannot sell and give a good title to his co-owner's right, fur the
same reason that one joint owner of a chattel cannot transfer the share oL his
co-proprietor. And if he appro}Jriates any portion of the exclusive right or
common 1n·operty to his separate use or benefit, l)y either the use or the sale
of the patented machine, he does what is in principle the same as the convcr:;ion, by destruction or sale of the jviut property by a tenant in connnou,
which authorizes his co-tenant to nmintain trover.
" I can see no objection in principle to the doctrine, that the joiut owner o£
a patent can sustain his action for an infrin~ement against his co-owner, in
which he can recover his actual damages, according to his interest in the
paknt. His rights are invaded uy the act of his co-proprietor, and he is l'llti·
tied to his legal remedy. This invasion is tortious, and no action fuuntlcu
upon a contract can be sustained, unless this tort is waived, and the tortious
act confirmed ; for no contract exists upon which such an action can be
founded, without such waiver and confirmation. The injury is a violation of
the exclusive right secured by the patent; and for this injury the action for an
infringement is the appropriate remedy, and one which enables the court, with·
out the violation of legal llrinciples, and in the most direct and convenicut
mode, to do justice between the parties. In such an ar.tion the plaintiff may
recover, as he should, his actual and proper damages, proportioned to the
value· and extent of his undivided interest in the exclusive J."ight, without
t•eganl to the amotuJt which his co-proprietor has received by means of the
infringement. And there is certainly nothing in the language of the statute
which authorizes this form of action, or mther recognizes it, for this form
of action was given by the Common Law,
(Curtis on Patents,§§ 25i, :!58),
to prevent the action from being sustained in such a case; for the action on
the case, under the fourteenth section of the act of 1836, may be brought in
the name or names of the person or persons interested, whether as patcnt~es,
assigns, or grantees of the exclusive right within and throughout a specified
part of the ll nited States. Indeed, no satisfactory reason is perceived for hold·
ing that the part owner of a patent t·ight cannot, like the l>nrt owner of a chat-
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them authorizes the otlwr to maintain tron•r for the Cotl\'C'r~ion :•
that a similar wrongfnl appropriation take:; place when one of the
proprietors of a l''' ~cut UJlllc•rtakes to appropriate to him:-;e]f the
entire property; aiHl that the action of infringement may in such
a case be regarded as analogous to the action of trover. and lJe
regulated by the same principles. The action .in whieh this
doctrine was propomule1l wa~ the orclinary action of infriugenwnt,
in which the defendant was charged
1,,.
the
declaration
with
•.
making, using, aiHl wnding to others to he used, witl10nt the
consent of the plaintiff, nmnhers of a machine patented to the
plaintiff. The defendant set np a title in himself to one undivided half of the patent for certain States: so that, if the action
of infringement could l1c maintained at all, it must he maintaiued
by one part owner against another part o"·ner, in respect to the
rights granted by the patent, and vested by the assignments
(pleaded) in the defendant and the plaintiff, in equal, nllllh·itle,]
moieties. There was a qnc~tion raised by a demurrer to the plea.
whether the interest set up had actually vested in the defewlant.
but after finding that it had not, the learned judge held that,
even if it had vested, the action could be maintained.
§ 189. It would seem that there is no inconsiderable difficulty
in maintaining this view. The analogy drawn from the action of
trover, in the case of a wrongful conversion of a chattel hy one
part owner, would extend, in the case of a pateut, only to a situ•

tel, have his remedy, by an action on the case, against his co-proprietor, for
tl1e exclusive approptiation of the joint property, in the same form as though
the plaintiff were the sole 0\\1ler, ancl the clefentlant a stranger; the recluction
of the amount of damages to be recovered to :t proportionate share of the mine
of the property appropriated being, in both cases, the natural and necessary
consequence of the partial ownership by the wrong-doer.
"In the case of the joint owners of a !latent right, the ordinary action for
an infringement is, it appears to me, the most appropriate and simple renwtly,
e\·en if an action of account cvuld ].Je sustaiucri. Ju au action of account, the
amount of profits receh·etl by the joint owner would ordinarily determine the
aggregate sum of which the plaintiff would recover his just proportion. And
it might well happen, indeed it woulclmost usually he the case, that the sums
receh·ed by the joint owner wouhl be either much more or much less than the
actual damages sustainetllJy the injured party. The party selling territorial
rights, or granting licenses. or selling machines, might wilfully or systt•IPatically sell the right at an insignificant Jlrice; and certainly this conduct on the
part of the wrong-doer should not, and, in the appro!>riate form of action,
would not, reduce the recovery of the party injured."
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ilar conversion, namely, a tortious sale of the whole patent itself
by OIJC part owner, to the injury of another, if such a case ca11 he
suppo::,;ed. But in the case of au exercise of the right of makiHg·,
u~i11g, or ventling to other::,; the machine, or other thing that h; the
::,;uhject of a patent,
a right ve::,;ted, for example, in undivi<lell
moieties in hvo parties, how can there he any wrongful comersian '? .As tenants in common of that right, the one is a8 mu<·h
entitled to exercise it as the other. The very nature of the right,
aml the manner in which it may he held and exercised, presuppose that l;oth parties have an equal title to the exercise of the
peculiar privileges which the patent secures. 'Vhen either mulertakes to sell the right ib;elf, that is, to convey to another the
1mtliYitled share of the patent privilege vested in him, he deals
'dth a ::,;uhject which is analogous to a similar share in other
chattel interests, aud he can of course make a title to no more
than his share of the joint property. But in respect to the 11S1'J'
of the exclu::,;ive privileges granted hy the patent, each tenant in
common l10lds an equal right with the others to exercise those
privilc·gcs. If A., hy exercising tl.wse privileges, gains more than
B .• or if B. chooses to remain inactive and not to exercise hi:;
rights under the patent, how can A. be made accountable to B. in
respect to the gains which have resulted from the exercise of a
right which is vested in ];tim as much as it is in B.? The action
of infringement necessarily implies that the defendant has, without right and against the plaintiff~ consent, malle, used, or sold
to others, a thing, in respect to which the right of making. u~iug·,
or selling was vested solely in the plaintiff. This averment cannot he made in an action of infringement by one part owner of a
patent against another, and if made, it would seem to be successfully met hy a plea which shows title b ... an undivided part of the
patent in the defendant; for the law would annex the consent of
the plaintiff to the title of the uefendant.
§ lUO. Thm;e considerations seem to me to dispose of the subtle
db;tinctions suggested in the case referred to respecting the measure of the plaintiff's damages, namely, that their reduction to
"a proportionate share of the value of the property appropriated"
is •• the natural consequence of the partial ownership of tl1e
wrong-doer." If the partial owner is not a wrong-doer in exercising the 1·ights secured by'the patent, no property has been ap·
propriated which belongeu to the other proprietor of the patent,
•

•

•
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and the ground of damages fails. That this is the real relation of
the parties would seem to follow from their situation as tenants
in common of a right to exercise the patent privileges. In re:;pect
to the disposal of the title to those privileges, they !:'tand upon
the same footing as tenants in common or joint owners of other •
chattels, namely, each can dispose of his own share only. Bnt in
respect to the right ot' exercising the patent privileges, they stand
upon a different footing. It has been held that a court of e11uity
will not enjoin one part owner of a patent, at the suit of another
part. owner, from using the thing patented, even though the
plaintiff may hold the legal, and the defendant only an ecp1itable,
title. In such a case, the equitable is treated by a court of CI}Uity
as if it were a legal title, if the holder has a right to convert
it into a legal title. This decision was put expressly upon the
ground that " one tenant in common has as good right to use and
to license third persons to use the thing patented as the other
tenant in common has. Neither can come into a court of equity
and assert a superior oquity, unless it has been created by some
contract modifying the rights which belong to them as tenants in
common." 1
§ 191. It may then, it seems, be assumed, that, in the case of
a naked assignment, vesting in the assignee an undivided interest
in a patent, and in the absence of any contract creating a relation·
in the nature of partnership, or otherwise establishing an express
accountability, one part owner cannot be enjoined by another,
or sued in an action of infringement, for exercising the rights
secured by the patent.
§ 102. With respect to the suggestion that a right of action
might exist in favor of one part owner against another, who wilfully and systematically exercises the patent privileges to the
injury of the plaintiff by taking an insignificant price for the thing
patented, it would seem that the appropriate remedy is not an
action of infringement, but a special action on the case. In such
an action, the plaintiff must aver aml show that he exercised, or
endeavored to exercise, the patent privileges himself, autl that he
~ustained special damage by the course of the defendant, wl10
wilfully prevented him from reaping profits that would otherwise
have accrued to him.
·
1

•

Clum v. Brewer, 2 Curtis, Cir. C. R. 506, 52!.

•
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§ 193. Instruments which undertake to deal with an interest
U~l(lcr

a patent may be either assignments, or co11tracts to assign,
or licenses. The distinction between an assignment and a coutract to assign presents the question, whether the holder of tho
instrument has, by force of it, a legal or an equitable title. As
we have seen, in order to constitute an assignment, there must
be a grant which vests in the grantee the exclusive right to the
whole patent, or some undivided part of it, ~... to the whole or
an undivided part of some territorial interest. It is a question of
construction on the instrument, whether it is to operate ns such
a present grant, or as a contract for a future conveyance of the
interest; and one of the elements which enter iuto this question
is, whether the interest on which the instrument operates has a
present existence, or is merely contemplated to exist -in futuro.
§ 194. And first, as to patents which are already granted.
There is an early English case in which an absolute g'l'aut of certain patents, excepting some then in litigation, the legal title to
which was l'eserved by the grantor until the determination of the
snit, operated to vest the legal interest in the grantee after the
determination of the suit, without any further conveyance. 1
Under our law it has heen held that a contract by a patentee,
who is about to apply for a renewal, that he will assign the renewed patent to A., vests in A. an equitable title, which he can
convert into a legal title by paying, or offering to pay, the stipulated consideration. And where, after such a contract, and after
the renewal, the patentee executed an instrument from which the
court inferred the intent to make B. a trustee for the benefit of
A., it was held that the entire interest, legal and equitable, was
vested in B.2
§ 19;). But in respect to interests not in esse at the time of
the contract, it has been held that a contract to convey a future
3
interest· in a term not yet obtained is not an assignment. The
future interests, in reference to which this distinction was taken,
were interests under renewals or extensions not obtained at the
time of the contracts ; and in one of the cases it was considered
tlmt the offer to perform a condition precedent, which was to be
performed before the vesting of the interest, did not give effect
•

1
2

3

Cartwright v. Amalt, 2 Bos. & Pul. 43.
Hartshorn v. Day, 19 Howard, 211.
Gibson v. Cook, 2 Blatchf. U!; Pitts v. Hall, 3 Blatchf. 201.

•
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to the instrument as a grant. 1 But in this connection the caf;e of
Gaylor v. \Vilder, which involved a contract of assignment of a
patent then applied for hut uot issued, mul't not be overlooked,
since it appears to establish a peculiar exception to the general
rule which governs contracts respecting future interests. \Vhat
that exception is has already been pointed out.
§ 196. The question may arise, however, whether there are
some incidental interests in future terms of an existing patent, to
which assignees under the original patent may become entitled,
by force of their assignments; and these, in their various aspects,
are now to be examined.
§ 197. There is a well-defined distinction he tween the operation
of assignments (made dn~·ing and concerning the original term
of the patent) upon the 1·eissue of the original patent, and their
operation upon the extension or rene,ml of the patent.2 An assignment vests in the assignee an interest in the existing patent,
indefensible hy the act of the patentee. The statute which authorizes a surrender and reissue of a patent, in order to correct
a defective specification (act of 1836, § 13),3 has always been
construed, not as creating a new interef.. L, but as amending the
original patent from its commencement, although suits can be
maintained for such infringements only as have taken place after
the reissue. When, therefore, a patentee has by an assignment
vested in an assignee a portion ci the monopoly \•.rhich he holds,
•
he cannot affect the rights of such assignee by a surrender and
reissue without his consent. In fact, the statute itself saves the
rights of assignees who held a legal title at the time of the surrender awl reissue by the following clause: "And in case of his
(the patentee's) death, or any assignment by him made of the
m·iginal patent, a similar right [surrender ancl issue] shall vest
in his executors, administrators, or assignees." The proper effect
to be given to this clause requires that, where the whole patent
has been vested in an assignee, he shoultl make the surrender,
1

Pitts v. Hall, ubi supra.
2
The term " renewal " is often erroneously used to describe the " reissue "
of a patent. Its true signification is, the further or enlarged term which is
· added by an extension of the monopoly beyond the term originally granted.
A "reissue " signifies the residue of the term which was running at the time
when the patent was surrendered for correction, whether that existing te1·m
was the original or an extended one.
8
•
The act now in force is that of 1870.
•
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and where :t part only has been assignt:d, the assignee should
unite with the patentee in the surrender. But if the surrewler
is made hy the patentee alone, and tl1e patent is reissued to him,
previous assignments arc not vacated, but the reissuetl term
enmcs to the hcnefit of the assignee without any new assigument.1 And if the assignee has consented to the smTctHler,
although he is not a part~· on thf' record of the application for a
reissue, it cnures to his hencfit and Lecomes his act, and lw is
properly a party in any suits brought for infringement within the
territory covered hy the assignment. 2 In respect, therefore, to
reissues. it is not nceessary to insert any special dause in :m
assignment to protect the interest of the assignee, as his interest
by operation of law remains the same.
§ HIS. But in respect to what are called '"renewals" or ··extensions." assignees who became such during the term preceding
the ne'v grant stand upon a different footing. It was lwld in lSH
hy ::\[r. Justice Story, upon a full consideration of the eighteenth
section of the act of 1836, which authorized the extl•nsion of patents hy the Patent Office, that an assignee under the original term
acquires no right at all under the extended term, nnle~:~s suclt
rigltt be e2:pressly conveyed to Mm by tlie patenfl'e,3 l\Ir .•Justice
McLean at about the same time held the same view of the statutc.4
But soon afterwards this qnestion came before the Supreme Court,
invoh·ing the in<1uiry int'J th.e true construction of the clau:-;c in
which. after providing for an extension or renewal, it is de<:larcJ
that " the benefit of such rene,val shall extend to assignees aml
grantees of the right to use the thing patented to the extent of
their respccti ve interests therein." A majority of the court held
that this clause was not to be construed as saving the rig-hts of
previous assignees to make and vend the thing patented, lmt that
it is to be regarded as saving the rights of those who were in the
use of the patentetl article at the time of the renewal. 5 Suhsc·
Wyeth v. Stone, 1 Story, 273; Brooks v. Bicknell, 4 1\IcLean, 0!, 35:3,
52G; Woodworth v. Stone, 3 Story, 740; 'Voodworth v. Hall, 1 Wooclb. & ~I.
1

248.
~

Woodworth v. Stone, 3 Story, 740.
3 Woodworth v. Sherman, 3 Story, 171.
4 Brooks v. Bicknell, 4 l\IcLean, U!.
6 Wilson v. Rousseau, 4 Howard, 61G.
The following is the reasoning of
the majority of the court, as embraced in the opinion pronounced by l\lr.
Justice ·Nelson:-

•

•
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-doctrine was

quently, the same
heM in relation to a second extension granted by special act of Congress after the first ex:ten"The second question is, whether, lJy force and opt'ration of the eighteenth
section, already referred to, the extension granted to'"· "'· \Voodworth, as
administrator, on the lOth day of November, 18-12, enured to the lJenefit of
assignees under the original patent granted to William Woodworth on the 2ith
dav• of December, 1828, or whether said extension enured to the henefit of the
administrator only in his said capacity.
" The most of this section has already been recited in the consideration of
tlw first question, and it will be unnecessary to repeat it. It pro\'i•les for the
application of the Jlatentee to the commissiont'r for an extension of the patent
for seven years; constitutes a hoard to hear and decide upon the application;
and if his 1·eeeipts and expenditures, showing the loss and profits accruing to
l1im from and on account of his invention, shall establish to the satisfaction of
the board that the patent should be extended, hy reason of the patentee, without any fault on his 1mrt, having failed to obtain from the use and sale of
his inn~ntion a reasonable remuneration for his time, ingenuity, and expense
bestowed upon the same, and the introduction of it into use, it shalllle the
duty of the commissioners to extend the same hy making a certificate thereon
of such extension for the .term of sevt'n years from and after the first term;
'and thereupon the said patent shall have the same effect in law as though it
had been originally granted for the term of twenty-one years.' And then
comes the clause in question: ' And the benefit of such renewa1 slw 11 extend
to assignees and grantees of the right to use the thing patented to tl1c extent
of their respective rights therein.'
" The answer to the second question certified depends npon the true construction of the above clause respecLiug the rights of assignees and grantees.
" Various and conflicting interpretations have been given to it by the learned
counsel, on the argument, leading to different and opposite results, which it
will be necessary to examine.
" On one side it has been strongly argued, that the legal operation and
effect of the clause save and protect all the rights and interests of assignees
and grantees in the patent existing at the time of the extension ; and thus
secure and continue the exclusive use and enjoyment of these rights and
interests for the seven years, to the same extent, and in as ample a manner,
as held and enjoyed under the first term. That if A. holds an assignment of
a moiety of tht:l patent, he will hold the same for the new term of seven years;
if of the whole patent, then the whole interest for that period. . And that as
soon as the new grant is made to the patentee, the interest therein passes, by
operation of this clause, to the assignees of the old term, in proportion to
their respective shares.
·
" On the other side it has been argued, with equal earnestness, tlmt,
according
to
th.e
true
construction
and
legal
effect
of
the
clause,
protection
is
·
•
giVen, and intended to be given, only to the rights and interests of assignees
and grantees acquired and held by assignments and grants from the patentee ·
•
m and under the second or new term ; and that it does not refer to, or em•

•

•

•
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sion granted hy the Patent Office; for it was held that a gpeeial
act in favor of a patentee, extending the time beyond that origllrace, or in any way affect the rights and interests of assignees or gt·autecs
holding under the old.
" In connection "ith this view, it is said that the rights thus protecte!l in
the new term may be acquired by means of the legal operation of the clause,
either from a direct assignment or grant after the extension of the patent, or
by an appropriate pro,ision for that purpose, looking to an extension, con·
tainecl in the assignment or grant under the old.
'' It is not to be denied but that, upon any view that has been taken or that
may be taken of the clause, its true meaning and legal effect cannot be assNted
with euti rP. confidence; and. after all, must depend upon such construction as
the court can best give to doi.tbtful phraseology :uul obscurc,legislation, having
a due regard to the great object and intent of Congress, as collected from the
context and general provisions and policy of the patent law.
" The rule is familiar and well settled, that, in case of obscure and doubtful words or phraseology, the intention of the law-makers is to be resorted tl),
if discoveraule from the context, in order to fix and control their meaning, so
as co reconcile it, if possible, with the general policy of the law.
"Now, the serious difficulty in the way, and which renders the first inter;
pretation inadmissible, except upon the most explicit and positive wor,Js, is,
that it subverts at once the whole ouject and purpose of the enactment, as is
plainly written in every line of the p1•cvious part of the section. It gin·s to
the assignees and grantees of the patent, as far as assigned un!ler the old
term, the exclusive right and enjoyment of the invention, the monopoly,in the extended term for the !'ev~:n years ; when, by the same provision, it
clearly appears that it was intended to be secured to the patentee as au mlditional remuneration for his time, ingenuity, and expense in bringing out the
discovery, and in introducing it into public use. It gives this remuneration to
partiC's that have no peculiar claims upon the government or the public, and
takes it from those who confessedly have.
" The whole structure of the eighteenth section tums upon the idea of
affording this additional protection and compensation to the patentee, and to
the patentee alone, and hence the reason for instituting the inquiry before the
grant of the extension, to ascertain whether or not he has failed to realize a.
reasonable remuneration from the sale and use of the discovery,
the production of an account of profit and loss to enable the board to determine the
question ; and as it comes to the one or the other conciusion, to grant the
extended term or not.
" It i11 obvious, therefore, that Congress had not at all in view protection
to assignees. That their condition on account of dealing in the subject of the
invention, whether successful or otherwise, was not in the mind of that body.
nor can any good reason be given why it should have been.
" They had purchased portions of the interest in the invention, and dealt
with the patent rights as a matter of business and speculation, and stood in
no different relation to the government or the public than other citizens
engaged in the common affairs of life.
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inally limited, must be considered as ingrafted on the general
patent law; that the general patent law, in force at the time of
•

":Xothing "Short of the most fixed and positive terms of a statute could
justify au interpretation so repugnant to the whole scope and policy of it, aud
to wise ami judicious legislation.
" We think this construction not necessarily required by the language of
the clause, and is altogether inadmissible.
"Then as to the secon•I interpretation, namely, that the clause refers to
and includes assignees and grantl!cs of interests acquired in the new term,
either by an assignment or grant from the patentee after the extension, or by
Yirtuc of a proper clause for that purpose in the assignment under the old
term.
" The difficulty attending this construction lies in the uselesaness of the
clause upon the hnJOthesis,
the failure to discover any subject-matter upon
which to give reasonable operation and effect tu it, ami hence to adopt the
construction is to make the clause virtually a dead letter, the grounds for which
conclusion we will proceed to state.
" The eleventh section of the Patent Act pro,ides that every patent shall
be assignable in law, either as to the whole interest or any lmdivided part
thereof, by an instrument in writing ; which assignment, and also every grant
and conveyance of the exclusive right under any patent, &c., shalllJe recorded
in the J>atent Office. And the fourteenth section auth01izes suits to be
brought in the name of the assignee or grantee, for an infringement of his
rights, in a court of law.
" One object of ~hese pro,isions found in the general patent system is to
separate the interest of the assignee and grantee from that which may be held
by the patentee, and to make each fractional interest held under the patent
distinct and separate ; in otHer words, to change a mere equitable into a legal
title and interest, so that it may be dealt with in a court of law.
"Now, in view of these provisions, it is difficult to perceive the materiality
of the clause in question, as it respects the rights of assignees and grantees,
held by an assignment or gm 1~ in and under the new term, any more than i.u
respect to like rights and interests in and under the old.
" The eleventh and fourteenth sections embrace every assignment or grant
of a part or the whole of the interest in the invention, and enable these parties
to deal with it, in all respects, the same as the patentee. They stand upon
the same footing under the new term as in the case of former assignments
under the old. Nothing can be clearer. It is impossible to satisfy the clause
by referring it to these assignments and grants ; or to see how Congress could,
for a moment, have imagined that there would be any necessity for the clause,
in this aspect of it. It would have been as clear a work of supererogation as
can be stated.
H The only color for the argument in favor of the necessity of this clause,
in the aepect in which we are viewing it, is, as l'espects the contingent interest
in the new term, derived from a provision i.u au assignment under the old one,
looking to the extension. As the right necessarily rested on contract, at least
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tbe special act. permitted a party who had Jmrchase1l a patented
machine during the periOll to which the patent was first limited
till the contingl'ncy occurred, thl're may be some dou'Lt whether, ev<'n after
its occurrence, the eleventh and fourteenth sections hall the efft'ct to change it
into a vested ll'gal interest, so that it could be dealt with at law ; ancl that a
new assignment or grant from the patentee would be rer1uired, which coulcl
be enforced only in a court of equity. To thi$ extent there may be some color
for the argum•· ,f., some supposed matter to give operation anu cff(;CL to the
clause.
"But what is the amount of it? Not that the clause creates or secures
this contingent interest in the new term, for that depends upon the contract
between the parties, and the contract alone, and which, even if the general
provisions of the law respecting the rights of assignees and grantees couhl nut
have the effect to change into a legal right, might ~e enforced in a court of
elplity.
" The only effect, therefore, of thG provision in respect to assignees and
grantees of this description would be to change the nature of the contingent
interest, after the event happened, from a right resting in contract to a \'estell
legal interest ; or, to speak with more precision, to remove a doubt about the
nature of the interest in the new term, after the happening of a certain con·
tingency, which event, in itself, was r1uite remote. This seems to be the
whole amount of the effect that even ingenious and able counsel have sue·
ceedcd in finding to satisfy the clause. It presupposes that Congress looked
to this scintilla of interest in the new term, which might or might not occur,
and cast about to provide for it, for fear of doubts as to its true nature and
legal character, and the effect of the general system upon it.
" We cannot 'Lut think :.1. court should hesitate before giving a construction
to the clause so deeply hal'sh and unjust in its consequences, both as it respects
the public and individual rights and interests, upon so narrow a foundation.
•• But there are other difficulties in the way of this constl"llction.
' The eleventh section, regulating the rights of assignees and grantees,
provides : 'That HVery patent shall be assignable at law,' &c., 'which assign·
mcnt, an~ also every grant and conveyance of the exclusive right under any
patent to make and use, and to grant to others to make and use, the thing
patented within and throughout any specified part or portion of the United
States,' &c., ' shall be recorded.'
" Now it will be appa· ., we think, from a very slight examination of the
clause in question, that it does not embmce assignees or grantees, in the sense
of the eleventh section, at all ; nor in the sense in which they are rPferred to
when speaking of these interests generally under the }Ja.teut law, without
interpolating words or giving a very forced construction to thos'3 composing it.
., • The clause is as follows : '.And the benefit of such renewal shall extend
to assignees and grantees of the right to tlSe the thing patented, to the extent
of their respective interests therein.'
'' It will be seen that the word ' exclusive,' used to qualify the right of a.
grantee in the eleventh section, and, indeed, always when referred to in the

•
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to continue to use it tlming the fmther extension; and that there
was nothing in the ~pccial act to take the case out of the opera·
tion of this rule. I
patent law(§ H), and also the words 'to make,' 'and to grant to others to
make and usc,' arc dropped, so that there is not only no exclusive rigl•t in the
grantee, in terms, granted or seemed by the clause, but no right at all, no
right whatevcr, to make or to grant to others to make and usc the thing
patented ; in other words, no exclusive right to make or vend. And it is, we
think, quite obvious, from the connection and phraseology, that assignees awl
grantees arc placed, ami were intended to be placed, in this reSlll'ct, upon the
same footing. \Ye should scarcely be justified in giving to this t{•rm a more
enlarged meaning as to the right to make and sell, as it respects the one class,
than is given to the others, as they arc always used as col'l'elativc, in the
patent laws, to the extent of the interests held hy them. The clause, there·
fore, in terms, seems to limit studiously the benefit or reservation, or whatever
it may he called, under or from the new grant, to the naked right to usc the
thing patente1l ; nut an exclusive right even for that, which might denote
monopoly, nor any right at all, much less exclusive, to make and vend. That
seems to have been guardedly omitted. 'Vc tlo nut forget the remaining pal't
of the sentence, • to the extent of their rcspecth·c interests therein,' which is
relied on to help out the dillieulty. llut we see nothing in the phrase gh•ing
full effect to it, necessarily inconsistent with the plain meaning of the previous
words. The ex:tct idea intemled to be expressed may be open to observation;
but we think it far from justifying the cotu·t in holding that the gmnt or
resen·atiou of :t right to use a thing patented, well known and in general use
at the time, means an exclusive right to make and use it ; and not only this,
but an exclusive right to grant t.o others the right to make and usc it, mean·
ing au exclusive right to vend it.
" The court is asked to build up a completq mono1>oly in the hands of
assignees and grantees in the thing patented, by judicial construction, fowuled
upon the grant of a simple right to usc it to the extent of the interest pos·
sessell ; for the argument comes to this complexion. .A simple right to usc is
given, and we al'C asked to read it au exclusive right, and not only to read it
an exclusive right to usc, but an exclusive right to make and vend the l>atcnted
article.
" Hecurring to the }>atent law, it will be seen that Congress, in granting
monopolies of this description, have deemed it necessary to usc very different
language. The grant in the patent must be in express terms, for ' the full
and exclusive right and liberty of making-, using, and vending,' in order to
confer exclush·e privileges. The same language is also used in the act when
speaking of portions of the monopoly in the hands of assignees and grantees
(§§ 11, 14).
" We cannot but think, therefore, if Congress had intended to confer a.
monopoly in the patented article upon the assignees and grantees by the clause
1

Bloomer v. l\IcQuewan, 14 Howard, 580.
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§ 199. Two other cases in the Supreme Court lmve involved a
further application of the same doctrine. In one it was held, that
in question, the usual formula in all such gt•ants would have been obsel'\'Ctl,
and that we should be defeating their understanding and intent, as \Vell as
doing violence to the language, to sanction or uphold rights and pri\"ilcgcs of
such magnitude by the mere force of' jtulicial constnwtion.
" "'e conclude, therefore, that the clause has no reference to the rights or
interests of assignees and grantees under the new and extended term, U}Jon
the ground, " 1. Because, in that Yiew, giving to the words the 'videst construction,
there is nothing to satisfy the clause, or upon which any substantial effect and
operation can be given to it ; it becomes virtually a dead letter, and work of
legislative superfluity ; and,
·
"2. Because the clause in question, upon a true and reasonable interpretation, does not operate to vest the assignees and grantees named therein with
any exclusive privileges whatever, in the extended term, and therefore cannot
be construed as relating to or embracing "such interests in the sense of the law.
" The extension of the patent, under the eighteenth section, is a new grant
of the exclusive right or monopoly in the subject of the invention for the
seven years. All the rights of assignees or grantees, whether in a share of
the 1)ateut, or to a specified 11ortion of the territory held under it, terminate
at the end of the fourteen years, and become reinvested in the patentee by the
new grant.
" From that date he is again possessed of ' the full and exclusive 1·ight and
liberty of making, using, and vending to others the invention,' whatever it
may be. Not only portions of the monopoly held by assignees and grantees
as subjects of trade and commerce, but the patented articles or machines
throughout the cuuntry, l'urchascd for practical use in the business affairs of
life, are cmb-.:aced -\\·ithin tM operation of the extension. This latter class of
assignees and grantees are reached by the new grant of the exclusive right to
use the thing patented. Purchasers of the machines, and who were in the use
of them at the time, are disabled from further use immediately, as that right
became vested exclusively in the patentee. 1\Iaking and vending the invention
are prohibited by the corresponding terms of his grant.
·
"Now, if we read the clause in question with reference to this state of
things, we think that much of the difficulty attending it will disappear. By
the previous part of the section, the patentee would become reinvested with
the exclusive right to make, use, and vend the thing patented; and the clause
in question follows, and was so intended as a qualification. To what extent,
is the question. The language is: 'And the benefit of such renewal sl1all
extend to assignees and grantees of the right to use the thing patented to the
extent of their respective interest therein '; naturally, we think, pointing to
those who were in the use of the patented article at the time of the renewal,
and intended to restore or save to them that right which, without the clause,
would have been vested again exclusively in the patentee. The previous part
of the section operating in terms to vest him 'vith the exclusive right to use, as

•

•
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a part-y, who claims a right so to continue in the use of a patt>nted
machine after an extension, must show a continuous chain of title
•

•

well as to make and vend, there is nothing very remarkable in the words, the
legislature intending thereby to qualify the right in respect to a certain class
only, leaving the right as to all others in the patentee, in speaking of the
benefit of the renewal extending to this class. The renewal vested him with
the whole right to usc, and therefore there is no great impro1wiety of language,
if intended to protect this class, by giving them in terms the benefit of the
renewal. Against this view it may be said that 'the thing patented' means
the invention or discovery, as held in l\l'Clurg v. 1\ingsland, 1 How. 202;
and that the right to use ' the thing patented ' is what, in terms, is proYided
for in the clause. That is admitted, but the words, as us,·l in the connection
here found, with• the right simply to use the thing patent;•· .~, not the exclusive right, which would be a monopoly, necessarily refer to the patented
machine, and not to the invention; and, indeed, it is in that sense that the
expression is to be understood generally throughout the }latent law, when
taken in connection with the right to use, in contradistinction to the right to
make and sell.
" The ' thing patented ' is the invention; so the machine is the thing patented; and to usc the machine is to use the invention, because it is the thing
invented, and in respect to which the exclusive right is secured, as is also held
in l\l'Clnrg v. 1\ingsland. The patented machine is frequently used as equivalent for the' thing patented,' as well as for• the invention or discovery, and,
no doubt, when found in connection with the exclusive right to make and
vend, always means the right of pro_perty in the invention, the monopoly.
But when in connection with the simple right to use, the exclusive right to
make and vend being in another, the right to usc the thing patented necessarily results in a right to use the machine, and nothing more. Then as to
the pln·ase 'to the extent of their respective interests therein,' that obviously
enough refers to their interests in the thing patented, and, in connection with
the right simply to use, means their interests in the patented machines, be that
interest in one or more at the time of the extension.
" This view of the clause, which brings it down in practical effect and
operation to the persons in the use of the patented machine or machines at
the time of the new grant, is strengthened by the clause immediately following, which is, ' that no extension of the patent shall be granted after the
expiration of the tenu for which it was originally isf ·led. )Vhat is •1 object
of this provision? Obviously, to guard against the injustice whicu might
otherwise occur to a person who had gone to the expense of procuring the
patented article, or changed his business upon the faith of using or dealing
it, after the monopoly had expired, which would be alTested by the operation of the new g::ant. To avoid this consequence, it is provided that the
extension must take place before the expiration of the patent, if at all. Now
it would be somewhat remarkable if Congress should have been thus careful
of a class of persons who had merely gone to the expense of providing themselves with the patented article for use or a matter of trade, after the monop·
PAT.
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back to. some one who could lawfully sell it to him for usc (luring
the former term.1 In the other it was helll that, if he docs !'how
a right to use the machine, derived during the original term from
some one who could then lawfully impart to him that right, ho
may continue to use it after any and every extension of the
oly had ceased, and would l1e disappointed and exposed to loss if it was again
renewed, and at the same time had overlooked t:te class who, in addition to
the expense and change of business, had bought the right from the patPntee,
and were in the use and enjoyment of the machine, or whate\'er it might be,
at the time of the renewal. These provisions are in juxtaposition, and we
think are but parts of the same policy, looking to the protection of imliritlual
citizens from any wrong and injustice on account of the operation of the new
grant.
" The consequences of any different construction than the one proposed to
be given are always to be t'egarded by courts, when dealing with a statute of
doubtful meaning. Por between two different interpretations, resting upon
judicial expositions of ambiguous and involved phraseology, that whieh will
result in what may be regarded as coming nearest to the intention of the
legislature should be preferred.
" \\.e must remember, too, that we are not dealing with the decision of the
particular case before us, though tlmt is involved in the inquiry, hut with a
general system of great practical interest to the country; and it is the cticct
of our decision upon the operation of tl1e system that gives to it its chief
importance.
'' The eighteenth section authorizes the 1·enewal of' patents in all cases where
the board of commissioners is satisfied of tlte usefulness of the invention, and
of the inadequacy of remuneration to the patentee. Inventions of merit only
are the subject of the new grant,
such as have had the Jmblic confitlcnce,
and which it may be presumed have entered largely, in one way and another,
into the business affairs of life.
" By the report of the commissioner of patents, it appears that five hundred
and two patents were issued in the year 1814, for the last fourteen years the
average issnc yearly exceeded this number, and embrace articles to be found
in common use in every department of labor or art, on the farm, in the work·
shop and factory. Tht>se articles have been purchased from the patentee, and
have gone into common use. But if the construction against which we have
been contending should prevail, the moment the patent of either article is
renewed, the common use is arrested by the exclusive grant to the patentee.
It is true the owner may repurchase the right to use, and doubtless would ba
comJlelled from necessity; but he is left to the discretion or caprice of the pat·
entee. A construction leading to such consequences, and fraught with such
unmixed evil, we must be satisfied was never contemplated by Congress, and
should not be adopted unless compelled by the most express and positi\'e Ian·
guage of the statute."
1 Chaffee v. Boston Belting Co., 22 How. 217.
0
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patent suhsequently obtained, as long as it lasts, aud may even
repair it. 1
§ lHfl a. This doctrine-has been confirmed ],~- recent decisions,
in which it has hcen lwld that the right to use the l'lwcilic machine
is guaranteed by section eighteen of the act of lSiJH. A purchaser
may usc the identical machine as long as it lasts, and may repair
it after an extension of the patent.2
§ 200. This course of decisions, then, estahli,;lws a !list i ud ion,
in respect to the right of previous assignees, between tlte rigl1t to
make and vend the patented article, and the 1·ight to u11e it, after
an extension. The former, it is held, is a part of the fralll'hise
which the patent confers, and the right to exercise that franchise
after an exten:-;ion ceases in the previous assignee, unless there is a
stipulation to the contrary. The latter, it is said, is the ac,Iuisition
of a 1·ight which takes the patented article out of the monopoly of
the patent, makes it the property of the individual pmchascr, and
removes it from the protection of the patent laws.
§ 201. It may be ob<.;erved, here, that four of the cases above
cited related to maeltines licensed or authorized umll·r a former
term of the patent. A difficulty will be experienced when it becomes necessary to apply the same doctrines to patents embracing
other subjects; for the question will then arise whether the clause
in the act of 1836, saving the rights of assignees, applies at all to
Bloomer v. Millingcn, 1 "r allace, 3-10. There is a case, decicled on the
•
circuit by :Mr. Justice Nelson, in 1855 (prior to Chaffee v. llost. Belt. Co.,
ante), in which a distinction is drawn between the rights of a purchaser who
bought a machine from the patentee himself, who had built it for him, and
the case of a purchaser of a mt: '·' le from one holding a license to make and
sell under the first term of the llatcnt; nnd it is intimated that, in the former
'
case, a special act of Congress extending the patent could not tnkl~ away the
right to use the machine sold by the patentee, even if it should undertake to
do so. 'Vithout going into the consideration of this last suggestion, it may be
observed that the course of decisions in the Supreme Court makes no such distinction as to the source from which the right to use was derived during a.
former term, but merely requires that the use in its inception should Le lawful,_ or be conferred by some one who then hnd the right to confl~r it. The
case referred to is Blanchard v. Whitney, 3 BlateLf. 307. The effect of the
eighteenth section o.£ the statute of 1836 is not adverted to in this cast·, and
__.. .the right• of the vendee of the machine is put upon the ground that by tlJe sale
'the patentee con1eyed an uulimited right to use it until worn out.
2
Farrington v. Board of Water Commissioners, 4 :Fisher's Pat. Cas. 216;
Hawley v. Mitchell, ibid. 388; Tilghman v. Mitchell, ibid. 615•
1
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such patents, anr:l if so, in what way. Thus, for example, to take
the case of a patented process of manufacture, resulting in u new
article of commerce, such as that suggested by Mr. 'Vebster, of a
patent starch. The patent monopoly, in such a case, embraces
the right to make, the right to use, and the right to vend to oth~rs
to use. 'Yhile, then, it may be conceded that the sale of the
particular kind of stal'ch hy the patentee, during a former term,
carries to the plll'chaser of the starch the right to consume it or
to vend it as an article of commerce after an extension, is this all
the application of the clause protecting the rights of assignees or
grante':.'s that can be given to such a case ? Is the former assignee
or grantee of a right to prac.tise the patented process exclndctl
from the clau~e ? 'Vltat is "the extent of his interest therein,"
in relation to the extended term of the monopoly·? What, in
other words, is "the right to use the thing patented," which the
statute saves to an assignee after an extension, according to the
extent of " his interest therein," in a case of this description ?
§ 202. It has been suggested tl1at this clause in the statute applies only to patented machines. But there appears to he nothing
in the terms or nature of the provision which limits it to patents
of a particular class. All that can be said at present is, that the
Supreme Court have been called upon, as yet, to apply it only to
patents for machines, and that they have given it a construction
· which cuts the knot of certain difficulties which arise in that
direction. If, in so doing, embarrassments have heen created in
its application to patents of ·another kind, they can be solved only
when the cases arise.1
§ 203. The doctrine, then, as it now stands, in relation to the
rights of assignees, or purchasers under a forme1· term, is that, in
the absence of· an express stipulation, mere assignees of the right
to make and vend (a patented machine), who acquired their right
under a former term, take nothing under an extension, whether
the extension was obtained under the standing law or under a
special law; but that purchasers of the patented machine, who
derived from a competent source a lawful right to use it, can con-

•

1

See the close of the opinion of the court in Chaffee v. Bost. Belt. Co., 22
Howard. See also the case of Day v. The Union India-Rubber Company, 3
Blatchf. 488; and Wood v. Michigan Southel'll R.R. (1868), 3 Fisher's Pat.
Cas. 464.
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tinue to use it until it is worn out, or as long as it can be repairecl.l
It becomes important, then, to know what will operate as a stipuThe point still remains undecided by the Supreme Court whether an
assignee or licensee of the right to use the thing patented is confined, after an
extension, to the use of the identical machine or appamtus which was in existence in his hands at the time of the extension. All the decisions, thus far,
involved as the point for judicial determination the right to use a machine constructed before the extension of the patent; and in dealing with tlwse cases,
the Supreme Court has been led (as in Wilson v. Simpson, 0 How. 100) into
some rather subtle distinctions between repairs or reconstructions which do not,
and those which do, change the identity of the machine which had become the
property of the assignee or grantee before the extension. It will be seen, on
examining these cases, that the construction given to the clause of the eighteenth section of the act of 18)~6 rests mainly upon the position that a sale of
a patented machine takes tltat mac:ltine out of the monopoly, and puts it upon
the same footing in the hands of the purchaser with all other property. But
this carries no right to construct anothei· machine like it; and hence, so long
as the operation of the clause in question is governed by the unquestionable
truth that the maclti11e sold became the absolute property of the grantee, it may
be necessary to go into nice inquiries respecting the identity of the machine
wl1ich the grantee is using and the machine which was sold or licensed to him.
But there may be cases where this basis of the construction of the statute will
furnish no guide whatever. Take the case of a mixed patent, where the thing
patented embraces a process which can be exercised only by machinery described in or perhaps covered by the patent. Or take the case of a patent for
a process alone, but one requiring the use of a peculiar apparatus, which may
not itself be covered by the patent. Is the grantee of " the thing patented "
confined in such cases to the use of the identical apparatus which he was usillg
at the time of the extension? Or is the grantee of " the thing patented,"
where that tiring is nothing but a machine, confined to the identical machine
•
which he had bought or been licensed to use before the extension? These
inquiries show that the construction heretofore given to the statute has, perhaps, been narrowed rather more than was needful, and that the fact that a
particular structure has become the property of the grantee is not alone a sufficient basis for the construction, as it obviously will not satisfy all cases. The
necessity for a broader construction of the statute will be seen by examining
the case of Day v. The Union India-Rubber Company, a Blatchf. 488, decided
by Judge Hall, in which he entered into an elaborate examination of all the
cases that had been decided by the Supreme Court, and held, that whatever
was the tendency of the reasonings employed in them, they had judicially decided nothing more than the point, that where the defendant is using the same
machine which he was licensed to use before the extension, he may continue
to use and even repair tltat macltine. The learned judge, therefore, felt himself at liberty to examine and decide the further case of the usc of a thing patented, whether the particular apparatus was or was not in existence prior ~o
the extension. The thing patented in this case was a subject in which a process
1
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lation inter partes, that assignees or grantees of the right to
exercise the .patent monopoly shall continue to have the same
right in future terms ; and what, if any, a1·e the rules of construction applicable to such instruments in the determination of
this question ?
§ 204. In the case of .Wilson v. Rousseau, there was a covenant
that any " renewal" of the patent should "enme to the henefit"
of the assignee. At the time of making this covenant, there was
no standing law of the United States providing for an extension
of the term beyond the fourteen years expressed in the patent.
Nor was there, at that time, any law providing for a surrender
and reissue, on account of a defective specification ; but a decision
had been made in the Circuit Court for the New York circuit, to
the effect that, upon general principles, such a surrender and reissue might be made. This was the state of the law, statutory
or declared, at the time of this covenant respecting "any renewal." A majority of the Supreme Court held that the parties
to the covenant were to be presumed to have made it "with a
reference to the known and existing rights and privileges secured
to patentees under the geneml system of the government established for that purpose " ; that this, at the time, embraced a right
to take out a new patent for the residue of the unexpired term
•

•

and machinery for working the process were so blended that it was douhtful
whether the patent covered the one or the other, or both. The learned judge
held, that whether the patent covered a process or a machine, or both, and
whether the machinery used by the defenda~t was or was not in existence .
prior to the extension of the patent, the eighteenth s~ction of the statute gave
him, as grantee " of the right to use the thing patented," the same rights of
use after the extension that he held before. The opinion pronounced is highly
instructive and able. The case was taken to the Supreme Court, but was
decided there upon other grounds. See Day v. Union India-Rub. Co., 20
How. 210. It was followed by the cases of Chaffee v. Bost. Belt. Co., and
Bloomer v. Millingen; but these did not involve any thing beyond the points
previously decided as to the use of the identical machine sold or licensed before
the extension. The whole subject needs further examination. For the con·
Yeniencc of the reader the cases are here cited in their chronolo~ical order:
Wilson v. Rousseau, 4 How. 646 (18-15); Simpson v. Wilson, 4 How. 709
(18-15); Wilson t•. Simpson, 9 How. 109 (1849); Bloomer v. 1\lcQuewau, 14
How. 539 (J852); Day v. The Union India-Rub. Co., 3 Blatchf. 488 (1856);
Hartshorn v. Day, 1!} How. 211 (1856); Day v. Union India-Rub. Co., 20
How. 216 (1857); Chaffee v. Bost. Belt. Co., 22 How. 217 (1859); Bloomerv.
!fillingen, 1 Wallace, 3-10 (1863).
·
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of fourteen years ; and that the term " renewal'' was to be satisfied with reference to this new patent so to be obtained, and was
not to be construed to embrace a renewal to be created by further
1
legislation of Congress. It may admit of some question whether
a narrower construction of the term "renewal," than it might
have received under the principle of construction adopted, was
not resorted to in this case. Assuming the correctness of the
principle, that parties, in making such a covenant, are presumed
to contemplate such rights and privileges as the existing patent
system itself contemplates, it is to be observed, that, at the time
of thi::; covenant, the practice of obtaining extensions by special•
act of Congress had long been known ; and that, although there
was no standing law for that purpose, there was also no standing
law for obtaining what the court called a new patent, by surren. der and reissue of the old one.
§ 205. The utmost that existed on this subject was embraced in
a decision of a Circuit Court that a patent might be surrendered .
and reissued, and the possibility that the Supreme Court might,
as they afterwards did, sanction this ruling. So far, therefore, as
the meaning of the term " renewal" could be gathered from what
might be brought into existence. thereafter, it would seem that a
future extension by subsequent legislation was as fairly within
that meaning as the new patent to be obtained for the residue
of fourteen years, by a surrender and reissue under the sanction
of a judicial decision. But the principle of construction appears of
itself to have been sound, namely, -that when parties use such a
term as the "renewal" of the patent, they are to be supposed to
embrace what the law provides as a "renewal." Fortunately, the
subsequent legislation fixes the meaning of this term as referring
to what is also called an" extension." Thus, while the thirteenth
section of the act of 1836 speaks of a reissued patent as a " new
patent," it does not denominate the term a "renewal"; but the
eighteenth section, which provided for extensions by the commissioner, describes the further term so obtained by both the terms
"extension" and "renewal." Accordingly, it has been held, that
where the term " renewal " or " renewed letters-patent " was
used in an agreement made while the eighteenth section of the·
1

Wilson v. Rousseau, 4 How. 646 .
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act of 1836 was in force, the parties are to be deemed to have had
in view an extension under that section.I
§ 206. 'Vhat then, it may be asked, will be the rights of an
assignee or covenantee, under the use of the term " renewal" or
"renewed letters-patent," in respect to the new patent obtained
by a surrender and reissue, or in respect to an extension obtainetl
by a special law, and not under a standing law? Are these to he
excluded by construction from the operation of the covenant?
To this it may be answered, in the first place, that, in respect
to a jJatent reissued on account of a defective specification, the
·question may be practically unimportant, if the contract is a clear
assignment of an interest in the existing patent ; hecause the
reissued patent, being, in contemplation of law, the same as the
original, the law annexes the right to it to the interest obtained
by the assignee under the original. But in respect to extelHled
terms that may be ~btained by special laws, aside from, m; in the
absence of, any standing law providing for such further grants,
the context of the instrument umler which the assignee or covenantee claims, construed by the application of certain established
principles respecting this species of property, must determine what
the party is to take. The question is chiefly, if not solely, a
question of intent. These instruments are, of course, framed in
a great variety of forms, ancl the language used is to he applied to
the subject-matter about which the parties appear to have dealt.
§ ~07. There is nothing in the nature of a future contingent
'
interest in a patent, whether it may be obtained under a standing
or under a, special law, to prevent it from being a subject of bargaih a.ml s~le. It is clear: that the inchoate right to obtain an
extension under a standing law may be conveyed or controlled
in advance by the party who has the power to obtain and make
it perfect; and it seems to be equally clear that an inventor, either
before or after he bas obtained one patent, may so deal with the
possibility of obtaining future patents on his invention, as to Yest
an interest in such f"!lture patents in his assignee or grantee. The
question in either case will be, whether he has conveyed or cove- J
nanted to convey a future contingent interest.
§ 208. In dec:ding such a question, it has been considered that
. a sale of the "invention '' does not necessaray carry with it the ex1

Pitts v. Hall, 3 Blatchf. 201.
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elusive right for an extended term, obtained under the standing
!aw; for this right is not a mere incident to the invention, but
its existence is made to depend, not only on matter subsequent to
the invention, but exclusively personal to the inYentor himself,
and only he or his personal representatives can obtain it.l But is
there, then, any presnmJltion capable of being applied to such a
sale, which should exert a controlling influence upon the operation
that is to be given to it ? It is, on the one hand, the well-settled
doctrine in relation to the act of 1836, that the extended te1m
therein provided for was intended as a re,vard 'to an inventor who
had failed to obtain an adequate remuneration for his invention
durh:g t.he first term ; that the right to obtain it is an inchoate
right, which belongs solely to the inventor or to his personal1·epresentatives ; and these considerations undoubtedly lHtd a large influence in causing the strict construction that was given in the
case of ·wilson v. Rousseau, to the clause in that act which concerned the rights of assignees. So far, therefore, as the legitimate
influence of this policy of the law can extend, in the construction
of n contract of sale of the invention, it should undoubtedly be
held, that unless an intention to convey something beyond the
first term can be found in the instrument, the assignee should not
be held to take any thing beyond that term. On the other hand,
while a sale of the "invention," made during or before the first
or original term, may not of itself evince an intention to convey
more than that term, it is quite consistent with such an intention ;
a})(l if that intention can be gathered from the whole instrument,
it will operate, not so much by reason of any superior force in the
term "invention," as by other clauses which point to the extent
and duration of the interest which was designed to be ·vested in
the grantee.2
§ 20~ a. Where a license was granted " for and during the
term for which said letters-patent are or may be granted," it was
l1eld that there was .nothing in this language to indicl:lte that the
parties had in view a continuance of the license during any extended term of the patent, but that it applied only to a reissue." s
1

Clum v. Brewer, 2 Curtis, C. C. R. 506.
~ Ibid.
3
Hodge v. Hudson River & Harlem R.R. Cos. (1868), 3 Fisher's· Pat.
Cas. 410; s. c. 6 Blatchf. 85 ; also, 165. In this case Judge Blatchford
said : " As to the duration of the license, nothing is said in the license about
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§ 208 b. And so where the assignment granted aU the right, title,
and interest of the patentee to be held and enjoyed by the assignee
an extension of the patent. The license is to continue ' for and dming the
term for which said letters-patent are or may be granted.' ·The first qtll'stion
that arises is as to the meaning of these words ' may be '; and whether they
refer to or can he constmed to include an extended term of the patent. I tlo
not think there is any thing in the license to indicate that the parties to it had
at all in view a continuance of the license during any extended term of the
patent. The provision that the license is to continue ' during the term for
which said letters-patent are or may be granted,' is satisfied by holding it to
apply exclusively to a reissue of the patent.. There is nothing in the language
which makes it exclusively or even necessarily applicable to au extension.
The presumption of law in regard to every license under a patent is that the
parties deal in regard only to the term existing when the license is gi\'en,
unless an express provision is inserted, looking to a further interest. Wilson
v. Rousseau, 4 How. 0-.I:G, 685, 086. Unless there be such a stipulation showing
that the parties contemplated an extension, the court is bound to construe the
instrument, and each and all of its provisions, as relating to the existing term
only. Gibson v. Cook, 2 Blatchf. C. C. R. 144:, 146. The language ofthe
license in the present case is very different from the language of the instrument in the case of Phelps v. Comstock, 4 1\IcLean, 35:}. In that case, the
language was : ' to the full end of the term or terms for which letters-patent
are or may be granted I or said improvements.' The court held that that language embraced any subsequent extension of the patent. So, also, in Case v.
Redfield, 4 l\IcLean, 520, wh•!re the court held that the language of the instrument embraced au extension, the language was, ' all the right, title, and
interest . . . in said invention and improvement, as secured . . . by • said
letters-patent for the whole of the United States • . . for which letters-patent
were or may be granted for said improvement.' In Clum v. Brewer, 2 Curtis,
C. C. R. 500, 508, where the court held that the parties intended to cover an
interest in an extension, the language was, 'one undivided fourth part of my
said invention, and of all r 1y right and property therein, secured by my said
caveat or otherwise, that I have or may ha.ve from any letters-patent for the
same, granted hy the government of the :Tnitecl States, and within the limits
thereof.' In Pitts v. Hall, 3 Blatchf. C. C. R. 201, where the court held that
there was no doubt that the parties intended, by the language used, to refer
to and provide for an extension, the language ·to that effect was clear and
unambiguous. In all forms of the cases referred to, the instrument under
consideration was one purporting to convey, by assignment or grant, an interest in the invention patented, and an interest in the entire right granted by
the existing patent to make and use, and vend to others to be used, the invention patented. As l\Ir. Justice Curtis says, in Clum v. Brewer, p. 5:H: 'Where
the invention is the subject sold, it weuld be natural to expect to find in the
instrument of sale something sho\ving an intention that the purchaser should
be interestt!ll not merely' in the original letters-patent, but in any cxtl.'usion
thereof securing the exclusive right to the same invention which was the sub•
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" to the full end of the term for which the said letters-patent are
or may he granted," it was held that the words "may he granted"
might pa8s a subsequent rei.ssue of the patent for the resi<lue of
the original term, hut could not be construed as including an
extended term. In this case the court remarked that "the
words 'may be granted' are the only ones in the whole instrument that can possibly he thought to point to an extension that
might subsequently be acquired. But they must be read in
connection with, and subordination to the rest of the instrument; and this very clause refers to 'the term for which the said
·letters-patent,' &c.; a single term is referred to, and the saicl
letters-patent. The reference is in terms to the term and the
letters-patent already mentioned. The phrase ' may be granted '
seems to be an expression loosely used, and without any definite
meaning in the connection in which it is found, unless it refers to
other reissues of patents covering the remainder of said term.
There had already been one reissue, and the facts show that a
second reissue was had for the remainder of the term after this
assignment, doubtless to cover some defect. These reissues are
authorized by the act of Congress, and often occur. In a certain
sense, when the patents thus originally issued are surrendered ancl
others issued in their place, the whole may he regarded as the
same letters-patent: they cover the same term. The reissued
patent covers no improvement or extension, but is intended to
rectify some error, or remedy some defect, and accomplish the
ject of the sale.' In the present case, neither the invention nor any interest
in it, nor any interest in the entire right covered by the patent, was granted,
but merely a license to use the invention, and to construct brakes containing
it for such use, on certain cars on a certain railroad, and such license is to
continue during the term for which said letters-patent are or may be granted.'
The term for which said letters-patent, that is, the letters-patent grante'd
October 2, 1849, and reissued 1\Iarch 1, 1853, were granted or might be
granted, was a term ending October 2, 1863. It is impossible, on any fair
construction of the language, and in view of the adjudged cases, to hold that
the licens~ was intended by the parties to cover an extended term of the
patent. There being, then, in this case,. no express stipulation, carrying the
.license into the extended term, the only 1ight which the Hudson River Railroad Company possesses, under the extended term, is that which is given to it
by the clause of section 18 of the act of July 4, 1886, 5 U. S. Stat. at Large,
125, which provides that the benefit of the extension of a patent shall ' extend
to assignees and grantees of the right to usc the thing patented to the extent
of their respective interest therein.' "
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identical object intended to he accomplished by the letters
originally issued. In this sense, they are substantially the same
letters-patent. In this view, the words ' may be grante!l · may
have some significance as used in this instrument, and they are
satisfied by applying them to any further letters-patent thn.t mig-ht
be is~med for the same term, and to accomplish the same ol>jects
intended by those already issue<l. And in this instance there was
a subsequent reissue, for t1.e remainder of the term to which they
might in fact apply. But upon a view of the whole inHtrumcnt,
to construe them as referring to a new term, and letters-patent
not yet in esse, would be doing great -,riolcnce to tlw langllage.
I have foumt no authority to justify such a construction." 1
2
§ 208 c. In the case of Railroad Company v. Trimble, decided
by the Supreme Court of the United States in 1870, it appearctl
that one Howe, having obtained in 1840 letters-patent for an
improvement in the manner of constructing the truss frame of
bridges, granted all his interest therein for certain States to
Isaac R. Trimble, by a deed dated July 9, 184-!, which waH duly
recorded. This assignment conveyed the rights of Howe in these
words: " All the right, title. and interest which I have iu said
invention, as secured to me by said letters-patent; alHl also all
right, title, and interest which may be secured to me for alterations
and improvements in the same from time to time ; . . . the same
to be held and enjoyed by the said Trimble, &c., to the fnll end
of the term for which said letters-patent are or may be granted,
as fully ancl entirely as the same would have been held and en·
joyed by me, had this assignment and sale not have heen made."
On the 28th of August, 1846, another patent was granted to
Howe for an improvement in the manner of constructing these
truss frames; and on the 18th of September, 1854, after the death
of Howe, his administrator, in order to "secure to I. R. Trimble
more perfectly his legal rights, and tend to a more spee<ly adjustment of any disputed claim," execute(l in favor of Trimble an
assignment of the same interest in the patent of 1846 that he held
in the others. On the application of the same administrator, the
patent of 1846 was extencled for seven years from August 28th,
18GO. The Philadelphia, Wilmington, and Baltimore Hailroad
•

Jenkins v. Nicolson P:weme~t Co. (1870), 1 Abbott's U. S. Reports, 507,
Sawyer, J.
•
2
10 Wall. 367."•
1
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Company having infringed the patent for this improvement,
duriug the term of the extension, a suit for damages was brought,
and the issue was raised whether the assignment of July 9, 1844,
from Howe to Trimble, vested in the latter an interest in the
extension of the patent of 1846.
• In passing upon this question, the Supreme Court held that
tl1e language employed in the assignment included alike all the
patents which had been issued, and all which might be h;sned
to the patentee for the inveutions referred to, whether reissues,
renewals, or extensions. "The language employed," said ivlr.
Justice Swayne, "is very broad. It includes alike the patents
which ltacl been issued, and all which might he issued thereafter.
No discrimination is made between those for the original inventions and those for alterations and improvements, nor hetween
those which were first issues and those which were reissues or
reaewals and extensions. The entire inventions and all alterations and improvements,· and all patents relating thereto, when- .
soever issued, to the extent of the territory specified, are within the
scope of the terms employed. No other com;truction will satisfy
them. Upon the fullest consideration we have no doubt such
was the meaning aml intent of tl1e parties."
The judges were further of opinion that this case came directly
within the principles of law lai<l down in Gaylor v. Wilder, and
that the assignment by Howe of the extension of his patent, before
any extension had issued, vested in the assignee, Trimble, the
legal as well as the equitable title in both the original patent aml
the extension. In the language of the court : " The rnle laid
· down [in Gaylor v. ·wilder] is the law of this tribunal upon the
subject. There the patent was an original one, here it is an
extension. Tl1e question before us arises under the eleventh and
eighteenth sections of the act of 18a6. But the arguments which
controlled the decision in that case apply in this with equal force.
The same considerations are involved in both. There is no substantial ground of distinction. The application of the same principle to the assignment of an extended patent, made before the
extension, is an inevitable corollary, from the reason:ing and ruling
of the court. Without, in effect, overruling that adjudication, we
cannot hold that Trimble had not a legal title under the extended
as well as under the original patent. In our judgment he had
such a title.
•

•
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" In this connection our attention has been callecl by the comu;el
for the plaintiffs in error to Wilson v. Rousseau, and several other
cases. None of them tmned upon the question we have been
considering, and neither of them contains any thing in conflict
with the proposition establishecl by Gaylor v. Wilder." 1
§ 208 d. Prior to the statute of 1870, it seems to have been the ·
practice of the Patent Office to gra.;nt reissues to assignees of the
whole patent, without requiring the ol'iginal patentee to join in
the surrender of the patent and the application for a reissue ; and
Railroad Company v. Trimble, 10 Wall. 367. l\[r. Justice Bradley dissented, on the ground that the language in the assignment by Howe to Trimble was not sufficient to show that a transfer of the extension was intcwled.
In applying the principles of Gaylor v. Wilder to this case, 1\lr.•Tustice
Swa~·nc, who delivered the judgment of \he court, said : " The effect of such
a contract, we think, has been settled by this court in Gaylor v. WiJ,Jer anti
others. Fitzgerald, the inventor, before the patent was issued, assi:.pml his
entire right to Enos Wilder. The assignment contained a request that the patent
should be issued to the assignee, and was duly recorded in the Patent Ollice.
This brought the case within the terms of the sixth section of the act of ll:i:lO.
:Fitzgerald made no assignment after the patent was issued to him .. Enos
Wilder, his assignee, assigned w llenjamin Wilder, who was the plaintiff in
tlw action. The defendants insisted that Enos Wilder had not the legal, but
only au equitable title. Upon the question, whether an assignmellt sub~equent
to the is:ming of the patent was necessary to J)ass the former to the assignee,
this court said : ' W c do not think the act of Congress requires it, but that
when the patent issued to Fitzgerald, the legal right to the monopoly and the
1)roperty it created was, by the operation of the assignment then on record,
vested in Wllder.' The m·gumentwhich controlled the judgment of the court
may be thus stated : :Fitzgerald had an inchoate right at the time of the
assignment, the invention being then complete and the specification prepared.
It appeared, by the language of the assignment, that it was intended to
operate ~·»on the perfect legal title, which he then had a lawful right tu obtain,
as well as upon the inchoate right which he then I)OSsessed. There was no
sound reason for defeating the intention of the pa1ties by restricting the as·
signment 'co the latter interest, and compelling the parties to execute another
transfer, unless the act of Congress required it, which, in the opinion of the
court, it did not. The act of 1830 declares that every patent shall be assign·
able to law. The thing to be assigned is not the mere parchment on which
the grant is written, but the monopoly which the grant confers, the right
of property which it creates. And when the party has acquired an inchoate
right to it, and the power to make that right perfect and absolute at his
pleasure, the assignment of his whole interc:::t, whether executed before or
after the patent issued, is equally within the provisions of the act of Congress.
We concur in these yiews. The rule laid down is the law of this tribunal
upon the subject."
1

•

•

•
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the courts have held such reissues to be valid. When this
point was under consideration in the case of Swift v. 'Vhisen,1
Judge Leavitt remarked that "until the Supreme Court of the
United States shall have had this point before them, and shall
have decided adversely to the usage and practice of the Patent
Office, and the views to which I have referred, I shall feel compelled to regard the statute as authorizing a reissue to an assignee
of an assignee, and that without the com;ent, or approbation, or
knowleoge of the original patentee. . • . There does seem to me
some inconsistency in requiring· the assignee, in sustaining his
application for a reissue, to go before the commissioner and to
make oath in regard to the invention covered by the reissue, and to
show that it is the same invention covered by the original patent.
But, as I said before, there is no prohibition in the statute to this
effect, and as there are no judicial decisions to the contrary, and
as it has been the uniform usage of the Patent Office to grant
reissues under these circumstances, the court would not now feel
authorized to say that the patent in question, the patent upon
which you are to pass, is invalid upon the ground l'eferred to."
§ 208 e. The law on tl1is point, however, has been regulated by
the statute of 1870.2 Section thirty-three of that act provides
" that patents may be g-ranted and issued or reissued to the assignee
of the inventor or discoverer, the assignment thereof being first
entered of record 'in the Patent Office ; but in such case the applicant for the patent shall be made, and the specification sworn to,
by the inventor or discoverer ; and also, if he be living, in case of
an application for reissue." By a subsequent act 3 it was declarecl
that the provisions of this section should not be construed to
apply to patents issued and assigned prior to July 8, 1870.
§ 208 f. In the case of the Commissioner of Patents v. 'Vhiteley,4 decided by the Supreme Court of the United States in
1g66, the very important question was raised, whether the
grantee of an exclusive territorial interest in a patent has the
legal right to apply for a reissue. The defenu.ant in error, in this
case, was the assignee of the entire rights of the patentee in all
the territory embraced in the patent, except the State of Ohio
and a portion of Illinois; and without joining the other assignees
•

1

8

(1807), 3 Fisher's Pat. Cas. 343.
March a, 1871.

2

4

Sec Appendix •
4 Wall. 5~2.
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in the application, applied to the commissioner of patents for a
reissue, according to the thirteenth section of the act of 1~iHi.
The commissioner refused to consider this application, on the
ground, that the applicant, not being the assignee of the whole
interest in tl1e patent, was not entitled to the reissue aske<l for.
It is to be regretted that this important question, thus passed
upon by the commisl'lioner, was not determined by the highest
judicial tribunal known to our law. The court only remarked,
that it was not before them for consideration, and added: "1f it
were, as at present advised, we are not prepared to say that the
decision of the commisgioner was not correct."
§ 209. The conclusion to which the cases as well as souml principle leads is this, that the only presumption applicable to contracts for the sale of a patent interest is that the parties 1l<.'alt
for the existing term, unless a provision was inserted in the
grant or assignment looking to a further interest.1
§ 210. There is one other mocle in which the interests of an
assignee may he affected by the act of the patentee, and ihat is
by a disclaimer. When a disclaimer is filed under the seventh
and ninth sections of the act of 1837, an assignee of the wl10le
patent is the proper party to flle it ; and it has been held, that, if
the patent had been previously assigned in part, the disclaimer
will not operate to the benefit of the assignee, in any suit brought
by him, either at law or in equity, unless he joined in the disclairner.2
•
§ 211. 'V e now come to that other class of contracts made by
patentees, which, not being assignments, confer upon another the
right to exercil'e in some way the privileges secm·ecl by tl1e patent,
- contracts which are popularly as well as technically known as
licenses. The distinction between an assignment and a license,
under our patent laws, relates to the interest in the patent, as
di~tinguished from a mere right to use the thing patented or to
practise the invention. An assignment, whether of the whole or
of an undivided part of the "\vhole patent, of the exclusive right
within a particular district, necessarily operates to diminish ]JI'O
tanto the interest of the patentee. But a license is a grant or
permission to practise the invention or to use the thing patented,
1
•

2

Gibson v. Cooke, 2 Blatchf. 144.
Wyeth v. Stone, 1 Story's R. 273 •
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which leaves the interest of the patentee just as extensive as it
was before. Thus, when a patentee sells to another a pateutell
machine made by himself, or permits another to make the machine, without making the permi:,;sion exclusive as to any pnrticular territory, the party thus authorized becomes a licensee. :tud
does not acquire the rights and position of an assignee. Such a
party has no part of the legal estate ; he cannot authorize others
to make the machine ; nor does the permission extended to him
diminish in any degree the power of the patentee to make, or to
authorize others to make, the patented machine. So, also, where
the subject of the patent is a compound or composition of matter,
if the patentee authorizes another to make anll sell the article,
the party so authorized becomes a, licensee, but he has no interest
in the patent, ancl no power to grant to others any portion of
the exclusive right of making the thing, which is vested in the
patentee.1 Upon this distinction it follows that a license does
not require to be recorded, and that snits for infringemeut cannot
· be brought in the name of the licensee, but must be brought in
the name of the patentee or othe~ person holding the legal title;
for an assignee may sue in his own name, because he holds the
entire and unqualified interest which the suit is to vimlicate.2
§ 212. If, then, an instrument vests in the grantee the exclusive
right, either for the whole country, or for a particular district, of
making and using the thing patented, and of granting that right
to others, it is an assignment. The entire monopoly secured by
the patent, for the whole country or for a particular district, must
be embraced by an instrument which is to operate as an assignment. Any conveyance short of this is a license.3 If the patentee
has seen fit to limit the extent of the monopoly, as by limiting
the number of machines which his grantee may build and use in ·
the particular district, the instrument may still be an assignment,
provided it vests in the assignee the whole of the exclusive right
so limited, including the right to grant to others the right to
build and use any of the limited number of machines. But an
exclusive license is no more than a common license, unless it vests
1

Brooks v. Byam, 2 Story's R. 525, 538, 539, 542.
2
Gaylor v. Wilder, 10 How. 477.
8
Ibid.; Blanchard v. Eldredge. 1 J. W. Wab.ce, 337; Brooks t•. Byam, 2
Story, 525; Pt·otheroe v. l\iay, 1 Webs. l 1 ut. Cas. 4-15; s. c. 5l\Iees. & Welsh.
6i5; Woodworth v. Wilson, 4 How. 712.
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in the licensee a right to grant to others the right to make and
use the thing patented.1
§ 212 a. \¥here the patentee had. transferred all his right, title,
and interest in certain letters-patent, embracing all future terms
::md improvements, to the assignee " to manufacture and sell the
same within the States of New York and Connecticut," it was
contended on behalf of the defendants that this instrument was
not an assignment of the whole or of an umlividecl part of the
patent.2 It was held by the coLut, however, that such an instrument, if not technically an assignment of the patent, or an undivided part thereof, was a grant of the exclusive t·ight undel' the
patent to use, and to grant to others to make nnd use, the thing
patented within the limits specified, and was sufficient to warrant
a suit in the name of the assignee for an infringement within the
territory named. The effect of this instrument was thus discussed by Mr. Justice \Voodruff, who delivered the opinion of
the court : " Although the instrument does not employ the terms
' to grant to others to make and use ' the invention, &c., I think
its just construction fully excludes the patentee from all interest
in, Ol' control over, the inv(;'ntion, or the manufacture or u:;c of
the thing patented, within the specified territory, and so excludes
him from any right to confer the privilege upon any others. He
assigns all his right, title, and intere~t in the invention, improvement, or patent, within and throughout the two States mentioned,
for the term of the p~1,tent, and the terms of any patent for the
same or other improvements thereof, or any extension::; for or of
either thereof, which might be granted to the assignor, or his
heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, to manufacture and
sell the same within the States of New York and Connecticut.
This transfers the whole interest of the patentee in those States;
and the concluding words of the granting clause do not restrict
the grantees to the manufacture in their own persons. They are
descriptive of the future and other improvements and extensions
which might thereafter be grantecl to the patentee, to manufacture and sell in New York and Connecticut, aml are not limitations or qualifications of the full right, title, and interest in tlie
invention and its use, previously therein granted. That the asGaylor v. Wil!ler, 10 How. 4:77; Woodworth v. Wilson, 4 How. 712; Pro·
thcroe v. l\Iay, 1 W cbs. Pat. Cas. 445; Ritter v. Serrcll, 2 Blatchf. :no.
2 l'erry v. Corning (1870), 7 Blatchf. 195.
1
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signment gave to Treadwell and Perry the entire monopoly which
the patentee had in those States, and to the exclusion of the patentee himself, is, I think, quite certain; and this is made the test
of the right to sue, in Gaylor v. 1Vilder, by Chief Justice Taney."
§ 212 b. In Hussey v. ·whitely it appeared that the complainant
by a written instrument had granted the exclusive J'ight to make
and sell his improved reapint.~ and mowing machine dnring the
continuance of his patent in twenty-three counties of Ohio. ineluding that in which the defendant's factory was canicd on.
The consideration
was
to
be
ten
dollars
for
each
machiue
made
•
and sold by the licensees; but the plaintiff expressly reserved the
right of sending machines of his own manufacture into the territory embraced in the contract. This was held to be not an assignment of the interest of Hussey in ti·. ,. patent within the territory
named, but a mere license; and the complainant, as. a "party
aggrieved," under section seventeen of the act of 1836, had a
remedy in chancery for infringl3ment without joining the licensees
above-mentioned as parties complainant)
§ 213. A license, being an authority to exercise some of
the privileges secured by the patent, but which still leaves an
interest in the monopoly in the patentee, the first question that
arises is, whether it is assignable. This .. quality is inherent in an
assignment, but whether it belongs to a license depends on the
terms of the instrument. A mere license to a party, without
mentioning his assigns, is a grant of a power, or a dispensation
with a right or a remedy, and confers a personal right upon the
licensee, which is not transmissible to another person. It seems,
however, that the use of the word "assigns" in the granting part
of a license will not necessarily operate to make it assignable,
when, from the tenor of the whole instrument, it appears to have
been intended as a personal privilege. 2 But whether a license is
assignable or not, as to the entirety of the privilege, it is ,;till
more questionable :whether it is apportionaule, so as to permit the
licensee to grant to others rights to work the patent, by subdividing the rights that may have been granted to himself.
§ :214. This question arose in a case where the patentee of friction matches granted to another the right to make, use, and sell
•

1
2

Hussey v. Whitely (lSGO), 2 Fisher's Pat. Cas. 120.
Brooks v. Byam, ~ Story's R. 525.
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the friction matches, anC " to have aml to l10ld the right and
privilege of manufacturing the 8aid matches, and to employ in and
about tlte same si;v persons and no more, and to vend the :;;aid
matches in the United States." The licensee afterwards uiHlertook to sell and convey to a third person "a rigllt of manufacturing friction matches, according to letters-patent, &c., in said town
of A., to the amount of one rigltt, embracing one person only, so
denominated, in as full and ample a manner to the extension (extent) of the said one 1·ight, as the original patentee." Mr. J ustil!e
Story held that every conveyance of this sort must he construed
according to its own terms and objects, in order to ascertain the
true intent ancl meaning of the parties; and that, in this case,
the interest under the license was an entirety, incapahle of heing
split up into distinct rights, each of which could be assigned to
different persons in severalty.!
§ 215. The relations of a licensee to tho patentee,
in
respect
•
to the validity and scope of the patent, involve an inquiry into
the terms of the license. The taking of a naked license, or per·
mission to work under a patent, does not, without some recitals
or covenants amounting to an admh;sion, estop the licensee from
denying the validity of the patent, or the fact that l1e l1as usell
the patented thing or process, if he is subsequently proceeded
against for inft·ingemen t. It is necessary to look into the instrument, and to ascertain that there are 1·ecitals or covenantti wl1ich
will deprive a licensee of the defences to which all other persons
may resort. If, by his agreement, the licensee has admitted that
the process or thing which he uses is the patented })l'OCetis or
thing, and he is afterwards proceeded against for not complying
with the terms of his agreement, he will not be permitted to show
that he did not use that patented thing or process.2 So, too, if
the deed contain recitals or statements amounting to an admission
of the validity of the patent, either as to the novelty or utility
of the suppm;etl invention, or the sufficiency of the specification,
the licensee will be e8topped in an action of covenant for the rent
or license dues, to deny the validity of the patent, by setting up
any thing contrary to the admissions in the deed.a But if the
1
2

8
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Brooks t', Byam, 2 Story's R. 525.
Baird t'. X cilson, 8 Cl. & Fin. i2G.
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patentee join issue upon an allegation made by a licensee contrary
to an admission in his deed, instead of pleading the estoppel, the
deed will be evidence for the patentee, but will not, as evidence,
be conclusive. 1
§ 216. It has also been held that a licensee, who has paid an
annuity in consideration of a license to use a patent privilege,
which he has had the benefit of, cannot recover back the money
he lms paid, upon the ground of the invalidity of the patent, in
2
an action for money had and received. This is upon the ground
that the licensee has had the benefit of what he stipulated for,
and ah;o upon the ground that the consideration is not divisible.
But anot~1er question arises where there are periodical payments
reserved by a license, and after some payments have been made,
and while others remain to he made, the patent turns out to be
invalid. In such a case, is there an estoppel growing out of the
mere facL that the licensee has dealt with the patentee as if the
patent were valid, and has paid some of the license dues? It
would appear from the case of Hayne v. Maltby, and from the
mode in which that case has been subsequently understood, that
the estoppel most arise out of recitals or admissions
of
the
de•
fendant in his contract, and that it does not arise out of the mere
circumstance of having worked under
license. In Hayne v.
Maltby there was no recital of the plaintiff's title, but an agreement to use a machine according to the specification, and a
covenant to pay. A plea t!mt the invention was not new was
sustained, and it was held that the doctrine of estoppel did not
3
apply. The effect of this case has been thus explained by Lord
Cottenham : "That although a party has dealt with the patentee,
and ha.s carried on business, yet that he may stop, and then the
party who claims to be patentee cannot recover without giving
the other party the opportunity of disputing his right, and if the
defendant successfully dispute his right, that notwithstanding he
has been dealing under a contract, it is competent to the defenclant to do so. That is exactly coming to the point which I put,
1

Bowman v. Rostrom, 2 Ad. & El. 205.
2
Taylor v. Hare, 1 N. R. 2UO; s. c. 1 Webs. Pat. Cas. 202. Where the
contract between patentee and licensee has been executed, and is not still
executory, a plea by the licensee that the patent is invalid, in an action for the
license money, is bad. Lawes v. Purser, 38 Law & Eq. R. 48.
8
Hayne v. :Maltby, 3 T. R. 438.
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whether, at law, the party was estopped from disputing the patentee's right, after having once dealt with him as the proprietor
of that right; and it appea.rs from the authority of that case, and
from the other cases, that from the time of the last payment, if
the manuf~tcturer can successfully resist the patent right of the
party claiming the rent, that he may do so in answer to an action
for the rent for the use of the l'atent during that year." 1
•
§ 217. 'Vhere there has been no enjoyment by the licensee, and
there is no co·h~nant or recital admitting the validity of the
patent, its invalidity may be set up as a failure of consideration,
in a'!l action upon an agreement to pay a certain sum for the right
to use the pat~nt privilege.2 The competency of a li ~ensee
to dispute the validity of the patent is a question which may also
arise where the licensee is proceeded against for an infringement,
upon the ground that he is using the p!~tent contrary to the conditions in his license. If, for example, one receive a license
to use a patented machine on condition that he pay a stipulated
sum on all the articles which he may make by it, and, .after
having begun to use the machine, he refu8es or neglects to pay
the license clues, or to comply with any other condition of the
license, he may be enjoined in equity for an infringement like any
other person unlawfully using the machine.3 "Whether, in such
a case, the licensee can set up the invalidity of the patent, as any
nther party could, must depend on the terms and operation of
his contract, and upon what he himself claims under i.t. Merely
taking a license, without a,ny covenants or recitals admittbg the
validity of the patent, does not, as we have already seen, estop
the licensee. But if there are such admissions in the contract,
and the licensee has worked under it, and has paid the license
dues for a time, and then stops, or if he still continues to claim
under the license, and excuses his non-payment by reasoll of the
non-performance of some agreement on the part of the patentee,
he will still remain bound by his relation as licensee to admit the
validity of the patent, and the sole question will be whether
he is liable for an infringement ; which will depend upon the
validity of his excuses for not paying on account of a breach of
•

·.

0

Neilson v. Fothergill, 1 Webs. Pat. Cas. 290.
2 Chanter v. Leese, 41\I. & W. 295; affirmed on error, 5 :M. & ·w. 6!)8.
3 Brooks v. Stolley, 3 :M'Lean, 523; N~ilson v. Fothergill, Webs. Pat. Cas.
287, 290; Woodworth v. Cooke, 2 Blatchf. 151.
1

0
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the agreement by the patentee. But a different question arises
where the licensee undertakes to repudiate the contract of license altogether, and to stand upon the right of every person
to use the alleged invention because it is not new, or because the
patent is void for some other reason. In such a case he foregoes
all benefit of the license as a permission to use the alleged invention; but having taken the license, he is estopped by any admissions which it contains, unless he can avoid their effect by
showing that he was deceived and misled.
§ 218. The situation of a licensee where the patentee undertakes to treat the license as forfeited for non-performa. lCe or
violation of the conditions of the license, also presents several
important subjects of inquiry. In the first" place, it has been
held, that a clause in a license, making it void on non-payment
of the mo'ney consideration stipulated, is to be regarded as giving
the patentee a double remedy; that is to say, he may enforce the
collection of what is due to. him, or he may treat the license as
forfeited, and proceed to enjoin the licensee as infringer. 1 So,
too, a breach of a condition in a license, under which the licensee
was bound not to sell the manufactured products of a machine
to be carried for consumption out of the territory embraced by
the license, works a forfeiture, and the licensee may be enjoined.2
In the next place, it has been held, that where the proprietor of
the patent elects to treat a license as forfeited for breach of a
condition, and to proceed against the licensee as against any
other person using the patented thing without right, and to have
the license declared void, the defendant is remitted to any rights
he had anterior to the license, so that he may set up in his answer
(in equity) a right which he had derived from the original
patentee under a fo1·mer term of the patent, and which in con1

Woodworth v. Weed, 1 Blatchf. 165.
2
Wilson v. Sherman, 1 Blatcitt 536. In this case the condition on which a
license was granted to use a machine for planing lumber was, that the licensee
should not sell to others the manufactured products of the machine to be car- ·
ried out of the territory or sold as an article of merchandise, or dress lumber
for other persons to be carried out of the territory and resold as an article of
merchandise. lt was held that the true meaning and operation of this restriction was, that the manufactured product should not, with the privity or consent of the licensee, be sold out of the territory as an article of merchandise,
or with his privity and consent be sold within the territory, to be carried out
and resold as merchandise •

•
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templation of law survived into the existing term.l How far
the principle of this decision would extend, to permit the defendant to avoid any admissions contained in the license I'especting
the validity of the patent, is, of course, questionable. It is to be
observed that what was held in this case was that, where the
plaintiff undertook to avoid the license by reason of a breach of
a condition on the part of the licensee, or, in other words, to
proceed against the licensee as a person without a title to use
the invention, the latter could be permitted to show a prior title
devolved upon him before the license, and stHl existing. But
it may be questioned whether, in such a case, the defendant, as
again-st admissions made by him in his contract of license I'especting the validity of the patent, would be remitted to all the rights
which he had anterior to the license, one of which would have
been the right to dispute the patent itself. The decision above
cited does not extend to this point.
·
§ 218 a. A license to a person to use an invention "at his own
establishment, but not to be disposed of to others for that purpose," simply authorizes the licensee to use it himself at his own
establishment, and does not cunfer upon him the right to authorize others · to use it in conjunction with himself, or otherwise i
nor is he entitled to use it at another estab'ishment
owned
by
•
himself aud others.2 And so where a railroad company was
licensed to use a patented improvement, and subsequently by
consolidation and change of name. greatly extended their lines, it
was held that the license extended no further than the road in
use at the time of granting the license, or which the company
was then authorized to construct, and did not therefore entitle
the company to use the improvem.ent on the newly acquired
portion.3 So also a license to use vulcanized India rubber for
coating cloths for the purpose of japanning, marbling and variegated japanning, restricted the licensee to the manufactUl'e of
the particular kind of goods therein specified, and conveys no
authority to use the rubber for coating cloths for any other
purpose.4
Woodworth v. Cook, 2 Blatchf. 151.
2 Rubber Company v. Goodyear (1869), 9 Wall. 788.
8 Emigle v. Chicago, Burlington, & Quincy R.R. Co. (1863), 2 Fisher's
Pat. Cas. 387.
4 GorJdyear v. Providence Rubber Co. (R. I. 1864), 2 Fisher's Pat. Ca&.
1

499.
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CHAPTER VI.
THE SPECIFICATION•
.!.

§ 219.

ascertained the kinds of subjects for which
letters-patent may be obtained, and the parties entitled to take,
renew, or extend them, we have now to state the proceedings
,requisite to the issuing, renewal, and extension of patents, and
the principles which govern t i.eir construction. As the first step
to be taken, in making application for a patent, is to prepare a
written description of the· invention or discovery, the requisites
for this instrument, called the specification, and the rules for its
construction, will first engage our attention.
§ 220. The act of Congress of July 4, 1826, c. 357, § 6, contained the following enactment:"But before any inventor shall receive a patent for any such
new invention or discovery, he shall deliver a written description
of his inveBtion Oi' discov:ery, and of the manner and process of
making, constructing, using, and compounding tl}e same, in such
full, clear, and exact terms, avoiding unnecessary prolixity, as to
enable any person skilled in the art or science to which it appertains, or with whi.ch it is most nearly connected, to make, construct, compound, and use the same ; and in case of any machine,
he shall fully ~xplain the principle and the several modes in
which he has contemplated the application of that p::.-inciple or
character by which it may be distinguished from other inventions; and shall particnlP.rly specify and point out the part,
improvement, or combination, which he claims as his own invention or discovery. He shall, furthermore, accompany the whole
witb a drawing or drawings, and written references, where the
nature of the case admits of drawings, or with specimens of
ingredients, and of the composition of matter, sufficient in
quantity f"'r the purpose of experiment, where the invention or
discovery is of a composition of matter ; which descriptions and
drawings, signed by the inventor and attested by two witnesses,
HAVING
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shall be filed in the Patent Office ; and he shall, moreover, furnish a model of his invention, in all cases which admit of a
representation by model, of a convenient size to exhibit advantageously its several parts." 1
These provisions were substantially re-enacted in the law of
1870.2
§ 221. The specification, under our law, occupies a relation to
the patent somewhat different from the rule in England. In England the specification does not form part of the patent, so as to
control its construction; but the rights of the inventor are made
to depend on the description of his invention, inserted in the
title of the patent, and cannot be helped by the specification, the
office of which is to describe the mode of constructing, using, or
compounding the invention mentioned in the patent.3 But in
the United States the specification is drawn up and filed before
the patent is granted, and is referred to in the patent itself, a
copy being annexed. It is therefore the settled rule in this
1

The act of 1793, c. 55. § 3, sets forth the requisites of a specification as
follows: " And be it further enacted, that every inventer, be~ore he can receive
a patent, shall swear or affirm, that he does t•erily believe, tltat lte is tlte true inventur or di.~coverer of tlte art, machine, or improvement, fm· wlticlt lte solicits a
pa(ent; which oath or affirmation may be made before any person authorized

•

to administer oaths, and shall deliver a written description of l1is invention,
and '>f the manner of using or process of compounding the same, in such full,
clear, and exact terms as to distinguish the same from all other things before
known, and to enable any person skilled in the art or science of which it is a
branch, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make, compound, and
use the Eame. And in the case of any machine, he shall fully explain the
principle, and the several modes in whi~h he has contemplated the application
of that principle or character, by whtch it may be distinguished from other
inventions; and he shall accomp"ny the whole with drawings and written
references, where the nature of the case admits of drawings, or with specimens of the ingredi~nts, and 6f the composition of matter, mfficicnt in quantity for the purpose of experiment, where the invention is of a composition of
matter; which description, signed by himself and attested by two witnesses,
shall be filed in the office of the Secretary of State, and certified copies thereof
shall be competent evidence, in all courts, where any matter or thing, touching such patent right, shall come in question. And such inventor shall, moreover, deliver a modtJl of his machine, provided the Secretary shall deem such
model to be necessary."
s See post, §§ 275 a and 275 b, also appendix: .
v.
s Phillips on Patents, p. 223; Godson on Patents, p. 108, 117;
Emerson, 6'How. 437, 479.
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country that the patent and the specification are to be construed
together, in order to ascertain the subject-matter of the invention, and that the specification may control the generality of the
terms of the patent, of which it forms a part. 1 In like manner
drawings annexed to a specification, in compliance with the stat'
ute, are hel<l to form a part of it, and are to· be regarded in
the construction of the whole instrument.2 ·where the term
"patent," therefore, is used in tho following discussion of the
rules of construction, it will be understood to include the specification and drawings annexed to it.a
§ 222. In construing patents, it is the province of the court to
determine what it is that is intended to be patented, and whether
the patent is valid in point of law. 'Vhether the invention itself
be specifically described with reasonable certainty is a question of
law upon the construction of the terms of the patent; so that it is
for the court to determine whether the invention is so vague and
incomprehensible as in point of law not to be patentable, whet.her
it is a claim for an improved machine, for a combim1.t.i0n, or a
single invention; and, in short, to determine what thH subjectmatter is, upon the whole face of the specification and the
accompanying drawings. 4 It is, therefore, the duty uf the jmy
1

•

Whittemore v. Cutter, 1 Gallis. 420, 437; Barrett v. Hall, 1 1\las. 4!7,
477; Pitts v. Whitman, 2 Story's R. 600, 621. So, too, the specification may
1
enlarge the recitals of the invention in the letters. Hogg v. Emerson, ut
supra.
2 Earle v. Sawyer, 4 1\Ias. 9. It seems, too, that drawings not referred to
in the specification may be used to explain it. 'Vashburn v. Gould, 3 Story's
R. 122, 13:1; Brooks v. Bicknell, 3 M'Lean''> R. 250, 21Jl. But they must be
drawings accompanying the specification, otherwise they do not form a part
of it.
8 The fifth section cf the act of 1836 declares that " every patent shall C(lntain a short description or title of the invention or discovery, correctly indicating
its nat•ue and ::Jesign," and " referring to the specification for the particulars
thereof, a copy of which shall be annexed to the patent, specifying what the
patentee claims as his invention or discovery." The Supreme Court of the
United States, in a recent case, have held that wherever this form of letters,
with a specification annexE>d and referred to, has been adopted, either before
or since the act of 1836, the specification is to be coneidcred as part of the
kttcrs in construing them. Hogg v. Emerson. 6 How. 43'1, 48?.
4
l)~vis v. Palm-;r, 2 Brock. 298; Lowell v. Lewis, 1 Mas. 189; Carver v•
•
F~·aintree ~!anuf.. Co.,:} Story, 434, 43i, 441; Washburn v. Gould, 3 Story,
. 122, 130, 137, 138, 140, 141; Davoli v. Brown, 1 Woodbury & 1\Iinot, 53, 56;
Emerson v. Hogg, 2 Blatchf. 1.
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to take the construction of the patent from the court, al)solutely,
where there are no terms of art made use of which require to be
explained by evidence, and no surrounding circumstances to be
ascertained as matter of. fact, before a construction can be put
upon the instrument. But where terms of art requiring explanation are made use of, or where the surrounding circumstances
affect the meaning of the specification, these terms and circumstances are necessarily referred to the jury, who must take the
construction from the comt, conditionally, and determine it
1
according as they find the facts thus put to them.
"\Vhere, h·:.lwever, it becomes necessary to compare two specifications, e. g. where the dP.fendant, in an action for infringement,
controverts the novelty of plaintiff's invention by produclr!g a
patent previously granted to some third party, several questions
arise, which have recently received in England an elaborate discussion. One is, whether the court alone can, on a mere comparison of the two specifications, decide that the inventions therein
described ·are in fact identical.2 The other is, whether the prior
specification, which is relied upon to deff~at the claim of a subsequent patentee, must be in itself so clear and •Jomplete as to
sustain a patent therefor, or whether it is enough if it contain
•

Washburn v. Gould, ut supm. In Neilson v. Harford, Webs. Pat. Cas.
370, in the Exchequer, Parke, B., delivering the judgment of the court, said:
'' Then we come to the question itself, which depends on the proper construction to be put on the specification itself. It was contended, that of this I)On·
struetion the jury were to judge. We are clearly of a different opinion. The
construction of all writt"n instruments belongs to the court alone, whose duty
it is to construe all written instruments as soon as the true meaning of the
words in which they are couched and the surrounding circumstances, if any,
have been ascertained by the jury; and it is the duty of the jui-y to take the
construction from the court, either absolutely, if there be no words to be con·
strued as words of art, or phrases used in commer::e, and the suuounding
circumstances to be ascertained, or conditionally, where those words or cir·
cumstances are necessarily referred to them. Unless thi~ were so, there would
be no certainty in the law, for a misc!lnstruction by the court is the proper
subject, by,Ineans of a; bill of exceptions, of redress in a court of enor, but a.
misconstmction. by the .jury cannot be set right at all effectually. Then, tak·
ing the construction 'of this spccifice.tion upon ourselves, as we arc bound to
do, it becomes necessary t'Q examine what the nature of the invention is which
the plaintiff has disclosed by this in~trument."
2 · Ou this point consult the chapter on Questions of Law and of Fact.
1

•

'

.
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a mere hint of the process ·or other invention underlying the subsequent patent.!
§ 223. It is, however, the province of the jury to decide, on
the evidence of exper!:s, whether the inyention is described in
such full, clear, and exact terms as to enable a skilful person
to put it in practice, from the specification itself.2 As specifications are drawn by persons more conversant with the subject than
juries, who are selected indiscriminately from the public, and as
they are addressed to competent workmen, familiar with the
science or branch of industry to which the subject belongs, the
evidence of those persons must be resorted to who are able to
tell the jury that they see enough on the face of the specification
to enable them to make the article, or reproduce the subject of
the patent, without difficulty.a
§ 224. The rule of our law, that the specification may control
the generality" of the terms of the patent, must be subject to this
qualification. If there is a clear repugnancy between the description of the invention as given in the specification, and the invention stated in the letters-patent, the patent will be void ; for if
the letters are issued for an invention that is not described. in the
specification, the sta.tute is not complied with. The rule which
allows the letters-patent to be controlled by the specification
cannot extend to a case where the terms of the former are incon·
sistent with those of the latter.4
~

'

1

As to thiR, see Chapter on Action at Law. The leading cases on the subject are Bovill v. Pimm, 36 E. L. & Eq. 441; Bush v. Fox, 38 E. L. & Eq. 1;
Betts v. Menzies, 7 Law Times, N. s. 110, or 4 Best & Smith, Q. B. 996,
overruling same case in 8 Ell. & Blackb. 923; Hill v. Evans, 6 Law Times,
N. s. 90. ·
2
Davis v. Palmer, 2 Brock. 298; Lowell v. Lewis, 1 Mas.182, 190; Carver
v. Braintree Manf. Co., 2 Story's R. 432, 437, 441; Washburn v. Gould, 3
Story's R. 122, 138; Davoli v. Brown, 1 Woodbury & Minot, 53, 57; Walton
v. Potter, Webs. Pat. Cas. 585, 595.
8 Walton v. Potter, Webs. Pat. Cas. 585, 595.
• The case of the King v. Wheeler, 2 Barn. & Ald. 345, presents an instance
of the invention stated in the patent remaining wholly undescribed by the
specification, which described something else. In the recent case of Cook v.
Pearce, 8 Ad. & Ell. N. s. 1044, where the patent was taken out "for i.mprovement in car1·iages," and the invention was in fact an improvement in German
shutters, which were used only in some kinds of carriages, the Exchequer Chamber, reversing the opinion of the Q. B., held that where thtl title is not inconsistent with the speCification, and no fraud is practised on the crown or the
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§ 225. The general rule for the construction of patents in tltis

•

•

•

country is that tl11-;y are to be construed liberally, and not to be
:mbjected to a rigid interpretation. The nature and extent of
the invention claimed by the patentee is the thing to be fi:';Certained ; and thi;; is to be arrived at through the fair sense of the
words which he has employed to describe his invention,!
subject, it is not a fatal objection that the title is so general as to be capable
of comprising a different invention from that which is claimed; and that the
title in question did not necessarily imply any untrue assertion, and the patent
was valid.
1 Ames v. Howard, 1 Sumner, 482, 485.
:Mr. Justice Story said: "Patents
for inventions arc not to be treated as mere monopolies, odious in the eyes of
the law, and therefore not to be favored; nor are they to be construed with the
utmost rigor, as stricti11simijuris. The Constitution of the United States, in
giving authority to Congress to grant such patents for a limited period, declares the object to be to promote the progress of science and useful arts, an
object as truly national&.~ld meritorious and well founded in public policy as
any which can possibly be within the scope of national protection. Hence, it
has always been the course of the American courts (and it has latterly become
that of the English courts also) to construe these patents fairly and liberally,
and not to subject them to any over-nice and critical refinements. The object
is to ascertain what, from the fair sense of the words of the specification, is
the nature and extent of the invention claimed by the party; and when the
nature and extent of that c!aim are apparent, not to fritter away his rights
upon formal or subtle objections of a purely" technical character."
In Blanchard v. Sprague, 3 Sumner, 535, 530, the same learned judge said:
"Formerly, in England, courts of law were disposed to indulge in a very close
and strict construction of the specifications accompanying patents, and express·
ing the nature and extent of the invention. This construction t~eems to have
been adopted upon the notion, that pa4-,ent rights were in the nature of monop·
olies, and therefore were to be narrowly watched, and ccmstru~t] with a rigid
adherence to their terms, as being in derogation of the general rights of the
community. At present a far more liberal and expanded view of the subject
is taken. Patents for inventions are now treated as a just reward for ingen·
ious men, and as highly beneficial to the public, not only by holding out
suitable encouragements to genius and talents and enterprist>, but as ulti·
mately securing to the whole community great advantages from the free com·
munication of secrets, and processes, and machinery, which may ue most
important to all the great interest'! of society, to agriculture, to comtllCrce,
and to manufactures, as well as to the cause of science and art. In America
this liberal view of the subject has always been taken ; and indeed it is a
natural, if not a necessary result, from the very language and intent of the
power given to Congress by the Constitution, on '.:his subject. Congress (says
the Constitution) shall have power to promote the progress of science aud
1lseful arts, by securing for limited times to authors and inventors the exclu·
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Patents for inventions are not to be treated as mere monopolies,
and therefore as odious in the law, but are to receive a liberal
construction, and under a fair application of the rule that they be
cvnstrued ut res ma,qis valeat quam pereat. Hence where the
claim immediately follows the descriptio~1, it may he construed in
connection with the explanations contained in the specification,
and be restricted accordingly .I
.·
§ 226. But at the same time it is to he observed, that the statute
prescribes certain requisites for this description of an invention
which are of long standing; and the decisions of the courts, explaining and enforcing these requisites, have established certain
· rules of construction, intended to guard ~he public against defective or insufficient• descriptions, on the one hand, and to guard
inventors, on the other hand, against the acuteness and ingenuity
and captious objections of rivals and pirates. The foundation of
all these rules of construction is to be found in the object of the
specification, which may be. thus stated, in the language of the
Supreme C(>urt of the United States.
§ 227. The specificahon has two objects : one is to make known
the manner of constructing the machine (if the invention is of a
machine) so as to enable artisans to make and use it, and thus to
give the public the full benefit of the discovery after the expiration
of the patent ; the other objec,t of the specification is, to put the
public in possession of what the party claims as hi::; own
invention,
•
so as to ascertain if he claim any thing that is in common use or is
already known, and to guard against prejudice or injury from the
use of ·an invention which the party may otherwi::;e innocently
suppose not to be patented. It is, therefore, for the purpose of
warning an innocent purchaser or other person using a machine
of his infringement of the patent, and at the same time of taking

•

•

sive right of their respective writings and discoveries." Patents, then, are
clearly entitled to a liberal construction, since they are not granted as restlictions upon the rights of the community, but are granted " to promote science
and useful arts."
•
See, also, Ryan v. Goodwin, 3 Sumner, 514, where it is said that if the
court can perceive, on the whole instrument, the exact nature and extent of
the claim made by the inventor, it is bound to adopt that interpretation, and
to give it full effect. See also Wyeth v. Stone, 1 Story's R. 270, 280; Davoli
v. Brown, 1 Woodbury !Itt Minot, 53, 57.
1
Turrill v. :Michigan Sou~hern, &c. R.R., 1 Wall. 491. See 'l'urrill v.
Dlinois Central R.R- Co., 3 l!'isher's Pat. Cas. 330 •
•
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from the inventor the means of practising upon the credulity or
the fern·s of other persons, by pretending that his invention is
more than what it really is, or different from its ostensible objects,
that the patentee is required to distinguish his invention in his
specification. I
The claim is not intended to be any description of the means
by which the invention is to be performed, but is introduced for
the security of the patentee, that he may not be supposed to claim
more than he can support as an invention. It is introduced, lest
in describing and ascertaining the nature of his invention, and by
what means the same is to be performed (particularly in the case
of a patent for an improvement), the patentee should have inadvertently described something which is not new, in order to render
his description of the improvement intelligible. The claim is not

intended to aid the description, but to ascertain tlte extent of wltat
is claimed as new. It is not to be looked to as the means of making a machine according to the patentee's improvements.2
§ 228. It has been justly remarked, by a learned writer, that the
statute requisites for a good specification run so much into each
other, in their nature and cha.racter, and are so blel)ded together,
that it is difficult to treat of them sepa-rately.a But the leading
purposes of the whole of the statute directions are two : first, to
inform the public what the thing is of which the patentee claims
to be the inventor, and therefore the exclusive proprietor during
the existence of his patent ; second, to enable the public, from the
specification itself, to practise the invention thuf:i described, after
the expiration of the patent. The principles of construction, and
the authorities from which they are drawn, may therefore be dis·
• cussed with reference to these two objects.
§ 229. I. The first rule for preparing a specification is, ·

To describe tlte subject-matter, or 1ohat the patentee claims to
have invented, so as to enable the public to know what his claim is.
Whether the patentee has done this, in a given case, is, as we
have seen, generally a question of law for the court, on the con·
struction of the patent. It is not necessary that the language
employed should be technical, or sCientific, although at the same
time it must not mislead. If the terms made use of will enable
•

Evans v. Eaton, 7 Wheaton, 356, 433.
.
' Per Lord Cottenham, L. C., in Kay v. Marshall, 2 Webs. Pat. Cat. 3'J,
a Phillips on Patents, p. 237•
1

•

I
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the court to ascertain clearly, by fair interpretation, what the
party intends to claim, an "inaccuracy or imperfection in the
language will not vitiate the specification.1 But it must appear
with reasonable certainty what the party intends to claim ; for
it is not to be left to minute references and conjectnres, as to
what was previously known or unknown; since the question is
not what was before known, but what the patentee claims as new. 2
If the patentee has left it wholly ambiguous and uncertain, so
loosely defined, and so inaccurately expressed, that the court cannot, upon fair interpretation of the words, aiul without resorting
to mere vague conjecture of invention, gather what the invention
is, then the patent is void for this defect. But if the court can
clearly see what is the nature and extent of the claim, by a reasonable use of the means of interpretation of the language used, then,
it is said, the patentee is entitled to the benefit of it, however
imperfectly and inartificially be may have expressed himself. ·For
this purpose, phrases standing alone are not to be singled out, but
3
the whole is to he taken in connection.
§ 230. The statute requires the patentee to give "a written
description of his invention or discovery." This involves the
necessity, in all cases where the patentee makes use of:,what is
old, of distinguishing between wha.t is old and what is new. He
is required to point out in what his invention or discovery consists;
•

1

Wyeth v. Stone, 1 Story's R. 271, 28G; Carver v. The Braintree :Manf.
Co., 2 Story's R. 408, 44G ; Neilson v. Harford, Webs. Pat. Cas. 3:31, 3G9 ;
Bloxam v. Elsee, 1 Car. & P. 558 ; Blake v. Stafford, 3 Fisher's Pat. Cas. 294.
1
Lowell v. Lewis, 1 Mas. 182, 188. A general statement that the pat.
ented machine is, in all material respects (without stating what respects), an
improvement on an old machine, is no specification at all. lb. See also
Kneass v. The Schuylkill Bank, 4 Wash. 9. If the patent be for an improved
machine, or for an improvement of a machine (the meaning of the tenns is
the same), it must state'in what the improvement specifically consists, and it
must be limited to such improvement. If, therefore, the terms be so obscure
or doubtful that the court cannot say which is the particular improvement
which the patentee claims, and to what it is limited, the patent is void for
ambiguity ; and if it covers more than the improvement, it is void, because it
is broader than the invention. Barrett v. Hall, 1 Mas. 447.
8
Ames v • .Howard, 1 Sumner, 482, 485. The drawings are to be taken in
connection with the words, and if, by a comparison of the words and the
drawings, the one would explain the other sufficiently to enable a skilful
mechanic to perform the work, the specification is sufficient. Bloxam v. Elsee, 1 Car. & P. 558.
PAT.
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and if he includes in his description what has been invented before, without showing that he does not claim to have invented that,
his patent will be broader than his invention, and therefore voicl.I
'Whatever appears to be covered by·the claim of the patentee, as
his own invention, must be taken as part of the claim, for courts
of law are not at liberty to reject any part of the claim; and
therefore if it turns out that any thing claimed is not new, the
patent is voiJ, however small or unimportant such asserted invention may be.2
Dixon v. Moyer, 4 Wash. 68, 73. In this case, 1\Ir. Justice 'Vashington
said: ''It was insisted by the plaintiff'& .Jounsel, that this specification is perfectly intelligible to an artist, who could experience no difficulty in making
such a saddle as is there described ; and that if it be not so, still the defend·
ant cannot avail himself of the defect, unless he had stated it in his notice,
and also proved at the trial an intention in the plaintiff to deceive the public.
But these observations are all wide of the objection, which is not that the
specification does not contain the whole truth relative to the discovery, or that
it contains more than is necessary. It is admitted that the specification does
not offend in either of these particulars. But the objection is, that throughout the whole of a very intelligible description of the mode of making the
saddle, the patentee has not distinguished what was new from what was old
and before in use, nor pointed out in what particulars his improvement con·
sisted." See also Carpenter v. Smith, W cbs. Pat. Cas. 530, 53:!, where Lord
Abinger, C. B., said : " It is required as a condition of every patent, that the
patentee shall set forth in his specification·· a true account and description of
l:is patent or invention, and it is necessary in that specification that he should
state what his invention is. what Lc claims to be new, and what he admits to
be old ; for if the specification states simply the whole machinery which he
uses, and which be wishes to introduce into use, and claims the whole of that
as new, and does not state that he claims either any particular part, or the
combination of the whole as new, why then his patent must be taken to be a
patent for the whole, and for each particula:- part, and his patent will be void
if any particular part turns out to be old, or the combination itself not new."
See also Davis v. Palmer, 2 Brock. 208 ; 'Vyeth t•. Stone, 1 Story's It 2i3 ;
Lowell v. Lewis, 1 Maa. 188, where Mr. Justice Story said: "The patentee
is clearly not entitled to include in his patent the exclusive use of any ma·
chiucry already known ; and if he does, his patent will be broader than his
invention, and consequently void. If, therefore, the description in the patent
mixes up the old and the new, and does not distinctly ascertain for which, in
particular, the patent is claimed, it must be void ; since if it covers the whole,
it covers too much, and if not intended to cover the whole, it is impos~ible ior
the court to say what, in particular, is covered as the new invention."
8 Moody v. Fiske, 2 Mas. 112, 118.
In this case, Mr. Justice Story said:
"Where the patentee claims any thing as his own invention, in his specifica·
1

•

•
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§ 231. But there is a very important rule to be attendetl to, in
this connection, which has been laid down by the Court of Common Pleas in England, viz., that a specification should be so con··
strued, as, consistently with the fair import of language, will
make the claim coextensive with the actual discovery. So that a
patentee, unless his language necessarily imports a claim of things
in use, will be presumed not to intend to claim things which he
must know to be in use.I
tion, courts of law cannot reject the claim ; and if included in the patent,
and found not to be new, the patent is void."
In the case of Campion v. Benyon, 3 Brod. & B. 5, the patent was taken
out for " an improved method of making sail-cloth, without any starch whatever." The real improvement consisted in a new mode of texture, and not in
the exclusion of starch, the advantage of excluding that substance luwing
been discovered and made public before. Park, J., said: "In the patentee's
process he tells us that the necessity of using starch is superseded, and mildew
thereby entirely prevented ; but if he meant to claim as his own an improved
method of texture or twisting the thread to be applied to the making of
unstarched cloth, he might have guarded himself against ambiguity, by di.~
claiming as his own discovery the advantage of excluding starch." In this
case, the specification itself furnished no means by which the generality of its
expressions could be restrained. But there is a case where the literal meaning of terms which would have covered too much ground was limited by other
phrases used in the context. The specification stated the invention to be :tn
improved apparatus for " extracting inflammable gas by heat, from pit-coal,
tar, or any otlter substance from which gas or gases, capable of being employed
for illumination, can be extracted by heat." I~ord Tenterden held that the
words'' any other substance" must meu 'other substances ejusdem generis; and
therefore that it was not a fatal defect that the apparatus would not extract gas
from oil ; and that oil was not meant to be included, it being at that time
considered too expensive for the making of gas for purposes of illumination,
though it was known to be capable of being so used. Crossley v. Beverly, 3 Car.
& P. 513; Webs. Pat. Cas. 106. Upon this distinction, 1\Ir. Webster rema•·ks
thl!\> " the true principle would appear to be the intention of the party ~t the
ti.ne, first, as expressed distinctly on the face of the specification ; and secondly, aR may be inferred therefrom, according to the state of knowledge at
the time, and other cirt:!umstances." Webs. Pat. Cas. 110, note. Where the
patentee in his specification claimed " an improvement in t~e construction of
the axles or bearings ~f railway or otlter wlteeled carriages," and it appeared
that the improvt:ment, though it had never before been applied to railway
carriages, was well known as applied to other carriages, it was held that the
pa~ent was not good. Winans v. Providence Uailroad Company, 2 Story's U.

412.
1

Haworth v. Hardcastle, Webs. rut. Cas. 480, 481. In this case, Sir N. C.
Tindal, C. J., said: "As to the second ground upon which the motion for a
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§ 232. The object of the aistinction between wlmt is new and
what is old is to show distinctly what the patentee claims as his
invention. But it has bu•n said that the mere discrimination
het,veen what is old and what is new will not, in all cases, sho'v
this, for perhaps the patentee does not claim all that is uew.1 But
the meauing of the authorities, as well as the pmpose of the
statute, shows that the object of the specification is to state distinctly wltat the patentee claims as the subject-matter of his
inve1~tion or discovery; and the discrimination commonly made
between what is new and what is old is one of the means neces
sary to present clearly the suhject~matter of the invention or
discovery. 2 In order to make this discrimination, the patentee is
not confined to any precise form of words.s The more u:mal
nonsuit proceeded, we think, upon the fair C·)nstruction of the specification
itself, the patentee docs not claim, as part of his invention, either the rails or
staves over which the calicoes and other cloths are to be hung, or the placing
them at the upper part of the building. The use of rails and staves for this
purpose was proved to have been so general before the granting of this patl!nt,
that it would be almost impossible a priori to suppose that the patcnt('e in·
tended to claim what he could not but know would have avoided his patent,
and the express statement that he makes, ' that he constructs the stove Ol'
drying house in a manner nearly similar to those which are at present in use,
and that he arranges the rn1ls or staves on which the cloth or fabric is intended
to be hung or suspended near to the upper part of the said stove or drying
house,' shows clearly that he is speaking of those rails or st.wes as of things
then known and in common use, for he begins with describing the dr~·ing
house as nearly silllilar to those in common use ; he gives no dimensions of
the rails or staves, no exact position of them, nor any particular description
by reference, as he invariably does when he comes to that part of the machin('ry which is pecuiiarly his own invention. There can be no rule of law
which rc(tuires the court to make any forced construction of the specification,
so as to ext~'nd the claim of the patentee to a wider ranrfe than the jflcts u•rmltl
1{'(trmnt; on the cont1·ar!J, .~uclt construction OU!fltt to be made as wili, consistently
with the fair in;port of the language used, make the claim of invention coex·
tensive with the new di.~covei'!J of the grantee of the patent. And we sec no
reason to believe that he intended under this specification to claim either the
staves, or the position of the staves as to their height in the drying house, as
a part of his own invention."
1 J>hillips on J>atents, 2'ill.
1 See Barrett v. Hall, ll\las. 475; "roodcock v. Parker, 1 Gallis. 438; Whittemore r. Cutter, ibid. ·liS; Odiorne v. Winkley, 2 Gullis. 51; Evans v. Eaton,
3 Whoot. 4;;4; 7 ibid. 350; Wyeth v. Stone, 1 Story's R. 27=:J; Ames v. Howard,
1 Sumner, 482.
s Wyeth v. Stone, 1 Story's R. 273.
••
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form is to state affirmatively what the patentee claims.as new,
and if he makes use of any thing old, to state negatively that he
does not claim that thiug-. 1 It is not enough that the thing designed to be embraced by the patent should be made apparent
on the trial, by a comparison of the new with the old machine.
The specification must distinguish the new from the oltl, so as to
.
point out in what the improvement consists.2
§ 233. In describing what is old, it is not always ncce~sar.\· to
enter into detail. Things generally known, or in common use,
may be referred to in general terms, provided they create no
ambiguity or uncertainty, and providecl such reference is accompanied b,r an intelligible description of what is new .3 In describing an improvement of a machine, or, what is the same
thing, an improved machine, great care must be taken not to
describe the whole in such a way as to make it appear to be
If a specification truly sums up and distinguishes the imention of the
patentee, it will not he open to the objection of being too hroa•l, although it
describes with unnecessary minuteness a process well known to those conYersant with the art. Kneass v. The Schuylkill Bank, 4 Wash. 9, U. Sec also
Ames v. Howard, 1 Sumner, 482, 485. l\Ir. Godson giYes the following directions for drawing specifications: "That the new parts of the subject may be
more clearly seen and ea~ily known, the patentee must not .only claim neither
more nor less than his own invention, hut he must not appear CYen unintentionally to r.ppropriate to himself any part which is old, or has been used in
other manufactures. (Huddart v. Grimshaw, Dav. Pat. Cas. 29;3; 1 Webs.
Pat. Cas. 85.) Those parts that are oltl and immaterial, or are not of the
essence of the invention, should either not be mentioned, or should be named
only to be designated as old. The patentee is not required to say that a screw
· or bobbin, or any thing in common use, is not part of his discovery; yet he
must not adopt the invention of another person, howeYcr insignificant it may
appear to he, without a remark. If any parts are described as essential without a protest against any noyelty being attached to them, it will seem, though
they are old, that they are claimed as new. (Bovill v. l\Ioorc, Dav. Pat. Cas.
40!; 1\lanton t•. Parker, Dav. Pat. Cas. 3:W.) The construction will be against
the patentee that he seeks to monopolize more than he has invented, or tliat,
by dwelling in his description on things that are immaterial or known, he
endeavors to deceive the public, who are not to be deterred from using any
thing that is old by its appearing in the specification as newly invented. They
· are to be warned against infringing on the rights of the patentee, but are not
to be deprived of a manufacture which they before possessed. (Dav. Pat. Cas.
279; and 3 l\Ieriv. 620.) It seems, therefore, to be the safest way in the specification to describe the whole suhject, and then to point out all the parts which
are old and well known." Godson on Patents, 128.
2
Dixon v. l\Ioyer, 4 Wash. R. 68.
s DaYis v. Palmer, 2 Brock. 208.
1
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claimed as the invention of the patentee. The former machine,
or other thing, should be set forth in the patent sufficiently to
make known, according to the nature of the case, what it is that
the patentee engrafts his improvement upon ; he shoultl thr.n
disclaim the invention of the thing thus referrecl tc or described,
and state distinctly his improvement as the thing wh~eh he claims
to have invented. 1
§ 233 a. Time in Nichols v. Ross,2 the specification described
the patented process as follows: "The table a moves on a lwU..w
spindle, which is fixed in the framing of the machine by serl'W
and nut at b; through the tube b, the strand or thread of illlliarubber, or co ton, or other fibrous mate1·ial which is to form one
of the longitudinal elastic or non-elastic threads of the fabric,
passes; the upper part of the tube b rising to such a po::;ition
amongs' the braiding threads that in the evolution of those
threads from one selvage of the fabric to the other they pass
under and over (and lie at the back aml front of the fabric)
each of the loLgitudinal threads or yams." The jury found that
the plaintiffs machine was new, but that the use of a 1·evoh•ing
hollow tube was not new. It was held that, as the plaintifl"s
claim was for the hollow sp'ndle, not gene1·a.l but fi:red, this finding did not negative the novelty of the plaintiff's invention .
In Holmes 'V, Lond. & N. ,V, R. ,V,,3 Jervis, C.J., in rendering
the decision of the comt, says : " It is impossible for any one to
read this specification without see.ing that it claims what one
would naturally have expected to be ch:1-imed. Harrison did not
know at the time his specification was drawn what had l,een invented by Hancock; therefore he claims the whole as new. He
takes out his patent for 'an improved turning-table for railway
purposes.' The surface rails and catches are old; but Harrison,
by applying certain supp01·ting rods or arms in a new way, constructs what he descl'ibes as an improved turning-table. He goes
•

In Hillv. Thompson, 8 Taunt. 375, Lord Ch. J. Dallas said: "This, like
every other patent, must undoubtedly stand on the ground of improvement or
discovery. If of improvement, it must stand ou the ground of improvement
invented; if of discovery, it must stand on the ground of the discovery of some·
thing altogether new; and the patent must distinguish and adapt itself accordingly." See also Bovill v. Moore, Dav. Pat. Cas. 308.
2 Nichols v. Ross, 8 1\Iann., Gr. & Scott, 679.
a Holmes L'. Loud. & N. W. R. W., 12 Com. Ben. Slll; 16 E. L. & Eq.
400.
. 1
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on in his specification to annobnce the general principle of his
invention to consist 'in supporting the revolving plate or upper
platform of the turning-table, as also its stays, braces, arms, and
supports on the top of a fixed post, well braced, and resting on
or planted in the ground; the top of which post forms a pivot for
the table to turn on, while support arms mdiating from the
framework (the weight of which is also sustained on the post),
moving round the bottom part of the post with friction rollet;s,
and fastened to the outer edges of the plate, stay the plate on
all sides, and keep it steady to receive the superincumbent weight
of carriages or whatsoever is to be turned upon it,.' He then
goes on to describe how he does it. He does it by taking the
old revolving plate or platform, with its rails aml catches,
and supporting it on a post, the top of which forms a pivot,
which, for aught that appears, may be new, with support arms
radiating from a frari1ework moving round the bottom of the post,
with friction rollers, and fastened to the outer edges of the plate ;
each of these being described as new, or at least not being stated
to be old. The jury found that the post, the arms, all(l every
thing except the suspending rods, were old. In order to make
his specification good, either for an improvement of an old
machine or for a new combination, Harrison should have said,
'My principle is to suspend the revolving plate or platform on
a post, with arms, braces, and supports ' ; and then, going through
Hancock's patent and describing all that as .old, he should have
gone on to say, ' To this I add suspending rods, for the purpose
of bringing the bearing on the centre of the table.' No one can
read this specification without seeing that this is in truth the
meaning of it, and that the patentee supposes the arms to be new
as well as the suspending rods, in short, that all is new except
the table, the rails, ancl the catches, which, by means of the suspending rods, he converts into a new and improved suspended
turn-table. That being so, he clearly does not, in my opinion,
comply with the rule which requires the patentee distinctly to
state what is new and what is old." 1
In Hullett v. Hague, 2 Lord Tenterden says: " The specification continues: 'and I further declare that my said invention
1

See also Tetley v. Easton, 22 E. L. & Eq. 321; Allen v. Rawson, 1)\fann.,
Gr. & Scott, 551.
2 Hullett v. Hague, 2 B. & Ad. 3i0•
•
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and improvement consists in forcing, by means of bellows or any
other blowing apparatus, atmospheric or any other air, either
in a hot or cold state, through the liquid or solution subjected
to evaporation.' Now it was said that the words which immediately follow, 'and this I do by means of pipes,' constituted
a separate and distinct sentence from those wl1ich immediately
preceded them, and that .the patentee had stated his invention
in the preceding sentence, and had claimed (by implication) the
same invention as that described by Knight and Kirk in their
specification. But we think that the words, ' and this I do by
mean§ of pipes,' must, in conjnnction with those which immediately precede them, be taken to form one entire sentence, aud
that they amount altogether to an allegation, on the part of the
patentee, that his invention consisted of the method or process
of forcing, by means of bellows or any other blowing apparatus,
hot or cold air through the liquicl subjected to evaporation, this
being effected by means of pipes placed as directed in the specification. Now the method described in Knight and Kirk's
patent appears to us entirely different."
In Hastings v. Brown,1 the specification was held bad for leaving it uncertain whether the claim was for an invention of a
cable-holder to hold one cable of whatever size, or for one to hold
cables of different sizes.
..
In Gamble v. Kurtz, 2 the court say: "The other question
depends upon what is the true nature of the plaintiff's claim
as an inventor. If he claimed the use of two chambers with
separate furnaces, as part of his invention, the jury haye said
it was not new, and the verdict should be entered for the
defendant; otherwise, for the plaintiff. It seems to us that no
reasonable doubt can be entertained as to the claim made by the
plaintiff. After describing, by words and drawings, the apparatus which he used, he claimed as his invention 'iron retorts
worked in connection with each othe1·, as above described.' It
was contended, on behalf of the plaintiff, that the meaning was
that he claimed the use of two retorts worked in connection with
the whole of the apparatus for condensing the muriatic gas. But
the words of the specification are ' in connection with each other,'
not in connection with the condensing apparatus ; and he after•

1

ll

Hastings v. Brown, 16 E. L. & Eq. 172; s. c.
Gamble v. Kurtz, 31\Iann., Gr. & Scott, 425.

•
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~ards goes on to claim as his the particular arrangement of
receivers, which he had previously described. 'Ve can give no
other meaning to this than tlHtt the plaintiff claimed, as part
of his invention, the use of two chambers with separate furnaces,
worked in connection with each other, so that the materials
might be decomposed in one, and roastetl or finished in the otl1er;
and that the plaintiff understood such to be the nature of his
claim, appears clearly from the digclaimer he has entered in this
case ; in which, after disclaiming certain words in his description of his claim, he says : ' I further declare that, thongh I did
not inteml the words to extend to. any other retorts than the
iron retorts described in my specification, viz., iron retorts worked
in connection with each other, in which the process is commenced
in one retort and finished in the other, yet I have been informed
the words may be construed to extend to any iron retorts; for
which reason I am anxious to disclaim.' And this was the nature
of the claim which the plaintiff endeavored at the trial to establish by evidence. The jury having found that the evidence
did not establish it, the verdict on that special finding must be
entered for the defendant."
In Elliott v. Turner,1 the patentee described the invention to
consist in the application of a warp of soft or o1·9anzine silk. The
jury, having asked how they were to understand the word "'or"
in the specification, i. e. whether it was to be considered as having been used disjunctively, or whether the word "organzine"
was to be regarded as the construction of the word "soft," the
judge told them that unless the silk (u~ed by the defendants)
were organzine, it did not fall under the description of the patent.
In the Exchequer Chamber this charge ,~·as overruled, the comt
deciding that the judge should not have told the jury that, in
his opinion, soft and organzine silk were nbsolut_ely the same, but
that the words were capable of being &c const~·ued, if the jury
were satisfied that at the date of the patent there was only one
description of soft silk, and that organzine, used in satin weaving; but otherwise, that the proper and ordinary sense of the
wor(l "or " was to be adopted, and the patent held to apply to
every species of soft silk as well as to organzine silk.
§ 234. One of the most common defects in a specification con1

Elliott v. Turner, 2 Mann., Gr. & Scott, 446 .
•
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sists in that sort of vagueness and ambiguity in the manner of
de-.cribing the invention which makes it difficult or impos::;ihle
to determine what the invention it:;. This is an objection distinct
from an ambiguity in the terms made use of. Thus, where the
directions contained in a specification were "to take any quantity
of lead and calcine it, or minium, or red-lead," the objection was
t}lat it was uncertain whether the minium and red-leacl were
to he calcined, or only the leacl.l So, too, if it he stated that
a whole class of substances may he used to produce a given efltct,
when, in fact, only one is capable of being so used successfully,
an ambiguity is at once produced, and the public are misled; 2
but if the patentee states the substances which he makes use
of himself, and there are still other substances which will produce the effect, and he claims them, by a generic description,
as comprehendecl within his invention, his claim will not be v•Jicl
for ambiguity, or too hroacl for his invention, provided the combination is new in respect to all the substances thus referred to.a
Turner v. Winter, Webs. Pat. Cas. SO. Another objection taken was as
to the white-lead which the patent professed to make by the same process by
which it made something else; to which it was answered, that the invcitLio,,
did not profess to make common white-lead. Ashurst, J., said: "But that is
no answer; for if the patentee had intended to produce something only like
wl1itc-lcad, or answering some of the purposes
of
common
white-lead,
it
should
•
have been so expressed it1 the :>j)~cification. But, in truth, the patent is for
making white-lead and two other things by one process. Therefore, if the
process, as directed by the specification, does not produce that which the patent
professes to do, the patent itself is void."
2 Bickford v. Skewes, Webs. Pat. Cas. 218.
If more parts be inserted than
'
are necessary, as ten, where four are sufficient, the specification is void. The
King v. Arkwright, Webs. Pat. Cas. 70.
a. H.yan v. Goodwin, 3 Sumner, 514, 510. In this case, 1\lr. Justice Story
said: "Then as to the third point. This turns upon the supposed vagueness
and ambiguity and uncertainty of the specification and claim of the invention
thereby. The specification, after adverting to the fact, that the loco-foco
matches, so called, are a compound of phosphorus, chlorate of potash, sulphnrct of antimony, and gum arabic or glue, proceeds to state that the com·
pound which he (Phillips) uses 'consists simply of phosphorus, chalk, and
glue'; and he then states the mode of preparing the compound and the pro·
portions of the ingredients; so that, as here stated, the essential difference
between his own matches and those called loco-foco consists in the omission of
chlorate of potash and sulphuret of antimony, and using in lieu thereof chalk.
He then goes on to state, that ' the proportions of the ingredients may be
varied, and that gum arabic, or other gum, may he substituted for glue; and
other absorhcnt earths or materials may be used inst.:ad of carbonate of lime.'
1
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· § 234 a. In like manner, where a particular effect or purpose in
machinery is a part of the invention, and that effect may be proHe afterwards sums up his invention in the following terms£ 'What I claim ·
as my invention is the using of a 1mste or composition to ignite by friction,
consisting of phosphorus, and [an] earthly material, and a glutinous substance
only, without the addition of chlorate of potash, or of any other highly combustible material, such as sulphurct of antimony, in addition to the phosphorus.
I also claim the mode herein described, of putting up the matches in paper, so
as to secure them from accideutal friction.' 'C'pon this last claim I need say
nothing, as it is not in controversy, as a pm·t of the infringement of the patent,
upon the present trial. Now, I take it to be the clear rule of our law in favor
of inventors, and to carry into effe.!t the obvious object of the Constitution and
laws in granting patents, ' to promote the progress of science and useful arts,'
to give a liberal construction to the language of all patents and specifications
( ut l'es magis valeat, quam pereat), so as to protect and not to destroy the rights
of real inventors. If, therefore, there be any ambiguity or uncertainty in any
part of the specification, yet if, taking the whole together, the court can perceive the exact nature and extent of the claim made by the inventor, it L nound
to adopt that interpretation, and to give it full effect. I confess that I d<• not
perceive any ground for real doubt in the present specification. Th•.· inventor
claims as his invention the combination of phosphorus with chalk m any other
absorbent earth or earthy material, and glue, or any other glutinon:1 substance;
in making matches, using the ingredients in the proportions su 11stantially as
set forth in the specification. Now, the question is, whether su,h a claim is
good, or whether it is void, as being too broad ami comprehensive. The argument seems to be, that the inventor has not confined his claim to the use of
clmlk, but has extended it to the use of any other absorbent earths or earthy
materials, which is too general. So he has not confined it to the use of glue,
or even of gum arabic, but has extended it also to any other gum or glutinous
substance, which is also too general. Now, it is observable that the Patent
Act of 1703, c. 55, does not limit the inventor to one single mode, or one single
set of ingredients, to carry into effect his invention. He may claim as many
modes as he pleases, provided always that the claim is limited to such as he
has invented, and as are substantially new. Indeed, in one section (§ 3) the
act requires, in the case of a machine, that the inventor shall fully explain the
principle, and the r.everal modes in which he has contemplated the application of that principle or character, by which it may be distinguished from other
inventions. The same enactment exists in the Patent Act of 1830, c. 357, § 6.
I do not know of any principle of law which declares, that, if a man makes a
new compound, wholly unknown before for a useful and valuable purpose, he
is limited to the use of the same precise ingredients in making that compound;
and that, if the same purpose can be accomplished by him by the substitution
•
m part of other ingredients in the composition, he is not at liberty to extend
his patent so as to embrace them also. It is true that, in such a case, he runs
the risk of having his patent avoided, if either of the combinations, the oliginal
or the substituted, have been known or used before in the like combination.
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duced in several modes, it is sufficient for the patentee to state
the modes which he contemplates as best, ancl his claim will not
be void, as too vague or comprehensive, although he claims the
variations from those modes as being equally his invention, without describing the manner of producing those variations.'•

But, if all the Yariouq combinations are equally new, I do not perceive how his
claim can be said to be too broad. It is not more broad than his invention.
There is no proof, in the present case, that the ingredients enumerated in this
specification, whether chalk, or any other absorbent earth or earthy substance,
were ewr before combined with phosphorus and glue, or any gmr. or oiher
glutinous substance, to produce a compound for matches. The objection, so
far as it here applies, is not that these gums or earths have been before so combined with phosphorus, but that the inventor extends his claim so as to include
all such combinations. There is no pretence to say, upon the evidence, that
the specification was intended to deceive the public, or that it include1l other
earthy materials than chalk, or other glutinous substances than glue, for the
very purpose of misleading the public. The party has stated frankly what he
deems the best materials, phosphorus, chalk, ·and glue, and the proportions
and mode of combining them. But because he say!l that there may he suhstitutes of the same general character, which may serve the same purpose, tlwreby
to exclude othm· persons from evading his patent and depriving him of his
invention, by using one or more c£ the substitutes, if the patent had bePn confined to the combination solely uf phosphorus, chalk, and glue, J cannot hold
that his claim is too broad, or that it is void. l\Iy present impression is, that
the ohjectim1 is not well founded. Sttppose the invention had been of a
machine, and the inventor had said, I use a wheel in a certain part of tlvl
machine for a certain purpose, but the same effect may be pro,lncc'l hy a
crank, or a le\'er, or a toggle-joint, and therefore I claim these modes also ; it
would hardly be contended that such a claim would a'C'oid his patent. I do
not know that it has ever been decided, that, if the claim of an inventor for
an inyentiou of a compound states the ingredients truly which the inwntor
uses to produce the intended effect, the suggestion that other ingredients of a
kinured nature may be substituted for some part of them, has been held to
avoid the patent in toto, so as to make it bad, for what is specifically stated.
In the present ease it is not necessary to consider tl:at point. My opinion is,
that the specification is not, in point of law, void from its vagueness, or generality, or uncertainty."
1
Carver t•. Braintree 1\lan!'. Co., 2 Story's R. 432, 440. " Another objection is, that the plaintiff, in his claim, has stated that the desired distance or
space between the upper and the lower surfaces of the rib, whether it ' be
done hy making the ribs thicker at that part, or by a fork or division of the
rih, or by any other variation of the particular form,' is a part of his invention. It is said, that the modes of fo~·king aud d1viding are not specilicrl, nor
the variations of the particular form given. This is true; but then the Patent
Act requires the patentee to specify the several modes 'in which he has contemplat.ed the application of the distinguishing principle or character of his
•

•

•
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§ 235. This kind of amhiguity is also distinguishable from the
want of clear or specific directions, which will enable a mechanic
to make the thing descrihed. A specification may be perfectly
sufficient, as to the point of stating what the invention is, and
yet the directions for making the thing may be so vague aml
indefinite, as not to enahle a skilful mechanic to accomplish the
objcct. 1 It is for this reason, as we have seen, that the q ncstion,
whether the specification discloses what the invention is, is a
question for the court on construction of the patent; wl1ile the
question, whether it sufficiently describes the mode of carrying
the invention into practice, is a question for the jury.2
invention.' (Act of 1836, c. 357, § fi.) Now, we all know that a mere
difference of form will not entitle the party to a patent. What the ,,atentee
here says in effect is : One important part of my !nvention consists in the
space or 11istance between the upper and lower surfaces of the ribs, and
whether this is obtained by making ihe rib solid, or by a fork, or division of
the rib, or by any other variation of the form of the rib, I equally claim it as
my invention. The end to be obtaine!l is the space or distance equal to the
fibre of the cotton to be ginned; and you may make the rib solid, or fork it,
or divide it, or vary its form in any other manner, so as that the purpose is
obtained. The patentee, therefore, guards himself against the suggestion,
that his invention consists solely in a particular form, solid, or forked, or
divided ; and claims the invention to be his, whether the exact form is preserved or nut, if its proportions are kept so as to be adapted to the fibre of
the cotton which is to be ginned. In all this I can perceive no want of
accuracy or sufficiency of description, at least so far as it is a matter of law,
nor any claim broader than the invention, which is either so vague or so comprehensive as in point of law not to be patentable. It was not incumbent
upon the patentee to suggest all the possible modes by which the rib might be
varied, and yet the effect produced. It is sufficient for him to state thL' n.:-dr s
which he contemplates to be best, and to add, that other mere formal \•ariations from these modes he does not deem to be unprotected by hill patent."
1
" It may not, perhaps, be easy to draw a precise line of distinction between a specification so uncertain as to claim no particular improvement, and
a specification so uncertain as not to enable a skilful workman to undt•rstand
the improvement, and to construct it. Yet we think the distinction exists.
H it docs, it is within the province of the jury to decide whether a skilful
worlrman can carry into execution the plan of the inventor. In deciding this
question, the jury will give a liberal common· sen<~e conl!tntction to the directions of the specification.'' Per Marshall, C. J., in Davis v, Palmer, 2 Brock.
208, :!08.
2
Thus, in the case of a patent for " a n<'w and useful improvement in the
ribs of tne cotton-gin," Mr. Justice Story said : "It is true, that the plaintiff
in his sptdfication, in describing the thickness of the rib in his machine, declares that it o:Jhould be so thick, that the distance or depth between the upper

•
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a degree that it cannot he elucidated, it is immaterial whether it
had its origin in the mala, fides of the patentee, o1· in the haste
or incompetency of the draftsman. 'Vhether the claim, 'rhich
is invalid, was introduced purposely or by mistake is not taken
into consideration by the court. The fact that the patent is
ambiguous, or claims too much, is the vital test of its validity, ancl
not the motive or circumstance in which such ambiguity or excessive claim originated.1
§ 236. The ambiguity produced by a too great fulness of detail
in the specification is likely to mislead b'Jth in determining what
the invention claimed is, and in determinin5 whether it is descriJ,ed
with such accuracy as "·ill enable a competent workman to put
it in practice. 'Ve shall have occasion hereafter to state the l'ule,
that the patentee is bound to disclose the most advantageous
mode known to him, and any circumstance conducive to the
advantageous operation of his invention; aml it is a correlative
and the lower surface should be ' so great as to be equal to the length of the
fibre to be ginned,' which, it is r:aid, is too ambiguous and indefinite a descrip·
tion to enable a mechanic to make it, because it is notorious that not only the
fibres of different kinds of cotton are of different lengths, long staple and
short staple, but that the different fibres in the same kind of cotton arc of
unequal lengths. And it is asked, what tlien is to be the distance or depth or
thickness of the rib? Whether a skilful mechanic could from this description
make a })roper rib for any particular kind of cotton is a matter of fact which
those only who are acquainted with the structure of cotton gins can1Jropel'ly
•
answer. If they could, then the description is sufficient, although it may
require some niceties in adjusting the different thicknesses to the different
kinds of cotton. If they could not, then the specification is obviously defec·
tive. Uu\ I should suppose that the inequalities of the different fibres of
the same kind of cotton would not necessarily present an insul'!nountable
difficulty. It may be, that the adjustment should be to b<; made according to
the average length of the fibres, or varied in some other way. But tl1is is for
a practical mechanic to say, and not for the court. 'Vhat I menu, therefore,
to say on this point is, that, as a matter of law, I cannot say that this description is so ambiguous that the patent is upon its face void. It may be less
perfect and complete than would be desirable, but still it may be sufficient to
enable a skilful mechanic to attain the end. In point of fact, is it not actually
attained by the mechanics employed by Carver, without the application of
any new inventive power, or experiments? If so, then the objection could be
answered as a matter of fact or a practical result." Carver 11. '!'he Braintree
Man£. Co., 2 Story's R. 432, 4:37.
1 Blake v. Stafford (18G7 ), G Blatchf. 193; s. c. 3 Fisher's Pat. Cas. 294.
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of this rule, that if things wholly useless ancl unnecessary are
introduced into the specification, as if they were essential, although the terms are perfectly intelligible, and every necessary
description has been introduced, and the parts claimed are all
newly invented, the patent may be decla1·e(l void. The presumption, in such cases, according to the English authorities. is, that
the useless and unnecessary descriptions were introduced for the
purpose of overloading the subject and clouding the description,
in order to mislead the public and conceal the real invention. 1
§ 237. There is one case where it seems to have been held that
an improved mode of working his machine by the patentee,
different from the specification of his patent, casts upon him the
· burden of showing that he made the improvement subsequently
to the issuing of his patent, otherwise it will be presumed that
he did not disclose in his specification the best method known
to him. 2 But where a patentee of an improved machine claimed
as his invention a part of it which turned out to be useless, it
was held that this did not vitiate the patent, the specification not
1

In Arkwright's case, several things were intr'Jduced into the specification,
of which he did not make use. Buller, J., said: "'Vood put No.4, 5, 6,
and 7 together, and that machine he has worked ever since ; he don't recollect that the defendant used any thing else. If that be true, it will blow up
the patent at once ; he says he believes nobody that ever practised would find
any thing necessary upon this paper but the No. 4, 5, 0, and 7 ; he should look
after no others. Now if four things only were necessary instead of ten, the
specification does not contain a good account of the invention." The JHng v.
Arkwright, Webs. Pat. Cas .. 70.
In Turner's patent for producing a yellow color, minimn was directed to
be used among other things, but it appeared that it would not produce the
desired effect. The same leamed judge said: "Now in this case no evidence
was offered by the plaintiff to show that he had ever made use of the several
different ingredients mentioned in the specification, as for instance mini\lm,
which he had nevertheless inserted in the patent; nor did he give any evidence
to show lww the yellow color was produced. If he could lllake it with two or
three of the ingredients specified, and he has inserted others which will not
answer tl1e purpose, that will avoid the patent. So, if he makes the art.icle,
for which the patent is granted, with cheaper materials than those which he
has enumerated, although the latter will answer the purpose equally well, the
patent is void, because he does not put the public iu possession of his iuven~ion, or enable them to derive the same benefit which he himself does."
Turner v. Winter, Webs. Pat. Cas. 80. Sec also Savory v. Price, R. & 1\I. 1;
Webs. Pat. Cas. 83,
2
Bovill v. 1\Ioore, Dav. Pat. Cas. 361, 401.
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describing it as essential to the machine.1 At the same time,
it is necessary that the specification should be full and explicit
~nongh to prevent the public from infringing the right of the
patentee. An infringement will not have taken place, unlcs!; the
invention can be practised completely by following the specification ; otherwise, it has lJeen said, it would be an infringement
to do that perfectly, which, according to the specification, requires something else to be done to make it perfect. An
infringement is a copy made after ·and agreeing with the principle laid clown in the patent; 2 and if the patent does not fully
describe any thing essent:al to the making or doing of the thing
patented, there will be no infringement by the fresh invention
of processes which the patentee has withheld from the public.3
Lewis t'. ~larling, 10 B. & Cress. 22.
2 Per Sir N. Tindal, C. J., in Galloway v. Bleaden, Webs. Pat. Cas. 5::?1.
s This doctrine was very clearly laid down by Alderson, B., in :Mo:·gan v.
Seaward, Web~. Pat. Cail. 16i, 181. "Then Henry l\lornay, a young gentleman in l\lr. :Morgan's employment, where he has been apparently studying
the construction of engines, speaks of a circumstance which does appear to
me to be material. He says, l\Ir. :Horgan in practice makes his rods of different lengths. He must necessarily do so, in order that the floats may follow at
the same angle as that at which the driving float enters the water. The
problem which Mr. Park solved is a problem applying to three floats only ;
but it appears that the otht!r floats will not follow in the same order, unless
some adjustment of the rods is made. Now, suppose it was to be desired that
the floats should all enter the water at th~ given or required angle, if one
should go in at one angle. and one at another, the operation of the machine
would not be uniform ; and the specification means that the party constructing a wheel should be able to make a wheel, the floats of which shall all enter
at the same angle. and all go out at the same angle. Now in order in pmc·
tice to carry that into effect, if there are more than three floats, something
more than l\lr. Park's problem would be rt>quired; and l\Ir. l\lornay says
actually, that ~Ir. Morga:; 1n practice makes his rods of different lengths, and
he mnst necessarily do that in order that the floats may follow at the same
angle as the driving float enters the water. If so, he should have said in his
specification, ' I make my rods of different lengths, in order that the rest of my
floats may enter at the same angle; and the way to do that is. so and so.' Or
he might have said, ' it may be determined so and so.' But the S}Jecification
is totally silent on the subject ; therefore, a person reading the specification
would never dream that the other floats must be governed by rods of unequal
length ; anclleast of all could he ascertain what their lengths should be, until
he had ma1le experiments. Therefore it is contendPd that the specification
does not state, as it shou\d have stated, the proper manner of doing it. He
says, if they are made of equal lengths, though the governing rod would be
vertical at the time of entering, and three would be so when they arrived at
1
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It is the duty of an inventor to describe in his specification
each substantially different modification of his invention which
he has made.I
§ 238. The ambiguity produced by a misuse of terms, so as
to render the specification unintelligible, will be as fatal as any
the same spot, by reason of the operation Mr. Park suggests, yet the fourth
would not come vertical at the proper point, nor would the fifth, sixth, or
seventh. Then they would not accomplish that advantage which professes to
be acquired. The pat~ntee ought to state in his specification the precise way
of doing it. If it cannot completely be done by following the specification,
then a person will not infringe the patent by doing it. If this were an infringement, it would be an infringement to do that perfectly, which, according to the specification, requires something else to be done to make it perfect.
If that be correct, you would prevent a man from having a perfect engine.
He says, practically speaking, the difference in the length of the rods would
not be very material, the difference being small. But the whole question is
small, therefore it ought to have been specified; and if it could not be ascertained fully, it should have been so stated. Now this is the part to which I
was referring, when, in the preliminary observations I addressed to you, I cited
the case before Lord 1\lansfield, on the subject of the introduction of tallow
to enable the machine to work more smoothly. There it was held that the
use of tallow ought to have been stated in the specification. This small
adjustment of these different lengths may have been made for the purpose of
making the machine work more smoothly ; if so, it is just as much necessary
that it should be so stated in the specification, asitwas that the tallow should
be mentioned. The true criterion is this, bas the specification substantially
complied with that which the public has a right to require? Has the patentee
communicated to the public the manner of carrying his invention into effect?
If he has, and if he bas given to the public all the knowledge he had himself,
he has done that which he .ought to have done, and which the public has a
right to require from him."
1 Sargent et al. v. Carter, 211\Ion. Law Rep. 651.
"He (the defendant in
his own patent) describes two devices. If he was then possessed of a third, he
was bound to describe that also. Having failed to do so, though I do not
doubt he had made machines with a flexible arm before he applied for his first
patent, I have strong reason to doubt whether it was capable of effecting the
object proposed. It is a circumstance, also, that in the machines now built
by the defendant, he has used, not the flexible arm, but a movable or rotating
ann. If he first invented a flexible arm, as appear& from the evidence in this
case, and it accomplished the desired end, why does he not continue to use it?
The other modification relied on is placing one end of the arm in a loose socket,
where it is held by a pin, which being smaller than the aperture through the
arm in which the pin is inserted, allows some play of the arm. But this modification 'vas tried before he took his original patent, and not being therein
alluded to or described and claimed in the reissued patent, the same observation applies to this as to the flexible knife-arm."
PAT,
18
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other defect. Thus, where the directions were to use "sea-salt,
or sal-gem, or fossil-salt, or any marine salt," and it appeared
that " sal-gem " was the only thing that could be used, and that
"fossil-salt" was a generic term, including "sal-gem,'' as well as
other species of salt, it was held that the use of the term "fossilsalt" could only tend to mislead ancl to create unnecessary
experiments, and therefore that the specification was in that
respect defective. 1 In like manner, where the specification
directed the use of "the finest and purest chemical white-lead,"
and it appeared that no such substance was known in the trade
by that name, but that white-lead only wag known; the specification was held defective. 2 But a mere mistake of one word for
another in writing or p1·inting, if explained by other parts of the
patent ancl specification, as the use of the word "painting" for
"printing," is immaterial.3
§ 23H. The description of an improvement, when au improvement is the real subject-matter of the patent, should be made in
such a manner as will clearly show that the improvement only
is claimed by the patentee. If a machine substantially existed
before, and the patentee makes an improvement therein, his patent should not comprehend the whole machine in its improved
state, hut should be confinecl to his improvement ; 4 and this is
true, although the invention of the patentee consists of an addition to the old machine, by which the same effects are to be produced in a better manner, or some new combinations are added,
in order to produce new effects.5 But if well-known effects are
produced by machinery which in all its combinations is entirely
new, the subject-matter will be a new machine, and of course the
patent will cover the whole machine.6
§ 239 a. ·where the invention embraces only one or more parts
of a machine, as the coulter of a plough, or the divider or sweeprake of a reaping-machine, the part or parts claimed must be
specified and pointed out, so that constructors, ot]1er inventors,
ancl the public may know how to make the invention, and what
Turner v. Winter, 1 T. R. 606; Webs. Pat. Cas. 77.
2 Sturz v. De L~t Rue, Webs. Pat.· Cas. 83.
3 Kneass v. The Schuylkill Bank, 4 Wash. 9.
4 Woodcock v. Parker, 1 Gallis. 438; Odiorne v. Winkley, 2 Gallis. 51;
Barrett v. Hall, 1 Mas. 447, 476.
6 Ibid.
r. Whittemore v. Cutter, 1 Gallis. 478.
1
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is withdrawn from general use. But where both a new ingre(lient and a combination of old ingredients, emlJOdied in the same
machine, are claimed, greater particularity is required, as the
property of the patentee consists not only in the new ingredient,
but also in the new combination; and it is essential that the
invention shaE be so fully described that its precise nature may
be known to the public.
In case of a claim for a combination, where all the ingredients
of the invention are old, and where the invention consists entirely
in a new combination of old ingredients, whereby a new and
useful result is obtained, "such combination is sufficiently described, if the ingredients of which it is composed are named,
their mode of operation given, and the new and UHeful result to
be accomplished pointed ont, so that those skilled in the art,
an<l the public, may know the extent and nature of the claim,
ancl what the parts are which co-operate to produce the described new and useful result." 1
§ 240. If the invention he an improvement, r.nd be claimed as
such, but nothing is said of n.ny previous use, of which the use
proposed is averred to be an i1uprovement, the patent may incur
the risk of being construed as a claim of entire and original
discovery. Hence arises the necessity for reciting what had
formerly been done, and describing a different mode as the improvement claimed.2
1

Seymour v. Osborne, 11 Wall. 516.
1
In Hill v. Thompson, 'Vebs. Pat. Cas. 226, 228, 229, the specification
contained among other things the following claim: "And that my said impro\'ements do further consist in the use and application of lime to it·ou subsequently to the operations of the blast furnace, whereby that quality in iron
from which the iron is called ' cold short,' howsoever and from whatever substance such iron be obtained, is sufficiently prevented or remedied, and by
which such iron is rendered more tough when cold. • .• And I do further
declare, that I have discovered that the addition of lime or limestone, or other
substances consisting chiefly of lime, and free or nearly free from any ingredient known to be hurtful to the quality of iron, wi11 sufficiently prcYcnt or
remedy that quality in iron from which the iron is called 'cold short,' and will
render such iron more tough when cold; and I do, for this purpose, if the iron,
howsoever and from whatever substance the same may have been obtained, be
expected to prove ' cold short,' add a portion of lime or limestone, or of the
other said substances, of which the quantity must be regulated by the quality
of the iron to be operated upon, and by the quality of the iron wished to be
produced; and further, that the said lime or limestone, or other aforesaid sub-
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§ 241. But in describing the improvement of a machine in use
and well known, it is not necessary to state in detail the structure of the entire and improved machine. It is only necessary
to describe the improvement, by showing the parts of wl1ich it
consists, and the effects which it produces. 1 In the case of
machinery there is a particular requisition in the statute, designed
to insure fulness and clearness in the specification. " And in
stances, may be added to the iron at any time subsequently to the reduction
thereof, in the blast furnace, and prior to the iron becoming clotted, or coming
into nature, whether the same be added to the iron while it is in the refining
or in the puddling furnace, or in both of them, or previous to the said iron
being put into either of the said furnaces." It appeared that " cold short"
had been prevented by the use of lime before; and Dallas, J., said: "The
purpose is to render bar iron more tough, by preventing that brittlcne~s which
is called' cold short,' and which renders bar iron less valuable; the means of
prevention stated are the application of lime. In what way, then, is lime
men+,ivned in the patent? The first part of the specification, in terms, alleges
certain improvements in the smelting and working of iron, during the operations of the blast furnace; and then, introducing the mention of lime, it states,
that the application of it to iron, subsequently to the operation of the blast
furnace, will prevent the quality called 'colcl short.' So far, therefore, the
application of lime is in terms claimed as an improvement, anclnothing is said
of any previous use, of which the use proposed is averred to be an improvement; it is, therefore, in substance a claim of entire and original discovery.
The recital shoulcl have stateJ, supposing a previous use to be proved in the
case, that, 'whereas lime has been in part, but impro1Jerly, made use of,' &c.,
and then a different mode of application and use should have been suggested .
as the improvement claimed. But the whole of the patent must llC taken
together, and this objection will appear to be stronger as we p1·ocerd. And
here again, looking through the patent, in a subsequent part of the specification, the word ' discovery ' first occurs, and I 'vill state the terms made use of
in this respect. 'And I do further declar€., that I have discovered that the
addition of lime will prevent that quality in iron from which the iron is called
· "cold short," and will render such iron more tough when cold; aml that for
this purpose I do add a portion of lime or limestone, to be regulatecl by the
quantity of iron to be Ollel·ated upon, and by the quality of the iron to be pro·
duced, to be added at any time subsequently to the reduction in the blast furnace, and this from whatever substance the iron may be produced, if expected
to prove "cold short." ' Now this appears to be nothing short of a claim of
discovery, in the most extensive sense, of the effect of lime applied to iron to
pr()vent brittleness, not qualified and restrained by what follows, as to the
preferable mode of applying it under various circumstances, and therefore ren·
depng the patent void, if lime had been made use of for this purpose befo.re,
subject to the qualification only of applying it subsequently to the operat10n
in the blast furnace.''
1 Brooks v. Bicknell, 3 M'Lean's R. 250, 261.
•
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case of any machine, he (the patentee) sl1all fully explain the
principle and the several modes in which he has contemplate(l the
application of that principle or character by which it may be distinguished from other inventions ; and shall particularly specify
and point out the part, improvement, or combination, which he
claims as his own invention or di~covery." I By the principle of
a machine, as used in this clause of the statute, is to be understood the peculiar structure ancl mode of operation of such
machine ; 2 or, as the statute itself explains it, the character by
which it may be distinguished from other inventions. By explaining "the several modes in which he has contemplated the
application of that principle," the statute is presumed to direct
the patentee to point out all the modes of applying the principle,
which he claims to be his own invention, and which he means
to have covered by his patent, whether they are those which he
deems the best, or are mere formal variations from the modes
which he prefe1·s. In other words, he is to state not only the
peculiar device or construction which he deems the best for producing the new effect, exhibited in his machine, but also all the
other modes of producing the same effect, which he means to
claim as being substantially applications of the same principle.
But in doing this, it is not, as we have seen, necessary for him to
enter into a minute description of the mode of producing those
variations of structure which he thus claims, in addition to the
structure which he prefers. It is sufficient, if he imlicates what
variations of the application of the principle he claims beyond
those which he deems the best.a ·
§ 242. The duty of determining what the claim of the patentee
is involves the necessity of determining whether the description
in the specification discloses a patentable subject. The real invention may be a patentable subject; but at the same time it
may be claimed in such a way as to appear to be a mere function,
or abstract principle, which it will be the duty of the court to
declare is not patentable ; whereas, if it had been described differently, it would have been seen to be a claim for a principle or
1
2

Act of July 4, 1836, § 6.
·
Whittemore v. Cutter, 1 Gallis. 478, 480; Barrett v. Hall, 1 Mas. 447, .

470.
8

See the observations of 1\Ir. Justice Story, cited ante, from the case of
Carver v. The Braintree Manuf. Company, 2 Story's R. 432, 440.

•
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function embodied in a particular organization of matter for a
particular purpose, which is patentable. The patentee may have
been engaged in investigations into the principles of scie11ce or
the laws of nature. He may have attained a result, which constitutes a most important and valuable di.scovery, and he may
desire to protect that discovery by a patent; but he cannot do so
by merely stating his discovery in a specification. He must give
it a practical application to some useful purpose, to attain a result
in arts or manufactures not before attained, and· his specification
must show the application of the principle to such a special purpose, by its incorporation with matter in such a way as to he in
a condition to produce a practical resnlt. 1 Care shoulU be taken,
•

•

•

1

In the Househill Company v. Neilson, Webs. Pat. Cas. Gi8, G83, Lord
Justice Clerk Hope, in the Court of Sessions, marle the following clear observations to the jury: " It is quite true that a patent cannot be taken out soll'ly
for an abstract philosophical principle, for instance, for any law of nature,
or any property of matter, apart from any mode of turning it to account in the
practical operations of manufacture, or the business and arts and utilitil•S of
life. The mere discovery of such a principle is not an invention in the patentlaw sense of the term. Stating such a principle in a patent· may be a prolongation of the principle, but it is no application of the principle to any practical
purpose. And without that application of the principle to a practical ohject
and end, and without the f.pplicatiou of it to hu,man industry, or to the purposes of human enjoyment, a person cannot in the abstract appropriate a principle to himself. But a patent will be good, though the subject of the patent
consi;;ts in the iliscovery of a great, general, and most comprehensive principle
in science or law of nature, if that principle is by the specification applied to
any special purpose, so as thereby to effectuate a practical result and benefit
not previously attained.
" The main merit, the most important part of the invention, may consist in
the conception of the original idea, in the discovery of the principle in science,
or of the law of nature stated in the patent, and little or no pains may l1ave
been taken in working out the best manner and mode of the application of the
principle to the purpose set forth in the patent. But still, if the princi pie is
stated to be applicable to any special purpose, so as to produc~ any result previously unknown, in the way and for the objects described, the patent is good.
It is no longer an abstract principle. It comes to be a principle turned to
account to a practical object, and applied to a special result. It becomes, then,
not an abstract principle, which means a principle considered apart from any
special purpose or practical operation, but the discovery and statement of a
principle for a special purpose, that is, a practical invention, a mode of cmTy• big a principle into effect. That such is the law, if a well-known principle is
applied for the first time to produce a practical result for a special purpose,
has never been disputed. It would be very strange and unjust to refuse the
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therefore, in drawing specifications, not to de:;cribe the invention
as a mode or device for producing an effect, detached from
machinery, or from the particular combination or use of matter,
by which the effect is producecl,l The danger in such cases is,
that the claim will appear to be a claim for an abstract principle,
or for all possible modes of producing the effnct in question,
instead of being, what alone it shoul<l be, a claim for the particular application of the principle which the patentee professes to
have made.
•
Where a party has discovered a new application of some property in nature never before known or in use, 'by which he has
producecl a new and useful result, the discovery is the subject
of a patent, independent of any peculiar or new arrangement of
machinery for the purpose of applying the new property.2
same legal effect, when the inventor has the additional merit of discovering
the principle as well as its application to a practical object. The instant that
the principle, although discovered for the first time, is stated, in actual appli·
cation to, and as the agent of, producing a certain specified effect, it is no
longer an abstract principle, it is then clothed with the language of practical
application, and receives the impress of tangible direction to the actual business
of human life."
·
1 Barrett v. Hall, 11\fas. 476.
1
Foote v. Silsby, 2 Blatchf. 200. "There has been some difference of
opinion as regards the true construction to be given to the first claim, and it
will therefore be necessary for the court to call your attention particularly to
this branch of the case. It \\ill be seen that the patentee, after he has set forth,
in general terms, that he has made a new and useful improvement in regulating the heat of stoves, has set forth with great particularity two modes by
which he adapts this improvement to use, through the arrangement of various
machinery; and that then, in this first claim, he claims the application of the
expansive and contracting power of a metallic rod, by different degrees of heat,
to open and close a damper which governs the admission of air into a stove in
which it may be used, by which a more perfect contr~~ over tlH· heat is obtained
than can be by a damper in the flue. Now, it is the application of the expansive and contracting power of the metallic rod to regulate the heat of the stove
by opening and closing the damper, the whole being self-acting in the admission or exclusion of air, that is specifically claimed in this part of the patent;
and, according to the construction I give to it and have always given to it,
it is a claim independent of any particular arrangement or combination of
machinery or contrivance for the purpose of applying the principle to the
regulation of the heat of stoves. I have always supposed, therefore, that
the peculiar arrangement or construction of machinery did not enter into this
branch of the claim. Where a party has described a iiew application of some
property in nature, never before known or in use, by :which he has produced
••

•

•
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A claim for a combination of several devices, so combined as
to produce a particular result, is not good as a claim for any mode
of combining such devices.I

'

'

a new and useful result, the discovery is the subject of a patent, inde11endent
of any new or peculiar aiTangement of machinery for the purpose of applying
'
the new property in nature ; and hence the inventor has a right to use any
means, old or new, in the application of the new property to produce the new
and useful result, to the exclusion of all other means. Otherwise a patent
would afford no protection to an inventor in cases o'f. this description ; because,
if the means used by him for applying his new idea must necessarily lJe new,
then, in all such cases, the novelt-y of the arrangement used for the purpose
of effe~ting the application would be involved in every instance of infringement, and the patentee would be bound to make out, not only the novelty in
the new application, but aiso the novelty in the machinery employed by him
in making the ?.F:plication. (Then citing from Neilson v. Harford, the judge
(Nelson) continues) : Now in this case, as I understand the claim of the
patentee, he claims the application of the principle of expansion and contraction in a metallic rod to the purpose of regulating the heat of a stove.
This is the ne'v conception which he claims to have struck out ; and, although
the mere abstract conce}Jtion would not· have constituted the subject-matter of
a patent, yet when it is reduced to practice by any means, old or new, resulting usefully, it is the subject of a r.atent, independently of the machinery by
which the application is made. I think, therefore, that in examining the first
question presented to you, you nmy lay altogether out or view the contrivance
by which the application of the principle is made, and confine yourselves to
the original conception of the idea canied into practice by some means ; but
whether the means be old or new is immaterial, for although old means be
~ed for giving application to the new conception, yet the }latent excludes all
persons other than the patentee from the use of t.hose means and of all other
means in a similar application." This opinion was sustained on appeal to
the Supreme Court, in Silsby v. Foote, 2q How. 3it~, where, however, Judge
Grier delivered a strong dissenting opinion, based on the grounds of the decision
rendered under the eighth claim of l\Iorse's patent. O'Reilly v. l\Iorse, 15
How. 62. Judge Taney, in giving that decision, says: "The difficulty arises
on the eighth (claim). It is in the following words: "Eighth. I do not pro·
pose to limit myself to the specific machinery or parts of machinery described
in the specification ; the essence of my invention being the use of the motivepower of the electric or galvanic current, which 1 called electro-magnetism,
however developed, for m:u-king or printing intelligible characters, signs, or
letters, at any distances, being a new application of that power of which I
claim to be first inventor or discoverer.' Now, the provisions of the acts of Con·
gress in relation to patents may pe SU1llllled up in a few words. Whoever
discovers that a certain useful result will be produced in any art, machine,

.----1

Case v. Brown, 2 Wall. 320.

•
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§'242 a. A claim for a result will not be sustained ; it must be

•

for the means or apparatus by which such result is produced.
And where such claim was, " in effect, a claim to the use of the
proper chemicals to precipitate the metal from the liquid 'vaste
solution, by putting such chemicals into any proper vessel containing the solution," it was held to be too general aml vague,
and therefore invalid. 1
•
A claim which might otherwise be held to be bad as covering
a function, or result, when containing the words " substantially as
described," or "substantially as set forth," must be construed in
connection with the specification, and may be held valid. 'Vhere
the claim immediately follows the description of the invention,
it may be construed in connection with the explanations contained in the specifications, and where it contains words referring
back to the specifications, it cannot properly be construed in
any other way .2
§ 243. According to the terms of the Patent Act, in cases
manufacture, or composition of matter, by the use of certain means, is entitled to a patent for it ; provided he specifies the means used in a manner so
full and exact that any one skilled in the science to which it appertains can, by
using the means he specifies, without any addition to or subtraction from them,
produce precisely the result he describes. And if this cannot be done by the
means he describes, the patent is void. And if it can be done, then the
patent confers on him the exclusive right to use the means he specifies to
produce the result or effect he describes, and nothing more. And it makes
no difference, in this respect, whether the effect is produced by .chemical
agency or combination, or by the application of discoveries or principles in
natural philosophy known or unknown before his invention, or by machinery
acting altogether on mechanical principles. In either ease, he must describe
the manner and process as above-mentioned, and the end it accomplishes. And
any one may lawfully acoomplish the same end without intringing the patent,
if he uses means substantially different from those described. Indeed, if the
eighth cla.lm of the patentee can be maintained, there was no necessity for any
specification further than to say that he had discovered that, by using the motive power of electro-magnetism, he could print intelligible characters at any
distance. We presume it wUl be admitted on all hands that no patent could
have issued on such a specification. Yet this claim can derive no aid from
the specification filed. It is outside of it, and the patentee claims beyond it.
And if it stands, it must stand simply on the ground tliat the broad terms
above-mentioned were a sufficient description, and entitled him to a patent in
terms equally :.road. In our judgment, the act of Congress cannot be so
construed."
·
1
The Shaw & Wilcox Company v. Lovejoy (1870), 7 Blatcbf. 232.
2
Seymour v. Osborne, 11 Wall. 516.

•
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where the invention falls within the category of machines, a
patent must be granted for it (the machine) and not for a "mode
of operation," "principle," "idea," or other abstractiou. 1
This is well illustrated by several cases. In one, the invention
claimed was "the communication of motion from the recll to the
varn-beam,
in
the
connection
of
the
one
with
the
other,
which
is
•
produced as follows," describing the mode. The patent was snstaiiled, only l1y consth.i!lg it as a claim for the spccifin machinery
invented hy the patentee for the communication of motion from
the reed to the yarn-beam, specially described in the specification. As a claim for all possible • modes of communicating- the
motion, &c., it woul(l have been utterly void. 2 In another case,
a patent "for an improvement in the art of making 11nils, hy
means of a machine which cuts and heads the nails at one operation," was seen at once not to be a grant or an abstract principle, but of a combination of mechanical contrivances operating
to produce a new effect, and constituting an improvement in
the art of making nails. 3 So, too, where the patentee, in a patent .
for a machine for turning irregular forms, claimed " the method
or mode of operation in the abstract explained in the sccoml
article, whereby the infinite variety of forms, described in general
terms in this article, may be turned or wrought," and the second
article in his specification explaine~l the structure of a machine
hy which that mode of operation was carried into effect, and the
mode of constructing such a machine so as to effect the different
olJjects to be accomplished, it was held that the specification did
2
not claim an abstract principle or function, but a machine. So,
Burr v. Duryea, 1 Wall. 531, vide infra, p. 264.
2 Stone v. Sprague, 1 Story's R. 270.
8 Gray v. James, Peters's C. C. R. 304.
4 Blanchard v. Sprague, 2 Story's R. 164, 170.
In this case, l\Ir. Justice
Story said : " Looking at the present specification, and construing all its
terms together, I am clearly of opinion, that it is not a 1mtent claimed for a
mere function ; lJUt it is claimed for the machine specially described in the
specification ; that is, for a function as embodied in a particular machine,
whose mode of operation and general structure are pointed out. In the close
of his specification, the patentee explicitly states that his ' invention is
described and explained in the second article of his specification, to which
reference is made for information of that which constitutes the principle
or character of his machine or invention, and distinguishes it, as he verily
believes, from all other machines, discoveries, or inventions known or used
1

•

•
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also, it ha:; been helu that the making of wheels on a particular
principle which is uescribed in the specification is the ~nhject of
a patent; 1 aJHl where the plaintiff claimed as hi~ invention "the
application of a Relf-adjusting leverage to the hack and seat of a
chair, whcn•hy the weight on the seat nets as a couuh•rl•alance to
the prc~sme against the hack of such chair, as ahove de~erihNl,"
it was held not to be a claim to a principle, but to an applil'ation
2
to a certain purpose and by certain means.
•

before." Now, when we turn to the second article, we find there deecribcd,
not a mere function, lmt a machine of a particular structure, whose modes of
operation are pointed out, to accomplish a particular purpose, function, or
end. This serms to me sufficiently expressive to define and ascertain what
his invention is. It is a particular machine, constituted in the wa;, i:. ::1ted
out, for the accomplishment of a particular end or object. The patent is for
~ ;.•tachinc, ami not for a principle or function detached from machinery."
Blanchard's Gunstock Tuming Factory v. Wamer, 1 :match£. 2i:i0.
1
.Tones 11. Pearce, 'Vcbs. Pat. Cas. 12:3.
2 ~linter v. 'Veils, 'Vcbs. Pat. Cas. 135.
"Godson, in pursuance of leave
reserved, moYcd for a nonsuit, on the ground that the specification is for a
principle, the plaintiff having summed up the whole of his patent in his claim
to the principle, and not to any particular means. Either the plaintiff claims
a principle, or he does not ; to the former he is not entitled ; and us to the
latter, the defendant has not used the mechanical means of the plaintiff."
[Lord Lyndhurst, C. B. : He says, " What I claim as my invention is the
application of a self-adjusting leverage to the back aml seat of a chair,
whereby the weight on the seat acts as a counterbalance to the pressure
against the back of such chair, as above des01·ibed." This is what he claims,
a self-adjusting leverage acting in that way. Then he points out the particular mode in which that is effected. The question, therefore, is, whcthl'r you
haYe infringed that particular method.] [Alderson, B. : All the witnesses
proved that there never had been a self-adjusting leverage in a chair before.]
That I admit, and contend that this case is nearly the same asK. v. Cutler,
(1 Stark. 354: ; Webs. Pat. Cas. 76, n.) [Lortl Lyndhurst, C. B. : He says,
"I claim the application of a self-adjusting leverage to the back and scat of
a chair," so as to produce such an effect.] Y cs, my lord, that effect being
nothing mqrc than the motion of a lever backwards and forwards, 1n·oducing
such an effect. [Lord Lyndhurst, C. B. : It is the application of a selfadjusting leverage to the back and scat of a chair, he having described what
that self-adjusting leverage was before. Any application of a self-adjusting
leverage to the back and seat of a chair producing this effect, that the one
acts as a counterbalance to the pressure against the other, would be an infringement of this patent, but nothing short of that.] [Alderson, B. : The
difference between this chair and all others, as it appeared in evidence, was
" very well described by l\:lr. Brunton ; he says, this chair acts (looking at the
one you produced), this chair acts, but not by a self-adjusting leverage .
•
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But~

on the other hand, a claim to a principle, to l1e earried into effeet by any means, without descrihing au application
of the principle by some means, is a claim to the ahstract principle. As, where a specification stated that ~' it is claimed as
new, to cut ice of a uniform size by means of an apparatus worked
by any other power than human," it was held that thi:-: daim
to the art of cutting ice by means of any other power than
human was utterly void. 1 It is, therefore, essential that the
specification should describe some practical mode of carrying the
principle into effect ; and then the subject-matter will be patentable, because it will be, not the principle itself, hut the mode of
carrying it into effect; and on the question of infringement it will
be for the jury to say whether another mode of carrying it into
•

By pressing on the back the seat rises, and vice versa, by pressing on the seat
the back rises ; that is what he calls a self-adjusting leverage. In the other
case, you might sit for ever, and the back would never rise.] The plaintiff,
by his specification, has appropriated to himself a first principle in mechanics,
viz., the lever, and therefore nobody else may use it. [I.ord Lyndhurst, C.
B.: It is not a leverage only, but the application of a self-adjusting lcwrnge;
and it is not a self-adjusting leverage only, but it is a self-adjusting lHerage
producing a particul11r t:ffect, by the means of which the weight on the seat
counterbalances the pressure against the back.] This is nothing more than
one of the first principles of mechaiD"'· [Parke, B.: But that, not being in
combination before, can that not be patented? It is only for the application
of a self-adjusting leverage to a chair, cannot he patent that? He claims
the combination of the two, no matter in what shapes or way you combine
them ; but if you combine the self-adjusting leverage, which he thus aplllies
to thP. subject of a chair, that is an infringement of his patent.] What is
the combination? [Lord Lyndhurst, C. B.: Why the application of a selfadjusting leverage producing a particular effect. He says, I do not confine
myself to the particular shape of this lever.] If your lordships translate this
. to mean machine, of course I have no further argument to urge.. [Lord
Lyndhurst, C. B. : It is every machine consieting of a self-adjusting leYerage
producing that particular effect in a chair.] That is the extent to which I am
putting it. If your lordships say you can, in favor of the patentee, so read
it, that it is the machine and the combination only that the plaintiff has
claimed, then I should be wasting your lordships' time if I argued the matter
further. [Lord Lyndhurst, C. B.: Substantially that combination.] [Parke,
B.: Therefore a chair made upon that principle which you have directed to
be constructed here, would be an infringement of his patent, that is, the
application of a self-adjusting leverage to a chair, such a one as you have produced here to-day.] [Lord Lyndhurst, C. B.: It has the particular effect.]
Rule refused.
1 Wyeth v. Stone, 1 Story's R. 273, 285.
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effect is not a colorable imitation of the mode inventetl by tl1e
patentee. 1 Hence a claim, construed to include every improvement in which the motive-power is the electric or galvanic current and the result is the marking or printing of intelligible
characters at a diRtance, is broader than the patent laws allow,
and invalid.2
·
§ 245. This being the case, the question next arises whether it
is necessary, after having described the application of the principle by some mechanical contrivance, or other ai'l'angement of
matter, to claim in the specification all the other forms of apparatus, or mollifications of matter, by which the principle may also
be applied in order to produce the same beneficial effect, or
whether the patent does not cover all these, 'vithout particular
description, by covering the application of the principle. 'Vhen
we consider that the subject-matter of such a patent is the application of the principle effected by means of some machinery, or
other arrangement, it will be apparent that the reason why the
patentee is bound to describe some machinery or practical method
of making the application, is in order to show that he has actually
applied the principle, and to enable others to do so after him.
But the real subject of the patent is the practical application of
the principle; ancl hence:, although the means by which the
patentee has made that application must be described, in order to
1

In Neilson v . .Harford, 'Vebs. Pat. Cas. 342, Alderson, B., said: "I take
the dist.inction between a patent for a principle and a patent which can be
supported, is, that you must have an embodiment of the principle in some
practical mode described in the specifi.cat.ion of carrying the principle into
actual effect, and t.hen you take out your patent, not for the princi})le, but for
the mode of carrying the principle into effect. In Watt's patent, which
comes the nearest to the present of any yon can suggest, the real invention of
Watt was, that he discovered that by condensing steam in a separate vessel
a great saving of fnel would be effected by keeping the steam cylinder as hot
as possible, and applying the cooling process to the separate vessel, and keeping it as cool as possible, whereas, before, the steam was condensed in the
same vessel; but then Mr. Watt carried that practically into effect by describing a mode which would effect the obj~ct. The difficulty which presses on my
mind here is, that tllis party has taken ont a patent, in ~ubstance like 'Vatt's,
for a principle, that is, the application of hot air to furnaces, but he has not
practically described any mode of carrying it in.to effect. If he had, llerhaps
he might luwe covered all other modes, as beint~ a variation."
2
O'Reilly v. l\lorse, 15 How. 62. For au elaborate discussion of this
claim, see chapter on Extent of Principle•
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show that he has done what he says he has done, and to enable
others to do what he says can be done, yet a variation of the
means and machinery, if it produces the same beneficial effect,
that is, is the same application of the same principle, does not
·show that the party making such variation has not infringed the
patent, by making use of that which exclusively belongeu to
another, viz., the application of the principle to produce a particular effect.
§ 246. Examples will best illustrate this distinction. Minter's
patent, for a self-adjusting chair, which has been already referred
to, was a case of the application of a well-known principle, that
of the lever, for the first time applied to a chair. He made no
particular claim of shape or form for the construction of the
chair, but showed that if a lever was applied to the back of the
~hair, so that the weight of the seat would act as a counterpoise
to the back, in whatever posture the occupant might be sitting
or reclining, a self-adjusting chair would be obtained. Now,
there might be various modes of constructing a chair on this
principle; but as the constructing of chairs on this principle was
the true subject of the patent, the court held the making of any
chair upon the same principle of a self-adjusting leverage was
an infringement. 1
§ 247. Neilson's patent involved the principle of blowing furnaces, for the smelting of iron, with a blast of hot air, instead of
cold, and he applied that principle by finding out a mode by
which air may be introduced in a heated state into the fnrnace,
viz., hy heating the air in a closed vessel between the hlowing
apparatus and the furDace. The 'specification, after stating that
the air, heated up to red heat, may be used, but that it is not
necessary to go so far to prOltUce a beneficial effect, proceeded to
state that the size of the receptacle would depend on the blast
necessary for the furnace, and gave directions as to that. It
then added, " The shape of the receptacle is immaterial to the
effect, and may be adaptetl to local circumstances." After great
consideration, it was held that the word " effect " was not meant
to apply to the degree of heat to be given to the air in the heating receptacle, but that any shape of the heating receptade would
produce the beneficial effect of passing heated air into the fur1

Minter v. Wells, Webs. Pat. Cas. 134.

I
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nace. This construction settled what the patent was for, viz.,
the applic~ttion of the principle of blowing with hot air, by
means of a vessel in which the air should be heated on its passage from the blowing apparatus to the furnace. Com;equently
the subject-matter embraced all the forms of apparatus by which
the application of the same principle could be effectetl.l
Neilson v. Harford, Wehs. Pat. Cas. 205,360. The same patent was litigated in Scotland, and, upon the point of the generality of the claim as regards
the forms of the apparatus, Lord Justice Clerk Hope made the following observations to the jury: "Is it any objection, then, in the next })lace, to such a
patent, that terms descriptive of the application to a. certain specified result
include every mode of applying the principle or agent so as to produce that
specified result, although one mode may not be described more than another,although one mode may be infinitely better than another, although much
greater benefit would result from the application of the principle by one
method than by another, although one method may be le;;s expensive than
another? Is it, I next inquire, an objection to the patent, that, in its application of a new principle to a certain specified result, it includell every variety of
mode of applying the principle according to the general statement of the object
and benefit to be attained? You will observe, that the gr.)ater part of the
defenders' case is truly directed to this objection. This is a question of law,
and I must tell you distinctly, that this generality of claim, that is, for all
modes of applying the principle to the purpose specified, according to or within
a general statement of the object to be attained, and of the use to be made of
the agent to be so applied, is no objection whatever to the patent. That the
application or use of the agent for the purpose specified may be carried out in
a great variety of ways, only shows the beauty and simplicity and comprehensiveness of the invention. But the scientific and general utility of the proposed
application of the principle, if directed to a specified purpose, is not an objection to its becoming the subject of a patent. That the proposed applications
may be very generally adopted in a great variety of way!.:, is the merit of the
invention, not a legal objection to the patent.
'"The defenders say, you announce a principle that hot air will produce
heat in the furnace; you direct us to take the blast without interrupting, or
rather without stopping it, to take the current in blast, to heat it after it leaves
the blast, and to throw it hot into the furnace. But you tell us no more, you do not tell us how we are to heat it. You say you may heat in any way
'
In nny sort of fonn of vessel. You say, I leave you to do it how you Lest can.
But my application of the discovered principle is, that if you heat the air, and
heat it after it leaves the blowing engine (for it is plain you cannot do it
before), you attain the result I state: that is the purpose to which 1 apply the
principle. The benefit will be greater or less; I only say, benefit you will get,
I have disclosed the principle; I so apply it to a specified purpose by a mechanical contrivance, viz., by getting the heat when in blast, after it leaves the furnace; but the mode and manner and extent of heating I leave to you, and the
degree of benefit, on that very account, I do not state. The defenders say,
1

.
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§ 248. ·In this case, it was also laicl down by Parke, B., to the
jury, that the omi.,~ion to mention in the specification any thing
the patent, on this account, is bad in law. I must tell you, that taking the
patent to ll(J of this general character, it is good in law. I state to you the ·
law to he, that you may obtain a patent for a mode of carrying a principle
into effect; and if you suggest and discover, not only the }lrinciple, but suggest
and invent how it may be applied to a practical result by mechanical contri·
vance and apparatus, and show that you are aware that no particular sort or
modification or form of the apparatus is essential in order to obtain benefit
from the principle, then you may take your patent for the mode of carrying it
into t'ffecL, and you are not under the necessity of describing and confining
yourself to one form of apparatus. If that were necessary, you see, what
would Le the result':' Why, that a patent could hardly ever be obtained for
any mode of carrying a newly discovered principle into practical results, though
the most valuable of all discoveries. For the best form and shape or modification of apparatus cannot, in matters of such vast range, and requiring observation on such a great scale, be attained at once; and so the thing would become
known, and so the right lost, long before all the various kinds of apparatus
could be tried. Hence you may generally claim the mode of carrying the
principle into effect hy mechanical contrivance, so that any sort of apparatuJ
applied in the way stated will, more or less, produce the benefit, and you are
not tied down to any form.
" The best illustration I can give you and I think it right to give you this
illustration is from a case as to the application of that familiar principle, the
lever, to the construction of chairs, or what is called the self-adjusting lever.
(Minter's Patent, Webs. Pat. Cas. 126 and l:J!.) This case, which afterwards
came under the considl!ration of the whole court, was tried in the Court of
Excllc'luer during the presidency of Lord Lyndhurst. The case was as to the
patent reclining chair, the luxury of which some of you may have tried; it had
a self-adjusting lever, so that a person sitting or reclining, and I need not
tell you what variety of postures can be assumed by a person reclining in a
chair, in whatever situation he placed his back, there was sufficient resistance otl'ered through means of the lever to preserve the equilibrium. :Now any
thing more general than that I cannot conceive; it was 'the application of a
well-known principle, but for the first time applied to a chair. He made no
claim to any particular parts of the chair, nor did he prescribe any precise
mode in which they should be r.1ade; but what he claimed was a self-adjusting
lever to Lc applied to the back of a chair, where the weight of tl1e seat acts as
a counterpoise to the back, in whatever posture the party might be sitting or
reclining. :Nothing could be more general. \Vell, a verdict passed for the
patentee, with liberty to have it set aside; but Lord Lyndhurst and the rest of
the court held, that this was not a claim to a principle, but to the construction
of a chair on this principle, in whatever shape or form it may be constructed.
(Mintl•r t'. Wells, Webs. Pat. Cas. 134.) Just so as to the hot blast, only the
principle is alHo new. The patentee says, 'I find hot air will increase the heat
in the fnruace, that a blast of hot air is beneficial for that end.' Here is the

'
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which the patentee knows to be necessary for the beneficial enjoyment of the invention is a fatal defect ; but the omission to mention something which contrilmtes only to the degree of benefit,
provided the apparatus would work beneficially and be worth
adopting, is not a fatal defect.I
§ 249. A'i' 1·c is the duty of the court to determine on the (:onstruction of the patent, what the suhject-matter is, it is often
necessary to decide whether the patentee claims a combination
of several things, or the distinct invention of senral things
or both. General principles cannot be laid down for the determination of questions of this kind, depending exclusively on
the particular facts. There is, however, one circumstance that
will always be decisive in construing a patent against a claim
for the several things described in the specification, aml thai
is, that one or more of them is not new. If this .'uns out
to be the case, the question may then he, whether the patent
can be sustainecl for the comhination. 2 In determining this
question it is to be observed, that a patent for a combination
of three things cannot at the same time be a patent for a combination of any two of them. If the sullject-math.~~~ is the combination of auy given number of things, or processes, or parts,
no portion of the combination less thnn the whole can he considered at the same time as lJeing also the suhject-matter. 3
For instance, where letters-patent were granted for " improve•
way to attain it, ' heat the air under blast, between the blowing apparatus and
the furnace; if you do that, I care not how you may pro1>ose to do it, I neither
pronose to you nor claim any special mode of doing it; you may give the air
more or less degrees of heat, but if you so heat it, you will get by that contrivance the benefit I have invented and disclosed, more or less, according to the
degree of heat.' This is very simple, very general, but its simplicity is its
beauty and its practical value, not an objection in law." The Househill
Company v. Neilson, Webs. Pat. Cas. 684, G86.
1 Neilson v. Harford, Webs. Pat. Cas. 317.
2 For some of the cases where the question has been between a combination
or a claim for several distinct things, see Howe v. Abbott, 2 Story's R. l!JO;
Ames v. Howard, 1 Sumner, 482; Prouty v. Ruggles, 16 Peters, 336; s. c.
Prouty v, Draper, 1 Story, 568; Pitts v. Whitman, 2 Story's R. 60!J; Carver
v. Braintree Manuf. Company, 2 Story's R. 432; Buck v. Hermance, 1 Blatchf.
398.
8
Prouty v. Draper, 1 Stvry, 568, ;372; s. c. Prouty ''· Ruggles, 16 Peters,
;)Winans v. S~hencctady & Troy R.R., 2 Blatchf. 27!J.
PAT.
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nwnts in agricultural machines," and the specification described
them as for " the constructin~ and placing of holding fingers,
cutting ulades, and gathering reels respectively, iu a manner
deHcribed, and the embodiment of these parts so consh·ucted and
placed, all or any of them, in machines for reaping purposes." it
'was hekl that the patent was for the combination, and that the
use of a knife alone, similar to that describecl in the patented
1
machine, was not au infringement.
§ ~-Hl a. In the case of Blake v. Stafford, the specification in the
original patent containetl the following general description of the
mechnni:;m: •• l\Iy :;tone-breaker, so fur as respects its principle, or its es~cn
tial characteristics, consists of a pair of jaws, one fixed mul the
other movable, between which the stones are to he urokPu, ha.ving their acting fi.lces nearly in an upright position, and cult\'ergeut downward one toward the other, in such manner that while
the space at the top is such as to receive the stones that arc to be
uroken, that at the bottom is only sufficient to allow the fragments to pass when broken to the required size, and gi\'ing to
the movaule jaw a short aml powerful vibration through a ::;mall
sl)aee, l:\ay one-fomth of an inch, more or less. By means of this
form and arrangement of the jaws, aml this motion of the
moval1le jaw, when a stone is droppell into the space lJctween
them, it falls down until its further descent is arrested lJetween
their co11verg~nt faces; the movaule jaw, advauciug, crushes it,
then receding liberates the fragments, and they again descend,
and, if too large, are again crushed, and so on until all the fragments, haviug ueen sufficiently reduced, have passed out through
the narrow space at the bottom. The details of the structure of
the machine, other than those already specified, relating to the
manner of supporting the jaws in their proper relative position,
and giviug motion with the 1·equired power to the movable jaw,
may lJe varietl indefinitely without affecting its principle of
.
"
.
opera1wn.
In the reissue, dated January 9, 1866, this general description
was cnlargetl so as to include a revolving shaft, and the claim
wm; as follows: " 1. The combination in a stone-breaking machine of the upright, convergent jaws with n revolving shaft
I

.McCormick v. Gray, ·1 Law Times,
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and mechanism for imparting a definite reciprocating movement to
one of the jaws from the revolving shaft, the whole being and
operating substantially as set forth; 2. The combination in a
· stone-breaking machine of the upright movable jaw with the
revolving shaft and fly-wheel, the whole being and operating sub-.
stantially as set forth; 3. In combination with the upright, converging jaws and revolving shaft, imparting a definitely limited
vibration to the movable jaw, so arranging the jaws that they
can be set at different distances from each other at the bottom,
so as to produce fragments of any desired size."
This specification was objected to by the defendant as being
"vague, ambiguous·, and uncertain," and as not dese1ibing with
sufficient certainty the invention claimed or the manner of making the machine.
In pronouncing in favor of the validity of this specification,
Judge Shipman said: " The whole claim, when read in the
light of the specification and drawings, discloses plainly the organized mechanism which the inventor has patented. It consists of
two strong, upright, or nearly upright, convergent jaws, fixed
in a suitable frame, one of the jaws being· stationary, and the
other movable, the movable jaw being connected with a revolving shaft and mechanism, whereby, when the motive power is
applied, a definite reciprocating and vibratory movement is imparted to the movable jaw by which it alternately advances aml
recedes from the fixecl jaw, crushing the stones as it aclvances
and liberating them as it recedes, so that they drop out from
between the bottom of the jaws of a size sub:stantially determined by the distance by which they are separated when the
movable jaw is drawn back. Thi~; distance, aud consequently
the size of the fragments, may be varied by adjusting the machine as described in the specification." 1
·
§ 249 b. In the case of Railroad Company v. Dubois, the issue
was whether the patent was for a process or a device. The
invention consisted of " a new ancl useful improvement in the
mode of building piers for hridges and other structures and setting the same." To enable his invention to be practised, the
patentee gave a full description of a floating caisson, or cofferdam, with all the details of its construction, ancl also of guide•

•

1

Blake v. Stafford, 6 Blatchf. 195; s. c. 3 Fisher's Pat. Cas. 29..1:.
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piles, with a mode for their use in directing the coffer-dum in its
descent with the pier to the foundation. He then added, •· I
have given a minute description of means for carrying out my
invention, but I do not wish to be confined to those mea.m,;, hut
•
desire to be protected in the principle of operation emhodil'll
in a floating coffer-dam, substantially as described, for buihling
and ::;etting piers for bridges and other structures."
The patentee then claimed: "1st, Building and setting piers hy
means of a floating coffer-dam, substantially as set forth; 2d. The
u::;e of the tube which constitutes the dam for incasing and
strengthening the pier, substantially as set forth; 3d, the guitlepiles (AA) in combination with a floating coffer-dam, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth."
At the trial it became material to determine for what imention the patent was granted, and especially what construction
should he given to the first claim. The defendant askecl the
court to rule that the first claim was for a process of building and
setting piers, and that unless the defendants hacl used that ptl)ee88
the complainants could not recover. The court construed the
claim to be, not for a process, but for a device or instrument to
he employed in a process. the instrument being a floating cofferdam, constructed as described in the specification, in which the
masonry of the pier might be laid and sunk to the foundation hy
its own gravity; awl therefore refused to give the instruction.
This construction was heltl to be correct by the Supreme Court
of the United States, when the matter came before them on
appeal.l
Railroad Company v. Dubois, 12 'Vall. 47. In construing the second and
third claims, the court below thus charged, which was held to be correct ])y the .
Supreme Court: "The second clrim of the }>laintiff's patent is for the use of
the tube or material of which the dam is made for incasing and strengthening the pier; that is, it shall be so constructed that it can be used for the casing and strengthening the pier, no matter whether it be first placed in position
entire, or be built in sections as the masonry progresses.
'' The third claim of the plaintiff's patent is for a combination of a floating
coffer-dam, as claimed in the first claim, with guide-piles, which are driven
into the bottom of the river, around the site of the proposed pier, and reach
above the surface of the water, and pass through holes in the platform, and
have their tops framed together with ties; when the pier is building, they are
to sustain and keep upright the tube with its pier inside, and to guide it down
to its foundation prepared at the bottom of the river; when the pier is finished,
1

•
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§ 2-19 a. In the case of Coffin v. Ogden,1 the invention consisted in an improvement in locks and knob latche:;. The claims
of the patent were two in number: 1. So dividing the hub or
follower, and so combining the S!l;llle with a reversible latch, that
the arms, or their equivalents, of the divided hub or follower,
may be released, for the purpose of allowing the latch to he
reversed or turned. This was held to he not a claim for a re!-;nlt,
and therefore bad, but H a claim to dividing the hub or fo11ower
in substantially the manner described by the patentee, and to
combining the hub so divided with a reversible latch in substantially the manner described hy the patentee, the arms of the
hub' being released in substantially the manner described by the
patentee for the purpose of allowing, the latch to be reversed."
2. So constructing and arranging the individual parts of a divided
hub or follower, that the reversal or turning of the latch is preventell only by the presence of the spimlle within the lock. This
was held to be a " claim to constructing aml arranging the individual parts of the clivided huh in substantially the manner
described hy the patentee, the reversal of the latch being prevented only hy the presence of the spindle in the lock in substantially the manner described by the patentee."
§ 2-19 d. In the case of Clark v. Bousfield, letters-patent had
• been grantecl for a new and useful improvement in machines for
graining pails, and other analogous uses. The invention consistecl
in constructing an elastic bed, containing the impression of the
device to he grained upon the pail, in separate panel!'l, each of
different design, so that by moving the pail over it the vai'ious
designs would be stamped upon the staves, thus giving them
the appearance of different kinds of wood. The instrument or
machine described for this pmpose was a box or bed, which
might be constructed of wood or iron, or other suitable material,
and the office of which was to hold the elastic material, whether
of rubber or leather, or the compound of glue and molasses, such
as is usecl for printers' rollers, which was preferred.
Having described the apparatus and the process, the patentees
set forth their claims, the first two of which were : they are then to be cut off just above the top of the platform, and their stumps
left to prevent any lateral movement of the platform and pier ou its foundation."
1
(18G!l), 3 Fisher's Pat. Cas. 6:10.
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" First. \V e claim constructing the bed of the elastic material
used iu graining machines, in the form herein shown, substantially as and for the purposes specified .
" Second. ·we claim arranging the elastic material aforesaid,
whether curved or rectangular in form, in a series of distinct
staves or designs, substantially as and for the purposes herein
shown and set forth."
On hehalf of the llefendant, it was maintained that the second
claim was for a design to be impressed on the bed, and was therefore patentable nuder the eleventh section of the act of 1861, aml
not nuder that of 1836. The patent was therefore void, as containing a claim for a machine aml a claim for a design, which
two things we1·e patentable under different acts, and for different
terms of time. Upon this question, whether the second claim
was for any thing more than a design, the judges of the Circuit
Court were divided in opinion, and the issue was carried to the
Supreme Court of the United States. In affirming the validity
of the patent, l\Ir. Justice Nelson, who delivered the opinion of
the court, said : " The learned counsel for the defendants below
insist that this second claim is only an arrangement of designs,
and in a limited sense he is no doubt right; but in its connection
with the first claim, and with the machine for transferring designs
to pails, it is more : it i,s a pnrt of the machine or instrument, and
an indispensable part; it is the elastic bed of rubber or of leather,
or compound of glue and molasses, of any arranged fignre or
design, that constitutes an element in the machine, and which,
with the curved box and contrivances for working the instrument, produces the desired result. The figure or design is hut
incidental, and, as such, has no other protection than that wl1ich
the patent secures to the inventor of the machine. The right to
the use of the machine carries along with it the right to use the
designs." 1
1

Clark v. Bousfield (1 800), 10 Wall. 133. 1\lr. Justice Nelson further
said: "In order to understand the full meaning of this second claim, it will
be useful to settle the meau~ng of the first, as the two are intimately connected.
"The first, as we have seen, is for constructing the bed for the clastic
lJlatP.rial used in graining machines in the form shown, and for the purposes
specified. The patentees describe it as a box or bed, and which may be constructed of wood or iron. or of any other suitable material. This box or bed
is made for the purpose of holding the elastic material, wheth<Jr of rubber or
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§ 249 e. In a <ecent English case,1 the complainant lmving
taken out a patent for " certain improvements in the construction
of ships, and other vessels, navigating on water," by his specification claimed, among other things, as his invention, "first, the
combination of an iron frame with an external covering of timber
planking for the sides, bilges, aml bottoms"; and '1$ixthly, the
construction of iron frames for ships, or other vessels, navigating
on water, a<laptetl to an external covering of timber planking for
the sides, 1ilges, and bottoms, as described." On a careful consideration of the specification, the court held that the expression
"iron frame," in the first claim, was not confinecl to an iron
frame, such as that specified in the sixth claim, " 1ut comprehended whatever might, according to the ordinary use of language, he called 'an iron frame' for a ship," and was therefore
"a claim for planking with timber any iron frame of a ship."
§ 249 f. In the case of Arnold v. Bradbury,2 recently decided in England, the invention relatetl to an improved ruffiefrill, or gathereu fabric, and to the machinery for making the
same. The patentee, after fully describing a~ improveclruffie or
frill, and the machinery by which he proposecl to make such
improved ruffie, and to fasten it to a plain fabric by a single series
of stitches, claimed, among other things, "the production, by
machinery, of ruffies, frills, and gathered work, and the simul.]eatl1er, or the compound of glue and molasses, which is preferred. Now, the
second claim is for arranging the elastic material, when placed in this box or
bed, whether curved or rectangular in form, ' in a series of distinct staves or
designs,' for the purpose specified; that is, for the purpose of graining pails in
the variety of colors or figures described. The elastic bed may be arranged,
as is stated in the specification, so as to present one continuous or uniform
design, or it may be arranged in blocks or staves, each of different designs, so
that the vessel shall present the appearance of different kinds of wood, as rosewood, oak, walnut, and others. It may also be constructed of separate pieces
or blocks, as shown in the drawing, or the material may be a single united
mass, impressed by different designs arranged in staves, so as to produce tho
same effect as when constructed in separate blocks. The two claims, as we
see, are closely connected, and each essential to the complete construction of
the instrument or apparatus, which, when put into practical operation by the
contrivances pointed out in the specification, can accomplish t11e desired result,
which result is the graining of the exterior body of the pail with a variety of
colors and figures."
1
Jordan v. Moore (1866), I.. R. 1 C. P. 62-!.
' (1871), Law Rep. 6 Chan. Ap. 70u .
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taneous attachment of the same to a plain fabric, by means of a
single series of stiches, which serve both to confine and stitch
the gathers, and also to secure one fabric to the other."
It was contended, on the part of the defendants, that the above
claim was bad, because there was nothing to limit the patent to
any particular process, and that a proper construction of the
expression "by machinery " would embrace all machinery for
making ruffies and fastening them to the fabric by a series of
single stitches. The claim was, therefore, too large, anll con.~equently invalid. This construction, however, was not accepted
by the court, who, interpreting the claim in the light of the
preceding description, sustained the validity of the patent. In
considering this point, Lord Hatherly said: " I do not think that
the proper way of dealing with this question is to look first at the
claims, and then see what the full description of the invention is;
but rather first to read the description of the invention, in order
that your mind may be ·prepared for what it is the inventor is
about to claim. He tells you that he has now described and particularly ascertained the nature of his invention and the manner in
which it is to be performed. ; and then, in the claim, we do not
find any thing asserted or claimecl as his invention beyond "·hat
is found in the previous part. Aml it is to be observed that
he reserves to hi~nself the right of making modifications in the
machinery to produce similar re:,mlts . • . . I do not deny that
this case might be brought, by evidence, within the case of ,Jordan v. l\Ioore. 1 If it were proved to be the case that this, after ·
all, was only one of a series of inventions, and that as numhers of
machines hacl been made anterior to this gentlema.u's macl1ine,
although not precisely the same, for effecting this very object, then
the court might have reason to say, " You fail, not because you are
claiming too much, but because your claim takes in that which has
already been invented,'' just as occurred in the case with regard
to iron framing for ships. But when an inventor says he is
describing a new thing, aml gives very full details, and says he
will not exclude himself from making modifications which are
substantiall· · the same as his present invention, and then says
that the object of his claim is simply to point out what he considers to be novel in what he has already stated, I think in such
•

1

Law Rep. 1 C. P. G24.
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a case it would be a strange perversion of the construction of the
instrument to hold that he is intending to shut everybody out
from any conceival1le machinery which may subsequently be
invented."
§ 250. The rule which we have thus encleavored to illustrate,
which ·requires the patentee so to describe his invention as to
enable the public to know what his claim is, of course imposes
upon him the duty of not misleading the public, either by concealing any thing material to the invention, or by adding any
thing not necessary to be introduced. The ambiguity which we
have been considering in the preceding pages may be producetl
involuntarily; but there is a special provision of the statute
aimed at the voluntary concealment or addition of any thing
material. The statute enacts it as one of the defences to an
action on a patent, that the specification " does not contain the
whole truth relative to his invention or discovery, or that it contains more than is necessary to produce the described effect; which
concealment or addition shall fully appear to have been made
for the purpose of deceiving the public." 1 Thi~:~ defence will be
macie good, when it appears that the patentee fradulently concealed something that he knew to be material to the practice of ·
his invention, or fraudulently added something which he knew
was not useful, material, or necessary, at the time when he prepared his specification. If it was subsequently discovered not
to he useful, material, or necessary, his patent will not be affected
by it.2
§ 251. II. The secoml rule for preparing a specification is,
'l'o dese1·ibe tlte invention in suclt a ·manne1· as to enable tlte JJilblic to p1·aetise it, from tlte specification alone.

§ 252. The statute requires the patentee to describe " the manner and process of making, constructing, using, aml compounding his invention or discovery, in such full, clear, and exact terms,
avoiding unnecessary prolixity, as to enable any person skilletl
in the art or science to which it appertains, o~ with which it is. most
nearly connected, to make, construct, compound, and use the
same ; and in case of any machine, he shall fully explain the
principle aml the several modes in which he has contemplated
the application of that principle or character by which it may be
1
•

2

Act of July 4, 183G, § 15.
:See post, chapter on Infringement, and also chapter on Action at Law .
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clistinguishecl from other inventions ; and sl1all particularly spe·
cify and point out the part, improvement, or combination which
he claims as his own invention or discovery."
~ 2;j;3, 'V e have seen that the question whether a specification
anf'wers this requh;ite of the statute, is a question of fact for the
jury; and although it is not necessary that technical termf' should
be marle use of in a specification, they often are made use of
and often require to be explaine<l by evidence. In judging of a
specification, therefore, a distinction must he taken between tl1at
sort of aml,ignity which a person unacquainted with technical
terms would encounter, and the ambiguity which might appear
to a person skilled in the particular art. It is not necessary that
the specification should contain an explanation level with the
capacity of every person, which would often be impossihle. 1 The
statute allo,vs the patentee to address himself to persons of competent skill in the art, and it requires him to use such full, clear,
ancl exact tenus as will enable that class of persons to reproduce
the thing described from the description itself. It is, therefore,
important to a:-;cert ain what the rules of construction are, which
define what will constitute an ambiguity or uncertainty to arti:;ts
and persons skilled in the subject.
§ 2;)4. And, first, with regard to the persons whose judgment
and apprehension are thus appealed to : they are not those who
possess the highest degree of skill or knowledge in the particular
art or science to which the suhject·matter belongs, nor are they
day-laborers ; they are practical workmen, or persons of rea~on
ahly competent skill in the particular art, science, or hranch of
industry. If persons of the highest skill were those whom the
law ha!'; in contemplation, the object of a specification which is to
enable competent persons to reproduce the thing patented, without making experiments, inventions, or additions of their own,
could not generally be answered. 2
§ 255. Secondly, as to the application of their knowledge and
skill, ty such persons, to the understanding and carrying out of
the description given by the patentee. The description must be
such as will enable persons of competent skill ancl knowledge t'o
0

Per Story, J., in Lowell v. Lewis, 11\Ias. 182.
2
The King v. Arkwright, Dav. Pat. Cas. lOll; ·webs. Pat. Cas. II!; Lowell
v. Lewis, 1 .l\Ias. 182 ; Harmar v. Playne, 11 East, 101. And sec particularly
the observations of l\1. Baron Parke, cited post, from Neilson v.. Har.ford.
1

'
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construct or reproduce the thing described, without invention or
addition of their own, and without repeated experiments.1 Thus,
it has been held, that any material alteration to be made in existing apparatus or machinery must he stated, and not 16ft to be
supplied by the workman ; as, with reference to the materials
employed, or their form, or the speetl of the parts, or their
relative dimensions, where these are material.2 So, too, the specification is insufficient, if information must be derived from experiments, or from seeing others make the thing described ;3 or as it
•

1

The King v. Arkwright, W cbs. Pat. Cas. GG, G7, GO, 70. It will not do
to rely for the correction of errors on the ordinary knowledge of competent
workmen. In Neilson v. Harford, the specification contained a particular
passage, which the jury found to be untrue ; but they also found that any
workman of competent knowledge of the snhject would correct the statement.
Parke, B. : "Nor do we think that the point contended for by Sir 'Yilliam
Follett, that if a man acquainted well with the process of heating air were
employed, this misstatement would not mislead him, would at all relieve the
plaintiffs from the dilficulty ; for this would be to support the specification by
a fresh invention and correction by a scientific person, and no authority can
be found that in such a case a specification would be good. To "oe valid, we
think it should be such as, if fairly followed out by a ~ompetent workmau,
without invention or addition, would produce the machine for which the
patent is taken out, and that such machine so constru''h·c1 must be one beneficial to the public." Webs. Pat. Cas. 37.
2 Ibid. p. G7.
3
Ibid. p. G7, 70, 71. Upon this point, Buller, J., said: "Immison says,
that from the specification he should have made a parallel cylinder, and not
a spiral one, hut this is the one used by the defendant. As to the roller:,;, it
docs not ~ppear from the specification some were to go faster than others ;
from the S}Jecification, without other sources, it is impossible to say how they
should Le made, as there is no scale or plan to work by. A roller is necessary
to the feeder to give regular direction to the work ; it will not answer without
it. From the knowledge he has now, he should add a roller if he was directed
to make the machine. But that does not prove the specification to be sufficient, because, if a man, from the knowledge he has got from three trials, and
seeing people immediately employed about it, is able to make use of it, it is
his ideas improve the plan, and not the merit of the specification ; if he makes
it ';Omplcte, it is his ingenuity, and not the specification of the inventor....
~pon the other hand, several respectable 11eople are called, upon the part
of the defendant, who say they could do it, but there is this difference in their
description ; most, if not every one of them, have looked at and seen how the
machines were worked by the defendant, and have got their knowledge by
other means, and not from the SJJecification and plan alone ; besides, they
admit the manner the defendant works it is not consistent with the plan laid
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has also been said, if it requires the solution of a problem.! A1Hl,
generally. a specification, to be valid, must be such as, when fctirly
down, particularly as to the cylinder, a particular part of. the business, for
l\Ioore says, this upon the face of it must be taken to be a parallel, wlwr('as
that which plainly appears to lte used is a spiral ; besides, after all this, they
haye spoken most of them in a very doubtful way, particularly 1\Ir. ::'lloorc';·
who qualified his expression in the way which I have stated to you, and the
others q·.mlifying their expressions, saying they think upon the whole they
could do ·t. Suppose it 1)erfectly clear they could with the subsequent knowledge they had acquired, yet, if it be true that sensible men, that know something of this particular business, and mechanics in general, cannot do it, it is
not so described as is sufficient to support this patent."·
1 In ::\Iorgan ''· Seaward, Webs. Pat. Cas. 170, 174; Alderson, B., said:
" If the invention can only be carried into effect by persons setting themselves
a prohlem to solve, then they who solve the problem become the inventors of
the method of solving it ; and he who leaves }Jersons to cr,rry m•t his invention by means of that application of their understanding,' does not teach
them in his specification, that which, in order to entitle him to maintain his
patent, he should teach them, the way of doing the thing, but sets tlwm a
problem, which being suggested to persons of skill, they may be able to solve.
That is not the way in which a specification ought to be framed. It ought to
be framed so as not to c~ll on a persoir to have recourse to more than those
ordinary means of knowledge (not invention) which·a workman of competent
skill in his art and trade may be presumed to have. You may call upon him
to exercise all the actual existing knowledge common to the trade, but you
cannot call upon him to exercise any thing" more. You have no right to call
upon him to tax his ingenuity or invention. - 'fhose are the criteria by which
you ought to oe governed, and you ought to decide this question according
•
to those criteria. You are to apply those criteria to the case now umler consideration, and you shoulcl apply them without prejudice, either one \\·ay or
the other, for it is a fair observation to make, that both parties her~ stmul, so
far as this observation is concerned, on a footing of perfect equality. The
public, on the one hand, have a right to expect and require that the specification shall be fair, honest, open, and sufficient ; and, on the other band, the
patentee should not be tripped up by captious objections, which do not go to
the merits of ih~ specification Now, applying those criteria to the e\;dence
in the cause, if you ;;hr.li think that this invention has been so specified that
any competent engineer, haYing the ordinary knowledge which competent
engineers possess, could carry it into effect by the appli:cation of his skill, and
the use of his previous knowledge, without any inventions on his part, and
that he could do it in the manner described by the specification, and from the
information disclosed in the specification, then the specification would be
sufficient. If, on the other hand, you think that engineers of ordinary and
competent skill would have to set themselves a problem to solve, and would
have to sol\'c that problem before they could do it, then the specification
would be bad." See also Gray v. James, 1 Pet. C. C. R. 394, 476 .
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followed out by a competent workman, without invention or mlclition, the object of the patent may be obtainecl,l
In Neilson v. Harford, Webs. Pat. Cas. 205, 3l!l, Parke, B., instructed
the jury as follows : " Now, then, understanding the meaning of this specification to be the sense I have given to it, that he claims as his invention a
mode of heating the blast between the blowing apparatus and the furnace, in
a vessel exposed tc_.,.the fire, and kept to a red heat, or nearly (and which
description I thinJ,i: sufficient), of the size of a cubic foot for a smith's forge,
or the other size mentioned, or of any shape, these questions will arise for
your decision. It is said that, understanding it in that sense, the patent is
void, because there are no directions given for any mode of constructing the
instrument. But understanding the patent in that sense, it seems to me, that
if you should be of opinion that a person of competent skill (and I will
explain to you what I mean by that) would nevertheless construct such a
vessel as would be productive of some useful and beneficial purpose in the
working of iron, that the }Jatcnt nevertheless is good, though no particular
•
form of vessel is given. Then it is to be J·ecollected that this claim is a· patent
right, a right of heating in any description of vessel ; and in order to maintain that right, it is essential that the heating in any description of vessel,
either the common form, the smith's forge, the cupola, or the blast furnace,
that it should be beneficial in any shape you may choose for all those three
purposes. Now, then, I think therefore that this is correctly described in
the patent ; and if any man of common understanding and ordinary skill and
knowledge of the subject, and I should say in this case that the subject is the
construction of the blowing aJlparatus, such a llerson as that is the person you
would most naturally apply to in order to make an alteration of this kind,
if you are of opinion, on the evidence, that such a person as that, of ordinary
skill and knowledge of the subject (that is, the construction of the old blowing apparatus), would be able to construct, according to the specification
alone, such an apparatus as would be an improvement, that is, would be producth·e practically of some beneficial result, no matter how great, provided it
is sufficient to make it worth while (the expense being taken into consideration) to adapt such an apparatus to the ordinary machinery in all cases of
forges, cupolas, and furnaces, where the blast is used ; in that case, I think
the specifir.at.ion sufficiently describes the invention, leaving out the other
objection (to whit]h I need not any further direct your attention) that there
•
lB not merely a defective statement in the specification, unless those conditions
were complied with, but there is a wrong statement. But leaving out the
wrong statement for the pres'lnt, and supposing that it was not introduced,
then if, in your opinion, sullh a person as I have described a man of ordinary and competent skill would erect a machine which would be beneficial
in all those cases, and be worth while to erect ; in that case it seems to me
that this specification is good, and the patent, so far as relates to this objection,
will be good. It is to be a person only of ordinary skill and ordinary knowledge. You are not to ask yourselves the question, whether persons of great
skill, a first-rate engineer, or a second-class engineer, as described by Mr.
I
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For example, a specification which states that part of the
process consists in cutting hides into thin· slices, is vali1l,
although it does not state whether the hides should he wet or
1
drv.
•
§ :2:)6. But slight defects in a specification will sometime:" prevent the object of the patent from heing obtained hy any emnpetent person who may under' J to apply it, and will therefore
render the patent void, Leca•1se they rt·cate a necessity for the
exel'cise of inventive power on l11v part of the person who thus
undertake·' to apply the de~cription. As the omitting to state
the use of tallow, which the patentee employed for faeilitatiug
the manufacture of steel trusses; 2 or, in a patent medicine. stating the ingredients without stating the proportions.!l lf any
thing Le omitted 'vhich gives an advantageous operation to the
thing invented, it will vitiate the patent; as the omission to
state the use of a material, tU[Ur{t'urtis, which the patentee uscll
himself for outaining the effect more rapiclly; 4 for the patentee
is Lound to give the most advantageous mode known to him, aml
any circumstance conducive to the ad vanta.geous operation ; otherwise he docs not pay the price for his mouopoly, Lecause he llocs
not give the pulJlic the Leuefit of all that he knows him~el1'. 5
:Farcy, whether they woultl do it; because generally those })ersons arc men
of great science and philosophical knowletlge, and they would upon a mere
hint in the S]Jecitication probably invent a machine which shouhl answer thu
pmpose extremely well ; hut that is not the description of person:; tu whom
this specification may be supposed to be adtlresscd, it is suppnscd to he
addressed to a practical workman, who brings the ordinary degree of knowledge and the ordinary degree of capacity to the subject ; and if such a persou would construct an apparatus that would answer some beneficial purpose,
whatever its shape was, accortling to the terms of this specification, then I
think that this specification is good, aml the patent may be supported so far
as relates to that."
1 Wallingtou v. Dale, 10 E. L. & Eq 584:.
2 Liardet v. J olmson, Webs. Pat. Cas. 53.
a Ibid. 5!, note.
•
4 Wood v. Zimmer, Wehs. Pat. Cas. 82.
6 .Morgan L'. Seaward, Webs. Pat. Cas. 175, 182. See the remarks of
Alderson, B., cit~d ante. tice also The I\ing v. Arkwright, Wehs. Pat. Cas.
6t3 ; Walton v. Bateman, ibid. 6~~ ; Turner v. Winter, ibid. 81, where the
employment of cheaper materials than those mentioned in the specification,
or the insertion of • materials which would not answer, were said to be sutfi·
cicut to avoid a 1mtent.
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§ 2:)7. So, too, if a specification directs the use of a substance,
which, as generally known, contains foreign matter, the preseuce
of which is positively iujuriou~, and does not show :my method
of removing that foreign matter, or 1·efcr to any mcthutl generally
known, or state how the substance in a proper stale can 1m procured, the specification will Lc defcctivc. 1
Dcrosnc v. F:urie, Webs. I•at. Cas. 15!, 102. In this wry iustructi\'e
case, Lord Abiugcr, C. n., said : "Upon the main point, howe\'er, that
respecting the bituminous schistus, nothing that I have heard has remu\·cd
my original impression, that there was no c\·idence to show that this procl'ss,
carried on with bituminous schistus, combined with any imn whatsucwr,
would answer at all. The plaiutitf himself has declarecl, that in that hitnmiuous schistus, which he himself furnished, the whole of the iron was extracted;
allll it appears, that it was admitted by the counsel, that tho.! presence of iron
would not only be disadvimtageous, but injurious. Thus, then, it appearing
by the evidence, that in all the various forms in which the :u'ticlc exists in
this country, sulphurct of iron is found, and the witnesses not 1lesc1'ibiug any
known process by which it can be extracted, it appcm·s to me that the plaintiff
ought to prove one of two things, either that the sulphuret. of hun in hitumiuous schistus is not so absolutely detrimental aB to mal;:c its pres<'nce tlisad,·autagcous to the process (in which cn.'le this patent would he good). or
that the process of extracting the iron from it is so .simple tmd well known
that a man may he able to accomplish it with case. As the hitmuiuuus
schistus which was procured mu1 u~cu was exclush·ely that which was furnished hy the plaintiff, not in its original state, hut niter it hatl mulergune
di~tillatiou, and had been made into charcoal in a foreign country, aml as in
that stage of its preparation it could not be discovered, by examining it,
whether it was made fl'Om one substance or anothe1· (the residuum, aftl'r distillation, of almost every matter, vegetable liB wcllll.S animal, being a charcoal
mixed more ur less with other things), then there is only the plaintiff's statement tu pro\·c that the substance which was furnishe1l hy him and usc1l was
charcoal of bituminous schistus. It appeared, also, that he had declared to
one of the witnesses that he had extracted all the iron from the substance so
sent, and that it also underwent another process. I am, therefore, of opinion,
that without considering whether or not the patent wou~d be avoided by the ·
process requiring the use of means to extmct the iron from the hitmuinous
·
schistus, which were kept secret by the patentee, he has not shown iu this
case, that what he has described in the patent coulll be used as so described,
without injury to the matter going through the process. Under all these circumstances, I think that the plaintiff ought to have given some evidence to
show that bituminous schistus, in the state in which it is found and lmowu in
England, could be used in this process with advantage, aml as he has not
done that, the defendants arc entitled to a nonsuit ; but, at the same time, as
it is alleged that the plaintiff may supply the defect of proof as to the schistus
011 a new trial by other evidence, we are desirous thai; the patent, if a good
one, should not be affected by our judgment, and think it right to direct a
new trial on the terms whicb have been stated."
1
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§ 258. In like manner, a specification will he defective if an
artide be dm.;cribetl hy a particular name, the patentee knowing
that the requh;ite article cannot ordinarily be procured under tho
name hy which it is descri11ed in the specification, and it he 11ot
stated where it may be procured; l1ecause the public have Hot
that full and precise information which they have a right to
require. 1 A specification will also he defective which states that
the mmmer in which a power is to he applied varies with the
cireumst·•nces in some measure, without showing in what the
improvement consists, as distinguished from all flwmer modes of
doing the same thing.2 If ohscme terms ue employed for the
sake of concealment, so as to induce the belief that elaborate
prbecsses are necessary, when the simplest will succcecl, the
3
specitication is had; and if a patentee states that he }'refers a
certain material, having ascertained that no other will answer,
he misleads the public.4
\Vhere a general term, acids, is used, and evidence shows tl1at
some of the varietic~ ..-:,f that class will not answer, tl1e spetification is faulty. Such term will however he understood as embracing only such acids as m:e genemlly known and used, and not
obscnre acids, existing only in the chemist's laboratory. The
inventor should confine his specification to substances which he
knows will answer, leaving the question of infringement hy substances impliedly contained in the description or subsequently
discovered as one of colorable imitation, to be passed upon hy a
•
JUry.
Thus, where the patentee in his description said: "Dissolve
•
one pomul of strong alkali (for instance, American potash) in
one gallon of water; this solution is to ue neutralized with c.witl
(sulphuric is best for the purpose), &c., and on the trial it was
· proved that ·a well-known acid, nitric, would not answer, the
specification was held insufficient.G
§ 259. The rule, however, which forbids a patentee to leave
the public to fincl out by experiment how to apply his discovery
or invention, is subject to one important limitation. If, for
instance, the specification of a patent for a composition of matter
1
2
3

4
5

Sturz v. De La Rue, Webs. Pat. Cas. 8:3.
Sullivan v. Redfield, Paine's C. C. R. 441, 450, 451.
Savory v. Price, Webs. Pat. Cas. 83.
Crompton v. Ibbotson, ibid. 83.
Stevens v. Keating, 2 Webs. Pat. Cas. 172.
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is so drawn, that no one can usc the invention without firdt
ascertaining by experiment the exact proportion of the different
ingredients required to produce the intemlml result, the patent
will he void. But it has he en determined 1~~· the Supreme Comt
of the United States, that if, in such a specification, the patentee
gives a certain proportion as the g-eneral rule applicahle to the
ordinary state of the ingredients, he may, without the risk of
having his patent declared void h~· the court, for vagueness nml
Wicertainty, state other awl variahle proportions m; exceptions
to the rule, appliea],]e to the varying states of the ingredit•nts,
althong-h the precise proportion mlapted to a given state of the
ingrctl 's, other than the usual state, can only be asccrtai111xl
by comp~..· ring it from the general rule, after the particular state
of the ingredients is ascertaine1l. In such cases it is for the jury
to decide, on the evidence of experts, whether the general rul~
given is susceptible of application, and whether it furnishes the
means of determining the proportions to Le used, in the excepted
cases, hy the exercise of the ordinary knowledg-e and skill of the
workmau. 1 A specification which intentionally creates in the
Wood v. 'Underhill, 5 How. S. C. U. 1, 3, 4. The specification in this
case was as follows : "Be it known that I, the said .Tames Wood, have invented
a new and useful improvement in the art of manufacturing bricks and tilc·s.
The process is as follows : take of common anthracite coal, unhumt, such
quantity as will best suit Lhe kind of clay to be made into brick or tile, and
mix the same, when well pulverized, with the clay before (it) is moulded ;
that clay which requires the most burning will require the greatest proportion
of coal dust ; the exact proportion, therefore, cannot be specified, but, in
general, three-fourths of a bushel of coal \lust to one thousand brick will be
correct. Some clay may require one-eighth more, and some not exceeding a
half bushel. The benefits resulting from this composition are the saving of
fuel and the more general diffusion of heat through the kiln, by which the
contel,lts arc more equally burned. . If the heat is raised too high, the brick
will swell, and be injured in their form. If the heat is too moderate, the coal
dust will be consumed before the desired effect is produced. Extremes are
therefore to be avoided. I claim as my invention the using of fine anthracite
coal or coal dust with clay, for the purpose of making brick and tile as aforesaid, and for that only claim letters-patent from the United States." l\fr.
Chief Justice Taney, delivering the judgment of the court, said : "The plaintiff claims that he has invented a new and useful improvement in the art of
manufacturing bricks and tiles, and states his invention to consist in using
fine antlU'acite coal or coal dust with clay, for the purpose of making Lrick or
tile, and for that only he claims a patent. And the only question prt'sentl!d
by the record is, whether his description of the relative tn·oportions of coal
PAT.
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mind of one applying it any cloubt as to the relative proportions
of the ingredientti is defective, for the public are to rely on an
dust and clay, as given in his specification, is .upon the face of it too vague
and uncertain to support a patent. The degree of certainty which the law
1·equires is set forth in the act of Congress. The specification must be in such
full, clear, and exact terms as to enable any one skilled in the art to which it
appertains to compound and use it without making any experiments of his
own. In patents for machines the sufficiency of the description must, in
general, be a question of fact to be determined by the jury. And this must
also be the case in compositions of mattr>r where any of the ingredients mentioned in the specification do not always possess exactly the same properties
in the same degree. But when the specification of a new composition of
matter gives only the names of the substances which arc to be mixed together,
without stating any relative proportion, undoubtedly it would be the duty of
the court to declare the patent to be void. And the same rule would prevail
where it was apparent that the proportions were stated ambiguously and
vaguely. For in such cases it would be evident, on the face of the specification, that no one could use the invention without first ascertaining by experi·
ment the exact proportion of the different ingredients required to produce
•
the result intended to be obtained. And if the specification before us was
liabie to either of these objections, the patent would be void, and the instruc·
tion given by the Circuit C?urt andoubtedly right. But we do not think this
degree of vagueness and uncertainty exists. The patentee gives a certain
proportion as a general rule, that is, three-fourths of a bushel of coal dust to
one thousand bricks. It is true, he also states that clay which requires the
most burning will require the greatest proportion of coal dust ; and that some
clay may require one-eighth more than the proportions given, and some not
more than half a bushel instead of three-fom·ths. The two last-mentioned
proportions may, however, be justly considered as exceptions to the rule he
has stated, and a~> applicable to those cases only where the clay has some
l>eculiarity and differs in quality from that ordinarily employed in ma!..-i.ng
bricks. Indeed, in most compositions of matter, some small difference in the
proportions must occasionally be required, since the ingredients prOJ>Osed to
be compounded must sometimes be in some degree superior or inferior to
those most commonly used. In this case, however, the general rule is given
with entire exactness in its terms ; and the notice of the variations mentioned
in the specification would seem to be designed to guard the brick-maker
against mistakes, into which he might fall if his clay was more or less hard
to burn than the kind ordinarily employed in the manufacture. It may be,
indeed, that the qualities of clay generally differ so widely, that the specifica·
tion of the proportions stated in this case is of no value, and that the im·
provcment cannot be used with advantage in any case, or with any clay,
without first ascertaining by experiment the proportion to be employed. If
that be the case, then the invention is not patentable. Because, by the terms
of the act of Congress, the inventor is not entitled to a patent. But this does
not appear to be the case on the face of this specification. And whether the
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honest, open, and candid exposition by the patentee of eYery
thing that is necessary for the easy and certain procurement of
that for which the patent is granted. 1
fact is so or not, is a question to be decided by a jury, upon the evidence of
peri'·JllS skilled in the art to which the patent appertains. The Circuit Court,
therefore, erred in instructing the jury that the specification was too vague
and uncertain to support the patent, and its judgment must be rcvet·sed."
· 1 1\Iuntz v. Foster et al., 2 \Vebs. Pat. Cas. 85, !IU.
The patentee had
worded his description thus: "I take that quality of copper known in the
trade by the appellation of 'best selected copper,' and that quality of zinc
known in England as ' foreign zinc,' and melt them together in the usual
manner in any proportions between 50 per cent of copper to 50 per cent of
zinc, and 63 per cent of copper to :37 per cent of zinc; both qf ll'!tich extremes,
and all intermediate proportions, will roll at a red !teat." Then he goes on to say:
"but as too large a proportion of copper increast•s the difficulty of working
the metal, and too large a proportion of ziuc renders the metal too hard when
cold, and not sufficiently liable to oxidation to effect in the best manner the
intended purpose, I prefer the alloy to consist of a~out GO per cent of copper
to 40 per cent of zinc," &c. The court said: "There have been several
questions asked of witnesses; they have had the specification put into their
hands, and the usual question in these cases has been asked them, whether a
competent workman, looking at this specification, could! by his own skill and
understanding of it produce the result which is the subject of the patent. I
do not find any person who has been called, on the }ntrt of the defendants,
distinctly say that he cannot make the compound here described from the
specification. And, therefore, that which is generally the objection which is
made would not prevail here. But there is a further objection made, pointed
to one particular part of the specification, and that is, that the plaintiff has
given certain limits within which he says the patent can be carried into effect.
The invention may be made by different proportions, ";ithin certain limits. to
which I shall now call your attention. And they (defcmJ,ants) say, upon the
evidence of Mr. Prosser, one of the witnesses calkcl by the plaintiff, that the
invention cannot be made in one or two of the different prop'ortions of zinc
and copper which are here specified. If such be the fact, if, upon reading
this, what the witness has said has shown that the S}lecification is not only
ditlicult to understand, but is actually false and incorrect in that particular,
there would be an end at once of the patent; becam;:e, when the plaintiff
takes upon him to say that he melts copper and zinc of the qualities referrccl
to in the usual manner, 'in any proportions between 50 per cent of copper to
50 per cent of zinc, and 6:3 per cent of copper to 37 per cent of zinc, both of
which extremes and all intermediate proportions will roll at a red heat,' if it
is found out that the two extremes would not do that which he here S}Jecifies
they \\ill do, that would be a statement of a property belonging to his discovery which it did not really possess. '!'hat would only have the effect of
forcing persons to make different experiments in a way in which they must
afterwards be defeated, and would, in short, be a contradiction to that object
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§ 2GO. But although it is necessary that a specification shonhl
clearly and fully descr.be the invention, and should give the hest
process, material·, and methods known to the inventor, yet it is
not necessary for the patentee to dc~Scribe the mode of making
every thing which he uses, or detail known processes, or explain
the terms appropriate to the ptnticular art, or science, or lmmch
and intention of the condition, which was tl1at all should be certain, true, and
intelligible.
'
" Prosser-underwent a long examination and stated, you know, that he
made a scale in which 4't) was the fixed quantity of zinc he employe,\, and
then he varies the quant.ity of copper in which, when reduced to the lnnu\re1lth
scale in which the I)laintiff has framed his spcc!fication, agrees in tht• limits
with those terms. When he comes to the last one, I think he was asked this
question, 'I should say the ex1)eriment 40 to 50 copper with my scale, which
was 55~ to 44~ according to the plaintiff's scale, I would say it is of no use
at all for sheathing. It is perfectly useless in more respects than one. It dues
not corrode enough, it is too hard, too brittle, it would roll at a red heat and
at a cold heat.' Then he goes to some others, '47 of zinc, ua of coppt•r, this
would corrode less than the last mentioned, and be more brittle; 48 zinc and
52 copper still more, quite useles!S for sheathing. I do not think it could be
put on a ship on account of its being brittle.' What he says of all this is that
it would roll at a red heat. Now the question is, whether, looking at this
specifi_"ttion, mote is meant or intended by the expression in it, when the
patentee is giving these q uantitics, than that it shall be a metal which will
roll at a red I:~at. This is what he (the patentee) says: 'I melt them together
in the usual manner iu any proportions between 50 per cent cop}1er tu 50 per
cent zinc, and 63 per cent copper to 37 per cent zinc, both of which extremes
and all intermediate proportions ' he does not say will oxidize sullicicntly, or
will make sheathing for a ship, but ' will roll at a red heat' ; and then he
•
goes on to say, as to the other quality which this is to possess, 'bnt as too
large a pr011ortion of copper increases the difficulty of working the metal,
and too large a proportion of zinc renders the metal too hard when cold, ami
not sufliciently liable to oxidation to effect in the best manner the intended
purpose, I prefer the alloy to consist of about GO per cent of copper to -10 per
cent of zinc.'
"Therefore, understanding the specification in that way, the question (the
only question of fact that you can determine Ullon this) is, whether this
account, which his own witness has given of it, has falsified the statement iu
the specification. If that statement had been distinctly that the lower mL'd·
ure of the lower compound, the extreme, would have been sufficient for the
sheathing of ships, both in respect of oxidation and of rolling hot, I should
have thought the specification bad and avoided the patent. But you must
say for yourselves whether you are satisfied that all that was describe~ here
was. that it would roll at a red heat anu at the intermediate states ; whether,
in point of fact, it would roll at a red heat."

•
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of industry to which his invention helongs. 1 The specificn.tiou is,
as we have seen, ad!lressed to persons acquainted with the nature
of the lmsincss; some technical knowledge is presumed on the
part of those who will undertake, after tho patent is cxpirerl. to
carry out the invention; and such persons are to he called as
witnesses to explain the language to the jury, while the patent is
in force, and to show that it is capahlc of being understoocl hy
those to whom it is adclressecl. Accorclingly it has l1een said,
that a specification containing scientific terms, which are not
umler:;toncl, except l1y persons acquainted with the nature of the
lmsiness, is not l1ad because an ordinary person does not nnderstaml it, proviclecl a scientific person does; hut a specification
using- common language, and stating that hy which a common
I)lan may he mislecl, though a seientific man would not, when it
<loPs not profess to use st:ientific terms, and an ordinary man is
mislccl h,\· it, woulcl not l1e goocl. 2 And it has been held that if
a speeificalion contain an untrue :;tatemcnt in a material ciremnstance. of :-;uch a nature that, if literally netecl upon hy a eompetent workman, 'it wonl!l misleacl him, aml cause the experiment
to fail, the :-;peeification is therefore had, and the patent inntlidale<l, although the jury, on the trial of an action for the infringement of the patent, find that a competent workman, acquaintecl
with the subject, would not be misled hy the error, but would
correct it in practice.3 This rule, however, must not, we apprehend, he applied too rigorouRly. 'Vhere the specification contains
the cle:-;cription of a long and complicated process, consisting of
several operations following one another in regular order, and the
description as a whole is clear and sufficient, the court will not
pronounce it invalid because of a slight obscurity of language in
describing one of the operations, especially where such obscurity
is rather grammatical than real, and would not seriously mislead
a competent worknmn.4
1

Per LorJ .Abingcr, C. B., in Neilson v. HarforJ, Webs. Pat. Cas. 3U.
See also Dcrosne v. Fail'ic, ibiJ. 15-1, 1ui.
2 lhid.
8
Xcilson t•. Harfm·J, 8 )[. & W. SOli; s. c. Webs. Pat. Cas. !328.
4
Beard v. :Egerton, 8 )[ann., Gr. & Scott, 1G5, overmling s. c. 2 Carr.
& Kirw. lilii. "Appl~·in~ th1:1 ~mne principle of construction to t.he specification before us, we think it is free from any such mistake or obscurity as
would mislead a person of fair intelligcnr.c. The specification states that the

••
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§ 261. The specification need not describe that which is within
the ordinary knowledge of any workman who would be employed
process is divided into five operations. ' The first consists in polishing and
. cleaning the silver surface of the plate, in order to properly prepare or qualify
it for receiving the sensitive layer or coating upon which the action of the .
light traces the design. The sccPnd operation is the applying that sensitiYe
layer or coating to the surface. The third, in submitting in the camera
ohscura the prepawl surface or plate to the action of the light, so that it may
receive the images. The fourth, in bringing out or making appear thE:> image,
picture, or representation which is not visible when the plate is first taken out
of the camera obscm·a. The fifth and last operation is that of removing the
sensitive layer,' &c. It then gives a description of the first operation, preparing the silver surface of the plate; the concluding part of which directs
that nitric acid dissolved in water is to be applied three different times, care
being taken to sprinkle, each time, the plate with powder, and rub it dry and
very lightly with clean cotton; and this concludes the description of the first
operation, viz., the preparitig the silver surface of the plate, when it is intended
for immediate use; and to this part of the specification no objection was or
could be made. But then some further information is given in respect to the
preparation of the plate, in these words: '·when the plate is not intended for
immediate usc or operation, the acid may be used only twice upon its surface,
after being exposed to heat. The first part of the operation, that is, the
preparation as far as the second application of the acid, may be done at any
time; this will allow of a numb\!r of plates being kept prepared up to the last
slight operation. It is, however, considered indispensable, that just before
the moment of usin.'J the plates in tlte camera, or the reproducing the design, to
put at least once more some acid on the plate, and to rub it lightly with
pounce, as before stat\!dj finally, the plate must be cleaned with cotton from
all pounce-dust which may be on the smface or its edges.' T.Jpon this part of
the specification it was contended that the direction to apply acid just l>eiore
the moment of using plak•s in the camera (which is the t.hircl operation) was
a direction to use it after the second operation, viz., the coating the plate with
iodine; and that using the acid at that J>eriod would entirely spoil the whole
process. But it must be remembered th,.t the passage in question is part of
the direction give... for performing the first operation, viz., preparing the
plate to receive the iodine. It is to be observed when the plate is not intended
to be used immediately, and wJ1Cre it has previously been partially but not
entirel!J prepared for the iodine, this last application of ac\d is still to precede
tlte seo:ontl operation. The whole passage may be considered as in a parentltcsis,
and the expression ' just before the moment of using the plate in the camera'
is put in opposition to the time of partially preparing the plate; after which
it is supposed to have been laid by for future use. That this is the real mean·
ing of the passage is furLher manifested by what follows in a subsequent part
of the printed spccifi·.~.'ltion: ' After this second operation, 'iz., application of
the iodine, the plate is to be passed to the third operation, or that of the
camera ob~cura. \.Yherever it is possible, the one operation should immcdi·
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to put up the apparatus; as, a. condenser in com:tructing a gas
1
apparatus.
So, too, a deviation from the preciHe dimen:;ions
shown hy the specification and model, so as to make different
parts work together, is within the knowlerlge of an~' workman.2
But if the practical application of the invention involves a particular kind of knowledge on the part of a workman, requiring
him to do that which a person of ordinary engineering skill ought
to know how to do, it must at least suggest to him that that
thing is to be done, if it does not specifically point out the mode
3
of doing it. In like manner it is not necessary, in the descripately follow t.he other.' It is plain, therefore, th~t the patentee did not
intend any separate operation to intervene between the application of iodine
and the introduction of the plate into the camera obscura. The last application of acid, therefore, must have been intended to precede the second
operation.
" This, we think, is the fair constructhw• of the language of the specification. And although there may be at first sight some appearance of obscurity
in it, we think that it is cleared away by a consideration of the whole, and
that it is sufficiently plain to be understood by an 011erator of fair intelligence.''
Wilde, C.•J.
1 Crossley v. Beverley, Webs. Pat. Cas. 110, note.
2 Morgan v. Seaward, Webs. Pat. Cas. li6.
In this case, Alderson, B.,
said to the jury : " In the case of the steam engine, there was put in, on the
part of the defendants, a model made, as it was said, according to the specification, which model would not work. The model was a copy of the drawing
and would not work, because one part happened to be a little too small,
whereas if it had been a little larger, it would have worked. Now, a workman
of ordinary skill, when told to put two t.hings together, so that they should
move, would, of course, by the ordinary knowledge and skill he possesses,
make them of sufficient size to move. There he woul!l have to bring to his
hssistance his knowledge that the size of the parts is material to the working
of the machine. That is within the ordinary knowledge of every workman.
He says : ' I see this will not work, because it is too small,' and then he makes
it a little larger, and finds it will work ; what is required is, that the specification should be Bo\lCh as to enable a workman of ordinary skill to make the
machine ; with respect to thatt therefore, I do not apprehend you will feel
much difficulty."
. ...
8
In the case last cited, the same learned judge further instructed the jury
as follows : " Mr. George Cottam says : ' It is a common problem to find a
centre from three given points, and a person of ordinary engineering skill
ought to be able to do that.' The question is, whether it ought not to be
suggested to him by the specificathn, that that is the problem to be solved.
Then Mr. Curtis says: 'I have ma~e wheels on this plan.' You see he made
the two wheels which were sent to thl Venice and Trieste Company, but those
were made under the direction of Mr. Galloway, the inventor. Now, it some-
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tion of a machine, to state of what material ever~' part Hhould
he ma<le, where the principle of operation and the effect are the
. same, whether the parts he made of one material or another; 1
lmt if a particular material he essential to the successfnl operation of the machine, as the patentee uses it, he must direct the
use of that material.
Thus, where the invention was the fnrmation of grinding chamhers l1y the combination of movalJle conical rings with stationm·~- cylinders, ancl the particular description in the specifieatiou
showed a mill with three grinding chamlJers, but the claim was
to the combination of stationary
Clflinders
with
nne
or
more
mov• ••
able conical rings, so that both cylinders and rings might he multipliml to any extent, or the mill limited to two c~·limlers aml
one ring. it was rnled by the court that the description was sufficient to enable a mechanic of ordinary skill to make a mill 'rith
mure ehamhers than three. 2
§ :261 a. In Tyler v. Boston, the patent was for a new huming fluid, compoumled of fusel oil with the mineral and earthy
oils. The patentee claimed "the compound produced 1,~- the
comhination of the mineral or earthY
oils
with
fusel
oil,
in
the
•
manner and for the purpo~;e substantially as herein set forth; said
compound constituting a new manufacture." The cmi1ponent
parts of this new manufacture were descrilJetl as, "Ly measme,
crude fnsel oil one part, kerosene one part." This combiuation,
thl.' patent stated, might he varied by the substitution of naphtha,
or crude petroleum, in place of kerosene, or a part of the kerosene Ly an equal quantity of naphtha. or crutle petroleum; the
what detracts from the weight due to his testimony, uot as to respectability,
lmt as to the value of his evidence to you, that he had received the \·erhal
instructions of ::\[r. Galloway. It may be, that he could do it because of his
practice under ::\lr. Galloway ; and it must be recollected that people in other
places would not have that advantage. He says, he· would not have any diffi·
culty in doing it ; and he says : ' I should not consider my foreman a compe·
tent workman unless he were able to make the wheel from the specification
and drawings.' He says: 'I could alter the angle by altering the cranks.'
The question is uot, whether be could do that, but whether he could alter the
angle to a particular angle by altering the cranks in a particular way, that is,
whether, having the angle given to him, he could make the alteration that was
desired."
l Brooks v. Bicknell, 3 :McLean's R. 250, 201.
2 Wilbur v. Beecher, 2 Blatchf. 132.

•
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exact quantity of fnsel oil which 'R necessary, to produce the most
desirable compound, must he determined l•y experiment.''
The defendants nsCll a hnrning fluid, composed of naphtha;
seventy-two and fusel oil twenty-eight parts ; aml expert chemists prove1l that Reventy-two parts in bulk of naphtha was the
sztbstantial equivalent of twenty-eight parts of keros . . ne. The
court below charged the jmy, "that the patentee, in su,p;gesting
that naphtha might he suhstituted for kerosene, intended to describe the same proportion in the combination," and" that the jury
should un!lerstand the construction of the sugg·ested substitution,
to wit, naphtha for kerosene, as contemplating the 8amc proportion of the two ingrcdientR, that is, one ancl one, or fifty per cent
of one, and fifty per cent of the other; and, further, that
"whether one eomponm! of given proportions is substantially the
l:lttme as another compound varying in the proportions
whether
they are substantially the same or substantially different is a
question of fact, aml for the jury." Under this chm·ge the jury
found for the defendant, and ~~10 rulingwas
affirmed
hv
the
Su•
••
premc Court of the United States. "While the specification of
tl1e patent," said .Mr. ,Justice Grier, "suggests the suLstitution
of naphtha for crude petroleum, it prescriLcs no other proportion
than tl1at of equal parts h,,- measure. The explanation, that the
kerosene must be replaced hy an equal q~tantity of naphtha, does
not alter the case." 1
§ 261 b. 'Vhere the invention consisted of an improved process
in annealing car wheels, the description directed that •• the temlWraturc of the furnace or chamber, and its contents, Le graduallj·
raised to a. point a little Lelow that at which fusion commences,"
and these words were substantially repeat~d in the claim. The
court held, that the inventor, in referring to a degree of heat a
little below the point of fusion, indicated the degree which, in
the hands of an operator of skill and judgment, would effect
pmctically and successfully the object of ·his invention. " He
avoids the point of incipient or actual fusion, but requires the
heat to be a little below that point. This expression clearly
•
Imports some latitude of disc1 .·tion in the operator. It clearly
does not Tequire that the tempPtature of the wheels shall he raised
to the precise point above which fusion would commence. It
•

1

Tyler v. Boston (1868), 7 Wall. 327.
•

•

•
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must be presumell that the invlutor knew, that ·if wheels were
heated to incipient infusion, or to the degree immediately below,
they would be so soft as not to retain their shape or synuuetr,,·,
in their position in the chamber or furnace, and that thus their
utility would he destroyed. "It is not supposable that the inventor intended what would destroy the very object he luul in
view, namely, to make a wheel in which the drill of the periphery
should be preserved, and the inherent strain, from unequal contraction, avoided. I am clear that the patent may be regarded
as claiming, by the fair import of the words, 'a little below the
point of fusion,' such a degree of heat as is necessary to effeetuate the intention of the inventor. His object was to guard against
the point of fusion, and also against a temperature so low that an
inherent strain would he produced between the thin and the thick
parts of the wheel. He says expressly,' they must not he allowcll
to cool, after removal from the mould, to a degree which will
canso this strain.' " 1
And so 1 where the invention consisted in a process for manufacturing free fat acids and glycerine from fatty bodies or substances, by the action of W<tter at a high temperatmc and pressure~ the "melting point of lead" was given as the proper degree
of heat to be used in the operation, and it was added that "the
change of fatty mattet· into fat acid and glycerine takes place
with some materials (such as palm oil), at or below the melting
point of bismuth.'' This was regarded by the court as a precise
degree of heat, it being well known that lead melts at Gl2° l<'ahrenheit and bismuth at about 510°.
The specification further stated that "the heat has been carried
considerably above the melting point of lead, without any apparent injury, and the decomposing action of water becomes more
powerful as the heat is increased." The fact that the degree of
heat might be thus varied without injury did not render the specification liable to objection, for want of certainty and clearness.
In the language of the court, "There is a fixed rule given, which
may be safely followed, while it is m~lde known that the manufacturer may safely depart, to some extent, from this rule, if,
from experiment and a just exercise of discretion, it should be
1
expedient to do so.''
1
2

Leavitt, J., Whitney v. 1\lowry (1867), 3 Fisher's Pat. Cas. 157.
Tilghman v. Werk (1862), 2 Fisher's Pat. Cas. 229.
•
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§ 261 c. 'Vhere the invention consisted in producing luml rubber Ly "thoroughly mixing Imlia rulJber, or other vulcanizahle
gum, with sulphur, whether with or without auxiliary ingredients,
in the proportion of ahout four ounces to a pound of sulphur, to
a pound of the g·um, and then subjecting the same to a high
degree of artificial heat, as in the vulcanizing process of Charles
Goodyear, until the compound shall have acquired the requirecl
hard and tough property," &c., the range of lwat given being not
less than 260° or 275° Fahrenheit, it was held that the descriptions
in
the
patents,
both
as
respects
the
proportion
of
sulphur
•
and ruhber, and as to the degree of heat, necessary to produce
the new substance, was sufficiently full and certain within the
requirements of the patent law." 1 "The proportions of the
mixture," said 1\h. J u:stice Nelson, in Goodyear v. ·wait, "is
about from four ounces to a pound of sulphur, to a pound of rubber, which we understand as meaning any proportion of sulphur
between four ounces and a pound to a pound of rubber, properly
mixed and subjected to the required heat, '"ill produce the substance. What uncertainty is there in this, or necessity of experimenting, on the part of a person of ordinary skill in the art, to
make the compound'? The inventive faculty is exhaustell in the
directions given to make the article. All the work that remains
to be done is that by
the
hand
of
the
skilful
workman.
We
•
agree, if it could be shown that the mixture, as described, when
p1·operly reduced to practice, failed to produce the article, the
patent could not be upheld. But that is a different question
from the one here presented, namely, whether the description is
sufficiently clear and certain."
§ 262. In the case of machinery, the statute directs the paten~ee to accompany his specification with "a drawing or drawings,
and written references, where the nature of the case admits of
drawings." The ohject of annexing drawings is both to distinguish the thing patentecl from other things known before, and to
explain the mode of constructing the subject of the patent. It
bas been settled, that the drawings constitute a part of the specification, when annexed thereto, anrl may be used to explain or
help out the otherwise imperfect description in the specification.
So that it is not necessary that the description should be wholly
1

Goodyear v. Wait (lSGi), 3 Fisher's Pat. Cas. 24:2 ; Goodyear v. N. Y.'
Gutta Percha Co. (1862), 2 Fisher's Pat. Cas. 312.
'

•
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in writing, hut it may he partly in writing and partly in drawin~;
ancl if, hy a comparison of the words ancl the drawings, the one
will explain the other snfficien tly to en a11le a sldlfnl mechanic
to perform the work, and to show what is thE' invention claillll'll,
the specification will he sufficient. 1 A1Hl it has hccn held, that
in orllcr to make a drawing, when am1cxetl to or accompauyiug a
specification, part of the specification,• so that. the written <l<'scl'iption may l1e read l1y it, it is not neces:'iary that the written des(·ription should contain references to the drawi11g; that the direetion
'·
in the statute, to annex "drawings and written rcfcreJH•(•s,"
means that where references from the writing
,_ to the drawing
' are
necessary to the understanding of the machine or improvement,
they are to he made; hut that the description of many maeltincs
or improvements, when accompanied ],y a drawing, may l1e perfectly understood without references in the description itself. 2
·The entire specification and drawings are to he examinetl together, and an error in one place to he corrected by the aid of the
residue. 3 The drawings need not be mentioned in the sp(·cification, but it is sufficient if the patentee puts them and writ ten
references on file with the specification.4
A drawing filed some time after the recording anew of a patent,
under section one, a0t March, 1837, is admissible in evitlencc, Lut
is not to lH: deemed and taken as part of the specification, 11or to
he used for correcting any material defect therein.&
§ 263. It was formerly held in Englaml that the drawings
annexed to specifications ought to be drawn on a scale ; so that
the relation and proportion of the parts to each other, and the
dimensions of the different parts, might appear in due ratio to
each other. 6 But this rule has been modified; and it seems now
to be considered that if a mechanic can make the subject of the
patent from the drawing in perspective, it is not necessary that
•

•

Earle v. Sawyer, 4 Mas. 1, n ; Bloxam v. Elsre, 1 Car. & I•. i"i58; Brunton
v. Hawkes, 4 B. & Ald. 5!0 ; Swift v. Whisen, 3 Fisher's Pat. Cas. :31:3.
2 Brooks t,. Bicknell, 3 :\!cLean's R. 250, 2U1 ; Washburn v. Gould, 3
Story's R. 122, 133.
3 IJogg et al. v. Emerson, 11 How. 587 ; affirming and explaining, G How.
4:}7 ; Kittle v. Merriam, 2 Curtis, C. C. 4i5.
4 Emmerson v. Hogg, 2 Blatchf. 1.
5 Winans v. Schenectady & Troy R.R., 2 Blatchf. 27!J.
6 The King v. Al'kwright, Dav. Pat. Cas. 11-!.
t
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there :-;houl1l he a scale. 1 Indeed, it is a necessary eon:-;cqnence
of the rule which makes the written 1le cri,,tion open to explanation hy the 1lrawing-, to hold that the drawing i~ open to explanation hy the written degcription. So long as hoth tog·cther
enahlc the pnhlic to know an<l practise the invention, it must he
immaterial whether the drawing i:-; made upon a scale or not. But
if the sulljeet of the pateut could not he made without many
experiments, unless the dra\Ying is npon a scale, then undonhtedly the whole specification taken together, being the written
description and the draw·ng, would lw defective.
§ 264. It should not he forgotten, that the ~tatute requires a
formal attestation of the gpccification and drawings. They mut:t
be signe<.l by the inventor and by two witnesse~. 2 It has been
suggested, that the signing of the specification referring to the
drawings is in effect attesting the drawings.3 Bnt whether the
statute is to be so construed as to require Loth the specification
and the drawings to he signed has not been decided.
§ 2ti-l a. The act of 1870 provides that the "specification and
claim shall be signed hy the inYentor, and attested Ly two witnesses"; aml the following section requires that a copy of the
drawings "shall be attached to the patent, as part of the specification."
§ 26;), Provision was made h,Y the thirteenth section of the act
of 183G for the amendment of the specification by the addition
of new improvement~ made after the p.ttent has is:-med. The
description of any such new improvement may be filed in the
Patent Office, and is directed to be annexml by
the
conunissioner
•
to the original specification, with a certificate of the time of its
being so annexecl; an'd thereafter it i~ to have the same effect as
if it hall been embraced in the original specification. Thh; provision was, however, repealed by the act of 18ul, c. 88, § lJ, which
enacted : " and that so much of the ljth sectioh of the ~ict of
Congress, approved July 4, 1836, as authorizes the annexing to
letters-patent of the description and specification of additional
improvements, is hereby repealed, aml in all cases where additional improvements would now be admissible, inuependent

•

1

Godson on Patents, p. 137.
2
Act of July 4, 1836, § G, " which description and drawings, signed by the
•
lllventor and attested by two witnesses, shall be filed in the Patent Office."
8
Phillips on Patents, p. 302, 303.
•

•
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patents must be applied for." (See chapter on Proccctlings
at Patent Office.) Improvements made and cntcrell hcfore the
passage of this repealing clause are not, of course, affected by it,
hut are still vali(l under the act of 18'36.
§ 266. A still further provision is made for the amendment nf
a re~lundant specification, by the filing of a discltdme1'. The act
of 1. '"J7, c. 45, § 7, provided that, " whenever any patentee shall
haYe, through inadvertence, accident, or mistake, made his :->pccification of claim too broad, claiming more than that of which he
was the original or first inventor, some material and suhstantial
part of the thing patented being truly and justly his own, any ,:neh
patentee, his administrators, executors, and assigns, whctLt:r of
the whole or of a sectional interest therein, may make di:->claimer
of such parts of the thing patented as the disclaimant shaH not
claim to hold hy virtue of the patent or assignment, stating therein
the extent of his interest in such patent, which disclaimer shall ue
in writing, attel:)ted hy one or more witnesses, and recorded in the
Patent Office, on payment by the person disclaiming, in manner
as other patent duties are required by law to be paid, of the sum
of ten dollars. And such Jisclaimer shall thereafter he taken
and considered as part of the original specification, to the extent
of the interest which shall be possel-sed in the patent or right
secured thereby, by the disclaimant, aml by those claiming hy or
under him subsequent to the record thereof. But no snch disclaimer shall affect auy action pending at the time of its beiug
filed, except so far as may relate to the question of unreasonable
neglect or delay in filing the same."
§ 267. The ninth section of the same act provided as follows:
(" Any thing in the fifteenth section of the act to which this
is additional to the contrary notwithstanding) that, whenever
by mistake,
~ident, or inadvertence, and without any wilful
defatilt or intent to deframl or misiead the public, any patentee
shall have in his specification claimed to be the ~riginal and first
inventor or discoverer of any material or ~ubstantial part of the
thing pnt~nted, of which he was. not the first and original inYeutor,
and shall have no legal or just 1·ight to claim the same, in every
such case the patent shall be deemed good and valid for so much
of the invention or discovery as shall be truly and bon(~ fide his
own : Provided, it shall be a material and substantial part of the
thing patented, and be definitely distinguishable from the other
•

•
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parts so claimell without right as aforesaid. And every such
patentee, his executors, adminh;trators, and a~signs, whether of a
whole or a sectional interest therein, shall Le entitled to maintain
a suit at law or in equity on such patent for any infringement of
such part of the invention or discovery as shall Le bmut fide his
own as aforesaid, notwithstanding the specification may emLrace
more than he shall have any legal right to claim. But, in every
such case in which a judgment or verdict shall Le remlcred for
the plaintiff, he shall not Le entitled to recover costs against the
defendant, unless he shall have enterell at the Patent Office, prior
to the commencement of the suit, a disclaimer of aU that part of
the thing patented which was so claimed without right: Provided,
ltowever, that no person bringing any such suit shall Le entitled to
the benefit of the provisions contained in this section, who shall
have unreasonably neglected or delayed to enter at the Patent
Office a dh~claimer as aforesaid."
This subject is now regulated by the statute of 1870. The fiftyfonrth section of that act provides: " That whenever, through
inadvertence, accident, or mistake, and without any fraudulent
or deceptive intention, a patentee has claimed more than that of
which he was the original or first inventor or discoverer, his
patent shall be valid for all that part which is truly and justly his
own, provided the same is a material or substantial part of the
thing patented ; and any such patentee, his heirs or assigns,
whether of the whole or any sectional interest therein, may, on
payment of the duty required by law, make disclaimer of such
parts of the thing patentell as he shall not choose to claim or to
hold by virtue of the patent or assignment, stating therein the
extent of his interest in such patent ; said disclaimer shall he in
writing, attested by one or more witnesses, and recordell in the
Patent Office, all(l it shall thereafter Le considered as part of the
original specification to the extent of the interest possesb~d by
the claimant and by those claiming under him after the record
thereof. But no such disclaimer shall effect any action pending
at the time of its being filed, except so far as may relate to the
question of unreasonable neglect or delay in filing it."
The following cases, although occurring under the provisions
of the English statute of Disclaimer (5 & 6 \Vill. IV. c. 83),
may be cited as illustrative of the general principles applicable to
this topic.

•
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Thus, in Seed v. Hig-gins, 1 the patentee, in his specifient ion,
states his invention to consist in the application of the prindple
of centrifugal force in the fliers employed in the above-mcntinncll
machinery, for the purpose of producing the required cla:-;tieity
or pressure upon the buhLin, by causing the small f\pur or lcn. r
V.' hich conducts the sliver of cotton or other fihrou::~ material on
to the bobbin, to press or bear against the same simply hy the
action of such force, and adds, that he has attached a drawing
to the specification, minutely describing by reference to :-;uch
drawing a machine, and then continues: "I do not contin&
myself to this particular method, but clai~n as my invention tlte
application of the 1aw or principle of centrifugal force to the particular purpose set forth, i. e. to fliers used in machin£'ry or
apparatus for preparing, slubbing, and roving cotton for the
purpose of producing a hard and evenly compressed bobbin:~
Afterwanls, he entered a disclaimer, declaring, " Por the rea!'on
aforesaid, I do hereby disclaim all application of the law or principle of centrifugal force as being part of my invention or comprised in my claim, except only the application of centrifugal
force by means of a weight acting upon a presser, so as to cause
it to press against the hol,hin, as descrihed in saicl specification."
It was held by the Cvurt of Queen's Bench, aml affirmcll hy
the Exchequer Chamt,er, that this disclaimer was valid, and that,
the original specification being read in connection with it, the
result was a claim for only the machine particularly descrihed.
In Tetley v. Easton,2 it was held by Creswell, J., that the effect
of a di:;claimer was merely to strike out from the speci~cation
those parts of the machinery which are disclaimed, and that it
cannot be read as explanatory of what remains.
In Ralston v. Smith,3 the invention of" improvements in embossing and finishing woven fabrics, ancl in the machinery or apparatus eillployed therein," as described in the specification, cousisLl
in the use of rollers having " any design grooved, fluted, engraved,
milled, or otherwise indented upon them." A disclaimer was
afterwards entered, by the statements wherein it appeared that
the desired effect could only he produced by the use of a certain
1

1
3

117.

8 Ell. & Blackb. 755, 771.
Tetley v. Easton, 2 Com. Ben. N. s. 706.
Ralston v. Smith, 11 Com. Ben. N. s. 471, affirming 9 Com. Ben.

N.

s.
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species of roller not particularly described in the specification,
namely, a roller having circular grooves round its surface. All
other rollers were expressly disclaimed. The Exchequer Cham. ber, affirming the judgment of the Court of Common Pleas, held
that such a disclaimer was merely an attempt to turn a specification for an impracticable generality into a claim for a specific
process, which was in one sense comprised under the generality,
but which could not be discovered there without going through
the same course of experiment as that which led to the discovery
of the specific process mentioned in the disclaimer. Consequently
the disclaimer was void as an attempt ·~o extend.the patent.
. By the statute 16 & 17 Viet. c. 115, an inventor is allowed
to make a provisional specification, pending the proceedings for
obtaining letters-patent. In Mackelcan v. Rennie,1 it was held
that such provisional specification is not to be admitted in explanation or enlargement of the complete specification.
§ 268. The disclaimer mentioned in the seventh section has
been held to apply solely to suits pending when the disclaimer
was filed in the Patent Office ; ancl that mentioned in the ninth
section, to suits brought after the disclaimer is so filed. 2
•

13 c. B. N. s. 50.
1
Wyeth v. Stone, 1 Story's R. 273, 293. In this case, 1\Ir. Justice Story
thus expounded the statute:" We come, then, to the remaining point, whether,
although under the Patent Act of 1793, ch. 55, the patent is absolutely void,
because the claim includes an abstract principle, and is broader than the invention; or, whether that objection is cured by the disclaimer made. by the patentee (Wyeth), under the act of 1837, c. •15. The seventh section of that act
provides, ' That whenever any patentee shall have, through iuadvertence, accident, or mistake, made his specification too broad, claiming more than that of
which he was the original or first inventor, some material and substantial part
of the tlring patented being truly or justly his own, any such patentee, his
administrators, executors, or assigns, whether of the whole or a sectional part
thereof, may make disclaimer of such parts of the thing · >tented as the disclaimant shall not claim to hold by virtue of the patem t' assignment, &c.
And such disclaimer shall be thereafter taken and considered as a part of the
original specification, to the extent of the interest which shall be possessed in
the patent or right secured thereby by the disclaimant,' &c. Then follows a
•
proviso, that ' no such disclaimer shall affect any action pending at the time of
its being filed, except so far as may relate to the question of unreasonable
neglect or delay in filing the same.' The ninth section provides, ' That whenever, by l,llistake, accident, or inadvertence, and 'vithout any wilful default or
intent to defraud or mislead the public, any patentee shall have, in his specification, claimed to be the first and original inventor or discoverer of any mate1

21

l'AT.
•
•

•

•
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The disclaimer, however, mentioned in section nine, which provides that the suit shall not be defeated where the patentee claims
rial or substantial part of the thing patented, of which he was not the first and
original inventor, and shall have no legal or just right to claim the same, in
every such case the patent shall be deemed good and valid for so much of the
invention or discovery, as shall be truly :>.nd bo11a fide llis own; provided it shall
be a material and substantial part of the thing patented, and shall be definitely
distinguishable from t.he other parts so claimed without right as aforesaid.'
Then follows a clause, that in every such case, if the plaintiff recovers in any
suit, he shall not be entitled to costs, 'unless he shall have entered at the
Patent Office, prior to the commencement of the suit, a disclaimer of all that
part of the thing patented, which was so claimed witlwut right'; with a proviso, ' That no person bringing any such suit shall be entitled to the bcnetits of '
the provisions contained in this section, who shalllmve unreasonably neglected
or delayed to enter at the Patent Office a disclaimer as aforesaid.'
"~:~~w, it seems to me, that upon the true construction of this statute, the
disclailner mentioned in the seventh section must be interpreted to apply solely
to st1its pending when the disclaimer is filed in the Patent Office; and the disclaimer mentioned in the ninth section to apply solely to suits brought after
the disclaimer is so filed. In this way th~.: provisions harmonize with each
other; upon any other construction they would seem, to some extent, to clash
with each other, so far as the legal effect and operation of the disclaimer is
concerned.
" In the present case, the suit was brought on the 1st of January, 1810, and
the disclaimer waR nut filed '.lntil the 2·1th of October, of the same year. The
proviso, then, of the seventh section would seem to llrevent the disdaimer
from affecting the present suit in any manner whatsoever. The disclaimer, for
another reason, is also utterly without effect in the present case; for it is not a
joint disclaimer by the patentee and his assignee, Tudor, who are both plain·
tiffs in this suit, but by Wyeth alone. The disclaimer cannot, therefore,
operate in favor of Tudor, without his having joined in it, in any suit, either
at law or in equity. The case, then, must stand upon the other clauses of the
ninth section, independent of the disclaimer.
"This leads me to say, that I cannot but consider that the claim made in
the patent for the abstract principle or art of cutting ice by means of an appara·
tus worked by any other power than human, is a claim founded in inadvertence
and mistake of the law, and, without any wilful default or intent to defraud or
mislead the public, within the proviso of the ninth section. That section, it
appears to me, was intended to cover inadvertences and mistakes of the law,
as well as inadve-rtences and mista,keR of fact; and, therefore, without any dis·
claimer, the plaiutiffs might avail themselves of this part of the section to the
extent of maintaining tJ1e present suit for the other parts of th'J iurention
claimed, that is, for the sa~ and for the cutter, and thereby protect themselves
against any violation of their rights, w1less there has been an unreasonable
neglect or delay to file the disclaimer in the office. Still, however, it does not
seem to me, that a com·t of equity ought to interfere to grant a perpetual
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more than he has invented, applies only to ca!;CS where the part
invented can be clearly <listiuguishecl from that claimed lmt not
invented. 1
§ 269. In this section it is intended to give a condensed statement of the constructions given by the courts to the specifications
of some of the leading patents litigated in this country and in
England.
The distinction between an improvement in a machine aml a
novel result attained by
a
mere
alteration
in
an
old
machine
is
•
abundantly illustrated by the course of decision upon Kay's patent, in the case of Kay v. ~Iarshall. 2 The patentt•e, after describing his improved machinery for 111f1ce1·ati11,q flax, goes on to descri11e
his improved macltinery for spinnlu,q such macerated flax : " I place
the drawing rollers only two and a half inches from the retaining
rollers, and this constitutes the principal improl'£'11/('nt in said
spinning macltinerg; ••• and that wltich I claim as my invention in respect of improved machinery, is (the wooden or other
trough marked D, for holding the rovings when taken from the
macerating vessels, and) the placing of the retaining rollers and
the drawing rollers nearer to each other than they have ever l1efore
been placed, say within two and a half inches of each other, for •
the purpose aforesaid." After au extensive comse of litigation
before the Vice Chancellor, Baron Parke, on trial of a feigned
issue, and the Court of Common Pleas on issue of law, the case
was finally decided by the House of Lords. It was there held,
IJord Cottenham rendering the decision, that the 1n·ocessc~ of
maceration and of spinning were entil'ely distinct, and conseinjunction in a case of this sort, whatever might be the right and remedy at
law, unless a disclaimer has been in fact filed at the J>atcnt Office before the
suit is brought. The granting of such an injunction is a mutter resting in the
sound discretion of the court; and if the court should grant a perpetual injunction before any disclaimer is filed, it may be, that the patentee may ne,·er
afterwards, within a reasonable time, file any c".isclaimer, although the act certainly contemplates the neglect or delay to do so to be a good defence, both at
law and in equity, in every suit brought upon the patent, to secure the rights
granted thereby. However, it is not indispensable in this case to ~iS}Jose of
this point, or of the question of unreasonable neglect or delay, as there is
another objection, which in my judgment is fatal, in every Yiew, to the maintenance of the suit in its present form."
.
1
Vance v. Campbell, 1 Black. 4:.!7; vide Peterson v. W oodeu, 3 ~1' Lean,
248.
t Kay v. 1\I., 2 W. P. C. 34.
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quently that the patent was for two inventions, and not for one
alone ; also that the patentee's claim must be construed a:,; one
for a machine, and not for a process or a result ; that as the
jury, on the feignt>d issue, had found that parties other than the
patentee had previously placed the rollers at varying distances
apart, therefore the patentee's claim was void for want of novelty .I
In ::McCormick's patent of October 23, 1847, for improvements
in reaping-machines, the patentee says: "I also claim, as my invention, the arrangement of the seat of the raker over the end of
the finger-piece which projects beyond the range of fingers, aml
just hack of the driving-wheel, as described, in combinatiou with
and placed at the end of the reel." This was construed Hot to
be a claim for the seat, as a seat, or for its peculiar mode and form
of constl·uction, but a claim for the arrangement aml combination
of machinery described, by which the benefit of a seat or position
"The im·ention was not of macerating flax or of machinery, but of treating flax in a certain manner, i. e. spinning macerated flax at a short ratch;
the doing that was a new manufacture of flax; the result, as evidence l!y the
effects on trade, was of national importance. Such was Kay's inve11tion in
fact.
"I\ay's patent, i. e. title (claim), was for' new and improYcd machinery
for preparing and spinning flax,' &c. The spinning machine thus described
wa:; uld ; upon this ground, therefore, the patent was invalid, and in this
ground of invalidity all the judgments concur.
'' The judgments also concur in this, that the fixing at a given distance, as
two and a half inches, the rollers of spinning machinery adapted to work at
greater or less distances, is not per se any manufacture, Ol' the subject of
letters-patei}t·
" But the judgment of the Court of Common Pleas has been supposed to
go further, and has applied to sustain propositions to the following effect:
first, that the use of such old machinery for the special purpose of spinning
macerated flax coutd not be the subject of a valid patent; secondly, if a specification contains a claim to any matter which is not per se the subject of letterspatent, though in fact new, and there being no false suggestion, i. e. the title
being supported by other matters contained in the SJlecification, that such letters-patent are invalid. The following paragraph in the judgment of the
House of Lords, 'If he has discovered any means of using the machine which·
the world had not known before the benefit of, that he has a right to secure to
himself by means of a patent ' (p. 82), is an authority against the former
proposition, and an authority to show that the spinning of macerated flax by
known machinery would have been the subject-matter of letters-patent, if the
title and specification had properly been adapted thereto. • • • The flax so
spun would be a new manufacture, both in respect of the method and result."
Note by Mr. Webster, p. 84: •
l

'

•

•
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for the raker on the machine is ohtainecl.l In a subsequent
action arising under the same patent,2 it was held that. claims
No. 2 and No. 3 of the specification, "(2) I claim the reversed
angle of the teeth of the blade, in manner described; (3) I
claim the arrangement and construction of the fingerl-! or teeth
for supporting the grain so as to form the angular places in front
of the blade, as and for the purpose described," were not to be
read in connection with each other, but separately.
Goodyear, in describing the nature of• his invention,s says in
his specification: " The nature of the first part of my inventi()n
consists in curing caoutchouc or india-rubber, when combined
with or in the presence of sulphur, by submitting the same to
the action of a high degree of artificial heat, at a temperature
say from 212 to 350 or thereabouts. . • • And the second part
of my invention consists in preparing and curing the triple compound of caoutchouc, or india-rubber, sulphur, and a carbonate
or o'ther salt or oxide of lead, for the purpose aboye described."
He then proceeds to describe the process and relative proportions
of the ingredients ; and after stating the leadh1g features of his
invention to be the effects produced by heat on the rubber thus
combined, he concludes: " \Vhat I claim as my invention and
desire to secure by letters-patent is the curing of caoutchouc, or
india-rubber, by submitting it to the action of a high degree of
artificial heat, substantially as herein described and for the purposes specified. And I also claim the preparing ancl curing the
compound of india-rubber, sulphur, and a carbonate or other
salt or oxide of lead, by subjecting the same to the· action of
artificial heat, substantially as herein described."
In the construction of this specification, it was held that the
patentee had claimed 'not merely the process of preparing vulcanized india-rubber, but the product itself, as a new manufacture or composition of matter. Mr. Justice Grier in this case
observed: " On account of the vagueness and indefiniteness
'of the language used in describing the various arts, machines,
manufactures, and compositions of matter, it is impossible to
•

•
1

:McCormick·v. Seymour, 2 Blatchf. 240. Affirmed (except as to rule of
damages) in Seymour v. McCormick, 16 How. 480.
2
Seymour v. McCormick, 19 How. 96. See also an English case under the
same patent in 4 Law Times, N. s. 832.
8
Goodyear v. The R.R., 2 Wallace, C. C. 356.
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describe the real nature of many discoveries or processes in language absolutely free from all ambiguity ancl all misconstruction.
Different persons, looking at it fi·om different points of vi~w,
would describe it in different terms. In the present case, one
might describe it as 'the art of curing india-rubber' ; another, as
' a new and useful improvement in the process of curing indiarubber' ; another, as ' the art of rendering caoutchouc and manufactures in which it is used insensible to heat or cold, or the
action of most of its known solvents' ; another, as 'a fabric, man•
ufacture, or new composition of matter, having qualities never
before combined in any other known substance, being elastic,
water-proof, insensible to acids, to heat, or to cold.' Still, call
it what you will, if the patentee has set forth fully the materials,
their various proportions, and the processes necessary to the
production of this composition of matter, he has d<;me all that
the law requires, and should be entitled to its protection. The
patent should be carefully examinecl to find the thing discovered,
and if it be clearly set forth, the patentee should not suffer for
the imperfection or vagueness of the language used in describing its true extent and nature. The description ought not to
be repugnant to the specification; but, provided it honestly sets
forth in few words the nature and design of the patent, it is
sufficient. It should show what the patentee claims to have
discovered or invented, wherein it differs from what was heretofore known, and by what combinations or processes the new
material may be compounded. . . . It is essentially proper, in
patents for complicated machines, that the specification should
clearly set forth what the patentee admits to be old and what
he daims to be of his invention. In anomalous cases like the
present, when a new product has been discovered, and the process
of compounding it or obtaining it is disclosed, the patentee, by
stating his discovery and revealing his process, has done all that
he is required to do or can. do. The careful separation -r, f new
from old, the limitation of claims to particular parts or combinations, cannot be required as a substantial part of the specification.
If the specification sets forth a discovery, a new composition of
matter, and the process for compounding it, that should be taken
as the extent of his claim and the measure of his franchise. Now,
what is this india-rubber, cured substantially as described in Mr.
Goodyear's description? It is clearly not merely an improved

•
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method or process of producing an olll and well-known composition or material, but it is a new product, fabric, manufacture,
or composition of matter, having qualities possessed by no other
known material. This is what is described aml claimed in the
patent, a new product as well as a new process."
In Howe's sewing-machine patent, the first claim of the specification was worded thus: "The forming of the seam by carrying a thread through the cloth, by means of a curved needle on
the end of a vibrating arm, and the passing of a shuttle, furnished with its bobbin, in the manner set forth, between the
needle and the thread which it carries, under a combination
and an·angement of parts substantially the same with that described." 1 This was construecl to be in words a claim for the
result, but in reality for the means or mechan\sm by which that
result was to be attainecl; also, that too much stress should not
be laid upon the distinction between a machine and a combination; also, that the patentee's claim was for a general combination, consisting of several sub-combinations, viz., a mechanism
for forming the stitch, a mechanism for holding the cloth to be
sewed, and a mechanism for feeding the cloth, and that all these
general elements in combination ancl arrangement were set forth
in the specification.
Winans' patent for an "improvement in the construction of
cars or carriages intended to run on railroads " claimed " the
before described manner of arranging and connecting the eight
wheels, which constitute the two bearing carriages, with a railroad car, so as to accomplish the end proposed by the means set
forth, or by any others which are analogous and dependent upon
the same principles." This claim was construed to be one for
the car itself, constructed and arranged as in the patent; consequently, the novelty of the invention was not impeached by
evidence showing that parts of the invention had been in use
previously .2
The case of Burr v. Duryee,3 decided in the United States
Supreme Court, on appeal from the Circuit Court of New Jersey,
presents an exhaustive discussion of the principles distinguishing.
an invention for a machine from one for a process. Burr, the
1

~

Howe v. Morton et al.; Howe v. Williams, per Sprague, J., MS.
' Ross Winans v. Schenectady & Troy R.R., 2 Blatchf. 279.
8 Burr v. Duryee, 1 Wallace, 531.
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complainant, was assignee of the Wells patent for hat-making;
the original patent therefor was granted in 1846, but in 18;)6 it
was snrrendered and a reissue obtained. In the spring of 1860
an extension 'vas granted. In January, 1860, a patent was
granted to Boyden for improved machinery in hat-making-, of
which Duryee and others became the assignees. This machinery
the complainants, by permission of the defendants, examined.
Afterwards, in December, 1860, they surrendered their extended
patent and obtainecl fl, second reissue, upon the construction of
which the decision of the matter in controversy turned. It was
held to be an atter-..vt to convert an improved maclline into an
abstraction, a prhciple, or mode of operation ; a use of general
and abst~·act terms, by which the specification was made so elas~ic
that it might be construed to claim only the machine, or to exclude
all previous and future inventions for the same purpose.
'\V ells, in his original specification, says: " What I claim, &c.,
is tlte arrangement of the two feeding belts (W) 1vith their planes
inclined to each other, and passing around the lips ( uu') formed
substantially as described, the better to prevent tlte fibres to the
action o.f tlte rotatin,g brush (F), as described in combination with
the rotating brush and tun!lel or chamber (1\f), which conducts
the fibres to the perforated cone or other 'former' placed in front
of tlte apertm·e or mouth thereof, substantially as herein described.
I claim the chamber (M) into which the fibres are thrown by the
brush, iu combination with the perforated cone or other former,
placed in front of the delivery aperture thereof for the purpose
and in the manner substantially as herein described, the said
chamber being provided with an aperture (N) below and hack of
the brush, for the admission of a current of air to aid in throwing and directing the :(i.bres on to the cone or other former, as
described. I also claim the employment of the !tinged lwod ( s) to
regulate tlte dist1·ibution of tlte fibres on tlte perforated cone or otlter
former as described. And I also claim providing the lower part
or delivery aperture of tlte tunnel or cltarnber with a !tinged j?ap
(9), fo;· the purpose of regulating tlte delivery of tlw fibres to
· increase tlte thickness of tlte hat where more strength is req1tired,
as lterein described, in combinat·ion witlt tlte ltood as herein
described." This claim was decided to be a valid one for an
improved machine.
The reissue of 18GO ran thus: " The mode of operation of the
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said invention of the said Henry Wells is such, that the fur fibres
are directed and controlled so as to travel from the picking and
disintegrating brush (F) towards the surface of the previous
cone, &c., that they may be deposited thereon to the thickness
required to make a hat of uniform thickness all the way around,
and of the required varying thickness from brim to top; and
this mode of operation results from combining with a rotary picking and disintegrating bmsh and a pervious cone or equivalent
former, connected with an exhausting apparatus, suitable rneans
for directing and controlling the fur-bearing currents. The said
mode of operation invented by tlte said Hem·y A. ·wells is embodied
in tlte .following description of tl~te rnode of application, reference
being had to the accompanying drawings, &c. . . . "What I
claim as the inyention of the said Henry A. Wells, &c., is the
rnode of operation substantially as lte1·ein described, &c., which
mode of operation results from the combination of the rotating
picking mechanism or the equivalent thereof, the pervious former
and its exhausting mechanism or the equivalent thereof, and the
rneans for directing the fur-bearing clll'rent or the equivalent
thereof, as set forth."
Judge Grier, in giving the decision of the Supreme Court, said:
"The surrender of valid patents and the granting of reissued
patents thereon, with expanded or equivocal claims, where the
original was clearly neither 'inoperative nor invalid,' and whose
specification is neither ' defective nor insufficient,' is a great
abuse of the privilege g1·anted by the sh:.tute, and productive
of great injury to the public. We concur, therefore, in the
decision of the Circuit Court, that the machine of Boyden is
not an infringement of the invention of "\Veils, and if it be
an infringement of the 1·eissued patent, that patent is void."
(p. 577.)
Many v. Jagger et al. 1 was a suit brought for infringement of
the Wolf patent for improvement in cast-iron wheels for railroads
and other purposes. The specification was in these words: " "\V e
give to the rim of our wheels the same form in all respects as is
now given to the rims of car-wheels; but instead of arms, we cast
our wheels with two parallel or nearly parallel plates, which plates
are convex on one side and concave on the other. The hub, or
•

1

Many v. Jagger, 1 Blatchf. 372.·
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nave, which is to receive the axle, is cast in the centre of these
plates, extending from one to the other. . . • Vv e are aware that
car-wheels have been made with plates as a substitute for arms,
but such plates have been made separate from the wheels nncl
united together hy screwed bolts, embracing the hub in a distinct
piece between them. The difference between such wheels and
those constructed by us is so obvious as not to need pointing out.
"Wlwt we claim as our invention, &c., is the manner of con~trnct
ing wheels for railroad cars, or for other purposes to which they·
may be applied, with double convex plates, one convex out\\ ards
and the other inwards, and an undivided hub, the whole cast in
one piece as herein fully set forth."
In construing this patent, the court held that the claim was not
for the mode of constructing the wheel as distinct from the wheel
itself, but was for the car-wheel after it was constructed. Also,
that the claim was not for any separate part of the wheel, but
for the entire wheel, and that it sufficiently distinguished between
the new and the old.
In Buck v. Hermance, 1 the words of the claim for a patent in
cooking-stoves, " the extending of the oven under the apron or
open hearLh of the stove, and in combination with the flues
constructed as above specified," were held to be a claim for a
combination of the extension of the oven under the hearth of the
stove tvitlt the flues, as described.
Booth v. Garelly.2 Here, a patent for a new and ornamental
design for figured silk buttons, under act, August 29, 18-!2, where
the specification claimed tlte radially formed ornaments on the
face of the mould of tlte button, combined witlt tlte mode of tvincling
tlte covering of tlte same, su )stantially as set forth, and described
the configuration of the mould and the winding it with various
colored threads, but did not describe the process of winding the
silk, was coustrued not to cover that process, but merely the
arrangement of the different colored threr.ds in the process, so as
to produce the described ornaments.
In Oxley v. Holden,3 the words of the claim for the second part
of the invention were : " I claim the metal fixings and the mode
1
2

3

•

Buck v. Hermance, 1 Blatchf. 398.
Booth v. Garelly, 1 Blatchf. 247.
Oxley t•. Holden, 8 C. B. 1-i. s. 666 .
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of applying the same, describecl herein as the second part of my
invention." The claim was construecl not to apply to the metal
fixings (which were notoriously old and well ·known) apart from
their application.1
1

Oxley v. Holden, 8 C. B.

N.

s. 705.
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Reissue and Amendment of Patents.
CAVEAT FOR INCO:l\IPLETE INVENTION,

§ 270.

twelfth section of the act of July 4, 1856, provided
that any citizen of the United States, or alien who shall have heen
resident in the United States one year next preceding, and who
shall have made oath of his intention to become a citizen thereof,
who shall have invented any new art, machine, or improvement
thereof, and shall desire further time to mature the same, may,
on payment of the sum of twenty dollars, file in the Patent Office
a caveat, setting forth the design and pmpose thereof, and its
principal and distinguishing characteristics, and praying protection of his 1·ight till he shall have matured his invention ; which
sum of twenty dollars, in case the persol1 filing such caveat shall
afterwards take out a patent for the invention therein mentioned,
shall be considered a part of the sum require'd for the same. And
such caveat shall be filed in the confidential archives of the office,
and preserved in secrecy. And if application shall be made by
any other person within one year from the time of filing such a
caveat, for a patent of any invention with which it may in any
1·espect interfere, it ahall be the duty of the commissioner to
deposit the description, specifications, drawings, and model in the
confidential archives of the office, and to give notice, by mail, to
the person filing the caveat, of such application, who shall, within
three months after receiving the notice, if he would avail himself
of the benefit of his caveat, file his description, specifications,
drawings, and mollel; aml if, in the opinion of the conunissioncl',
THE

•
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the specifications of claim interfere with each other, like proceeclings may be had in all respects as are provided in the case of
interfering applications.
These provisions were somey, hat modified hy the Patent Act
of 1861 (Laws 1861, c. 88, § 9), which declared, "And be it
furtlwr enacted, That no 'money paiu as a fee on any applica~
tion for a patent after the passage of this act shall he withdrawn
or refunded, nor shall the fee paid on filing a caveat Le considered
as part of the sum required to he paid on filing a subsequent
application for a patent for the same invention. That the three
months' notice given to any caveator, in pursuance of the requirements of section twelve, act of July 4th, 1836, shall be computed
from the day on which such notice is deposited in the post-office
at Washington, with the regul~r time for the transmission of the
same addeu thereto, which time shall be indorsed in the notice."
Section ten of this act of 1861 also abolishes the laws regulating
the fees at the Patent Office, and cliscriminating between citizens
of the United States and that of other countries, and provitles
that the fee for filing each caveat shall he ten instead of twenty
dollars. As to the effect of a caveat upon a subsequent patent,
see the ruling of Sprague, J., in Johnson v. Root, 1 MS.: ''It is
contended, on the pa1·t of the defendant, that the caveat itself is
conclusive evidence that the invention was not perfected. You
will observe that the application, which is in the caveat before
you, made to the Patent Office by l\Ir. Johnson for leave to file
a caveat, sets forth that he has made a certain new and useful
improvement in the sewing-machine, and that he is then making
experiments to perfect it, and he asks leave to file a caveat to
secure it. The defendant insists that that application is of itself
conclusive evidence that he has not perfected it. 'V e will look
at it, gentlemen, and see. I do not instruct you that it is conclusive evidence ; but it is evidence for you to take into view in connection with the other evidence, and in connection with the other
•
parts of the same inatrument, in which he begins by saying that
he~lms made a new r.:ncl useful invention in the sewing-machine.
Now, gentlemen, although a caveat is understood to he, and in
this instance is, filed in order to allow the party to perfect his
machine, yet if, in point of fact, the invention had heeu verfected
1

See also Johnson v. Root, 2 Fisher's Pat. Cas. 291.

•
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in the eye of the law, as I have explained to you, then, if you are
satisfied of that from the evidence, you may deem it, for the purposes of this trial, as pe1fectecl. Or it may happen that a person
may choose to file a caveat while he is going on and making
improvements upon an invention which he has already completed,
so as to be of practical utility. Therefore, gentlemen, I 'vould
say to you that you will take into consideration the declaration
of the plaintiff himself in the application, that he had made a new
and useful improvement in sewing-machines, and the further declaration that he is making experiments in order to perfect his
invention, and the subsequent declaration that he has made a
new aml useful improveme'lt, and the other evidence in relation
to the case,
that is, what is described in the caveat and the
model made in 1848, and see if that exhibits to you a perfected
machine ; and then such further evidenee as you have as of the
actual operation of the machine that will be before you.
"Now, gentlemen, if he had perfected it, then he had a right
to embrace it in a patent that he should afterwards take out. If
he had not perfected it, then another question will arise, and that
is, had he invented the feedmg mechanism at that time, and di(l
he use clue diligence to perfect that and put it into a perfect
machine so as to make it of some practical utility. . . . If the
invention was perfected, as I have. already said, or, if not perfected, if Mr. Johnson used reasonable diligence to perfect it,
then he had a right to have it incorporatecl into his patent, and
to supersede those that had intervened between his first discovery
and his subsequent taking out of the patent. If he had not
J!0rfected it, and did not use due diligence to carry it into effect,
and in the mean time, before he got. his patent, some one else
had invented and used and incorporated into a practical, useful
machine that mode of feeding, then he could not, by subsequent
patent, appropriate to himself what was embraced in the former
machine, between his caveat and the obtaining of his patent."
§ 270 a. The law on this subject is now regulated by the act of
1870, section forty of which provides: "That any citizen of the
United State::; who shall have made any new inventiou or discovery, and shall desire further time to mature the same, mn.y, on
payment of the duty required by law, file in the Patent Office a
caveat setting forth the design thereof, aml of its distinguishing
characteristics, and praying p1·otectiou of his right until he shall

•

•
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have matured his invention ; and such caveat shall be filed in the
confidential archives of the office and preserved in secrecy, and
shall be operative for the term of one year from the filing
thereof; and if application shall be made within the year by any
other person for a patent with which such caveat would in any
manner interfere, the commissioner shall deposit the description,
specification, drawings, and model of such application in like ·
manner in the confidential archives of the office, and give notice
thereof, by mail, to the person filing the caveat, who, if he would
avail himself of his caveat, shall file his description, specifications,
drawings, and model within three months from the time of placing said notice in the post-office in 'N ashington, with the usual
time required for transmitting it to the caveator added thereto,
which time shall he indorsed on the notice. And an alien shall
have the privilege herein granted, if he shall have resided in the
United States one year next preceding the filing of his caveat,
and made oath of his intention to become a citizen."
•

THE PETITION, OATH, PAYl\IENT OF FEES, ETC.

§ 271. The act of 1836, § 6, required an inventOr who desired
to obtain a patent to "malce application in writing to the Commissioner of Patents," &c. This application in writing has, from the
origin of the government, been by way of petition, generally with
the specification annexed and refel'l'ed to, or accompanied by· the
specification, filed at the same time. The form of the petition is
not material, provided it set forth the facts to which the applicant
is required to make oath. 'Vhen filed, it is to he presumed to
adopt the specification, or schedule, filed at tho same time, and to
ask for a patent for the invention therein descrihed. 1
If a party chooses to withdraw hit; application for a patent and
pay the forfeit, intending at the time of such withdrawal to file a
new petition, and he accordingly does so, the two petitions are to
be considered as parts of ·~he same transaction and as constituting
a continuous application, within the meaning of the law. The
question of the continuity of the application should be submitted
2
to the jury. Where an inventor, having made application for a
1

Hogg v. Emerson, G How. 437, 480. The rules of the Patent Ollicc give
a form of petition which it is at.lvisable to adopt in all cases. See Appenilix.
2
Godfrey v. Eames, 1 Wall. 317.
•

•
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patent for certain improvements, afterwards, with his claim still
on file, makes application for another but distinct improvenwnt in
the same branch of art, describing therein the former application,
'.mt not claiming it as original, such description and non-claim is
not to he considered a dedication of the prior invention. 1
§ 272. The applicant is also required to make oath or affinnation that he does verily believe that he is ~~ the original and iirst
inventor,'' &c., "and that he does not know or believe that the
same was e· er before known or used," and also of what conntry
he is a citi~Jn; which oath or affirmation may he made before any
person authorized by law to administer oaths.2
§ 273. The applicant is required to make oath or affirmation,
not that he is the original and first inventor or discoverer, but that
he believes himself to be so. He cannot know absolutely whether
he first invented or cliscoverecl the thing for which he claims a
patent, but he may believe that he did ; and it is only when he is
willing to make oath that he so believes, that the law grants him
the patent. A subsequent section of the same statute provides
for one case in which a patent shall still be valid, if issued to an
applicant whQ believed himself to be the first inventor or discoverer, although he was not so, in point of fact. This case is
where the invention or discovery had been previously known or
used in a foreign country, but had not been patented or described
in any public work, and the patentee was ignorant of that fact.
If the patentee, before making his application, had learned that
the thing had been known or used in a foreign country, although
not patente<.l or described in any foreign work, he cannot have
believed himself to be the first inventor or discoverer. But if he
•
learn the fact after he has taken the oath, it will not invalidate
3
his patent.
§ 27 4. An irregularity in the form of the oath will be cured
by the issuing of the patent, and .it Reems that a patent would be
valid, when issued, although the oath might not have been taken
at all. It has been held that the taking of the oath is only a
prerequisite to the granting of the patent, aml in no degree
Suffolk Co. v. Hayden, 3 Wall. 315.
2 Act of ,July 4, 18:36, § G.
The oath extends to all described in the schell·
ule filed with the petition, as well as to the title or description of the inven·
tion contained in the petition itself. llogg v. Emerson, U How. 437, 4tl2.
a Act 4th July, 1836, § 15.
1

•
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essential to its validity; so that if the propc·r authorities, from
inachertcnce or any other cause, should grant a patent, where
the applicant had not made oath according to the requisitions of
the statute, the patent would still he valicl. But whert the oath
has been taken and is recited in the patent, it is 1he foundation
of the onus probandi thrown on the l'arty who alleges that the
1
patentee was not the original and first inventor.
§ ~7 4 a. The taking of the oath, though to he done prior to the
granting of the patent, is not a condition p1·eeedent, in the absence
of which the patent will become void. It is the evidence required
to be furnished to the Patent Office, that the applicant verily
believes he is the original and first invcntor.2
§ 275. The ninth section of the Act of 183f provided, that before
any application for a patent shall be considered by the commissioner, the applicant shall pay into the treasury of the United
States, or into any of the deposit banks to the credit of the
Treasurv,
if
he
be
a
citizen
of
the
United
States,
or
an
alien,
aml
•
shall have been resident in the United Statl's for one year next
preceding, and shall have made oath of his intention to become a
citizen thereof, the sum of thirty dollars ; if a subject of the King
of Great Britain, the sum of five hundrecl dollars. 3
These provisions were superseded by the fee-hill contained in
the act of March 2, 1861, § 10. And be it furtlter enacted, That
all laws now in force fixing the rates of the Patent Office fees to
be paid, aml d.iscriminatiug between the inhabitants of the United
States and those of other countries, which shall not discriminate
against the inhabitants of the United States, are hereby repealed,
and in their steacl the following rates are established : On filing each caveat, ten dollars.
On filing each original application for a patent, except for a
design, fifteen dollars.
On issuing each original patent, twenty dollars.
On every appeal from the examiner in chief to the commis•
s10ner, twenty dollars.
On every application for the reissue of a patent, thirty dollars.
Alden v. Dewey, 1 Story's R. 3~0, 341.
2
Crompton''· Belknap l\lills (1860), 3 Fisher's Pat. Cas. 536.
Whittemore u. Cutter, 1 Gal. 420.
3
Act 4th July, 18361 § 9.
l'AT,
22
1

•

See, also,
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On every application for the extension of a patent, fifty dollars;
and fifty dollars in addition, on the granting of every extension.
On filing each disclaimer, ten dollars.
For certified copies of patents and other papers, ten cents per
hundred words.
For recording every assignment, agreement, power of attorney,
and other papers of three hundred words or under, one dollar.
For recording every assignment and other pa.pers over three
hundred and under one thousand words, two dollars.
For recording every assignment or other writing, if over one
thousand words, three dollars.
For copies of drawings, the reasonable cost of making the same.
§ 275 a. The proceedings relating to the application, payment of
fees, &c., are now regulated by the act of 1870.1 Section twentysix of tlw.~ :1"t provides: "That before any inventor or discoverer
shall receive a patent for his invention or discovery, he shall
make application therefor, in writing, to the commissioner, and
shall file in the Patent Office a written description of the same,
and of the manner and process of making, constructing, compounding, and using it, in such full, clear, concise, and exact
terms as to enable any person skilled in the art or science to
which it appe1·tains, or with which it is most nearly connected,
to make, construct, compound, and use the same; and in case of
J. machine, he shall explain the principle thereof, and the Lest
mode in which he has contemplated applying that principle so as
to distinguish it from other inventions; aml he shall particularly
point out and distinctly claim the part, improvement, or comuination which he claims as his invention or discovery; and said
specification and claim shall be signed by the inventor and
attested by two witnesses."
§ 275 b. 'When the nature of the case admits of drawings, the
applicant is required to furnish one copy signed by the inventor
or his attorney in fact, and attested by two witnesses, 'vhich shall
be filed in the Patent Office ; and a copy of the drawings, to be
furnished by the Patent Office, is to be attached to the patent
as part of the specification. 2 'Vhen the invention or discovery
is of a composition of matter, the applicant, if required by the
commissioner, must furnish specimens of ingredients and of the
•

1

See Appendix.

ll

§ 27.
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composition sufficient in quantity for the purpose of experiment.!
And in all cases which admit of representation by model, the
applicant, if required by the commissioner, must furnish one of
convenient size to exhibit auvantageously the several parts of his
invention or discovery. 2
§ 27 5 c. Section thirty provides : " That the applicant shall
make oath or affirmation that he does verily believe himself to be
the original and first inventor or discoverer of the art, n1achine,
manufacturi, composition, or improvement for which he solicits
a patent; that he does not know and does not believe that the
same was ever before known or used ; and shall state of what
country he is a citizen. And said oath or affirmation inay be
made before any person ·,\'ithin the United States authorized
by law to administer oaths, or, when the applicant resides in a
foreign country, before any minister, cltarge d'ajfai1·es, consul, or
commercial agent holding commission under the Government o
the United States, or before any notary public of the foreign
country in which the applicant may be."
On the filing of any such application and the payment of the
duty required by law, the commissioner is required to cause an
examination to be made of the alleged new invention or discovery ; and if it appear on such examination that the claimant is
justly entitled to a patent under the law, and that the same is
sufficiently useful ancl important, it is made the duty of the commissioner to issue a patent therefor.a
§ 275 d. All applications for patents must be completed and
prepared for examination within two years after the filing of the
petition, and in default thereof, or upon failure of the applicant
to prosecute the same within two years after any action therein,
· of which notice shall have been given to the applicant, they shall
be !'egarded as abandoned by the pa1'ties thereto, unless it be
shown to the satisfaction of the commissioner that such delay
was unavoidable.4
§ 275 e. Where the assignee of the inventor or discoverer,
having recorded the assignment in the Patent Office, seeks to
obtain letters-patent, the application for the patent must be made
and the specification sworn to by the inventor or discoverer; and
also, if he be living, in case of an application for reissue. 5 It was
•

1

4

§ 28.
§ 32.

2
6

§ 29.
§ 33.

s§

:n.
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subsequentl_y enacted that this provision "shall not he construed
to ap11ly to patents issued and assigned prior to July 8, 1870.'' 1
In case of the death of the inventor or discoverer before a
patent is granted, the right of applying for and obtainiug the
patent devolves on his ex<>cutor or administmtor, in trust for tlJC
heir~-at-l~w of the deceased, in ease he shall have died i11test ate;
or if he sl1all have left a will disposing of the same, then in trn~t
for hi;; devisees; and when the application 8hall be made hy such
legal representatives, the o,tth or affirmation required shall he so
varied in form that it can he made by them. 2
§ 275f. Section thirty-five of the act of 1870 provides:" That
any pe'rson who has an interest in an invention or di~covery,
whether as inventor, discoverer, or assignee, for which a patent
was ordered to issue upon the payment of the final fee, hut who
has failed to make payment thereof within six months from the
time at which it "·as passed and allowed, and notice thereof \Yas
sent to the applicant or his agent, sl1all lmve a right to ma];:e an
application for a patent for such invention or discovery the same us
in the case of an original application : Provided, that the secoml
application he made within two years after the allowance of the
original application. But no person shall be helclresponsiLle in
damages for the manufacture or use of any article or thing for
whieh a patent, as aforesaid, was ordere(l to issue, prior to the
issue thereof: And p1·ovided furtlte?', that when an ap].Jlication
for a patent has ueen rejected or withdrawn, prior to the passage
of this act, the applicant shall have six months from the rlate of
such passage to renew his application, or to file a new one ; and
if he omit to do either, his application shall be held to have been
auamloned. Upon the hearing of such renew eel applications,
aLandonment shall be considered as a question of fact."
§ 276 g. ·whenever, on examination, any claim for a patent is
rejected for any reason wl1atever, the commissioner is required to
notify the applicant thereof, giving him briefly the reasons for
such rejection, together with such information and references as
may be useful in judging of the propriety of renewing his application or of altering his specification. If the applicant, after
receiving such notice, persist in his claim for a patent with or
' Act of 111arch 3 1 1871.
~ § 3:1.
•

§ 2i5 e-2751t.]
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without altering his specifications, the commh;sioner is required
to order a re-examination of the case. 1
Section forty-two of the act of 1870 provides: "'.I;'hat whenever
an application is made for a patent which, in the opinion of the
commissioner, would interfere with any pending application, or
with any unexpirccl patent, he shall give notice thereof to the
applicants, or applicaut and patentee, as the case may he, and
shall direct the primary examiner to proceed to determine the
question of priority of invention. And the commissioner
may
•
issue a patent to the party who shall be adjudgecl the prior
inventor, unless the adverse party shall appeal from the decision
of the primary examiner, or of the board of examiners-in-chief,
as the case may be, within such time not less than twenty clays,
as the commissioner shall prescribe."
§ 27;) lt. The fees established by the act of 1870 are as follows: 2
On filing each original application for a patent, fifteen dollars.
On issuing each original patent, twenty dollars.
On filing each caveat, ten dollars.
On every application for the reissue of a patent, thirty dollars.
On filing each disclaimer, ten dollars.
On every application for the f''"tension of a patent, fifty dollars.
On the granting of every extLtl:-5ion of a patent, fifty dollars.
On an appeal for the first time from the primary examiners to
the examiners-in-chief, ten dollars.
On every appeal from the examiners-in-chief to the conunis•
StOller, twenty dollars.
For certified copies of patents and other papers, ten cents per
hundred words.
For recording every assignment, agreement, power of attomey,
or other paper, of three hundred words or under, one dollar; of
over three hundred and under one thousand words, two dollars ;
of over one thousand words, three dollars.
For copies of drawings, the reasonable cost of making them.
In design cases the rate of fees is as follows: 3 For three years and six months, ten dollars.
For seven years, fifteen dollars.
For fourteen years, thirty dollars.
For all other cases in which fe.es ate required, the same rates as
•
m cases of inventions or discoveries.
•

1

Act of lSiO, § .U.

2

§ 68 •
•

8

§ ~5.
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SIGNATURES OF THE SECRETARY OF 'l'HE INTERIOR AND OF THE
•

COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS •

§ 276. The act of ·July 4, 1836, c. 357, § 5, provided that
patents should be issued from the Patent Office "in the name
of the United States, and under the seal of said office, and be
' signed by the Secretary of State, and countersignecl by the commissioner of said office."
The act of 1849, c. 108, § 2, required the Secretary of the
Interior to " exercise and perform all the acts of supervision and
appeal in regard to the office of Commissioner of Patents, now
exercised by the Secretary of State," and so according to the act
of 1870, § 21, all patents " shall be signed by the Secretary of the
Interior and countersigned by the commissioner.''
§ 277. It has been held that the sanction of the Secretary of
State (now of the Interior) to a correction of a clerical mistake
in letters-patent may be given in writing afterwards; and that he
need not re-sign the letters tb~mselves. But the commissioner,
if he be the same officer who countersigned the letters originally,
may make the correction without re-signing or resealing. If
the mistake occurs in the copy of the patent, and not in the
record or enrolment, it may 'be corrected by the commissioner
and made to conform to the original. If the mistake in the
enrolled patent be a material one, the letters canno.t operate
except on cases arising after the correction is made ; but if the
correction he of a clerical mistake only, it operates back to the
original date of the letters, unless, perhaps, as to third pemons,
who have acquired intervening rights to be affected by the
alteration,!
§ 278. It has also been held, that a signature to the patent,
and a certificate of copies by a person calling himself " acting
commissioner," is sufficient on its face in controversies between
the patentee and third persons, as the law recognizes an acting
commissioner .2
•

Woodworth v. Hall, 1 Woodb. & l\1, 248; s. c. Ibid. 389.
2 Woodworth v. Hall, 1 W oodb. & M. 248. Where evidence is offered tv
prove that the " acting commissioner " who signs a patent was not appointed
by the President, it is doubtful whether it is competent in controversies whel'e
he is not a party. s. c. 1 Woodb. & M. 389.
1

•
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REISSUE OR Al\IENDl\IENT OF A PATENT.

§ 279. The act of July 4, 1836, § 13, made the following provision in case of a defective or insufficient specification, or of the
subsequent invention of something which the patentee wishes to
'aud to his S}JCCification.
§ 280. " And be it further enacted: That whenever any patent
which has heretofore been granted, or which shall hereafter be
granted, shall be inoperative or invalid, by reason of a defective or
insufficient description or specification, or by reason of the patentee
claiming in his specification, as his own invention, more than he
had or shall have a right to claim as new; if the error has or shall
have arisen by inadvertency, accident, or mistake, and without
any fraudulent or deceptive intention, it shall be lawful for the
commissioner, upon the surrender to him of such patent, and
the payment of the further duty of fifteen dollars, to cause a
new patent to be issued to the said inventor, for the same
invention, for the residue of the period then unexpired for
which the original patent was granted, in accordance with the
patentt>e's corrected description and specification. Ancl in case of
his death, or any assignment by him made of the original patent,
a similar right shall vest in his executors, administrators, or
assignees. And the patent so reissued, together with the corrected dllscription and specification, shall have the same effect
and operation in law, on the trial of all actions l1ereafter
commenced for causes subsequently accruing, as though the
same had been originally filed in such c9rrected form, before
the issuing out of the original patent. [And whenever the
original patentee shall be desirous of adding the description
and specification of any new improvement of the original
invention or discovery which shall have been invented or discovered by him subsequent to th~ date of his patent, he may,
like proceedings being had in all respects as in the cnse of
original applications, and on ·the payment of fifteen dollars, as
hereinbefore provided, have the same annexed to the original
description and specification ; and the commissioner shall certify,
on the margin of such annexed description and specification,
the time of its Leing annexed and recorded; and the same
Bhall thereafter have the same effect in law. to all intents and

344
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purposes, as though it had been embraced in the original
description and specification." 1]
That provision of the section in brackets was abolished hy the
act of. 1861, c. 88, § 9, which provided "that so much of the
thirteenth section of the act of Congress, approved July 4, 1836,
as authorizes the annexing to letters-patent of the description
and ~pecification of additional improvements is hereby repealed.·
And in all cases where additional improvements would now be
admissible, independent patents must be applied for."
§ 280 a. The law on this suhject is now regulated by section
fifty-three of the act of 1870, which provides ; " That whenever
any patent is inoperative or invalid, by reason of a defectiYe or
insufficient specification, or by rt:ason of the patentee claiming
as his own invention or discovery more than he had a right to
claim as new, if the error has arisen by inadvertence, accident, or
mistake, and without any fraudulent or deceptive intention, the
commissioner shall, on the surrender of such patent and the payment of the duty required by law, cause a new patent for the
same invention, and in accordance with the corrected specifications, to be issued to the patentee, or, in the case of his death
or assignment of the wh·;.,le or any undivided part of the original
patent, to his executors, administrators, or assigns for the unexph·ed part of the term of the original patent, the surrender of
which shall take effect upon the issue . of the amended patent;
and the commissioner may, in his discretion, cause· several
patents to be issued for distinct and separate parts of the
thing patented, upon demand of the applicant, and upon
•

•

The act of March 3, 1837, § 8, made a further provision on this subject : "And be it further enacted, That, [whenever application shall be made to
the commissioner for any addition of a newly discovered improvement to be
made to an existing patent, or] whenever a patent shall be returned for correction and reissue, the specification of claim annexed to every such patent
shall be subject to revision and restriction, in the same manner as are original
applications for patents; the commissioner shall not [add any such improvement to the patent in the one case, nor] grant the reissue in the other case,
until the applicant shall have entered a disclaimer, or altered his specification
of claim in accordance with the decision of the commissioner ; and in all such
cases the applicant, if dissatisfied with such decision, shall have the same
remedy and be entitled to the benefit of the same privileges and proceedings
as are provided by law in the case of original applications for patents." The
parts in brackets are repealed by act of 1861, c. 88, § 9.
1

•

'
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payment of the required fee for a reissue for each of such
reissued letters-patent. And tl1e specification and claim in
every such case shall be subject to revision and restriction in
the same manner as original applications are. And the patent
so reissued, together with the corrected spl.lcification, shall have
the effect and operation in law, on the trial of all actions for
causes thereafte1· arising, as though the same had been originally
filed in such corrected form ; but no new matter shall be introduced into the specification, nor in case of a machine patent shall
. the model or drawings be amended, except each by the other ; .
but when there is •neither model nor drawing, amendments may
be made upon proof satisfactory to the commissioner that such
new matter or amendment was a rart of the original invention,
and was omitted from the specification by inadvertence, accident,
or mistake, as aforesaid."
In the cases of patents issued and assigned prior to the act of
July 8, 1870, the application for reissue may be made by the
assignee; but in the case of patents issued or assigned since that
date the application must be made and the specification sworn to
by the inventor, if he be living. 1
§ 281. The object of conferring this power of surrender and
reissue is to enable patentees to remedy accidental mistakes. In
a recent case the court took the opportunity of poiutedly condemning a practice which had sprung up of late, and which
consists in surrendering valid patents and obtaining reissues for
the purpose of inserting therein expanded and equivocal claims.2
See section 275 e.
Burr v. Duryee, 1 Walh.ce, 531. "Since the date of this act, not only
the Patent Office, but the bar can furnish gentlemen fully competent to the
task of drawing up proper specifications, and but little liable to commit
. blunders from inadvertency. Specifications now seldom issue from the Patent
Office to which such an imputation can be made. NevPrtheless, this privilege
of surrender and reissue is resorted to more frequently than ever. Formerly,
when in course of investigation in a court of justice it was discovered that a
patent was invr.lid, for any of the reasons mentioned in the act, it was resorted
to. Now, after a patent has been declared to be valid, the specification without defect, and the claim for nothing more than the invention, after it has
undergone examination for many years, and courts and juries have decided
that the patent is not invalid through inadvertency, accident, or mistake, the
assignees come forward and make oath that the inventor's original patent is
'unavailable ' for some purpose unnecessary to be divulged. In the present
case, the purpose is transparent. The specification of this reissued patent,
I
2
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Inasmuch as it is the duty of the commissioner of patents
to see that a reissue does not cover more than the original, the
reissue is to be presumed to be for the same invention until
the contrary be shown. Variations in the two patents do not
necessarily imply that the subsequent one is for a different
discovery. The right to surrender the old patent and receive
another in its place was given for the purpose of enabling the
patentee to give a more perfect description of his invention,
when any mistake or oversight was committed in the first. If
a separate invention is covered by one of the claims in a sun·endered patent, and that daim, as there made, is void, the patentee
may take a distinct patent therefor.1
·whether the defect be in the description or the claim, the
patentee may surrender his patent, and, by an amended specification, cure the defect. A substantially new aml <lifferent
invention cannot be claimed; but where the specification or
claim is made so vaguely as to be inoperative or invalid, yet an
amendment may give to it validity. The patentee has a right
to restrict or enlarge his claim so as to give it validity and
effectuate his invention.2
·
A patent which is extended by a special act of Congress
becomes thereby a patent for the period of twenty-eight years
from its original date, and a surrender and reissue thereof after
such extension stand on the same footing as if they had been
made in the case of a patent for twenty:-one years.s
§ 282. The question has been raised, how far the decision of
the. commissioner of patents upon the existence of a defect in
instead of describing first the macltine and the s~~eral devices which exhibi~
its peculiar mode of operation in order to produce the desired effect, and stating what the patentee claims as his peculiar invention, commences by describing ' a morle of operation ' as the thing intended to be patented, and uses these
words : The said mode of npe:-ation invented by the said Henry A. Wells is
embodied in the following description of the moa.e of application. The claim
is for the mode of operation substantially as herein described.
" w·e have no leisure for a further development of this novel form of
patent, or how, by the use of general and abstract terms, the specification is
made so elastic that it may be construed to claim only the machine, or so
expanded as to include all previous or future inventions for the same purpose."
• 1 O'Reilly v. Morse, 15 How. 62.
2 Battin v. Taggert, 17 How. 74.
Reversing the same case in 2 Wallar.e,
C. C. R. 101.
a Gibson v. Harris, 1 Blatchf. 167. (1846.)
•
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the specification, «:rioing
from
inadvertence,
accident,
or
mistake,
•
is re-examinable elsewhere. It becomes important when, in an
action under the reh;sued patent, the defence is set up that
thfl reissue is for a different invention from that described in the
surrendered patent. Inasmuch as the descriptions in the two
· patents necessarily differ, it follows that if the commissioner's
decision is open to re-examination, so that the fact of the
existence of defects in the former patent can be inquired into,
the defendant is at liberty to show that the reissued patent !s
not for the same invention as that covered by the surrendered
one. But if, on the other hand, the commissioner's action in the
matter of surrender and reissue is conclusive, then the granting
of a new patent, as provided by statute, precludes all inquiry
into the fact whether it was or was not rightly granted, and
makes the new patent of necessity applicable to the same invention as the old.
Under the act of 1832 the Sup!eme Court held that the reissue
of a. patent by the commissioner was p1·irna facie evidence that
the proofs of defect 1;eq uired Ly the statute had been regularly
furnished and were satisfactory.1 Subsequently, under the act
of 1836, the same court appears to have considered the granting
of the renewed patent as so far conclusive upon the question of the
existence of error in the original patent arising from inadvertency,
accident, or mistake, that nothing remained open but the fah·u.ess
of the transaction ; that the question of fraud might be raised,
and that this was for the jury; but that, unless the surrender and
renewal were impeached by showing fraud, the reissue must be
deemed conclusive proof that the case provided for by the statute
existed.2
This view is also taken in Woodworth v. Stone, Allen v. Blunt,
incidentally affirmed in O'Reilly v. Morse, and expressly affirmed
in Potter '1.'. Holland.s
1

The Philadelphia and Trenton R.R. Co. v. Stimpson, 14 Pet. 448.
2
Stimpson v. Westchester R.R. Co., 4 How. 380.
8 Woodworth v. Stone, 3 Story's R. 749, 753. In this case, which was in
equity, the learned jud~e said: "Flit the most materia! objection taken is,
that the new patent i-:. not ~(\r the ~arne ittvention as that which has been surrendered. And Cl':ttainly, if this be cor:r.:!:t, there is a fatal objection to the
prolongation of tl1e injunction. But is the objection well founded, in point of
fact? It is said, that the present patent is for a combination only, and that
the old patent was for a combination and something more, or different. But
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§ 282 a. In the case of Jordan v. Dobson,1 decided l)y the
•

Circuit Court of Pennsylvania in 1870, it appeared that in 1863

·

I apprehend that, upon the face of the present patent, the question is scarcely
open for the consideration of the court; and, at all event's, certainly not open
in this stage of the cause. I have already, in another cause, had occasion to
decide, that where the commissioner of patPnts accepts a surrender of an old
patent and grants a new one, under the act of 1836, c. 35i, his decision, l:eing
an act expressly confided to him by law, and.dependent upon his judgn-..mt, is
not re-examinable elsewhere; and that the court must take it to bl' a lawful
exercise of his authority, unless it is apparent, upon the very face 'Jf the patent, that he has exceeded his authority, and there is a clear repugnancy between
the old and the ne'v. patent, or the new one has been obtained by collusion
between the commissioner and the patentee. Now, upon the face of it, the
new patent, in the present case, purports to be for the same invention and
none other, that is contained in the old patent. The avowed difference between the new and the old is, that the specification in the old is defectiYe, .md
that the defect is intended to be remedied in the new patent. It is upon this
very ground that the old patent was surrendered and the nev! patent was
granted. The claim in the new patent is not o[ any new invention, but of
the old invention more perfectly described and a..1eertained. It is manifest
that, in the first instance, the commissioner was the proper judge whether the
invention was the same or not, and whether there was any deficit in the specification or not, by inadvertence, accident, or mistake; and consequently he
must have decided that the combination of machinery claimed in the olJ
patent was, in substance, the same combination and invention claimed and
described in the new. My impression is, that at the former trial of the old
patent before me, I held the claim substantially (although obscurely worded)
to be a claim for the invention of a particular combination of machinery, for
plauirtg, tongueing, and grooving. and dressing boards-, &c.; or, in other words,
that it was the claim of an invention of a planing-machine or planing apparatus
such as he h~,d described in his specification.
" It appears to me, therefore, that prima facie, and at all events in this
st.<tge of the cause, it must be taken to be t.rue, that the.new patent is for the
same invention as the old patent; and that the only difference is, not in the
invention itself, but in the specification of it. In the old, it was defectively
described and claimed. In the new, the defects are intended to be remedied.
Whether they are effectually remedied is a point not now properly before the
court. But as the commissioner of patents has granted the new patent as for
the same invention as the old, it does not appt!ar to me that this court is now
at liberty to reverse his judgment, or to say that he has been guilt: ..,f an
excess of authority, at least (as has been already suggested) not in thi~
'3
of the cause; for that would be for the court of itself to assume to dec1de
many matters of fact as to the specification and the combination of machinery
in both patents, without any adequate means of knowledge or of guarding

1
•

2 Abbott's U. S. Rep. 398•
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the complainant had become the owner by assignment of a
patent for a new and useful improvement in machinery for the
itself from gross error. For the purpose of the injunction, if for nothing else,
I must take the invention to be tl.e same in both patents, after the commissioner of patents has so decided, by granting the new patent."
In Allen v. Blunt, 3 Story's R 74-2, 743, which was an action at law, the
same judge observed: "The thirteenth section of the Patent Act of lS:JG,
c. 357, enacts, that whenever any patent shall be inoperative or invalid, by
reason of a defective or insufficient description or specification, or by reason of
the patentee claiming in his specification, as his own invention, more than he
had, or shall have a right to claim as new, if the er;ror has or shall have arisen
by inadvertency, accident, or mistake, and without any fraudulent or deceptive intention, it shall be lawful for the commissioner, upon the surrender to
him of such patent, and the payment of the further duty of fifteen dollars, to
cause a new patent to be isaued for the same invention for the residue of the
term then unexpired, for which the original patent was granted, in accordance
with the patentee's corrected description and specification. Now, the specification may be defective or insufficient, either by a mistake of law, as to what
is required to be stated therein in respect to the claim of the inventor, or by a
mistake of fal:t, in omitting things which are indispensable to t.he completeness
and exactness of the description of the invention, or of the.mode of constructing, or making, or using the same. Whether the invention claimed in the
orighial patent, and that claimed in the new amended patent, .is substantially
the same, is and must be in many cases a matter of great nicety and difficulty
to decide. It may involve consideration of fact as well as of law. · Who is to
decide the question? The true answer is, the commissioner of patents; for
the law intrusts him with the authority, not only to accept the surrender, lmt
to grant the new amendeq patent. He is bound, therefore, by the very nature
of his duties to inquire iniu and ascertain whether the specification is sufficient
or insufficient, in point of law or fact, and whether the inventor bas claimed
more than he bas invente.d, and in such case whether the error has· arisen from
inadvertency, accident, or mistake, or with a fraudulent or deceptive intention •
No one can well doubt, that in the first instance, therefore, he .is bound to
decide the whole law and facts arising w1der the application for the new patent.
Prima facie, therefore, it must be presumed that the new amended patent has
been properly and rightfully granted by him. I very much doubt whether his
decision is or can be re-examinable in any other place, or in any other tribunal,
at least, unless his decision is impeached on account of gross fraud or connivance between him and the patentee; or unless his excess of authority is manifest upon the very face of the papers; as, for example, if the original patent
were for a chemical combination, and the new amended patent were for a
machine. In other cases, it seems to me, that the law, having intrusted him
with authority to ascertain the facts, and to g~ant the patent, his decision,
bona .fide made, is conclusive. It is like many other cases, where the law has
referred the decision of a matter. to the sound discretion of a public officer,
· whose adjudication becomes conclusive. Suppose the Secreta1·y tJf the Treas•
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manufacture of wool and other fibrous material originally granter!
to John Goulding. The patent was first issued in 1826, and in
1836 was surrendered, and a reissue obtained. An extension of
the patent was not obtained by the patentee before the expiration
of the time for which it was originally issued, but under the act
of Congress of :May 30, 1862, empowering the commissioner of
patents to grant renewals and extensions for the term of seven

-

ury should remit a penalty or forfeiture incurred by a breach of the laws of the
United States, would his decision be re-examinable in any court of law upmi a
suit for the penalty or forfeiture? The Presid&nt of the United States is by
law invested with authority to call forth the militia to suppress insurrections,
to repel invasions, and to execute the laws of the Union; and it has been held
by the Supreme Court of the Uniteo. States, that his decision as to the occurrence of .the exigency is conclusive. :Martin v. l\Iott, 12 Wheat. H.. 10. In
short, it may be laid down as a general rule, that, where a particular authority
is confided to a public officer, to be exercised by him in his discretion upon the
examination of facts, of which he is made the appropriate judge, his decision
upon these facts is, in the absence of any controlling provisions, absolutely
conclusive as to the existence of those facts. My opinion, therefore, is, that
the grant of the present amended patent by the commissioner of patents is
conclusive as to the existence of all the facts, wlticlt were bylaw necessary to entitle
ldm to issue it; at least, unless it was apparent on the very face of the patent
itself, withont any auxiliary evidence, that he was guilty of a clear excess of
authority, or that the patent was procured by a fraud between him and the
patentee, which is not pretended iu the present case."
Potter et al. v. Holland. " The power and duty of granting a new patent
for.thc original invention, when a lawful surre!J.der of the old patent has been
made, are by law expressly confided to the commissioner. The dedsion made
by him in this case is that the reissued patents are for the same invention
originally discovered and intended by the patentee to l1e secured by the original patent. That decision the law has confided to his judgment. The court
must take that decision as a lawful exercise .of his authority. It is notreexaminahle .here, unless it is apparent upon the face of the patent that the
commissioner has exceeded his authority, or unless there is a clear rcpugnan~y
between the old and the new patents, or unless the new one has heen obtained
by collusion between the commissioner and the patentee. Woodworth v. Stone,
3 Story, 749. It is not apparent upon th9 face of either of the reiEJsued patents
that the commissioner, in grantiug the same, has exceeded his authoritj i
neithrr does there appear to be any clear repugnancy between the old and the
new 11atents; nor is there any satisfactory evidence to show that either of the
nrw patents was obtained by collusion between the cornmissioner and patentee.
The exception, therefore, taken by the defendant~ that the invention secured
by the reissued patents was not the invention of the patentee when the original
patent was granted, and was not intended by him to be secured by that patent,
must fail." 4 Blatchf. 206. See also Blake v. Stafford, 3 Fisher's Pat. Cas.
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years, the patent was extended by the· commissioner for seven
years from August 20, 1862. In the following year the complainant became the owner, and on June 28, 1864, this extended
patent was surrendered and reissued to the complainant for the
remainder of the seven years.
Upon this state of f~.cts, in a suit brought by the complainant
for infringement, it was contended, on behalf of the defendant,
that when the reissue was granted, in 1836, the surrender was
not made, as alleged, because the original patent was inoperative
and invalid. by reason of a defective specification, without any
fraudulent or deceptive intention, but that the surrender was
made and the reissued letters-patent were obtained with a fraudulent and deceptive intention of including important changes not
a •part of the invention of the patentee. The same allegation
was made respecting the sun-ender of the extended patent and
its reissue to the complainant in 1864. It was thereupon contended that, by reason of such fraudulent and deceptive intention, the reissued patents were void.
The court, however, hPld that as it was the duty of the commissioner, before grant;Hg a reissue, to determine whether the
defect or insufficiency of the original specification arose from
inadvertence, accident, or mistake, or originated in a fraudulent
intention, his decision was conclusive, and "not re-examinable,
except, perhaps, so far as he decided there was no fraud." In a
suit, therefore, founded upon a reissued patent, the courts must
presume that the commissioner duly performed his duty of ascertaining that the defect in the original specification was owing to
inadvertence, accident, or mistake ; and that the amended description is of the same invention as was covered by the original
patent.
§ 282 b. In a very recent easel the Supreme Court of the
United States fully considered the question, how far it was competent to go behind the action of the commissioner in extending
a patent, and inquire into the frauds by which the extension
was alleged to have been procured. It was there definitely settled that in a suit for infringement, whether of a. reissued or an
extended patent, the defendant is not at liberty to question the
decision of the commissioner in granting.such reissue or surrender
1

Rubber Company v. Goodyear (December, 1869) 1 9 Wall. 788; s. c. 2
Clifford, 37 5.
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upon the ground of fraud. By this decision the door has beer.
closed a_~ainst showing fraud in procuring reissued or extended
patents as a defence in a suit for infringement of such reissued
or extended patent ; but it decides nothing as to whether the
patent may be ~mpeached on the ground of fraud in a plOceeding had directly for that purpose.
In giving the reasons by which the court was led to thi~ conelusion, l\Ir. Justice Swayne said: " The extension was granted
by the commissioner pursuant to the first section of the act of
1848 and the eighteenth section of the act of 1836. The latter
declares that upon the making and recording of the certificate of
extension 'the said pate.nt.. shall have the same effect in law as
though it had been originall},granted for the term of twenty-one
years.' The law made it qw a_uty of the commissioner to examine
and decide. He had full jurisdiction. The function he performed
was judicial in its character. No provision is made for appeal or
review.I His decision must be held conclusive until the patent
is impeached in a proceeding had directly for that purpose according to the rules which define the remedy, as shown by the
precedents and authorities upon the subject. \Ve are not, therefore, at liberty to enter upon the examination of the evidences of
fraud to which we have been invited by t~e counsel for the
appellants. The door to that inquiry in thiS {)Use is d~'-Cd upon
us by the· hand of the law. The rule whic_h we have thus laid
down is intended to be limited to the·class of cases to which, as
respects the poirit in question, the one before us belongs. 'Ve
decide nothing beyond this."
This ruling was approved and applied by the same court in the
subsequent cases of Eureka Company v. Bailey Company,2 and
Seymour v. Osborne.s In the latter the law was stated in the
following language : " \Vhere the commissioner accepts a surrender of an original patent, and grants a new patent, his decision in
the premises, in a suit for infringement, is final and· conclusive,
and is not re-examinable in such a suit in the Circuit Court,
unless it is apparent upon the face of the patent that he has
exceeded his authority ; that there is such a repugnancy between
the old and the new patent that it must be held, as matter of
'

Foley·v. Harrison, 15 How. 448.
~ 11 Wall. 488.

1

a Ibid. 516.
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legal construction, that the new patent is not for the same invention as that embraced and secured in the original patent." 1
Since the unnouncement of the doctrine by the Supreme Court
that a person sued as an infringer cannot abrogate a reissued or
Seymour v. Osborne, 11 ·wan. 516. See also Battin v. Taggert, 17
How. 83; O'Reilly v. l\Iorse, 15 How. 111, 112; Sickles v. Evans, 2 Clifford, 222; Allen v. Brunt, 3 Story, 744. In the Rubber Company v.
Goodyear, the court said: "Can we go behind the action of the commissioner
in extending the patent, and inquire into the frauds by which it is alleged
that the extension was procured? The fifth section of the act of 1790 provided for the repeal of patents under the circumstances and in the manner
specified. This act was repealed by the act of 1793. The tenth section of
that act re-enacted the fifth section of the act of 179Q. The fifth section
of the latter act authorized substantially the same defences in suits upon
patents which are allowed by the fifteenth section of the act of 1836, with the
further provision, that· if the facts touching either defence were established,
' judgment shall be rendered for the defendant with costs, and the patent
shall be ·declared void.' This act continued in force until it was repealed by
the act of 1836. These provisions were not then, and they have not since
been re-enacted. The sixteenth section of the act of 1836 authorizes a court
of equity, in cases of interference, to take jurisdi.:Jtion and annul the patent
issued to the party in the '\\Tong. Beyond this the patent laws are silent
upon the subject of the exercise of such authority. This review furnishes a
strong implication that it was the intentic>u of-Congress not to allow a patent
to be abrogated in any collateral proceeding, except in the particular instance
mentioned, but to leave the remedy in all other cases to be regulated by the
principles of general jurisprudence. To those principles we must look for
the solution of the question before us. The subject was examined by Chancellor Kent with his accustomed fulness of research and ability, in Jackson
v. Lawton (10 Johnson, 23). He there said: 'Unless letters-patent are absolutely void on the face of them, or the issuing of them: was without authority,
or was prohibited by statute, they can only be avoided in a regular course
of pleading, in which the fraud, irregularity, or mistake is regularly put in
issue. The principle has been frequently admitted, that the fraud must
appear on the face of the patent to render it void in a court of law, and that
when the fraud or other defect arises on circumstances, dehors the grant, the
grant is voidable only by suit (1 Hening and Munford, 19, 187 ; 1 Munford,
134:). The regular tribunal is chancery, founded on a proceeding by scire
facias or by bill or information.' The patent in that case was for land, but,
••
as regards the point here under consideration, there is no distinction between
such a patent and one for an invention or discovery. If there be, the case is
stronger as to the latter. In the case of Field v. · Seabury, the patent was
also for land. This court ruled the point in like manner, and the same
remarks apply. Viewing the subject in the light of the principle involved,
we can see no defect in the parallelism between that case and the one before
1

us."
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extended patent by showing that it bad been obtained by fraud,
it bas come to be regarded as the better opinion that all matters
of fact connected with the surrender and reissue of a patent are
conclusively settled by the decision of the commissioner granting
the reissued patent. Matters of construction, however, arising
upon the face of the instrument, are still open to examination)
§ 282 c. It is clearly settled, both by the statute authorizing
reissues and by the construction put upon it by the courts, that
the reissued letters-patent must be for the same invention as that
embraced in the original patent. Consequently where it appears
by a comparison of the two instruments, as matter of law, that
the invention covered by the reissued patent is substantially different from that embodied in the original, the former must be
held to be invalid, because no jurisdiction to grant such a patent
is vested in the commissioner.
It is not disputed that tr.e commissioner is authorized to allow
the patentee, if his patent is inoperative or invalid, to redescrihe
his invention in an amended specification. In so doing the
patentee is not rigidly confined to what was described before,
but he may include in the new description whatever eh;e was
suggested or substantially indicated in the old, provided it was
properly embraced in the invention as actually made and
•

Seymour v. Osborne, ll Wall. 516; Rubber Co. v. Goodyear, 9 Wall.
796. See also American Wood Paper Co. v. Glen's :Falls Paper Co., 8 Blatchf.
513; s. c. 4 Fisher's Pat. Cas. 324; and Parkham v. The American Buttonhole, Overseaming, and Sewing-Mnchir.e Co., 4 Fisher's Pat. Cas. 408. In the
last-named case l\1r. Justice McKennan said: "The only ground, then, on
which the allowance of a reissued patent is open to objection is that the commissioner has exceeded his authority in granting a rei.;sue for an invention
different from the one embraced in the original patent. If both are for the
same invention, the decision of the commissioner is unimpeachltble, and ihe
reissued patent, with the new specification, is to be substituted for the old as
the evideuce of the pate11tee's title and of the nature ar.d object of his inven·
tion. Differences in the description and claims of the old and the new speci·
fications are not the tests of substantial diversity, but the description may be
varied, and the claim restricted or enlarged, provided the identity of the subject-matter of the original patent is preserved. Within this range, whatever
change is required to protect and effectuate the invention is allowable. Battin v. Taggert, 17 How. 84. Nor is the alleged dlscrepaucy to be detennined
by a reference exclusively to the two specificatior1s; the drawings and model
filed with the original specification are also proper subjucts of consideration
and are often of decisive weight. Seymour v. Osborne, 11 Wall. 516."
1

•
•

•
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perfected. But interpolations of new features, ingredients, or
devices which were neither described, suggested, nor indicated in
the original patent, and which would make the reissued patent
for a substantially different invention from that embraced in the
original, are not allowed, and will render the reissued patent
void. If the patentee has claimed as new more than be was
entitled to claim, or if the description, specification, or claim is
defective or insufficient, he is accorded the privilege of correcting
such description, specification, or claim ; but he cannot, under
such an application, make material additions to the invention
which were not substantially embraced in the letters-pateut
surrendered.
.• Whether a reissued patent is for the same invention as tha
embodied in the original patent, or for a different one, is a
question of construction for the court, to be determined by a
comparison of the two instruments. In performing this duty the
court will be aided by the testimony of expert witnesses, if either
or both of the instruments contain technical terms requiring such
assi::;tance in ascertaining the true meaning of the language
employed. 1 The rule on this point has been clearly stated by
Mr. Justice Clifford: "'Vhere the specification and claim, both
in the original and reissued patents, are expressed in ordinary
language, without employing any technical terms or terms of art,
the question whether the reissued patent is for the same invention as that described in the origiual patent or for a different one
is purely a question of construction ; i.. 'It where both or either
contain technical terms or terms of art the court may hear the
testimony of scientific witnesses to aid the court in coming to a
correct conclusion. Cases doubtless arise where the language of
the specification and claim, both of the surrendered and reissued
patenro, is fJO inter::;persed with technical terms and terms of art
that the 1"estimony of scientific witnesses is indispensable to a
correct understanding of its meaning. Both parties in such a
case would have a right to examirlte such witnesses, and it would
undoubtedly be error in the court to reject the testimony, but the
case before the court is not of a character to 1·ender it expedient
to pursue the inquiry.:a

•

1

Seymour v. Osborne, 11 Wall. 516; Sickles t•. Evans, 2 Clifford, 203.
~ Bischoff v. W ethered, 9 Wall. 814 ; Betts v. Menzies, 4 Best & Smith,
Q. B. 909.
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"Apply tl1e rule to the present ·case, that the question is one
of construction, and it is clear that the defence under consideration i::l not open to the respondents, as they did not introduce in
evidence the original letters-patent from which the reissued patents
were derived." 1
•
In a very recent case it was held that ::t p1·inciple, althongh
known to the patentee when he made his invention, coulcl not be
incorporated in a reissue, if it was not described in the original
2
patent.
§ 282 d. There is a recent case where the reissued patent contained a broader claim and invention than was embraced in the
original, hut unde:;: the following circumstances. Herman E. ancl
Charles H. Davidson, inventm·s of a new ancl useful syringe,
having applied for a patent therefor in the proper form, the commissioner of patents refused to grant the patent except lllnJll
a limited claim, which he suggested, narrowing the invention.
This decidon of the commissioner was basecl upon the ground
that a, promir.ent feature of the invention, as claimed by the
Davidsons, had been anticipated by prior improvements made by
other pm'ties. The applicants acquiesced in the rejection, and,
having submitted an amended and restricted claim, received a
patent in accordance therewith. Subsequently it was discovered
that the invention,.supposed by the commissioner to have anticipated that of the Davidsons, p1·esented no legal objection to the
claim as first presented by them to the Pa.tent Office. Accordingly a, surrender and amendment of the claim restoring it to its
original form were allowed, and a reissue was granted coextensive
with the invention as originally clab.. ed.
On this state of facts it was contended, on the part of tl1e
defendants (the appellants), that the original patent not being
either '' inoperative or invalid," and t~.~ specification not being
"defective or insufficient," the case did not come within the
provisions of the thirteenth section of the act of 1836, and the
reissue therefore was without authority of law. The court, however, did not accept this construction, but held that, the error or
mistake having been made by the commissioner himself, he not
only had full authority to grant the amendment and thus correct
1
2

Seymour v. Osborne, 11 Wall. 516.
Dyson v. Danforth, 4 Fisher's Pat. Cas. 133.
-

•

•
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his own error, but, " under the special circumstances of the case,
it would seem to have been a duty, as the inventors were led
into the error by himself." 1 /
In the case of Bennet v. Fowler,2 "the invention hau been
originally covered by one patent, but in the reissue was separated
and embodied in two reissues ; and the reissue in the twofold •
f01:m was held valid by the court. It is true that both reissued
patents related to lifting and depositing a load of hay in the mow
of a barn or in a rick or shed ; but in one of the reissues the
lifter was somewhat differently constructed, so as to adapt it
specially to the stacking of hay. In this case the court referred
to the difficulty of laying down any general rule by which to
determine whether a given invention or improvements shall be
embraced in one or more patents, and said, " Some discretion
must necessarily be left on this subject to the head of the Patent
Office. It is often a nice ancl perplexing question."
§ 282 e. Under the acts of 1836 rmd 1837, it was made the duty
of the commissioner, on the filing of an application for a patent,
or a reissue, and the payment of the duty required, to make or
cause to be made an examination of the alleged new invention,
or the amended specification and claim accompanying the application for a reissue, and to grant such patent or reissue, if all the
statutory requirements had been complied with. If the conunissioner refuse to receive such application, a mandamus will lie to
compel him to do so. If the application is in proper form, and
the requirements of the statute regulating applications have been
complied with, the commissioner is bound to consider the case
and render a decision. If, having investigatetl the subject, the
commissioner decides that the claimant is not entitled to a patent
or a reissue, such claimant has a remedy by appeal from this decision. A mandamus, however, will only lie in case of rafusal by
the commissioner to act, and cannot be made to perform the
functions of a writ of error.
An important case, involving the points under consideration,
was decided by the Supreme Court of the United States in 1866.3
Whiteley, the defendant in error, was the assignee of an exclusive sectional interest in a patent granted in 1855, for an
1
2
3

Morey v. Lockwood (1868), 8 Wall. 230.
8 Wall. 44:5.
Commissioner of Patents v. Whiteley, 4 Wall. 52:2.
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improvement in mowing-machines. In 1863, he applied to the
commissioner of patents for a reissue of the patent, without joining the other assignees of interests in the same patent in the application. On the ground that the applicant was not the assignee of
the whole interest in the patent, the commissioner declinell to
entertain the application. He also declined to allow an appeal
•
to be taken from this decision. A writ of mandamus was thereupon obtained from the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia, commanding the commissioner " to refer said application to
the proper examiner, or otherwise examine or cause the same to
be examined according to law." A writ of error was now brought
in the Supreme Court of the United States to reverse that order.
Among other things it was contended on the part of the commissioner that no application had been filed in the Patent Office.
This position, however, was held hy the court to be untenable, as
it appeared that the application had been filed with the acting
commissioner, and the requisite fees had been paid by the relator;
although it further appeared that such fees had not been placed to
the credit of the Patent Office, but were in the hands of the chief
clerk subject to the relator's order. The court was of the opinion
that the relator, by taking these steps, "had done all in his power
to make his application effectual, and had a right to consider it
properly before the commissioner." It was therefore the duty
of the commissioner to examine into the merits of the question,
and the status of the applicant. It was his duty to decide whether
the applicant was an assignee at all, and, if so, whether he was an
assignee with such an interest as entitled him to a reissue within
the meaning of the statutory provision upon the subject. The
law regulating the action of the commissioner was thus stated by
Mr. Justice Swayne, who pronounced the judgment of the court:
"It was his first duty to receive the application, whatever he
might do subsequently. \Vithout this initial step there could be
no examination, and indeed no rightful knowledge of the subject
on his part. Examination and the exercise of judgment, with
their proper fruit, were to follow, and they did follow.
" The commissioner found the question, whether the assignee
was such a one as the law entitled to a reissue, lying at the
threshold of his duties. It required an answer before he could
proceed further. His decision was against the appellant. His
examination of the subject was thorough, and his conclusion is
•
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supported by an able and elaborate argument. It was made a
part of his reply to the rule, and is found in the record.
"From this decision, whether 1·ight or wrong, the relator had a
right, under the statute, to appeal.
" If the mandamus had ordered the commissioner to allow the
appeal, we should have held the order under which it was issued
to be correct. But the order was that he should proceed to examine the application. That he had already done. The preliminary question which he decided was as much within the scope of
his authority as any other which could arise. Having resolved it
in the negative, there was no necessity for him to look further
into the case. Entertaining such views, it would have been idle
to do so. Tlte question was vital to the application, and its resolution was fatal, so far as he was concerned. Only a reversal by
the tribunal of appeal could revive it, and cast upon him the duty
of further examination."
§ 282 f. In the case of Potter v. Braunsdorf,1 it appeared that
letters-patent for an improvement in sewing-machines had been
granted to John Bachelder, May 8, 1849, for fourteen years.
Subsequently Singer and Clark, while owners of the original patent by assignment, surrendered it, and obtained a reissue on the
2d of November, 1858, the specification of such reissue being
signed by themselves, but not by Bachelder. This reissue was
not assigned to Bachelder. After such assignment and reissue,
an application for the extension of the original patent was made
by Bachelder, and such extension was granted to him by the commh;sioner of patents for the term of seven years from May 8, 1863.
The original patent, so extended, was reissued to Bachelder, September 22, 1863, and was again reissue(l to him December 12,
1865.
.
On this state of facts, it was contended on the part of the defenllants that the original patent ceased to exist by the surrender
of November 2, 1858, and that, therefore, and until the 8th of
May, 1863, only the reissue of the former date was in existence.
The extension, therefore, it was asserted, was made afte1· the term
of the original patent had expired by such surrender, and was null
and void under the eighteenth section of the act of 1836, which
provided that " no extension of a patent shall be granted after
the expiration of the term for which it was originally issued."
1

(1869) 7 Blatchf. 97.

•
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This view of the law, however, was not accepted by the court,
and the extension was declared to be valid. The court considered
that the question had been disposed of by the decision in the ca~:;e
of Potter v. Holland. 1 After quoting from the opinion in that case,
Mr. Justice Blatchford thus stated the law governing the point
under consideration: "'fhese principles and views apply, with
especial force, to the case in hand. Where a patentee, having
secured his invention by a patent with a specification in such form
as he regards to be most proper, assigns the entire patent for the
original term only, reserving his right, under the eighteenth ~ec
tion of the act of 1836, to apply for and obtain an extension, it
ought not to be, and it is not, in the power of the assignee, hy
surrendering the patent and obtaining a reissue of it, on a specification not signed, assented to, or adopted by the patentee, and
which perhap!'> the patentee may regard as rendering the reissued
patent invalid, or as securing, by new and different claims, rights
of little value, to affect, without his consent, the statutory right
conferred on the patentee to apply for and obtain an extension of
the only patent which he has ever adopted or assentetl to. The
point taken that such right is thus affected is not made with any
grace, nor is it entitled to any fH.vor. It is not made in the interest of the assignees, Singer and Clark, who obtained the rei~sue.
They have no interest whatever in the extended term. Their
rights expired with the first term. The point is taken in the
interest of the infringer>;, to wlwm it must be a matter of indifference whether the certificate of extension was made on the original patent, or on the rejssue granted to Singer and Clark. As
Bachelder did not choo::;e to take advantage of the surrender and
reissue, or to ratify or adopt them, he had, after such surrender
and reissue, the same rights, in respect to obtaining an extension
or prolongation of the original term of fourteen y~ars, under the
original patent, that he had before such surrender and reis:me.
The fact that his assignment to Singer and Clark was of the whole
original patent, and not of an undivided part thereof, or of his
interest in the same within and throughout a specified part of the
United States, can make no difference. He still retained his right
to apply for an extension of the original patent, as fully as he
woulcl have done if he had conveyed away less than the whole of
his interest in the original term. The extendecl term did not come
•

1

4 Blatchf. 206.
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into being until the term granted by the reissue expired, so that
the apparent objection does not obtain that there were two patents in existence at the same time for one and the same invention.
The inhibition, in the eighteenth section of the act. of 1836, against
granting an extension after the expiration of the term for which a
patent was originally issued, was intended to close the door absolutely, after the fourteen years have expired, against the issuing
then of a further seven years' grant. The mischief to be guar<lecl
~gainst was, that after the fourteen years had expired, individuals
who had relied on such expiration should not be surprised by a
grant thereafter of a new term of seven years. In the present
case, the fourteen years had not expired wh~n the extension was
granted by the certificate referred to. The case of l\Ioffitt v. Garr
has no application to the present case. There, the patentee himself had surrendered his patent, and the question was whether,
afte:· such surrender, he could maintain a suit at law to recover.
damages for an infringement of the surrendered patent.'·'
§ ~83. Mr. Justice Story has held that the statutes which
authorize the reissue of a patent because of a defective or redundant specification, without fraud or for the purpose of adding
thereto an improvement, do not require the patentee to claim in
hiR renewed patent all things which were claimed in his m·iginal
patent, but give him the privilege of retai1iing whatever he deems
proper. 1
•

1

Carver v. The Braintree 1\Ianuf. Co., 2 Story, 438. "The next objection
is, that the patentee has omitted some things in his renewed patent which he
claimed in his original patent as a part of his invention, viz., the knob, tlw
ridge, and the flaring of the lateral surface of the rib alJOve the saw, and
that he claims in his renewed patent the combination of the thickness and the
slope of the front and back surfaces of the rib. Now by § ll3 of act 18:36,
c. 357, it is provided, that whenever any patent which is granted 'shall be
inoperative or invalid by reason of a defective or insufficient description or
spe~ification, or by reason of the 1mtentee claiming in his specification, as his
own invtJntion, more than he' had or shall have a right to claim as new, if the
error shall have arisen by inadvertency, mistake, or accident, and without any
fraudulent or deceptive intention, it shall be lawful for the commissioner,
upon the surrender to him of such patent, and the payment of the further
sum of fifteen dollars, to cause a new patent to be issued to the inventor for
the same invention for the residue of the period then unexpired for which the
original patent was granted, in accordance with the patentee's corrected
descliption and specification.' And it is afterwards added, that, • whenever the
original patentee shall be desirous of aildh1g the description of any new im-

'
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§ 284. \Vhen a patent is thus reissued, it is granted for the
unexpired te;m, commencing from the date of the original patent,
•

•

'

provement of tl:e original invention or dis~overy which shall have been
invented or discovered by him subsequent to the date of his patent, he mny,
like proceedings 1eing had in all respects as in the case of original applications, and on the payment of fifteen dollars, as hereinbefore provided have
the same annexed to the original description and ~pecification.' Abrogated
by act 1801, c. 88, § 9. The act of 1837, c. 45, § 8, further provides,' that
whenever any application shall be made to the commissioner for any addition
of a newly discovered improvement to be made to an existing patent, or
whenever a patent shall be returned for correction and reissue, the specific:ttion annexed to every such patent shall be subject to revision and rest!'irtion
in the same manner as original applications for patents; the commissioner flhall
not add any such improvements to the patent in the one case, nor grant the
reissue in the other case, until the applicant shall have ent,~red a disclahuer,
or altered his specification l.lf claim, in accordance with the decision of the
commissioner. Act 1886, c. 35i, § 15.
'' Now I see nothing in these provisions which, upon a reissue of a patent,
requires the patentee to claim all things in the renewed patent which were
claimed as his original invention or part of his invention in his original
patent. On the contrary, if his original patent claimed too much, or if the
commissioner deemed it right to restrict the specification, and the patentee
acquiesced therein, it seems to me that in each case the renewed patent, if it
claimed less than the original, would be equally valid. A specification may
be invalid aud unmaintainable under the Patent Act, as well by an excess of
claim as by a defect· in the mode of stating it. How can the court, in this
case, judicially know whether the patentee left out the knob and ridge anll.
flaring of the lateral surface of the rib, in the renewed patent, because he
thought they might have a tendency to mislead the public by introducing
what, upon further reflection, he deemed immaterial or unessential, and that
the patent would thus contain more than waa necessary to prodttce the described effect, and be Qpen to an objection which might be fatal to his right,.
if it was done to deceive the public. Act 18:36, c. 357, § 15. Or, how can
the court judicially know that the commissioner did not positively require this
very omission? It is certain that he might have given it his sanction. But I '
incline very strongly to hold a. much broader opinion; and that is, that an
inventor is always at liberty in a renewed patent to omit a part of his original
invention, if he deems it expedient, and to retain that part only of his original
invention which he deems fit to retain. No harm is done to the public by
giving up a part of what he has actually invented, for the public may then use
it ; and there is nothing in the policy or terms of the Patent Act which pro·
hibits such a restriction.
" The other part of the objection seems to me equally untenable. If the
description of the combination of the thickness and the slope of the front and
back surfaces of the rib were a part of the plaintiff's original invention (as
the objection itself supposes), and were not fully stated in the original speci-
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which is surrendered. Consequently, it operates from the commencement of tl1e original, and will enure to the benefit of
assignees who became such before the reissue, although no assignment is made to them after the reissue.1

•

fication, that is exactly such a defect as the Patent Acts allow to 'he remedied.
A specification may be defe<::tive, not only in omitting to give a full description
of the mode of constructing a machine, but also in omitting to describe fully
in the claim the nature and extent and character of the invention itself. Indeed, this latter is the common defect, for which most renewed pntents are
granted.''
1 Woodworth v. Stone, 3 Story, 74.9; Woodworth v. Hall, 1 Woodb. &
:Minot, 248. Both of these cases related to the same patent. In the first, Mr.
Justice Story said : " If the present case had stood merely upon the original
bill, it appears to me clear, that the motion to dissolve the injunction granted
upon that bill, ought to prevail, because, by the surrender of the patent, upon
which that bill is founded, the right to maintain the same would be entirely
gone. I agree that it is not in the power of the patentee, by a surrender of
his patent, to affect the rights of third persons, to whom he has previously,
by assignment, passed his interest in the whole or a part of the patent, without the consent of such assignees. But here the supplemental bill admits that
the assignees, who are parties to the original and supplemental bill, have consented to such a surrender. They have, t1lerefore, adopted it ; and it became
theirs in the same manner as if it had been their personal act, and done by
their autl11nity.
"The question, then, is precisely the same as if the suit were now solely in
behalf of the patentee. In order to understand with clearness and accuracy some
of the objections to the continuance of the injunction, it may be necessary to
state, that the original patent to William Woodworth (the inventor), who is
since deceased, was granted on the 27th of December, 18:38. Subsequently,
under the eighteenth section of the act of 1836, c. 357, the commissioner of patents, on the 16th of November, 184:2, recorded the patent in favor of W'illiam
W. Woodworth, the administrator of William Woodworth (the inventor), for
scYcn years, from the 27th of December, 184:2. Congress, by an act passed at
the last session (act of 26th of February, c. 27), extended the time of the patent
for seven years, from and after the 27th of December, 18-19 (to which time the
renewed patent extended); and the commh:sioner of patents was directed to
make a certificate of such extension in the name of the administrator of William Woodworth (the inventor), and to append an authenticated copy thereof
to the originalletters-pal;tmt, whenever the same shall be requested by the sa:d
administrator or his assigns. The commisaioncr of patents, accordingly, on the
3d of March, 1845, at the request of the administrator, made such certificate on
the original patent. On the 8th day of July, 184:5, the administrator surrender<:d
the renewed patent granted to him, 1 on account of a defect in the specification.' The surrender was accepted, and a new patent was granted on the
same day to the administrator, reciting the preceding facts, and that the surrender was 1 on account of a defective specification,' and declaring that the

•
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'Vhen a patentee is about to apply for a renewal of his patent,
and agrees with another person that, in case of success, he will
new patent was extended for fourteen years, from the 2ith December, 1820,
'in trust for the heirs at law of the said W. Woodworth (the inventor), tlwir
heirs, administrators, or assigns.'
"Xow, one of the ol)jeetions taken to the new patent is, that it is for the
term of fourteen years, and not for the term of seven years, or for two successive terms of !'C\"en years. But it appears to me that this objection is not
well founded, and stands inter Apices juris; for the new patent should he
granted for the whole term Jf fourteen years, from the 27th of Deccmher,
and the legal effect is the same as it would be if the patent was specifically
renewed for two successive terms of seven years. The new patent is granted
for the unexpired term only, from the date of the grant, viz., for the unexpired period existing on the 8th of July, 18!5, by reference to the original
grant in December, 1828. It is also suggested, that the patent ought not to
have been in trust for the heirs at law of the said \V. \Voodworth, their heirs,
administrators, or assigns. But this is, at most, a mere verbal error. if
indeed it has any validity whatsoever; for the new patent will, by operation
of law, enure to the sole benefit of the parties in whose favor the law designed
it should operate, and not otherwise. It seems to me that the case is uirectly
within the purview of the tenth and thirteenth sections of the act of 1S:Jf3,
c. 357, taking into consideration their true intent and objects.
" Another objection urged against the continuation of the injunction is,
that the breach of the patent assigned in the original bill can have no application to the new patent, and there is no ground to suggest, that, since the
injunction was granted, there has been any new breach of the old patent, or
any bret•.ch of the new patent. But it is by no means necessary that any such
new breach should exist. The case is not like that of an action at law for the
breach of a patent, to support which it is indispensable to establish a breach
before the suit was brought. But in a suit in equit.y the doctrine is far otherwise. A bill will lie for au injunction, if the patent right is admitted, or has
been established upon well-grounded proof of an apprehended intention of
the defewlant to violattl the patent-right. A bill, quia timet, is an oruinat·y
remeuial process in equity. Now, the injunction already granted (supposing
both patents to. be for the same invention) is primi1 facio: evidence of an
intentlcd violation, if not of an actual violation."
In the last case, ]llr. Justice \Voodbury said: "The original patent for
fourteen years. given in December, 1828, expired in 1842, and though it was
extended by the board for seven years more, which wou!ll last till 18!0, and
by Congress for seven more, which would not expire till1856, yet all of these
patents were surrendered .July 8th, 18-15, and a new one taken out for the
whole twenty-eight years from December, 1828. This was done, also, with
some small amendments or corrections in the old specification of 1828. After
these new letters-patent for the whole term, no assignrr·.~,tt having been made
to Washburn and Brown, but only one previously on the 2d of January, 18!3,
the plaintiffs contend that all the previous letters being surrendererl, lind a
new specification filed, and new letters i!l!med, auy conveyance of any interest
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assign to him the renewed patent ; mid the patent is rene"·ed,
such an agreement is valid., and conveys to the assignee an equita,hle title, which can be convertPd into a legal title by paying or
offering to pay the stipulated consideration.!
§ 285. The Supreme Court of the United States have decidell,
upon great consideration, that the commissioner of patents can
lawfully receive a sul'l'ender of letters-patent for a defective specification, and issue new letters-patent upon an amended specification, after the expiration of the term for whieh the original term
was granted, and pending the existence of an extended term of
seven years. Such surrender and renewal may he made at any
time during such extended term.2
§ 286. Specifications may also be amended by another process,
that of filing a disclaimer, whenever through inadvertency, accident, or mistake, the original claim was too broad, claiming more
than that of which the patentee was the original or first inventor,
provided some material and substantial pal't of the thing patented
is justly and truly his own. Such a disclaimer may be filed in
under the old letters is inoperative and void under the new ones ; and hence
that Washbum and Brown possess no interest in these last, and are improperly joined in the bill.
" But my impression, as at present advised, is, that when a patent has
been surrendered, and new letters are taken out with an amended specification,
the patent has been always considered to operate, except as to suits for violations committed before the amendment, from the commencement of the original term. The amendment is not because the former patent or specification
was utterly void, as seems to be the argument, but was defective or doubtful
in some particular, which it was expedient to make more clear. But it is still
a patent for the same invention. It can. by law include no new one, and it
covers only the same term of time which the former patent and its extensions
did.
"In the present case, these are conceded to have been the facts; and it. is
an error to suppose that on such facts the new letters ought to operate only
from their date. By the very words of those letters, no less than by the
reasons of the case as just explained, they relate bitck to the commencement
of the original term, and for many purposes should operate from that time."
1 Hartshorn et al. v. Day, 19 How. 211.
" Wils(ln v. Rousseau, 4 How. 64:6. See also Gibson v. Harris, 1 Blatchf.
167 ; Woodworth v. Edwards, 3 W oodb. & Minot, 120. If a new patent,
issued on surrendP.r of an old one, be void for any cause connected with the
acts of public officers, it is questionable whether the original patent must not
be considered in force till its term had expired. Woodworth v. Hall, 1
Woodb. & Minot, 389.
'
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the Patent Office by the patentee, his• administrators, executors,
and assigns, whether of the whole or of a sectional interest in the
patent; and it will thereafter be taken and considered as part of
the original specification, to the extent of the interest of the disclaimant in the patent, and by those claiming by or under him,
subsequent to the recOl'd thereof.!
§ 287. Patents are sometimes extended by special acts of Congress, passed upon the application of the patentees. By the act
of July -.1, 1836, c. 357, § 1.8, the Se~retary of State, the Commh;sioner of the Patent Office, and the Solicitor of the Treasury
were constituted a board of commissioners to hear evidence for
and against the extension prayed for, and to decide whether,
having due regard to the pubEc interest therein, it is just and
proper that the te1m of the patent should be extended, because
the patentee has failed to obtain a reasonable remuneration. The
commissioners being satisfied that the patent ought to he renewed,
it was m de the duty of the commissioner of patents to make a
certificate on the or'ginal pa ent, showing that it is extended fo
a further term of seven years from the expiration of the first
term.
By the act of 1848, c. 47, § 1, this power was vested solely in
the commissioner of patents, who was thereby requh·ed to l'efer
the application to the p1·incipal examiner, l1aving cha1·ge of the
class of inventions to wh ch the case ..belongs, and, upon his report,
to gmnt or refuse tha patent, upon the same principles and rules
that had governed the board provided by the former act.
But the act of 1861, c. 88, § 16, enacted, "That all patents
ltereafter grant..:d shalll'emain in force fol' the term of seventeen
years from the date of issue ; and all extension of such patents is
hereby prohibited." The operation of the statute is that all pat~nt~ grauted after the passage of the act of 1861 are incapable of
being extended, except by special act of Congress, while patents
granted before that date may still be extended on application to
the commissioner. It therefol'e remains of importance to ascer·
Act of 1837, c. 45, § 7; act of 1870, § 54; Tuck v. Bramhill (1868), 3
Fisher's Pat. Cas. 400; Aiken v. Dolan, ibid. 197. As to the effect of a disclaimer, see chapter on Action at Law.
" A disclnjmer cannot work in favor of an assignee, without his having
joined in it, in any suit, either at law or in equity." Per Story, J., in Wyeth
v. Stone, 1 Story 1 273.
1

•
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tain the construction passed by the courts upon the action of the
commissioner in granting an extension, whether and to what extent the same is examinable elsewhere.
Upon this point Judge Curtis, in Clum v. Brewer, ruled as follows : " Of all matters necessary to an extension there is not only
a strong presumption arising from the act of extension, but in
respect to the entir8 merits of the patentee, and the existence of
the legal grounds for an extension, the law makes the commissioner the judge, and in the absence of fraud his adjudication. is
conclusive." 1 Similar language is employed by Judge Nelson in
his decision in the case of Colt v. Young. 2 In an earlier case it
was held that the decision of the Board of Commissioners of
Extension, whil!3 conclusive as to the matter of expense, the payment of the money required, and the notice, was not conclusive
as to ti1e question of law, whether or not an administrator had a
right under tha act of 1836 to apply for an extension.3
§ 287 C<.. Section sixty-three of the act of 1870 provides: " That
where the patentee of any invention or discovery, the patent for
which was granted prior to the second day of March, eighteen
hundred and sixty-one, shall desire an extension of his patent
beyond the oriljinal term of its limitation, he shall make application therefor, in writing, to the commissioner, setting forth the
reasons why such extension should be granted ; a11d he shall also
furnish a written statement under oath of the asc£..i'tained value
of the invention or discovery, and of his receipts and expenditures
on account thereof, sufficiently in detail to exhibit a true and
faithful account of the loss and profit in any manner accruing to
him by reason of said invention or discovery. And said application shall be filed not more than six months nor less than ninety
days before the expiration of the original term of the patent, and
no extension shall be granted after the expiration of said original
term.''
Upon the receipt of such application, and the payment of the
duty requireJ by law, it is made the duty of the commissioner to
" cause to be published in one newspaper in the city of Wash~
ington, and in such other papers published in the section of the
•

1

Clum v. Brewer, 2 Curtis, C. C. 506.
2 Colt v. Young, 2 Blatchf. 471.
8 Brooks et al. v. Bicknell et al., 3 :1\-l'Lean, 250; Crompton v. Belknap
l\Iills, 3 Fisher's Pat. Cas. 536. Sec supra, § 282 a.
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country most interested adversely to the extension of the patent
as he may deem proper, for at least sixty clays prior to the day
set for hearing the case, a notice of such application, and of the
time aml place when and where the same will be considered, that
any person may appear and show cause why the extension should
not be granted." 1
On the publication of such notice, the commissioner is required
to refer the case to the prin~ipal examiner having charge of the
class of inventions to which it belongs, who shall make to said
commissioner a full report of the case, and particularly whether the
invention or discovery was new and patentable when the original
patent was granted.
It then becomes the duty of ti1e commissioner to "hear
and deciue upon the evidence produced, both for and against
the extension ; and if it shall appear to his satisfaction that the
patentee, without neglect or fault on his part, has failed to obtain
from the use and sale of his invention or discovery a reasonable
remuneration for the time, ingenuity, and expense bestowed upon
it, and the introcluction of it into use, and that it is just and
j_..roper, having due regard to the public interest, that the term
of the
patent
should
be
extE:;nded,
the
said
commissioner
shall
•
make a certificate thereon, renewing and extending the said patent for the term of seven years, from the expiration of the first
term, which certificate shall be recorded in the Patent Office, and
thereupon the said patent shall have the same effect in law as
though it had been originally granted for twenty-one years."
By section sixty-seven the benefit of the extension of a patent
is extended to the assignees and grantees of the right to use the
thing patented, to the extent of their interest therein.
In Jordan v. Dobson,~ it was held that Congress has power to
authorize, by special act, the extension of a patent, notwithstanding the fact that the original patent has previously expired, and
the invention has been introduce:.~. to public use.
1

§ 64.

2

•

2 Abbott's U. S. Rep. § 398.

•
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§ 288.

statute granis to the patentee, for a +erm not exceeding fom·teel} years, " the full and exclusive right and liberty
of making, using, and vending to others to be used, the invention or discovery"; 1 and it gives a right of action for dam2
ages, in case of "making, using, or selling" the thing patented.
No definition vf what is to constitute an infringement is given in
the statute ; but, of course, there is an infringement of the right,
when one " makes, uses, or sells a thing '' which another has the
exclusive right of "making, using, aml vending to others to be
used." But what constitutes making, using, and selling, with
reference to the various things that may be the subjects of patents,
so as to interfere with the exclusive right of the patentee, is left
by the statute for judicial interpretation.
§ 289. An infringement takes place whenever a party avails
himself of the invention of the patentee, without such variation
as will constitute a new discovery ; 3 or, as it has also been stated,
THE

•

1

.Act of July 4, 1836, c. 357, § 5.
2 Ibid. § 14.
8 Iu Walton v. Potter, Webs. Pat. Cas. 585, 586, Sir N. C. Tindall, C. J.,
said to the jury: "Now, according to the general rule upon this subject, that
is a mere question of fact, and peculiarity for the consideration of a jury,
and it will be for you to say, under the circumstances that haYe been b1·ought
in review before you, whether that which has been dene by the defendants
amounts to such an infringement or not. Where a party has obtained a
patent for a new invention or a discovery he has made by his own ingenuity,
it is not in the power of any other person, simply by varying in form or in
immaterial circumstances the nature or subject-matter of that discovery, to
obtain either a patent for it himself, or to use it without the leave of the
patentee, because that would be in effect and in substance an invasion of the
right; and therefore, what you have to look at upon the present occasion, is
not simply whether, in form or in circwnstances that may be more or less
PAT.
24
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an infringement is a copy made after and agreeing with the principle lai<l down in the specification.1 There will be therefore
different modes in which patents may be infringed, according- to
their suhject-matter. Our statute has made use of the phra:-;e~
'' nutking, using, and vending to others to Le used," to comprehend the exclusive right of the patentee; aud consequently the
making, using, or selling are the modes in which that right may
be infringed. according to the nature of the subject-matter. We
are now, therefore, to consider the meaning of these phrases, as
applie1l to the infringement of the several classes of things whieh
may he the subjects of letters-patent.
In a n'cent case it was held, after an elaborate discm.;sion,
"That the rights of property and exclusive usc granted to a
patcr1tce do not extend to a foreign vessel lawfully entering one
of our ports ; and that the use of such improvement in the construction, fitting out, or equipment of such vessel, while s11C is
coming into or going out of a port of the United States, is not an
infringement of the rights of an Ame1·ican patentee, proviclcd it
immaterial, that which has been done hythe defendants varies from the specification of the plaintiff's patent, but to see whether in reality, in substance,
ancl in effect, the defendants have availed themselves of the plaintiff's invention in order to make that fabric, or to make that article which they have sold
in the way of their trade; whether, in order to make that, they hav·~ availed
themselves of the invention of the plaintiff. The course which the evidence
has taken has made it not an immaterial, 'but, on the contrary, a very necessary inquiry for you lll•on this first head of investigation, to determine whether
the defendant's patent, which they have taken out, is in effect borrowed from
the plaintiff's or not, because there can be no doubt whatever that all the
defendants have done they have endeavored to clothe themselves with the
right of doing by taking out the subsequent patent of 1S:30. The only evidence of infringement we have had before us is the Jmrchase at the manufactory of the defendants of that little piece of card which was marked with the
initials S. G., aud there can be no doubt but that that fabric, which was ao
produced in evidencll before us, is made on the plan and according to the
spccific::,:i.m of their pwn patent, and therefore it will be not immaterial to
call to your attention upon this first head of inquiry the specification of the
plaintitY's, aud next that of the defendant's patent, in order that we may
compare tlwm togethet, and see whether there really is that variation in substance so as to givll the denomination of a new discovery to what the defendants have donll, or whether they are not following out the invention of the
plaintiff, with some variation in the description, which may not allow it the
name of a new discovery."
1 Galloway v. Bleaden, 'Vebs. Pat. Cas. 523.

I
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was placed upon her in a foreign port and authorized hy the laws
of the country to whieh she belongs." 1
§ 200. 1. A.<~ to a lllacldne. When a machine is the sul1ject
of a patent, the patent covers hoth the machiuc itself, the tiling
invented, and the mode or process of making it. The statute
vests in the patentee the exclusive right of making it, the exclusive right of using it, and the exclusive right of vending it to
others to be used. I" is, therefore, an infringement to make a
patented machine, for use or for sale, though in fact it is neither
2
used nor sold; it is an infringement to use it, though made by
Browne v. Duchesne, 1!) How. 183, per Taney, C. J.; affirming the previous opinion of Curt.is, J., in same case, 2 Curtis, C. C. :Jil. This opinion
is directly opposed to that laid down in the English case of Caldwell t•. Van
Vliessingcu, 9 E. L. & Eq. 51, which however, according to Taney, C. J.,
turned upon the construction given to 32 lien. YIII. c. W, § !1.
2 Whittemore v. Cutter, 1 Gallis. ·l29, 4:J:3.
In this case, ~Ir. Justice
Story said: "Another objection is to the direction that the making of a
machine fit for use, and with a design to use it for profit, was an infringement of the patent right, for which an action was given by the statute. This
limitation of the maldng was certainly favorable to the defendant, and it was
adopted by the court, from the consideration that it never could ha\·e been the
intention of the legislature to punish a man who constructed such a machine
merely for philosophical ex1Jeriments, or for the PUJ11ose of ascertaining the
sufficiency of the machine to produce its dt•scribed effects. It is now contended by the defendant's counsel, that the making of a machine is, under
no circumstances, an infringement of the patent. The first section of the act
of li93 expressly gives to the patentee, &c., 'the full and exclusive right and
liberty of making, constructing, using, and vending to others to be used,' the
invention or discovery. The fifth section of the same a. ~ gives an action
against any person who 'shall make, devise, and use or sell,' the same. :From
some doubt whether the language of the section diu not couple the making
and using together to constitute an offence, so that making without using, or
using without making, was not an infringement, the legislature saw fit to
repeal that section; and by the third section of the act of lith April, 1800,
c. 25, gave the action against any }Jerson who should " make, devise, use, or
sell " the invention. We are not called upon to examine the correctness of
the original douLt, but the very change in the structure of the sentence affords
a strong presumption that the legislature intended to make every one of the
enumerated acts a substantive ground of nction. It is argued, however, that
the words are to be construed distributively, and that ' making ' is meant to
be aJlplied to the case of a composition of matter, and not to the case of a
machine. That it is clear that the use of certain compositions (as patented
pills) could not be an infringement, and unless making were so, there would
be no remedy in such cases. 1Ve cam10t feel the force of this distinction.
The word ' making ' is equally as applicable to machines as to compositions
1

-

•

•
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another ; and it is an infl'ingement to sell it, whetl1er ma<le hy
one'~ ~elf ot· hY
another;
because
the
statute
vests
the
excln~iYc
•
right of doing all the:;e things in the patentee.
•
A mere workman, however, employed hy one who is not the
patentee to make parts of the patented machine, is not liable for
1
damap;es.
·§ 2Dl. The doctrine suggested by Mr. Justice Story, that the
making of a machine for philosophical experiment, or for the purpose of ascertaining its sufficiency to produce the described efti!ct,
would not be an infringement, is founded in the supposition that
such a making is not injurious to the patentee. It is true, that
the making for the purpose of. using becomes directly injurious
to tlte patentee, lJecause it deprives him of a purchaser of that
which be alone is authorizell to construct aml sell; and it is nl~o
true, that when the machine is made by one not the patenteP, for
the mere purpose of experimenting on the sufficiency of the
specification, uo profits are taken away from the patentee. There
i~ therefore a Jifference, undoubtedly, in the tendency of the two
acts; hut it is not quite clear, that the legislature meant to
recognize this difference, or that they used the words "make,
use," &e., in any other than their ordinary sense. The prohibition i~ express, that no other person shall "make" ; and that
no other pe1:svn shall " use "; and .Mr. Justice 'Vashington lwlcl
that the motive of testing the practical utility of a machine "·as
no answer to a charge of infringement by having- "used" it.2
Btlt it 'ras hdcl by Mr. Justice Story that the making of a patented machine is an infringement only when it is made for use
3
or for sale, aml the doctrine seems to he the same in Englaml.
•

of matter; and we see no difficulty in holding that the using or Vf'~tding of a
patented cow position is a violation of the right of the L>roprietor. It is further
argued, that i.he making of a machine cannot be an offence, because no action
lies, cxcl•pt for actual d(II/WfJe, and there can be no actual damages, or even a
rule for damages, for au ii1fringcment by making a machine. We arc, however, of opinion, that where the law gives an action for a particular act, the
doing of that act imports of itself a damage to the party. Every violation
of a 1·ight imports some damage, and if none other be proved, the law allows
. 1 d amage. ,
a nomma
1 Delano v. Scott, 1 Gilpin, 480.
2 Watson v. Bladen, 4 Wash. 583.
.
s In Jones v. Pearce, Webs. Pat. Cas. 125, Patteson, J., said, in reply to a
question by the jury whether there 'vas any evidence of the defendant having

•
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The teRt is, whether the party made the machine with :m intent
to infringe the patent right, and deprive the owner of the lawful rewards of his discovery.1
§ 292. It is said that there may be a constructive using of a
})atented machine : .as, if a person were to make a machine, in
violation of the rigllt of the patentee, or purchase it of one who
l1ad so made it, and then hire it out to another person for use, he
might, under some· circumstances, he held responsihle for using it.
There is a case, where the plaintiff \vas the patentee of a machine
for making watch-chains, aml it appeared that the defendant had
made an agreement with one C. to purch~);e of him all the watchchains, not exceeding five gross a week, which C. might be able
to manufacture within six month:;;, and C. had agreed to devote
his whole time and attention to the manufacture of watch-chains.
and not to sell or dispose of any of them, so as to interfere with
the exclusive privilege secured to the defendant of pmchasing
the whole quantity which it might be practicable for C. to make ;
and it was proved that the machine used hy C., with the knowledge and consent of the defendant, in the manufacture, was the
same with that invented by the plaintiff, and that all the watchchains thus made hy C. were delivered to the defendant according
to the contract; the Supreme Court of the United States held,
that if the contract were real and not colorable, and if the defendant had no other connection with C. than that which grew out of
the contract, it did not amount to a " using " by him of the plaintiff's machine; but that such a contract, connected with evidence
from which the jury might legally infer, either that the machine
wl1ich was to be· employed in the manufacture of the patented
article was owned wholly or in part by the defendant, or that it
was hired by the defendant for six months, under color of a sale
of the articles to be manufactured with it, and with intent to
invade the plaintiff's patent right, would amount to a breach of
his right.2
used or sold the wheels: "The terms of the patent are, 'without leave or
license make,' &c. Now if he did actually make these wheels, his making
them would be a sufficient infringement of the patent, unless he merely made
them for his own amusement, or as a model."
1
Sawin v. Guild, 1 Gallis. 485, 487.
2
Keplinger v. De Young, 10 Wheaton, :358, 363. Washington, J., delivri ng the judgment of the court, said:· "The only question which is 1n·e-
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§ 293. It seems to be in accordance with the doctrine of t11is
case, to consider that a using of a machine is to be taken as
sented by the bill of exceptions to the consideration of this court, is, whether
the court below erred in the instruction given to the jury; and this must
depend upon the correct construction of the third section of the act of Congress, of the lith of .April, 1800, c. li!l, which enacts, 'that where any•
. patent shall be granted, pmsuant to the act of the 21st of February, li!l:l,
c. 156, any person without the consent of the })atentee, his executor;;. &c.,
first obtained in writing, shall make, devise, use, or sell the thing wlwrl'of
the exclu~;,.p right is secured to the said patentee, by such patent, such l•l•rson so offending shall forfeit and pay to the said patentee a sum e'lual to
three times the actual damage sustained hy such patentee,' &c.
" The contract, taken in connection with the whole of the evidence Rtaterl
in the lJill of exceptions, if the same were believed by the jury. formed most
certainly a strong ease against the defendant, sufficient to have wm·t·autt·d the
jury in inferring either that the machine which was to be cmployc•l in the
manufacture of watch-chains was owned in whule or in part by the tlcfewlant,
o!· that it was hired to the defendant for six months under color of a sale of
the articles which might be manufactured with it, and with intent to invade the
})laintiffs patent right. Whether the contract, taken in connection with the
whole of the evidence, does or does not amount to a hiring by the dcfPwlant
of the machine, or the use of it for six months, is a point which is not to he
considered as being decided either W<ty hy the court. The bill of exceptions
does not call for an opinion upon it.
" But the contr,tct taken by itself amounted to no more than an agn•Pment
hy the defendant to pmchase at a fixed p!'ice all the watch-chains, not exceeding five gross a week, which Hatch and Kirkner might be able to manufacture
in the course of six mout-hs, with any machine they might choose to employ;
and an agreement on the part of Hatch and 1\.irkner, to devote their whole
time and attention to the manufacture of the chains, and not to sell or dispose
of any of them, so as to interfcre with the exclusive privilege secun~d to the
defenuant, of purchasing the whole quantity which it might be practicable for
them to make.
"If this contract was real, and not colorable, which is the obvious meaning
of the instruction, and the defendant had no other connection with II. & K.
in regard to these chains than what grew out of it, it would, in the opinion
of the court, be an extravagant construction of the patent law, to pronounce
that it amounted to a ureach of the plaintiff's patent right, l)y fixing upon the
defendant the charge of having used the plaintiff's machine. Such a construction would be highly inconvenient and u•1just to the rest of the couununity, since it might subject any man who :night innocently contract with a
manufacturer to purchase all the a1'ticks which he might be able to make
within a limited period, to the heavy penalty inflicted by the act, although he
might have been ignorant of the plaintiff's patent, or that a violation of it
would he the necessary consequence of the contract. It might possibly extend
fmther, and affect contracts express or implied, though of a more limited
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proved, either when the party charged has used it himself or has
employed others to use it for him, or has profite<l hy the use of it. I
character, but equally innocent, as to which, however, it is not the intention
of the court to express any opinion, as this case docs not call for it.
"This cause was argued by the plaintiil"s counsel, as if the opinion of the
court below had been given upon the whole of the evidence. But this was
n~t the case. No instruction was asked for but by the defenclant's counsel,
mid that was confined to a single part of the case, the connection between the
defendant and H. & K. in regard to the watch-chains which the latter hound
themselves, by their contract, to manufacture and deliver to the former. If
the jury had been of opinion, upon the whole of the evidence, that the contract was not a real one, or that that instrument did not constitute the sole
connection between those parties, or that the transaction was merely eolorahle,
with a view to evade the law, the jury were not precluded by the instruction
from considering the plaintiff's patent right as violated, and finding a verdict
accordingly.
"Had the plaintiff's counsel thought proper to call upon the court for an
opinion and instruction to the jury, upon any points arising out of the whole
or any part of the evidence, it wm1ld have bPcn their duty to give au opinion
upon such points, lc:wing the conclusion of fact from the evidence to he drawn
by the jury. But this course not having been pursued, this court can take no
notice of the evidence, although spread upon the record, except so far as it is
connected with the single point upon which the opinion, which is excepted to,
was given. As to the residue of that opinion, that ' thP. legal aspect of the case
would not be changed, although the defendant might, on any occasion, have
supplied, at the cost of H. & K., the wire from which the chains so manufactured were made,' it is quite as free from objection as the preceding part of
it, since it stands on precisely the same principle."
1 Woodworth v. Hall, 1 W oodb. & :M. 248, 251.
In this case l\Ir. ,Justice
Woodbury said: "There has been no evidence whatever offered in this case
of any use of the planing-machine by Isaac Hall since his license expired,
except what is containecl in the affidavit of Aaron Pratt. This witness did not
see him use it; but made a bargain with him, about the 15th of July, 1845,
to plane for the witness certain boards at the ordinary }>rice, intending to set
off the amount against rent due from said Isaac.
"Clement Hall, however, was }ll'esent, and said, 'we can plane them for
you,' and the work was done; but the witness does not say by whom, nor
whether in fact the compensation for it was made to Isaac.
" Against this is the answer of Isaac, responsive to the bill, and sworn to,
denying that he had ever used the machine since his license expired; and this
agrees with Clement's assertion in his answer, that the machine was used by
him alone. The facts testified by Pratt might, standing alone, be sufficient
to justify an iuiercnce that Isaac had I>laned the boards and used the machine.
•; 1n such cases it may be that any workman on the machine, though not
interested in it, is liable to he restrained in order to prevent evasions, by
treating all as principals who are aiding.

•
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§ 294. As to the sale of a patented machine, in order to he an
infringement of the right, it must be something more than a sale
of the materials, either separate or combined; it must he a ~ale
of a complete machine~ for use as a machine, which is patcntcll,
in order to render the vendor liable for an infringement of the
patent hy a "sale." 1 .
" It is a common case, also, that if one does not in person PP"f:::m the
work, but procures another to do it for his advantage on a mflc.i.linc ownt•tl by
himself, he can still be restrained, and is estopped from denying, qui facit per
aliwn, .fitcil per se. Possibly, too, if one hires another to do work on such a
machine, he may be restrained. 4 1\Iann. & Gran. 170. But it is not necessary to give a decisive opinion on this, after comparing the evidence with the
denial in Isaac's sworn answer.
" After that answer thus testified to as true, the probability is, and it is a
construction not inconsistent with the veracity of both Pratt and Isaac, that
the boards were planed by Clement alone, and on his own contract, or his own
assent to the anangcment, and for his own profit. It would seem also very
easy to produce furthe;: .:.-.-!rl.ence of the fact of Isaac's using the machine, or
receiving the profits from it, i!' such was the truth. Until it is produced, the
fairest construction of the affidavits and answer are, that Isaac did not work
the machine or profit by it. If t\)is construction were not the most reasona-ble, and did not reconcile. what is sworn to in the affidavit and answers, the
court would still be comrelled to refuse to issue an injunction against Isaac,
on the affidavit of Prat·ii alone, for th9 want of evidence in it to overcome
Isaac's answer. Becau;,;e something more must be produced than the evidence
of a single witness to overcome an answer under oath, and responsive to the
bill. Carpenter v. Prov. 'Vash. Ins. Co., 4 How. 185. Certainly something
111ore than the evidence of one witness, and he not testifying explicitly that
Isaac either owned <•r worked the machine, or received any of its profits.
•· But in respect to the lhbility of Clement to an injunction, the testimony
is very different; and notwithstanding the several ingenious objections that
have been urged, 1 have come to the conclusion that one ought to be issued
against him."
1 A sale of the materials of a patented machine by a sheriff, on execution,
is not an infringement. Sawin 11. Guild, 1 Gallis. 485. In this case, l\lr.
Justice Story said: "This is an aetion on the case for the infringement of a
patent right of the plaintiffs, obtained in :February, 1811, for a machine for
cutting brad nails. From the statement of facts agreed 1y the parties, it
appears that defendant is a deputy-sheriff of the county of Nmfolk, and having an execution in his hantls against the plaintiffs for the sum of $507.27
debt, and costs, by virtue of his office seized and sold on said execution the
materials of three of said patented machines, which were at the time complete
and fit for operation, and belonged to the pll\intiffs. The purchaser, at the
sheriff's sale, has not, at any time since, put either of the said machines in
operation; and the whole infringement of the patent consists in the seizure
and sale by the defendant as aforesaid. The question submitted to the court
•

•
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is, whether the complete materials, of which a patented macl1ine is composed,
can, while such machine is in operation by the legal owner, he seized and sold
on an execution against him?
"The plaintiffs contend that it cannot be so seized and sold, and they·rcly
on the language of the third section of the act of tlJC 17th of April, 1800,
c. 25, which declares that if 'any person, without the consent of the 11atentee,
his or her executors, &c., first obtained in writing, s~wll make, devise, usc, or
sell the thing, whereof the exclusive right is secured to the said patentee,
such person, so offending, shall forfeit,' &c.
"It is a sound rule of law, that every statute is to haYe a sensible construction; and its language is not to be interpreted so as to introduce 1mhlic
mischiefs. or manifest incongruities, unless the conclusion be unavoidable.
If the plaintiffs are 1·ight in their construction of the section above statecl, it
is 11racticable for a party to lock up his whole property, however great, from
the gra.~p of his creditors, by investing it in profitable patented machines.
This would undoubtedly he a gt·eat public mischief, and against the whole
policy of the law, as to the levy of personal property in execution. And.
upon the same construction this consequence would follow, that cYery 1mrt
of the materials of the machine might, when separated, be seized in execu- ·
tion, aud yet the whole could not be, when united; for the exemption from
sehure is claimed only when the whole is oombined and in actual operation
under the patent.
" We should not incline to adopt such •a construction unless we could give
11.:- other reasonable meaning to the statute. By the laws of Jlassaclwsetts,
propbrty like this is not exempted from seizure in execution ; and an officer,
who neglected to seize, would expose himself to an action for damages, unless
some statute of the United State.~ should contain a clear exception. No such
express exception can be found ; and it is inferred to exist only by supposing
that the officer would, by tlte sale, make himself a wrong-d,.,er, within the
clause of the statute above recited. But, within the very words of that clause,
it would be no offence to sei;:e the machine in execution. The whole offence
must consist in a sale: It would therefore follow, that the oflicer might lawfully seize ; and if so, it would he somewhat strange if he could not Jlroceed
to do those acts which alone by law could make his seizure effectual.
" This court has already had occasion to consider the clause in question,
and upon mature deliberation it has held, that the makin,q of a patented machine, to be au offence within the purview of it, must be the making with an
intent to use for profit, and not for the mere purpose of philosophimtl experiment, or to ascertain the verity and exactness of the specification. Whittemore v. Cutter, 1 Gallis. p. 429. In other words, that the making must be

1

Boytl v. Brown, 3 1\IcT. . ean's R. 205. " The C01111Jlainant nled his bill,
representing that he is the legal owner of a certain patent right, within the
•

•

•
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But where the gpecificntion, although clumgily worded, still
contains it1 substance and intendment a claim for both process
with an intent to infringe the patent right, and deprive the owner of the lawful rewards of his discovery.
•· In the present case, we Lhink that a sale of a 11atented machilll', within
the prohibitions of the same clause, must be a sale, not of the matPrial~ of a
machine, either separate or combined, but of a complete machilw, with the
right, exprE.'ss or impliE.'ll, of using the same in the manner Sl•enred hy the
}latent. It must be a tortious salfl, not for the purpose nwrely of <h•prh·ing
the owner of the materials, but of the use and benefit of his pah•nt. There
is no prctPnce, in the case hefore us, that the officer ha<ll•ithcr soh! m· guaranteed a right to usc the machine in the manner pointed out in the patent right.
He so!tl the mrrterials as such, to be applied l1y the purchaser as he ~honld by
law haw a right to apply them. The purchaser must tlwrcfore ad at his own
peril, but in no respect can the officer be responsible for his cowl net."
county of Hamilton, in Ohio, for making bedsteads of a particnla r construction, which is of great value to him ; that the defendant, proft•ssiJw~ to haYc
a right under the samu patent, to make and Yend bedsteads in llParhorn
County, Indiana, which the complainant docs not admit, hut •lcnie~ ; that thu
defl•ndant sends the bedsteads he manufactures to Hamilton County to ~ell,
in violation of the complainant's patent ; and he prays that the di'I\•Jiflant
may be enjoined from manufacturing the article, and vending it within Hamilton County, &c.
" The defendant sets up in his answer a right duly assig11e•l to him to
wake and YCilll the article in Indiana, and that he is also possesse•l o£ an
improvement on the same ; and he denies that the sales in Hamilton Couuty,
complained of by the complainant, arc made at his instance or for his ht·ncfit.
A motion is now made for an injunction, before tlu'l case is prepared for a
final hearing.
" On the part of the complainant, it is contended that, 1Jy his purchase of
the right to make and vend the article within Hamilton County, he has an
rxdnsivc right to vend as well as to make, and that his right is i11fringcu by
th~ '>ales complained of ; that his right is notorious, and is not only known to
the defendant, but to all those who arc engaged in the sales stated. If the
defendant, who manufactures the bcdstt!ads in llll:;ana, be actually engaged
in the sale of them in Hamilton County, it might he necessary to inquire
whether this is a violation of the complainant's right. nut, as this fact is
denied in the defendant's answer, for the purposes of this motion, the answer
must be taken as true, and that question is not necessarily involved.
" The point for consideration is, whether the right of the complainant is
infringed by a sale of the article within the limits of the territory claimed by
the complaiimnt. It is not difficult to answer this question. We think that
the article may be sold at any and every place, by any one who has purchased
it for speculation or otherwise.
" There can be no doubt that the original patentee, in selling rights for

.
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u.nd product, the sale or usc of the manufactnrc:cl article will constitute per lw an infringement. Thns it was hl'ld h,Y 'i\Tr. Ju:'>tice Grier, t.ltr~t '~the sale or use of the product of a patented
machine is no violation of the exclusive right to w~e, «~om;truct,
or sell the machine itself; and the patent for a 1liscon-ry of a
new aml improved process, hy which au,r proclnet or llHlllnfaetnrc
before known in commerce may he ma1le in a hetter a!Hl l'heaper
manner, grants uothing hut the exclusive right to usc the process.
'Where a known manufacture or prmhwt is in the market, purchasers arc not Lonml to inquire whether it "·as made ou a
pate11ted machine or l1,V a patented }H'ocess. But if the patentee
be the inventor or discoverer of a "new mann fact urt• or composition of matter not k11own or used hy others heforc llis tliseon·ry
or innmtion," it is clear that his franchise or sole right to 11se aml
veml to othct·s to he used is the new composition or suh.;tance
itself. Thn pru«lnct a11cl the process constiLute one «liscon~ry,
the exclnsi \'e right to vend which, for a limited term, is secured
to the im·cr.,im· or discoverer. Now. what is this Iwlia-rnhher,
cured !:'ubstantially as described in l\Ir. Goodyear':; 1lescription '?
It is clearly not merely an improved method or process of producing- an old and well-known composition or material, hut it is
a new product, fabric, manufacture, or composition of matter,
having qualities possessed by no other known material. This is
counties or states, might, by a special covenant, prohibit the assignee from
vending the article beyond the limits of his own exclusive right. But in such
a case, the remedy would be on contract, ancl not under the patent law. For
that law protects the thing patented, and not the product. The exclusive
right to make and use the instruments for the construction of this bedstcacl
in Hamilton County is what the law secures, under his assignment, to the
complainant. Any one violates tlus right who either makes, uses, or sells
these instruments within the above limits. But the br.dstl.'acl, which is the
product, so soon as it i~ sold, mingles with the common mass of pro11erty, and
is only subject to the general laws of property.
" Au individual has a patent right for constructing and using a certain ·
flouring-mill. Now, his exclusive right consists in the construction and use
of the mill ; the same as the right of the complainant to construct and use
the instruments in Hamilton County, by which the bedstead is made. But
can the patentee of the mill prohibit others from selling flour in his district~ .,4;:1.
Certainly he could not. The advantage derived from his right is, or may be,
the superior quality of the flour, and the facility with which it is manufactured. And this sufficiently illustrates the principle involved in this motion."
See, further, Simpson v. Wilson, 4 How. 700 .

•
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what is described and claimed in the patent, a new produet a~
well as a new process. The product and process being both ucw
aml proper subjects of a patent, the patentee has a right to prohihit the sale or use of the composition, unless when purchased
from persons licensetl by him to use the process and vend the
product." 1
§ ~n6. But if the per:;;on who sells is connecte(l with tho usc
of the machine. he is responsible as for an infringement; and if a
conrt of equity haYe jurisdiction of the person, such a vendor
may he enjoined, although the machine may be used lJcyo111l the
jurisdiction of the court.2
·
Goodyear v. R. R., ~ 'Vallace, C. C. R. 356. As to the specification in
question, aml its constmc.i.ion, see .mpra, chapter on Specification. With
l'<')!ard to the matter of bfringement of the process claimed in this patent, see
• •
lll/ra
.
•
~ Boyd v. l\IcAlpin, 3 McLean, 4:27, 420. In this case the same ll'arnetl
judge said : " It is insisted that the sale of the thing manufactun•(l ],y the
pah·ntcd machine is a violation of the patent. But this position is wholly
unsustainable. The patent gives • the exclusive right and liberty of m:tldng,
constructing, using, and vemling to others to be used, the said improvement.'
A sale of the product of the mach!nc is no violation of the exclusi\·e ri).(ht to
usl', construct, or sell the machine itself. If, therefore, the defendant has
done nothing more than purchase the bedsteads from Brown, who may manufacture tlll'm by an unjustifiahie use of the patented machine, still the pt•rson
who may make the purchase from him has a. rigllt. to sell. The product cannot he reached, except in the hands of one who is· in some mmmet· connected
with the use of the patented machine.
" Thl•re are several pat~nts of mills for the manufacture of flour. ~ow,
to construct :t mill patentetl, or to use one, would be an infringement of the
patent. But to sell a barrel of flour manufactured at such mill, by one who
had purchased it at the mill, could be no infringement of the patent. And
the same may he said of a patented stove, used for baking bread. The purchaser of the bread is guilty of no infringement ; but the person who constructe<! the stove, or who uses it, may be enjoined, and is liable to damages.
Tl1eSe cases show that it is not the product, but the thing patented, "·hich
may not be constructed, sold, or used. This doctrine is laid down in Keplinger t'. De Young, 10 'Vheat. :358. In that case watch-chains were manufactured by the use of a patented machine, in violation of the right of the
1mtentee ; the defendant, hy contract, purchased all the chains so nmnnfacturcd, and the court held, that, as the defendant was only the purchaser of
the manufactured article, and had no connection in the use of the machine,
.that he had not infringed the right of the patentee.
" Bttt in the case under consitleration, the bill charges that the dofcnrlant,
in connection with Brown, constructed the machine patented ; and that they
1

•
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§ 2!)7. The Supr0me Court of the United States have decided
that an assignment of an exclusive right to use a machine, antl
to vend the same to others for use, within a specified territory,
authorizes the assignee to vend ebewhere, out of that territory,
articles manufaetured hy such machine.!
Also, that one who is in the lawful use and enjoyment of a
patented machine at the time of the expiration of letters-patent,
may lawfully continue to use that identical machine, although
the term of the letters-patent has been still fnrther extended hy
a special ad of Congress, there being uothiug in the act to deprive
l1im of that right.2 'Where a pateut is extended under the ,t;ew•J•ttl
prol'i~>ions of the act of 1836, c. am' § 18, the assignees autl
grantees of the right to use the tlting paft~ntcd have, by the terms
of that act, the right to continue such use to the extent of their
respective interests therein.3 The assignee of a right to use a
patented planing-machine, having the right to continue the use
of a particular machine after an extension of the letters-patent,
may re]mir the same, e. g. by l'eplacing the knives when worn out,
without destroying the identity of the particular machine and
use the same in makk; the bedsteads which the defendant is now selling in
the city of Cincinnati. If this allegation of the bill be true, the defendant is
so connected with the machine in its construction and use as to make him
responsible to the plaintiff. The structure and use of the machine are charged
as being done beyond the jurisdicti m of the eour~ ; but having jurisdiction
of the person of the defendant, the court may restrain him f1·om using the
m,whine and selling the product. When the sale of the product is thus connected with the illegal use of the machine patented, the individual is responsible in damages, and the amount of his sales will, in a considerable degree,
regulate the extent of his liability.
"Whether, if the defendant acts as a mere agent of Brown, who constructed the patented machine, and uses it in ~ndiana, in maldng bedsteads,
is responsihle in damages for an infringement of the patent and may be
enjoined, is a question which need not now he determined. Such a rule
would undoubtedly be for the benefit of Brown, who, according to the bill,
had openly and contimially violated the patent in the construction and use of
the machine. There are strong reasons why the interest of the principal
should, by an action at law, and also by a bill in chancery, be reached through
his agent. Injunction allowed."
1
Simpson v. Wilson, 4 How. 700.
2
Bloomer v. 1\IcQuewan, 14 How. 530, per Taney, C.J.; reasserted in
Bloomer v. 1\fillinger, 1 ·wall. 340; 1\lcLean and Nelson, JJ., strongly dissenting.
3
Cf. Wilson v. Rousseau, 4 How. 64li.
•

'
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infringing the patentee's right..1 If a license to usc be conditioned
on the payment of money, the use without :mch payment will he
an infringement of the patent, giving the United States courts
jurisdiction, and may he enjoined.2
§ :WS. 2. As to a Jlfam(factlwe 01' Composition of Jl:latter. Assuming that the word is used in om statute to describe the
vendible and tangible product of any branch of industry, a patent
for a " manufactmc " will be infringed by the same acts as a
pa.tent for a composition of matter, that is, by making, using, or
selling the thing itself, or by importing it from a foreign country
where it has been made.3
§ 299. In cases of this kind, however, some difficulty may arise
as to what constitutes a using. ·when the sul1ject-matter is the
thing produced, the patent will generally also cover the process
of making it ; as in the case of a paint, a medicine, a stove, or a
fabric of cloth. In these cases, a using of the invention would, in
one sense, consist in putting it in practice. But the statute vests
the exclusive right to use the thing itself in the patentee, because
it is the thing produced which is the subject of the patent. Strictly
speaking, therefore, the use of the thing at all, in any form of consumption or application, wonld he an infringement. But us the
purp0se of the law is to prevent acts injurious to the patentee,
with m: little rm;traint on the public as possible,4 it may he necessary to consider whether the word "using" is employed in a
limited or an unlimited sense.
§ 300. Whether the dictum of Mr. Justice Story that "the
using or vending of a patented composition is a violation of the
right of the pruvrietor," 5 can he considered to extend to every
form of use, so as to give the })roprietor a right to maintain an
action, is worthy of consideration. If a patented medicine is
made hy one not authorized to make it, and i::; sold to a person
who consumes it, it would be a son' 1.nvhat inconvenient restraint
upon the public to hold that the latter is to be considered as using
the invention in the sense of the statute. He cannot know that
the v.rticle is not made by the true proprietor; the probability is
•

•

Wilson v. Simpson, 0 How. 100.
2 Brooks v. Stolley, 3 McLean, 523.
a Walton v. Lavater, 8 C. B. N. s. 162.
·
4 Per Coleridge, J., in ~linter v. Williams, Webs. Pat. Cas. 135, 138.
~ Whittemore u. Cutter, 1 Gailis. 429 •
1

•

•
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that he intends to purchase the genuine composition, and that he
is deceived into supposing that 'he does purchase it. Still, in
strictness, he may he held liable to an action for using the thing
itself by consuming it.
The sale of a patented article to an agent of the patentee employed to make the purchase on account of the patentee, is not in
itself an infringement; hut, when accompanied by other circum:
stances, may he submitted to the jury as evidence of infringement.!
In a recent English case, where the plaintiff claimed, under a patent for " treating chemically the collected contents of sewers and
drains in cities, towns, and villages, so that the same may he applied
to agricultural and other purposes," by precipitating the animal
and vegetable matter in sewage water by hydrate of lime, it was
held that the defendants, the Board of Health, had not infringed
by applying the process to the deodorization of sewage water,
where some precipitate of animal and vegetable matter was produced, which, however, was not used as an article of value, but
bon1t fide rejected as au accidental product.2
§ 301. It would seem, in regard to all those classes of things
which perish in the using, that the use by which they are consumed may be regarded as a violation of the patent right; and
that the party may be held responsible for using, who sells, or
gives to others to he consumed, the article that is the subject of
the pa.tent; because both make use of the invention to the injury
of the patentee. In such cases, it matters not whether the party
makes the article himself, in violation of a patented process, or
procures it to be made by others.a
§ 302. Where the subject of the patent is a machine, the using
1

Byam v. Bullard, 1 Curtis, C. C. 100.
2
Iliggs v. Goodwin, 1 Ell., Blackb. & Ell. 520.
8 Gibson v. Brand, 4 Man. & Gr. 170, 1!10. Tindal, C. J.: "The breach
alleged in the declaration is, that the defendant had ' directly and indirectly
made, used, and put in practice the said invention, and every part thereof, and
counterfeited, imitated, and resembled the same.' The proof in support of
the breach was, that an order had been given by the defendant, in England,
for the making of silk by the same process as the }Jlaintiffs; which order had
lJeen executed in England; and that is enough to satisfy the allegation in the
declaration, that the defendant made, used, and put in practice the plaintiff's
invel!~ion, though the silk was, in fact, made by the agency o. others." .For
the converse of this case, where the defendant infringes by executing an order
for another person, see §§ 2fl~, 808.
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altogether prohibited hy the statute, because it intend~ to
vc~t in the patentee the full enjoyment of the fruits of his invention, hotlt in the pmctice of making the machine, and of prodnt'ing
the effect or result intended to ile produced by it.
§ BO:',. \Vhere an order wat; ginn to the defendants hy a third
person to manufacture a patented article, on a model furnh;l1ed
by him, and the order was executed, it was held that the dt>fendant~ were guilty of an infringement, although, wheu they ],pg-an
to execute the order, they had 110 knowledge of the plaintiff"s
patcut. 1
§ :J0-1. 3. An Art. \Yhere ~n art is the sul,ject-matter of a
patent, the patent will be infringed by exercising or practising
the san.t: art, which will constitute a "using" of the invention or
discovery
.
•
It may, however, be doubted whether the mere using of the art
or process, especially for a different pmpose, and with rejection of
the valna],le result of that process, is to he considered m; au infringement. Thus, in a recent English cnse, the pateut stated
tl~:tt tlw invention eonsistcd in the nse and application of a ecrtain chemical agent for the purpose of precipitating the solid animal ancl vegetable matter contained in sewage wa.tcr. The Board
of Health used the process for the purpose of disinfecting and
deodorizing sewage water, whereby some precipitate of auimal
and vegetable matter appeared, which, however, was ndt n~cd,.
hnt n·jeeted as an ac0idental result_. The (~ucen's Bench held
that there was no evidence of an iufriugement.2
§ :JQ;j. Hut the great question that arises when an infringement
is charged to have taken place, is, whether tllC two things, one of
which is said to be an infringement upon the other, are the same,
or differcut. If they are the sa)ne, there is an infringement. If
they arc differPnt, there is not. But what kiml aml wlmt degree
of resemblance constitute the identity wl.ich the patelit law designates m; an infringement, and what kind and what degree of difference \rill relieve from this charge, arc the difficult and metaphysical
question-; to Le determined in each particular case. 3

it

i~

Bryce v. Dorr, 3 1\IcLean, 582. Two of the articles were made after
notice of the patent.
2 Higgs v. Goodwin, 1 Ell., BI. & Ell. 529.
3 There is a very great dearth of reported cases in our own books, giving
with any detail the facts brought out at the trial, on which the infringement
1
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§ 306. Learned jttdges have often laid it down that where two
things are the same in principle, tho one is an infringement upon
the other. This mode of stating the general doctrine on which
the fact of infringement depends is not quite satisfactory, hecause
that which constitutes the principle of an inyention is Yery likely
to be regarded differently by different minds. Still, there is a
sense in which the principle of an invention is undoubtedly to be
considered in determining whether an infringement has taken
place; because we e:!,unot determine whether there is a substantial identity between two things, without first observing the distinguishing characteristics of the oue which is taken as the subject
of comparison. But I propose, without rejecting the light of :my
of the cases in which this language is employed, to inquire whether
the fact of an infringement may not be tried by a test more definite,
precise, and practicai.l
depended. The reporters of the Circuit Courts of the "C"nited States seem to
have acted on the idea that. there is nothing to be reported in a patent cause,
unless some question of law is raised on motion for a new trial, or for arrest of
judgment, &c.; and then we get the facts, only so far as it is convenient for
the court to state them, in deciding the questions raised. This is a great mistake. A careful summary of the evidence given on every imp.ortant trial for
infringement of a patent, including the professional characters and qualifications of the witnesses, together with an accurate description of the plaintiff's
and defendant's inventions, the rulings of the cot,1rt in the progress of the
trial, and the charge to the jury, would be of great value.
1 The meaning to be ascribed to the term principle of an invention or cliscoveru has been thus commented on by different judges. l\Ir. Justice "rashington, in Treadwell v. llladen, 4 Wash. 70G, said: "What constitutes form,
and what principle, is often a nice question to decide; and upon none are the
"itnesses who are examined in patent causes, even those who are f;killed in
the particular art, more apt to disagree. It seen1s to me that the safest guide
to accuracy in making the ·distinction is, first, to ascertain what is the result
to be obtained by the discovery; and whatever is essential to that object, independent of the mere form and proportions of the thing used for the purpose,
may generally, if not universally, be considered as the princi11les of the invention."
In Whittemore v. Cutter, 1 Gallis. 478, 480, 1\fr. ,Justice Story said: "By
the principles of a machine (as these words are used in the statute) is not
meant the origh!al elementary principles of motion, which philosophy and
science have discovered, but the modus opera11rli, the peculiar device or manner
, of producing any gh·en effect. The expansive powers of steam, and the
mechanical powers of wheels, have been understood for many ages ; yet a
machine may well employ either the one or the other, and yet be so entirely
new, in its mode of applying these elements, as to entitle the I>a&·ty to a lJ<~tent
PAT.

25
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What constitutes infringement in the case
of designs has been the subject of 1·ecent judicial discussion. The
Circuit Court helcl, 1 that the proper test on the question of in~
fringement is substantial identity, as in the case of machinery, not
for his whole combination. The intrinsic difficulty is to ascertain, in complicated cases like the presc.1t, the exact boundaries between what was known
and useu before, and what is new, hi the mode of operatio11." In Barrett t'.
Hall, 1 :1\[as. •1-17, 470, the same learned judge said: "As to the opinion of
skilful witnesses, whether the l'rinciples of two machiues are the same, uo person douhts that it is competent evidence to be introduced into a patent cause.
But care should be taken to distinguish what is meant by a }lrinciple. In the
· .~l.1inds of some men a }Jrineiple means an elementary truth, or power, so that,
in the view of such men, all machines which perform their appropriate functions by motion, in whatever way produced, are alike in principle, since
motion is the element employed. No one, however, in the least acquainted
with law woulu for a moment contend that a principle in this sense is the subject of a patent; anu if it were otherwise, it would put an end to all patents
for all machines which employed motion, for this has been known as a principle or elementary power from the beginning of time. The true legal mean·
ing of the princi}Jle of a machine, with reference to the Patent .Act, is the
peculiar structure or constituent paris of such machine. And in this view the
question may be very properly ask<:!u, ill cases of doubt and complexity, of
skilful persons, whether the princi}Jles of two machines be the same or different. Now the principles of two machines may be the same, although the
form or proportions may be different. They may substantially employ the
same power in the same w.1y, though the external mechanism be apparently
different. On the other hand, the principles of two machines may be very
different, although their external structure may have great similarity in many
respects. lt would be exceeuingly ilitlicult to contend, that a machine, which
raised water by a lever, was the same in principle with a machine which
raised it by a screw, a pulley, or a wedge, whatever, in other rcs1lects, might
be the similarity of the apparatus." Sec note on the " Princi}Jle of au Invention," at the end of this chapter.
1 The Gorham Manufacturing Co. v. White, 7 Blatchf. 513.
"The same principles," said :Mr. Justice Blatchford, "which govern in
determining the question of infringement in respect to a patent for au invention connected. with the opemtion of machinery must govern in determining
the question of infringement in respect to a patent for a design. A design for
a configuration of an article of manufactme is embmceu within the statute,
as a patentable design, as well as a design for an ornament to be placed ou au
article of manufacture. The object of the former may solely be increased
utility, while the object of the latter may solely be increased gratification to
a cultivated taste, addresscu through the eye. It would be as reasonable
to say that equal utility should be .the test of infringement in the first case,
as to say that equal appreciation by the eye shoulu be the test of infringement
ill the latter case. There must be a 1miform test, and that test can only be,
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in view of the observation of a casual observer, but of a person
versed in the business of designs in the particular traclc in question, and who is accustomed to compare such designs intelligently
one with the other; and that the mere fact that the resemblance
between two designs, which are substantially different, is such as
to mislead ordinary purchasers and casual observers, aml to imluce
them to mistake one for the other, is not sufficient to constitute
an infringement.
These views, however, were not concurred in by the Supreme
Court of the United States. It was the opinion of that court, 1
that the acts of Congress which authorize the grant of patents
for designs were plainly intended to give encouragement to the
decorative arts. "They contemplate not so much utility as apas in the case of a patent in respect to machinery, substantial identity, not in
view of the observation of a person whose observation is worthless, because
it is casual, heedless, and unintelligent, anu who sees one of the articles in
question at one time and }}lace, and the otheJ of such articles at another time
and place, but in view of the observation of a 1}ersou versed in the business
of designs in the particular trade in question of a person engaged in the
manufacture or sale of articles containing such designs of a person accustomed to compare such designs one with another, and who sees and examines
the articles containing them, side by side. 'l'he question is not, whether one
design will be mistaken for the other by a person who examines the two so
carelessly as to be sure to be deceived, but whether the two designs can be said
to be substantially the same, when examined intelligently side by side. There
must be such a comparison of the features which make up the two designs. As
against au existing patented design, a patent for another design cannot be withheld because, to a casual observer, the general appearance of the later design
is so like that of the earlier one as to lead him, without proper attention, to
mistake the one for the other. The same test must be applied on the question
of infringement. . • . A patent for a design, like a patent for an improvement in machinery, must be for the means of producing a certain result or
appearance, and not for the result or allpearance itself. The plaintiffs' patent
is for their described means of producing a certain appearance in the completed handle. Even if the same appearance is produced by another design,
if the means used in such other design to produce the appearance are substantially different from the means used in the prior patented dl·sign to prouuce
such appearance, the later design is not an infringement of the patented
one. It is quite clear, on a consideration of the points of difference before
enumerated between the plaintitfs' design and the designs of Wl1ite, that each
of the latter is substantially different from the former in the means it l'mploys
to produce the appearance. Such is the undoubted weight of the evidence, and
such is the judgment of the court."
1
Gorham Co. v. White, 14 Wall. 511.
·
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pearance, antl that not an abstract, impression, or picture, hut an
aHpect given to those objects mentioned in the acts." It is the
appearance itself which makes the article salable, and therefore
valuable to the inventor; and the object of the law is to secure
for a limited time to the ingenious producer of these appearances
the ad vantages flowing from them. H Manifestly the mode in
which these appearances are produced has very little, if any thing,
to do with giving increased salableness to the article. It is the
appearance itself which attracts attention, and calls out favor or
dislike. It i8 the appearance itself, therefore, no matter by what
agency cmtHed, that constitutes mainly, if not entirely, the contribution to the public which the law deems worthy of recompense.
The appearance may be the result of peculiarity of configuration,
or of ornament alone, or of both conjointly; but, in whatever
way proclueed, it is the new thing, or product, which the patent
law regards. . .. \Ve do not say that, in determining whether
two designs are substantially the same, differences in the lines,
the configuration, or the modes by which the aspects they exhibit,
are not to be considered ; but we think the controlling consideration is the resultant effect."
In laying down rules goveming the test of infringement, :Jir.
Justice Strong, who delivered the opinion of the court, said:
~'·we are now prepared to inquire what is the true teHt of identity of deHign. Plainly, it must be sameness of appearance; ancl
mere difference of lines in the drawing or sketch, a greater or
smaller number of lines, or slight variances in configuration, if
sufficient to cha;nge the effect upon the eye, will not destroy the
substantial i<lentity. An engraving which has many lines may
p1·esent to the eye the same picture, and to the mind the same
idea or conception, as another with much fewer lines. The design, however, would be the same. So a pattern for a carpet or
a print may be made up of wreaths of flowers arranged in a
particular manner. Another carpet may have similar wreaths,
arranged in a like manner, so that ILOne hut very acute observers
could detect a difference. Yet in the wreaths upon one there
may be fewer flowers, and the wreaths may be placed at wider
distances from each other. Surely in such a case the designs are
alike. The same conception was in the mind of the designer,
and to that conception he gave expresHion.
"If, then, identity of appearance, or (as expressed in McCrea v.
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Holdsworth) sameness of effect upon the eye, is the main test of
substantial identity o.f design, the only remaining question upon
this part of the case is whether it is essential that the appearance
should be the same to the eye of an expert. The court below
was of opinion that the test of a patent for a d.esign is not the
eye of au ordinary observer. The learned. judge thought there
could be no infringement unless there was " suhstantial identity," in view of the observation of a person versed in designs in
the particular trade in question of a person engaged in the
manufacture or sale of articles containing such designs of a
person accustomed to compare such designs one with another,
and who sees and examines the articles containing them, side by
side. There must, he thought, be a comp ••rison of the features
which make up the two designs. 'Vith this we cannot concur.
Such a test would destroy all the protection which the act of
Congress intended to give. There never could be piracy of a
patented design, for human ingenuity has never yet produced a
design, in all its details, exactly like another, so like that an
expert could not distinguish them. No counterfeit bank-note is
so identical in appearance with the true, that an experienced
artist cannot discern a difference. It is said an engraver distingishes impressions made by the same plate. Experts, therefore, are not the persons to be deceived. Much less than that
which would be substantial identity in their eyes would be undistinguishahle in the eyes of men generally, of observers of orclinary acuteness, bringing to the examination of the article upon
which the design has been placed that degree of observation
which men of ordinary intelligence give. It is persons of the
latter class who are the principal purchasers of the articles to
which designs have given novel appearances, and if they are misled, and induced to purchase what is not the article they supposed it to be, if, for example, they are led to pmchase fm:ks or
spoons, deceived by an apparent resemblance into the belief that
they bear the "cottage " design, and therefore are the production of the holders of the Gorham, Thurber, and Dexter patent,
when in fact they are not, the patentees are injured, and that
advantage of a market which the pate11t was granted to secure is
destroyed. The purpose of the law must be effectell if possible ;
but, plainly, it cannot be if, while the general appearance of the
design is preserved, minor differences of detail in the manner in

•
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which the appearance is produced, observable by experts, but not
noticed by ordinary observers, by those who buy and use, are
sufficient to relieve an imitating design from condemnation as
an infringement.
....,
"'Ve hold, therefore, that if, in the eye of an ordinary observer,
giving such attention as a purchaser usually gives, two designs
are substantially the same, if the resemblance is such as to
deceive such an observer, inducing him to purchase one supposing it to be the other, the first one patented is infringed by
the other."
Applyi:1; the ahove rules to the facts of the case at har, the
court held that there wm; an infringement, ancl 1·eversed the
decree of the comt below. Justices Miller, Field, and Bradley
dissented; but whether their dissent had reference to the principles of law enunciated by the cottrt, or simply to the question
whether there was an infringement in the case before the court,
does not appear from the report.
§ 307. An infringement involves substantial identity, whether
that identity is described by the terms, " same principle," "same
rnodus opaancli," or any other. It is a copy of the thing describecl
in the specification of the pn-tentee, either without variation, or
with only such variations as are consistent with its being in substance the same thing. 1 What will amount to ~>uch a substantial
identity cannot be stated in general terms; we can only look to
individual cases for illustrations and applications of the general
doctrine.
In Walton v. Potter, Webs. Pat. Cas. 586, Sir N. C. Tindal, Ch. J.,
said: '' Where a party has obtained a patent for a new invention or a discovery
he has made by his own ingenuity, it is not in the power of any other person,
simply by varying in form or in immaterial circumstances the nature or subject-matter of that discovery, to obtain either a patent for it himself, or to
use it without the leave of the patentee, because that would be in effect and
in substance an invasion of the right; and, therefore, what you have to look
at upon the present occasion is not simply whether in form or in circum·
stances, that may be more or less immaterial, that which has been done
'by the defendants varies from the specification of the plaintiff's patent, but
to see whether, in reality, in substance, and in effect, the defendants have
availed themselves of the plaintiff's invention in order to make that fabric, or
to make that article which they have sold in the way of their trade; whether,
in orller to make that, they have availed themselves of the invention of the
plaintiff.''
1
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Thus, in Aiken v. Bemis,1 Woodbury, J., uses the following
language: "The present was a case of the former character, for
a combination, and the difference in the patent from the instrument here co~sists in this, that the hammer of the saw-set was
all made of steel by Bemis, and that all but the point was made
of wrought-iron in the patent. This looks, at first blu~h, as not
a very material difference, anu one rather colorable or accidental
than designed. But when we advert to the evidence in the case,
it avpears that the use of wrought-iron was found by experiment
to he much better than ~teel, and was hence patented, and this
without making the specification in terms broad enough to cover
steel also. It is a matter of doubt, therefore, whether the use of
an inferior material for the hammer of the saw-set, when the patent covers only a superior one, is a legal violation of it. 'Vhy
should the plaintiff complain of what he had tried, but deemed
too useless or valueless to be adopted ? Had the patent extenclecl
only to the form or parts of the saw-set, combined as set out and
made of any kind of materials, or saying nothing of the materials,
the right would he violated by a machine of like form, as the form
would he the sole matter patented. But when the patentee
chooses to go further, and cover, with his patent, the material of
which a part of his machine is composed, he entirely endangers
his right to prosecute when a different and inferior material is
employed, especially one which he himself, after repeated experiments, hau rejected."
§ 308. If the invention of the patentee be a machine, it will be
infringed hy a machine which incorporates in its structure and
operation the snbstance.of the invention; that is, by an arrangement of mechani~m which performs the same service or produces
the sa.me effect in the same way, or substantially the same way.
But perhaps the only method of satisfactorily explaining what is
meant by operating in the same or substantially the same way
is to cite from the instructions of the courts on this question in
several of the leading patent cases. Thus, in 'Vyeih v. Stone,2
1\fr. Justice Story charged as follows: "It (the defendant's ma~
chine) is substantially, in its moue of operation, the same as
Wyeth's machine ; and it copies his entire cutter ; the only important difference seems to be that ·wyeth's machine has a double
1

2

3 W oodb. & 1\Jinot, 348.
Wyeth v. Stone, 1 Story's R. 273.
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series of cutters on parallel planes, and the machine of the
defendant's has a single series of chisels in one plane. Both
machines have a succession of chisels, each of which is progressively below the other, with a proper guide placed at such a distance as the party may choose,' to regulate the movement; and in
this succession of chisels, one below the other, on one plate or
frame, consists the substance of 'Vyeth's invention. The guide
in ·wyeth's machine is the duplicate of his chisel plate or frame;
the guide in the defendant's machine is simply a smooth iron on
a level with the cutting-chisel frame or plate. Each performs the
same service substantially in the same way." In Odiorne v.
1
\'{i•lkley, the same learned judge said: "It is often a point of
intrinsic difficulty to decide whether one machine operates upon
the same principles as another. In the present improved state
of mechanics, the same elements of motion and the same powers
must he employed in almost all machines. The level, the wheel,
and the screw are powers well known ; and if no person could
be entitled to a patent who used them in his machine, it would
be in vain to seek for a I'atent. The material question, therefore, is not whether the same elements of motion or the same
component parts are used, bnt whether the given effect is producecl substantially by the same mode of operation and the same
combination of powers in both machines. l\fere colorable differences or slight improvements cannot shake the right of the original inventor. To illustrate these pcJ!Jttions, suppose a watch
was first invented by a person so as to mark the hours ouly, and
a second person added the work to mark the minutes, and a third
thr· .~econds; each of them using the same combinations and mode
of operation to mark the hours as the first. In such a case the
inventor of the second-hand could not have entitled himself to
a patent emln·acing the inventions of the other parties. Each
inventor would undoubtedly
be
entitled
to
his
own
invention
aud
•
no more. In the machines before the court, there are three
great stages in the operation, each producing a given and dist.inct
effect: (1) The cutting of the nail for the head; (2) Tho griping
of the nail; (3) The heading of the nail. If one person had
invented the cutting, a second the griping, and a third the heading,
it is clear that neither could entitle himself toP pr.tent for the whole
l

Oc .orne v. Winkley, 2 Gallis. 51.
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of a machine which embraced the inventions of the other two, and
by the same mode c operation produced the :mme effect; and if
he did, his patent would be void. Some machines are too simple
to be thus separately considered ; others, again, are so complex as
to be invented by a succession of improvements, each added to the
other. And on the whole, in the present case, the question for
the jury is, whether, taking Reed's mac~hine and Perkins's machine
together, and considering then1 in their various comhinations,
they are machines constructed Rn hstantially upon the same principles and upon the same mode of operation."
One machine is the same in substance as anoH1er, if the principle
be the same in effect, though the form of the machine he different. Thus in Bov.ille v. Moore, 1 Gibbs, C. J., said: "I remember
that was the expedient used by a man in Cornwall, who endeavored to pirate the steam-engine. He produced an engine which,
on the first view of it, had not the least resemblance to Boulton
and Watt's engine ; where you looked for the head you found
the feet, and where you looked for the feet you found the head ;
but it turned out that he had taken the principle of Boulton and
Watt's; it acted as well one way as the other; but if you set it
upright, it was exactly Boulton and "Tatt's engine. So here I
make the same observation, because I ohserve it is stated that one
acts upwards and the other down \vards ; one commences from the
bottom and produces the lace by an upward operation, the other
acts from above and produces it by an operation downwards ;
but that, if the principle be the same, must be considered as the
same in point of invention." 2
In McCormick v. Seymour,3 Nelson, J., gave the following instructions: " The next objection taken by the defendants is that,
assuming the divider of the plaintiff to be new and useful and
patentable, and that he is entitled to the enjoyment of it free
from any interference, still he is not entitled to recover, because
the defendants have not used his separator, but a different contrivance. In order to take the separator of the defendants out
of the charge of infringement, it is necessary that they should
satisfy you that it is substantially and materially different from
the plaintiff's; in other words, that it involves some new idea
Boville v. l\foorc, Dav. Pat. Cas. 361, 402.
2 Compare Buck v. Hermance, 2 Blatchf. 398.
a l\IcCormick v. Seymour, 2 Blatchf. 240.

1
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in its construction not to be found in the plaintiff's. If it is
found there, of course it is an appropriation of his invention.
If not, then it is an independent improvement and no violation
of the plaintiff's right. It is proper to observe, in respect to this
particular question, that whether the separator of the defendants
be or be not an interference with that of the patentee, will depeml
upon this, whether the plan which the defendants have employed,
in constructing their separator and dividing tl1e grain, is or is not
in substance the same as the plaintiff's, and whether or not the
differences that have been introduced by the defendants in their
form of construction aml in accomplishing the design which all
these separators seek to accomplish, are merely difference:; in
things not material or important; in other words, whether their
plan is, in substance and effect, a colorable evasion of the plaintiff's contrivance, or whether it is new, and substantially
a
differ•
ent thing. If the defendants have taken the same general plan
and applied it for the same purpose, although they may l1ave
varied the mode of construction, it will still be, substantial!\·
and
•
in the eye of the patent law, the same thing. Otherwise it will
not."
To the same effect, in BLtnchard v. Beers,1 the same judge
said: " It is material, at this stage of the case, to recall your
attention to a principle already stated, namely, that whether or
not the one machine is an infringement of the other, doE's not
nccesgarily depend upon whether their mechanical structmes are
different. But the question is, whether (whatever may he the
mechanical construction) the later machine contains the means or
combination founu in the previous machine,
whether, taking
the structure as you find it, yoil see the new idea embodied in it.
If the combination of Blanchard is found substantially incorporated in the defendant's machine, then its mechanical construction, whatever it may be, is, as matter of law, hut an equivalent
machine.
No
for the mechanical construction of Blanchard's
•
man can appropriate the benefit of the new ideas which another
has originated and put into practical use, because he may have
been enabled by superior mechanical skill to embody them in a
form different in appearance or diffe1;ent in reality. For although
•

Blanchard v. Beers, 2 Blatchf. 418. Compare McCormick v. Talcott, 20
How. 402; Winans v. Denmead, 15 How. 332; Sickels v. Borden, 3 Blatchf.
535; Dobbs v. Penn, 3 Wels., Hurls. & Gord. 427 .
1

•
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he may not have prcRerved the exterior ar>pearance of the previ.ous machine, he may have appropriated the ideas which gave
to it all its value . . . . It is unfair, when tl1e question is between
Blanochard's machine thus organized and a machine organized for
one particular purpose aml to produce one particular result of
Blanchard's machine, such as the wagon-spoke, to hold that,
because the machine organized for that specific purpose i8
differently constructed and dissimilar in appearance, and can produce the particular thing more rapidly, it therefore necessarily
fails to embody the same itlea or combination .. ·we know that
any machine conRtructetl to accomplish a particular ohject or
purpose may be often materially changed from the original construction, and yet do the work very well. There are mechanical
equivalents, by the use of which the whole features may be
changed, and a great departure made from the apparent prineiple
and combination of the machine, aml yet it may operate well. In
view of this consideration, it should he particularly noticed, in
this case, that the defendant's machine has been constructed for
one object, for the purpose of turning wagon-spokes of slight
irregularity of form, and therefore, as is obvious, may admit
of very material changes from the original machine. It will he
proper, therefore, for you to look into these two machines and
see whether or not the change in the organization of the dE:fendant's machine from the plaintiff's might not have been the pl'Oduction of the skill of a mechanic examining and studying the
Blanchard machine with a view to .reorganize it and adapt it to
the performance of one of its functions, namely, producing an
axe-handle or a wagon-spoke. Because, whenever a defendant
sets up that he fias substantially departed from the existing machine, so as to avoid the consequences of an infringement, it is
neceRsary that he should satisfy the court and jury that his
departure has been such as involves invention, and not mere
mechanical skill, in order to entitle him to a patent for the discovery. There must be mind ancl inventive genius involved in
it, and not the mere skill of the workman. . . .
"These views present all that I mean to trouble you with upon
the main question in the case. As to the fact that the defendant's
machine can cut a greater number of spokes in a given time than
the ploi.ntiff's, the law is as stated by the counsel on both sides.
The fact may be taken into consideration in examining into the
•

•
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question whether or not the prinl'ipJ.e or combination of the two
machines is substantially the rJame. If it is, then, without regard
to the result, and although a greater number of spokes can be
made by the defendant's machine in a given time, that machine
would still be an infringement. This superiority i;:; sometimes
produced by a superior construction of the machine; or it may,
in this case, he the resu'lt of malting one adapted exclusively to the
accomplishment of one of the purposes of Blanchard's; or it mny
be the result of an improvement on his; hut this will not entitle
its author to use the principle or combination of Blanchard\;."
To the same effect are the instructions of Sprague, .J., in Howe
v. :Morton and Howe v. Williams, MS. : "'V e find, then, to look
at the 'Villiams machine, in the first place, that it has two holding surfaces, between which the cloth is feel by mechanism, a
piece of metal taking hold of the cloth and carrying it along
between these two surfaces. That is the sub-combination of
Howe's, so far. And that is one material part of the defendant's
machine, and found in no machine prior to Howe's ; the press'!rfoot is divided into two parts, operating alternately, one of which
is always upon the cloth and. pressing it down upon the taule;
one part presses the cloth d<'wn upon the roughened feeding surface below ; the feeding is done by advancing the roughened
surface and then withdrawing it in the same plane; one part of
the presser-foot being raised, that it mny not press the cloth
down while the roughened surface is retreating; the other part,
in the mean time, being down, holds the cloth in positioH while
the first is up ; these opposing surfaces are holding the cloth all
the time between them for the operation of tightening the stitch
and for resisting the thrust and retraction of the needle, and
keeping the cloth in place while it is fed along. 'Ve find, in the
next place, that it has two threads, and forms the stitch hy the
interlocking of these two thread~; and so far,-- without speaking of the minor mechanism by which t1if:l is accomplishecl, so
far it is like Howe's; and Howe's was not anticipated in that
re:;pect by any machine prior to his. These sub-combinations are
like Howe's. The general combinat~on and arrangement are like
Howe's. It is testified by the experts that they are identical;
and I see no reason to doubt that statement.
" ·we find, then, that the Williams machine has adopted the
general combination and arrangement of Howe's, and some at
•

•

•
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least uf the sub-combinations of Howe's, in which that machine
di:fferH from others. 'Vithout undertaking, therefore, to go into
the minutiru of the mechanism, the 'Villiams machine, in my
judgment, contains so much of Howe's sub-combinations and of
his general combination aml arrangement, that it is an infringemeiit of his patent.
"The Sloat machine differs not substantially or scarcely at all
from Howe's, in the holding apparatus. It has two surfaces, the
table, and the preHser-foot. The foot presses on the material
which is between that and the table, and which is there feel along
by the four-motion-feed, as it is sometimes called, not requiring
the presser-foot to riHe to enable the roughened surface to return.
And the same remark applies here as to the Williams machine,
that it has these :mrfaces holding the material for the same operations, the tightening of the stitch, resisting the thrust and
retraction of the neetlle, and keeping the cloth in its proper place
when it is fed.
" As regards the formation of the stitch, the Sloat machine
also uses two threads and makes the interlocking stitch. The
shuttle is not carried between the needle and its thread, but the
thread of the needle is carried around the shuttle, thus producing
the interlocking,
the stitch being substantially the same as
Howe's and produced by these instruments,
the needle and the
shuttle having each its thread, one carried through the 'loop of
the other, in the manner I have described. It is my opinion that
the Sloat machine also contains ::;o much of Howe's sub-combination or subordinate parts and of his general combination and
arrangement, that it is an infringement of his patent."
§ 308 a. 'Vhere the patent was for an "improvement in springs
for hoop-Hkirts" it was held to be an infringement to sell "an
article of dress called a hustle, containing hoop-skirt whe made
in substantially the same manner described in the patent, "the
bustle referred to being," in the language of the court," substantially a hoop-skirt of a diminished size." I
§ 309. But if the difference between the two machines is not a
mere difference of form, if there is a material alteration of structure, if they are substantially different, combinations of mechanism,
to effect the same purpose by means which are really not the same
1

•
•

Young v. Lippman, 9 Blatch£. 277 .
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in substance, then the oue will not be an infringement of the
other. 1
•

1 Lowell v. Lewis, 1 1\Ias. 182, 101. In this l'ase 1\lr. Justice Story sai1l:
"The manner in which 1\Ir. Perkin.~'s invention is, in his specification, proposed to be used, is in a square pump, with triangular valves, conncetcd in
the centre, and resting without any box on the sides of the pump, aL :mch an
angle as exactly to fit the four sides. The pump of 1\lr. Buker, on the other
hand, is fitted only for :~ circular tube, with butterfly valves of an oval shape,
connected in the centre, and resting, not on the sides of the pump, hut on a
metal rim, at a given angle, so that the rim may not be exactly in contact with
the sides, but the valves may be. If from the whole evidence the jury i,; satisfied that these differences are mere changes of form, without auy material
alteration in real structure, then the plaintiff is entitll•d to recover ; if they arc
substantially different eoi••binatious of mechanical parts to effect the sanw
purposes, then the defendant is entitled to a verdict. This is a question of
fact, which I leave entirely to the sound judgment of the jmy."
In Gray v. •James, Peters's C. C. H.. !3!l-l:, 3!li, :Mr. Justice Washington said:
-~~~ What constitutes a difference in principle between two m:lchincs is frequently a question of difficulty, more especially if the difference in form is
cunsiJerable, and the machinery complicated. But we think it may safdy he
laiJ down, as a general rule, that where the machines are substantially the
same, and operate in the same ma1mer, to produce t.he same result, they must
ue in principle the same. I say .•ubstantially, in order to exchHle all formal
diJiercnces ; and when I speak of the same result, I must be understood as
•
me:ming the same kind of result, tlwu!flt it may dUJi:r in extent. So tlmt the re.~ult
is tlte same, according to tltis definition, r.cltetlwr tlte one produce more nails, ji1r
instance, in a given space IJj time, titan tlte otlw·, if tlte operation i.~ tu make
nail.~."

'

The American Pin Co. v. The Oakville Co., 3 Blatchf. l!JO. '':Neither of
these operations can be found, either in form or in substance, in the Crosby
machine (defendant's). There is no hopper in Ct·ushy's machine. unless the
inclined channel-way in which the pias hang by their heads in a vertical position may be considered a hopper. That, if it be considered as a howcr, tloes
not move. It is stationary. Of course it nl'ither slides nor passes over :my
thing. From the lower extrculity of the channcl-wa~·, the 11ins arc taken,
one by one, by the thread of a screw, while it is revolving and whik• the pin is
vertical, and, by force of mechanical power, the pin is carried in tllll thread of
the screw to the other end of the screw, and i~ tlll'l'e deposited by the screw,
in a horizontal position, in a groove channel. The screw, while opemtiug,
has no motiou but a revolving motion. During the whole til1m it remains in
the same space. It neither moves forward nor back. There is, then, uothing in the machine which, either in form or in substance, has any resemblance
to a sliding hopper, .sliding or passing over recesses in a plate to receive the
pins as they drop from a hopper, or to recesses for receiving pins sliding or
passing under a hopper. In Slocum's machine, one of these processes must
take place ; aud, without one of them, a machine for this purpose cannot bo

•
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Thug, in a recent English case, the plaint{ff's invention consisted in the application of ventilating vanes or screws at the
centre of the stones for supplying the air between the grinding
surfaces; a portable ventilating machine, blowing hy a screw vane
which caused a current of air parallel to the axil{ of the vane,
being attached externally to the eye of the upper mill-stone, and
thus the screw vane heing set iii rapid motion, the air was compelled to pass through the eye into the centre of the stones aml
so fiml its way out again; the dt:fcndant's plan was to remove
from the centre of hoth stones a large circular portion of each,
an<l in this space, opposite to the opening l1etween the two ~ttJnes
to place a fan or blower, by the l'Ui)id rotation of which a centrifugal motion was given to the air, anrl it was driven between
the stones. It was held that the one invention was not an
infringement of the other, hut that each was a new method of
accomplishing a well-known object, on the common principle of
obtaining a current of air by means of a rotating-vane. 1
§ 309 a. The question of what constitutes an infringement in
case of a combination has been discussed in several recent
American cases. Tlte law on this suhject was thus t;tatetl by the
•
Supreme Court of the United State~ in the recent case of Seymour v. Osborne: 2 "Actual inYentors of a combination of two
or more ingredients in a machine, secured by letters-patent in due
form, arc entitled, even though the ing:.:edients are old, if the
a Slocum machine. In the Slocum machine, the recess in the plate which
receh·cs the pin from the hopper must he of the exact size of the hal'l'el of
the pin. In the Crosby machine, the recess in the thread of the scrt>w which
receives the pin, and by which it is transported to the other cud uf the screw,
and which, it is claitmd, is a mechanical equivalent for the recess in the plate
with groo\'es in Slocum's maehiue, ncetlnot be of the exaet depth or breadth
of the barrel of the pin. It may Le of any size, provided it is not suliiciently
large to }Jcrmit the head of the pin to fall through. The essential means
used in Crosby's machine to bring about the result, to wit, a separation of
the pins ft·om the pile or column, arc, therefore, substantially ditl"crcnt from
the means used in Slocum's machine to produce the same result. In this
respect the two machines operate tlilfcrt•utly :nul tlepcnd upon distinct organizations. The same substantial means arc not used in each." Per Ingersoll, J.
1
Bovill v. Pimm, 36 E. L. & Eq. 441. Compare also Seed v. lliggings, 8
Ell. & Blackb. 755.
•
2
11 Wall. 516. The opinion of the court was delivered by :.\Ir. Justice
Cliffo1·d.
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comuination produces a new and useful result, to treat every o11e
as au infringer who makes and uses or vends the machine to
others to be used without their authority or license.
They cannot suppress suusequent improvements which nrc substantially uifl'erent, whether the new improvements consist in a
new combination of the same ingredients, or of the suustitntion
of some newly discovered ingredient, or of some old one, performing wme new function not known at the date of the letters-patent,
as a proper substitute for the ingredient withdmwn from the combination constituting their invention. Mere formal alterations in
a eomuinntion in letters-patent, however, are no defence to the
charge of infringement, and the withdrawal of one ingl\•llient
from the same, and the substitution of another which was well
known at the date of the patent as a proper substitute for the
one withdrawn, is a mere formal alteration of the combiuation
if the ingredient substituted performs substantially the same
function as the one withdrawn.
Patentees, therefore, are entitled in all cases to invoke to some
extent the doctrine of equivalents, but they are never entitled
to do so in any case to suplW!:S!':! all other substantial improYements; and the rule which disallows such pretensions, if properly
understood and limited, is as applicaule to the inventor of a
device, or even of an entire machh!e, as to the inventor of a mere
combination, except tlw.t the inventor of the latter cannot treat
any one as an infringer whose machine does not contain all of the
material ingredients of the prior combination, as in that ~tate of
the case the subsequent invention is regarded assulJstantially tlifferent from the former one, unless the latter machine employs as
a substitute for the ingredient left out to perfol'm the same function some other ingredient which was well known as a proper
substitute for the same when the former invention was patented.
Bona fide inventors of a combination are as much entitled to
suppress every other combination of the same ingredients to produce the same result, not substantially different from what they
have invented and caused to l,e patented, as any othe!' cla:>s of
inventors. All alike have the right. to suppress every colorable
invasion of that which is secured to them by their letters-patent,
and it is a mistake to suppose that this court ever intended to lay
down any different rule of decision."
·
A patent for a combination of several elements is not infringed

§ 309 a, 309 b.]
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b\·
a
combination
which
dispenses
with
one
of
the
elements,
and
•
substitutes therefor another suhstantially different in construction
1
and operation, hut serving the same purpose.
§ 309 b. It has been held to he an infringement to manufactnre
and sell without authority some of the p1irts of a patented combination, provided such "parts are useless without the remaining
pm·t;:; nn(l they are sold with the uwlcrstawling and intention that
such remaining p:tt'ts shall he supplied by another, awl the whole
he eomhincd for use. This question arose in the case of \Vallace
t'. llolmcs,2 wherein the complainant's patent was for an improvement in lamps, and emhracc•l the comhination of the chimney
and the hmner. It appcarecl that the defendant had manufactured awl sold the hurner, which was useless without the
chimney, it heing necessary for purchasers, he fore nsing the
hmner, to ohtain the chimney and use hoth in comhination.
Aceortling· to the construction giYen by the court to the specification awl claim, the complainant\; patent did not claim the
burner as new, hut the combination of the burner with the chimney. lJ pon these fac.ts the court helcl that there had heen an
infringement of the plaintiff':'! patent h.r the defendant. The
gt·omuls upon wllil~h this decision was based are thus given by
l\Ir. ,J ustiee 'Voodruff, who deli vercd the judgment of the court :
"The rule of law invoked hv
the
defendants
is
this,
that,
where
••
a patent is for a combination merely, it is not infringed hy one
who u:-;es one or more of the parts, lmt not all, to produce the
same results, either hy themKch·es or hy the aid of other devices.
This rule is well settled, and is not questioned on this trial. The
rule is fully stated hy Chief ,Justice Taney, in Prouty v. Ruggles
(111 Peters, H~C, 341 ), and in other cases cited b,v the counsel.
(Byatn v. FatT, 1 Curtis's C. C. R. 2GO, 26;j; Foster v. l\Ioore, ibid.
27!1, :!D2 ; Vance v. Campbell, 1 lllack, 427 ; Eames l'. Godft·ey, 1
Wallace, 78, 79.) But I am not satisfied that this rule will protect these defendants. If, in actual concert with a third party,
with a view to the actual production of the patented improYement
•

'

1

Crompton v. Belknap l\lills, 3 Fisher's Pat. Cas. 5:JG; Eames ·v. Godfrey,
1 Wall. 7H; Vance v. Campbell, 1 Black, '!27. See also Waterbmy Brass Co.
v. ::\liller, !) Blatchf. ii; Nicholson Pavement Co. v. I~atch, :3 Fisher's l'at.
Cas. 4:12; Sayles v. Chicago aml Northwesteru R.It. Co., J Fisher's Pat. Cas.
5Sl; Dew.more v. Schofield, ibid. 148; Carter v. Baker, ibid. ·10-!.
2 !l illatchf. 65.
PAT,

26
•
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in lamps, and the sale and use thereof, they consented to manufactme tho burner, and such other party to make the chimney,
and, in such concert, they actually make and sell the bumer, antl
he the' chimney, each utterly useless without the other, amlL'ach
intended to be used, and actually sold to be used, with the other,
it cannot be doubtful that they must 'be dee!"'ed to be joint
infringer::; of the complainant's patent. It canr.'..>li be that, where
a useful machine is patented as a comhination of parts, two or
more can engage in its construction and sale, and protect themselves by showing that, though united in an effort to produce the
same machine, and sell it, and bring it into extensive usc, each
makes and sells one part only, which is useless without the othen~,
and still another person, in precise conformity with the purpose
in view, !JUts them together for use. If it were so, such patents
would, indeed, be of little value. In such case, all are tortfeasors, engaged in a common, purpose to infringe the patent, and
actually, by their concerte(l action, producing that re:,;ult. In a
suit brought against such party or parties, a question might he
raised, whether all the actOl's in the wrong should be made parties defendant; but I app1·ehend. that, even at law aml certainly
when non-joinder was uot pleaded, the want of all tho pattie;,;
would he no defence. Each is liable fur all the dan1agc!'l.
"'Here the actual concert with others is a certain inference from
the nature of the cas0, and the distinct efforts of the defendants
to bring the burnei.' in question into use, which can only ue done
by adding the chimney. The defendants have not, perhaps, made
an actual prearrangement with any particular person to ~mpply
the chimney to be added to the burner ; but every sale they make
is a proposal to the p"\lrchaser to do this, and his purchase il:l a
consent with the defendants that he will do it, or cause it to be
done. The defemlauts are, therefore, active parties to the whole
infringement, consenting and acting to that end, manufacturing
and selling for that purpose. If the want of joinder of other
parties could avail them for any purpose{ which is not to be conceded), they must set it up as a defence, and point out the parties
who are acting in express or implied concert with them. Nor is
it any excuse that parties desiring to use the burner have all the
glass manufacturer-s in the wo1·ld from whom to procure the chimneys. The question may be novel, but, in my judgment, upon
these proofs, the defendants have no protection in the rule upon
•

'

•

§ 309 b-310.]
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which alone they rely as a defence against the charge of infringement.''
§ ;309 c. 'Vhere the patent was for a combination of three distinct devices forming an improved water-wheel, none of which
was claimed as new, it was held that the use of two of the devices
without the other was not an infringement. The omis8ion of
immaterial parts or the su h;titu tion of cq ui valents will not
constitute a valid defence. The question is whether the
machines are substantially the same. " But here," says l\Ir.
Justice Woodruff, 1 "the patentee claims to combine a wheel and
a spiral conductor, neither of which he claims to have inve11ted,
with a tube (F) to carry off the water from the surface of the
wheel. Now, if the defendant had substituted an equivalent
device fot· the tube (F), he might be an infringer, hut he was
not, hy this patent, prevented from using the other two without
any such device. His using them in a lol3ation, in reference to
the flume, which rendered the tube unnecessary and useles.:, was
not substituting an equivalent device, but was only using them
without any device of any kind for the purpose indicated. The
case falls, therefore, within the rule stated, namely, that when a
combination of known elements or devices is patented, ancl the
combination only, the use of any of the devices less than all is
no infringement. This rule is not to be construed so strictly as
to conflict with the other rule above stated, and to permit the
substitution of equivalent devices where the combination is
substantially the same. But here the tube (F) is a distinct
member of the combination for a specific useful pmpose ; and
it cannot be rejected in determining what is, iu law and fact,
the subject of the patent. If the wheel had been claimed, or
the combination of the wheel and the spiral conductor, the
defendant could not have protected himself by dispensing with.
the tube (F), although the plaintiff had also _patented the
three in combination; but, as the case stands, I see no alternative hut to hold the ruling on the trial correct.''
§ 310. But, ir. cases where the patent is not for a combination,
if the princiiJ!e is applied in the same way as the patentee has
applied it, then the absence of two or three things in· the defendant's machine, which are mentioned in the specification, will not
•

•

•

1

v:

Rich
Close, 8 Blatchf. 41.
Fisher's Pat. Cas. 536.

•

See also Crompton v. Belknap :Mills, 3
'

•
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prevent the patentee from recovel'ing for an infringement} It is
in relation to this q ncstion of substantial identity, tim t the lloct:·ine
1

,

,Jones 1·. Pearce, \\'cbs. Pat. Cas. 122, 12-L Aml if the imitation he :<o
Ill':trly exact a;; to satisfy the jury that the imitator attL•mptl•(l to cup~· tilt'
llllHh·l, and to make some almost imperceptible variation. for the pm·post' o[
cvacling tlw right of the patl'ntec, it may lw consiclen•cl a frau<lnpon tht• law,
and such slight variation will be disregarded. Dt\\'is t'. I>a!Jncr, :! .Brock. :!!lti,
3UH.

Winans 1'. Denmcad. liJ How. :1!30. In this case. the claim of the palentPe
wa,.; in tlw fullowinl? wonls: " What I claim as my invention allll dl•sirc to
sceme by letters-patent is making the body of a car for the tran:;portation of
coal, &e., in the f•)rm of a fru:-;tnm of a cone, snhstantially as hen·in tlcscriht>cl, whl·l·chy the force exertl'll hy the \Wight of tht~ loacl pre;;scs l'tjtHtlly
in all 1lin•ctions, and 1locs not tend to change the form thereof. so that t•n•rv
part n•,.;isb its equal proportion, aml hy which also the lower part i,; so rt·clm·t·cl
as to pass down within thl• trnck-frnmc and hl•twt•en the axles, to lo\Wl' the
cl'ntre of gnn-ity of the load without diminishing the capacity of till' t·ar as
<h·~L·ribed. I also claim extending the lltllly of the car uclow the COillll'ding
piece of the truck-frame and the line of draft. hy passing the conncctiug bard
of tht• truck-frame and the draft-uar through the body of the ear, substantially
as dc•ser!hc1l."
The testimony showL·d that the dcfl•ndants had made cars c!milar to the
plaiutiffs', t•xct•pt that thl' form w::s octagonal instL•ad of circuh.r. Thl'I'L' w:•.s
c\'iclL'IICC tending to prove that, considcr•!d in reference to the practical uses uf
such a :!ar, the octagonal car w::s sulJstantially the same as the circular. Among
others, .James ).lillholland, called hy the defendants, testified, "that the advantage of a retluecd bottum of the car was obtained, whether the car was
octagonal or conical; tlmt the strengthening of the bottom 1lnc to tlll' acluptinn
of a conical- furm was the same when the octagonal form was adopte1l or the
dreular: that the circular form was the best to resist the pl'Cssm·c, as c. g. in
a steam-boiler, ami au octagonal one bettt•r than the scluarc form; that the
octagonal car was not better than the conical; that for practical purpo~l·~ one
was as good as the other; that a polygon of many si1les would be erptivall'nt to
a circle; that the octagon car, practically, was as good as the conical onl'; aml
that, sul•stautially, the witness saw no difference between the two.'' Curtis, .J.,
in n·versing tht~ charge of the circuit judge, saicl: " C ndoubtcdly there may he
cases in which the letters-patent do inclmlc only the particular form de~crilwtl
a111l claimed. Dtwis v. Palmer, :! Brock. :1119, seems to have been one of those
cases. llut they arc in entire accordance with what is above stated. The
reason why such a patent covers only one geometrical form is not that the
1mtentec has described awl claimed that form only; it is because that form
only i.s capable of embodying his invention; and consequently, if the form is
not copied, the invention is not used. "'here form anti suLstancc art• inseparable, it is enough to look at the form only. \\'here they arc scparahle, where
• •
the whole subHtance of the invention may be copied in n dilfercnt form, It IS
the duty of courts and juries to look through the form for the substance,~

.

•

,

§ 310.]

•

•
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of mechanical eqnh·alcnts l1ecomes practicall.v applicahlc. This
doctrine depewls npon the truth that the identity of purpose,
aml not of form or name, is the true criterion in jtulging of the
similarity or <lissimilal'ity of two pieces of mechanism. The
question whether one thing is a mechanical equivalent for another is a 'luestion nf fact for the jnry, on the testimon.\· of
experts, or an inspcetion of the machines ; awl it is an inference
to be drawn fro111 all the circmnstances of the case, b,,. atten<ling
to the consi1leration, whether the contt·i ,·ance nse<l hy the defi!IHlant i:; nse<l for the same purpose, performs the same dnties, ot· is
applieahle to the :-:amc ol•ject, as thu contrintnce nse1l h,,. the
pntcntee. 1 Hence, two things may l•e mechanical 011 ui valent:;

•

•

for that whieha:mtitle•l the inw~ntor to his patent, a11tl which the patt•nt was
desigtH.•tl to secure. Where that is fount!, then• is an inft•in),(l'nwnt; antl it is
not a defence that it is emhotlietl in a form not t]e;:<)rihetl anrl in terms clainwd
by the patentee. PatcntCL•s sometimes atltl to thei1· claims an express <ln:laration to the effect that tlw daim extelltls to the thing patl•ntcd, howewr its
form or proportions may he \'arictl. But this is tmncce;;sary. The law so
interprets the claim without the a<ltlitiuu of illl'se wortls. The cxclusi\·e ri~;ht
to the thing patentctl is not secm·etl if the public arc at lilwrty to make substantial copies of it. \'ar~·ing its form or proportions . . . . How is a 'lnt•stion
of infringement of this pak•nt to be tl'il•tl '! It may safely be assuntetl that
neither the patentee nor any other constructor has m:ttlc or will make a car
exactly circular. In practice tlc\·iation~ from a trul' circle will always occur.
How ncar to a circle. then, must a car be to a cit·cll•, in order to infrin~;c'?
)iay it be slightly elliptical or otherwise «ll'part from a tme cit·cle, and if so,
how far'! In our jtUI~mcnt, the only answer that can he given to' these f[IIeStions is. that it must he so near a true circle as suhstantiallv
to
embotlv
the
•
•
patentee's motlc o.f operation, a11tl thereby attain the same ki11tl of rmmlt as
was reached hy his iuwntion. It is not ncccs:o~ary that the defen<lant's car
shonltl employ the plaintiff's invention to as good :ulmntagc as he l'mployed
it, ur that the result should he precisely the same in degree. It must he the
S:tlllt! in kin< I, and effected by his mode of operation in substance." See also
dissenting opinion of Camphl'll, .J.
• In )!organ v. Sea wan!, \V ehs. Pat. Cas. liO, .Aitlcrson, B., instmeted the
jury as follows: •· The first tlcfcnc" is, that they llitl not infringe the patent.
That i;; a question of fact, with regard to which I do not think it is at all
matt!rial to recapitulate the evi<IL•nce, for I mu.lcrstand from an intimation ~·ou
haw thrown out, that you entertain no doubt of it, that is, that the one is au
infrin~cmcnt of the other. Upon that subject, the question wouhl he, simply,
wlwthel' the dcfmulants' machine was only colorably different, that is, wlwther
it tliffered merely in the substitution of what m·c called mechanicall•qnimlt•nts
for the contrimnccs which arc n•sorte•l to by the patentee. I think, when you
arc tuhl what the invention of the pl:iintiffs' really is, you will sec thttt those

•
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for each other under some circumstances, which would not lw :-o
under different circumstances. Hence, also, the names as well
as the forms of things are of comparatively little importance.
The question to be determined is, whether, under a variation of
form, or Ly the use of a thing which hears a different name, the
defendant accomplb;hcs in his machine the same purpose, object,
- differrnces which l\Ir. Don kin and others point out as existing between the one
machine and the • other, nrc in truth differ.:nces which do not affect the principle of the invention. Therefore, the two machines are alike in principle, one
man was the first inventor of the principle, and the other has adopted it; mul
though he may have c'nrriell it into effect, by substituting one mechanical
equi\·alent for another, still you are to look to the substance, and not to the
mere form, and if it is in substance an infringementf, you ought to find that it
is so. If in principle it is not the same, but really different, Uten the defl·ndunts rannot be said to have infringed the patent. You will. howewr, when
you are considering that sul •ject, remember, that when the modl•l of ::\[r. Stevens's paddles was put into the hands of :Mr. Donkin, he said, at first sight,
that it was exactly like the plaintiffs'; and so like was it as to induce him to
say that it was precisely the same in principle, till I pointed out to him a material difference in it, and then it appeared, that though there was a similarity
of execution. there was a real difference in principle, therefore it was not similar to the plaintiffs' wheel, though at first sight it had the appearance of hcing
similar. So you see you ought to look always to the substance, and not to the
form." In 'Vebster v. Lowther, before Lord Tcuterdcn, the jmy, upon the
evidence of sportsmen that the lock with a sliding bolt was more readily used
in the field, particularly in wet weather, than the screw and washer, found
that the alteration was !L material and useful improvement; and upon evidence
by mee/l(lnics, that a spring in a bolt was the same thing as a bolt slitling in a
groove, they found that the defendant had infringed the patent of the plaintiff.
Godson on Patents, 2:32, :ma. Here an important advantage was gained, but
it was gained by the use of a mechanical equivalent, !lnd consequently the new
advantage did not. prevent the defendants' lock being an infringement on the
plaintiffs'.
The term mechanical equivalent, or mechanical substitute, was thus defined by Mr. Justice Sawyer, in Carter v. Baker, 4 Fisher's Pat. Cas. ·10·1:
" When in mechanics one device does a particular thing, or accomplishes a
particular result, every other device known and usetl in mechanics, which skilful and experienced workmen know will produce the same result, or do the
same particular thing, is a known mechanical subatitute for the first device
mentioned for doing the same thing, or accomplishing the same result, although
the first device may never have been detached from its work, and the second
one put in its place. It is sufficient to constitute known mechanical substitutes
that when a skilful mechanic sees one device doing a particular thing, that he
knows the other devices, whose uses he is acquainted with, will do the same
thing."
•
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or effect as that accomplished hy the patentee ; or whether there
is a real change of structure and pnrpose. 1
Thus, in the old mode of maki!Jg chains, the different parts of the chain
were held together by one branch of the chain being linked within another,. or
else the different branches were connected togetlwr by holes perforated through
each, and connected by a pin or screw. Subsequently, a party united these
two modes, by inserting one link within the other, and pl.'rforating both hy a
pin. A second inventor then made a chain which united both these principles
of support, but in a different manner, by using a piece of metal, called a pin,
for a totally different purpose, not performing the same dutil.'s, or applicable
to the same ohjcet; and it was held that he was well entitled to a patl'nt for
his invention. In the Matter of Cutler's patent, C'avl'at at the Grl.'at Seal,
Wrhs. Pat. Cas. 418, 430. In l\lorgan L'. Seaward, Webs. Pat. Cas. 107, Sir
L. Shadwell, V. C., said: "The question in the case is simply whether the
eccentric motion is produced by the adoption of the same comhination of macl!incry by the defendants as the plaintiffs are entitled exclusively to use.
Upon reading the specification, it appears that a particular combination, insisted on, is described under the item rods, bent rods, disk, and crank. If
1\lr. Galloway had been asked, at the time he gave this description, whether
he meant the disk should revolve on a crank only, or that it should be made
to revolve by any other suitable means, his reply might have been general;
but as he has thought proper to specify a crank, the question to determine is,
whether the eccentric axis, with a collar in the de:fendants' contrivance, is the
same as a crank in that of the }llaintiffs'. The term "crank" is a relative
term, ~nd might have reference to some particular piece of machinery. The
arrangement adopted by the defendants is a most important variation from
the iil\'cntion; for instead of weakening the action of the paddle wheel, that is
preserved entire, unbroken, and unincumbered. That perpetual vibration or
destroying power, as it might be termed, on the outer pa1·t of the frame work
that sup}lOrts the wheel, is entirely avoided, and the vibration at the centre of
the disk within the wheel is transferred from a part of the machinery least
able to bear it to the side of the vessel, that is made strong for the purpose;
and although it might be said the action of the rods on one side of the float
boards might distort them a little, that inconvenience might be more than
counterbalanced by other advantages. The alteration is, therefore, not merely
colorable, but primli facie a decided improvement by the introduction into a
combination of three things of that which is not noticed at all in the specification."
In Gray v. Osgood, Peters's C. C. R. 304, 308, may be found a clear illustration of the doctrine of mechanical equivalents .. Washington, J., said: "In
. the former [the plaintiff's machine] we find the two jaws of a vice, the one
fixed, and the one movable on a pivot at the top, which connects them
together. In each of these jaws is fixed a cutter, the use of which is to cut
off from the bar of iron as much as will be necessary to form the nail, which,
being separated, falls by its own gravity into a die, which holds it by a finn
gripe mitil the head is formed, by what is c<tlled the set, or heading die. The
1

•
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the substitution Ly defendants of a cylinder havin!-!· a
domed or spherical top, for the cone or the cone with tl1e conoitlal
open in the plaintitl'\; apparatus, hoth the defmulant.'s a111l tLe
plaintiffs apparatus Lcing used for the same pmposc aml in
power which produces this double operation is a. lever of the first or1lcr, actiug
upon a toggle-joint, which compresSl'S the two jaws, aml consequently till' cutters togl·tlwr. awl also the S;!t in such a. manner as to head the nail. But the
wl11ile is Jwrforml·<l l1y the same Juovement of the lever.
"It is impossil1lc to dcRerihe the parts of the defendant's machine. an1l its
operation. without using the same expressions, excl'pt that his is im·ertetl, the
pivot of the vice being below. and a lewr of the second ordc.· emlm1cing the
jaws \Yith a f1·ietion-roller, acting on an inclined plane made on tlw moviu~
jaw of the vice, instead of the lever of the first m·tler, and the tuggll'-,ioiut.
But it is in full proof that tlwse differences as to the lever and the frictionroll"r arc the necessary conSCCJU~nci~S of the machine being inverted. Aftt·r
lun-ing made this comparison, and ascertained the mode of op!.'ration h~· ea<"h
ma(!hine, cmi1wcted with the result of each, the jury can find little diflicnlty in
deei,Jinl-( whether thl'Y arc the same in principle or not.
"The witncss!.'s have differed in opinion as to the comparative merit of the
toggle-joint in Pl•rkius's machine, and the friction-roller in Head's. If th•·ir
opL•ratiou is precisely the same, the difference in form docs not amount to :111
inwntion of any kind.
" If the friction-roller is hette1· than the toggle-joint, which seems to l,e the
opinion of some of the defendant's witnesses, then Read hm1 the merit uf
having disco\·ered an improvement ou l'crkins's machine, amino more.
" If the jm·~· !'.houltl be of opiuion that the parts of the two machines
which I haYe noticed are the same in principle, and that each will hy the same
operation cut and head nails; then it would follow, that the forciug-sli,lc. the
proximity of the cutters and llies to each other, the balance wheel. awl ~ome
other additional parts iu Read's machine, which give it a great anti acknowledged prl'i'erencc over Perkins's, are merely improwmcnts, but tlo not change
the principll' uf the macl1ine. If improvements only, what is the legal consequence'! ::\lost clearly this, m11lno more: that Perkins, and those daimiu~
under his patent, haYc no right to use those impro\'ements, without a license
from the inYentor. But, on the other hand, neither Read nor any othe1· person can lawfully use the discovery of Perkins of the principal machine without a license from him. The law, wisely and with justice, discriminaks
between them, and rewards the merit of each by gmnting an exclusive property to each in his discovery, but prevents either from invading the rights
of the other. If then the jury should he of opinion that the two machint•s
arc the same in 1n·inciplc, it is 110 defence for the defendant's, for using l't·rkins's discovery, that they have improved it, i10 matter to what extent." So,
too, it is wholly immaterial that the defendant's invention is better than that
of the plaintiff, unless there is a substantial difference in principle. Alden
v. Dewy, 1 Story's lt 3:3U, 3:3i.

•
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very nearly the same way, - was held to Le strong evidence of
infl'ingemen t .1
§ ~nl. If the clmng·e introllncetl hy the defcmlant constitutes
a mcchauical CI}Hintlent, in reference to the means n:-;t•ll by the
patentee, and. hcsi1les l1eing such an equivalent, it accomplishes
some other advantage beyond the effect or purpose accompli:-;hetl
by the patentee, it will still he an infringement, as re:-;pccts what
is covered by the patent, although the further advantage may he
a patentable subject as an improvement upon the former invention.
Thus, in Electric Telegraph Co. v. Brett,2 where the patentee's
invention was tlescribe1l as an invention of "improvements in
giving :-;ignals and sounding alarms in distant places, hy means of
electric currents transmitted through metallic airenit.-s; aJHl the
defendant's plan was to use the eartlt as a return circuit by
• plunging the two ends of the wire into it, it was held that such
a circuit would, if used in connection with the machiuer.r for
signals, be an infringement. In other words, the earth mts, as
far as the alarm-machinery was concerned, a mere equivalent for
the former retmn wire. Such a circuit might of itself constitute
an improvement in telegraphing, which ·vonld warrant a separate
patent, hut no oue could usc even this or any other circuit in
connection with the patented machinery for giving signal:-;, without infringing the same. In this particular case the discovery
that the earth would form a return circuit was made after the
}Jatcntees had obtained their letters-patent.
§ 31:2. \Vhere the snl1ject-matter of the patent is a manufacture, the same test of substantial identity is to Le applied. In
many cases of this kind, it will uot. be l1y varying in form, or in
immaterial circumstances, the nature of the article, or the proce~s Ly which it. is produced, that a party can escape the penalties of infringement The question will he, whether in realit.y
and in substance the defendant has availed himself of the invention of the patentee, in order to make the fahric or artide which
he has made. If he has taken the same plan and applied it to
the same purpose, uotwithstamling he may have varied the pro1
•

2

In l'e Newall and Elliot, 4 C. B. N. s. 260 .
10 C. B. 838 (a fuller re}lort than that contained in 4 E. L. & Eq.

348).
•

•

•

--- .
•
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ce:-;s of the application, his manufacture will he snhstantiallv
•
itlentical with that of the patentee.1
Walton!'. Potter, "•d1s. Pat. Cas. 585, 607. In this case J~rskine .•T.,
saitl: '' Then there remains the first plea, hy which it is denied that tlw dl'f,.mlants had infringed the patent of the plaintiff, and that depends upon whether
the plan which the dt>ft•JHlants have cmployl~d is in substance the san1c a:; the
plaintiff's, and whether all the differences which have been introduced hy
them in the manner of making their cards are not merely differenct>s in l"ircumstances not matl'rial, and whether it is not in substance and effect a nwre
colorahlt• evasion of the plaintiff's patent. The jmy, it apJ.lears to mP, have
come to thl~ right conclusion. that this was in effect and substance the same as
the plan of the plaintiff. The 11laintiff's plan is, the inst>rtiou of the tedh
through india-ruhbcr, giving to the teeth the additional elasticity of the iwliarnbher, beyond "hat the wire had of itself. The defendant's l'lim is for the
same purpose. The only difference is, that the plaintiff, in employin:.r the
iwlia-rubher, ta!i.l.'s a slice either from the original bloclt, as it is imported
into this country, or from the improved block, as it is used after it has hecn .
compressed, aml placl'S it upon a piece of holland, for the purpose of lieeping
the tLdh more firmly in tlwir places, and then afterwards placinlc( it on the
engin• hy nailing that holland on the engine, or taking away the holland,
awl
'Wilting the india-rubber to the cylinder, giving an elm;ticity to the
tt'eth t •• the card hy the india-ruhber, which is next to them. The defendant's plan is to saturate a piece 0f cloth with india-rubber dissolved, aml then
to lay upon the surface a further layer of india-rubber on both sides, and
thl•n to insert the teeth through the substance of the cloth aml the indiaruhher. Bnt what is thl• principle upon which this becomes uspful to the
card, an1l the person whu employs those cards in the carding of wool'! Why
it is. that there is upon the surface and the substance of the cloth the elasticity
of the imlia-ru'i.JlJer; thfLt the india-rnbber is there in its natural state, having
been brought back into its natural state by the evaporation of the material in
which it hatllJeen first dissolved, for the purpose of first laying it on. The
only difference, therefore, is in the mode of laying on the india-mbbcr for the
1mrpose of having it pierced by the teeth. That appears to me not to he a.
difference in principle, or a matter which so varies the plan of the defendants
from the plan of the plaintiff as to entitle them to call it a. new invention, or
different from the plaintiff's. It seems to m~ a mere difference in circumstances not material, and therefore it is an infringement of the plaintiff's
'
right, and the verdict of the jury ought to stand."
Goodyear v. The n.. R., 2 Wallace, C. C. 356. "Even assuming this
patent to he merely for a process and not for a product or fabric, still, in a
question of infringement, the inquiry is, what is the essential or substantial
agent in the patentee's proce~s or discovery? The specification afk!H 0 ;~ to
be a high degree of artificial heat. and that no commixtme or combination
of substances with caoutchouc will give it these qualities, unless the com·
position be exposed for a length of time to such high degree of heat. It is
clear that the plaintiff claims the vulcanization of rubber aud sulphur by
1

•

•

•
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hy Charlc·s Gooclyear of the process of
preparing india-rubber, and Xelson Goodyear's improyement, hy
which hard rnhher or vulcanite is produced, has given rise to
much litigation, one phase of which may he here noticed.
The p1:ocess of Nelson Goodyear consisted in mixing the rubber as produee!l hy the process of Charles Gomlyear with sulphur,
in the proportion of ahout four ounces to a pound of snlpl111r to a
pound of ruhlJCI\ and suhjecting this mixture to not less than
from 260° to 27 5° Fahrenheit. This process produced, UJHler
the r· .;scribed conditions of time and place, the compound or substance known as vulcanite, which has the hard aml tough qualities
found in ivory, hone, tortoise-shell, and horn, and the spring-like
property under flexure belonging to whalebone. These qualities
gM·e to vulcanite great value as a material for use in the mechanic arts, where it is applied to a great V;lriety of nscs.
Chief among the preparations decided to infringe the rights of
the Goodyears was the bard ruLher or compound made under the
patent grauted to Edward L. Simpson, October 16, 1866, and
intended primarily for dental purposes. In his specification,
Simpson says : " The rubber now used for dental purposes has incorporated in it large proportions of free sulphur, for the purpose
of vulcanizing the rubLer after it is formed . • . . The oflor and
taste occasioned by the presence of this sulphur is extremely
obnoxious to many persons, and occasions the principal, if not
the only, objection to the use of rubLer for dental pmposes.
To overcome this objection, and produce vulcanized rubber for
dental purposes, without the actual or apparent presence of sulphur, is the object of my invention, and consists in preparing the
artificial heat however produced. The modes of producing heat are very
numerous and extremely different. But the result is the same. Heat is heat,
howeYer produced, or by whatsoever agent. The method of communicating
heat is not the thing patented; and even if it were the thing, and steam were
a patented invention or discovery, made since the patent of Goodyear, while
Goodyear could not use it, still the defendant could not, by applying this new
form of heat to the curing of india-rubber, go on and destroy all Goodyear's
patent rights. But steam is not patented by Goodyear nor by anybody to
cure rubber. On the contrary, it is curing rubber by artificial heat that is
patented. Steam is indeed an effect of heat on water, but it is also heat
itself. We have therefore no doubt that the use of steam in place of hcaterr
air, in the manufacture of India-rubber, is an infringement of the patent of
Goodyear."
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rubber for vulcanizing hy the introduction of a peculiar vulcanizing compound."
In de~eribing the mocle by which this ohject may l1e cffectPtl,
the patentee l'ays: ·~I first boil linseed or other vegetable oil to
the consistency of honey (this I do to facilitate the preparation);
thoroughly mix two ounces of benzoin. gum with one pomul of
puh·erized sulphur; then to each quart of the l1oilecl oil atltl one
ponntl of the prepared sulphur, carefully subjecting this mixt lll'o
to a moclerate heat, sufficient onlv
to
cause
the
two
snbstam·es
••
to react upon each other, until they pass from a semi-llnid to a
semi-hard state, having a honey-comb or spongy appPai'<llH'e.''
He mhls that henzoin gnm " by its vaporizing qualities more perfectly expels the fnme::; of the sulphur, as well as the oclor from
the oil, and renclers the compouml nearly, if not perfectly, odorless, antl '"·hen com hi ned with iudia-ruhber or similar gum. and
subjected to a regulated heat, will cause the ~amc to undergo the
chan~·e
known
as
vulcanization.''
To
make
hard
ruhher
or
vnl'·
cauite for dental pmposes, from ten to fourteen ounces of this
vulcaflizing compound is mixe(l with one pound of rubber by
Leing· g-ronllll between warm rollers. This mixtme of rul•her
·'
and vulcanizing compound is then subjected to a heat of ::~oc
Fahrenheit for ahout four hours; or, if the heat is above ~l:!ll'\
for a less time. The result is a vulcani te " as tasteless uml o<lorless as a. metal plate."
In the several rases wher·ein the Simpson patent was in controver~."' it was held that the process of vulcanizin~ there
deseribed was snhstantiall,,v the same as that descrihc<l in the
Nebon Goodyear patent, and that the product was the same,
excepting that it was tasteless and oclorle~s; and that wl1ile
these qualities may have renclere(l the Simpson vnleanite an
improvement for dental purposes over that of Goodyear, Simp~on
was not entitled to use without authority the process described
in the Goodyear patents, or produce the product in substantially
the ~ame way, and therefore his patent was au iufringement of
the Goodyear patents.!
In discussing the question of infringement in the case of Goo<lyear v. Rust, 1 Mr. Justice Shipman said: "'Ve have, then, GoodGoodyear v. Rust, 6 Rlatchf. 220; Goodyear v. Evans, ibid. 121; Goodyear L'. Berry, 3 Fisher's Pat. Cas. -1:3!). See also Goodyear v. l\lullc~, 5
Blatchf. 4:!0; Goodyear v. Wait, 5 lllatchf. 4US.
1
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inveution, ·which cousi~ts in coml»ining- uot mtu·h le~s than
four ounees of ~ulphnr \\·ith one pom11l of rnl1l»er, and ~ulnnitting
the ~all1C to not much lel:is'than 200° to 27;')'-' of lreat, Fahrenheit's
scale. \\re have Simpson's proce~l:i, which con~ists in eomhiningnot much less than four ounces of sulphur with one pnullll of
rubber, and suhjecting the same to a heat of ~320° Fahrenheit's
scale. The distiuction which is songht to l1e made lJCtwccu these
two compositions, or processes. is fomulml upon the claim that,
in Simpson's, one-half of the sulphm is first chemicall.r r=omhined
with oil, forming n new snhstance terrm.•il vulcanizc<l oil, aml,
while there, though acting in the smne ma~s with the remaining
half of the sulphur, as an auxiliary vulcanizing agent, acts in a
free way fl'Om the free sulphm itself. In other words, half the
quantity of sulphur necessary to vulcanize C:oodyear's proc:ess
has disappeared, and exists no longer, except as it is reprcsentctl
in a new chemical suh~tancc called vulcanized oil. The other
half remains. But neither the lHl!f that remains nor any rluantity of the new agent can alone yulcanize. Yet the two, acting
to~l'ther, at once perform this important office and pro<~uce the
same result as GoodYear's combination." 1
•

"

Continuing the discussion, :\lr. Justice Shipman saicl: "1 han~ said that
it awears from the evidence that the c!temicall!f comhinetl elements of the
compound of Simpson will not alone, when mixer! with ruhher, aml lwatcd,
pro1luee ntlcanitc. I infer this from the language alr<'acl;y cited from Professor l:icl'ly's alfid:n·it, whert• he says: • .A quantit:.· of vulcanized oil, containing four or even sixteen ounces of sulphur may he mixed a111l heated with
one pound of rubber, and not an atom of Goatlyear's hard rubber can he
produced. Simpson's compound is composed of vulcanize1l oil and free sull•lmr.' I have not failed to noti.cc that the language is, that the ntlcanized
oil, in com biuation with the rubber, will not prod nee • an atom of G oori,IJear' s
hard rubber.' But as the whole scope and direction of the defence are
aimed at establishing a distinction between the proce.<.<c.~, and not between the
product.<, I can come to no other conclusion than that the compound alone,
if destitute of free sulphur, would not, when 1uixctl with rubber, perform the
ollice of vulcanization. It is true that the compounu, when made according
to the patent of Simpson, always contains one-half of the sulphur in a free
state, but it is agreed, on all hands, that this amount of free sulphur alone
will not vulcanize. So the evidence, in whatever light we view it, proves that
that portion of the compound which contains the elements in chemical combination is powerless, without the aid of the uncombined free sulphur, which
is scattered through the pores of the combined mass.
"Now, it may be asked, how do thl•Sc two agents, namely, vulcanized oil
and free sulphur, perfOl'm by their united forces the work of vulcanization?
1
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§ 313. But in regard to another class of cases, it not infl'equently happens that the Role evidence of infringement cnn~ists
in the similarity of the articles, without any direct evidence of
their having been made hy the same process. Similarity in
appearance and structure will not of itself always establish an
infringement; hecaut'e the patent, though it covers the manufactured article itself, may be for the process of the manufactul'e.
In such cases, the inference that the same proeess was used Inth;t
be drawn fro1n the evidence; and the rule was laid down by
Lord Ellenbo · ,tgh, that the similarity of structure of two things
is presumptive evidence of their 1Jeing made in the same way. 1
Nv part of this work is assigned, by the evidence, to the benzoin. It cannot

•

ue tluue uy the chemically combined oil and sulphur alone. It cannot Ill' llone
by the free sulphur alone. The lattct·, to the extent of its effective power, for
all that appears in this case, works iu the same way that it does in Gou<lycar's
process. The effect uf the former (oil and sulphur chemically eoml•inetl),
Professor Seely says, is not chemical, but • must be done wholly to physical
and molecular causes.' But, whether the auxiliary vulcanizing force, whateYer it is, exerted by the chemically combined oil and sulphur, is suppliP•l uy
the latter or nut, docs not appear lly the proof. From what has lou~ l•ceu
known, however, of the vulcanizing power of sulphur, when mixetl with
rubber, and heated, that agent, though combined with another substance,
would naturally be looked to as the seat of this force. It may be tme that,
as Professor ::icely says, the dfcet of vulcanized oil, in hardening ruuLcr, is
due nut to chemical, but • to physical and molecular causes.' Of the nature
or significance of this distinction, in the scientific sense, I du not presu111c to
speak. Uut I do not sec how this fact avoids Goodyear's patent. I •lu not
find, in his specification, any evidence that he rested his invention upun any
~;;uch nice scientific distinction, or that he limited his claim to sulphur, when
working through chemical, as distinguished from physical or molecular laws.
If the validity uf his patent rests upon such a scientific prahlem as this, I
think its solution should, in the present case, be left to final hearing. The
suggestion of such a problem, in ex parte affidavits, at a very late stage of a
series of protracted litigations, in which every other defence has thus far
failed, is not :~ valid answer to this motion.
" There can be no 'lucstiun that Shu}Json us~a a degree of heat within the
scope uf Goodyear's patent."
1 lluddart v. Grimshaw, W cbs. Pat. Cas. 85, !)1.
This is a very instructive case. The plaiutiff's r
.twas for "a new mode of making great cahlcs
and other cordage, so as to attain a greater degree of strength therein, hy a
more equal distribution of the strain upon the yarns." l 1ieces of cordage
made hy the defendant were 1mt into the hands of the plain'(.iff's witnesses,
and from the fact that the same effect was }lroduccd in them, and from the
similarity of structure, they gave the opinion that th•!Y were made by the same
process as the }Jlaintiff's. This was the question at issue, on the point of in·

§ 313, 314.]
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§ 314. In such cases, where the ol•jcct to he accomplished is
open to the public, notwithstanding the patent, provided it. can
be accomplished in several modes, which, as processes, are substantially different, an infringement must Lc in respect of the
process used Ly the }Jatentee. llut uulcss it appears that the
article itself could Lc produced Ly another process, constituting·
an independent discovery, then an infringemeut may Lc proved
'
by the making of the article. The burden of proof is al wa:,·s on
the plaintiff, to show that his process has been infringed; aml in
the absence of direct evidence, the similarity of the effect produced will generally Le :mflicient to estaLlbh an infringement,
and if this is aided by evidence of the usc of similar apparatus,
' the presumption of a usc of the same process will he still
stronger. 1 Or, to state this in othL·r words, where the invention,
or subject-matter of the patent, is an entirely new manufacture,
it is immaterial hy what process it is produced, since the iuf'ringcment must consist in making the same thing, whether by one
process or another. llut where the invention or tml•ject-matter
is the process of making a particular thing, which may he mmlc
by more thau one process, the inquiry will he whether it has
been made hy the use of the process covered Ly the patent. In
such cases, the identity of the manufactured article i~, with all
the other circumstances, competent evidence, from which the jury
are to infer that it was made hy the process of the pateutee ;
although there may be cm;cs, where, from .the nature of the
•

fringcmcnt. The object to be accomplished, the making a stronger ro1•e, was
clearly open to the public. Lord Bllenborough said that it luul happened to
him in the same morning, to give, as far as he was conccmed, his consent to
the granting of three different patents for the same thing; but the modes of
attaining it were all ditierent. Hut it uitlnot follow that the plaintiti's metlwtl
uf allaining tlte obJect was open to the puhlic; and therefore the question for
the jury was, whether the defcmlant had used the plaintiff's method, or some
other.
1
See the preceding note and the case there cited. See also the more recent
case of Hall v. Hoot, Web!:!. ]'at. Cas. 100, 102. Hall's patent was for a new
method of singeing off the superfluous fibres upon lac<!, by means of the flame
of gas. The evidence to show the infringement consisted of proof that the
defendant had secretly prepared a gas app:U'atus similar to that used by the
plaintiff, and t!tatlace lej~ witlt tlte defendant to be dre.~.~ed !tad been l'e/urned in
l11e state to wlticlt it woult[ It ave been brought by lite plaintijf" s proce.~.~, amltllat
aimilw· lace llatl been ojj'ered for sale b!J lite defel!dant. The plaintitt had a
w:rdict .
•

•

•
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artich', t hi~ proof would he less strong. accol'(ling as it appean•d
to he po::;~ihle or prohahle that the artide coulll he made hy more
than one proees:-;. The hnrclen of proof of the iufriugeme11t is
upon the plaintiff throughout; and although it does not appear
that the article could be mmle hy another process, the jury mm;t
still draw the inference, from the identity of the manufnctnn~, if
that is all the e\·idcnce, or from that and the other evidence, that
it wa:-; made by the patentee':; proce~s.
However, in a ~ul1sequcnt case it was hehl, per totam cul'iam,
that where the specification stated the invention to relate to "a
mode of manufacturing candles hy the application of two or
more plaited wicks in each candle," and set out at length the.
mode uf so placing the wicks, that in burning the ends nlways
hn·Jwd outwards,
the mere prOlluction of a eamlle, ma(h· at
defendant's factory,
in
which
the
wicks
turned
outward
in
bnrn•
1
inn·, was uo cvillence of infrinn·C'ment.
b
§ ~n.:;. But a much more difficult class of cases ari~e:; under
those patents where the suhjcct-111atter is the application of a
principl(•, l•y means of a process or method, in order to produce
a partienlar effect. 'V e luwe :tlren<ly had occa:-<ion to consider
when :-;uch an invention or discovery is the proper suhject-nmtter
of a patent. 'Ve have Heen that., umlcr some circumstances, the
di~f·overy of a principle may, by application in the arts, he protected hy a patent; and we have now to consider how far the
proprietor of !'mch a patent may protect himself against the use
of tlte same principle by others ; or, in other words, what will
constitute an infringement of his right.
§ 31G. In this in(luiry, the first thing to he attended to is the
suhject-matter of the patent. A clear idea is to he formed of
the object of the patent ; and provided the specification properly
puiuts out what the claim of the patentee is, it is not material in
what form his claim is presented, or whether, in form, the patent
purports to be for a process or a manufacture. 'Vhercver the
real suhject covered by the patent is the application of a principle, in arts or manufactures, the question, on an infringement,
will be as to the substantial identity of the principle, nncl of the
application of the principle ; aml consequently the means, machinery, forms, or modifications of matter made use of will be
material, only so far as they affect the identity of the application.
~

•

YIII.

1

Palmer v. "'\Yagstaffc, 20 E. L. &

l~q.

535.
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§ 317. Thus in Forsyth's patent, the subject-matter was the
use and application of detonating !lowder as priming, for the
explosion of gunpowder ; aml it was held that whatever the construction of the lock by \Vhich the powder was to be discharged,
the use of detonating mixture as priming was an infringement)
So, too, where the claim of the patentee was for " the application
of a self-adjusting leverage to the back and seat of a chair,
whereby the weight and the seat act as a counterbalance to the
pressure against the back of such chair," it was held, that a chair
2
made in any way upon this principle was an inf1·ingement. In
like manner, where the principle of tl1e invention was· the welding of iron tubes by pressure of the edges of the iron, when
heated, without the use of a mandril, or other internal support,
it was held that a variation from the plaintiff's Jr. ,de of applying
the pressure, the. application of the principle being the same, was
still an infringement. a
§ 318. Clegg's patent was for the application of a law of
natural science respecting the motion of fluids and solids, and
the alternate filling and discharging of a vessel of gas, by means
of that application ; the object being to obtain an instrument for
measuring the quantity of gas supplied to the consumer. The
scientific witnesses said, that the moment a practical scientific
man had got that principle, he could multiply without end the
forms in which it could be made to operate. The instrument
used by the defendant was different in form and construction
from that used by the patentee ; but the application of the principle, by means of a varied apparatus, was the same in both ; and
it was held to be an infringement.4
1

Forsyth's patent, 'Vebs. Pat. Cas. 95; Forsyth v. Riviere, ibid. 97, note.
'!linter v. Wells, Webs. Pat. Cas. 127, 134.
8 Russell v. Cowley, Webs. Pat. Cas. 459, 462. See the extracts in the
note, ante, § 79, p. 69.
4 Cited in Jupe v. Pratt, Webs. Pat. Cas. 146. Alderson, B., said: "It
was for measuring the quantity of gas that was supplied to every individual,
•
lU order that they might not take it without being known. The1-.
tever was
a more instructive case than that; I remember very well the argument put by
the Lord Chief Baron, who led that case for the plaintiff, and succeeded.
There never were two things to the eye more different than the plaintiff's
•
mvention and what the defendant had done in contravention of his patent
right. The plaintiff's invention was different in form, different in construction; it agreed with it only in one thing, and that was, by moving in the water,
l'AT.
27
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§ 319. In Neilson's patent, the invention consisted in the

•

'

application of hot air to the blowing of furnaces by heating the
air between its leaving the blowing apparatus and its iutrmluction into the furnace, in any way, in a close vessel, exposed to the
action orf1eat. The defendant's apparatus for this purpose wa:,;
confessedly superior to what would be constructed according to
the directions in the plaintiff's 8pecification ; but it wa8 held toLe
an infringement. 1
In a recent ca8e, where the rmtentee claimetl as his invention
the combination of a blast and .an exhaust in ventilating the
gdnding surfaces of mill-stones, it was hehl that such comhination might be made the subject of a patent, although hoth blast
aml exhaust had been p1·eviously used 8eparately, aml al8o that it
'
a certain point was made to open, either before or after, so as to shut up
another, antl the gas was made to pass through this opening. l'a~~ing
through it, it was made to revolve it; the scientific men, all of tlwlll. ~aid,
the moment a practical scientific man has got that principle in his hl'atl, he
can multiply without end the forms in which that principle can be made to
operate. The difficulty which willllress on you, and to which your attention
will Le calleu in the present case, is this: you cannot take out a pakut for a
principle; you may take out a patent for a principle coupled with the mode of
canying the principle into effect, }lrovitled you have not only disco\'L'I'l'•l the
principle, but invented some mode of carrying it into effect. But thl'n you
must start with hu-\;ng invented some mode of carrying the }lrinci)'lc into
effect. If you have done that, then you are entitled to protect yourself from
all oth~r moues of carrying the same princi1lle into effect, that being treated
l:y the jury as l'iracy of your original invention. But tlll'n the difficulty that
will pre~s on you here is, that ou the evidence there does not appear to haTe
been any mode of carrying the principle into effect at all inYentetl by you."
1 Neilson 1•. Harford, 'Vebs. Pat. Cas. 310.
Parke, B., said to the jU!"y:
" If the specification is to be understood in the sense claimed by the plaintiffs,
the invention of heating the air between its leaving the blowing apparatus and
its introuuction into the furnace, in :my way, in any close Vl!SSel, which is c:s:poseu to the activn of heat, there is no doubt that the defendant's machinery
is an infringement of that patent, because it is the use of air which is hcateu
much more beneficially, and a great improvement upon what would llrobably
be the machine constructed by looking at the specification alone; but still it is
the application of heated air, heated in one or more vessels between the blowing apparatus allll the furnace; and, therefore, if it should turn out that the
patent i::~ good, and the specification is good, though unquestionably what the
defendants have done is a great improvement upon what would be the machinery or apparatus constructed under this patent, it appears to me that it
would be an infringement of it." Sec also the observations of the f,ord
Justice Ch:rk Hope, cited unte.

§ 319~ 319 a.]
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was valid independent of all claim for any particular mode of
creating the blast or the exhaust. The patentee having described
the upper stone as fixed, and the lower as revoldng, and pointed
out some advantages arising from such an arrangement, it was
also held, that even if he had thereby limited his claim to the
combination of hlast and exhaust as applied to a mill where only
the lower stone revolved, still the use of the comhination of
dJ:aught and exhaust in a mill where the upper stone rotates
would be an infringement. 1
§ 31!) a. An important case illustrating the point under consid. eration was that of :Mowry v. 'Vhitney,2 decided by the Supreme
Court of the United States in December, 1871. The invention
consisted of an improvement in the process of making cast-iron
wheels for railroad cars. In a wheel for this purpose it is necessary to have the" tread," or the smface which runs over the mil,
very hard, to prevent rapid wearing, while the hub against which
there is no friction but which is subjected to great strain, need
not be so hard, but must be very tough. It was found that the
former quality was given to the periphery of the wheel by rapidly
cooling the melted mass of iron after it had hecn run into the
moulll; while the latter quality could be imparted to the hub by
tlw process of slow cooling. llut there were great difliculties
in the way of accomplishing these results, which, however, were
successfully overcome by Whitney, who obtained letters-patent
dated April 25, Ui-!8, for" a new and useful improvemeut in the
process of numuf~•.;tming cast-iron railroad wheels.'' In his specification he said : " l\ly improvement consists in taking railroad wheels ft·om the
moulds in which they are ordinarily casts as soon after l1eing cast
as they are sufficiently cool to be strong enough to move with
safety, or before they have become so much cooled as to produce
any considerable inherent strain between the thin and thick parts,
and putting them in this state into a furnace or chamber that bas
been previously heated to a temperature as high as that of the
wheels when taken from the moulds. As soon as they are
deposited in this furnace or chamber, the opening through which
they have been passed is closed, and the temperatme of the furnace or chamber, aml its contents, gradually raised to a point a
•

1
•

•

2

Bovill v. Keyworth, 7 Ell. & Blackb. 725.
14 Wal. 6:W •
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little below tltat at ~I.JldclL j1tsion commences, when all the avenues
to and from the interior are closed, aml the whole mass left to
cool no faster than the heat it contains permeates through, and
radiates from the extm·ior surface of the materials of which it is
composed. By this process all pa1'ts of each wheel are raised to
the same temperature, and the heat they contain can only pass off
through the medium of the confined atmosphere that interveues
between them and the walls of the furnace or chamber; consequently, the thinnest and thickest parts cool and shrink simultaneously together, which relieves them from all inherent t;train
whatever when cold."
\Vhitney did not claim to be the inventor of annealing castings
made of iron or other metal, when clone in the ordinary way ; nor
to have iw.·ented any pa1'ticular form or kind of fumace in which
to perform the process. But he claimed as his invention " the
process of prolonging the time of cooling, in connection with
annealing railroad wheels in the manner above described."
l\Iowry claimed to have made an improvement in the same process for which he obtained letters-patent, and which was thus
desc1·ibetl in his specification : " My invention consists in the use
of charcoal or other equivr1lent substance, interlaid with the
'vhecls in the annealing pits, in connection with the regulated
admission of air, for the purpose of heating the wheels up to a
proper temperatUl'e, prolonging the heat, and permitting them to
cool in the course of u. given time, gradually, as will be more particularly explained below.
" The operation of my invention is as follows: A layer of charcoal having been laid on the perfomted bottom of the annealing
pit, the wheels, as they are tlll'ned out of the moulds red-hot, a1·e
placed in the pits, with a layer of charcoal between each wheel, a
layer of cha1·coal being laid on the uppermost wheel, and on this
u. perforated metal plate is laid.
'' The charcoal, becoming now ignited by the hot wheels, the
cover of pit is then laid on, and the clampe1· opened so as to admit
just sufficient air to effect the combustion of the contained charcoal, in the space of seventy-two hours, less or more, as may be
found necessary for the annealing operation. The dr~ft of air in
the apparatus shown on drawings is from above downwards, but
it may, without affecting my invention, be from below upwards,
by conveying the air from the horizontal flue up through the pits,
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and through the aperture in cover, and from thence through
flues, into the main shaft or chimney (C); the result will he the
same in both cases, and the adoption of one or the other plan will
be dictated by convenience."
A l'ill was filed hy Whitney, charging Mowry with infringement, which was denied by the latter. In holding l\Iowry's
process to be an infringement of the patent of Whitney, l\Ir.
Justice Strong, who delivered the judgment of the Supreme
Court of the United States, said: "'What the process of the
defendant was is clearly set out in a patent ""hich he obtained
on the 7th of May, 1861. It consists in placing in a pit the
wheels as they are turned out of the moulds red-hot, with a layer
of charcoal beneath the lowest wheel, and a layer between each
wheel as well as above the uppermost, and covering the pit with
a perforated metal plate. The charcoal is ignited by the hot
wheels, and just sufficient air is admitted to effect combustion of
the coal. Thus the wheels are reheated and permitted gradually
to cool. There are some minor details which it is unnecessary to
mention. So far as t•elates to reheating the wheels and retarding
the cooling by the application of additional heat, it is obvious that
the process is substantially the same. The purpose of the charcoal interlaid with the wheels is avowed to be to heat them in the
pit to a proper temperature, prolonging the heat, and permitting
them to cool gradually in a given time, said to be seventy-two
hours, more or less, as may be found necessary for the annealing
operation. The rapidity of combustion of the charcoal is regulated
by a damper in the flue ; and this process is followed, as the specification explains, that the different parts of the wheels may
adjust themselves to each other, and accommodate the unequal
contraction which results from the process of chilling. It is
under this patent, and in accordance with its directions, that the
defendant has prepared his car-wheels for market. As the object
of the patentees is the same, relief from the strain incident to
unequal contraction,
the only inquiry is whether the object is
attained by substantially the same means. The idea of Whitney
was undoubtedly arresting contraction before any remediless
strain had commenced, ancl regulating the progress of cooling so
that all parts of the wheel may maintain an equal temperature at
all stages of cooling. Manifestly the process of the defendant
embodied the same idea, and carried it out by means identical in
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principle. It reheats the wheels when removed from the moulds
to the chamber or pit. It p1·olongs the cooling in connection with
the reheating, and it subjects the rapidity of cooling to control of
the operator. The form or structure of the furnace chamber or
pit is not claimed by either patentee.
" It hardly seems necessary to resort to the opinions of experts
in order to reach the conclusion that the process of the defendant
is only formally different from that of Whitney, while the essential element of the two processes is the same. But the testimony
of the experts examined, taken as a whole, clearly supports such
a conclusion."
§ 320. These cases show that when a party has invented some
mode of carrying into effect a law of natural science, or a l'ulc of
practice, it is the application of that law or rule which constitutes
the peculiar feature of his invention; that he is entitled to protect
himself from all other modes of making the same application ; and
consequently that every question of infringement will present the
· question, whei.her. the different mode, be it better or worse, is in
substance an appli~ation of the same principle. The substantial
identity, therefore, that is to be looked to, in cases of this kind,
respects that which constitutes the essence of the invention, viz.,
the application of the rn·inciple. If the mode of carrying the
same principle into effect, adopted by the defendant, still shows
only that the principle admits of the same application in a variety
of forms, or by a variety of apparatus, the jury will be authorized
to treat such mode as a piracy of the original invention.
But
of
-"*)·-............
course where the variations adopted by the defendant show that
the application of the principle is varied, that some other law or
rule of science, or of practice, is made to take the place of that
which the patentee claims as the essence of his invention, then
there wili be no infringement, but a substantial invention.l
§ 321. And this brings us to the consideration of another test
of the fact of infringement, viz., that which shows on the part
of the defendant a substantive invention• sufficient to support a
patent, as for a new thing.
In Barber v. Grace, 1 Wells., Hurlst. & Gord. 310, the process patented
•
consisted in laying artieles of hosiery in a box heated by steam and pressmg
them by means of a similar box heated by steam and applied by hydraulio
pressure or by screws. It was held, that a process of finishing by means of
iron rollel's heated by steam was no infringement.
t

•

•
•
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§ 322. There may he many different modes of obtaining the
same object ; and consequently if, after a patent has been obtained
for a particular thing, another party, without borrowing from that
patent, has inv•onted a new mode of accomplishing the same ohject,
he will be entitled to a patent for his <liscovery.l The fact that a
party is entitled to a patent for a suhstantive invention becomes a
test of his infringement of a prior patent in this way. He cannot
have become entitled to a patent without the invention of s.omething material and new, that goes to the essence and snhstance of
the subject-matter. If what he has done is only to make a variation in certain particulars, whiah do not affect the principle of the
invention, the subject-matter remains the same, notwithstanding
such variation. But if he has produced a new subject-matter,
whether it be in the mode of accomplishing a common ohject, or
in the object itself, he has not infringed upon the subject-matter
of another which was materially ancl essentially different.
§ 323. The application of this test is seen in a striking manner
in the facts of a recent English case. The plaintiff had obtained
a patent for " an invention of improvements in cards, for carding
wool, cotton, silk, and other fibrous substances, and for raising
the pile of woollen cloths." In his specification, he stated his
invention to consist in " the application and adaptation of
caoutchouc or india-rubber as a substitute for tl1e fillets or
sheets of leather that were commonly use.d in the construction
of ordinary cards, and thus giving a superior elasticity and dura1

Sir N. C. Tindal, Chief Justice, in Walton v. Potter, Webs. Pat. Cas.
590, thus states the general principle: "Now there can be nQ doubt whatever
that, although one man has obtained a patent for a given object, there are
many modes still open for other men of ingenuity to obtain a patent for the
same object; ttWL'e may be many roads leading to one place, and if a man has,
by dint of his own genius and discovery, after a patent has been obtained, been
able to give the public, without reference to the former one, or borrowing from
the former one, a new and superior mode of arriving at the same end, there
can be no objection to his taking out a patent for that purpose. But he has
no right whatever to take, if I may so say, a leaf out of his neighbor's book,
for he must be contented to rest upon his own skill and labor for the discovery,
and he must not avail himself of that which had before been granted exclusively to another; and, therefore, the question again comes round to this,
whether you are of opinion that the subject-matter of this second patent is
perfectly distinct from the former, or whether it is virtually bottomed upon
the former, varying only in certain circumstances, which are not material to
the principle and substance of the invention."

•
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bility to cards " ; and in describing the mode of preparing the
article, he stated that " the regularity of distance and uniformity
(If the dents or teeth of the cards were found to be hettcr preserved by a piece of linen commonly called brown holland, or
other like cloth, well gla~ecl and cementecl on to the back of the
caoutchouc or inclia-1·ubber"; that the cloth so placed rendered
the action of the dents or teeth less uncertain in their elastic
movements ; that the cloth so cemented to the india-rubber or
caoutchouc was to be affixed to the cylinder or board of the
ordinary carding engine by nails, but if it was to be affixed by
cementing (which he recommended as the best mode of applying
the cards), then it was desirable to remove the cloth"; and he
then proceeded to show the ordinary mode of pricking or piercing
holes for the :reception of the dents or teeth, the mode of cutting
the india-rubber, &c. The defendants subsequently obtained a
patent also for" an improvement or improvements in cards for
carding various fibrous substances, part of which improvements
may be used as a substitute for leather" ; and in their specification they stated their invention to consist in the manufacture of
a new material or substance for receiving the wire teeth, which
they described to be a woven fabric of a peculiar construction,
soft and porous, saturated with a solution of india-l'Ubher by
being repeateclly passed through it, and then dried and submitted
to pressure ; the objeeli being to render the fabric so dealt 'rith
"extremely elastic in the direction of the thickness of the fabric,
so as to irr.part, as it we:ce, elasticity to the wire teeth when
set."
§ 324. The question as to the infringement was, whether the
defendants had added any thing material, not covered by the
plaintiff's patent, which could be considered as constituting a
subject-matter distinct from that of the plaintiff's. It appearecl
that the difference between the article manufactured under the
plaintiff's patent, and that under the defendant's patent, which
was complained of as an infringement, was, that in the former
the caoutchouc or india-rubber was cemented in slices cut from
the solid block to linen cloth, or cloth made of linen and cotton,
in the manner described in the plaintiff's specification, and
that the latter consisted of cloth of a peculiar fabric saturated
or impregnated by passing it through a liquicl composed of
caoutchouc or india-rubber dissolved. in naphtha or oil of tur•
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pentine and highly rectified coal-tar oil, and afterwards drying
and submitting it to pressure. The plaintiff's evidence tended
to show that the article made by the defendants was a colorable
imitation of that made under the plaintiff's patent; the cloth
being merely placed in the centre between two strata of indiarubber or caoutchouc, instead of at the back, and the india-rubber,
though applied in solution or in the form of a cement, being capable of being reproduced by evaporation of the solvent, and the
principle and the result of both methods being the same, viz.,
the acquisition of au increased elasticity, though the modes of
attaining that result were somewhat different. It was also sworn
that, for the purpose of the plaintiff's patent, caoutchouc or
india-rubber might be used either in the state in which it is
imported, or in a manufactured state, that is, dissolved by certain
known solvents, and afterwards, by evaporation of the solvents,
restored to solid blocks; but that, if free from air-holes (in which
state it was possible to obtain it), it was more desirable to have
it in its 1mtural state, its elasticity being somewhat diminished by
the artificial process.
§ 325. On the part of the defendants, several witnesses, as well
practical as scientific, were called, who stated that the principle of
the manufactures respectively described in the specifications of the
plaintiff and defendants was essentially different, as well in the
materials used and the mode in which they were put togetl1er, as
in the operation or result of their combination ; the one process
being wholly mechanical, the other strictly chemical, and the
effect of the former being to give elasticity, and of the latter to
give strength and .flexibility or pliancy, but imparting only a very
slight additional elasticity b the card ; that the proportion which
the india-rubber bore to the cloth, as used by the plaintiff, was
generally about three to one, whereas the proportion of indiarubber solution used by the defendants was from twenty to forty
per cent only; and that india-rubber as imported was wholly
unfit for the purpose described in the plaintiff's specification,
never being sufficiently free from imperfection.
§ 326. Upon the issue of not guilty, the jury found a verdict
for the plaintiff, thereby establishing that the defe'ndant's card
was an infringement of the plaintiff'~, both employing the elasticity of caoutchouc next the teeth, and the defendant's practising

•
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by a. circuitous mode that which falls within the claim of the
plaintiff's pa.tent.l
§ 327. But if the defendants, in this case, could luwe succeeded in showing that the materials of which they matle their
cardt-~, and the mode in which they were put together, were <lifferent from the materials aml method of construction used hy the
plaintiff; if they coulu have satisfied the jury that the difference
'Valton t•. Potter, 'Vebs. Pat. Cas. 585, 597; 4 Scott's N. U. fll. On the
application for a new trial, l\Iaule, J., said: "·with respect to the issue of not
guilty, in order to· determine whether or not the verdict has been correctly
found for the plaintiff on that issue, it is necessary to consider what is the
subject of the defendant's patent; for it is quite clear that what the <Mendants have done they claim to do under their patent. By tl1cir specification
the defendants claim to be the inventors of a new material for forming the
backs of cards; and they describe the mode of preparing it thus, viz.: 'by
repeatedly Jlassing a woven fabric of a peculiar construction through, and
saturating it with, a solution of caoutchouc or india-rubber, and then drying
it in order to evaporate the solvents, and leave the fabric impregnated and
coatccl with caoutchouc or india-rubber, and afterwards submitting it to
pressure '; and the object they describe as being to render the fabric so dealt
with 'extremely elastic in the direction of the thickness of the fabric, so as to
impart, as it were, Clasticity to the wire teeth when set.' That is, in effect,
producing by a circuitous process a cloth with a layer of caoutchouc or india.·
rubber on each side of it, so as to give a great degree of clastic;ty to the
basis of the dents or teuth of the card. The plaintiff, by his specification,
claims the exclusive right of making cards with caoutchouc or india-mbbcr,
as the fillet, or sheet, 0r medium in which the dents or teeth are to be set;
the object being, iike that of the defendants, the attainment of a superior
degree of elasticity and durability; and in deseriLing his mode of attaining
that object, he states that he inserts the wire dents or teeth in a foundation or
fillet of caoutchouc or india-rubber, a slice of india-rubber in its natural
state, and that with a view to preserve the regularity of distance and
uniformity of the dents or teeth, and to render their action less uncertain, he
cements to the back of the caoutchouc or india-rubber a piece of brown holland or other like cloth. The plaintiff doec; not confine his claim to using
india-rubber by means of slicing it; he clai.ns the exclusive right of making
cards, by fixing the dents or teeth in india-rubber, using for that purpose
cloth, some texture of linen or cotton. In some instances, he says, the cloth
may be removed. That does not, in point of fact, make it less a }•art of the
process, by which he applies cloth for the putting the dents into the layer of
india-rubber. If that be so, I think it is evident the defendants claim to do a
thing falling within the generality of the plaintiff's claim. Taking that to be
so, the evidence is abundant to justify the jury in finding; and it seems to
me to require them to find for the plaintiff." Sec al8o the observations of
Er~kinc, J., cited ante.
1

•
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expressed h,Y saying that the one process was mechanical and the
other chemical was a real and substantial, and not a colorable
difference ; then they would, notwithstanding the former patent of the plaintiff, and 11otwithstamling that the objects of
both were the same, have appeared to be the authors of a substantive invention, because they would have produced a distinct
subject-matter, new in all material respects, of a useful character,
and therefore capable of supporting an independent patent. But
it appeared that the plaintiff's patent covered the use of indiarubber combined with cloth, as a fillet or sheet, for the hacks of
cards, in which to insert the teeth, in order to accomplish certain
purposes; and that the mode in which the defendants brought
these same materials into combination,
for
the
same
purposes,
was
•
only a circuitous mode of doing what the plaintiff had done, and
tl1erefore that they had produced nothing new, material to the
principle and substance of the invention.
§ 328. On the other hand, where the plaintiff had a patent for
producing an effect in the manufacture of iron, said to be altogether new, by a mode or process, or series of processes unknown
before, it being for a combination of processes altogether new,
leading to one end; and the defendants had used the same ingredients, but in different proportions, which constituted a mode of
working essentially different from that pointed out in the specification, it was held that there was no infringement. The plaintiff's invention in this case consisted in rendering available the
slags or cinders produced in the manufacture of iron ; and also in
the use and application of lime, subsequent to the blast furnace,
in order to prevent the quality called " cold short" ; and his
S}Jecification pointed out the proportion of slags, mine rubbish,
coke, and limestone, to be used for the production of the effect.
To prove the infringement, a witness in the employ of the defendants was called, who stated that he had seen the plaintiff's specification; that since the date of the patent the defendants preserved
cinders, which they had not done before, and produced pig-iron,
by mixing them with mine rubbish, and that in the subsequent
processes they applied quicklime to prevent the iron from being
"cold shori." But he stated that the defendants did not work
by the plaintiff's specification, but used very different proportions, viz., lime in the refinery furnace in about the proportion of
one hundred and twentieth part of the whole charge of pig-iron,
•
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and that they used none in the puddling furnace, and that the
defendants had used slags in the puddling furnace for years
before the date of the patent. He also proved that the proportions of mine ruhbish, as laid down in the specification, were not
essential to the success of the process; that the dcf<>mlants had
been =u the hahit of varying those proportions ; and that they
omitted
mine
rubbish,
when
the
result
was
most
once entirely
•
SUCCL'Ssfu1. 1
§ a:w. Now thL patent was one of that class in which proportions or degrees, when specified as the mode in which a partil'ular
flffect is to be produced, mai~e a part of the essence of 1he invention. A discovery may consist in the effect produced 1'.'" the
union of certain ingredients or agents ; ln:t if a particular proportion is supposed to be necessttry to the effect, aiHl is clainll'll as
entering into the production of that effect, the suhject-matt1•r of
the patent will be the use of the particular ingredients in tlmt
particular proportion ; and if the same ingredients in difft•rent
pl'Oportions, or a part of the same ingredients in other proportions, are used by another person to produce a similar ]l(~Jil·ficial
effect, more or less advantageous, that person will have dil':lcowred
a new subject-matter, and consequently will not have infringed
the right of a patentee, whose invention depends on the proportions which he has spdcified. Accordingly it was hehl in this
case that the defendv,nts' mode of working being cs:o;cntially different from the specification of the plaintiff, they harl not
infringed his patent ; and if we apply to the reasoning of the
court the test of a sufficiency of invention on the part of the
defendants to support a patent, as for a new discovery, it will he
seen that the same facts will lead to that result, which show that
the plaintiff's patent had not been infringed.2
Hill t•. Thompson, Webs. Pat. Cas. 225, 232, 233.
2 Dallas, J., delivering the judgment of the court, said: "To prove the
infringement, one 'Ytitness only was called; and this part of the case depends,
therefore, entirely upon his testimony. And, before adverting to the evidence
in question, it \\ill be necessary to look to the patent, as far as it relates to this
part of the subject. It has not been contended that it is a patent introducing
into use any one of the articles mentioned, singly and separately taken; nor
could it be so contended, for the patent itself shows the controversy; and if
it had been a patent of such a description; it would have been impossible to
support it; for slags had undoubtedly been made usc of previously to the
patent, so had mine rubbish, and so had lime. But it is said, it is a patent
1
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§ 33Q. The superior utility of one thing over another will sometimes furnish a.n important test upon this question of identity.

It

for combinations and proportions, producing an effect altogether new, by a
mode and process, or series of processes, unknown before; or, to adopt the
language made use of at the bar, it is n patent for a combination of }Jrocesses
altogether n~w, leading to one end; and this being the nature of the alleged
discovery, any usc made of any of the ingredients singly, or any usc made of
such ingredients in partial combination, some of them being omitted, or any
use of all or some of such ingredients, in proportions essentially different
from those specified, and yet producing a result equally beneficial (if not
more so) with the result obtained by the proportions specified, will not constitute an infringement of the patent.
"It is scarcely necessary here to observe, that a slight departure from the
specification, for the purpose of evasion only, would of course be a fraud
upon the patent, ~tnd therefore the question will be, whether the mode of
working by the defendant has or has uot been essentially or substantially
different. :For this we must look to the evidence of K Forman; and he being
the single wi tncss to the point, by his testimony this part of the case must
stand or fall. It may be difficult entirely to reconcile different parts of his
evidence with each other, if his answers to the several questions be taken
separately and detached; but looking to the result, it seems to be clear. On
the part of the plaintiff he proves, that, before the patent was taken out, the
defendants were not in the habit of making use of slags, and that his attention being called to the subject by the patentee in the first instance, and then
by the }latent itself, he has made use of them uniformly since; he has since
also, at times, used mine rubbish, aml al!::o lime, which last, he also admits,
was used to prevent the • cold short,' which defect he allows was and is thereby
prevented. So far, therefore, he proves separate use and occasional combination. He is next asked as to the proportions mentioned in the patent:
'Did you apply the lime in these proportions? ' His answer is, ' I say no, to
that.' 'Have you worked by the S}lccificationi" 'No, we did not.' He
then explains in what respects they departed from the specification. This is his
evidence on the examination in chief. On the cross-examination he says that
the proportions used were Yery materially different, and that the proportions
in the patent are not essential; that it would make no difference to him if he
were to be restrained from using these proportions, and that the result would
be better obtained by materially departing from them; indeed, by almost
losing sight of them altogether. With respect to slags, on reconsideration,
he states that the defendant had used slags previously to the patent, in the
puddling furnace, for months together. As to mine rubbish, he says, we
varied the proportions, and we found, in experience, that the use of it was
best "ithout reference to the preparations and restrictions pointed out in the
specification, and when omitted the result was best of all. It is tme, he
afterwards states, that this omission took place when he was absent from
home, and that, on his return, he ordered the mine rubbish to he restored;
and in this respect, and going to this single point, there appears to be an incon-
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is notal ways true that one machine, for instance, is not an infringement upon another, because it is better than the other; for it may
contain the whole substance of that other machine, and something
in addition which makes it better; or the patent may have been
taken for an entire machine, substantially new in its structure,
and the machine complained of may contain some substantial operating part of the machine patented, and so infringe. But where
the patent is for some one operating part of a. machine, designed
to effect a particular end, and the machine complained of effects
that end materially better, by the use of means which are in
point of fact different, then the two modes of operation arc not
the same under the patent law. In other words, when the means
employed are, in point of fact, not the same, or a known mechanical equivalent, and the question to be determined is, whether
they are, under the patent law, the same in substance, or, a::; it is
usually called, the ·same in principle, superior utility settle8 that
sistency. But still, as the case stands on his single evidence, if, in substance
ancl result, it proves a mode of working essentially diil••rent from the specification, the foundation of the plaintiff's case is altogether gone. .\ud the
rule is, in this respect, strict, as stated by 1\Ir. Justice Buller, in the case of
Turner v. Winter (Webs. l 1 at. Cas. 77). In that case, the lcamed jurlge
expressed himself in these words: '·whenever the patt;ntee brings an action
vn his patent, if the novelty or effect of the invention be disputed, he must
show in what his invention consists, and that he procured the eiYect proposed,
in the manner specified (Webs. Pat. Cas. t;l) ' ; and in another part of the
same case, he adds: ' Slight defects in the specificat-ion will l.Jc sullicient to
vacate the ]..llltent (Webs. Pat. Cas. 8:!) '; and speaking of degree and proportic.n, he says: 'The specification f>1wuld have shown by what degree of
heat the effect was to be produced.' In that case, as in a great variety of
others, instances may be found to show the strictness of the law, as hearing
upon this poin~. either in regard of omission or of superfluous adtlitiou, or of
uucertai:. •y or insufficiency in quantities proposed.· llut, further, the crideuce
so applied does not confine itself to this point only; for it disproves also utility, as far as it depends on combination and proportion, leading and conducing to a specific result. Neither can it be justly said, that the use of the
separate ingredients, or some of them partially combined, is a usc made of the
invention in part, so as to support the counts adapted to such partial use;
oecause, as it has been already observed, and will more particularly be
ad vertcd to hereafter, each of the ingredients had before been separately used,
and had been used, more or less, in partial combination.
" On the whole, our opinion is, as to this part of the case, that, consider·
ing the c·ddence of Forman, in its substance and result, anJ with reference to
the peculiar nature of the patent, an infringement of the patent is not thereby
proved." Hill v. Thompson, Webs. Pat. Cas. :!4.2, 245, :!46.
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question. Two things are not the same under the patent law,
when one is practically substantially better than the other, and
this improvement is not gained by the use of known mechanical
equivalents.
§ 331. This view of the patent law relieves it in a great degree
from the uncertainties which have arison from the loose and
indeterminate sense in which the word "principle" has been
employed ; and, at the same time, it is in exact accordance with
the great purposes, as well as with the particular provisions, of
that sy::;tem of law. Its leading purpose was to encourage u.stful
inventions. Practical utility was its object ; and it would he
strange, if, with such object in view, it should consider two
things as substantially the same, which, practically and in reference to their respective utility, are substantially different. An<l
although this test has not seldom been lost sight of in the trial of
patent causes, yet there is nowhere any authority opposed to it,
and there is certainly much in its favor. 1
1 Thus, in Davis v. Palmer, 2 Brock. 310, 1\Ir. Chief Justice l\Iarshal
states the principle clearly. He was commenting on the clause in the old
patent law, that "simply changing the form or the proJwrtion of any machine
shall not be deemed a discovery "; and he says, " In construing this provision,
the word 'simply' has, we think, great influence; it is not every change of
form and proportion which is declared to be no discovery, but that which is
simply a change of form and proportion, and nothing more. If Ly changing
the form and proportion a new e.fj'ecl is produced, there is not simply a change
of form and proportion, but a cltan9e of principle also." To the same effect
are the following cases: Earle v. Sawyer, 4 Mas. 1, where the substitution of
a circular saw, in place of a reciprocating saw, in a shingle machine, was held
to be a patentable improvement. Davol v. Brown, 1 'Voodb. & l\1. 53,
where the arrangement of bowed fliers, in a fly-frame, in two rows, was held
to be patentable, although open-bottomed fliers had previously been arranged
in two rows, and geered in the same way, and bowed fliers had been arranged
1
in the one row with like gcering. Hussell v. Cowley, W cbs. 1 at. Cas. 4U4,
where it was held, that tubes having been welded by grooved rolll•rs on a
mandril, it was a patentable improvement to weld them by grooved rolle1·s
without a mandril; and Lord Lyndhurst puts the case of weltling them by
· fixed dies inst• .td of 1'0llers. Sec also Kneass v. The Bank, 4 Wash. 9; Crane
v. Price, 1 Webs. Pat. Cas. 400; 1 W cbs. Pat. Cas. 05.
In these cases the principle is neces&:; rily involved, and in some of them
distinctly announced, tlu~t any change in the instruments employed, by whbh
a new result is produced, or au old result produced in a more economical or
beneficial manner, is the subject of a patent. It is the invention of a 11ew
thing under the I>atcnt law. The same test is pro1>osed by l\lr. Webstel'in his
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§ 332. Every patent stands upon its subject-matter, and accord-

•

ingly the qnestion of infringement depends upon the use of that
which is covered by the patent. Where a patent is for the combination alone, it is no infringement to use any of the partH or
thing::; which go to make up the combination, provided the combination itself be not u~ecl.l In a recent English case, however,
it has been decided that a vali(l patent for an entire combination
for a proces~ ~ives protection to each part thereof that is new and
material to that process, without any express claim of particular
parts, and notwithstanding that some parts of the combination
are oltl.2
In Smith v. London & N. W. R. ·w., 3 Lord Campbell observed:
" The patent was for an improved wheel for carriages of different
descriptions, and the patentee stated in his specification that ' the
said improved wheel is manufactured. wholly of bar-iron, Ly welding wrought-iron bars together into the fmm of a wheel, whereof
the nave and spokes and rim, when finished, will consi::;t of one
solid piece of malleaule iron, and the mode whereby the said bars
of malleaule iron are fashioned and united into the shape of a
wheel is as follows.' The specification then showed, by the aid
of drawing::;, how the nave aml spokes and rim were formed and
afterwards weldell so as tc, make a wheel of one piece of malleable
iron. In the claim, the r:;atentee stated that the new invention
consisted in the circumstance of the centre boss or nave, arms,
and rim of the wheel being wholly composed of wrought or
malleable iron welded into one solid mass in manner hereinbefore described. The evidence showed a clear imitation and
infringement of the manner of forming the boss or nave into one
piece of malleable iron with the rest of the wheel, Lut it was
state(l that the mode which the defendants had useu of forming
very able dissertation on the Subject-Matter of Patents. He says, in sub·
stance, that the question is, whether the change be colorable and formal, or
substantial and essential, that is, whether it be such as would of itself sup·
port a patent. The jury must. find whether what is new is essential or use·
less, and a colorable evasion; whether, by reason of the change, the thing has
acquired a new and distinct character.
l Barrett ·v. Hall, 1 :Mas. 447.
See observations of Mr. Justice Story
cited from this case, ante. Evans v. Eaton, 1 Pet. C. C. ::'43.
2 Lister v. Leather, 8 Ell. & Blackb. 1004:; Bovill v. Keyworth, 7 Ell. &
Blackb. 7~5; Smith v. London & N. W. It. W., 20 E. L. & Eq. 01.
3 Smith v. London & N. W. R. W., 20 E. L. & Eq. !H.
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and welding tiw spokes and rim did not amount to any infringement.
l\Ir. Atherton (defendant's counsel) contendc<l tl1nt the words
of the claim restricted. the patent to the invention of a wheel
made in every respect" in the manner aforesaid," awl that as the
defendants had not used the same mode with regard to the spokes
and rim as the patentee had specified, there could he no iufrinr!·emcnt of the patent. l\Iy hroiJtc1' :Martin, who tried the en', ::~e,
intimated his opinion that the claim was for the invention of a
whee] as described in the claim, but that if the de~endants ha!l
imitated o.r pirated the mode of welding the nave, and that were
a material part of the invention, there was an infringement of
part of the patent for which the action was maintainable.
"'Ve are of opinion that this ruling was quite correct, and that
there was ample evidence to support the action. 'Vhere a l>atent
is for the combination of two, three, or more o~d i1wcntions, a
user of any of them would not be an infringement of the patent ;
but where there is an invention cons sting of several parts, the
imitation or pirating of any part of the invention is an infringement of the }Jatent. Suppose that a man invents a machine consisting of three parts, of which one is a very useful invention, aml
the two others are found to he of less practical use, surely it
could not be said that it was free to any person to use the useful
part so long as he took care to substitute some other mode of
carrying out the less useful parts of the invention. 'Ve should
be sorry to throw any doubt upon the question of an infringement of a material part of such an invention, being an infringement upon which an action is maintainable, by granting a rule to
show cause upon such a point."
In Prouty v. Ruggles,! :Mr. Chief Justice Taney said: "The
patent is for a combination, and the improvement consists in
arranging different portions of the plough, and combining them
together in the manner stated in the specification, for the purpose of producing a certain effect. None of the parts referred to
are new and none are claimed as new; nor is any portion of the
combination, less than the whole, claimed as new, or stated to
produce any given result. The end in view is proposed to be
accomplished by the union of all, arranged and combined together
in the manner described. And this combination, composed of
1

I'AT.
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all the parts mentionecl in the specification, and armnged with
reference to each other and to other parts of the plough in the
manner therein described~ is stated to be the improvement, and
is the thing patented. The ·use of any two of these parts only,
or of two combined with a third, which is substantially different
in form or in the manner of its arrangement and connection with
the others, is therefore not the thing patented. It is not the
same combination if it substantially differs from it in any of its
parts. The jogging of the standard into the beam, and itl" extension backward from the holt, are hoth treated by the plaiutiffs as
essential parts of their combina.tion for the purpose of brace and
draft. Consequently, the use of either alone, by 1 he defendants,
would not be the same improvement nor infringe the patent of
the plaintiffs."
But in order to determine in those cases where the patent is for
the combination alone whether the combination is used or whether
there is an infringement, it may ue necessary to inquire whether
the defendant has employetl a mechanical equivalent as a snb:5titute for some material element of the plaintiff's combination. If
so, it will be an infringement. Thus, in the specification of a
patent for "improvements in looms for weaving," the plaintiff
decla.rell that his improvement appliell to that class of machinery
called power-looms, aml consisted " in a novel arrangement of
mechanism, designed for the pmpose of instantly stopping the
whole of the \vorking parts of the loom whenever the slmttle
stop8 in the shed.." After dm;cribing the manner in which that
was done in ordim.ry looms, the specification proceeded thus:
"The principal defect in this arrangement, and which my improvement is intended to obviate, is the frequent breakage of the
different parts of the loom, occasioned by the shock of the lathe
or sley striking against the 'frog,' which is fixed to the framing.
In my improved arrangement, the loom is stopped in the following manner : I make use of the ' swell ' and the 'stop-rod finger'
as usual. The construction of the latter, however, is somewhat
modiHed, being of one piece with the small lever which bears
against the ' swell ' ; but instead of striking a stop or ' frog ' fixed
to the framing of the loom, it strikes against a stop or notch upon
the upper end. of.~ vertical lever vibrating upon a pin or shed.
The lever is furnished with a small roller or uowl, which acts
against a projection on a horizontal lever, causing it to vibmte
•

·
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upon its centre and throw a clutch-box (whicl1 connects tl1e
main driving pulley to the driving shaft) out of gear, and allows
the main driving pulley to revolve loosely upon the driving shaft,
at the same time that a projection on the lever strikes against the
'spring handle' and shifts the strap; simultaneously with these
two movements, the lower end of the vertical beam causes a
break to be brought in cvntact with the fly-wheel o£ the loom,
thus instantaneou::;ly stopping every motion of the loom without
the slightest shock." After the date of the plaintiff'::; patent,
the defendant obtained a patent for "improvements in, and
applicable to, looms for weaving," and amongst them he claimed
a novel arrangement of apparatus for throwing the loom out of
gear when the shuttle failed to complete its course. In the
defendant's apparatus the " clutch-box" was not u::;ed, but instead of it the " stop-rod finger" acted on a loose piece or sliding
frog; but, instead of a rigid ve1·tical lever, as in the plaintiff's
m~chine, the defendant used an i..Ltstic horizontal lever, and, by
reason of the pin travelling on an inclined plane, the brake was
applied to the wheel gradually and not simultaneousiy. The
jury found that the plaintiff's arrangement of machinery for
stopping looms, by means of the action of the "clutch-box" in
combination with the action of the brake, was new and useful ;
and that the defendant's arrangement of machinery for the latter
purpose was substantially the same as the plaintiff's: held, upon
these findings, tlmt the specification was good ; secondly, that the
defendant had infringed the patent. A rule was entert:ld for a
new trial on the ground of misdirection, but was di::;charged.
Pollock, C. B., in rendering the decision of the romt, observed:
"The second question is, whether the patent has been infringed.
It was argued that there can be no infringement of a patent for a
combination, unless the defendr~nt has used the whole combination. But that is not so, for there may be an infringement by
using so much of a combination as is material, and it would be a
question for the jury, whether that used was not substantially the
same thing. I recollect a patent for an invention, a part of
which, supposed at first to be useful, turned (\Ut to be prejudicial,
and was afterwards omitted, but the patent was nevertheless
sustained. If that had been a combination of matters, each of
them old, but entirely new as a combination, and the jury had
found that the substantial parts of the combination were used,
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that, I think, would have been an infringement of the patent.
Looking at this patent fairly, what is it for? It is for a. mo1le to
separate the machine from the source of power, and at the same
time to stop the momentum which has already accumulated, and
to do this by one and the same operation ; in fact, to make the
machinery ib;elf do it. ·whenever the shuttle remains among the
sheds, and does not arrive at the shuttle-box, the machine is so
constructecl that, by one opl'ration, it is thrown out of gear, antl
at the same time a brake is applied to the fly-wheel so as to stop
the momentum. ThP. defendant ha!:! suustitnted for the cln:ehbox the old }llan of the frog, and instead of separating the power
and the machine by a clutch-box, ancl so throwing the machine
out of gear, he has used the old method of throwing off the !;trap,
but he has adopted the brake, which the jmy have found i,;, in
itself, an anangement of machinery new and useful. \\r e are Hot
now to decide what would base been the plaintiff's right if the
clutch-box had heen entirely new, aml the plaintiff bad complained of its use ; but I think it may Le laid down as a general
propos it ion (if a general proposition can he ~aid down on a ::;nlJjeet applieal,le to :'inch a. variety of matters, indeed incommensmalJle with each other, for the same doctrine would scarcely apply
to a uew medicine and a new material or new metal), that, if a
portion of a patent for a new arrangement of machinery is in
itself new and usofu], ancl another person, for the purpose of
prodndug the same effect, uses that portion of the arrangement,
and sul,stitntes for the other matters combined with it another
mechanical equivalcd, that wouhl 1e au infringe111ent. It appears to me, therefore, with reference to the faets fonml hy tho
jury, that the specification is good, and that the defendant has
·
infringe1l the patent." 1
Mr. Justice Curtis has held that the doctrine of mechanical
equiyalents, in connection with such a usc of a .material part of a
coml>ination, iH not cc!!~~!:;d by the patent law to those elements
which are strictly known as such in the science of mechanics, hut
that it embraces those substitutions, which, as a matter of judgment in cons~ruction, may be employed to accomplish the !:lame
2
end.
Sellers v. Dickinson, G E. I". & Eq. 544.
2 F<Jster ~~. :\lum·e, 1 Curtis, C. C. 270.
Compare Newton v. Grand Junction lt. W., li B. L. & Eq. 55i. Also J•Jhnson v. Root, MS. per S1waguc, J.
1
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§ 333. But, on the other hand, where the patent is for f'cveral
distinct improvements or thi11gs, and does not stand upon the com-

•

" The term ' equivalent,' gentlemen, has two meanings, as used in this class
of cases. The one relates to the results that are produced; and the other in
the mechanism by which \.ltosc results are produced. Two things may be
equivalent, that is, the one elluivalent to the other, as producing the same
result, when they are not the same mechanical menus. l\Iechanical equimlents
arc spoken of as different from equivalents that merely produce the same
result. A mechanical equivalent, I suppose, as generally undcrstoorl, is
where the one may be adopted instead of the other, by a person skilled in the
art, from his knowledge of the art. Thus an instrumentality is used as a
mechanism : you wish to }lroduce a pressure downward; weU, it can he done
by a spring, or it can be done by a weight. A machine is Jlresented to a person conversant with machines. He sees that the force applied downward in
the one before him is by a weight ; from a knowledge of his art he can pass
at once to another force, the spring, to press it downward ; and these are
mechanical equivalents. But, gentlemen, there may be equivalents as producing the same results, each of which is an independent matter of ill\'cntion,
and in that sense they at·e not mechanical equivalents. To illustrate my
meaning, suppose, in early days, the problem was to get water from a well to
the snl"face of the earth. One man takes a rope made of grass and draws up
a pail of water ; another would see that, as a mechanical equivalent, a rope
of hemp would accomplish the same result. But suppose another person
comes, and for the first time invents a pump. That is equivalent in the result
of bringing the water to the surface of the ground ; in that respect it is
equimlent, as producing that result, to hauling i.t up by a rope ; but it is not
mechanically equivalent ; it brings into oper:d ion, as you know, very different
powers and forces, and would require invent. ·11 to introduce it.
"Now, gentlemen, however the appcaran::es of a thing may be altered, if
the aspect, the form, the appearances presented arc changed only by the use
of mechanical equivalents, then it is substantially the same thing, I suppose.
That is to say, if a person has an invention, in which he is called ~tpon, by the
patent law, to make a full and clear description of the' thing he has invented,
if another person, looking at that, can from his knowledge of the subject pass
to the other thing that is used, without any invention, then the one is substantially the same as the other. It is not that every unskilled person shall
see how they pass ; but what is required is, that it shall be so described that
those skilled and competent in the art, those who understand it, shall be able
(not that an ingenious man can, seeing the new machine, sit down and find
something else afterwards, perhaps aided in some degree by that in inYenting
something that is not there, but whether, with a competent knowledge of his
art, he will be able), by looking at that with care, and examining it, to see
that it may be done in a different mode, in a different manner, and it is done
in that dilicrent mode or different manner by the knowledge which he has in
the art. That would not be a new invention, or substantially differing from
the original. But if he is obliged to go to invention, then he has a. right to
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bination of such things, then the use of any one of the~ will be
an infringement.1 But in order to succeed in an action for the
infringement of any one of such improvements, it was fm1nerly
necessary among us, as in England, that the whole of the improvements cle.imed as such should be new ; and if the novelty of any
one of them failed, though it might not be the one used by the
defendant, the action could not be sustained. The reason for
this was, not that the right of the patentee would not have been
infringed if he had had a valid patent, but that his patent was
void, on account of a partial failure of the whole consideration
on which it was granted ; the consideration on which p. patent
was granted being the novelty of all the things represented to be
new, regarded as an entirety; ami the consideration being entire,
if it failed in part, i£ failed as to the whole. The government
was, in such a case, deceived in its grant; the whole patent was
therefore inoperative, and no action could be maintained upon it.2
the benefits of whatever he thus invents ; and if his invention is a substitution
for the original invention, then it is not substantially the same, and he does
not use it. But if he merely invents something to be a.ided to it, then he
cannot take the original invention, because he has made something distinct to
~d to lt as a new improvement."
1 Moody v. Fiske, 2 Mas. 115 ; Emerson v. Hogg, 2 Bla\:.chf. 1 ; Hogg v.
Emerson, 6 How. 437; Thid. 11 How. 587.
.
2 In l\Ioody v. Fiske, 2 Mas. 112, 115, 'Mr. Justice Story hinted at this
doctrine, when he said that, " In such a case, the patent goes for the whole of
the improvements, and if each be new and be claimed distinctly in the patent,
there does not seem to be any good reason why the party who pira.tes any part
of tl:le invention should not be liable in damages." The subsequent cases in
England, of Hill v. Thompson, 8 Taunt. 382; 2 B. Moore, 433; W ebe. Pat.
Cas. 239; Brunton v. Hawkes, 4 B. & Ald. 541; and· Morgan v. Seaward, 2
M. & W. 544; Webs. 187; have fully established this doctrine. In the last
of these cases, Mr. Baron Parke, delivering the judgment c:,f the court, said:
"This brings me to the question whether this patent, which suggests that
certain inventions are improvements, is avoided if there be one which is not
so; and upon the authorities we feel obliged to hold that the patent is 'roid,
upon the ground of fraud on the crown, without entering into the question
whether the utility of each and every part of the invention is essential to a
patent, where such utility is not suggested in the patent itself as the ground of
the grant. That a false suggestion of th~ grantee avoids an ordinary grant of
lands and tenements from the crown, is ci; maxim of the common law, and
such a grant is void, not agajnst the crown merely, but in a. suit against a
third person. It is on the same principle that a patent for two or more inventions, when one is not new, is void altogether, as was held in Hill v. Thompson, 2 Moore, 421; 8 Taunt. 375; and Brunton v. Hawkes, ·1 B. & Ald. 542 .
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§ 334. The statute of Jnly 4, 1836, § 15, recognizes this
doctrine, by establishing as a defence that the patentee was not
the first inventor of the thing patented, " or of a substantial and
material part thereof claimed as new." But a more recent statute has provided that the patent shall be deemed good and valid
for so much of the invention or discovery as shall be truly and
bond fide the invention or discovery of the patentee, if it is a
material and substantial part of the thing patented, and is defi. nitely distinguishable fi·om the other parts which the patentee
had no right to claim, notwithstanding the Sl;>ecification may be
too broad, if it was so made by mistake, ac·~ident, or inadvertence, and without any wilful default or intent to defraud or mislead the public." 1 This leaves the former doctrine, by which a
failure of novelty in any part vitiate(l the whole patent, still
applicable to cases where the claim was made too broad, wilfully
and knowingly, or with intent to defraud or deceive the public.
§ 335. The effect of a failure, in point of utility, of one or more
of several parts or things claimed as distinct inventions, is held
in England to be the same as a failure in point of novelty. If
•
any thing claimed as essential turn out to be useless, the patent
is voidable, provided it was known to the patentee, at the time of
enrolling his specification, to be useless, because he misleads the
For although the statute invalidates a patent for want of novelty, and consequer.tly by force of the statute the patent would be void so far as related to
that which was old, yet the principle on which the patent has been held to be
void altogether is, that the consideration for the grant is the no;relty of all,
and the consideration f:liling, or, in other words, the crown being deceived in
its grant, the patent is void, and no action maintainable upon it. We cannot
·help seeing, on the iace of this patent, as set out in the record, that an improvement in steam-engines is suggested by the patentee, and· ic part of the
consideration for the grant; and we must reluctantly hold that the patent is
\'oid, for the falsity of that rmggestion. In the case of Lewis v. Marling (10
B. & C. 22; 5 M. & Ry. 66), this view of the case, that the patent was void
fol' a false suggestion, does not appear by the report to have been pressed on
the attention of the court, or been considered by it. The decision went upon
the ground that the brush was not an essential part of the machine, and that
want of utility did not vitiate the patent; and, besides, the improvement by
the introduction of the brush is not recited in the patent itself as one of the
subjects of it, which may make a difference. We are, therefore, of opinion,
that t}le defendants are entitled to our judgment on the third issue." See
also the elaborate judgments in Brunton v. Hawkes.
1 Act of 1837, § 9.
•
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public by representing it to be useful; but if it was subsequently
discovered not to be useful, material, or necessary, it forms no
ground of objection to the patent. 1 A pat':lnt for an entire
machine or other subject which is, taken altogetlwr, usefnl,
though a part or parts may be useless, will be valid, provided
there is no false suggestion.2 So, too, a finding of the jury, that
the invention is useful on the whole, but fails or is not useful in
some cases, is not a ground of nonsui .a But these cases are
entirely disting•.1ished from those where the purpose wholly fails,
1

Lewis v. 1\Iarling, 10 B. & C. 22; 4 Car. & P. 57; Webs. Pat. Cas. 4!l3.
2 l\Iorgan v. Seaward, 'Vebs. Pat. Cas. 187.
a Haworta1 v. Hardcastle, Webs. Pat. Cas. 480, 483. In this case, Sir N.
C. Tindal, C. J., said: "The motion for entering a nonsuit was grounded on
two points: first, that the jury had, by their special finding, negatived the
usefulness of the h>vention to the full extent of what the patent and specification had held out to the public; secondly, that i:.he patentee had claimed in
his specification the invention of the rails or staves over which the cloths
were hung, or, at all events, the placing them in a tier at the upper part of
the drying-room. As to the finding of the jury, it was in these words: 'The
jury find the invention is new and 11seful upon the whole; and that the specification is sufficient for a mecha·nic, properly instructed, to make a machine,
and that there has been an infringement of the patent; but they also find
that the machir.~ is not useful in some cases for taking off goods.' The
specification must be admitted, as it appears to '!lB, to describe the invention
to be adapted to perform the operation of removing the calicoes and other
cloths from off the rails or staves after they have been sufficiently dried. But
we think we are not warranted in drawing so st1ict a conclusion from this
finding of the jury as to hold that they ha.ve i~tended to negative, or that
they have thereby negatived, that ~he machine was useful in the generality of
the cases which occur for that 1mrpose. After stating that the machine was
useful on the whole, the exp1·ession that, 'in some cases, it is not useful to
take up the cloths,' appears to us to lead rather to the inference that in the
generality of cases it is found useful. And if the jury think it useful in the
general, because some cases occur in which it does not answer, we think it
would be much too strong a conclusion to hold the patent void. How many
cases o~cur, what proportion they bear to those in which the machine is useful, whether the instances in which it is found not to answer are to be referred
to the species of cloth hung out, to the mode of dressing the cloths, to the
thickness of them, or to any other cause distinct and different from the
defective structure or want of power in the machine, this finding of the jury
gives us no information whatever. Upon such a finding, therefore, in a case
where the jury have given their general verdict for the plaintiff, we think that
we should act with ·great hazard and precipitation, if we wer;J to hold that the
plaintiff ought to be nonsuited upon the ground that his machine was
altogether useless for one of the purposes described in his specification."
:.

•
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and tho invention described does not accomplish the effect that
is claimed for it. On a patent of this description, of course, no
ac ion whatever can be maintained. 1
§ 336. The principles of our law would apparently lead to the
same conclusions upon this subject ; for, although it is not material whether the subject-matter of a patent is more or less useful,
it must possess some utility ; and if the subject-matter consists of
several things, all included in one patent, but claimed as the distinct inventions of the patentee, a fallure of any one of them, in
point of utility, must vitiate the patent, if it was represented to
be useful, when it was known not to he so, for the same reasons
which are applicable in England. Our statute, moreover, has
expressly provided, as one of the defences to an action on a patent, "that it contains more than is necessary to produce the ·
described effect," when such addition "shall fully appear to have
been made for the purpose of deceiving the public " ; that is to
say, when it appears that the patentee was aware that he was
introducing something not useful, material, or necessary, at the
time of preparing his specification.2
§ 336 a. The topic of infringement by means of chemical
•
equivalents has lately received in England an elaborate and
almost exhaustive discussion, so elaborate, indeed, that we can
hope to give in the present volume nothing more than a general
outline and abstract. The reported American cases on the subject are but few.
In Byam v. Farr,s the patentee's claim was as follows: "·what
I claim as my invention is the using of a paste or composition to
ignite by friction, co!lsistiug of phosphorus and earthy material
and a glutinous substance only, without the addition of chlorate
of potash, or of any highly combustible material, such as sulplmret
of antimony, in addition to the phosphorus." In construing this
specification, Judge Curtis says : " The old method of making
•

1

:Manton v. Parker, Dav. Pat. Cas. 327. This was a patent for " a hammer on an improved construction, for the locks of all kinds of fowling-pieces
and small arms ''; and a material part of the invention consisted in <1 means
of letting out the air from the barrel, and causing a communication between
the powder in the pan and in the barrel, without, at the sam~ time, letting out
the powder. The witnesses for the defendant having proved that the powder
passed through the same hole as the air, the plaintiff was nonsuited.
t Act of July 4, 18:36, § 15.
8
Byani. v. Farr, 1 Curtis, C. C. 260.
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friction matches was to use a composition consisting of phosphorus,
chlorate of potash, sulphuret of antimony, and glue; so that the
invention claimed by the plaintiff consists in rejecting two of the
elements, viz., chlorate of potash and sulphuret of antimony, and
substituting in their place chalk or some earthy matter. To
compare the methods of the patentee and of the defendant, it may
be said that the patentee has improved on thri} known compound,
by omitting two substances previously used, and introducing one
not used; while the defendants have merely omitted one substance
previously used. It is insisted, however, that the sulphuret of
antimony, used by the defendants, has, in point of fact, the same
effect in their composition as the chalk or other earthy substance
has in the plaintiff's composition ; that both act mechanically
only, and not chemically: the office of each being to surround the
particles of phosphorus, and, aided by the glue, to retain them and
protect them from the air and from the action of caloric, until the
phosphorus is ignited by friction, aml then to convey the heat to
the sulphur, and thus cause the match to burn. In other words,
that in this compound and for this manufacture, su}phuret of
antimony is a mere equivalent for the earthy matter employed
by the patentee; and that though it is not technically, in the
nomenclature of chemistry, an earthy matter, yet that the claim is
not to be limited to substances strictly so tm·med ; because, while
the specification declares chalk or Spanish white to be the best
material, it also makes lmown that the ingredients may be varied,
' and other absorbent earths or materials may be used instead
of the carbonate of lime.' And it is urged that the substance
of this invention does not consist in tbe use of carbonate of lime
in this composition, but in the use of a material suitable to
surround. and protect the phosphorus, and convey its heat to the
sulphur when ignited, and that the defendant uses such a material. There il::! certr.inly much force in this argument ; but
it is encountered by difficulties which I think insuperable. To
substitute in place of some one element in a composition of matter a mnre known equivalent, is an infringement ; because, although the patentee has not expressly mentioned such equivalent
in his claim, he is understood to embrace it, and in contemplation of law does embmce it, without an express mention of it.
But he is not obliged to embrace equivalents in his claim. He
may, if he choose, confine himself to the specific ingredients

•
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mentioned, and expressly exclude all others ; or he may expressly
exclude some one or other. If he does so, it cannot be maintained
that what he has expressly disclaimed is in point of law claimed •
Now this patentee declares, in terms, that his composition is to be
without the addition of sulphuret of antimony. It is said that
he meant to exclude it, because he considered it, as he says in the
claim, a highly combustible substance, and that he was under a
mistake, as it is not. This may be true ; but the question is not
what induced the patentee to exclude it, but whether he has in
fact excluded it. If he made a mistake, the patent law affords
means of correcting it; but until corrected, it must be taken as
it stands, whatever error may have led to it.
" It is also argued that it was the intention of the patentee to
exclude sulphuret of antimony only when used with chlorate of
potash. But this is not consistent with the plain meaning of the
words, which are, 'without the addition of chlorate of potash, or
any highly combustible material, such as sulphuret of antimony.'
And when it is borne in mind what the composition previously
known was, and how the patentee has described his invention,
I think it cannot be admitted that the patentee really int~mled to
cover the composition used by the defendants. As already stated,
the old method was to combine phosphorus, glue, sulphuret of
antimony, and chlorate of potash. If the patentee intended to
cover an improvement consisting only in the omission of the
chlorate of poial.lh, as is now said, he might reasonably have been
expected so to declare. But instead of this he, in terms, declared
that his invention did not extend to the use of this substance.
So far as respects his own intent, there can be no question it was
to make a claim which excluded the composition used by defendants; and this is decisive. It must be remembered that OI:e
object of the patent law in requiring the inventor to put on the
public records a desmiption of his invention is to inform the public what may safely be done during the existence of the patent,
without interfering with his claims ; and, upon the soundest
principles, the patentee must be held to be estopped from asserting a claim which is expressly waived on the record."
In a subsequent case arising under the same patent,1 the court
gave the following opinion : " The invention claimed in thb ~pi)•

1

•

Byam v. Eddy, 2 Blatcbf. 521.
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cification is not a compound of new ingredients before unm;cd in
making matches, but simply and only a new combination of old ·
materials before in use for that purpose. It purports to consist
in a composition producing ignition and combustion by friction,
formed of phosphorus with the earthy materials and the glutinous
substance only, withont the pr~sence of chlorate of pohu;h or any
other like objectionable ingredient, thus avoiding the danger
supposed to exist in the combination of substances of such a
nature with phosphorus. Tlus, as I understand the specification,
is the ' new composition of matter,' or new combination of materials for producing ignition, claimed and patented as an improvement ; aml it seems quite clear that any person may use
any one or all of the materials forming the composition, providecl
he does not use them in the combination patented. Certainly
any one may lawfully use them for that purpose in combination
with chlorate of potash, as they were formerly used, for that is a
combination recognized as essential, different, and as being known
and in use anterior to the patent. The question, therefore, is,
whether the defendant, in manufactming and dealing in friction
matches, has use(l the plaintiff's combination, or made matches
substantially according to their patent. • . . The only difference, aside from the relative proportions of the ingredients,
between the composition patented and that claimed to have been
used by the defendant, consists, as appears from the formula
given by each, in the one being made with and the other witltout
chlorate of potash ; the question in the case is accordingly redu-:ecl to the simple inquiry, whether the matches manufactmed
by the defsndant contain that substance as a principal ingredient,
in conformity with the prescribed formula, or whether they are
made without it or with so inconsiderable a portion of it as to
be substantially according to plaintiff's patent." Thereupon the
court decided, as a matter of fact, that the evidence was not
sufficient to show that the defendan~ had departed from their
own formula, and accordingly discharged the ru1e and 1·efused an
attachment .
·with this may be compared the language of Grier, J., in Goodyear v. R. R.l " Although partaking somewhat of the nature of
an obiter dictum, inasmuch as the specification was decided to be
a claim for both the process and the product, and the patentee's
'

•

1

2 Wallace> C. C. 356.

'
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patent consequently to be infringed by any one using the article
alone, independent of the manner in which it might have been
made, still it may serve as an expression of jmlicial opinion.
"What forms the essence or substance of this discovery? ·what
is the sine qua non, or that without which this comvosition of
matter cannot be produced? The specification says, it is the
application of a high degree of heat between 212° aml 350°
Fahrenheit. You may vary the proportions of ;sulphur or change
the metallic oxides, and succeed more or less, if tl1e expo'sure
to heat between these points be continued for a sufficient time.
But no mere changes in the combined materials will l1ave a
beneficial effect without this application of a high degree of
artifieial heat. Now it must be evident that any person having
the benefit of plaintiff's discovery, starting from the platform
erected by him, may possibly vary the process and obtain the
same resnlt. He may use salts of zine for salts of lead, a1·senie, or
magnesia for sulplmr, or heat by steam instead of air ; and many
. other variances of the relative })roportions of the materials might
be discovered to be as good as those patented. Yet it must be
equally eviden~ that such person is pirating the plaintiff's invention. Suppose tlu;,t, before Goodyear's discovery, a manufacturer
had taken to a chemist's laboratory some india-rubber, sulphur,
and white lead, and asked him to make a compound~ having the
qualities now exhibited by the substance known as ' vulcanized
rubber.' He would have received an answer denying the possibility of making snch a com1)ound by any process known to scientific men. Now suppose he had put into the same person's hand
the specification of plaintiff's patent, and asked him to discover
some means by which the same result might be produced in mode
or proportions different from that set forth in the patent. 'What
science was before incapable of producing by synthesis or any
reasoning a priori can now be improved by valuable hints derived
from analysis. The chemist can new immediately suggest many
changes in the process which may produce equivalent or better
.. results. He could at once suggest that a carbonate of zinc or
some other metallic oxide could probably perform the office of
white lead; that probably arsenic or magnesia or some other metal
might be substituted for sulphur; that sulphur might perhaps be
used better in a gaseous form ; that the high degree of heat so
necessary to the process could be as well or better applied by

•
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means of steam than dry heated air. Yet no one whose perceptions are not perverted can fail to see that all such changes, such
interposition of chemical equivalents, though possibly improvements on the original process patented, have their foundation
on the patentee's :first discovery, and start by appropriating or
pirating it."
On turning to the Englislt cases on this subject, we find, first,
the discussion of the infringement of Martin's patent for artificial
cement.I This patent has already been treated of in the chapter
on Specification. In substance, it was a claim for the production
of hard cement by the use of gypsum, alkali, and acid. The
defendant claimed also under a patent for combining gypsum,
sulphate of lime, or other calcareous substance with borax. Application was made to the vice-chancellor for an injunction,
which was granted, and on appeal affinned by the chancellor,
Lord Cottenham, who uses the following language: "Now the
defendant says, ' My invention consists in combining gypsum,
sulphate of lime, or other calcareous substance with borax, .md
subjecting them to heat.' P1·imd facie that may appear to be a
very different thing, bEhlause, till you come to examine what
borax is, it may appear that borax is some substa~ce totally different, and not within what the plaintiff discovered ; that borax
is a substanct} of itself which !s capable, by combination with
gypsum, of very hard cement ; and that the patentee has no
right to say, I am entitled to the exclusive privilege, because I
claim the invention of uniting gypsum with acid and an alkali.
But then, when we find that, borax itself i~ composed of an acid
and an alkali, where is the difference ? If borax is an article used
ill the ,trade found in a natural state, but used as an artificial com·
position composed and cvmpounded of an alkali and an acid, is it
not exactly the same thing as if the plaintiff bad said, I claim my
invention to be the uniting of gn·snm with the acid and alkali
found in borax? It if! har·dly a different mod.e of describing the
same thing. He has adopted different language, but if the lan·
guage conveys the same meaning, it is the same thing."
A temporary injunction was accordingly granted, with an order
to have the validity of the specification tried in a court of law.
First, before Pollock, C. B., and a jury, then before Pollock, C. B.,
•

1

2 Webs. Pat. Cas. 172, 178, 179•
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Parke, Alderson, ancl Platt, BB., it was held that the plaintiff's specification was bad on account of uncertainty, inasmuch
as it claimed any acid, while in reality there were several wellknown acids of commerce which would not answer. But with
regard to the alleged infringement, the jury found, in accordance
with the suggestion of Pollock, C. B., that the use of borax was
an infringement of plaintiff's patent. The chief baron says in
his charge: " Gentlemen of the jury, the only point that I have
to leave to you is, whether you think the defendant has infringed
the first patent of the plaintiff by using boracic acid and soda,
that is, in the shape of borax, instead of the pearlash, which is
potash and sulphuric acid, the only alkalis and only acid mentioned in the specification. • • . It has been said that this borax
which the defendant uses is a chemical equivalent. I may say
that I do not quite go along with the doctrine of equivalents in
chemistry applied in the same way as in mechanics and those
matters in which you can apply the principles of the exact
sciences. • • • There you can frequently predict the results
witr·.mt the slightest difficulty, and with the same certainty as
that with which a skilful arithmetician can tell you what will be
the amowt of certain numbers a<lded together, and that a certain
other set of numbers, apparently differing from them altogether,
will, when added together, produce the same result. With precisely the same certainty a skilful mechanic will tell you that
such and such a combination will produce a re::mlt, and that such
and such another combination, to the ordinary eye apparently
totally different, will produce precisely the same result; but
looked at with the experienced eye of a mechanic, he would say,
yes, there appears to be a grP-at difference ; 'here is a lever instead
of an inclined plane, .a pulley instead of two wheels to change the
motion, and so on; but a skilful mechanic will say, the general
expression in all these might be put down as exactly the same ;
so that, however different they may appear to the eye, they are
to the mind precisely the same. I do not think that doctrine
applies altogether to the case of chemistry, because, although you
can predict with con:fideniJe in mechanics, in some instances, and
in some cases where matheJ..llatics can be applied, in chemistry
you almost entirely fail. You cannot because sulphuric acid
will succeed tell at all that nitric acid will succeed, or any
other acid, till it has been tried. They do not exist in any
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relation to each other as numbers do, or as mechanical science
presents to you the different mechanical powers. You cannot
anticipate the result; it is a mere question of result upon experiment. Still, there may be a probable anticipation of a result,
which may be treated, and p1·operly, by a jury, as merely a servile
imitation or else a colorable evasion of the patent. That may
occur in chemistry; and when one of the witnesses (Mr. Redwood) stated that he thought borax was a e.alt that would most
probably suggest its~lf to anybody as likely to answer where sulphate of potash had succeeded, I must own that I heard it with
great surprise ; hut when explained, it was perfectly true and
intelligible. In reply to the question, 'If you wished to make a
cement similar to the plaintiff's, without using sulphuric acid and
potash, what woulcl you suggest? ' he replied, 'I should give the
preference to borax.' Now I could not conceive why, sulphuric
acid being a very strong acid, boracic acjd a very weak one, and
potash and soda being very analogous as the two fixed alkalies,
why any one's attention as a chemist should be directed to borax
more than to any other salt. Then it is explained. He says,
' Sulphate of potash acts as a flux. Borax is a salt that also acts
as a flux. This opinion I obtained, for I examined the substance
with a microscope, and I observ~d that particles of the plaintiff's
cement presented to the micros~lOpe the appeamnce of having
melted ; I therefore thought that any salt that would operate as
a flux woultl probably answer better than any other salt, therefore I ~hould have used borax.' But if borax is usee! merely us
a flux, and not because it is a mixture of an alkali and an acid, I
l'lho·.tld say that really has nothing to do with the infringement of
the patent, any more than if they had ·u.3ecl some totally foreign
material that might be suggested, for instance, some one of the
fifty odd metals that exist ; if any one of these could be used as
a flux, being neither an acid nor an alkali, he might have used
that flux metal, and that could not be an infringement of the
patent. The use of borax merely as a flux, and not as an alkali
aml an acid, would probably be considered no evasion of the
patent. . . • Then, if sulphate of potash so u.secl (i. e. used
insteacl of its ingrPdients) would be an infringement, would
borax, which is the boreate of soda, be an infringement? Why,
•
soda is an alkali, and boracic acid is an acid, which exists m
a separate form ; it might be used, it has been use:l ; and the
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question is, is that within the scope and compass, in point of fact,
of the plaintiff's specification, assuming that the plaintiff claims
acids and alkalies beyond those specifically named. The true con··
struction, in point of law, of the specificaLion, is, in my judgment,
that he does claim acids a~d alkalies beyond those that-he mentions.
You will have to say whether, in your judgment, that which the
defendant has done has been within the scope of the plaintiff's
invention, or whether it is in imitation of it."
Munz's patent for improved metal plates for sheathing the bottoms of ships was called in question chiefly on the ground of
want of novelty and want of sufficient directions in the specification as to the proportions and qualities of the ingredients. However, in the trial at law before the Court of Common Pleas, the
subject of infringement came up for discussion among the other
issues. Tindal, C. J., in his charge to the jury,1 remarked upon
that plea: "Further, the plaintiff says (and that evidence is
before you) that in the month of April, when the mode of making
it and the materials were somewhat altered, i. e. when, according
to the testimony of defendant's witnesses, they used nothing but
cake copper, and not the purest copper obtained from the regule
of the copper, as the witnesses have stated, yet still it would be
for you to say whether, if the very same effect and result is produced, it could have been produced in any other way than by
some mode of altering the properties of the common cake copper;
because there has been evidenc~e brought befor-e you that the cake
copper would not produce the result and be attended with those
properties which the plaintiff has taken out his patent for; and
therefore, upon that second branch, you will have to ask yourselves whether, seeing that which has been used, and the analysis
of it, and the result of such analysis, and the mode in which the
witness on the part of the defendants explained that it was carried on, stating certainly that nothing was used but the cake
copper for that purpose, whether, in the mode of using that
cake copper, which before did not produce the result of the
plaintiff's discovery, something or other must not have been
managed or contrived, on the part of the defendants, to give it
that purity, which, if you are satisfied upon the evider..ce it did
not possess, it must have had through their instrumentality. If
it were so, that would be a contrivance and an evasion of the
1
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direct letter and description in the patent. Although the patent
describes the copper must be of the purest quality (and. that
seems to me to be the sense of the specification), yet, if persons
could take an inferior kind of copper, and by dressing it up, and
by some partic·.Uar way of melting and refining it, give it exactly
the same effect as the best kind of copper would have done, it
must be for you to say whether, in that case, they intended to
imitate (as one branch of the declaration states) and to evade the
patent which the other party had granted to him.''
But the most interesting case, or rather series of cases, both
as regards the magnitude of the pecuniary interests at stake, and
the elaborate discussions ~ud decisions which it called forth, is
that arising under the celebrated Heath patent for making caststeel.
In 1839, a patent was granted to Heath "for certain improvements in the manufacture of iron and steel." That part of the
specification which immediately concerns us is contained in the
following words: "Lastly, I propose to make an improved quality
of cast-steel, by introducing into a crucible bars of common blistered steel broken as usual into fragments, or mixtures of cast
and malleable iron, or malleable iron and carbonaceous matters,

along with frmn one to three per cent of their weight of carburet of
manganese, and exposing the crucible to the proper heat for melting the materials, which are when :fluid to be poured into an ingot
mould in the usual manner; but I do not claim the ·use of any
such mixture of cast and malleable iron, or malleable iron and
carbonaceous matter, as any part of my invention, but only tl1e

use of carburet of manganese in any process for tlte conversion of
1
iron into cast-steel."
In 1843, the suit of Heath 11. Unwin was brought in the
Exchequer before Lord Abinger, C. B.2 Heath,.o-!l.fter enrolling
his patent, discovered that the same effect might be produced by
using coal-tar and black oxide of manganese, the ingredients of
the carburet of manganese, as by the use of the carburet itself.
This he communicated to the defendant Unwin, who was at that
time in his employ as agent, and furnished him with parcels of
these materials to sell instead of the compound, at the same time
reducing the royalty. Unwin shortly 8fterwards ceased to be
1

2 Webs. Pat. Cas. 216 .
HP.ath v. Unwin, 2 Webs. Pat. Cas. 21G •
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patentee's agent, and commenced the manufacture of cast-steel
by the use of coal-tar and manganese, without paying any license
fee. For this infringement the action was brought. Lord Abinger nonsuited the plaintiff, ruling that the use of the materials,
being out of all proportion cheaper than that of the carburet, was
a new discovery, and that there was no evidence of the formation
of carburet of manganese during defendant's process, and therefore no evidence of an infringement of plaintiff's patent. The
Court of Exchequer refused to set aside the nonsuit.
In 1844, another action was brought in the Exchequer before
Baron Parke,l The learned Baron, in his charge to the jury,
said : " The nt-::4- point for your consideration is, has the infringement taken place? Which depends on the fact, whether the use
of the elements by the defendant is, in fact, a use of the compound, whether the elements really form a carburet before the
union with the steel takes place in the crucible. • • . If you are
not satisfied of this, you will find for the defendant ; if you find
that there is carburet formed, I shall reserve the point. You will
also say whether the defendant ever uses one per cent of this substance in his manufacture." The jury found that the defendant
had infringed; and that though he might not have used one per
cent of carburet, the words in the specification from one to tltree
per cent, give a latitude as to the quantity to be used. Leave was
then given the de-~!endant to move to enter a verdict on the plea
of not guilty. A motion before the Court of Exchequer for a
rule to show cause why such verd.iot should not be entered for
defendant 2 was granted and subsequently argued. The rule was
made absolute, Baron Parke rendering the judgment as follows:
"In order to decide this (the infringement), we must first determine for what invention the pa-tent, as explained by the specification, is taken out. It is not for the use of oxide of manganese
in the melting of cast-steel, for carburet of manganese is expressly
mentioned and distinguished f1·oru oxide of manganese ; nor could
the patent for the use of the oxide have been supported, as that
substance had been used long before in steel-making ; nor is it
for the use of oxide of manganese in any mode of combination
with carbon generally. If it had it would have been liable to a
similar objection, a.s oxide of manganese had been used in cruci1
1

Heath v. Unwin, 2 Webs. Pat. Cas. 218.
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bles ~onta.ining in their construction a quantity of carbonaceous
matter, ''ith a portion of which it would necessal'ily comhine during the process ; nor is it for the use of the oxide with such a
quantity of carbon as would deoxidize it and leave the manganese
alone to operate upon the steel, so that neither the quantity of
the steel be altered nor the crucible destroyed by the oxide of
manganese abstracting, as it otherwise woulcl do, some quantity
of carbon from them. The patent is obtained for the use of one
particular combination of carbon and manganese, the metallic
substance called carburet of manganese, and for the use of it in
that state. The specification is expressly for the employment of
carburet of manganese, and the D"« de of using it is by putting a
certain quantity by weight of that substance in an unmelted state
into the crucible. This being, in our opinion, the tlue construction of the specification, it is clear that the d£:fendant has
not directly infringed the plaintiff's patent, for he has never used
that substance in the moda described in the specification. Then
comes the question whether he has indirectly infringed the patent
by imitating and using the same patent substantially, but making
a colorable variation. Now there is no doubt, we think, that if
a defendant substitutes for a part of a plaintiff's invention some
well-known equivalent, whether chemical or mechanical, he
would probably be considered as. only· making a colorable variation. But here he has not done so. It is quite clear, upon the
evidence, that the defendant never meant to use the carburet of
manganese at all; he certainly never knew, and there is no reason
to suppose that, prior to this investigation, any one else knew,
that the substance would be formed in a. state of fusion ; and it is
mere matter of speculative opinion (though after the verdict we
must assume it t,:, be a correct opinion among men of science) that
it would, but it was clearly not ascertained, and still less was it a
known fact. There was, therefore, no intention to imitate the
patented invention, and we do not think the defendant can be
considered guilty of any direct imitation if he did not intend to
imitate at all."
Mr. Webster, in his note (p. 227) to this passage, says," The
doctrine of intention as here expressed has been dissented from
by the learned judges who concurred in the judgment, as well as
by all other judges whose attention has been called to it. Evi·
.dence of intention to imitate may be material for the considera·
•
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tion of the jury; but if the invention be in point of fact adopted
or imitated, whether in ignorance or intention, the infringement is
just the same." 1
On the strength of the verdict given by the jury in the case
tried before Baron Parke alone (p. 220, \Vebster), the patentee
commenced proceedings in chancery for an injunction and account,
but in consequence of the overruling of the verdict, as above stated,
these proceedings were suspended. After an interval of two years
the case of Stevens v. Keating occurred. The Vice-Chancellor
and Lord Chancellor both dissenting here from the doctrine of
intention as expressed by the Court of Exchequer, Mr. Heath
was advised to renew his application to the Court of Chancery.
ThereU!)On the Vice-Chancellor ordered an action to be brought
in the Common Pleas, to try the questions of infringement and
validity of the patent. Cresswell, J., in giving the ruling, said:
"I feel fettered by the decision of the Court of Exchequer. My
ruling is simply this, that the use of the ingredients, oxide of
manganese and carbonaceous matter~ is not an infringement of
the patent, although these ingredients form a carburet of manganese before it enters into t:'I)Jnhin£1-tion. rwith the steel."
On appeal to the Exchequer {)hamber by writ of error, this
2
ruling wa!3 reversed and a new trial grantt:Jd, each of the judges
giving an elaborate opinion. Crompton, Platt, Erie, and Wightman, pro; Coleridge and Alderson, contra. In 1853 the patent
was extended for seven years by the Privy Council, on application of Charlotte Heath, executrix of the patentee.
The matter was then brought up before the House of Lords by
writ of error upon this judgment of the Exchequer Chamber.
(1854.) 3 The following question was proposed to the judges:
" Whether, looking at the record as set forth in the joint appendix
to the printed cases, there was evidence for the jury that the
plaintiff in error (the former defendant Unwin) was guilty of an
infringement of the patent stated in the declaration, by using
oxide of manganese and carbonaceous matter in the manufacture
of cast-steel, in the manner in which, according to his admission
at the trial, he did use them." In reply, Crowder, J., Crompton,
J., Williams, J., Platt, B., Erie, J., Cresswell, J., and Wightman,

•

•

1

See also Stead v. Anderson, 2 Webs. Pat. Cas. 156.
2 2 Webs. Pat. Cas. 236.
a Unwin v. Heath, 32 E. L. & Eq. ·15.
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~vas

evidence of infringement;
Maule, J ., Parke, B., Alderson, B., and Pollock, C. B., that there
was not.
The Lord Chancellor (Lord Cranworth) and Lord Brougham
thereupon gave long and elaborate judgments in behalf of the
plaintiff in error to establish that there was no evidence of
infringement, and the House voted judgment accordingly, thereby sustaining the ruling of Cresswell, J ., at the jury trial, and
overruling the reversal of the Exchequer Chamber.
It wouJd be impossible to give, within the limits of the present
treatise, even a selection from the mass of adjudication which
this celebrated case has elicited. For, as will appear from the
foregoing synopsis of the course of litigation, nearly every leading judge in England was called upon to pronounce on the merits
of the patent. The reader~ however, is referred to the 32 E. L.
& Eq. as containing a careful summary of the leading principles
at issue.
The doctrines of Heath v. Unwin and Unwin v. Heath have •
been subsequently reaffirmed and applied in a very recent case.I
Here, the plaintiff was the patentee of an invention for the purification of gas by means of precipitated oxides of iron, and also of
a process by which the materials used could be revivified and
again adapted for the same purifying process. It was held by the
Lord Chancellor (Westbury) that the right of the patentee was
restricted to the use of artificial precipitatecl oxides of iron, and
that the user by defendants of a natural product known as bog
ochre in its natural state, which answered the same purpose as
the plaintiff's invention, was no infringement of the patent; but
that so far as the revivification of the natural product was concerned, it was an infringement.
.
§ 336 b. In the case of Tyler v. Boston,2 it appeared that the
defendants had used a burning fluid composed
of
naphtha
seventy,
two and fusel oil twenty-eight parts ; and expert chemists proved
that seventy-two parts in bulk of naphtha was the substantial
equ.ivalent of twenty-eight parts of kerosene. The meaning of
the term "equivalent" was thus defined in the opinion of the
court. " This term ' equivalent,' wl1en speaking of machines,
has a certain definite meaning; but when used with regar1l to
1

t

Hills v. Liverpool Gas. Co., 7 Law Times,
7 Wall. 327.

N.

s. 537.
•
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the chemical action of such fluids as can be discovered only by
experiment, it only means equally good. But while the specification of the patent suggests the substitution of naphtha for crude
petroleum, it prescribes no other proportion than that of equal
parts by measure."
§ 337. The rule of damages for the infringement of a patent is
provided by statute in the following terms: " that, whenever in
any action for damages for using or selling the thing whereof the
exclusive 1ight is secured by any patent heretofore granted, or
which sl1all hereafter be granted, a verdict shall be rendered for
the plaintiff in such action, it shall be in the power of the court to
render judgment for any sum above the amount found by such
verdict as the actual damages sustained by the plaintiff, not
exceeding three times the amount thereof, according to the
1
circumstances of the case." By the terms "actual damages,
sustained by the plaintiff," are meant such damages as he can
actually prove, and has in fact sustained, as contra-distinguished
.from mere imaginary or vindictive damages, which are sometimes
given in personal torts. 2 These damages will be trebled by the
court, according to the statute. 8
§ 338. In estimating the " actual damages" the rule is, in cases
of infringement by an actual use of the plaintiff's invention, as by making and using a patented machine, to give the value
of such use during the time of the illegal user, that is to say, the
amount of profits actually received by the defendant,4 but not the
profits which he might have made by reasonable diligence.5
To this, it seems, there should be added all the losses to which
the plaintiff has been subjected by the piracy.a
1

Act of July 4, 1836, § 14.
2
Whittemore v. Cutter, 1 Gallis. 478. It seem<;, however, that if the defendant is sued a second time for an infringement, exemplary damages may
be given. Alden v. Dewey, 1 Story's R. 336, 339; Hall v. Wiles, 2 Blatehf.
194.
8 Lowell v. Lewis, 1 Mas. 184, 185; Gray v. James, Peters's C. C. R. 394.
4
Lowell v. Lewis, 1 Mas. 184; Whittemore v. Cutter, 1 Gall. 429.
6 Dean v. Mason, 20 How. 198.
6
Earle v. Sawyer, 4 Mas. 1. Story, J., said: "But I wish to say a few
words in relation to the point of law which the objection suggests, and which
is founded upon the decision of this court in Whittemore v. Cutter, 1 Gall.
479. To that decision, as founded in just principle, I still adhere, although, I
confess, with subdued confidence, since I have reason to believe that it has not
.
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·where there is no esta.blished patent or license-fee, general
evidence of the utility and superiority of the invention may be
met the concurrence of other and abler judicial minds. It has beeJ,:L maintained
by some learned persons, that the price of the invented machine is a proper
measure of damages, in cases where there has been a piracy by making and
using the machine, because, in such cases, the verdict for the plaintiff entitles
the defendant to use the machine subsequently, and, in short, transfers the
right to him in the fullest manner, and in the same way, that a recovery in
trover or trespass, for a machine, by operation of law, transfers the right to
such machine to the trespasser, for he has paid for it. H I thought such was
the legal operation of a verdict for the plaintiff, in an action for making and
using a machine, no objection could very forcibly occur to my mind against
the rule. But my difficulty lies here. The Patent Act gives to the inventor
the exclusive right of making and using his invention during the period of fourteen years. But this construction of the law enables any person to acquire
that right, by a forced sale, against the patentee, and compels him to sell, as
to persons or places, when it may interfere essentially with his permanent
interest, and involve him in the breach of prior contracts. Thus, the right
would not remain exclusive; but the very attempt to enforce it would involve
the patentee in the necessity of parting with it. The rule itself, too, has no
merit from its universality of application. How could it apply, when the patentee had never sold the right to any one? How, when the value of the right
depended upon the circumstance of the right being confined to a few persons?
1Vhere would be the justice of its application, if the invention were of enormous value and profit, if contined to one or two persons, and of very small value
if used by the public at lal·ge, for the result of the principle would be, that all
•
the public might purchase and use it by 11: forced judicial sale. On the other
hand, cases may occur, where the wrong done to the patentee may very far
exceed the price which he would be willing to take for a limited use by a lim·
ited number of persons. These, among others, are difficulties which press on
my mind against the adoption of the rule; and where the declaration goes for
a user during a limited period, and afterwards the party sues for a user dming
another and subsequent period, I am unable to perceive how a verdict and
judgment in the former case is a legal bar to a recovery in the second action.
The piracy is pot the same, nor is the gravamen th~ same. H, indeed, the
plaintiff, at the trial, consents that the defendant shall have the full benefit of
the machine forever, upon the ground of receiving the full price in damages,
and the defendant is content with this arrangement, there may be no solid
objection to it in such a case. But I do not yet perceive how the court can
force the defen,dant to purchase, any more than the plaintiff to sell, the patent
right for the whole period it has to run. The defendant may be an innocent
violator of the plaintiff's right; or he may have ceased to use, or to have em·
ployment for such a machine. There are other objections alluded to in the
case in 1 Gall. 434. Struck with similar difficulties in establishi!Jg any general
rule to govern cases upon patents, some learned judges have refused to lay
down any particular rule of damages, and have left the jury at large to esti·
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submitted to the jury, who are therefrom to estimate the damages, not for the whole term of the patent, but only during the
continuance of the infringement. A recovery of such damages
does not vest in the infringer the right to continue the use. 1
The difference between the actual cost of making a patented
machine and its sale price is not all profit; but the jury must take
into account the interest on the capital, the risk of bad debts, and
the expenses of selling, in order to arrive at the defendant's real
profits.2
In Pitts v. Hall,3 the following rule has been given by Mr.
Justice Nelson: "One mode of a1Tiviug at the actual damages is
mate the actual damages according to the circumstances of each particular
case. I rather incline to believe this to be the true course. There is a great
difference between laying down a special and limited rule as a true measure of
damages, and leaving the subject entirely open, upon the proofs in the cause,
for the consideration of the jury. The price of the machine, the nature, actual
state and extent of the use of the plaintiff's invention, and th~J particular losses
to which he may have been subjected by the piracy, are all proper ingredients,
to be weighed by the jury in estimating the damages, valere quantum valeant."
See also the observations of L. J. Clerk Hope, in HousehiJI Co. v. Neilson,
1 Webs. Pat. Cas. 697, note. In Pierson v. Eagle Screw Co., 3 Story's R. 410,
Story, J., again said: "But, upon the question of damages, I would upon this
occasion state (what I have often ruled before), that if the JJlaintiff has established the validity of hi~ patent, and that the defendants have violated it, he
is entitled to such reasonable damages as shall vindicate his right and reimburse him for all such expenditures as have been necessarily incurred by him
beyond what the taxable costs will repay, in order to establish that right. It
might otherwise happen that he would go out of cou .i; with a verdict in his
favor, and yet have received no compensation for th:.. 1uss and wrong sustained
by him. Indeed, he might· be ruined by a succession of suits, in each of which
he might, notwithstanding! be the successful party, so far as the verdict and
judgment should go. !Iy understanding of the law is that the jury are at
liberty, in the exercise of a sound discretion if they see fit (I do not say that
they are positively and absolutely bound under all circumstances) to gi\•e the
plaintiff such damages, not in their natU1'e vindictive, as shall compensate the
plaini;iff fully for all his actual losses and injuries occasioned by the violation
of the patent by the defendants."
And yet, in Elwood v. Christy, 18 C. B. N. ~· 494, the Court of Common Pleas, sitting in Chancery (under 15 & 16 Viet.), refused to order an
account to be taken of tlte loss which tlte plaintiff had sustained by the infringement, and substituted, on motion, an account of the profits which /tad been
actually made by the defendants.
1
The Suffolk, Co. v. Hayden, 3 Wall. 315.
2
Wilbur v. Beecher, 2 Blatchf. 132.
8
Pitts v. Hall, 2 Blatchf. 229.
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to ascertain the profits which the plaintiff derives from the
machines which he manufactures and sells, and which have been
made and sold by the defendant. Another mode . . . is to
ascertain the profits which the party infringing has derived from
the use of the invention or the construction of the machine. . ..
This measure of damages, however, is not controlling, and ought
not to be ; because a party concemed in infringing a patent stands
in a different position from the patentee, not having been previously subjected to the expense and labor to which the latter is
frequently exposed in the process of invention and experiment.
Hence the person who enters upon the business without pr13vious
expense may very well afford to sell machines at a less profit than
the patentee. . • . Profits which the party infringing might be
satisfied with, and which would afford him compensation, would
not afford indemnity to the patentee. If, therefore, on looking
into the profits made by the defendant, the jury shall be of the
opinion that they do not correspond with the fair profits which
the plaintiff, if left alone, would have realized, they are not
bound by the measure of the defendant's profits, but have a right
to look to the profits which the patentee would have made under
the circumstances, if not interfered with."
·
Still, where a plaintiff is allowed to recover H actual damages,"
he is bound to furnish evidence by which the jury may assess
them. If he rest his case after merely proving an infril~~ement,
he is entitled to nominal damages, but no more. He cann.:t ::"11
on a jury to guess out his case without evidence. Actual
damages must be calculated, not imagine.d, and an arithmetical
calculation cannot be made without certain data. 1
Where part of an invention is not original (e. g. where the
patent is for an improvement), that part cannot, in estimating
the damages of an infringement, be so mixed up with those which
are original, that the jury may regard the whole as a unit.2
City of New York v. Ransom, 23 How. 487. Here it was proved, on trial,
that the corporation of New York had applied the patentee's invention to fifty
steam fire-engines, but no information whatever was given of the price or value
of a single license. The Supreme Court, on appeal, held that the jury had had
no evidence to sustaiu a verdict for $20,000 damages.
2 Jones v. Moorehead, 1 Wall. 155.
In this case, the patentee's invention
consh1ted in improving the casing of locks so as to make them double-faced.
The jury at the circuit trial estimated the damages by taking the profits made
1
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By way of conclusion, we quote in extenso from tl1e decision of
the Supreme Court, in Seymour v. McCormick, 1 as containing the
by the defendants on the sale of the entire lock as thus improved. The
Supreme Court set aside the verdict, with costs .
• 1 Seymour ~:. McCormick, 16 How. 480.
" It must be apparent to the
most superficial observer, that there cannot, in the nature of things, be any
one rule of damages which will equally apply to all cases. The mode of
ascertaining actual damages must necessarily depend on the peculiar nature
of the monopoly granted. A man who invents or discovers a new composition
of matter, such as vulcanized india-rubber, or a valuable medicine, may find
his profit to consist in a close monopoly, forbidding any one to compete with
him in the market, the patentee himself being able to supply the whole
demand at his own price. If he should grant licenses to all who might desire
to manufacture his composition, mutual competition might destroy the value
of each license. • . . If any person could usc the invention or discovery by
paying what a jury might suppose to be the fair value of a license, it is plain
that competition would destroy the whole value of the monopoly. In such
cases the profits of the infringer may be the only criterion of the actual damage of the patent11e.. But one who invents some improvement in the machinery
of a mill cannot claim that the profits of the whole mill should be the
measure of damages. And where the profit of the patentee consists neither
in the exclusive use of the thing invented or discovered, nor in the monopoly
of making it for others to use, it is evident that this rule cannot apply. The
case.of Stimpoon's patent for a turn-out in a railroad is an example. It was
the interest of the patentee that all railroads should use his invention, provided that they paid him the price of his license. He could not make his
profit by selling it as a complete and separate machine. An infringer of such
a patent could not be liable to damages to the amount of the profits of the
railroad, nor could the actual damages to the patentee be measured by any
known ratio of the profits on the road. The only actual damage which the
patentee has suffered is the non-payment of the price which he has put upon
his license, with interest, and no more. There may be cases, as where the
thing has been used but for a short time, in which the jury should find for
less than that sum; and there may be cases where, from some peculiar circumstances, the patentee may show actual d(tmages to a larger amount. Of this
a jury must judge from the evidence, uud.~r instructions from the court that
they can find only such damages as have been actually sustained. Where the
inventor finds it profit-able to exercise his monopoly by selling licenses to
make or use his improvement, he has himself fixed the average of his actual
damage when the invention is used without his license. If he claims any
thing above that amount, he is bound to substantiate his claim by clear and
distinct evidence. Where he has himself established the market value of·his
improvement as separate and distinct frow the other machinery with which it
is connected, he can have no claim in justice and equity to make the profits of
the whole machine the measure of his rl~mand. It is only where, from the
peculiar circumstances of the case, uo other rule can be found, that the
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most recent enunciation of some of the principles applicable to
this difficult question of estimating the damages in patent suits.
•

defendant's profits become the criterion of the plaintiff's loss. Actual dam·
ages must be actually proved, and cannot be assumed as a legal inference from
any facts which amount not to actual proof of the fact. What a patentee
' would have made if the infringer had not interfered with his rights,' is a
question of fact and not ' a judgment of law. • The question is not what
speculatively he may have lost, but what he actually did lose. It is not a
' judgment of law • or necessary legal inference, that if all the manufactures
of locomotives and steam-engines who have built and sold engines with a
patented cut-off or steam-whistle had not made such engines, that therefore
all the purchasers of engines would have employed the patentee of the cut-off
or whistle; and that consequently such patentee is entitled to all the profits
made in the manufacture of such steam-engines by those who may have used
his improvement without his license. Such a rule of damages would be better
entitled to the t!pithets of 'speculative,' 'fanciful,' 'imaginary,• than that of
'actual.'
" 1f the measure of damages be the same, whether the patent be for an
entire m!!.chine or for some improvement in some part of it, then it follows
that each one who has patented an improvement in any portion of a steam·
engine or other complex machine may recover the whole profits arising from
the skill, labor, material, and capital employed in making the whole machine;
and the unfortunate mechanic may be compelled to pay treble his whole
profits to each of a dozen or more several inventors of some small improvement in the engine he has built. By this doctrine, even the smallest part is
made equal to the whole, and 'actual damages' to the plaintiff may be con·
verted into an unlimited series of penalties on the defendant.
" We think, therefore, that it is a very grave error to instruct a jury 'that
as to the measure of damages, the same rule is to govern, whether the patent
covers an entire machine or an improvement on a machine.'
" It appears, from the evidence in this case, that McCormick sold licenses
to use his original patent of 1834 for twenty dollars ($20) each. He sold
licenses to the defendants to make and vend machines containing all his im·
provements to any extent for thirty ($30) dollars for each machine, or at an
average of ten ($10) for each of his three patents. The defendants wade and
soid many hundred machines for that price, and no more. They refused to
pay for the last three hundred machines, under a beli~f that the plaintiff was
not the origin~l inventor of this last improvement, whereby a seat for the
raker was proviC.:ed on the machine, so that he could ride and not be com·
pelled to wat.k as before. Beyond the refusal to pay the usual license price,
. the plaintiff showed no actual damage. The jury gave a. verdict for nearly
double the amount deman.:~d for the use of three several patents, in a suit
where the defendant was charged with violating one only, and that for an im·
provement of small importance when compared with the whole machine.
,
This enormous and ruinous verdict is but a corollary or necc:;::;a,-y C!Jl•sequence
of the instructions given in that Joi'r~ oi tb.e charge of the court on which we
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§ 339. But where merely the making of a patented machine is
proved, and no actual damages have been sustained, nominal
damages only should be given.I
§ 340. Where patented articles (cast-iron water-wheels) were
manufactured by the defendants on an order given hy a third
person, and the order was partially executed before the defenclants had notice of the patent, and two wheels only were cast after
notice, it was held that nominal damages only were proper.2
§ 341. After considerable fluctuation of opinion, it has been
decided by the Supreme Court that counsel fees are not a proper
element for the consideration. of the jury in the estimation of
damages in actions for the infringement of a patent right. 3
§ 341 a. Prior to the act of 1870, two remedies were open to
a patentee whose rights had been infringed, and he had his election between the two. He might proceed in equity against ti1e
infringer and recover the profits which had been made by an
illegal use of the patentee's invl'>:oJtion, in which case, if no profit
had been realized, there "ould be no recovery. On the other
hand, the injured party might sue at law for the damages he had
sustained on account of the infringement, in which case he would
be entitled to recover damages without regard to whether the
defendant had profited by the infring0ment or not. The legal
measure of the damages to be awarded in such a case was not
what the defendant had gained, but what the plaintiff had lost.
But by the act of 1870,4 this rule has been changed, and both
profits and damages may now be recovered in equity. 6 Section
fifty-five of that act provides : " That all actions, suits, controversies, and cases arising under the patent laws of the United
States, shall be originally cognizable as well in equity as at law,
have been commenting and of the doctrines therein asserted, and to which
this court cannot give their consent or concun·ence." Per Grier, J. Com·
pare :McCormick v. Seymour, 2 Blatchf. 240, the case reversed.
1 Whittemore v. Cutter, supra.
s Bryce v. Dorr, 3 McLean, 582.
8 Day v. Woodworth, 13 How. 363; Teese v. Huntingdon, 23 How. 2;
affirming the doctrine of Whittemore v. Cutter, 1 Gall. 429, and Stimpson v.
The R. R., 1 Wall. C. C. R. 164, and overruling that of Boston l\1anuf. Co.
v. Fiske, 2 Mason, 119; and Allen v. Blunt, 3 Story, 742. Cf. Blanchard's,
&c. v. Warner, 1 Blatchf. 258, reporter's note top. 272.
• Act of July 8, 1870, §55, 16 U. S. Stat. at Large, 206. See appendix.
6
Williams v. Leonard, 9 Blatchf. 476; Cowing v. Rumsey, 8 Blatchf. 36.
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by the circuit courts of the United States, or any district court
having the powers and jurisdiction of a circuit court, or by the
Supreme Court of the District of Columbia, or of any territory;
and the court shall have power, upon bill in equity filed by any
party aggrieved, to grant injunctions according to the course and
principles of courts· of equity, to prevent the violation of any
right secured by patent, on such terms as the court may deelli
reasonable, and upon a decree being rendered in any such case
for an infringement, the complainant shall be entitled to recover,
in addition to the profits to be accounted for by the defendant,
the damages the claimant [complainant] has sustained thereby,
and the court shall assess the same or cause the same to be
assessed under its direction, and the court shall have the same
powers to increase the same in its discretion that are given by
this act to increase the damages found by verdicts in actions
upon the case ; but all actions shall be brought during the term
for which the letters-patent shall be granted or extended, or
within six years after the expiration thereof."
It is further provided by section :fifty-nine, " That damages for
the infringement of any patent may be recovered by action on the
case in any circuit court of the United States, or district court
exercising the jurisdiction of a circuit court, or in the Supreme
Court of the District of Columbia, or of any territory, in the
name of the pP.rty interested,· either as patentee, assignee, or
grantee. And whenever in any such action a verdict shall be
rendered for the plaintiff, tile court may enter judgment thereon
for any sum above the amount found by the verdict as the actual
damages sustained, accorrl.ing to the circumstances of the case,
not exceeding three times the amount of such verdict, together
with the costs."
When the injured party proceeds for the recovery of damages,
the question to be determined is not the amount of profits realized by the defendant? for this sum may be greatly inferior to the
complainant's loss ; but what loss has the complainant sustained
by reason of the defendant's infringement. It may be necessary,
however, to prove the profits made by the infringer in order to
determine the extent of the plaintiff's loss,l
The power given by the statute to increase the damages
returned by the jury to a sum " not exceeding three times the
1

Cowing v. Rumsey, 8 Blatchf. 36.
-
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amount of such verdict," is vested in the discretion of the court,
which will be governed by the circumstances of the case. " Cases
may be readily conceived," said 1\:Ir. Justice Leavitt, 1 "in which
it would be the imperative duty of a court to exercise the discretion given by the statute, by increasing the damages. It has
happened, and may occur again, that a meritorious inventor of a
valuable improvement, after spending years of patient thought
and toil in making it practically useful, and obtaining a patent
for it, has been wantonly and unjustly pirated upon, and compelled, for the establishment of his rights, to engage in long,
vexatious, and expensive litigation, in which at last the sum that
may be awarded by the verdict of a jury may be wholly inadequate as a compensation for the wrongs and injuries he has sustained. In such a case the instincts of justice would demand of
a judge that he should exercise the discretion vested in him by
law, by trebling the damages, and thus, as fa.r as practicable,
doing justice to one who, from the great utility of his invention,
may be entitled to the name of a public benefactor. But clearly
there is no such feature in the present case. The plaintiff has no
claim or merit as an inventor, but is the mere assignee of a patented machine, the right to which he has purchased on speculation. The law under such circumstances will give him the actual
damages which his evidence shows he has sustained, but will give
him nothing more."
It has been held that in an accounting for profits the defendant cannot be credited with a sum of money as a salary earned
by and paid to himself while engaged in the business producing
the profits.2
1

Schwarze! v. Holenshade, 3 Fisher's Pat. Cas. 116.
1
Williams v. Leonard, 9 Blatchf. 476. Mr. Justice Woodruff in this case
said: "As to the 'salaries' of the defendants, during the period in which
they have been engaged in infringing, they have no title, as against the complainant. It would be very great injustice, if the quantum of gains and profits
recoverable by a complainant depended on the question, how much of such
gains and profits the defendants used for their own support, or the support of
their families, or, as even more bl'oadly claimed here by the defendants, how
much they saw fit to appropriate to their own use. Infringers would rarely
be required to pay over any thing, if they could divide the gains and profits
among themselves, unde:r the name of salary, wages, or any other designation.
Men work for gains and profits, but they are gains and profits still. 1\Ien
support themselves and their families out of their gains and profits, but that
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§ 341 b. In the case of the Rubber Company v. Goodyear,I the
circuit court having decreed that the Providence Company was
liable " for all the profits made in violation of the rights of the
complainants, under the patent aforesaid, by respondents, by the
mnnufacture, use, or sale of any of the articles named in said
bill," the Supreme Court held this to be "in accordance with the
rule in equity cases established by this court." 2
In making up the account, the master had allowed deductions
from profits, for bad debts, for rents and interest paid, debiting
rents and ini·1rest received ; and allowance was made for the
market value of the materials on hand when the infringement
began, for the cost of those subsequently acquired to carry on
the business, and for the usual salaries of the managing officers;
also for the amounts expended in repairs of buildi..1g and machinery, and in the purchase of new machinery, tools and fixtures;
but no further allowance was made for " wear and tear, and
depreciation." The master, being satisfied that the extraordinary
salaries which it appeared by the books had been paid were dividends of profits represented as salaries for concealment and delusion, refused to make allowance therefor. He also refused to
allow the value, at the time they were used, of materials bought
for the purposes of infringement ; also, for profits due to elements
not patented, which entered into the composition of the patented
articles.
·
This report was approved by the Supreme Court. In holding
that the master had correctly refused to allow manufacture1·s
profits and interest on the capital stock, Mr. Justice Swayne, who
delivered the judgment of the court, said : " The profits made in
violation of the rights of the complainants in this class of cases,
within the meaning of the law, are to be computed and ascer·
•

does not changt -..~eir nature. If it were not so, inventors might, by reason
of. infringements, fail to obtain any thing, and the infringers obtain what they
see fit to term adequate salaries out of their piracy. What, in good faith, the
defendants pay to others, as expenses, may be taken as the cost, to them, of
their manufacture. What they take to themselves are gains. They might
perhaps have earned and gained as iuuch, or perhaps more, by laboring in
some other business, in no violation of the righ~ of their neighbor ; but
they cannot be permitted to gain either wages or salary by a violation of such
rights."
1 9 Wall. 788.
:J Livingston v. Woodworth, 15 How. 546; Dean v. Mason, 20 ibid. 198.
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tained by finding the difference between cost and yield. In
estimating the cost, the elements of price of materials, interest,
expenses of manufacture and sale, and other necessary expenditures, if there be any, and bad debts, are to be taken into the
account, and nothing else. The calculation is to be made as a
manufacturer calculates the profits of his business. ' Profit ' is
the gain made upon any business or investment, when both the
receipts and payments are taken into the account. The rule is
foumkd in reason aml justice It compensates one party and
punishes the other. It makes the wrong-doer liable for actual,
not possible, gains. TJ1e controlling consideration is that he
shall not profit by his wrong. A more favorable rule would offer
a premium for dishonesty, and invite to aggression."
1
§ 341 c. In the case of Mowry v. 'Vhitney, where the patent
infringed was for an improved process of annealing car-wheels,2
the court below, upon the report of the master, decreed against
the defendant, the entire profits made by him in the manufacture and sale of the wheels, instead of those resulting from
the use of 'Vhitney's invention in a part of the manufacture;
the amount of such profits being the difference between the cost
of the wheels and the price for which tl1ey were sold.
This decree was reversed by the Supreme Court, which was of
opinion that, in the case of an improved process in a manufacture
as well as an improvement in a machine, an infringer is not liable
1:<> the extent of his entire profits in the manufacture.s In the
language of the opinion, "The question to be determined in this
case is, what advantage did the defendant derive from using the
complainant's invention over what he had in using other processes
then open tQ the public, and adequate to enable him to obtain an
equally beneficial result? The fruits of that advantage are his
profits. They at·e all the benefits he derived from the existence
of the Whitney invention. It is found that there were other
processes by which the inherent strain caused by unequal cooling
could be and was preveJ,ted, counteracting which strain was the
sole object of the complainant's invention, and a car-wheel could
be prepared for similar service, valuable in the market and sal·
1

2 See ante, p. 419.
14 Wall. 620.
3
Jones v. 1\Iorehead, 1 WaU. 155; Seymour 11. :McCormick, 16 How. 480.
See also Cowing v. Rumsey, 8 Blatchf. 36; and Troy Iron and Nail Factory
v. Corning, 3 Fisher's Pat. Cas. 497.
PAT,
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able at a pdce not less than was obtainecl for those which the
defendant manufactured. ·The inquiry then is, what was the•
advantage in cost, in skill required, in convenience of operation,
or marketability, in bringing car-wheels by Whitney's process
from the condition in which they are when taken hot from the
moulds to a perfected state, over bringing them to the same :-;tate
by those other processes, aml thus rendering them equally iit for
the same service? That advantage is the measure of profits. It
is quite unimportant what name was given to the products of tlw
processes, whether one could be called annealed wheels awl the
other could not, except so far as affectell their marketability.
" The record shows that the court overruled the alteruaiive
finding of the master, that if there is no infl'ingement of the complainant's patent unless the wheels are subjected to the proce:;s
of reheating, that is to say, if the process of slow cooling used
in connection with 1·eheatiug is old, and not a part of the \.'Omplainant's invention, no part of the
profit
derivell
by
the
defend•
ant from the manufacture and sale of the wheels was due to the
use Ly him of that invention. One excevtion taken to this finding was that not only the entire lwocess describe<.l in the patent,
but each part of such entire process, was the invention of the
complainant ; and the u::;e of any material, substantial, aJHl es~cn
tial part of such entire proces"s, the ~;low cooling being a snl,stantial and material part, wherel1y only an improved chilled east-iron
railroad wheel coul<.l be made, and beneficial effects the same in
kilul if not in degree attaineu, that were attained by the complainant's entire process, is an infringement of comvlaiuaut's patent, and the profits derived from the use of such material, substantial, and essential part should be accounted for in this case.
This except-inn the court sustained, aml thereby helll that the
defendant is chargeable with the profits he derived from slow
cooling alone. 'Ve cannot assent to this. The patent i::~ fur an
entire process, maue up of several constituents. The patentee
doe:-; n9t claim to have been the inventor of the constituents.
The exclusive use of them singly is not securetl to him. What is
secured is their use when arranged iu the process. Unless one
of them is employed in making up the process, anu as an element
of it, the patentee cannot prevent others from using it. As well
might the patentee of a machine, every part of which is an ol(l
and known device, appropriate the exclu:;ive use of each device,
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though employed singly, and not comuiucd with the otlwrs as a
machine. The defendant was not, therefore, rcspon:-;ihle for slow
cooling alone, or f1·om the profits derived from it. He wa:; lialJlc
to account for such profits only when he. used slow eon ling in
connection with reheating in the manner described in \\rhitney's
chim sub::;hmtially, or when extraneous· heat was employed to
retard the progress of cooling. \Ve have said that slmv cooling
is not claimed in the specification as the invention of thr patentee.
And it is found by the master that there are other mo1les of ~;low
cooling, and even other modes of relieving against the inherent
strain caused by umetarded cooling, than tlmt pradise<l hy the
complainant and claimed by him. Though, therefore, slow eool~
ing is an essential part of the complainant's proccs~-1, it is an
equally essential part of other processes which the defendant was
at liuerty to use in preparing his cnr~wheels for market.
"'Ve add only that in our opinion the defendant should not
have been charged with interest before the final decree. The
profits which arc recoverable against an infringer of a patent are
in fact a compensation for the injury the patentee has ::;ustained
from the invasion of his right. 'l'hey are the mea:-;ure of his
damages. Though called profits, they are really damages, aml ·
unliquidated until the decree is made. Interest is not generally
allowable upon unliquitlated damages. 'Ve will not ~ay that in
no possible case can interest be allowed. It is enough that the
case in hand does not justify ::;uch an allowance. The defendant
manufactured the wheels of which the complaint is matle under a
patent grantecl to him in 1861. His infringement of the complainant's patent was not wanton. He hatl before him the judgment of the Patent Office that his process was not an invasion of
the patent granted to the complainant, and though tltis does not
protect him against responsibility for damages, it ought to relieve
him from liability to interest on profits."
§ 342. As to the time of the acts complained of as amounting
to an infringement, it is obvious that the patent cannot be infringed by any thing done when the patent did not exist; and
therefore it is no infringement to make or use a machine subsequently patented, or otherwise to practise tht'l invention which
is afterwards made the subject. of a patent, before the patent is
obtained.· But when a patent; is granted, the right in the subjectmatter relates back to the time of the invention, so that the party
who has practisecl the invention between the time of the discovery
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and the issuing of the patent must cease to do so. Any ncb~ of
infringement tlone after the issuing of the patent will Le grouml
for the recovery of damages, although the previous acts were
done at a time when it was uncertain whether there won11l he
any patent issued. 1 The same is true of acts done in violation of
a patent which is surrendered and renewed on account of tlel'ects
in the specification. If a party erect and put in use a patc11tetl
machine, during the existence of a defective patent wl1it:h is
afterwards surrenderell, it will be an infringement of the 11ew
and reissued patent, if he continues the use of such machine after
the renewal ; and it seems that no notice of the renewal is llecessary ; and if it is, that knowledge of the original patent will l1e
notice of the renewed patent granted in continuation of it, aeconling to the provisions and principles of law .2
In conformity with this doctrine it has been recently hclll, tl1at
suits for infringement pending at the time of the surrcllller nml
reissue of letters-patent fall with such SUI'render, Lecau:;c the
foundation on which they rested no longer exists.3
1

Emus v. Weiss, 2 Wash. lH2; Dixon v. l\Ioyer, 4 Wash. liS.
2 Ames v. Howard, 1 Sumner, 482, 488.
In this case l\[r. Justice Story
said: '' The next objection is, that in point of law the plaintiff is not entitled,
without some previous notice or claim, to maintain this action under his
patent against the defendants, for continuing the use of the machines l'rected
and put in use by them before the patent issued. This objection cannot pre-vail. I am by no means prepared to say, that any notice is, in cas~s \Jf this
sort, ever necessary to any party who is actually using a machine in violation
of the patent right. But it is -very clear, that in this case enough was established in evidence to show that the defendants had the most ample knowledge
of the original patent taken out by the J>laintifl' in 18:.!2, and of which the
present is only a continuation, being grounded upon a surrender of the first
for mere defecta in the original specification. Whoever erects or uses a
patented machine does it at his peril. lie takes upon himself all the chances
of its being originally valid; or of its being afterwards made so by a surl'l'lltler
of it, and the grant of a new patent, which may cure any dcfeets, allll is
grantable according to the principles of law. That this new patent was so
grantable is clear, as well from the decision of the Supreme Court in Grant
v. Raymond (6 Peters's H.. 218), as from the act of Congress of the 3d of
July, l$33, c. 162. There is no pretence to say that the defendants were
bonafide purchasers without any knowledge or notice of any adverse claim of
the J>laintiff under this original patent; and the damages were by the court
expressly limited to damages which accrued to the plaintiff by the use of the
machine after the new patent was granted to the plaintiff."
3 1\loffitt t•. Garr, 1 Black. 2i3.
See, further, same case, sub-chapter on
Action at Law.

-
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§ 3-13. A patentee may recover damages for an infringement
dnring the time which intervened between the destruction of the
Patent Office hy fire, in 1836, and the restoration of the records
under the act of March 3, 1837.1
•
1

Hogg v. Emerson, 6 How. 437•

•

•
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CHAPTER IX.
OF THE RE:IlEDY FOR AN INFRINGEl\IENT BY ACTION AT LAW.

§ 3-14. THE act of Congress of July 4, 1836, c. 357, § 14,
provides that damages may be recovered for an infringement by
"an action on the case," a remedy which exists equally at common law, for the violation of the right secured by letters-pntent.l
§ 345. I. Parties. The statute also provides "that the action
shall be brought in the name or names of the person or per:-;ons
interesteLl, whether as patentee, assignees, or as grantees of the
exclusive right within and throughout a specifiecl part of the
United States." 2
§ 345 a. The language of the latest patent law, that of 1870,
is " that damages for the infringement of any patent may he
recovered by action on the case in any circuit court of the
United States, or district court exercising the jurisdiction of a
circuit court, or in the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia, or of any Territory, in the nmne of the party intcrc8ted,
either as patentee, assignee, or grantee."
§ 346. Formerly, the grantee for a particular district could not
bring an action on the patent in his own name.s But the statute
has made him a party interested in the patent, and consequently,
4
in his own district, he may sue in his own name.
But in order that the assignee of a sectional interest may sue in
his own name, the assignment must clearly convey to him the
Bull. N. P. 76.
2 Act of July 4, 1836, c. 357, § 14.
It seems that no previous notice or
claim of a right to the exclusive use of an invention is necessary to enable a
patentee to maintain an action for au alleged violation of his patent right.
Ames v. Howard, 1 Sumner, 482.
a Tyler v. Tuel, 6 Crunch, 324.
4 Such a suit may be maintained although the plaintiff is the grantee of a
right to use only a limited number of the patented machines in the particular
district, provided it is an exclusive right, and it may be maintained against
the patentee himself. 'Vilson v. Rousseau, 4 How. 646.
1

•
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entire and unqualified monopoly which the patentee held in the
specified territory, excluding the Jlatentee himself as well as
others ; for any assignment short of this is a mere license.!
It has been recently hel<L that the grant of a right to construct
and use fifty machines within certain localities, !'£serving to the
grantor the right to construct and to license others to construct,
but not to use them therein, was the grant of an exclusive right
under the patent of 1836, and that consequently the s'nit was
rightly brought in the name of the assignees, although agreed to
be at the expense of the grantor.2
An action may properly be brought by the patentee in lJchalf of
one to whom he has granted an exclusive license and who has been
damaged by the infringement. 3
It has also .been lJCld that one joint owner of a patent can hring
an action of infringement against his co-owner for making and
selling machines in a manner which does not respect his rights. 4
§ 34i. \Vhere the patentee has assigned his whole interest,
either before or after the patent was taken out, the action can only
be brought in the name of the assignee ; 6 but where the assignGaylor v. Wilder, 10 How. 477, per Taney, C. J.
2 Washburn v. Gould, 3 Story, 122.
8 Goodyear t'. McBurney, 3 Blatchf. 32.
4 Pitts v. Hall, 3 Blatchf. 201.
6
Herbert v. Adams, 4 Mass. 15. Affirmed by ruling in Gaylor v. Wilder,
10 I-~ow. 477. "The inventor of a new and useful improvement certainly has
no exclusive right to it until he obtains a patent. This right is created by the
patent, and no suit can be maintained by the inventor against any one for
using it before the patent is issued. Iiut the discoverer of a new and useful
improvement is vested by law with an inchoate right to its exclusive use, whirh
he may perfect and make absolute by proceeding in the manner in which the
law requires. Fitzgerald possessed the inchoate right at the time of the assignment The discovery had been mad~, and the specification prepared to obtain
a patent. And it appears by the language o.f the assignment t~1at it was intended to operate upon the perfect legal title which :Fitzgerald then had a lawful right to obtain, as well as upon the imperfect and inchoate interest which
he actually possessed. The assignment requests that the patent may issue to
the assignee, and there wculd seem to be no sound reason for defeating tho
intention of the parties by restraining the assignment to the latter interest,
and compelling them to execute another transfer, unless the act of Congress
makes it necessary. The court thinks it does not. The act of 1830 declares
that every patent shall be assignable in law, and that the assignment must be
in writing, and recorded within the time specified. But the thing to be assigned
•
1S not the mere parchment on which the grant is written.
It is the monopoly
1

•
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mentis of an undivided part of the inte1est, the action should he
brought in the joint names of the patentee and the assignee, as
representing the whole interest. 1
In a recent English case,2 it was held that the assignee of a
separate and distinct portion of a patent may sue for an infriugcment of that patent, without joining one who has an interest in
another part, the damages to be recovered accruing to the former
alone. The patentee, having obtained a patent for •'improvements
in lace and other wem•ings,'' assignell to the plaintiffs " all share
and interest in it so far as it related to or concerned the making-,
'.
using, exercising, and vending of the said invention of improycments in the manufacture l'f close weavings in lace, and of tu·i.~ted
purle ed[J:'3 of lace and other weavings in twist lar:e macltincs, as
described in the sixth part of the specification," &c. The plui}ttill's
brought an action in their own name for alleged infringement of
this part of the pu.tent, to which the defendants pleaded want of
right to sue. This was demurred to by plaintiffs, and the demurrer
sustained by the court. Erle, C. J., said (Crowder and Byles, ,JJ.,
which the grant confers; the right of property which it creates. And \vhen
the party has acquired an inchoate right to it, and the power to make that
right perfect and absolute at his pleasure, the assignment of his whoh· intl'rest, whether executed bef0re or after the patent issued, is equally within the
province of the act of Congress.
" And we a-'! the lf)ss disposed to give it a different construction, l•ecausc
no purpose of justice would be answered by it; and the one we now giv~ was
the received construction of the act of 1793, in several of the circuits. .\s
long ago as 1825, it was held by Mr. Justice Story that, in a case of this kind,
an action could not be maintained in the name of the patentee, but must be
brought by the assignee. 4 )lason, 15 (Herbert v. Adams). We understaml
the same rule has prevailed in other circuits, and if it were now changc1l, it
might produce much injustice to assignees who have relied on such assignments, and defeat pending suits brought• upon the faith of long-cstahlislwd
judicial practice and judicial decision. Fitzgerald st•ts UJ> no claim against the
assignment, and to require another to complete the transfer would he mere
form. 'Ve do not think the act of Congress requires it; but that when the
patent issued to him, the legal right to the monopoly and property it created
was, by operation of the assignment then on record, vested in I~nos Wilder."
Per Taney, C. J.
1 Whittemore v. Cutter, 1 Gallis. 429, 430.
An assignee of the exclusive
right to use a certain number of machines in a certain district, may join his
assignor with him in a bill for an injunction. Woodworth v. Wilson, 4 How.
712.
~ Dunnicliff v. :Mallett, 7 C. B. N. s. 209.
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concurring) : ~~I am of opinion that the plaintiffs are entitlccl to
judgment on these demurrers. The main question which has l>een
argued before us arises apparently for the first time; therefore we
must decide it according· to general principles of law, no authority
having been cited which l1ears any ver_y close analog·r· That
question is, whether an assignment of part of a patent is valid.
I incline to think that it is. It is every day's practice. for the sake
of economy, to include in one patent several things which are in
their nature perfectly distinct and severable. It is also eyery day's
practice to get rid by disclaimer of part of a patent which tmns
out to be old. Being therefore inclined to think that a patent,
severable in its nature, may be severed by the astdgnment of a part,
I see 110 reason fur holding that the assignee of a separate part,
which is the suhject of infringement, may not bring an action.
Then, are the assignees, bringing an action for an injury done
solely to them by au infringement of that part of the }latent which
is thus vested in them alone, liahle to be defeated becam;e they
haYe not joined the assignees of other parts of the patent, who
haye no manner of interest in the damages sought to be recovered
it! such action? I see no reason why the action shoulcl be defeated
on such ground. I see no reason why the plaintiffs should be put
to the trouble and expense of applying for leave to use the names
of the other parties, or of compelling them hy means of a judge's
order to permit their names to he used upon an indc.nmity, where
no practical advantage whatever is to be gained by it, the injury
being to the assignees of part only, and the damages to be
recovered being theirs only. It is said that the defendants may
possibly he prejudiced by the non-joiuder of the other parties,
inasmuch as they might thereby l•e deprived of the advantage of
any admissions which might have been made by them. I cannot
think that it is a tenable ground of objection, because, if those
parties were joined, any admissious by them would not be binding
on the now plaintiffs, unless made in and for the purpose of the
suit. Then, as to the alleged inconvenience of the matter being
brought in question several times, I must confess I do not feel
the force of the argument. In the ordinary case of a patentee
trying the validity of the patent against several infringers, the
power given to the judge to certify under 5 and 6 ,V. 4, c. 83,
§ 3, is only :t provision in favor of the patentee, to entitle him to
treble costs where the valiJity of the patent has already been
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estnl,lishe<l. I am not aware of any authority or of any prin('iplc
which precludes the assignee of part of a patent from ~mingo for
an infringement of that part; nor do I think it would lend to
any multiplying of actions to permit it. I am thercfon~ of
opinion that our judgment should he for the plaintiff on l1oth
the~e demurrers."
Thi~ opinion is not to he reconciled with that of Taney. C ..T., in
the ca~e of Gaylor v. 'Vildcr, supra; still less with tl1at of Grier,
J., in Blnnchanl v. Eldridge. 1 Here the plaintiff, having ohtainetl
a pnh•nt for turning every kind of irregular forms, assigned to one
Carter" the full and cxclu~ive license, right, and permission to
han. hold, use, and enjoy Blanchard's patent for tnrning ineg-nlar form~, &c., so .far as said improvement is or may l1e n~e(l
for t mning- slwe laf!ts, boot ancl sltoc trecR, ancl ltat bloel.·.~. and
'·
also ,1;11' tumin!J .~polce8 for ·wlu·cls of all kinds of car1'illfJC·1l'heds,
and all articles tltat form any part in tlte construction of ear1'iages, &c. He (the patentee, Blanchard) then brought the
present suit for an alleged infringement of these rights, g-ranted
exclusiYelv
to
Carter.
The
defendant
moved
for
a
new
triai
on
•
the ground that the plail1tiff wa~ not entitled to sue, lmt the motion was refused. Grier, J. : " The point here raised hy the defendant's counsel is not without its difficultY,
and
the
force
of
his
•
argument cannot he evaded, if his assumption he true, that this
deed transfe1:s to Carter the legal title of that portion of the patent
which it purports to vest in him. But if it docs not so operate,
it cannot he noticml in a court of law, and eannot affqct the ca~e.
As the ~rants of the crown were at common law construed with
·the grPatest strictness, the privileges granted by a patent for n.
monopoly would prolmLly not have been treated as capable of
assignment unless made so hy the letter of the grant. Since the
statute 21 James I., patents for useful inventions (notwithstanding
the statute itself mentions the 'inventor' only) bav·e always
granted the pl'ivilege or monopoly to the inventor, his executor,
administrator, and os:::;igns. These monopolies, therefore, are
assignable as other personal chattels, by force of the grant which
create:; them. As a chattel, also, it might Le held Ly two or
more joint owners; hence any undivided portion or interest in the
whole as a unity might be assigned, and if the original grantee
1
(

1 Wall. C. C. 337.
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died, such assignees might joiri in action for infringement of their
right. 1 But the patent right itself was insw;ceptihle of local suhdi,·ision.2 As a privilege or mouopoly it \YaS an entire thing,
indivisible and incapahle of apportionmcnt.3
"But the act of Congress of 183G has regulntc(l 1he assignment
of patents. Sec. 11 provides that a patent shall he assigual,le,(1) As to the whole interest; (2) As to any umli\'i1led part
thereof; (3) An exclusive right may l1e grauted throngl10nt any
specified part or portion of the United States. Sec. 1-1 requires
the action for infringement to he lmmght 'in the name or names
of the person or persons interested. whether as patentee, assignees,
or as grantees of the exclusive right witl1in and throughout a specified part of the Unite<l States.' The WOJ'(l 'assignees' in this
section must be construed by reference to the eleventh section,
already referred to, which defines in what way a patent ma~· he
assigned, to wit, either the whole or any undivided portion of the
whole. The statute also renders the monopoly capable of subdivision in the categor.Y of its locality, hut in no other way. The
patentee is not allowed to can·e out his monopoly, which is a
unity, into a hundred or more, all acting in the ;:;ame place aml
liable to come into conflict. The grant to Carter, hy the deed
under consideration, is not of the whole monopoly, nor of any
undivided portion of the whole, a.nd though for an "exclusive
right," it is not exclusin~ of all others within a certain district or
spee(tied part of the United States; on the contrary, it is an
exclusive 1:ight to use the machine for a speeijil'd purpose. A
machine for turning irregular figures may be nsed for numlJCrless
purposes. If the patentee or his assignee can assign to A. an
exclusive rip;ht to use the machine for making· shoe-lasts, to B. for
turning spokes, to C. for axe-handles, and so on to the end of the
alphabet, then may he, out of his one monopoly, carve out a thousand others, each subdivision, like a polypus. Leing itself a several
monopoly, and having a separate existence in the same place.
What endless perplexity and confusion must necessarily arise
from the establishment of such a doctrine ! Suppose the monopoly granted by this patent parcelled out to some twenty submonopolies, with an exclusive right to each to use his machine
'-

~

Boulton v. Bull, 2 II. Blackst. 4G3.
~ Whittemore v. Cutter, 1 Gall. 420.
a Brooks v. Byam, 2 Story, 525.
1
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for certain purposes in 11ny given place; what remedy could A.
have against B. for an infringement of his special privile~e. The
patentee or grantor might restrain his grantee of a machine for a
special use, hy a covenant; lmt, as between the several grrm1ees,
no action could lie, although they alone might suffer from a breach
of the covenant.
"But it is sufficient for purposes of the present inquiry, that
the act of Congress has not given a legal ~auction to such transfers or assi~nments, nor subjected even a pirate of the mael1ine to
fifty different suits by fifty several assignees, whose several interests might be affected if a patent could be thus split up into
numerous exclusive rights or sub-monopolies. 'Vhether the <leed
confers on Carter r.nd his assigns more than a special lieen~e, or
what remedy a court of equity might he disposed to extend to
him where his rights are infringed, it is not necessary now to
inquire. As it does not confer a legal title to the whole or an
undivided portion of the patent, nor grant 'an exclusive right
within a specified part. of the United States,' it cannot be received to affect this case. It was wholly irrelevant and ought
not to be received in evidence. It adds to my coufidence in the
correctness of this view, that, as I have been informed, my brother
Nelson has ruled tne question in the same way in the second
circuit."
In a subsequent English case,I it was held that the plaintiff,
who had acquired, first, an undivided moiety from the patentees
directly, and afterwards the remaining share indirectly, through
a mesne assignment, was thereby vested with the entire right of
the patentees, and could even bring an action against them for
infringement. If the assignment has not been made, hut has
been merely agreed to he made, the action should be in the name
of the patentee, the assignee not having the interest until the
assignment has been made and recorded. 2 But it may be recorded
at any time after the suit is brought and before trial. 3 An action
4
for an infringement may be maintained against a corporation.
§ 34i a. In the recent case of Moore v. Marsh,6 in the Supreme
0

·walton v. Lavater, 8 C. B. N. s. 162.
2 Park v. Little, 3 Wash. 106.
s Pitts v. Whitman, 2 Story's R. 609, 614.
4 1\:neass v. The Schuylkill Bank, 4 Wash. 0.
6 7 Wall. 515.

1
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Court of the United States, the issue was rai~ed as to the true
meaning of the words " name of the person interested " in the
fourteenth section of the act of 1836, whether they meant persons iutm·ested in the patent at the time when the suit was
brought, or when the cause of action accrued.
The facts in this case showed that l\loore had brought suit
!lgaiwst l\'Iarsh for infringement, the defence to which was that
after the date of the alleged infringement, Moore had sold and
assigned an undivided half of the }Jatent for the district where
the infringement was alleged to have been committed. The
Court held that the right of action was given to the person or
persons owning the exclusive right to the patent at the time of
infringement. Otherwise there would be no redress, as a subsequent assignee or grantee can neither maintain an action in his
own name, nor be joined with the patentee in maintaining it for
any infringement of the exclusive right committed before he
became interested in the patent. "The true meaning of the
word 'interested,'" said l\Ir.•Justice Clifford in pronouncing
the judgment of the court, "as employed in the last clause of the
fourteenth section of the Patent .Act, when properly understood
and applied, is that the right of nction is given to the person or
persons owning the exclusive l'ight at the time the infringement
is committed. Subsequent. .'ale and transfer of the exclusive
right are no bar to an action to recover damages for an infringement committed before such sale and transfer.
" The reason for the rule is, that the assignee or grantee is not
intere::;ted in the damages for any infringement committed before
the sale and transfer of the patent. Correct interpretation of the
words, ' person or persons interested,' iL that the words mean the
pers01i or persons interested in the patent at the time when
the infringement was committed, which is the cause of action
1
for which the damages may be recovered."
§ lJ-:1-7 b. Where several persons are appointed as executors of
the will of a deceased patentee, but provision is made for one to
act independent of the others, and but one proves the will and
receh·es the letters of administration, such executor can maintain an action for infringement of the letters-patent at common
law without joining his co-executors. And where the patent
1

Dean v. l\Iason, 20 How. 198.
•

•
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was surrendered by r.uch person as executor, and a reissue wns
made to him in the same character, it was heM that this was a
specific grant, ancl vestecl in him exclusively the legal title, and
that the grantee could sustain a suit on the patent in all
respects, as if he had been designatecl in it as trustee im;tcad of
executor .1
§ 3-:1:8. The Supreme Court of the Uni.tecl States have hehl
that a covenant by a patentee, made prior to the law authorizing
extensions, that the covenantee shollld have the benefit of any
improvement in the machinery, or alteration or renewal of the
patent, did not include the extension by an administrator under
the act of 1836; that it must be construecl'to include only renewals obtained upon the surrender of a patent on account of
a defective specification, and, therefore, that a plaintiff "·ho
claimed under an assignment from the administrator coultl maintain a suit against a person who claimecl under the covcnant.2
§ D-:1:!). II. 1'/w :Declaration. The declaration, in an •action for
the infringement of a patent, should show a title in the plaintiff,
with convei1ient certainty ; and should set forth all the matters
which are of the essence. 'Vithout these allegations, the plaintiff
fail:-; to show a right in point of law to ask the court for jmlgment
in his favor. The several parts of the declaration may here be
considered in the order in which they occur in pleading.
§ 350. '!;he declaration 1'3houlcl commence with a recital that the
plaintifl:' was "the original and first inventor" of the suhjectmatter, the making, using, or vending of which is complained of.
This ayermeut is necessary, notwithstanding the letters-patent,
afterwal'<ls l'Cferre(l to, recite that the plaintiff has alleged that
he was the original and first inventor; because it must appear
affirmatively, in point of fact, at the trial, that he was so, nud
the letters-patent can only be rc ;or ted to as prima facie evidence
of the fact. There must, therefore, be a distinct .:tllegation of the
fact, as one of the things essential to the plaintiff) title. 3 For
the same reason, the declaration goes on to aver that the subjectmatter was " new and useful,~> " not known or used before the
plaintiff's invention or discovery," and "not at the time of Ius
.--.,-'

•

-

Rubber Co. v. Goodyear, !) 'Vall. 788.
2 Wilson v. Rousseau, 4 How. 040.
3 The plaintiff must affirm the performance of all acts on which his title
depends. Gray v. James, Peters, C. C. H.. 4i0 .
1

•

•
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, application for a patent in public use or on sale ,..,-ith his con!-;ent
or allowance.''
But while a declaration on letters-patent must tender issue
on the novelty and. utility of tho invention patented, it need not
aver at what Rpociflc time snch invention was made, hut ouly
that it was before the application for the patent.t
§ 351. 'Vhether it is necessary to aver the citizensl1ip of the
patentee has never been determined.. In practice it is generally
done, aud it is safer to do so than to omit an averment which
might on demurrer be held. to be essentia1.2 But it is alJsolutely
necessary to aver that the plaintiff, being the original and flrst
inventor, obtained letters-patent for his invention, in due form of
law, under the seal of the Patent Office, signed by the Secretary of
the Interior, all(l countersigned hy the commissioner of patents. a
The declaration need. not, howeyer, show the regularity of the
proceedings in the Patent Office preliminary to the grant, lmt may
simply aver that the grant was duly obtained.4
•

•

Wilder v. :McCormick, 2 Blatchf. 31.
1 l!Ir. Phillips suggests that the necessity for this averment will UC})end on
the construction to be given to the fifteenth section of the net of 18:36, by
which, if the 1mtentee be an alien, the defendant is permitted to show that the
patentee has " failed and neglected for the s1mce of eighteen months from the
date of the patent to put and continue on sale to the public, on reasonable
terms, the invention or discovery." l'hillips on l'atcnts, p. 520, note. This
clause in the statute can scarcely be considered as imposing a burden of proof
of citizenship on the plaintiff. It authorizes the defendant to avail himself of
the fact that the plaintiff is an alien, hy showing that the plaintiff has omitted
to do certain acts; but is any thing more to be inferred from the clause than
this, that if the defendant means to show the omission, he must first show that
the plaintiff is an alien? I agree, however, with the learned author, that to
. aver the citizenship is the safest course.
3 Formerly, patents bore the attestation of the Presiuent of the United
States; and it was held to be necessary to aver that the letters had l1ecn so
tested, aud that the patent had actually isf?ued, or been delivered; otherwise,
the declaration would be bad on demurrer. Cutting and others, Executors v.
Myers, 4 Wash. 220. For the same reason, the averment is now necessary
that the letters were duly tested by the 1mblic officers whose duty it is to sign
and countersign them; and the mode of averring the delivery, now usually
practiseu, is to declare that the plaintiff, on such a day, "did obtain " them •
. But it is not necessary to aver that the })rcliminary steps to obtain a patent
were taken, because if thP declaration aver that the patent was granted in the
form prescribed by law, the court, U})Oil demurrer, will presume that every
thing was rightly done to obtain it. ~'ultou's Executors v. l\Iyers. Vide act
of 1849, c. 108, § 2; modifying act of 1836, c. 357, § 5.
4
Wilder v. McCormick, 2 Blatchf. 31. " The third and fourth causes of de1
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§ 352. The snhstnnce of the grant should then be set forth,
that is to say, that the letters-patent secured to the plaintiff, his
murrcr cannot be sustained. The third is, that it docs not appea1· that the appli·
cation for the patent was in writing, nor to whom it 'vas made. The fourth is
that it does not appear that the commissioner of patents had any rightful authority to grant the patent. These causes are founded upon supposed rer1uisiks of
the statute, not averred in the declaration to have l>een complied with, awl are
also supposrd to be supporter! by general principles governing proceerlings in
tribunals of inferior jnrisdi()tion. If the matters which it is alleged shuultl he
set forth in the declaration would cali :or the application of those prineii•It•s in
case they were Jlleadcu by way of justification and in defence of acts rlo1w, or
as a protection to the party pleading them, which would at least be a dunht.ful
p:-oposition (:\Iartin v. )!ott, 12 Wheat. 10), it would not necessarily follow
that thl• same method of pleading must be pursued in declaring upon a prirate
title or a grant emanating from functionaries acting under statutory authority.
(Day P. Chism, 10 Wheat. -1-10; Bank of the United States v. Smith, 11 Wheat.
171; Carroll v. P~akc, 1 Peters, 18, 23.) The third cause of demurrl'r rt·5ts
upon the assumption
the plaintiff must, in his pleading, specify all the
acts done by him·:
· a patent, in order that it may nppcr.r upon thL· face
of the declaration that the mode of proceeding pointed out by the statute has
been pursued. But the case of the Philadelphia & Trenton It. B.. v. Stiull•'on,
14 Peters, 4-18, disposes of this mtd all the other objections that fall within tho
same class. The grant of th~ patent is itself sufficient evidence that all the
preliminary steps required by law ''"ere properly taken. And, as the plaintiff
umy make his patent the direct and efficient proof, in tite first instance, u( his
1ight to the grant, so afortiori it would seem unnecessary for him to plea•l any
of the particulars which conduced to the grant. It is sufficient to set for•h the
grant in substance (Tryon v. White, Peters, C. C. 00). The fourth cause of
demul'l'er is founded upon a misapplication of a doctt·ine appertaining to the
acts of legal tribunals, where a court of inferior jurisdiction takes cognizance
of a case and renders judgment, and he who sets up such judgment in support
of l1is own interests must aver and prove that the tribunal had jurisdiction in
the matter. The authcn·ity of the commissioner of patents, or of the eoiHlllissioncr of the land office, or of the President to issue grants, is not of the n:~ture
of Jul'i.,diction in its common-law and teclmical acceptation. As in regard to
patents for land, so in regard to patents for inventions, the proper officer b,;ucs
tht~ grant when he has evidence satisfactory to his own mind that the rlaiumnt
is entitled to receive it. But that adjudges nothing as to the real right. That
question is unaffected, and remains to be examined and decided between parties contesting it, without prejudice or advantage from the letters-patent. We
are not aware of any mode of pleading by which the courts can be callctlnpou
to settle the regularity of the preliminary proceedings in the patent oflice. Xor
does there seem to be any utility in putting in issue the authority of the commissioner, upon the facts before him, to grant a patent, because, if the decision
should negative his authority, it could not revoke or supersede the patent.
The declaration must tender an issue upon the novelty and utility of the discovery patented, these being essential to the enforcement of any exclusive

•
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heirsl administrators, &c., for the term of fourteen years, the full
and exclusive right of practising the invention ; which should be
described briefly, as it is set forth in the letters-patent, of which
profert should be made. 1 Where the declaration describes the
plaintiff's invention in the words of the patent, it is not necessary
that the description, as stated in the specification, should he ~:;et
forth. If the defendant require the specification in his defence,
h· may have it placed in the record by praying oyer of it.2
§ 353. The declaration is concluded by an averment of the
value of the patent right and of the breach by the defemhlllt, and
the damages sustained by the plaintiff. 3
In this action for a breach of the patent, it is indispensabl\) to
establish a breach before suit brought. But in equity the doctrine
is otherwise, as a bill for an injunction will lie upon sufficient
proof of an intent to violate. 4 The declaration necfl not set
forth the act complained of as contrary to the statute,5 but may
simply allege that the defemlaut " made, constructed, used, and
vended to sundry persons," &c., the said invention. 6 Uepeated
infringements may be sued for in one action.i A declaration

1

privilege under the patent. But the question of thf' regularity of the proceedings in petitioning for and obtaining the patent, and that of the correctness of
the jutlgment of tl1e officer in awarding it, are not material, and cannot be
inquired into."
1
Chit. Pl. vol. 2. Profert of the letters-patent, in the declaration, makes
them and the specification, when produced, a part of the declaration, and so
gives all the certainty, as to the invention and improvement patented, required
by law. Pitts v. Whitman, 2 Story's R. 009, 014.
2 Gray v. James, Peters, C. C. R. 476.
3
See the Precedents in the Appendix.
4 Woodworth v. Stone, 3 Story, 7-l!J.
6 Parker v. Haworth, 4 1\IcLeau, 370.
" A motion was made in arrest of
jutlgmcnt, on the ground that the declaration does not set forth the act complained of as contrary to the statute. This is necessary when au action is
brought on a penal statute, but not in the case like the present, where damages are sought for an injury done. Where the plaintiff sues for a }>enalty,
as the statute is the only foundation for the action, the declaration must aver
that the act is contraformam.~tatuti. In Tyron v. White (Peters, C. C. R. !10),
it is said, ' if the declaration in an action for the invasion of a patent right
fails to lay the act complained contra formam statuti, the defect will be purged
after the verdict.' ''
6
Case v. Redfield, 4 1\IcLean, 5:!6.
7 Wilder v. McCormick, 2 Blatchf. 31.
" .A reiteration of infringements
of a patent, like a repetition of torts of any other kind which are of the same
PAT,
31
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commencing in the form of action of trespass on the case, and
conduding in the form of action of debt, is not demurrahle.1 ·
§ B:i-1. If the plaintiff sues in the character of assignee of the
patPnt, he must set forth both the patentee's title and his own,
and g}wnld aver that the assignments were dt'lly recorded in the
Patent Office. If the declaration omit to state that the a:-;sign'·
ments were recorded, the omis~ion will he cured hy verdict, if
the general terms of the declaration are otherwise sutlleient to
have authorize<! the admission of proof of the recording at the
trial ; upon the general principle, that, after verdict, all the facts
nccC'g:o;ary to have been proved to enable the jury to find a verdict
for the plaintiff, '"ill be presumed to have been proved, if the
general terms of the det'laratiou would have let them in.2

•

nature, may he sued for and recompensed in one action. There is no lmown
doctrine of the law that rer1uires a plaintiff to split up into separate adious
gric\·anccs of that character."
1
Ibid. " W c tlo not perceive that there is any material incongruity between the commencement and the close of the declaration. The gravamen of
the suit is the tortious infringement of the plaintiff's }latent, and the con·
elusion of the declaration is a demand of damages in gross. They are averred
to be ' actual damages,' but that allegation does not change the nature of the
averment. It is still merdy a demand of damages in compensation of the
wrong."
•
~ l>ohson t•. Campb~ll, 1 Sumner, 31!>, 326, Story, J. "'Ve m·e of opinion
that the motion in arrest of judgment ought to be overruled. We accPdc to
the doctrine stated at the bar. that a defective title cannot, after verdict, support a jmlgment ; and therefore it constitutes a good ground for arresting
the judgnll'ut. But tue present is not such a case ; Lut is merely the case of
a good title defectively set forth. The ddect complained of is the omission to
state that the assignments, on which the plaintiff"s title is fouut.lcd, were
duly recorded in the office of the department of statG, which is made e;;~eutial
to pass the title of the original patentee, by the fourth section of the l'atcnt
Act of the 21st of :February, 17!J::J, c. 55. The general principle of law is,
that, where a matter is so essentially necessary to be !)roved, to establish the
plaintiff"s right to recovery, that the jury could not be I1resumcd to have
found a verdict fer him, unless it had been proved at the trial, thcrll the
omission to state that matter in express terms, iu the declaration, is cured by
the verdict, if the general terms of the declaration arc otherwise sutlicicnt to
comprehend it. This was the doctrine of Lord :Ellcnborough, in Jackson v.
Pcskcd (1M. & Sclw. R. 2:H); and it is very elaborately expounded IJy .Mr.
Sergeant Williams, in his learned note to 1 Saunders' It. 228 a. The other
authorities, cited on behalf of the plaintiff, arc to the same effect. Now, it
seems to us, that taking the whole declaration together (however inartificially
drawn), the plaintiff sets up a title to the patent right by assignment, and an

•
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§ 355. At the trinl, proof may be given of the recording of an
assignment, either before or after the actiou was brought. 1
§ 356. III. Pleadings and .Defences. The fifteenth section of
the act of 1836 provides that the defendant, in any action for the
infringement of a patent, shall he permitted to plead the general
issue, and to give the statute and any special matter in evidence,
of which notice in writing may have been given to the plaintiff
or his attorney, thirty days before trial, tending to prove that the
description and specification of the patent does not contain the
whole truth relative to the invention or discovery, or that it contains more than is necessary to produce the described eii.e0t; which
•
concealment or addition shall fully appear to have been made for
the purpose of deceiving "the public ; or thnt the patentee was not
the origii1al and first inventor or discoverer of the thing patented,
or of a substantial and material part thereof claimed as new, or
that it has been described in some public work anterior to the
supposed discovery Ly the patentee, or had been in public nse, or
on sale, with his consent or allowance, before his application for
a patent, or that he had smreptitionsly or unjustly obtained a
patent for that which was in fact invented or discovered by
another, who was using reasonable diligence in adapting ami perfecting the same; or that the patentee, if an alien at the time the
patent was granted, had failed ancl neglected, for the space of
eighteen months from the date of the patent, to put and continue
on sale to the public, on l'easonable terms, the invention or discovery for which the patent issued; in either of which cases,
judgment is to be rendered for the defendant, with costs.
§ 357. The object of this provision was to enable the defendant
to give certain special matters in evidence under the plea, of the
general issue. It seems to have been generally supposed, at a
very early period in the history of our legislation, that under a
plea of the general issue, the defendant could not be allowed to
enjoyment and use of the right under that title, and that he has been injured
in that right, under that title, by the piracy of the defendant. '!'his
cannot be true, nor could a verdict for the plaintiff have been found by
the jury, if the deeds of assignment had not been duly recorded ; for, w1less
that was done, nothing could pass l'Y the deeds. The cases of Hitchins v.
Stevens (2 Shower R. 233), and l\IcMurdo v. Smith (7 T. R. 518), citedatth9
bar, seem to us very strongly in point. So is }'ranee v. Fringer, Cro. Jac.44."
1
Pitts v. Whitman, 2 Story, 600. Of course, therefore, it is not necessary
to aver that the assignment was recorded within three months. Ibid.
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attack the validity of the patent, and that that plea only put
in issue the question of infringement. 1 Accordingly, the act. of
1703, § 6, enumerated certain special defences, which it declared
the defendant " shall be permitted" to ,give in evidence under
the general issue, by first giving notice thereof to the plaintiff.
The Supreme Court of the United States construecl the provision
as intended to relieve the defendant from what were supposed to
be the difficulties of pleading, by allowing him to give in evidence, under the plea of not guilty, certain matters affecting the
patent, providing, at. the same time, for the security of the plaintiff against smpri8e, by requiring notice to he given of the special
matter to he relied on. 'This notice was substituted for a f;pecial
plea.2 The court al~ ~declared that the defendant was not
ohligetl to pursue this course. He might plead specially, in
which case the plea would be the only notice the plaintiff could
claim; or he might plead the general issue, in which case he must
give notice of the special matter on which he reliecl. 3 However,
__

But it was not. so in England. Until the act 5 and 6 Wm. IV., c. S:J, § 5,
the usual plea was not guili,IJ, which, putting in issue the whole of the dl•claration, forced the plaintiff to support the grant in all its parts, and gave to
the defendant the greatest latitude for evidence ; but now the defendant must
})lead all the defences, and must also deliver in a list of the objections Oil
which he intends to rely at the trial. Godson on Patents, 238, 2d cd.
2 Evans t". l~aton, 3 "Wheat. ·1i5-l ; Evans v. Kremer, Peters, C. C. R 215.
See, also, the elabor<tte note on the patent law in the Appendix to 3 Wheat.,
Note II. (written hy l\lr.•Justice Story).
s Evans v. Eaton, ;I Wheat. 45!, 503. In this ease l\lr. Chief J usticc 1\Iarshall said : '' The sixth section of the act appears to be drawn on the idea that
the defendant would not Lc at liberty to contest the validit.y of the patent oil
the general issue. It therefore intends to relieve the defendant from the dilllculties of pleading, when it allows him to give in evidence matter ''"hich does
affect the patent. But the uotice is directed for the security of the plaintiff,
aml to protect him against that surprise to which he might be exposed from
an unfair usc of this privilege. Reasoning merely on the words directing this
notice, jt might be difficu 1t to define, with absolute precision, what it ought to
include, and what it might omit. There are, however, circumstances in the
act, which may have some influence on this point. It has been already ob·
served, that the notice is substituted for a special plea ; it is further to be
observed, that it is a substitute to which the defendant is not obliged to resort.
The notice is to be given only when it is intended to offer the BlJecial matter
in eviuence on the genera' ~ssue. The defendant is not obliged to pursue this
course. He may still plead specially, and then the plea is the only notice
which the plaintiff can claim. If, then, the defendant may give in evidence,
on a special plea, the prior use of the machine, at places not specified in his
t
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where the defendant pleads specially and not under the general
issue, the plea must still be filed thirty days before the term, or
the plaintiff will be entitled to a continuance. The plaintiff lms
a right to the thirty days, whether the matter ·be set up by plea
or by notice.I
§ 358. The fifteenth section of the act of 1836 is taken, with
some additional defences, from the sixth section of the act of
1793, and has the same ohject in view. It differs from the former
act, by omitting the provision that the patent " shall be declared
void," if judgment is rendered for the defendant, and by proYiding that " when the defendant relies in his defence on the fact of
a previous invention, knowledg-e, or use of the thing patentetl, he
shall state in his notice of special matter the names and places of
residence of those whom he intends to prove to have possessed a
prior knowledge of the thing, and where the same thing had been
used." This provision was added in consequence of the construction given to the former act, to the effect that notice of
the places was not necessary to he given. 2 In other respects, the
construction given to the act of 17!:13, section six, is applicahle to
the present law. The defendant is at liberty to plead specially,
in which form of pleading he need give no other notice of his
defence than the plea itself gives, or he may plead the general
issue, and give notice of th·1 special matter on which he relies.
The statute does not undertake to enumerate all the defences
which may be made to an action on a patent. It provides that
when certain facts, which it enumerates, are to Le relied. on, ancl
plea, it would seem to follow that he may give in evidence its use at places
not specified in his notice. It is not believed that a plea woula be defective,
which did not state the mills in which the machinery alleged to be previously
used was placed.
" But there is still another view of the subject which deserves to be considered. ThP. section which directs this notice also directs that if the special
matter stated in tlw section be proved, ' judgment shall be rendered for the
defendant, with costs, and the patent shall be declared void.' The notice
might be intended not only for the information of the plaintiff, but for the
purpose of spreading on the record the cause for which the patent was avoided.
This object is accomplished by a notice which specifies the particular matter
to be proved. The ordinary powers of the court are sufficient to prevcat, and
will undoubtedly be so exercised, as to prevent the patentee from being injured by the surprise."
1
Phillips v. Comstock, 4 :l\IcLean, 525.
' Evans v. Eaton, ante, note ; Evans v. Kremer, Peters, C. C. R. 215.
•
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the general issue is pleadeu, the uefemlant shall give notice of
the fact~ which he means to put in evidence. 1 The notice must
be strictly construed; if the defendant gives notice that he will
prove the prior use of the invention in the United States, he cannot be allowed to offer evidence of its prior use in Englaml.2
§ 3ofl. But it will be useful to make a particular enumeration
of the defences that may he made under the general issue, without notice, before we turn our attention to those mentioned in the
statute, of which notice must be given, when the general issue is
pleaded.
~ 360. The defendant may show, under the general issue, without notice, that he never did the act complained of, that is, that
he has not infringed the patent, or that he was acting under a
3
license or purchase from the plainti:ff. He may show that the
plaintiff is an alien, not entitled to a patent; or that the plaintiff
has not a good title as assignf\e ; or that his patent was not duly
issued according to law, in respect of the signatures of the public
officer~. or of the public seal, &c. 4
§ 861. He may also show that the invention is not a patentable ·
suhjcct; that is to say, admitting its novelty, he may show that .
it is not an " art, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter,"
5
in the sense of the statute. But the defence that the subjr.ct is
not patentable on the ground of want of novelty falls under the
statute, and must be specified.
§ B6~. In like manner, the defendant may show, under the general issue, without notice, that the invention, though new, fails in
point of utility, and is worthless and frivolous.G .
•
1

Whittemore v. Cutter, 1 Gallis. 429, 435 ; Grant v. Raymond, 6 Peters,

218.
Dixon v. l\Ioycr, 4 'Vash. GS.
s Whittemore t•. Cutter, 1 Gallis. 429, 435 ; 3 Wheaton's R. Appendix,
Note li. p. 27.
4 ]bid.; Kneass v. The Schuylkill Bank, 4 Wash. 9, 11.
6 That the invention is not a patentable subject, admitting its novelty, is a
differL·nt issue from any that is named in the fifteenth section of the statute,
ana it is one that is necessarily raised by the plea of "1101 guilty," since the
declaration necessarily imports that the patentee had im·ented a patentable
subject.
o "rant of novelty is one of the defences enumerated in the fifteenth section, but want of utility is not; but it is a clear bar to the action, upon tho
terms of the act, a~:~ well as upon the general principles of law.
2

§ 358-365.]
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§ 363. So, too, he may show that there is no specification, or
that the specification is so ambiguous and unintelligible that the
court cannot determine from it what the invention is that is
intended to be patented. This is a different issue from that
pointed out in the statute. If the specification do not describe
the invention in clear and exact terms, so as to distinguish it from
other inventions, hut be ~o ambiguous and obscure that it cannot
be ascertained with reasonable certainty for what the patent is
taken, or what it includes, the patent is void for ambiguity; and
this is put in issue by the plea of not guilty, because a clear and
distinct specification of the invention is essential to the validity
of the patent. I But if the invention is definitely described in the
patent and specification so as to distinguish it from other inventions before known, there may still exist the defect described in
the fifteenth section of the statute, of some concealment or addition made for the purpose of deceiving the public; and when it
is intended to show this, under the general issue, notice must be
•
giVen.
§ 364. 'Ve now come to the special defences enumerated in the
fifteenth section of the statute. The statute provides that the
defendant may, under the general issue, give the statute itself in
evidence,2 and certain special matters, of which he shall have
given notice in writing to the plaintiff or his attorney thirty
days before trial.3
.
§ 365. The first of these special defences is, " that the descrip-

a Wheat.

R. Appendix, Note II. p. 27; Phillips ou Patents, I>· 308;
Kneass v. The Schuylkill Bank, 4 "rash. O, 13. In this last case, 1\Ir.•Justice
Washingtou intimates that the defendant may show under the general issue,
and without notice, that the patent is broader than the discovery. But this
must now be otherwise; since the fifteenth section of the act of 18:3G describes
one of the issues which require notice to be, that the patentee was not the
original and first inventor of the thing patented, or of a substantial and material
pa1·t tlterenf. This is the issue, that the patent is broader than the invention.
2 The meaning of the I>ermission to gh·e the statute in evidepce is, that the
defendants shall be allowed to rely on any matter of law enacted iu the statute, without pleading it specially, which must he done ·when the statute is a
private one. The Patent Act is undoubtedly a public act; but from abundant
caution, to prevent the question of the nature of the act from being raised,
this provision was inserted. Kneass v. The Schuylkill Bank, 4 Wash. 0, 11.
8 No witness can be examined, to prove a· prior use of the invention, unless
notice of his uame and residence has been given. The Philadelphia aud
Trenton Railroad Co. v. Stimpson, 14 Peters, 448, 450.
1
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tion and specification filed by the plaintiff does not contain the
whole truth relative to his invention or discovery, or that it contains more than is necessary to p1·oduce the described effect;
which concealment or addition shall fully appear to have Leen
made for the purpose of deceiving the public." 'N e have alreally
seen what was the general purpose of Congress in proviuing that
notice should be given, when certain facts were to be offered in
eviuence; but it is not very easy to define the scope of the i~::;ue
intended. by the above p1·ovision, or to uistinguish the exact meaning of the statute in this particular. It is clear, however, that this
issue, as we have already suggested, is distinguishable from the
issue, which presents the naked question whether there is an
intelligible description of the invention, which will enable the
public to know what it is. It may help us to understand the present provision, if we review the corresponding provision in the
former act, and the decisions made upon it.
§ 3GG. The correspomling provision in the act of 17!111, § 6,
was in the same terms, but that act also provided that, when
judgment on this issue had heen rendered for the defendant, " the
patent shall be declared void" ; which is omitted in the act of
1836, § 15. In one of tlw earliest reported cases in which this
clause of the statute of 1793 came under consideration, 1\Ir..Justice Story held that if the invention is definitely described in the
patent and specification, so as to distinguish it from other inventions before known~ the patent is good, although it does not de'Crihe the inventicn in such full, clear, and exact terms, that a.
person skilled in the art or science, of which it is a branch, would
construct or make the thing, unless suclt dt.;fective description or
concealment wae 1t•itlt intent to deceive t!te public. The rea:-;oning
of the learned judge in this case tends to show that he considerell
the defect or concealment, with intent to deceive tl1e pnLlic, to
refer to the practicability of practising the invention from the specification ; and in a subsequent case he seems to consider tlmt the
statute intended to alter the common law, and to declare the patent void, only when the concealment or defect was with such an
intent. But it is not quite clear, whether he considered that the
issue raised by an allegation that the specification would not enable a workman to make the thing described, is, as a defence to the
action, not one of the special defences of the statute, and conse-
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quently that it is raised hy the plea of not guilty, without
notice. 1
Whittemore v. Cutter, 1 Gallis. 4::?!>, 4:13; Lowell 11. Lewis, 1 ~fas. 182,
lSi. The reasoning of the learned judge in both these cases was as follows:
"Another objection is to the direction, that the oath hken by the inventor,
not being conformable to the statute, formed no objection to the recowry in
this action. The statute requires that the patentee should swear • that he is
the true inventor or discoverer of the art, machine, or improvement. The
oath taken hy 'Yhittemore was, that he was the true int·entm· or imprm·er of
the machine." The taking of the oath was but a prerequisite to the granting
of the patent, and in no degree t>ssential to its validity. It might as well
have been contended, that the patent was void, unless the thirty dollars,
required by the elewnth section of the act, had been previously paid. ""e
approve of the direction of the court on this }JOint, and overrule this objection.
" Another objc>ction is to the direction respecting the specification. It was
as follows: "That if the jury should be satisfied that the specification and
drawings, filed by the patentee in the office of the Secretary of State, were
not made in such full, clear, and exact terms and manner as to distinguish the
same from all other things before known, and to enable any person skilled in
the art or :s~:icm:c, of which it is a branch, or with which it is most nearly
connected, to make and usc the same, this would not be sufficient to defeat
the rights of the plaintiffs to recover in this action, unless the jury were also
satisfied that the specification anc.l drawings were thus materially defective
and obscure OJ! de.~ign, and the concealment made for the purpose of deceh·ing
the public. In this respect our law differed from the law of England, that, if
the specification and drawings were thus materially defective, it afforded a
presumption of a designed concealment, which the jury were to juuge of.
That in deciding as to the materiality of the deficiencies in the Sl>ccification
and drawings, it was not sullicicut evidence to disprove the materiality, that,
by studiously examining such specification and drawings, a man of extmordinary genius might be able to construct the machine, ! ·y inventing parts, and
by trying experiments. The object of the law was to prevent the expenditure of time and money in t1·ying CXJ>eriments, and to obtain such exact
directions, that, if pro1>crly followed, a man of reasonable skill in the particular branch of the art or science might construct the machine, and if, from
the deficiencies, it was impracticable for such a man ·to construct it, the
deficiencies were material.' In order fully to understand the objection to this
direction, it is necessary to advct·t to the third section of the act of li93,
which specifies the requisites to be complied with in procuring a patent, and
the sixth section of the same act, which states certain defences, of which the
defendant may avail himself to defe~ !, the action, and to avoid the patent.
The third section, among other things, requires the party, applying for a
patent, to deliver a written description of his invention, and of the manner
of using, or pt·ocess of compounding the same, in su~h full, clear, and exact
terms, as to distinguish the same from all other things before known, and to
enable any person skilled in the art or science of which it is a branch, or with
1
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§ 367. In a subsequent case, the Supreme Court of the United
States deciucd that, in order to justify a judgment declariug a
which it is most intimately connected, to make, compound, and usc the same;
and in the case of any machine, he shall fully explain the principle, and the
several modes in which he has contemplated the application of that principle,
or c>haracter, by which it may be distinguished from other inventions. Tho
sixth section provides, among other things, that the d~fcndant may give in
his defence, that the specification filed by the plaintiff .does not contain the
whole truth relative to his discovery, or that it contains more than is necPssary to produce the described effect, tclliclt concealment or addition shclll Jully
appear to hrwe been made for the Jllti"}JOse of deceit:ilq!tlte public.
"It is very clear that the sixth section does not enumerate all the defences
of which the defendant may legally avail himself: for he may clearly give in
evidence, tl.at he never did the net attributed to him, that the patentee is an
alien not entitled under the act, or that he has a license or authority from the
patentee. It is, therefore, argued, that if the specification be materially dcfcctiw, or obticurcly or so loosely worded, that a skilful workman in that particular art could not construct the machine, it is a good defence against the
action, although no intentional deception has l1een practised. And this is beyond
all questiou the doctrine of the common law; and it is founded in good reason;
for the monopoly is granted upon the express condition, that the party shall
make a full and explicit disclosure, so as to enable the public, at the expiration of his patent, to make and usc the invention or improvement in as ample
and beneficial a manner as the patentee himself. If, therefore, it be so
obscure, loose, and imperfect, that this cannot be done, it is defrauding the
public 9£ all the consideration upon which the monopoly is granted. (Buller,
N. P. 77; Turner v. Winter, 1 T. It. 602.) And the motion of the party,
whetht>r innocent or otherwise, becomes immaterial, becnuse the public mischief remains the same.
"It is said, that the law is the same in the United States, notwithstanding the wording of the sixth section, for there is a great distinction between
a concealment of material parts, and a defective and ambiguous description
of all the parts; and that, in the latter case, although there may be no intentional concealment, yet the patent may be avoided for uncertainty as to the
subject-matter of it. There is considerable force in the distinction at first
view; and yet, upon more close examination, it will be difficult to support it.
What is a defccth·c description but a concealment of some parts, necessary
to be known in order to present a complete view of the mechanism? In the
present case the material defects were stated, among other things, to consist
in a want of a specific description of the dimensions of the component parts,
and of the shapes and position of the various knobs. 'Ve1·e these a concealment of material parts, or a defective and ambiguous disclosure of them?
Could the legislature have intended to pronounce that the concealment of a
matel·ial spring should not, unless made with design to deceive the public,
•
avoid rhe p:ttrmt, anu yet that an oh~cnre descriptiou,. of the same sprmg
should at all eveuts avoid it? It would be somewhat hazardous to attempt to
sustain such a proposition.
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patent void, the defect or concealment must appear to have been
made for the purpose of deceiving the public ; but if the defendant
"It was probably with a \icw to guard the public against the injury arising
from defective specifications, that the statute requires the letters-patent to be
examined by the attorney-general, and certified to be in cooformity to the
law, before the great Sl•al is affixed to them. In point of practice this must
unavoidably be a very insufficient security, and the policy of the provision,
that has changed the common law, may be very doubtful. This, however, is
a consideration proper before another tribunal.
e must administer the law
as we find it. And, without going at large into this point, we think that the
manifest intention of the legislature was not to allow any defect or concealment in a specification to avoid the patent, unless it arose from an intention
to deceive the public. There is no ground, therefore, on which we can support this objection." 1 Gallis. 4!3:3.
"An objection of a more general cast (and which might more properly
have been consid('red at the outs('t of the cause, as it is levelled at the sufficiency of the patent i tsclf), is that the specification is expr('ssed in such
obscure and inaccurate terms, that it does not either definitely state in what
the invention consists, or describe the mode of cpnstructing the machine so as
to enable skilful persons to make one. I accede at once to the doctrine of the
authority, which has been cited (:\lcFarlanc v. Price, 1 Starkie's H,. 102), that
the patentee is bound to describe, in full and exact terms, in what his invention consists; and, if it he an improvement only upon an existing machine, he
should distinguish what is new and what is old in his specification, so that it
may clearly appear for what the patent is granted. The reason of this principle of law will be manifest on the slightest examination A patent is grantable only for a new and useful invention; and unless it be distinctly stated in
what that invention specifically consists, it is impossible to say whether it
ought to be patented or not; and it is equally difficult to know whether the
public infringe upon or violate the exclusive right secured by the patent. The
patentee is clearly not entitled to include in his patent the exclusive use of
any machinery already known; and if he does, his patent will be broader than
his invention, and consequently void. If, therefore, the description in the
patent mixes up the old and the new, and does not distinctly ascertain for
which, in particular, the )latent is claimed, it must be void; since, if it covers
the whole, it covers too much, and if not intended to cover the whole, it is
impossible for the court to say what, in particular, is covered as the new
invention. The language of the Patent Act itself is decisive on this point.
It requires (§ 3) that the inventor shall deliver a written description of his
invention, 'in such full, clear, and exact terms, as to distinguish the same
from all other things before known; and in the case of any machine, he shall
fully explain the principle, and the several J:~odes, in which he has contemplated the application of th~t principle or character, by which it may be distinguished from other inv<'ntions.'
"It is, however, sufficient, if what is claimed as new appear with reasonable
certainty on the face of the patent, either expressly o1· by necessary implication. But it ought to appear with reasonable certainty, for it is not to be left
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merely seeks to defend himself, he may do so hy showing that
the patentee has faile(l in any of the prerequisites on which the
authority to issue a patent depends. This decision made the
evidence of fraudulent intent requisite only in the particular case
to minute references and conjectures from what was previously known or
unknown; since the q•1estion is not, what was before known, but what the
patentee claims a.~ uetc; and he m:ty, in fact, claim as new and patl•ntablc
what has lJecn long used l1y the pulJlie. Whether the invention itself be thus
specifically described with reasonable certainty, is a question of law upon the
construction of the terms of the patent, of which the specification is a part;
and on examinh1g this patent I at }Jresent incline to the opinion that it is
sufficiently described in what the patented invention consists.
" A question nearly allied to the foregoing is, whether (supposing the
invention itself be truly and definitely described in the Jlatent) the speeification is in such full, clear, and exact terms, as not only to distinguish the same
from all things before known, but • to enable any person skilled in the art or
science, of which it is a branch, or with which it is most nearly counce tctl, to
make, compound, itml use the same.' This is another requisite of the statute (§ !3), and it is. fgunJed upon the best reasons. The law confers an
exclusive patent right mi the inventor of any thing new and useful, as an
encouragement and reward for his ingenuity, and for the expense and labor
attending the invention. Rut this monopoly is granted for a limited term
only, at the expiration of which the invention becomes the property of the
public. Unless, theref(•re, such a specification was made as would, at all
events, enable other persons of competent skill to construct similar machines,
the advantage to the public, which the act contemplates, would be entirely
lost, nnd its prin.!ipal object would be defeated. It is not necessary, however.
that the specification should contain an explanation level with the capacities
of cvc:-y person (which would, perhaps, be impossible); but, in the language
of the act, it should be expressed in such full, clear, and exact terms, that a
person skilled in the art or science of which it is a branch would be enabled
to construct the patented invention. By the common law, if any thing material to the construction of the thing invented be omitted or concealed in the
specification, or more be inserted 'J'i: added than is necessary to produce the
required effect, the patent is void. This doctrine of the common law our
Patent Act has (whether wisely, admits of very serious doubts) materially
altered; for it does not avoid the patent in such case, unless the 'concealment
or addition shall fully appear to have been made for the purpose of deceiving
the public.' (§ G.) Yet, certainly, the public may be as seriously injured by
a materially defective specification resulting from mere accident, as if it re·
sulted from a fraudulent design. Our law, however, is as I have stated; and
the question here is, and it is a question of fact, whether the specification be
so clear and full that a pump-maker of ordinary skill could, from the terms
of the speeification, be able to construct one upon the plan of Mr. Perkins."
1 :Mass. 187.
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and for the particular purpose of having the patent declare(l
1
void.
•

Grant v. Raymond, 6 Peters, 218, 2-Ht l\Ir. C. J . .:\Iarshall, delh·ering
the judgment of the court in this case, said: "Courts did not, at first, perhaps,
distinguish clearly between a defence which would authorize a verdict and
judgment in favor of the defendant in the particnlat· action, leaving the plaintiff free to usc his patent, and to bring other suits for its infl'ingement; and
one which, if successful, would. require the court to enter a judgment not only
for the defendant in the particular case, but one which declares the patent to
be void. This distinction is now well settled.
" If the party is content with defending himself, he may either plead specially, or plead the general issue, ami give the notice rer1uired by the sixth section of any special matter he means to use at the trial. If he shows that the
patentee has failed in any of those prerequisites on which the authority to use
the patent is made to de)lewl, his defence is complete. He is entitled to the
verdict of the jury and the judgment of the court. But if, not content with
defending himself, he seeks to annul the patent, he must proceed in precise
conformity to the sixth section. If he depends on evidence 1 tending to }Jrove
that the specification filed by the plaintiff ·docs not contain the whole truth
relative to his discovery, or that it contains more than is necessary to produce
the described effect,' it may avail him so far as respects himself, but will not
justify a judgment declaring the patent void, unless such 1 concealment or adclition shall fully appear to have been made for the purpose of deceiving the
public'; which purpose must be found by the jury to justify a judgment of
vacatw· by the court. The defendant is permitted to proceed according to the
sixth section, hut is not prohibited from proceeding in the usual manner, so
far as respects his defence; except that special matter may not be given in evidence on the general issue unaccompanied by the notice which the sixth section
requires. The sixth section is not understood to control the third. The evidence of fraudulent intent is required only in the particular case, and for the
particular purpose stated in the sixth section.
" This instruction was ma·~erial if the verdict ought to have been for the
defendants, provided the allegations of the plea were sustained, and if such
verdict would have supported IL judgment in their favor, although the defect in
the SJ;ecification might not have arisen from design, and for the purpose of
deceiving the public. That such is the law we are entirely satisfied. The
third section requires, as preliminary to a patent, a correct specification and
description of the thing discovered. This is necessary in order to give the
public, after the ptivilege shall expire, the advantage for which the privilege is
allowed, and is the foundation of the power to issue the patent. The necessary consequence of the ministerial character in which the secretary acts is
that the performance of the prerequisites .:;o a patent must be examinable in
any suit brought upon it. If the ease was of the first impression, we should
come to this conclusion; but it is understood to be settled.
" The act of Parliament concerning monopolies contains an excc}Jtion on
which the grants of patents for inventions have issued in that country. The
construction of so much of that exception as connects the specification with
1
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§ 368. Now the statute of 1836 omits the provision that the
patent shall 1e declared void, when judgment is rendered for the
defendant, and it leaves the ground of a concealment or addition
in the specification, with intent to deceive the public, simply a
defence to the action, of a special nature. There can be no doubt,
therefore, that when the defendant proposes to show that the specification contains more or less than a true description of the invention, and that the concealment or addition was made for the
purpose of deceiving the public, his plea must either be special,
setting forth the defects aml charging the intent, or it must Le
the ,ptent, and makes the validity of the latter dependent on the conl'ctness
of the former, is applicable, we think, to proceedings under the third section
of the American act. The English books are full of cast's in which it has been
held that a defective specification is a good bar when pleaded to, or a sutlicient
defence when given in evidence on the general issue, on an action llrought for
the infringement of a patent right. They are very well summed up in Gullson's Law of Patents, title Specification ; and also in the chapter rcspt.'cting
the infringement of patents, also in Holroyd on Patents, where· he treats of the
specification, its form and requisites. It is deemed unnecessary to go through
the cases, because there is no contrariety in them, ami. because the question is
supposed to be substantially ~>ettled in this country. I>ennock & Seller:> v.
Dialogue, 1 Peters, 1, was not, it is true, a case of defect in the SJlccification or
description required by the third section, but one in which the applicant did
not bring himself within the provision of the first section, which requires that
before a patent shall issue, the petitioner shall allege that he has inwntctl a
new and useful art, machine, &c., 'not k11own or used before lite upplit·tllion.'
This prerequisite of the first section, so far as a failure in it may affect the
validity of the patent, is not distinguishable from a failure of the prere11 uisites
of the third section.
" On the trial, evidence was given to show that the patentee had permitted
his invention to be used before he took out his patent. The court ..tP.clared its
opinion to the jury, that, if an inventor makes his discovery public, he abandons the inchoate right to the exclusive use of the invention. 'It is possible,'
added the court, ' that the inventor mt\y not have intended to give the benefit
of his discovery to the J>Ublic.' But it is not a question of intention, hut of
legal inference, resulting from the conduct of the inventor, and affecting the
interests of the public. It is for the jury to say whether the evidence brings
this case within the principle which has been stated. If it does, the court is of
opinion that the plaintiff is not entitled to a verdict.'
" The jury fnund a verdict for the defendants, an exception was taken to
the opinion, and the judgment was affirmed by this court. This case atfirms
the principle that a failure on the part of the patentee, in those prerequisites
of the act which authorize a patent, is a bar to a recovery in an action for its
infringement ; and that the validity of this defence does not depend on the
intention of the inventor, but is a. legal inference upon his conduct."
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the general issue, accompanied hy notice of the defects in tho
specification intended to he relied on. But I do not conceive
that the statute means to say that no concealment or defect in a.
specification shall he available as a defence to the action, under
the general issue, unless it was made with intent to deceive the
public. The statute may l1e construed as if it read thm:: .. Whcuever the defendant seeks to show that the specification docs not
contain the wlwlc truth relative to the iuvention or discovery, or
that it contains more than is necessary to produce the described
effect, and that such concealment or addition was made for the
purpose of decci•:iug the pulJlic, l~e may plead the general issue,
and give such special matter in cvidcuee, provided he shall have
given notice," &c. On the other haud, if the defendant relics on
a failure in the specification in respect of any of the prcrequi~,:ites
fl)r bsning a patent, he may show such failure under a I•lea of the
general issue, without any notice.
§ 309. The next special defence mentioned in the statntL• is, in
substance, that the subject-matter i~ not new ; tha.t is, " that the
patentee was not the original and first inventor or discoverer of
the thing patented, or of a snhstantial and material part thereof,
claimed as new ; or that it had been described in some public work,
anterior to the suppo.5ell discovery thereof hy the patentee." 1
§ 370. \Ve have seen, in a. former chapter of this work, when a
party is or is not the original and first inventor of a patented :sub- .
1

When this defence is relied upon, it will be incumbent on the defendant
to show that the invention had been known, used, or described in a public
work, anterior to tile suppo.~ed di.~cm·er!J of tile patentee. The plaintiff's right in
his invention, therefore, relates back to the original discovery, which may be
proved by parol, and is not necessarily presumed to have been made on the
day when the patent issued; althcJUgh the infringement must have taken place
after the date of the patent. Dixon t'. :\Ioyer, 4 Wash. GS, 7~. The com·crsations and declarations of a patentee, merely affirming that at some fornlCI' period
he had invented a machine, may well be objected to. But his conversations
and declarations, stating that he had made an invention, and dcsc1·ibing its
details, and explaining its operations, arc I>ropcrly deemed au assertion of his
right, at that time, as an inventor, to the extent of the facts and details which
he then makes known, although not of their existence at an anterior time.
Such declarations, coupled with a description of the nature and objects of the
invention, are to be deemed part of the res gestcc, and they are legitimate evidence that the invention was then known and claimed by him ; and thus its
origin may be fixed, at least, as early as that period. The Philadelphia and
Trenton Railroad Co. v. Stimpson, 14 Peters, 4:!8.
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ject; anll aloo that a failure, in 11oint of novelty, of any substantial awl material part of the alleged htvention, renders the patent
pro tanto. In order to insure the plaintiff against surpri~c, whenever this defence is to be 1csorted to, the same section of the
!'tatntc requires that the defendant H shall state in his notice of
spl'eial matter the name!i and places of residence of those whom
he intends to prove to ha,·c possessed a prior knowledge of the
thing, and where the same had been used." This provh~ion must
he ~trictly complied with.l The statute does not, however, re1p1ire
uotil'e of the time when such persons posse~setl the alleged knowl.
edge and use of the invention.2
§ oil. It io also fairly to be inferred, from the requisition, that
notice shall l1e gh·en of "any special matter'' intcmled tu he
offered in evidence •• tending to vrovc" the particular defence
relied upon, that the notice must describe whether the \rhole, ot·
a part, and what part of the invention is to he charged with want
of novclt~·, and in what public work nr works the "·hole, or a
part, or what part had been described before the supposed discovery l•y the patentee. There h; no limitation of time within which
this defence must be set ~tp.a
§ ;~j2. The stringent effect of this defence has been materially
modified, however, by two other vrovisions. The first is contained in the two provisions which are found at the end of the
same fifteenth section of the act of 1836: .. provided that, whenever it shall satisfactorily appear that the patentee, at the time of
maki.ug his applic~tion for th?..J.l~en~, believed himself to be tl1e
first mveutor or discoverer of the tlnng patented, the same shall
not be held to be void, on account of the invention or discovery,
or any part thereof having been before known or used in any
foreign country, it not appearing that the same or any substantial part thereof had before been patented or described in any
}Jrintcd publication ; and, provided also, that whenever the }Jlaintiff :shall fail to sustain his action, on the ground that in his specification of claim is emhru~;ed more than that of which he was
the first inventor, if it shall appear that the defendant had used
or violated any part of the invention justly and truly specified1
and claimed as new, it shall be in the power of tl1e court to
Jbid.
2 Phillips v. Pnge, 24 How. 164.
a Evans v. Eaton, Peters, C. C. R. 322, 348.
I
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adjudge and award, as to costs, as may appear to l1c just and
equitable."
1
In a. recent ca~e, Forhush ~·. Cook, the dde1H1ants "·ere
allowed to introduce evidence tending to t>how that the plaintiff had had direct knowledge of two foreign machines, o11c of
which had been patented and described in a printe<l publieation,
but the other not, previous to hh; obtaining his own patent. Per
contra, in Beard v. Egerton, 2 a plea that the invention was communicated to tlw patentee Ly a. foreigner was held hml on
demurrer, inasmuch as such an allegation was no denial of the
plaintiff's right as true and first inventor tllifltin tlte 1Wtlm, under
the statute :21 Jac. 1, c. a. Also the plea that the real im·entor
had assigne1l his whole interest to the king of France, who had
dedicated the same to the French public. The Engli~h patentee
in this case was really nothing more than the agent and trustee
of the inventor.s
§ j73. The other provision is contained in the act of l\Iarch 3,
l8o7, § 7, D, in relation to a. disclaimer. The seventh section
enacts as follows: "That, whenever any patentee shall have,
through inadvertence, accident, or mistake, made his specification
of claim too Lroad, claiming more than that of which he was the
original or first inventor, some material and substantial part of
the thing patented being truly and justly his own, any such patentee, his administrators, executors, and assigns, whether of the
whole or of a sectional interest therein, may make disclaimer of
such parts of the thing patented as the disclaimer shall not claim
to hold by virtue of the patent or assignment, stating therein the
extent of his interest in such patent; which disclaimer shall Le in
writing, attested by one or more witnesses, and recorded in the
Patent Office, on payment, by the person disclaiming in manner
as other patent duties are required by law to Le paid, of the sum
of ten dollars. And such disclaimer shall thereafter be taken aml
considered as part of the original specification, to the extent of the
interest which shall be possessed in the patent or right secured
thereby, Ly the disclaimant, and by those claiming by or under
him subsequent to the record thereof. But no such disclaimer
1

20 :Mon. Law Rep. 604.
~ 3 Mann., Gr. & Scott, 07.
8 For a discussion of the specification itself, sees. c.,.S l\Iann., Gr. & Scott,.
165; and 2 Carr. & Kirwan, 667.
rAT,
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shall affect any action pending at the time of its being filed, except
so far as may relate to the question of unreasonable neglect or
delay in filing the same."
§ 37 -!. The ninth section is as follows : '' Be it further enacted,
any thing in the fifteenth section of the act to which this is mhlitional to the contrary, notwithstanding, that, whenever by mistake, accident, or inadvertence, and without any wilful default,
or intent to defraud or mislead the public, any patentee shall have
in his specification claimed to be the original and first inventor or
discoverer of any material or substantial part of the thing patented, of which he was not the first and original inventor, and
shall have no legal or just right to claim the same, in every such
case the patent shall be deemed good and valicl for so much of
the invention aml di::;covery as shall be truly aml bona fide his
own : Provicled, it shall be a material and substantial part of the
thing patented, and be definitely distinguishable from the other
parts so claimed without right as aforesaid. And every such patentee, his executors, administrators, and assigns, whether of the
whole or a sectional interest therein, shall be entitled to maintain
a suit at law or in equity on such patent for any infringement of
such part of the invention or discovery as shall be bontt fide his
own, as aforesaid, notwithstanding the specification may embrace
more than he shall have any legal right to claim. But, in every
such case in which a judgment or verdict shall be rendered for the
plaintiff, he shall not be entitled to recover costs against the defendant, unless he shall have entered at the. Patent Office, prior
to the commencement of the suit, a disclaimer of all that part of
the thing patented which was so claimed without right: Provided, however, that no person bringing any such suit shall be en·
titled to the benefit of the provisions contained in this section,
who shall have unreasonably neglected or delayed to enter at
· the Patent Office a disclaimer as aforesaid.'' 1
In Reed v. Cutter, 1 Story, 590, GOO, }Ir. Justice Story said: "In respect
to another point, stated at the argument, I am of opinion that a disclaimer, to
be effectual for all inoonts and purposes, under the act of 1837, c. 45 (§ 7 and 0),
must be filed in the Patent Office before the suit is brought. If filed during
the pendency of the. suit, the plaintiff will not be entitled to the benefit thereof
in that suit. But if filed before the suit is brought, the plaintiff will be cnti·
tled to tecover costs in such suit, if he should establish at the trial that a part
of the invention, not disclaimed, has been infringed by the defendant. Where
a. disclaimer has been filed, either befo1•e or after the suit is brought, the plain·
1

•
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§ 375. The result of these various enactments is, that for
so much of the invention as has been describetl in some public
work anterior to the supposed discovery by the patentee, whether
the description was known to him in point of fact or not, if it
be a substantial and material }Jart of the thing invented, aud be
c1aimecl as new, and for so much as had Leen prr>viously patented, the patent is inoperative. But the mere previous knowledge or use of the thing in a foreign country will not defeat a
patent here, issuPd to an original inventor, provided it had not
been previously patented or described in a printed puhlication.
'§ 375 a. T!te law on this suLject is now regulated by the statute of 1870. Section sixty-one of that act provides: " That in
any action for infringement the defendant may plead the genei·al
issue, and having given notice in writing to the plaintiff or his
attorney, thirty days before, may prove on trial any one or more
of the following special matters : "First. That for the purpose of deceiving the public the description and specification filed by the patentee in the Patent Office
was made to contain less than the whole truth relative to his
invention or discovery, or more than is necessary to }Jroduce the
desired effect; or,
"Second. That he had surreptitiously or unjustly obtainecl the
patent for that which was in fact invented by another, who was
using reasonable diligence in adapting and perf~cting the same;
or,
"Third. That it had been patented or described in some printed
publication prior to his supposed invention or cliscovery thereof;
or,
"Fourth. That he was not the original and first inventor or discoverer of an:, material and substantial part of th~ thing patented;
or,
•
"Fifth. That it had been in public use or on sale in this country
for more than two years before his application for a patent, or had
been abandoned to the public.
"And in notices as to proof of previous invention, knowledge, or
use of the thing patented, the defendant shall state the names of
patentees and the dates of their patents, and when granted, and
0

tiff ·will not be entitled to the benefit thereof if he has unreasonably 11eglectecl
or delayed to enter the same at the Patent Office. But such an umeasonable
neglect or delay will constitute a good defence and objection to the suit .
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the names and residences of the pert:'ons alleged to h:.we inventP<l
or to have had the prior lmowlcllge of the thing patented, nml
where and by whom it had been used; and if any one or mme
of the special matters alleged shall he found for the dcfemla11t,
judgment shall be rendered for him with costs. And the like
defcnel's may be pleadell in any suit in equity for relief ag-aht~t
an alleged infringement; and proofs of the game may be g-iwn
upon like notice in the answc1· of the defendant., and with the
like effect.
•· SEc. 62. And be it furtlter enacted, That whenever it ~lmll
appear that the patentee, at the time of making his applit·at iu11
for the patent, believetl himself to be the original and first innntor or discoverer of the thing patented, the same shall not he held
to he void on account of the invention or discovery, or a11y part
thereof, having been known or u:;cd in a foreign country, bl'i'orc
his invention or discovery thereof, if it had not been patented, or
described in a printecl publication."
§ 3iG. It will be observed that the statute uses difl'ercnt
phra:'ieology in describing the kiml of publication which is to lntYc
this dfeet. In the bodv
0f the fifteenth section of the act of lt-::\G,
v
it is declared to be a dt:'scription in "some puhlic work"; and in
the proviso of the same section it is declared to be "any printed
publiuation." This renders it somewhat doubtful as to what ki!Hl
of publication is intended. The phrase " some public work"
would seem to point to a class of regular, established publications, or to some book, publicly printed and circulated, so as to
be open to the public ; while the phrase " a11y printed publication " is broad enough to include any cleseription printed in any
form and published or circulatell to any extent and in any manner. Taking the whole section together, however, and looking
to the apparent policy of the statute, it is probable that the intention of Congress was to make it a conclusive presumption that the
patentee had seen any printed description of the thing, which had
been so printed and published as to he accessible to the public;
but not to adopt that presumption in cases of pl'inted clescl'iptions
published ancl circulated in such a manner as not to be accessible
either to the public or to him. If the presumption were adopte(l
in cases of the latter cla~s of publications, an 01·iginal aud
meritorious inventor might be defeated of his patent, hy showing
that the thing had, in a foreign country, been privately descrihed
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in a printed paper puhlbhecl to a single individual ; which certaiHly would not l1e a description in a "public work," although
it would he a description in a '"printed pul,Iication." 'Vlwn it is
considered that the statute excepts cases even where the thing
had been known or used abroad, provided it l1atl not heen patcntPcl
Ol' deserihed in an,v printed publication, it seems reasouable to
suppose that the pul,Iicatiou iutendecl is one to which the pnl1lic
could have access; and this coustmction is fortified hy the consideration that the defence cnnctccl in this section, to 'vhich tlte
l)l'OYiso estalJlishes the exception, is that the thing had been
descril,ed in " some pu l1lic work." I
If this he so, it would seem to he a question for the jury, under
all the circumstances muler which the publication has taken place,
to determine whether the description was so printc<l ana pnhlishcd as to he accessible to the pulJlic, where the publication
took place. If it was so aecessil,le, the presumption is agniust
the patentee, and his patent will be defeated, not~vithstanding- he
may not have seen it ; because the description was already in the
possession of the pnl,lic.
Upon this question of description by publication, the recent
case of Lang v. Gisborne 2 has elicited an elaborate ruling of the
:Master of the Holls. It appeared from tlie eYidencc that, in a
hook published at Paris in 1857, a plan fur an electric target was
dcserihml as having hecn then invented by a l\I. De llrettes, which
plan was identical 'vith that of the plaintiff's in the snit. It also
appeared that a l\I. Ballicrc, bookseller in London, had sold one
copy of the book to Dr. Wheatstone, another to the Camhridge
Unh·crsity Library, a third to Dr. Richardi'on, and a fourth to
some unknown party. The ruling, though made in an injunction
1

The statute of li!Hl, § 6, used only the phrase "described in some public
work," and did not contain the proviso introtlnccd into the act of J8;Hi. l\Iarshall, C. J., in E\·ans ''· Eaton, :3 Wheat. 4M, 514, commenting on the former
statute, said: "It may be that the patentee hall no knowledge of this pre,·ions
usc or previous description; still his patent is voill; tlte law supjJO.~es lw may lwt·e
kno1cn it." It is, therefore, by adopting a presumption of knowledge, that the
law declares the patent Yoitl. But there could be no reason or justice in adopting such a presumption, in cases wlu~re the printcll description had not come
into the possession of the public ; and it is manifest that the former statute
did not mean to adopt it in such cases, since it uses only the phrase "public
work."
''- UI ~aw T'1mes, N. s. "~1
,; .
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suit, seems equally applieal1le to an action at law. The l\1. R.
saitl : " Before I finally di::-;pose of this case, I propo~e to read
throu~h the affidavits; but I will now state my view of the law,
ancl also the general view which I take of the evidence. In the
first place, I will state the law of. the case as I ta];::e it to be, and
as I ::-;lwuld have instructed a jury, ha(l I the jury before me. I
will as~nnne, for the present, that De Brettes's plan, described hy
the Vicomte dn l\Ioncel, is, in fact, identical with that of the
plaintiffs. That I)lan appears to have been published in a hook
in Paris towards the eml of December, 18;)7. That hook "·as
sent owr to this country, aml four copies of it were sold here:
one on 31st December, 18;)7, to Professor 'Vheatstone ; one on
Gth May following to the library of the University of Camhri(lge;
one on 21st August, 1858, to Dr. Richardson at Newcastle; and
a fourth on 30th l\Iarch, 18;)9, to some one whose name is nor.
known. All these sales were made previous to the provisional
and complete specification of the plaintiff's patent. Now, in my
opinion, there are two modes b,v which an invention can be mtHt•J
pnhlic: the one is by a publication in fact or by user, such as that
l1y the user alone the invention becomes a part of the general stock
d puhlic information; the other is hy what is termed a puhlieatiou in law. Upon these two modes of publication the authorities
::-;eem to establish this, that the requisition that an invention shall
}1e made a part of the general stock of public information applies
to cases where some one has used the invention either for the pmposc of experiments or as a complete ami perfect invention. In
such cases it is nc. doubt very difficult to draw the line between
the user of the invention as a mere experiment, aml user of the
invention in a complete sta:te; that is, in such a state as that the
inventor thinks he can then make no further addition to it. It is,
however, to that class of cases that, in my opinion, the authorities
refer. Now I think tl1at there is a publication in law of an inventiC:n in this count1·y, when the inventor of it makes, either by himself or his agent, a written description of it, puts that into a book,
and sends that to a bookseller here, to be puhlishecl hy him. It
is not necessary to prove, further, that any one volume of the book
l1as been sold; for, accorcling to the view which I have stated, ihe
moment that the book is exposed in the publisher's shop for the
purpose of sale, thf\n there is in law a complete publication of
the invention. I wish to state this view as broadly as I can, be-
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cause, if this case should go further, it is very desirable that there
should be no mistake as to my opinion of what the law is. 'Veil,
then, that is how the matter would stand, assuming the iinrentor
to be an Englishman. But, assuming llim to be a Frenchman, or
any other foreigner, would the case be different? I think not. I
think that if a foreigner writes a book in his own language, describing an invention of his, and hands it oYer to an English bookseller for the purpose of its being sold here, so soon as the hook
arrives here and is offered for sale in the public shop of the
bookseller, then (assuming. of course, that the description of the
invention is accurate) there is in lawn. publication of the invention. To come to any other conclusion would, in my opinion,
lead to the most inextricable confusion. For instance, it would
obviously lle most difficult, if not impossible, to explain who or
how many persons had actuall.v bought the book; ami then again
the buying might he nothing if they had not read it. 'Vho could
say to how many persons the purchaser might have lent it, and of
those persons who could say how many had read it? In the present case it is proved by the evidence that one of our large public
libraries (that of the University of Cambridge) actually bought a
copy of the Vicomte de l\foncel's work. It may, therefore, well
be that a thousand persons may have read it and considered De
Brettes's invention before that of the plaintiff's was made ; but
how can that be proved? The courts would be involved in the
most inextricable difficulties, if the onus of proof in such cases
was thrown on the person who had made public an invention so
far as he could do so, to show that the public had appreciated it
by purchasing the book 01' making it common to others who had
not actually purchased it. I am of opinion, therefore, that there
was, in this case, a complete publication in law in this country
of De Brettes's plan, as contained in the Vicomte de :1\Ioncel's
Look, in December, 1857, when it was offered for sale here."
•
A similar doctrine has been put forth by the Common Pleas, in
the case of Stead v. 'Villiams. 1 At the jury trial, Creswell, J.,
had given the following instructions: "But then the defendants
do not bring home to the plaintiff the fact of his I1aving seen any
of these publications, and it is for you to judge, upon the whole
of the matter, wh~ther you think that he had seen those publica1

2 Webs. Pat. Cas. 137, 142.
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tions and harl derivetl his information from the stock of knowlcrlge
preYiously given to the puolie of this country, or wlwthcr he de~
rind it from some 1wrson residing abroad, and therefore hayiug a
toionrcc of information which is con::.ideretl m; equivalent to his own
invention." The tlefemlanb; then moved for a new trial on the
ground of improper instruction. Tindal, C. J ., in grantiug tlw
motion, saill: "
e think, if the invention has already oeen uHulc
pnhlic in Englmul, by a description contained in a work, wlH'ther
written or printed, which ha::; '1een puolicly circulated, in :meh
case the patentee is not the first aml true inventor, within the
meaning of the statute, whether he has himself borrowed his in~
wntion from such puolication or not; because we think the publie cannot be precluded fr·-•tn the right of using sue~. information
as they were already possessed of at the time the pateut was
granted. Jt is obvious that the application of this principle must
depend npon the particular circumstances which are brought to
lJL~ar on each particular case. The existenee of a single copy of a
work, though printed, brought from a depository where it has long
hecn kept in a state of obscurity, would afford a very different
inference from the procluc,tion of an Encycloprcdia or other work
in general circulation. TLe question will l1e, whether, upon the
whole evidence, there has been such a publication as to make the
description a part of the public stock of information."
§ ;377. The hook must not only he :-;pecified, but the plaec in
the lJOok in which the alleged description is to be found. Thus,
whe1 e the defembnt specified in his notice that the imention
claimed l·~r the plaintiff was tlcscrihml inUre's Dictionary of Arts,
&c., awl had been used hy Andrew Ure of London, it was held
not to he competent to the defendant to give the dictionary in
evidence, no specification having been given of the place in the
hook "·here the description might be found ; and also, that as the
notice did not state the place where Andrew Ure had uscu the invention, the book was not competent evitlence that Andrew Ure
of London had a prior knowledge of the thing patenteu. 1

"r

•

•

•

Silsby v. Foote, 14 How. 218. " The notice given in the case was as fol·
lows : ' The patentee was not the original and first inventor or discoverer o{ a
substantial and material part thereof, claimed as new. That it had been
descrihed in a public work called "Ure's Dictionary of Arts, ~Ianufactmes,
and :\lines," anterior to the supposed invention thereof by the patentee i and
· also hall been in public use and known before that time and used by Andrew
1
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§ 378. 'Vhat, then, constitutes a "description"? No jucTicial
construction has yet hecn given to this term.

It can scarcely he

C're of LolJ(lon, the late l\f. Bonnemair of Paris, and George II. l\IeCleary
of Seneca Falls, New York.'
" Ure's Dictionary contains upwards of thirteen lnmrlrcd pages, ami the
articles whieh the cll•fendnnts offere1l to rl:'ad were entitled Thermostad and
III:'nt Uegulator. The first question is, whether this was a suflicicnt notice of
•
the gpecial mnttl•r, ten11ing to prove that the thing patented or some suhstantial part thl:'reof, claimed as new, had been descril1cd in a patcutecl pul,licution.
We arc of opinion it was not. The act docs not attempt to prescribe the particulars which sueh a notice shall contain. It simply requires notice. But
the least effect which can he allowed to this re1p1irement is, that the notice
should he so full aiHlparticular as reasonahly to answer the end in view. This
end wns,'~ot merely to put the }Jatentee 01~ inquiry, hnt to relieve him from
the necessity of making useless inquiries and researches, and enahle him to
fix with precision upon what is relie1l on by the defendants and to prepare
himself to meet it at the trial. This highly salutary ohjcct shoul1l be kept
in view, and a corrl:'spowling disclosure enacted from the dcfl:'ntlant of all
those particulars which he must he presumefl to know, aiHl which he may he
safely rl:'f1uire1l to sta'"· without exposing him to any risk of losing his rights.
Le~s than this woulcl nut be reasonable notice, and thcrl:'forc would not be
such a notice as t.he net must he prl:'smncd to lmvc inten1lcd.
"Now. we do not pl'reeirc that the 1lefen1lants wouhl be exposed to the
1·isk of losing any right, hy rccp:iring them to indicate in their notice what
particular thingil, descrihed in the printed puhliention, they intended to aver
were substantially the same as the thing patcntc11. This they might have
done either hy reference to pages or titles, and perhaps in other ways, for the
particular manner in which the things rl:'ferrcd to nrc to be identified must
depend much upon the contents of the volume aml their arrangement. It has
been urged that a defendant may not haw nccl:'ss to the l1ook in season for
the notice. Hut it must be remembered that, some considerahlc time before
it is nrr·cssal'Y to give such notice, the dPfcndant has begun to usc the thing
patent eel, which prim{i jitcie he has no right to usl:', allll it would seem to be no
injustice or hardship to expect him, before he begins to infringe, to ascertain
that the patentee's title is not vali,l, and, if its invalidity depends upon what is
in a public work, that he should inform himself what that work contains, and,
consequently, how to refer to it. 'Ve do not think it necessary so to construe
this act, designed for the benefit of patentees, as to enable the defendant to
do, what we fear is too often done,
infringe first, and look for defence
afterwards.
" Nor does a notice that, somewhere in a volume of thirteen hundred
pages, there is something which tends to prove that the thing patented, or
some substantial and material part thereof, claimed as new, had been described
thcrdn, relieve the patentee from the necessity of making fruitless researches,
to enable him to fix with reasonable certainty on \\'hat he must encounter at
the trial. Upon this ground, therefore, the exception cannot be supported.

•
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supposed, however, that a mere suggestion of the possilJility of
constructing the machine, or other thing, which may have heen
subsequently patented, is what the statute intends. The rcaso11
why the statute adopts the presumption of knowledge, on the part
of the subsequent patentee, is that a knowledge of the thing wa8
already in the possession of the public. It makes knowledge and
the means of knowledge on the part of the public the :-;ame
thing ; and, acting upon this principle, it holds that the pnhlic
have ac(luired nothing from the specification of the patentee
which they tlid not possess before, and that the patentee has invented nothing which he, as one of the puhlic, could not have
derived from the means of knowledge which the public ln:!fnre
1
possessed. Hence it is, that the production of a prior de:-oeription, which was in the possession of the public, negatives the
title of the patentee as the first. inventor. But it follows nl·cessarily, from this view of the principle on which the law prneeetls,
that the description must be such as to give the public the means
of knowledge, or, in other words, must of itself cnahJn the pnl :lie
to practise tl1e invention. It is not necessary that • . . inven: ·.m
should have heen reduced to 1wactice; hut unless t :1 . ·..lcscripti.-,u
would enable the pulJlic, without further invcntic n to put tile
thing in practice, it cannot be said that a knowlNlgf • r that thing
is in the possession of the public. .Accordingly, it .tas l1Pen laiu
down by two eminent writers on the patent law, that the description which is to have the effect of defeating a subsequent patent
" But it is further urged, that the book ought to have been admitted ns
evidence that Andrew T;re of London hall prior knowletlge of the thing patented. This '-lew cannot be sustained. :For, although the name of Andrew
Ure of London is contained in the notice of persons who arc alleged to hare
had this prior knowledge, yet the defendants have not brought thcmsel\'es
within the act of Congress, because the notice did not st:\te ' where the same
was used ' py Anurew Cre. Besides, inasmuch as the same section of the
statute provides that a prior invention in a foreign country shall not avoid a
patent, otherwise valid, unless the fo1·eign invention had been dezcrihed in a
printed publication, the defendants are thrown back upon that clause of the
'· act which proviues for that defence arising from a printed publication which
has already been considered." Per Curtis, J.
Compare Jones"· Berger, 5 Mmm. & Grang. 208, for a construction of the
somewhat similar statutory rule contained in 5 & G Wm. IV. c. 83, § 5.
l A man cannot be said to be the inventor of that which has been exposed
to public view, {lnd which he might have had access to if he had thought fit.
Lord Abiuger, C. B., in Carpenter v. Smith, Webs. Pat. Cas. 535.

•
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ought to approach the character, and in some degree to answer
the purposes, of a specification, by serving as a dire ·t:0n for
n.aking, doing, or practising the thing which is the subject. ·of the
patent. 1 But mere speculations or suggestions of an experimental kind, not stated in such a way as to serve for a practical
direction, are entirely analogous in their character to abortive and
unsuccessful experiments in practice. The l\Ian1uis of 'Vorccster's Century of Inventions contained many hints and speculations, on which subsequent inventors have acted; but, as they
were the mere speculations of an ingenious man, not reduced by
him to practice, and not so stqted that the statement would
answer for a rule of working, 'vithout the exercise of invention
on the part of the public, they have not been held t.o have defeated the patents to which they gave rise.2
§ 378 a. The following rule as to what a foreign publication
should contain, in order to defeat a patented invention, was laicl
down by the Supreme Court of the United States in the recent
case of Seymour v. Osborne : 3 "Patented inventions cannot be superseded by the mere introducl:ion of a foreign publication of the kind, though of prior
elate, unless the description and drawings contain aml exhibit a
substantial representation of the patented improvement, in such
full, clear, and exact terms as to enable any person, skilled in the
art or science to which it appertains, to make, con:;truct, and
1

Phillips on Patents, p. 175. l\Ir. Webster (Pat. Cas. 719, note) says:
" But whatever may be the peculiar circumstances under which the publication
takes place, the account so published, to be of any effect in law as a publication, must, on the authority of the principal case, be an account of a complete and perfect invention, and published as such. If the invention be not
described and published as a complete, perfected, and successful invention,
but be }mblished as account of some experiment, or by way of suggestion and
speculation, as something which, peradventure, might succeed, it is not such
an account as will vitiate subsequent letters-patent. It would appear to be a
test not wholly inapplicable to cases of this nature, to inquire whether what is
so published Wl)uld be the subject of letters-patent, because, inasmuch as that
which rests only in experiment, suggestion, and speculation, cannot be the
subject of letters-patent, it would be unreasonable that what could not lJe the
subject of letters-patent, supposing letters-patent granted in respect thereof,
should vitiate letters-patent properly granted."
2
See the observations of Lord Abinger, C. B., in Carpentel' v. Smith, Webs.
Pat. Cas. 534.
8 11 Wall. 516.
•
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practise the invention to the same practical extent as they wonltl
be enahled to do if the information was derived from a pri,,r
patent. l\Iere vague a1ul general representations will not support
such a defence, as the knowledge supposell to Lc derived from
the publication must be sufficient to enable those skilled iu the
art or science to understand the natme and operation of ~\:.•)
invention, and to carry it into practical use. 'Vhatevcr may he
the particular circumstances under which the puLlicalion takes
place, the account published, to be of any effect to t:mpport :-i\H:h
a defence, must l1e an account of a complete and operative imention capable of being put into practical operation."
§ 3i8 b. 'Vhere the defence relied upon to llcfeat the noYt~lty
of the plaintiff's invention is the specification of a patent gmHted
to some third party prior to the plaintiff's obtaining his own
patent, the question arises, whether such specification mn:-;t J,e
so full and clear as to sustain the patent grantecl thcrel'or, or
whetlnJr, although incomplete itself, it will still be sufficiPut to
show a want of novelty in any subsequent patent, if it coHiain a
mere hint of the invention for which that subsequent patent was
granted. This question has been ably and exhaustively trcatc!l
in several leading English cases, and the House of Lonls has
•
clecided that it is not sufficient that such prior specification contain a mere hint of the process containecl in the sul.Jsequent onc.l
Lord Chancellor 'Vestbury, in moving the vote of the House,
said: " :My lords, I pass on to the next conclusion which is involved in the answer of the learned judges to your lordships'
question, and that conclusion is, I think, also of great; importance
to the law of patents, because it results from an opinion that an
antecedent specification ought not to be held to be an anticipation
of a subsequent cliscovery, unless you have ascertained that the
antecedent specification discloses a practicable mode of producing
the result which is the effect of the subsequent discovery. l\Iy
lords, here we attain at length to a certain, undoubted, and useful rule ; for the law laicl down with regard to the interpretation
of an antecedent specification is equally applical.Jle to the construction to be put upon publications or treatises previously
given to the world, and which are frelluently brought forward
for the purpose of showing that the invention has been antil

Betts v. l\Ienzies, 7 Law Times, x. s. 110; 4 Best & Smith, Q. B. f!OO.
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cipatcfl. The effect of this opinion I take to he this, if your
lor<lships shall affirm it, that a barren, general description, prohably containing some suggestive information, or involving- some
speculative theory, cannot be considered as auticipatiug, and
therefore a.voidiug for want of novelty, a subse<ptent specification
or invention, which involves a. practical truth producLive of
henefit:ial effects, unless you ascertain that the antecedent puhlication involves the same amount of practical and useful information. Now, my lords, it will be evident, upon a comparison of
the two specifications, that the one was a mere general suggestion, while the other h; a. speeiflc, definite, practical iHvention.
It is possible that a suggestion, such as that containell in the one,
may lead to the discovery eoutained in the other. But it is the
latter alone which does really add to the amount of useful
knowledge ; it is the latter alone which, by its practical operation,
confers a benefit upon mankinrl, within the meaning of the patent law. In the present case, there was not only no evidence
that what was contained in Dohb's specification was capable of
practical operation, hut in reality that conclusion was negatived
by the verdict of the jury. Therefore, my lords, concurring, as
I entirely do, in the conclusions which have been arrived at by
the judges in answer to the second question, it results, as a necessary consequence, that the decision of the Comt of Queen's
Bench and of the Court of Exchequer Chamber ought to be
reversed, and that the rule nisi, made ahsolute by the Court of
Queen's Bench, ought to be discharged." The House of Lords
-voted, as here moved, reversing thereby the judgment appealed
from, 1 and modifying the decision rendered in Bush v. Fox, 2 and
sustaining Hill v. Evans,a where the Lorll Chancellor had ruled
as follows: " If appeal be made to an antecedently publishell
book or specification, the question is, what is the natme and
extent of the information thus acquired which is necessary to
disprove the novelty of the subsequent patent ? There is not,
I think, any other general answer that can be given to the question than this, that the information as to the alleged invention,
given by the prior publication, must, for the purpose of practical
utility, be equal to that given by the subsequent patent. The
invention must be shown to have been before made known.
1

8 Ell. & Blackb. 923.
8 6 Law Times, N. s. 90.

2

38 E. L. & Eq. 1.
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'Vhatever, therefore, is essential to the invention must he read
out of the prior publication. If specific details are necessary
for the practical working and real utility of the alleged invention, they must be found substantially in the prior publication.
Apparent generality, or a proposition not true to its full extent,
will not prejudice a subsequent statement which is limited, accurate, and a specific rule of practical application. The reason is
manifest, because much further invention, and therefore much
further discovery, are I'equirecl before the real truth can he
extricate(l and embodied in a form to serve the uses of mankind.
It is the difference between the ore, and the refined and pme
metal which is extracted from it. Again, it is not in my opinion
true in these cases to say that knowledge and the means of
obtaining knowledge are the same. There is a great <lifference
between them. To carry me to the place at which I wish to
arrive is very different from merely putting me on the road that
leads to it. There may be a latent truth in the words of a former
writer not known even to the writer himself, and it would be
unreasonable to say that there is no merit in discovering aml
unfolding it to the world. Upon principle, therefore, I conclude
that the prior knowledge of an invention, to avoid a patent, must
he knowledge equal to that required to be given by a patent,
namely, such knowledge as will enahle the public to perceive the
very discovery and to carry the invention into practical use."
The result of these recent cases would :.ccordingly seem to he
that prior specifications are, in this respect, to be construed by
the same principles as other publications.
§ 379. The uefendant, therefore, to return to the considera·
tion of this defence,
who gives notice of the statute defence
of want of novelty, will not he defeated in it, if he prove~ a
material part of the invention to have been known or used before
the discovery by the patentee, provided he shows that the speci·
fication was made broader than the real discovery of the plaintiff,
with" wilful default or intent to defraud or mislead the public."
But if it was made broader than the real discovery, through
ac1 .•1t or inadvertence, the patent will still be good, and an
action may be maintained for so much of the invention or dis·
covery as is bona fide the invention or discovery of the patentee,
provided it is a material and substantial part of the thing pat·
enteu, and is definitely distinguishable from the other part which
•
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the patentee had no right to claim ; unless there has been an unreasonable neglect or delay to file the disclaimer. 1 The question
whether there has been unreasonable negligence or delay in entering a disclaimer is one which goes to the right 'Jf action, so
that the iury may, on finding great negligence, say that the
patent is void. This applies, however, only to the case where
the part wrongly claimed hy the patentee is a material and. sub2
stantial part of the thing patentcd. No costs, however, can be
recovered in such an action, unless the plaintiff, before bringing
his action, has filed in the Patent Office :t disclaimer of all that
part of the thing patented which his original specification should
not have claimed. If the disclaimer is filed before the action is
brought, but the entry of it at the Patent Office has been unreasonably neglected or delayed, the defence of a want of novelty
in any material respect, from whatever cause the defect in the
original specification arose, will be admitted as a bar to the
action; and the question of unreasonable neglect or delay will
be a question of law for the court.3
It seems that the ninth section was intendNl to cover inadvertences and
mistakes of law, as well as of fact; and, therefore, a claim of nn abstract principle would be within its provisions. Wyeth v. Stone, 1 Story's It. 2i3, 205.
See further as to Disclaimer, ante.
2 Hall v. Wiles, 2 Blatchf. 19!, per Nelson, J. Yet in another case, Seymour v. l\IcCormick, 10 How. !Jti, the same judge, in gi\'ing the judgment of
the Supreme Court, says: " In regard to the question of unreasonable delay
in making the disclaimer, as going to the whole cause of action, the court are
of opinion that the granting of the patent for this improvement, together with
the opinion of the court below, maintaining its validity, repel any inference of
unreasonable delay in correcting the claim; and that, under the circum.~tances,
the que.~tio11 is o11e of la10. This was decided in the case of O'Reilly v. l\Iorse,
15 How. 121. Tbe Cllief Justice, in delivering the opinion of the court, observed that • the delay in entering it (the disclaimer) is not unreasonable, for
the objectionable claim was sanctioned by the head of the office; it has been
held valid by a circuit court, and differences of opinion in relation to it are
found to exist among the justices of this court. Under such circumstances the
patentee had a right to insist upon it and not disclaim it until the highest court
to which it could be carried bad pronounced its judgment.' " But in the trial
in the circuit court
Blatchf. 209), from which the above-cited appeal was
taken, Judge Nelson used the following language: "If the jury are satisfied
that there has been unreasonable negligence and delay on the part of the patentee in making a disclaimer as respects the invalid part of his patent, then
the whole patent is inoperative, and the verdict must be for the defendant."
8
McCormick v. Seymour, 3 Blatch.f. 20!.1; Seymour v. 1\IcCormick, 19 How.
!Hi; Silsby v. :Foote, 20 How. 3i8.
1
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§ 380. Care is to be taken, therefore, in framing this defence,
to ascertain, in the first place, whether the whole or only a part
of the substance of the thiug patente<.l is opei1 to the ol,jcction
of prior use or lmowlellge ; aml, in the second place, whctlwr a
disclaimer has been filed. If a disclaimer has been filecl in rcasonalJlc time, the defence of a. want of novelty, that goes ouly to a
part of the thing patentell, and still leaves a material and :mbstantial part unaffected by the objection, will not be an awnrcr
to the action, but will simply prevent the recovery of costs. But
a defence which goes to the originality of the whole patent, and
leaves nothing new that i::; material and substantial, and capable
of distinction as the subject-matter of the plaintiff's invcution,
will be au answer to the action, notwithstanding any dh;claimer.
It is obviously necessary, therefore, to specify in the notice of
defence the }Xtrticular parts of the thing patented whieh it is
intended to attack. 1
§ 380 a. It may be well to mld, by way of concluding the discussion of this statutory defence, that, although the statute req uire:s notice to be given of any matter reliCll upon to tlefeat the
patentee's claim on the ground of want of novelty, it tloes not
prescribe any notice, previous to the admission of evidence, merely
going to show the gt>neral stat~" of the art at the t!me when the
plaintiff made his invention. The distinction is, accordiugly, to
be drawn between eviUence introduced for the purpose of defeating the patentee'::; claim and such as is offered by way of explanation. Tlm::; in the case of Vance v. Campbell,2 which turned
chiefly upon the question of infringement, Nelson, J., remlering
the opiuion of the Supreme Court, says : " Several exceptions
were takcu lu the admissibility of evidence offered by the dcfcmlants; lmt, without referring to them ::;peeially, it will be a
sufficient answer to say, that it was competent and relative, as
showing the state of the art in respect to improvements in the
manufacture of cooking-stoves at the elate of plaintiff's invention.
No notice '"as nece::;sary in order to justify the a(lmission of evidence for thi::; purpose."
§ 381. Another of the statute defences is, that the patentee
See, further, an elaborate construction of the seventh and ninth sections,
as to a disclaimer, in the opinion of 1\Ir. Justice Story, in tho case of Wyeth
v. Stone, 1 Story's R. 273.
z 1 Black, 427.
1
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had allowed his invention to become public, before his application
for a patent, or, as it is expressed in the statute, that it "had
been in public use, or on sale, with the consent or allowance of
the pate11tee, before his application for a patent." This provision is intended to embody the defence of an vbandonment or
dedication to the public of his invention by the patentee, prior to
his application for a patent. The question whether a patentee,
by any and what degree of use of his invention before his application for a patent, could use his inchoate right in the thing
invented, and not be able afterwards to resume it at his pleasure,
arose before the statute of 1836 was passed, and the Supreme
Court of the United States declared that an inventor might undoubtedly abandon his invention, and surrender or dedicate it
to the public; and that the question which generally arises is,
whether the acts or acquiescen.ce of the party furnish, in the
given case, satisfactory proof o.L ;>UCh an abandonment or dedication to the public. The court held that the true construction of
the then existing law was, that the first inventor cannot acquire
a good title to a patent, if he suffers the thing invented to go
into public use, or to be publicly sold for use, before he makes
application for a patent; that such a voluntary act, or acquiescence in the public sale or use, is an abandonment of his right ;
or rather creates a disability to comply with the terms and conditions of the law, on which alone the public officer is autho1·ized
to grant a patent.1 In a more recent case, the same court reaffirmed this construction of the patent laws, and held that the
right of an alien patentee was vacated in the same manner by a
foreign use or knowledge of his invention, under the then existing statutes.2
§ 382. It was the object of the clause now under consideration
to make this defence of a prior abandonment or dedication to the
public available under the general issue, upon notice of the facts
intended to be proved. By " public use " is meant use in public;
that is to say, if the inventor himself makes and sells the thing to
be used by others, or it is made by one other person only, with
his knowledge and without objection, before his appli~'ation for a
patent, a fortiori, if he suffers it to get into general . .:>e, it will
1

11
P~T.

Pennock v. Dialogue, 2 Peters, 1.
Shaw v. Cooper, 7 Peters, 292.
88
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have been in " public usc."
But where the patentee alouc
makes the thing for the purposes of experiment and completion,
without selling it to be used. by others, the term "public u~c ·• is
not applicable. 2
§ 383. An important question next arise:-;, as to what will constitute proof of the '" consent aml allowance" of the patPnh·e to
the '"public usc or sale" of his invention hcfore his a}Jplication.
In the first place, a knowledge of such public use or :';ale hy
others, without ohjection on his part, will go far towards rai~ing
the presumption of an acquiescence, and in some cases will he
a sufficient proof of it. The question in such cases is as to ltis
consent; aml if knowlcllge of the use of his invention l•y others
is brought home to him, and no exclusive right has hccn a~sertc<l
by him against that m;e, his silence will fm·nh;h very strong evidence• that he has waived his l'ight.·l If the evidence !-.ihows a
long acquie8cence, or a very general use, it will be conclush·c.4
§ 384. In the second place, although acquiescence cannot he
presumetl without knowlcugo, such knowledge may be prc~un1etl
from the circumstances, nml. is not always requircll to be proYell
by direct evidence.&
§ 385. In the third piuce, no particular lapse of time is necessary to be shown, after knowledge and. acquiescence arc estahlbhcd, in order tu prove an abandonment or dedication to the
public. In one of the cases the invention wa' made in tl~e year
1804, and suffered to go into general use without any elaim of
an exclusive right, or any objection, aml without receiving any
compensation, until the year 1822.6 In another case, the invention was completed in 1811, and the letters-patent were obtained
in 1818 ; in the interval, a single individual had made aml publicly 8old large quantities of the t.hing patented, under an agreement with tl1e inventor as to price.'; In a third case, the inventor,
who was a foreigner, came to this country in 1817, and might
lawfully have applied for a patent in 1819, but did not do so
until three years afterwards. It appeared that he invented the
Pennock v. Dialogue; Shaw v. Cooper; Melius v. Silsbee, 4 Mas. 108.
2 Shaw v. Cooper.
a Melius v. Silsbee.
" Ibid.; Shaw v. Cooper.
b Shaw ''· Cooper, 7 Peters, 202, 321.
6 l\lellus v. Silsbee, 4 1\Ias. 108.
, Pem10ck v. Dialogue, :.! Peters, 1.
1
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instrument in 18ll3 or 1814, and made it known to certain persons in England, 1'Y or through ':shom, contrary to his iutcntion,
1
it was publicly used and sold thcrc. Iu a fourth case, in England, the patentee had sold the adiclc in the pnhlic market four
months l1eforc the date of tlw patcnt.2 In all these cases the
patentee was held to have almmlonell or dedicated to the puLlic
his right in the im·cntion.
§ 380. But, ou the other hand, it is a still further question,
what constitutes a pHblic usc, with the consent or allowance of
the pn: en tee. 'Vhat acts, iu other terms, within a longer or
shorter period of time, or what permission to usP, grautcd or
allowed to several persons, or restricted to a single instance,
or what use by the patentee himself, will amount to an alw.ndonment or dedication to· the public? Is the intention with which
the acts are done, or t1lC usc permittcfl, au clement in the q uestion, or is the intention wholly inunatcrials provided certain acts
are done, or a certain use is permitted? In determining these
questions, it is necessary to discrimiuate between tho cases of a
use permitted to others, or of a 1mowledge imvarted to others,
aml the exercise or pmctice of the invention Ly the pateutee
himself.
§ 387. In t11e case of Shaw v. Cooper, already referred to, the
Supreme Court of the United States said that the intention o:f
the inventor is not the tl·ue ground in these cases; that "whatever may be his intention, if he suffers the invention to get into
puLlic usc, through any means whatsoever, without au immediate
assertion of his right, he is not entitled to a patent; nor will a
patent obtained under such circum:-:.tances protect his right." :J
The meaning of this obviously is, that no matter what the intention of the patentee was, in imparting to another a knowledge of
his invention, if the person or persons, to whom he had so im..
parted it, afterwards, though fraudulently, use the invention in
public, ancl the patentee looks on without ohjection, or assertion
of his right, the public will have become possessed of the invention, and the patentee cannot resume his right in it by obtaining
a patent. This meaning is apparent fi·oru other }Jarts of the
opinion in the same case; for the court say, that if the invention
Shaw v. Cooper.
Wood v. Zimml'r, 1 Holt, N. P. C. 60.
a i Peters, 2U2, 3:!3.

1
2
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has become known to the public through fraudulent means, the
patentee should assert his right immediately, anti take the necessary steps to legalize it. 1 So,, too, it is apparent from the opinion
1

Vigilance is necessary to entitle an individual to tl1e privileges secured
under the patent law. It is not enough that he should show his right by invention, but he must secure it in the mode required by law. And if the invention, through fraudulent means, shall be made known to the public, he should
assert his right immediately, and take the necessary steps to legalize it.
" The patent law was designed for the public benefit, as well as for the
benefit of inventors. For a valuable invention the public, on the inventor's
complying with certain conditions, give him, for a limited time, the profits
arising from the sale of the thing invented. This holds out an inducement for
the exercise of genius and skill in making discoveries which may be useful to
society and profitable to the discoverer. But it was not the intention of this
law to take from the public that of which they were fairly in possession.
" In the progress of society the range of discoveries in the mechanic arts, in
science, and in all things which promote the public convenience, as a matter of
course, will be enlarged. This results from the aggregation of mind, and the
diversities of talents and pursuits, which exist in every intelligent community.
And it would be extremely impo1itic to retard or embarrass this advance by
withdrawing from fue public any useful invention or art, and making it a subject of private monopoly. Against this consequence the legislature have carefully guarded, in the laws they have passed on the suhject. It is undoubtedly
just that every discoverer should realize the benefits resulting from his discovery, for the period contemplated by law. But these can only be secured by a
substantial compliance with every legal requisite. His exclusive right does not
rest alone upon his discovery, but also upon the legal sanctions which have been
given to it, and the forms of law with which it has been clothed.
" No matter by what means an invention may be communicated to the public before the patent is obtained; any acquiescence in the public use, by the
inventor, will be an abandonment of his right. If the right were asserted by
him who fraudulently obtained it, perhaps no lapse of time could give it validity. But the public stand in an entirely different relation to the inventor. The
invention passes into the possession of innocent persons, who have no knowledge of the fraud, and, at a considerable expense, perhaps, they appropriate
it to their own use. The inventor or his agent has full knowledge of these
facts, but fails to assert his right; shall he afterwards be permitted to assert
it with effect? Is not this such evidence of acquiescence in the public usc, on
his part, as justly forfeits his right?
•
" If an individual witness a sale and transfer of real estate, under certam
circumstances, in which he has an equitable lien or interest, and does not make
known this interest, he shall not afterwards be pe1·mitted to assert it. On this
principle it is, that a discovereT abandons his right, if, before the obtainment of
his patent, his discovery goes into public use. His right would be secured by
giving public notice that he was the inventor of the thing used, and that he
should apply for a patent. Does this impose any thing more than reasonable
"

•
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of the same court, in Pennock v. Dialogue, that it is the voluntary acquiescence of the inventor in the public usc, and not his
voluntarily imparting the knowledge to the person who fraudulently or otherwise uses it in public, that fastens upon him the
presumption of a dedication) It is also clear~ that when the act
or acts of user were by way of experiment, in order to perfect
the invention, the inventor does not lose his right.
§ 388. Hence it appears, that the intention with which the
inventor did the acts which are relied on as proof of "public
use" is material, unless the evidence goes to the extent of showing that the invention had got beyond the control of the inventor,
and he had not taken any steps to prevent its being thus situated.
diligence on the inventor? And would any thing short of this be just to the
public? The acquiescence of an inventor in the public use of an invention can
in no case be presumed, when he has no knowledge of such use. But this
knowledge may be presumed from the circumstances o£ the case. This will,
in general, be a fact for the jury. And if the inventor do not, immediately
after this notice, assert his right, it is such evidence of acquiescence in the public use, as forever afterwards to prevent him from asserting it. After his right
shall be perfected by a patent, no presumption arises against it from a subsequent use by the public.
"When an inventor applies to the department of state for a patent, he
should state the facts tmly; and indeed he is required to do so, under the solemn obligations of an oath. If his invention has been carried into public use
by fraud, but for a series of months or years he has taken no steps to assert
his right, would not this afford such evidence of acquiescence as to defeat his
application, as effectually as if he failed to state that he was the original inven·
tor. And the same evidence which should defeat his application for a patent
would, at any subsequent period, be fatal to his :-ight. The evidence he exhibits to the department of state is uot only ex parte, but interested; and the
questions of fact are left open, to be controverted by any one who shall think
proper to contest the right under the patent.
" A strict construction of the act, as it regards the public use of an inven•
tion before it is patented, is not only required by its letter and spirit, but also
by sound policy. A term of fourteen years was deemed sufficient for the enjoyment of an exclusive right of an invention by the inventor. But if he may
delay an application for his patent, at pleasure, although his invention be carried into public uae, he may extend the period beyond what the law intended
to give him. A pretence of fraud would afford no adequate security to the
public in this respect, as artifice might be used to cover the transaction. The
doctrine of presumed acquiescence, where the public use is known, or might oe
known to the inventor, is the only safe l'Ule which can i>c adopted on this subject." 7 Peters, 319, 320, 321, 322.
1
2 Peters, 1, 23.
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In other words, it may be a material element, in determining
whether the presumption of acquiescence in public use arises, to
ascertain whether the inventor used the invention himself, or
imparted a knowledge of it to others, with or without an intention to limit such use or knowledge, in respect to time, extent,
or object.
'
§ 389. 'Vhere a ·party practises his invention himself, for the
purposes of experiment or completion, before he takes out a
patent, the inference that ho intends to surrender his invention
to the puhlic does not arise; ancl, consequently, a dedication cannot he proved by evidence that shows only experimental practice
by the inventor, whether in public or in private.l Indeed, it may
Wyeth v. Stone, 1 Story's R. 27a. In this case, l\Ir. Justice Story said:
"In the next place, as to the supposed public use of Wyeth's machine before
his application for a patent. To defeat his right to a patent, under such cir·
cumstances, it is essential that there should have been a public usc of his
machhw, substantially as it was patented, with his consent. If it was merely
used occasionally hy himself in trying experiments, or if he allowetl only a temporary use thereof by a few persons, as an act of personal accommodation or
neighborly kindness, for a short and limited period, that would not tal;;e away
his right to a patent. To p!·oducc such an effect, the public use must be either
generally allowed or acquiesced in, or at least be unlimited in time, ur extent,
or object. On the other hand, if the user were without Wyeth's consent, and
adverse to his patent, it was a clear violation of his rights, and could not
deprive him of his patent.,
Sec also Ryan v. Goodwin, 3 Sumner, 518; Bentley v. Fleming, 1 Car. &
1
Kirw. i'i87. This last case shows a strong tendency to limit the effect of use
in public, by the intention of the patentee. The patent in question had been
obtained for making a card-machine ; and there was evidence that, alJont fiyc
or six weeks before the letters-patent were obtained, the inventor, one Thorn·
ton, had lent the machine to one N., in order that he might try whether it
would set the teeth of the cards. There was also evidence that N. 's room
was in a mill, and that men were constantly going backwards and forwards to
and from the said room. It appeared, moreover, that for some weeks before
the time at which the machine was lent toN., it had been in complete working contlition. On this evidence it was submitted, on the part of the defendant, that the plaintiff was out of court, first, on the ground that tbe
machine had been publicly used in N. 's room, which was a public 1·oom,
before the granting of the letters-patent ; and on this point the case of Wood
v. Zimmer was referred to. Cresswell, J., said: "H.•cve you any case that
goes that length? The case referred to was the case of an absolute sale ; but
here there is no eYidence that the macpine was given to N. for tlte purpose of
,r;iving it puhlicii,IJ. The evidence Il).erely is, that Thornton lent the machine to
N. in order that he might discover whether it really was worth while to take
out a patent for it or not. I cannot stop the case 011 that point."
1

•

•
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be stated, as a general test, in cases of a supposed dedication
through the using, exercising, or practising the invention by the
patentee himself, previous to his application for a patent, that
whenever the evidence stops short of proving snch a use, exercise, or practice for the purpose of gain, a ,; puhlic nse " will not
be proved.
The Court of Common Pleas, in England~ has, in a recent
case, gone still further, and ruled that a.n experiment performed
in the presence of others, which not only turns out to l>e successful, but actually beneficial in the particular instance, is not n'•eessarily a publication, so as to constitute a gift of the invention to
the world. The facts are briefly as follows. Newall, claiming to
be the inventor of an improved apparatus for laying submarine
telegraph wires, l>rought a hill for injunction against Elliot and
Glass, for alleged infringement of his patent. The defendants
set up the plea of public use for gain, prior to obtainiug letterspatent. This chancery snit was abandoned, in consequence of an
agreement entered into hy all parties, to have the case decided
by an arbitrator, who should, if required, state a special case, to
enable the parties to take the opinion of one of the superior
courts of law on any point of law. The arbitrator found for the
claimant, and the Common Pleas sustained his findings of law. 1
Byles, J., in giving the judgment of the ~ourt, said: "It must
be, and i~. conceded, on the part of the plaintiff, that an inventor's
public use, for profit, of an invention already ascertained, hy
previous experiment, to be useful, is a gift of the invention to
the public, and avoids a subsequent patent. And it is conceded
by the defendant, that a use before the patent, merely experimental and tentative, does not avoid it. Now, the use here
made of the invention, in actually laying down tile cable, was a
use which p:u·took of both characters. On tile one hand, it was
experimental and tentative ; hut on the otiler, the experiment
turned out not only succes:-:ful, hut beneficial to the inventor at
the moment. The true question, therefore, looking at the decision
of the arbitra~or, seems to he this: is an experiment performed
in the presence of others, which not only turns out to he successful, but actually beneficial in the present instance, nec<Jssarily a
gift of the invention to the world? We think it is not. In the
case under consideration, experiments on dry land are found to
1

In re Newall and Elli:.•t, 4- C. B.

. s. 26!J.
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be indecisive. The de::lisive experiment still remains to he made
on a. large scale and in deep water. An opportunity presents
itself, in the course of a government contract, not a contract for
the use of this particular apparatus, but a contract for laying
down the cable by any means the contractor may select. The
expe~imentor is obliged either to experiment in a way that may
turn out to he useful in the particular instance, or else not to
make any efficient and decisive experiment at all. The coincidence of an experiment with actual immediate profit or advantage from it, if successful, is una.voidable. Suppose, even, that
this coincidence had been a.ccidental; suppose that in the course
of the voyage the inventor ha.d tried some further and new experiment, with an alteration of the apparatus, which alteration
h~d a.t once answered some useful purpose. Surely that further
invention would have been his property. Otherwise a. man cannot have the property in an invention, which slarts from his
brain so fully matured and armed that it not only succeeds at the
first trial, but accomplishes on that very trial some profita.hle or
useful purpose. If, indeed, the plaintiff in the present case had
on other and subsequent voyages used his apparatus, and unnecessarily delayed his application for a patent, he would have given
his invention to the ••public. But here the arbitrator must be taken
to have found as he well might on the evidence before himthat the inventor lost no time, but applied for his patent with
reasonable expedition."
In this country, under the provisions of the act of 1839, this
doctrine, if applicable at. all, could or need only ba applied to
such profitable experiments as take place more than two years
before the application for letters-patent.1
§ 389 a. Mere forbearance on the part of an inventor to apply
for a patent during the progress of experiments, and until he has
perfected his invention and tested its value by actual practice,
affords no ju:;t grounds for presumption that the inventor intends
to abandon his invention, or surrender and dedicate it to the
public.
•

Compare also 111 re Adamson's Patent, 35 E. L. & Eq. Rep. 327, where
the Lord Chancellor refused to seal letters-patent for certain macl1inery,
whicb !ms been u~ed and open to public inspection several months before any
application for a patent.
2 Agawam Co. v. Jordan, 7 Wall. 583; Sisson v. Gilbert, 9 Blatch£.185.
1

•

•
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The fact that a patentee, before making his application to the
Patent Office, had explained his invention orally to several persons, without making a drawing, model, or written specification
thereof, and that subsequently, though prior to his application for
a patent, the defendant ~md devised and perfected the same thing,
and described it in the presence of the patentee, who made no
claim to it, does not constitute a bar to an action for an infringement. Silence of a party works no estoppel unless it has misled
another to his injury.I
§ 390. It has been held in England, where the " public use "
must be a public use in England, that the making in England
of a single pair of wheels, the subject of the patent, under the
direction of the patentee, but under an injunction of secrecy, to
be sent abroad for a person who intended to take a share in the
patent, was not a public use within the realm. 2 But as our law
Railroad Co. v. Dubois, 12 Wall. 47.
l\Iorgan v. Seaward, Webs. Pat. Cas. 189, 193. In this case Parke, B.,
said : "The evidence was, that before the date of the patent (which was the
22d of July, l82!J), Curtis, an engineer, made for l\Iorgan two pairs of wheels
upon the principle mentioned in the patent, at his own factory. Galloway,
the patentee, gave the instructions to Curtis, under an injunction of secrecy,
because he was about to take out a patent. The wheels were completed and
put together at Curtis's factory, but not shown or exposed to the view of
those who might happen to come there. After remaining a short time, the
wheels were taken to pieces, packed up in cases, and shipped in the month of
April on board a vessel in the Thames, and sent for the use of the Venice and
Triest~ Company, of which l\Iorgan was managing director, and which carried
on its transactions abroad, but had shareholders in England. Curtis deposed,
that 'they were sold to the company,' without saying by whom, which may
mean ;.hat they were sold by Curtis to Morgan for the company; and l\Iorgan
paid Curtis for them. 1\Iorgan and Galloway employed an attorney, who
entered a caveat against any patent on the 2d of March, and afterwards
solicited the patent in question, which was granted to Galloway and assigned
to Morgan. Upon these facts, the question for us to decide is, whether the
jury must have necessarily found for the defendants, or whether they might
have found that this invention, at the date of the letters-patent, was new in
the legal sense of that word. The words of the statute are, that grants are
to be good ' of the sole working or making of any manner of new manufactures within this realm, to the first and true inventor or inventors of such manufactures, which others at the time of the making of such letters-patent and
grants did not use '; and the proviso in the patent in question, founded on the
statute, is, that if the invention be not a new invention as to the public use
and exercise thereof in England, the patent should be void. The word
'manufacture ' in the statute must be construed in one of two ways ; it
1
2
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stoocl before the year 1839, if the inventor solcl to any one who
might choose to buy, although it was only a single specimen of

•

may mean the maclJine when completed, or the mode of constmcting the
machine. If it menu the former, undoubtedly there has been no 11se of the
machine, as a machine, in England, either by the patentee himself or :my
other person ; nor indeed any use of the machine in a foreign country before
the date of the patent. If the term ' manufacture ' be construed to be ' the
mode of constructing the machine,' there has been· no use or exercise of it in
England, in any sense which can he called 'public.' The wheels were constructed under the direction of the inventor, by an engineer and his sermnts,
with an injunction of secrecy, on the express ground that the inventor was
about to take out a patent, and that injunction was observed ; and this makes
the case, so far, the same as if they had been constructed by the inventor's
own hands, in his own private workshop, and no third person had seen them
whilst in progress. The operation was disclosed, indeed, to the plaintiff,
l\Iorgan, but there is sufficient evidence that Morgan, at that time, was connected with the inventor, and designing to take a share of the 11ateut. A
disclosure of the nature of the invention to such a person, under such circumstances, mul';t surely be deemed private and confidential. The only
remaining circumstance is, that ::\I organ paid for the machines, "ith the
privity of Galloway, on behalf of the Venice and Trieste Steam Company, of
which he was the managing rlirector ; but there was no proof that he had
paid more than the price of the machines, as for ordinary work of that description ; and the jury would also be well warranted in finding that he did
so with the intention that the machiue should be used abroad only, by this
company, which, as it carriecl on its tn.nsadiuns in a foreign country, may be
considered ·as a foreign company ; and the question is, whether this solitary
transaction, without any gain being proved to be derived thereby to the patentee or to the plaintiff, be a use or exercise in England, of the mode of construction, in any sense which can be deemed a use by others, or a public usc,
within the meaning of the statute and the patent. We think not. It must be
admitted, that if the patentee himself had before his patent constructed machines for sale as au article of commerce, for gain to himself, and been in the
practice of selling them publicly, that is, to any one of the public who would
buy, the invention would not be new at the date of the patent. This was
laid down in the case of Wood v. Zimmer (Holt, N. P. C. 58, and Webs~
Pat. Cas. 44, n.), and appears to be founded on reason; for if the inventor
could sell his invention, keeping the secret to him~elf, and when it was
likely to be discovered by another take out a patent, he might have, practically, a monopoly for a much longer period than fourteen years. Nor arc
we prepared to say, that if such a sale wa~ of articles tha~ were only fit for a
foreign market, or to be used abroad, it would make any difference ; nor that
a single instance of such a sale as an article of commerce, to any one who
chose to buy, might not be deemed the eomrnencement of such a practice, and
the public use of the invention, so as to defeat the patent. But we rio not
think that the patent is vacated on the ground of the want of novelty. and
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his invention, and sold for profit on it as an invention, snch a sale
would be a "public w.-e," and tl1e unlimited nature of the object
with which a knowledge of the invention was imparted wonld
prevent him from resuming his exclusive right by a subsequent
patent. 1 It will presently be stated how far the law has been
modified in this respect.
§ 391. Another limitation to the doctrine of presumptive dedication, or public use, with the consent, &c., is found in the case
of a piratical user of the invention, by a party to whom the
inventor has imparted a kno,vledge of it in confidence, before he
has applied for a patent. :Many inventions can be perfected and
carried into practice only through the aid of workmen, servants,
and other emploues. 'Ve have seen that an inventor may intrust
another person, confidentially, with a knowledge of his invention,
for certain limited purposes ; and if such a person afterwards
fraudulently makes puLlic the knowledge so acquired, the authorities seem to be agreed that the inventor may, if he takes immediate steps to give notice of his exclusive right, obtain a valid
patent. 2 The words of the statute, describing the defence now
under consideration, make it clear, that, if the invention has
come into puhlic use through a breach of confidence, it cannot
be said to be in public use·» with the consent or allowance " of
the patentee ; it is only when he has been silent after it has so
become public, that the presumption of consent and allowance
the pre"ious public use or exercise of it, by a single instance of a transaction
such as this between the parties, connected as Galloway and the plaintiff are,
wl1ich is not like the case of a sale to any indi"idual of the public who might
wish to buy ; in which it does not appear that the patentee has sold the
article, or is to derive any lll'ofit from the construction of his m:~chinc, nor
that ~I organ himself is ; and in which the pecuniary payment may be referred
merely to an ordinary compensation for the labor and skill of the engineer
actually employed in constructing the machine ; and the transaction might,
upon the e"idence, be no more in effect, than that Galloway's own sen·ants
had made the wheels ; that l\Iorgan had paid them for the labor, and after~
wards sent the wheels to be used by his own copartners abroad. To hold this
to be what is usually called a publication of the imention in England, would
be to defeat a patent by much slig1Iter circumstances than h:we yet been permitted to ha"e that effect."
1 Ibid.; Wood v. Zimmer, 1 Holt, N. P. C. 60.
2 Pennock v. Dialogue, 2 Peters, 1 ; Shaw v. Cooper, 7 Peters, 292 ; l\fellus v. Silsbee, 4 l\Ias. 108 ; Grant v. Raymond, G Peters, 248, 240 ; l\IcClurg
v. Kingsland, 1 Ilow. 202, 207.
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arises.

The act of 1839, as will appear hereafter, has made this
point still more clear. Another instance of a use, which will not
expose the patentee to the consequences of this defence, is that
suggested on more than one occasion by Mr. Justice StorJ, where
the use has been permitted to others, for other limited pmposcs
than those of experiment or completion, as from motives of
neighborly kind.ue:,;s anu the like.2 The test that is afforded l1y
the case of 1\Iorgan. v. Seaward, above cited, is applicable here
abo; namely, that the evidence excludes the suppo:-;ition that the
patentee h .. d put the thing into public use, for the purpo:-;e of
profit on it, as an iny·,mtion. 3 If a patentee could show clearly
that he had allowed to o~hm·s a limited use of his invention, not
for his own profit, but for their accommodation, in a manner consistent with a clear intention to hold· the exclusive privilege, and
the inveution had not got beyond his control, with his apparent
acquiescence, he would not he within the mischief of this part of
the statute. Of course, mere delay to take out a patent, unaccompanied by public use or sale of the thing, with the consent or
allowance of the patentee, hefore his application, however long
may be the interval between the completion of the thing and the
application, will have no effect upon the patent.4 1\lere delay
has no other importance, than as it tends to show acquiesceuce
in such puhlic use as may have occurred, in the mean time; or to
show that the acts of the inventor went beyond a use or permission to use, for the purpose of experiment, or other limited object.
§ 391 a. The receat case of Kendall v. 'Winsor 5 is instructive,
as affording a complete resume of the 1·ulings upon the various
1

Ryan v. Goodwin, 3 Sumner, 518 ; Pierson v . The Eagle Screw Company, 3 Story's R . 406, 407, 408.
2 l\Iellus v. Silsbee, 4 1\Ias . 111 ; Wyeth v . Stone, 1 Story's R . 280, 281 ;
Ryan v . Goodwin, 3 Sumner, 518.
s Webs. Pat . Cas. 189, 193.
4 Ryan v. Goodwin, 3 Sumner, 519. In the case of Bentley v. Fleming, 1
Car . & Kirw. 587, 588, it was contended that, inasmuch as the tpachine in
question was a complete workable machine for a long period before the letterspatent were taken out, it did not form the subject of a patent at all. Cresswell, J . : "A man cannot enjoy his monopoly by procuring a patent, after
having had the benefit of the sale of his invention. But you cannot contend,
that if a man were to keep his invention shut up in his room for twenty years,
that circumstance merely would deprive him of his right to obtain a 1mtcnt
for it . "
5 21 How. 322.
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questions of abandonment, neglect to apply for letters-patent,
piratical user, &c. The facts of the case are given in the opinion
of Judge Daniel : " Upon the trial in the Circuit Court, in support of the defence,
evidence was introduced tending to :;how that the plaintiff constructed a machine in substantial conformity with his specification
as early as 1846, ancl that in 1849 he had seveml such machines
in operation, on which he made harness to supply all such orders
as he could obtain ; that he continued to run these machines until
he obtained these letters-patent ; that he repeatedly declared to
different persons that ~he machine was so complicated that he
preferred not to take a patent, but to rely on the difficulty of
imitating the machine and the secrecy in which he kept it. And
the defendants also gave evidence tending to piuYe ~imt the first
of their machines was completed in the autumn of 1853, and the
residue in the autumn of 1854, and that in the course of that fall
the plaintiff had knowledge that the defendants had built or we1·e
building o:ue or more machines like his invention, and did not
interpose to prevent them. The plaintiff gave evidence tending
to prove that the first machine built by him was never completed so as to operate; that his second machine was only partially successf1ll, and improvements were made on it ; that in
1849 he began fom· others, and completed them in that year,
and made harness on them, which he sold when he could get
orders; that they were subject to some practical difficulties, particularly as it respected the method of marking the harness
and the liability of the bobbin to get out of the clutch ; that he
was employed in devising means to remedy these defects and did
1·cmedy them; that he also endeavored to simplify the machine
by using only one ram-shaft ; that he constantly intended to take
letters-patent when he should have perfected the machine; that
he applied to Mr. Keller for this purpose in February, 1853, but
the model and specifications were not sent to Washington till
November, 1854; that he kept the machines from the view of
the public, allowed none of the hands employed in the mill to
introduce persons to view them, and that the hands pledged
themselves not to divulge the invention; that among the hands
employed by the plaintiff was one Kendall Aldridge, who left
plaintiff's employment in the autumn of 1852, and entered into
an arrangement with the defendants to copy plaintiff's machine
•
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for them; and that it was by Aldridge, and under his superintendence, and by means of the knowledge which he had gained
while in the plaintiff'::; employment, under a pledge of secrecy,
that the defendants' machines were built and put in operation;
and that one of the defendant::; had procured drawings of the
plaintiff's machine, and has taken out letters-patent for it iu
England. Each party controverted the faets thus sought to be
provell by the other. . . . The court set aside aU those ( defeurlants') prayers for instruction, and did instruct the jury as follows:" '1. That if Aldridge, under a pledge of secrecy, obtainctl
knowledge of the plaintiff's machine, and he had not allan~
cloned it to the l·Ublic, and thereupon, at the instigation of the
defendants, and with the knowledge, on their part, of the surreptitiousness of his acts, constructed machines for the defendants,
they would not have the right to ccntinue to use the same after
the date of the plaintiff's letters-patent. But if tlte dtj'cnclants
ltad tltese .maeldnes constructed befvre tlte plainti.ff''s applieationjo1·
ltis letters-patent, w1der tlte bclit>f autlwrize(l by ldm that lw consented and allowed tltem so to do, then they might lawfully continue to use the same after the date of the plaintiff's letters-patent.,
and the plaintiff could not recover in this action. And that if
the jury should find that the plaintiff's declaration and conduct
were such as to jw;tify the defendants in believing that he tlitl
not intend to take out letters-patent, but to rely on the difficulty
of imitating his maehine a.ucl the means he took to keep it secret,
this would be a defence to the action. And they were further
instructed, that to constitute such an abandonment to the public
as would destroy the plaintiff's right to take a patent, in a case
where it did not appear that any sale of the thing patented had
been made, and there was no open public exhibition of the machine, the jury must find that he intended to give up and relinquish his right to take letters-patent. But if the plaintiff did
intend not to take a patent, and manifested that intent by his
declarations or conduct, and thereupon it was copied by the
defendant, and so went into use, the plaintiff could not afterwards take a valid patent.' • • •
" . . . Recurring now to the instruction from the judge at
circuit in this case, we consider that instruction to be in strict
conformity with the principles hereinbefore propounded, and with
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the doctrines of this comt, as declared in the case of Pennock v.
Dia1ogue and Shawl'· Cooper. That instruction diminishes or
excludes no proper ground upon which the conduct and intent of
the plaintiff below, as evinced cit her by declarations or acts, or
by omissions to speak or act, and on which also the justice aml
integrity of the conduct of the defendants were to he examined
and determined. It submitted the conduct and intentions of Loth
plaintiff and defendants to the jury, as questions of fact to be
decided hy them, guided simply by such l'nles of law as had been
settled with reference to issues like the one before them ; and
upon those questions of fact the jury have responded in favor of
the plaintiff below, the defendant in error. . . . The decision of
the Circuit Comt is therefore affirmed, with costs."
§ 392. It now remains to he stated, lww far this defence of a
"prior puhlie use or sale with the consent or allowance " of the
patentee has been restricted or modifie<.l by subsequent legislation.
Uncler this clause of the act of 1836, a· use of the invention by a
single person, or a sale of the thing invented to a sing~e person,
might, as we have seen, amount to a public use or sale, with the
consent or allowance of the patentee. To remedy the inconvenience arising from this operation of the law, the act of 1839, § 7,
providecl "that every person or corporation, who has or shall have
purchased or constructed any newly invented machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, 1wior to the application, hy the
inventor or discoverer, for a patent, shall be held to possess the
right to use, and vend to others to be used, the specific machine,
manufacture, or composition of matter, so made or purchased,
without liability therefor to the inventor, or any other person
interested in such invention ; aml no patent shall be held to be
invalid, by reason of such purchase, sale, or use, prior to the
application for a patent as aforesaid, except on proof of abandonment of such invention to the public ; or that such purchase, sale,
or prior use has been for more than two years prior to such application for a patent."
§ 393. This enactment enables a. patentee to permit the use of
his invention, by individuals, before his application, with more
safety than he formerly could. Such use is not to invalidate the
patent, except on proof of abandonment of the invention to the
puLlic, or that it had been coutiunetl for more than two years
prior to the application for a patent. The q uestiou arises upon
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this provision, then, wl1ether the particular purchase, sale, or prior
use may of itself, under some circumstances, furnish proof of
abandonment to the public, or whether such an abandonment
must be proved by other cases, and by other evidence deltors the
particular purchase, sale, or prior use, that happens to he in
question. The obvious construction of the act is, that a purchase, sale, or prior use, before the application for a patent, shall
not invalidate it, unless it amounts to an abandonment to the
public; a purchase, sale, or prior use shall not have this effect,
per se, but, if connected with facts which show an abandonment
to the public, or if it has been for more than two years prior to
the application, it will have this effect.! Thus, in the case of
McClurg v. Kingsland, where the defendants used the invention
for four months before the application of the inventor fer a patent,
such use being in public, with the consent and allowance of the
patentee, he being in their employ, and making a part of the
apparatus by which the invention was to be applied, but receiving no compensation for the use of his invention, and not giving
any notice to the defendants not to use his invention, until, on a
misunderstanding upon another subject, he left their employment; '~he Supreme Conrt of the United States said that it
would bb no strained construction, under such circumstances, to
hold that the patent, subsequently obtained, was void; although
the decision merely went to the point that the acts of the pat2
entee justified the presumption of•a license to the defendants.
§ 394. The words of the statute which thus authorizes a public
use or sale by or to individuals, prior to the application for a patent, make the subject of such use or sale "any newly invented
machine, manufacture, or composition of matter"; and the purchaser is authorized to use, and vend to others to be used, "the
specific machine, manufacture, or composition of matter," without liability to the inventor, &c. ; and then the statute declares
that the patent shall stUl be valid, notwithstanding such prior use
or sale, except on proof of the abandonment of " such invention"
to the public, &c. It might admit of some doubt, upon this language, whether the invention of a method of manufacture, a process, or an art, or any thing but a machine, a manufacture, or a.
See the comment of :M:r. Justice Story on this statute, in Pierson v. The
Eagle Screw Company, 3 Sto;:y's R. 402, 405, 407, cited ante.
2 1 How. 202, 208.
1
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compm;it.ion of ma.tter, is witl1in the scope of the provision. and
whether the purchaser could do any thing more than usc, or vend
to others to be used, the specific thing which he hatl purchased.
But the Supreme Court of the United States lutYe construed the
terms "newly inventecl machine, manufacture, or composition of
matter" to mean "the invention patented," wlmtever it may be;
and the words "the specific machine," to refer to the tl1 .sg as
originally invented, of which the right is afterwards secm·e<l hy a
patent; so that, according to the precetlent afforded by the case
in which Htis construction was adopted, this statute em1n·nces
whatever may be the subject-matter of a vr.lid patent, although it
may be a process, or method of manufacture, and not a machine,
&c.l
'

l\fcClnrg v. IGngsland, 1 How. 202, 209. The court said: "At the
trial below and here, the plaintiff's con· .sel have contended, that this act cannot apply to the present case, inasmuch as the protection it affords to the
person who had the prior use is confined to the specific machinl.', &c., and
does not exten1l to such use of the invention, or thing })atentctl, if it docs not
consist of a machine, &c., as contradistinguished from the new mode or manner in which an ol<l machine or its parts O}Jerates, so as to produce the
desired effect; but we think that the law does not admit of such construction,
whether we look at its words or its manifest objects, when taken in connection with former laws, and the decisions of this court in analogous cases.
"The words 'such invention ' must be referred back to the preceding part
of the sentence, in order to ascertain the subject-matter to which it relates,
which is none other than the newly invented machine, manufacture, or composition of matter eonsdtuting the thing }latented, otherwise these words
become senseless when the invention is not strictly of a machine, &c. Now,
in the present case, we find the invention consists solely iu the angular direction given to the tube through wl!ich the metal is conducted into the cylinder
in which tl1e roller is cast. Every part of the machinery is old, the roller
itself is no part of the invention, and cannot be the machine, manufacture, or
composition of matter contemplated by Congress, nor can the word ' specific '
have any practical effect, unless it is applied to the thing patented, whatever
it may be, without making a distinction between a machine, &c., and the
mode of producing a useful result, by the mere direction given to one of the
parts of an old machine. Such a construction is not justified by the language
of the law, and would defeat both of its objects. If it does not embrace the
case before us, the consequence would be that the use of the invention, under
the circumstances in evidence, would, according to the decision in 2 Peters,
14, 15, invalidate the patent; for if the act operates to save the avoidance of
the patent, it must, of consequence, protect the person who uses the invention before the application for a patent. Both objects must be affected, or
both must fail, as both parts of the act refer to the same thing, and the same
state of things, as affecting the person using the newly invented machine, or
1
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§ H\);). The result, therefore, of the different statute provisions
and the authorities, is that this defence of a prior public use or
sale, with the consent or allowance of the patentee, can now be
made good so as to invalidate a patent, only by showing an abandonment to the public, or that the use or sale dates from a period
more than two years befo1·e the application for a patent; that such
an abandonment will not be proved by the particular act of use or
sale alone, but that the act of use or sale may be attended with
such circumstances as to amount to an abandonment; aml that
the abandonment may also be proved by other acts or omissions
disconnected with the particular use or sale, which the patentee
may have allowed to individuals, and which he can show did not
alone amount to an abamlonment. 1
As the statute has been expoundeu in a recent case," it vh·tually
extends the patentee's privilege to sixteen years instead o.f.fow·teen;
the thing patented, as well as the inventor. Had the words 'invention,' or
'thing patented,' been used instead of machine, &c., there could have been
no room for doubt of the application of the act to the present case; aml, by
referring to the phraseology of the different acts of Congress, denoting the
invention, it is apparent that, though there is a difference in the words used,
there i~ none as to their meaning or reference to the same thing. Thus, we
find in the fourteenth secti.on of the act of 1836, relating to suits for using the
thing whereof the exclusive right is seemed by any patent' ; in the fifteenth,
'his invention, his disrovery, the thing patented,' 'that which was in fact invented or discovered,' ' the invention or discovery for which the patent issued,'
1
that of which he was the first inventor.' In the first section of the act of
18JU, 'any patent for any invention, discovery, or improvement,' 'inventions
and discoveries ' ; in the second section, 'the invention '; in the third, • invcn·
tion or discovery ' ; in the fourth, ' patented inventions and imprO\·cmcnts' ;
in the fifth, 'the thing as originally invented.' 2 Story, 2510, 2511, :25-lti.
" We therefore feel bound to take the words 'newly invented machine,
manufacture, or composition of matter,' and 1 such invention,' in the act of
lb:JU, to mean • the invention patented,' and the words 'specific machine' to
refer to 1 the thing as originally invented,' whereof the right is secured by
patent; but not to any newly invented improvement on a thing once patented.
The use of the invention before an application for a patent must be the
specific improvement then invented and used by the person who had purchased,
constructed, or used the machine to which the invention is applied; so con·
strued, the objects of the act of 1sao are accomplished; a different construction would make it necessary to carry into all former laws the same literal
exposition of the various terms used to express the same thing, and thereby
changing the law according to every change of mere phraseology, make it a
labyrinth of inextricable confusion."
1 See ltailroad Co. v. Dubois, 12 Wall. 47.
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that is, he may use his improvement by making and using his
machines, and hy vending and taking pay for them, for two years
previous to his application, without forfeiting the benefits conferred upon him by his patent. But if he either sells a machine,
or usus one, or puts one into public use, at any time more than
two years before his application, it works a forfeiture of his
1
right."
The language of the act of 1870 in relation to the right of
purchasers before patent is, "That every person who may have
purchased of the inventor, ·or with his knowleuge anu consent
may have constructed, any newly invente<l or discovered machine,
or other patentable article, prior to the application by the inYentor
or discoverer for a patent, or sold or used one so constructed, shall
have the right to use, and vend to others to lJe used, the specific
thing so mad£. •W purchased, without liability therefor." 2
§ 395 a. With regard to the question of abandonment or dedication after letters-patent have been obtained, it has been held,
in the case of Wyeth v. Stone, that, at least in equity, the
defence that the patentee had for some time acquiesced in open
infringements of his right would be a sufficient ground fr,r refusing an application for injunction, whatever the action of a court
of law might be.a
Another question has arisen and received final adjudication in
the Supreme Court, to wit, whether an inventQr may, under
certain circumstances, be presumed to make a formal dedication
to the public at tlte time of filing his specification. The case arose
under Battin's patent for a coal-breaking apparatus. The patentee, in his first specification, filed 1843, claimed as his invention
merely the arrangement and combination of parts therein described, although he was, in fact, ~\lso the inventor of one or more
of the parts themselves. In 1849 he surrendered his patent and
took out a new one, in which he specified and claimed as new one
of these parts. The Circuit Court, per Kane, J., held the prior
specification had the effect of dedicating such parts to the public,
who, being thus put in the enjoyment of the invention by the
inventor himself, could not be dispossessed by any subsequent
1

McCormick v. Seymour, 2 Blatchf. 240; affirmed in Seymour v. 1\lcCormick, lG How. 480. Compare also Pitts v. Hall, 2 Blatchf. 229.
2
Section 37.
8
1 Story's R. 273. Vide.chapter on Remedy in Equity.
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measures on his part, such as surrender or disclaimer.l On appeal
to the Supreme Court 2 this opinion was reversed. l\IcLean, .J., in
delivering the opinion of the Supreme Court, says : " The ahove
instrnctior~ were, we think, erroneous.
(They were these: 1.
That a description by the applicant for a patent of a machine or
a part of a machine, in his specification, unaccompanic<.l by notice
that he has rights in it or that he desires to secure title to it as a
patent, is a dedication of it to the public ; 2. That such a dedication cannot he revoked after the machine has passed into public
use, either by smrcnder and reissue, or otherwise.) \Vhether the
defect be in the specification or in the claim, under the thirteenth
section, above cited, the patentee may surrender his patent, and
by an amended specification or claim cure the defect. The reissued patent must be for the same invention substantially, though
it be described in terms more accurate and precise than in the first
patent. Under such circumstances, a new and different invention
cannot be claimed. But where the specification or claim i:; made
so vaguely as to he inoperative or invalid, yet an amendment may
give to it validity, and protect the rights of the patentee against
all subsequent infringements. So strongly was this remedy of
the patentee recommended by a sense of justice and policy, that
this court, in the case of Grant v. R.aymond, 3 sustained a reis:med and corrected patent, before any legislative proYision
was made on the subject. . . . How much stronger is a case
under the statute which secures the rights of the patentee hy
surrender, aml declares the effect of the reissued and corrected
patent! By the defects provided for in the statute nothing pas~es
to the puhlic from the specification or claims, within the scope
of the patentee's invention. And this may be ascertained by
the language be uses. In the case of Stimpson v. West Chester
4
R.R., it was held, that "where a defective patent had been
surrendered aml a nrw one taken out, and a patentee brought an
action for a violation of his patent right, laying the infringement
at a date subsequent to that of the reissued patent, proof of the
use of the thing patented during the interval between the original
and renewed patents will not defeat the same. In the same
case it was also held, that the proceeding before the commisL_

Battin v. Taggert, 2 Wall. C. C. 101.
2 Battin v. Ta:.rgert, 17 How. 74.
a G Pet. 218.
1

4

4 How. 380.
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sioner, in the surrender and reissue of a patent, is not open for
investigation except on the ground of fraud. The patent of
1843 was not surrendered on the obtainment of the patent of
1844. That was intended to l1e a new invention of arranging
and combining the toothecl rollers, which, the patentee says, was
not made the subject of a claim in the patent of 1843. The patent
of 1844 was cancelled but not reissued, when the patent of 1849
was issued. At that time the patent of 1843 alHl the improvement thereon, dated .January 20,1844, were surrendered and cancelled, and new letters-patent were issued on an amended specification. The cause of the surrender of the patent of 1843, as stated
in the charge to the jury, was the ruling of the court in the case
of Battin v. Clayton, and that the patent was consequently obtained. (That 1·uling was that the patent, being merely for the
combination of machinery, could neither be supportecl by proof
of the novelty, nor assailed by proof of the want of novelty, of
the parts.) That ruling is not now before us, nor is it necessary
to inquire whether the patent of 1843, on the specifications and
claim, was suRtainable. The plaintiff, by a surrender of that
patent and the procurement of the patent of 1849 with amended
specifications, abandone{l his first patent and relied wholly on
the one reissued. The claim and specifications in this patent, as
amendatory of the first, were within § 13 of the act of 1836.
It is said, with entire accuracy, in tl charge, in regard to the
amended specification of 1849, that iL ''described essentially the
same machine as the former one did, but claimed as the thing
invented the b1·eaking apparatus only! And this the lJatentee
had a right to do. He had a right to restrict or enlarge his claim,
so as to give it validity and to effectuate his invention."
A somewhat similar point was involved in the very recent case
of The Suffolk Co. v. Hayden.I 'Ve give the fact::; as they are
presented by the reporter: "In December, 1854, Hayden, being
the inventor of improvements in cotton-cleaners, made application
for a patent therefor. The improvements consisted in certain
described changes made by Hayden in the interior arrangements
of an elongated trunk previously used. While this applic::ttion
was still pending, Hayden made another distinct improvement in
the form of the trunk . • . . He desired, apparently, to claim this
1

3 Wall. 315.

•

•
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new improvement in the form of the trunk, both separately
and in combination with his other improvements in the interior
arrangements. Accordingly, in November, 1855, he filed his
application for a patent, and on March 17, 1857, letters were
issued to him, in the specificat-ion whereof he claims the improvement in the form of the trunk, both separately and in combination with his improvements in the interior arrangements of the
trunk; but he made no claim in this specification to his improvements in the interior arrangements of the trunk. It did not
appear that Hayden was guilty of any laches in reference to the
delay of the commissioner to act on his first upplication for a patent for the improvements in the interior arrangement, made in
December, 1854. For some cause, however, the Fatent Office
did not act on that application till June, 1857. . . . Hayden
having sued the Suffolk Manufacturing Company for breach of
this last-mentioned patent, the defendant's counsel at the trial
requested the judge to rule, that the 11atent was void (June,
1857), because the improvements in the interior arrangement,
which were described and claimed in it, being also described but
not claimed in the patent of March 17, 1857, were hy the legal
operation of that patent surrendered to the public use. The
judge refused so to rule, and on er!·or this refusal raised the first
question." The refusal was sustained by the Supreme Court.
§ 396. 7he next special defence stated in the act of 1836 is
" that the patentee had surreptitiously or unjustly obtained the
patent for that which was in fact invented or discovered by
another, 'who was using reasonable diligence in adapting and perfecting the SP.~e." This provision was intended to embrace the
~Jase of a patent being obtained fraudulently, when the party
obtai!Jing it wa6 not the inventor, and also the case of two independent inventors, where the one makes his application before
the other, who was the first inventor, and so obtains a patent for
that which was previously invented by another.
§ 397. With regard to the first case, of a patent obtained by
a person not the inventor, by a iraud on the rights of the real
inventor, it is sufficient to observe that such a defence, if n1ade
out, would ~e a complete bar to the action, upon general princi-.
pies, as well as upon other provisions of the statute. One of the
modes in which a patent may be thus surreptitiously obtained i.s
by obtaining a knowledge of the invent~on from the public records
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where the inventor has deposited a description of it. ·when the
real inventor has filed such a description at the Patent Office,
or has obtained a patent, he has given notice to every subsequent
applicant for a. patent for the same thing, of the fact that he
invented it ; and although others may not afterwards be able to
offer direct evidence that a subsequent patentee had seen and
pirated the machine or other thing invented by the former applicant or patentee, yet the jury may infer a piracy from the existence of the former record, of which every subsequent patentee
is presumed to have knowledge. 1 As to the case of two independent inventors, one of whom 1w.kes an earlier application than
another for a patent and succr>l)ds in obtaining it, it will he a
good defence to an action upon such a patent, if it can be shown
that the same thing was first invented by another, although not
actually perfected, provided the first inventor was at the time using
2
reasonable dUigence in adapting and perfecting the thing invented.
Odiorne v. Winkley, 2 Gallis. 151, 55. In this case, 1\lr. Justice Story
said: "As to the question, whether the patent was surreptitiously obtained,
there is no direct or positive proof that Reed had ever seen Perkins's machine
before he obtained a patent, but there is evidence, from which the jury may
legally infer the fact, if they believe that evidence. It is a presumption of law,
that, when a. patent haP been obtained, and the specifications and drawings
recorded in the Patent Office, every man who subsequently takes out a patent
for a similar wachine has a knowledge of the preceding patent. As in chancery it is a maxim, that every man is presumed to have 11ot.ice of any fact, upon
which he is put upon inquiry by documents within his possession, if such fact
could, by ordinary diligence, be discovered U}JOU such inquiry. It is also a
pre.qumption of fact, that every man, having within his power the exact means
of information, and desirous of securing to himself the benefit of a patent,
will ascertain for his own interest whether any one on the public records has
acquired a prior right."
2 Reed v. Cutter, 1 Story's R. 590, 599.
In this case, 1\ir. Justice Story
said: ''The passage cited from 1\fr. Phillips's work on Patents (p. 305), in the
sense in which I understand it, is perfectly accurate. He there expressly states,
that the party claiming a patent must be the original and first inventor; and
that his righ~ to a patent will not be defeated by proof that another person
had anticipated him in making the inyention, unless such person ' was using
reasonable diligence in adapting and perfecting the same.' These latter words
are copied from the fifteenth section of the act of 1836, c. 357, and constitute
a qualification of the preceding language of that section; so that an inventor,
who has first actually perfected his invention, will not be deemed to have surreptitiously or unjustly obtained a patent for that, which was in fact first
invented by another, unless the latter was at the time using reasonable dili1
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§ 398. The last defence mentioned in the statute of 1836 is
that the patentee, being an alien at the time the patent ~vas
granted;·" had failed and neglected, for the space of eighteen
months from the date of the patent, to put and continue on sale
to the public, on reasonable terms, the invention or discovery
for 'vhich the patent was issued." The object of this provision
was to prevent foreigners from obtaining patents in this country,
and afterwarus withholding the use of theil· inventions from the
public foi.· an unreasonable length of time.t
§ 399. Apart, however, from the general issue, whether pleaded
with or without statutory notice of the evidence to be offered, the
defendant may plead specially in bar, that since the action was
instituted the plaintiff has surrendered his letters-patent and
gence in adapting and perfecting the same. And this I take to be clearly la\v ;
for he is the first inventor, in the sense of the act, and entitled to a patent for
his invention, who has first perfected and adapted the same to use ; and until
the invention is so perfected and adapted to use, :t is not patentable. An
imperfect and incomplete invention, resting in mere theory, or in intellectual
notion, or in uncertain experiments, and not actually reduced to practice, and
embodied in some distinct machinery, apparatus, manufacture, or composition
of matter, is not, and indeed cannot be, patentable under our patent acts;
since it is utterly impossible, under such circumstances, to comply with the
fundamental requisites of those acts. In a race of diligence between t\vo independent inventors, he who first reduces his invention to a fixed, positive, and
practical fcrm, would seem to be entitled to a priority of right to a patent
therefor. Woodcock v. Parker, 1 Gallis. R. 438. The clause of the fifteenth
section, now under consideration, seems to qualify that right, by providing
that, in such cases, he who invents first shall have the prior right, if he is using
reasonable diligence in adapting and perfecting the same, although the second
~nventor haa, in fact, first pelfec-..ed the same, and reduced the &arne to practice in a llositive form. It thus gives full effect to the well-known maxim, that
he has the better right who is prior in point of time, nar.aely, in making the
discovery or invention. But if, as the argument of the learned counsel insists,
the text of :Mr. Phillips means to affirm (what, I think, it does not) that he,
who is the original and first inventor of an invention, so perfected and reduced
to practice, will be deprived of his right to a patent, in favor of a second and
subsequent inventor, simply because the first invention was not then known or
used by other persons than the inventor, or not known or used to such an
extent as to give the public full knowledge of its existence, I cannot agree to
the doctrine; for, in my judgment, our patent acts justify no such construction."
1 It has been held that this clause does not apply ~o American patentees;
who became such as assignees of alien inventors, under § 6 of act of 1\:larch,
1837. Tatham v. Lowber, 2 Blatchf. 49.
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
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obtained a reissue. Thus in the case of Moffitt v. Garr, 1 the
oourt said: "A surrender of the patent to the commissioner,
within the sense of the provision, means an act which, in judgment of law, extinguishes the patent. It is a legal cancellation
of it, and hence can no more be the foundation for the assertion
of a right after the surr~nder, tl1an could an act of Congress
which has been repealed. It has frequently been rletermiuecl
that suits pending, which rest upon an act of Congress, fall with
the repeal of it. The reissue of the patent has no connection
with, or bearing upon, antecedent suits; it has as to subsequent
ones. The antecedent suits depend upon the patent existing at
the time they were commenced ; ancl unless it exists and is in
force at the time of trial and judgment, lihe suits fail. It is a
:..nistake to suppose that, upon this construction, moneys recovered
on judgment in suits, or voluntary payment under the first patent upon the surrender, might be recovered back. The title to
these moneys does not depend upon the patent, but upon the
voluntary payment or judgment of the court."
1

1 Black. 273.
••

•

•
••

•

•

•
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CHAPTER X.
OF THE REMEDY IN EQUITY TO

"

INFRING El\IENTS.

§ 400. WE have seen that the common law and the statute both .
afford a remedy, by an action for damages, for the infringement
of patent rights. . But this I'emedy would be wholly inadequate
to the protection 0f such rights, if it were not accompanied and
fortified by another remedy, which flows from that great principle
of equity jmisprudence, that where there is a legal right, and the
nature of the injury to which it is exposed is such that a preventive remedy is indispensable, equity will afford that remedy by an
injunction. The grounds of the equity jurisdiction in cases of
patents are the prevention of irreparable mischiefs, the suppression of a multiplicity of suits and vexatious litigation, and tha
more complete discovery, from the party guilty of infringement,
of the extent of the injury done to the patentee, than can be
obtained in an action at law.I It does not belong to the purposes
of this work to trace the origiq of this branch of equity jurisdiction, nor is it necessary to do so, since the patent laws have
expressly adopted in the broadest terms the remedy which it
affords for the protection of patent rights, and have directed the
proper courts "to grant injunctions according to the course and
principles of courts of equity, to prevent the violation of the
rights of any inventor, as secured to him by any law of the
United States, on such terms and c0nditions as the said courts
may deem reasonable." 2 All that is requisite, therefore, in the
present work, is to develop the application of the doctrines and
practice of courts of equity to the rights oi inventors, in the remedy by injunction.
·
.
§ 401. As a preliminary remark, however, we may notice that
the discretion vested in the court by the terms of the statute
2 Story's Eq. Jurisp. § 930, 931, 932, 933.
1 Act of July 4, 1836, c. 357, § 17.
Enlarged, as to powers of appeal, by
act of February 18, 1861, c. 37.
1

•
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above cited, to grant injunctions on such terms and conditions as
the court may deem reasonable, is in perfect accordance with the
principles of equity.I This discretion is not a wholly unregulated
discretion, but the clause in which it is expressed is to be considered as affected by the previous direction tl1at the injunction is to
be granted according to the course and principles of courts of
equity, vhich are guided by certain well-Rettled rules ; so that the
terms and conditions to be imposed in each case will be ascertained, by applying to the circumstances of the case those principles and that course of practice which have been usually followed,
and which will admit of a "reasonable" application to the particular facts of the case.
1

In Bacon v. Jones, 4 Mylne & Cr. 433, 436, Lord Cottenham made the
following remarks on the granting of injunctions in cases of patents: "When
a party applies for the aid of the court, the application for an injunction is
made either during the progress of the suit or at the hearing; and in both
cases, I apprehend, great latitude and discretion are allowed to the court in
dealing with the application. When the application is for an interlocutory
injunction, several courses are open: the com·t may at once grant the injunc- •
tion, simpliciter, without more, a course which, though· perfectly competent
to the court, is not very likely to be taken where the defendant raises a question as to the validity of the plaintiff's title; or it may follow the more usual,
and, as I apprehend, more wholesome practice in such a case, of either granting an injunction, and at the same time directing the plaintiff to proceed to
establish his title at law, and suspending the grant of the injtmction until the
result of the legal investigation has been ascertained, the defendant in tb.e
mean time keeping an account. Which of these several courses ought to be
taken must depend entirely upon tl>e discretion of the court, according to the
case made.
"When the canse comes to a hearing, the court has also a large latitude left
to it; and I am far from saying that a case may not arise in which, even at that
stage, the court will be of opinion that the injtm11tion may properly be grr..nted
without having recourse to a trial at law. The .::onduct and dealings of the
parties,· the frame of the pleadings, the nature of the patent right, and of the
evidence by which it is established, these and other circumstances may combine to produce such a result; although this is certainly no.t very likely to happen, and I am not aware of any case in which it has happened. Nevertheless,
it is a course unquestionably comperent to the court, provided a case be presented which satisfies the mind of the judge that such a course, if adopted,
will do justice between the parties.
"Again, the court may, at the hearing, do that which is the more ordinary
course; it may retain the bill, giving the plaintiff' the opportunity of first establishing his right at law. There still remains a third cource, the propriety of
which must · .so depend upon the circumstances of the case, that of at once
dismissing the bill."
·

•

•
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§ 402. I. The Parties.

The parties entitled to relief in equity
against the infringement of a patent are, first, the part.y or parties
interested in the patent. As the remedy in equity is given in
order to protect a legal1·ight, and as the statute gives a right of
action to the person or persons interested, whether as patentee,
assignees, or grantees of the exclusive right for a particular district, it follows that any person holding the legal title, or the right
to bring an action, may bring· a bill for an injunction.
§ 403. We have seen when the assignee of a patent may sue at
law in his own name, and when he should join his assignor. The
same rules will govern in equity, in determining who are necessary parties to the bill. If the assignee has the whole ill.terest, he
may sue alone ; but if he has less than the whole interest, he
must join the patentee. If the assignment has not been recorded,
the assignee is not substituted to the right and responsibility of
the patentee, so as to maintain any suit at law or in equity,
founded upon the patent; I ancl where there is a joint suit by the
• patentee and the assignee, and a disclaimer has been filed by the
patentee, in which the assignee did not join, the disclaimer cannot
operate in favor of the complainants in such a bill, or in an action
.
at law.2
Wyeth v. Stone, 1 Story's R. 273, 295. Story, J.: "The objection which
I deem fatal is that the bill states and admits that the assignment to the plain·
tiff, Tudor (made in February, 1832), has never yet been recorded in the State
department, according to the provisions of the Patent Act of 1793, c. 55,§ 4.
That act provides, 'that it shall be lawful for any inventor, his executor or
administrator, to assign the title and interest in the said invention at any time ;
and the assignee, having recorded the said assignment in the office of the Secre·
tary of ~tate, shall thereafter stand in the place of the original inventor, both as
to right and responsibility.' It seems a necessary, or, at least:, a just inference,
from this language, that until the assignee has so recorded the assignment, he
is not substituted to the right and responsibility of the patentee, so as to main·
tain any suit at law or in equity, fotmded thereon. It is true, that no objection is taken in the pleadings on account of this defect; but it is spread on the
face of the bill, and therefore the court is bound to take notice of it. It is not
the case of a title defectively set forth, but of a title defective in itself, and
brought before the court with a fatal infirmity, acknowledged to be attached
to it. As between the plaintiffs and the defendants, standing upon adverse
titles and rights (whP..tever might be the case between privies in title and
right), Tudor has shown no joint interest sufficient to maintain the present
bill; and therefore it must be dismissed with costs."
II Ibid. 294.
1

•

•

•
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§ 404. There is, however, one distinction between an action at
law and a suit in equity, in respect to the parties, and that is the
case of an r.ssignment of tl1e exclusive right for a particular district. The grantee of such a right may bring an action at law,
within his own distdct, for an infringement, even against the
patentee himself, and, consequently, he may bring such an action
always in his own name. 1
§ 405 • .But in equity the patentee may be joined with th~
assignee of such an exclusive right, if it be a right to u::;e a
limited number of the patented machines in a particular district,
because the interest of the patentee is not all vested in the
grantee, who, although he may prevent the patentee fro~
licensing other persons within the district, cannot obtain for himself the right to use more machines than the original grant
authorized, without paying the pltentee for such further license.
This interest renders the patentee a proper party in such a bill.2
Different persons, who have infringed a patent independently of
each other, cannot be made defendants in the same bill.3
§ 405 a. It becomes at times important to know against whom
a bill for injunction may be brought. Thus in the English case
of Caldwell v. Van Vliessingen,4 it was held that the Court of
•

1 "

•

The sixth question certified is as follows: whether the plaintiff, if he be
an assignee of an exclusive right to use two of the patented J.Dachinc::! 'lt;ri.thil.!
the town of Watervliet, has such an exclusive right as will enable !.tim. to
maintain an action for an infringement of the pat,mt within the suid town; 01
whether, to maintain such action, the plaintiff must be possessed, as to that
territory, of all the rights of the original patentee. The plaintiff is the
grantee of the exclusive right to construct and use, and to vend to others to
be used, two of the patented machines within the town of Watervliet, in the
county of Albany. The fourteenth section of the patent law authorizes any
person, who is a grantee of the exclusive right in a patent within and throughout a specified portion of the United States, to maintain an action in his
own name for an infringement of the right. The plaintiff comes within the
very terms of the section. Although limited to the use of two machines
within the town, the right to use them is exclusive. No other party, not even
the patentee, can use a right under the patent within the territory without
infringing the grant." Wilson v. Rousseau, 4 How. 646, 686.
2
Woodworth v. Wilson, 4 How. 712. It had been previously held that
the grantee for a particular district can maintain a llill for an injunction and
account. Ogle v. Edge, 4 Wash. 584.
a Dilly v. Doig, 2 Yes. Jr. 487.
4
9 E. L. & Eq. 51.
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Chancery could enjoin the use in England of an English patented
invention which had been made abroad, and attached to a foreign
ve~sel as part of her equipment. But the Supreme Court of the
United States, in the similar case of Brown v. Duchesne, 1 held
directly the opposite opinion.
2
In Munz v. Grenfell, an injunction was granted against one
who had entered into partnership with the patentee for the joint
prosecution of business connected with the invention, and then
broken off, to patentee's detriment. The plaintiff was, however,
ordered to bring an action at law.
Bewley v. Hancock 3 presents us with the case of four persons
who, having taken out patents relative to the manufacture of
goods from gutta-percha, entered into an agreement " that all
patents taken out or in the course of being taken out by any or
either of them, or on account of and for the benefit of any or
either of them, in relation to the preparation or application of
gutta-percha, or the manufacture of any articles therefrom,
should be assigned to trustees and he1d for their joint account."
Subsequently, one of the parties took out a patent for an apparatud and machinery for giving shape and configuration to clastic
substances, and applied it to coating telegraph wires with guttapercha, but refused to make any assignment. It was held that
he could be restrained, as well as compelled to make specific
performance.
On the other hand, in the very recent case of Mathers v.
Green,4 the Lord Chancellor decided, on appeal from the :Master of the Rolls, that, in the absence of clear and unmistakable
evidence of an agreement or contract between joint grantees or
patentees, one of such patentees was not entitled to a share in
the profits made by another in gmnting licenses. " The letterspatent grant to the three, their executors, administrato1·s, and
assigns, that they and every one of them, by themselves, their
servants and agents, or such others as they may agree with, and
no C'thers, shall, for the term of fourt-:en years, use, exercise, and
vend the same invention. The right ccnferred is a right to
exclude all the world, other than the grantees, from using~the
19 How. 183 (affirming 2 Curtis, C. C. 371).
2 2 Webs. Pat. Cas. 88.
a 35 E. L. & Eq. 545.
• 1 Law Rep. Eq. Ser. 29 (1865).
1

•

•

•
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invention. But therP. is no exclusion in the letters-patent of any
one of the patentees. The inability of any one of the patentees
to use the invention, if any such inability exists, must be sought
elsewhere than in the letters-patent. But there is no principle,
in the absence of contract, which can prevent any persons not
prohibited by statute from using any invention whatever. Is
there, then, any implied contract, where two or more persons
jointly obtain letters-patent, that no one of them shall use the
invention without the consent of the others, or that if he does,
he shall use it for their joint benefit. I can discover no principle
for such a doctrine. It would enable one of two patentees either
to prevent the use of the invention altogether, or else to compel
the other patentee to risk his skill and capital in the use of the
invention on the terms of being accountable for half the profit, if
profit should be made, without being able to call on his co-patentee for contribution, if there should be loss. This would be
placing the pm·ties in a relation to each other which I think no
court can assume to have been intended in the absence of express
contract to that effect."
Similar language is used by Curtis, J., in Clum v. Brewer.l
" One tenant in common has as good <l. right to use and to license
third persons to use the thing patented as the other tenant has.
Neither can come into a court of equity and assert a superior
equity, unless it has been created by some contract modifying
the rights which belong to them as tenants in common."
§ 406. II. Tlte Bill. A bill for an injunction to restrain the
infringement of a patent, after the address to the court and the
statem<.Jnt of the parties, should recite tae application for the letters-patent, by the inventor, and the compliance by him with all
the prerequisites for obtaining them, and the issue of the letters,
giving the title as.it is contained in thero, verbatim, their attestation by the proper officers, and their delivery to the patentee.
Profert of the letters should be made, but it is not necessary to
~et forth the description of the invention given in the specification.2 It is necesso1ry, however, to state that the plaintiff, after
the issuing of the patent, put his invention into use, and is, at the
time of filing the bill, in the exclusive possession of it.a If the
•

2 Curtis, C. C. 506 •
2 Kay v. Marshall, 1 Mylne & Cr. 373; Westhead tl. Keene, 1 Beav. 287.
a Isaar.s v. Cooper, 4 Wash. 259.
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bill is brought upon the title of an assignee, either of the whole
or a part of the interest, or of an administrator, or if the patent
has been renewed, or extended, or amended by a disclaimer, the
facts should be properly set forth, to show the present state of the
title and the right for which protection is asked. The bill should
further state the infringement complained of, whether it has been
actually committed or is threatened ; and i£ the right has been
previously established by an action at law, against the same or
any other pa~ty, or an injunction has been previously obtained
against the same or any other party, the fact should be set forth. 1
These averments are usually followed by a statement that the
defendant has been requested to desist from the use of the invention, and to account for the damages which the plaintiff has sustained. Then follows the charge of actual combination by the
defendant with others, i£ the facts require it, and of a conspiracy,
if one is intended to be proved, to destroy the plaintiff's exclusive
privilege. The prayer of the bill is for a discovery upon oath and
particular answers to the interrogatories, which should be pointed
at all the previous material averments in the bill, for a general
answer to the bill, for decree that the defendant account for and
pay over the gains and profits which have accrued to him from
using the invention for an injunction to restrain the defendant
from the further use of the invention, and to compel the delivery
or destruction of the machines or other things which he has made,
and for further relief. The prayer should close with asking for a
•
writ of injunction, and a subprena. The bill should be sworn to
by the usual affidavit.
The omission of the oath is not, however, a ground for demurrer after a hearing and order to file evidence. The objection
should be made by motion, on the appearance of the respondents,
when the oath will be directed, unless good cause to the contrary
be shown.2
§ 407. It may often be a serious question, whether an original
bill filed for an injunction and other relief is affected by a subsequent surrender and renewal of the patent, pending the proceedings. In a case where this had happened, and a temporary
See the observations of Mr. Justice Story, cited from Woodworth v.
Stone, post. See also Orr v. Littlefield, 1 W oodb. & :M. 13.
2 Woodworth v. Edwards, 3 W oodb. & M. 120.
1
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injunction had been granted on the original bill, in which the
patentee and certain assignees were plaintiffs, and upon the new
patent a supplemental bill was filed against the defendant for the
continuance of the injunction and other relief, the injunction was
ordered to stand continued, as to the new patent, stated in the
supplemental bill, until the hearing or further order. Hence it
appears that, when a patent is surrendered and renewed, pending
a temporary injunction, a supplemental bill is necessary, in order
1
to continue the injunction as to the new patent.
Woodworth v. Stone, 3 Story's R. 749, 750. Story, J.: "If the present
case had stood merely upon the original bill, it appears to me clear, that the
motion to dissolve the injunction granted upon that bill ought to prevail,
because, by the surrender of the patent, upon which that bill is founded, the
right to maintain the same would be entirely gone. I agree that it is not in
the power of the patentee, by a surrender of his patent, to affect the rights
of third persons, to whom he has previously, by assignment, passed his
interest in the whole or a part of the patent, without the consent of such
assignees. But, here, the supplemental bill admits that the assignees, who
are parties to the original and supplemental bill, have consented to such surrender. They have, therefore, adopted it, and it became theirs
in
the
same
•
manner as if it had been their personal act and done by their authority.
" The question, then, is ptecisely the same as if the suit were now solely
in behalf of the patentee. In order to understand with clearness and accuracy some of the objections to the continuance of the injunction, it may be
necessary to state that the original patent to William Woodworth (the
inventor), who is since deceased, was granted on the 27th of December, 1828.
Subsequently, under the eighteenth section of the act of 1836, c. 357, the
commissioner of patents, on the 16th of November, 1842, recorded the
patent in favor of William W. Woodworth, the administrator of William
Woodworth (the inventor), for seven years from the 27th of December, 18!9
(to which time the renewed patent extended); and the commissioner of
patents was directed to make a certificate of such extension in the name of
the administrator of William Woodworth (the inventor), and to append an
authenticated copy thereof to the original letters-patent, whenever the same
shall be requested by the said administrator or his assigns. The commissioner of patents, accordingly, on the 3d of Mat;ch, 1845, at the request of
the administrator, made such certL'icate on the original patent. On the 8th
of July, 1845, the administrator surrendered the renewed patent granted
to him ' on account of a. defect in the specification.' · The surrender was
accepted, and a new patent was granted on the same day to the administrator,
reciting the preceding facts, and that the surrender was ' on account of a
defective specification,' and declaring that the new patent was extended for
fourteen years from the 27th of December, 1828, 'in trust for the heirs at
law of the said William Woodworth (the inve~:.tor), their heirs, administrators, or assigus.'
"Now, one of the objections taken to the :patent is that it is for the term
PAT.
85
1
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By supplemental bill the plaintiff may also b:::ing in new parties
and enlarge the charges contained in the original bilV
of fourteen years, and not for the term of seven years, or f(lr two successive
terms of seven years. But it appears to me that this objection is not well
founded, and stands inter Apices furis; for the new patent should be granted
for the whole term of fourteen years from the 27th of December, and the
legal effect is the same as it would be if the patent was specifically renewed
for two successive terms of seven years. The new patent is granted for the
unexpired term only, from the date of the grant, viz., for the unexpired period
existing on the 8th of .July, 18!5, by reference to the original g:ant in December, 1828. It is also suggested that the patent ought not to have been
in trust for the heirs at law of the said William Woodworth, their heirs,
administrators, or assigns. But t.his is, at most, a mere verbal error, if indeed it has any validity whatsoever ; for the new patent will, by operation
of law, enure to the sole benefit of the parties, in whor:e favor the law designed it should operate, and not otherwise. It seems to me that the case is
directly within the purview of the tenth and thirteenth sections .of the ac. of
1836, c. 357, taking into consideration their true intent and objects.
''Another objection urged against the continuation of the injunction is,
that the breach of the patent assigned in the original bill can have no application to the new patent, and there is no ground to suggest that, since the
injw1etion was granted, theN has been any new breach of the old patent, or
any breach of the new patent. But it is by no means necessary that any such
new breach should exist. The case is not like that of an action at law for the
breach of a patent, to support which it is indispensable to establish a breach
before the suit was brought. But in a suit in equity, the doctrine is far
otherwise. A bill will lie for an injunction, if the patent right is admitted or
bas been established upon well-grounded proof of an apprehended intention of
the defendant to violate the patent right. A bill, quia timet, is an ordinary
remedial process in equity. Now, the injunction already granted (supposing
both patents to be for the same invention) is prima facie evidence of an intended violation, if not Qf an actual violation. And the affidavit of James N.
Buffum is very strong and direct evidence to this same effect.
" But the niost material objection taken is, that the new patent is not for
the same invention as that which has been surrendered. And, certainly, if
this be correct, there is a fatal objection to the prolongation of the injunction.
But is the objection well founded in point of fact? It is said that the present
Parkhurst v. Kinsman, 2 Blatchf. 78. Here the supplementary defendant
claimed to be bona fide purchaser from the original defendant, and as such
entitled to defend himself, without regard to the condition of such original
defendant, who was precluded by his own agreement from denying the validity
of the patent. But the court held, t.hat the supplementary defendant had
acquired his interest not merely pendente lite, but also with a full knowledge
of the nature and state of the litigation, and therefore could take no higher
rights than the original defendant possessed. Th~ court added, that the
plaintiff might even have enforced his decree without any supplementary bill.
1

•
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§ 408. 8. The Injunction.

We have now to state, in the first
place, the general principles on which courts of equity .Proceed in
patent is for a combination only, and that the old patent was for a combination and something more, or different. But I apprehend that, upon the face
of the present patent, the que!'ltion is scarcely open for the consideration of
the court ; and, at all events, certainly not open in this stage of the cause. I
have already, in another cause, had occasion to decide, that where the commissioner of patents accepts a surrender of an ol.J patent and grants a new
one, under the act of 1836, c. 357, his decision, 'being an act expressly confided to him by law, and dependent upon his judgment, is not re-examinable
elsewhere ; and that the court must take it to be a lawful exercise of his
anthoritl, unless it is apparent upon the very face of the patent that he has
• exceeded his authority, and there is a clear repugnancy between the old and
the new patent, or the new one has been obtained by collusion between the
commissioner and the patentee. Now, upon the face of it, the l'.eW patent,
in the present case, purports to be for the same invention, and none other,
that is contained in the old patent. The avowed difference between tlw new
and the old is, that the specification in the old is defective, and that the defect
is intended to be remedied in the new patent. It is upon this very ground
that the old patent was surrendered and the new patent was granted. The
claim in the new patent is not of any new invention, but of the old invention
more perfectly described and ascertained. It is manifest that, in the first
instance, the commissioner was the proper judge whether the invention was
the same or not, auJ whether there was any deficit in the specification or not,
by inadvertence, accident, or mistake; and consequently he must baYe decided
that the combination of machinery claimed in the old patent was, in substance,
the same combination and invention claimed and described in the new. My
impression is, that at the former trial of the old patent before me, I held the
claim substantially (although obscurely worded) to be a claim for the invention of a particular combination of machinery for planing, tont 11ing, and
grooving, and dressing boards, &c.; or, in other words, that it was the claim
of an inve~f.ion of a planing machine or planing apparatus such as he had
described in his specification.
"It appears to me, therefore, that prima .facie, and, at all events, in this
stage of the cause, it must be tr.ken to be true, that the new patent is for the
same invention as the old patr~nt ; and that the only difference is, not in the
invention itself, but in the specification of it. In the old, it was defectively
described and claimed. In the new, the defects are intended to be remedied.
Whether they are eff.wtually remedied is a point not now properly before the
<:ourt. But as the commissioner of patents has granted the new patent as for
the same invention as the old, it does not appear to me that this court is now
at liberty to revise his judgment, or to say that he has · <>: •. guilty of an
excess oi authority, at least (as has been already suggested)
'in this stage
of the cause ; for that would be for the court of itself to b.. .ame to decide
many matters of fact as to the i!pecificu.Lion and the combination of machinery
in both patents: without any adequate means of knowledge or of guarding
itself from gross error. For the purpose of the injunction, if for nothing
'

•
'
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granting, continuing, or dissolving injunctions. To obtain an
injunction, the plaintiff must accompany his application with
an affidavit that he then believes himself to be the original
and first inventor of the thing patented; for, it is said, although
when he obtained his patent he might have very honestly sworn
as to his belief of such being the fact, yet circumstances may have
subsequently intervened, or information may have been commu~
nicated, sufficient to convince him that it was not his own orig:nal
invention, and that he was under a mistake when he applied for
1
his patent. Such a special affidavit was requhed by Mr. Jm;tice
Wa~:-hington to be subjoined to a bill.2 And it is the usual prac~
tice, on moving for an injunction before the answer has been
filed, to read such ·an affidavit, as well as others to the same pur~
port.3
§ 409. In the courts of the United States, notice that an injunc~
tion is to be applied for must be served on the defendant, as no
injunction, whether temporary or final, can be granted without
reasonable previous notice to the adverse party or his attorneys,
of the time and place of ..moving for the same.4 Injunctions,
therefore, are not granted in our courts on ex parte applications, in cases of patents, although they may be granted on filing
the bill and before answer, on notice to the party to be affected,
as well as after answer and upon the hearing.
5
In Bickford v. Skewes, the vice-chancellor said that it was
unusual to make an order for the indemnity of the defendant by
the plaintiff in case the patent should not be sustained, adding
that in one instance, Kay v. Marshall, where he had gone out of
the way of the court to make such order, his order had been overelse, I must take the invention to be the same in both patents, after the com·
missioner of patents ha.s so decided, by granting the new patent.
" Upon the whole, therefore, I do order and direct, that th<> i.njunction do
stand continued as t-o the new patent stated in the supplemental bill, until the
hearing or further order of the court."
1 Hill v. Thompson, 3 Meriv. 622, 624 ; Sturz v. De La Rue, 5 Russ. Ch.
R. 322. 'l'he same reason exists at the time of the application, although the
bill itself was sworn to when filed.
2 Rogers v. Abbot, 4 Wash. 514; Ogle v. Edge, ibid. 584.
See also Sullivan v. Redfield, 1 Paine, 441.
a See, further, as to affidavits, post, at the end of this chapter.
4 Act 2d March, 1793, c. 22, § 5; Perry v. Parker, 1 Woodbury & M. 280,
281.
6 1 Webs. Pat. Cas. 214.
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ruled on appeal. It results from this that courts of equity are
loath to grant an injunction unless the plaintiff's right is very
clear, especially in cases where an account will answer all reason·
able purposes.
§ 410. The bill and the application being, then, in proper form,
the first thing to be considered is, whether the court will require
the patentee to establish his legal right by an action at law,
before it grants the injunction, or whether it will gratit the
injunction, in the first instance, upon the proof of a legal
right, furnished by the bill itself, and the accompanying affidavits. Upon this point, the rule, as it was laid down by Lord
Eldon, is, that where a patent has been granted, and there has
been an exclusive possession of Rome duration under it, the court
will interpose its injunction, without putting the party previously
to establish the validity of his patent by an action. ·where
the patentee h~s surrendered his original patent and taken out
another one with an amended specification, the action of the
commissioner in granting the subsequent patent is prima faaie
evidence that tl1e two patents are for the same invention, and can
only be invalidated by clear proof of fraud, excess of authority, or
manifest discrepancy,! But where the patent is but of yesterday,
and, upon an application being made for an injunction, it is
endeavored to be shown, in opposition to it, that there is no
good specification, or otherwise, that the patent ought not to
have been granted, the court will not, from its own notions upon
the matter in dispute, act upon the presumed validity or invalidity of thr patent, without the right having been ascertained by a
previous trial, but will send the patentee to law to establish the
validity of his patent in a court of law, before it will grant him
the benefit of an injunction.2
§ 411. The rule thus stated has been followed by our own
courts, with further explanations, which extend its application
to the particular facts of the cases that have arisen. Thus, Mr.
Justice Washington laid down the rule, as follows, that the practice is to grant an injunction upon the filing of the bill, and before
a trial at law, if the bill state a clear right, and verify the same by
affidavit. If the bill state an exclusive possession of the invention .
or discovery, an injunction is granted, although the court may feel
1
2

Potter v. Holland, 1\IS., per Ingersoll, J.
Hill v. Thompson, 3 1\Ieriv. 622, 624. ·
•

•
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doubts as to the validity of the patent. But if the defects in the
patent or specification are so glaring that the court can entertain
no doubt as to that point, it would be most unjust to restrain the
•
defendant from using a machine, or other thing, which he may
have constructed, probably at great expense, until a decision at
law can be had.l Upon another occasion, the same learned judge
laid down the general rule in these terms, that, where the bill
states a clear right to the thing patented, which, together with
the alleged infringement, is verified by affidavit, if he has been in
possession of it, by having used or sold it in part, or in the whole,
the court will grant an injunction, and continue it till the hearing
or further order, without sending the plaintiff to law to try the
. right. But, if there appeared to be a reasonable doubt as to the
plaintiff's right, or as to the validity of the patent, the court will
require the plaintiff to try his title at law, sometimes accompanied
with an order to expedite. the trial, and will permit him to return
for an account, in case the trial at law should be in his favor.
Mr. ,Justice Story, in Washburn v. Gould, referred to and adopted
the general rule laid down by Lord Eldon, in Hill v. Thompson.
In this case there had been a trial at law, which resulted in favor
of the patentee.2 Mr. Justice Woodbury has, in several cases, also
3
acted upon it, with modifications, which will presently be stated.
·where the defendant, in his answer, does not impeach the
validity of the complainant's pl).tent; but merely sets up a subsequent patent granted to himself, and denies that it is an infringement of the former one, the coul't is not precluded by the act
of the commissioner in granting the subsequent patent without
IWtice of interference to the prior patentee. According to the
act of 1836, § 7, the commissioner of patents, when he thinks
that there is a possibility of a patent interfering with one previously granted, must give notice to such prior patentee. But
his action is not conclusive. For, says Kane, J., in giving the
opinion of the court in Wilson v. Barnum : 4 " It cannot be asked
that a third person shall have his legal rights impaired 01: his legal
remedies impeded by any proceeding to which he was not made
1

Isaacs v. Cooper, 4 Wash. 259, 260.
2
3 Story's R. 156, 169.
a Orr v. Littlefield, 1 W oodb. & M. 13 ; Woodworth v. Hall, ibid. 248 i
Hovey v. Stevens, ibid. 290. See also Sullivan v. Redfield, 1 Paine, 441.
• 1 Wallace, C. C. 347.
•

·
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and could not have made himself a party. To hold ourselves concluded by the action of the Patent Office, where that action has
been without notice, would be as perilous to the interest of inventors as to that of the public." The conclusion drawn by the
learned judge was, that the grant of the subsequent patent, under
such circumstances, served merely to indicate the opinion which
highly respectable officers had formed on an ex parte examination
of the subject, but, was not a case where the action of the Patent
Office was conclusive or even prima .facie evidence. In this case
it was decided that the district judge, sitting for the circuit court
and being well satisfied of the fact of infringement, may grant an
interl0cutory injunction, although a majority of the experts examined thought that there was no infringement.
§ 412. It appears, therefore, that, upon the question of first
sending the plaintiff to law to try the validity of his patent, the
general rule must be subdivided according to the aspect and position of the case before the court. The cases may be rangell under
three different classes: first, where there is nothing before t~e
court, as evidence, but the bill and the affidavits in support of it ;
second, where the injunction is asked before the final hearing, and
the respondent offers evidence, either in the answer or by affidavits, affecting the validity of the patent; tldrd, where the question comes on upon the hearing, and the full proofs taken in the
cause.
§ 413. These different aspects of the cause may now be considered separately, with reference to this question. First, where the
plaintiff asks for an injunction upon the bill and affidavits, and no
opposing evidence is adduced, but the respondent appears and
objects. In such cases, the bill and the affidavits must show the
issuing of the patent, and an exclusiYe possession of the right of
some duration ; and, when these are shown, although the court
may feel some doubts as to the validity of the patent, the injunction will be granted without a previous trial at law; but if the
patent contains glaring defects, so that no doubt can be antertained, or the bill is defective in material allegations, the injunction will not be granted, but the plaintiff will be required to try
his title at law. 1 Some additional evidence, besides the mere issue
1

Hill v. Thompson, 3 Meriv. 622 ; Harmer v. Plane, 14 Ves. 130, 133 ;
Isaacs v. Cooper, 4 Wash. 259; Ogle v. Edge, ibid. 584:; Woodworth v. Hall,
1 Woodb. & M. 248. Length of enjoyment is to be looked to in answer to a
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of the patent, must be offered; and this evidence will be the fact
that, after he had procured his patent, the plaintiff proceeded to
put that right into exercise or use for some time without being
disturbed ; a circumstance that strengthens the probability that
the patent is good, and renders it so likely as alone often to justify
the issue of an injunction in aid of it.1 It will also be further additional evidence, in support of the prinui facie right to an injunction, that the patentee has successfully prosecuted other persons
for violating it. 2
·
If a patentee has established his title under original letterspatent, he is entitled to a temporary injunction under an extension of those letters-patent, without a trial at·law or evidence of
long possession.3 Furthermore, where the right to a temporary
injunction does not depend upon any controverted and doubtful
facts, but upon the interpretation to be put upon a written instrument, it is the duty of the court to interpret it and to grant or
refuse the inJunction accordingly.4
'Vith regard to the question of infringement, it may be added,
that it is not sufficient to produce the machine of the plaintiff and
that of the defendant and submit them to an examination and
•

•

theoretical objection to the specification. Bickford v. Skewes, 'Yebs. Pat.
Cas. 211, 213.
·
1 Orr v. Littlefield, 1 Woodb. & M. 13, 16.
As to length of possession,
see the observations of :Mr. Justice Woodbury, cited from this case, post.
2 Ibid.
a Clum v. Brewer, 2 Curtis, C. C. 506.
4
Ibid. " There may be cases in which there is so much doubt what the
parties to an instrument intended to effect by it, that the court may think it
proper to suspend its judgment until the surrounding circumstances can be
more fully and safely examined on a final hearing. It is possible, also, that
where there arc grave doubts concern;, J the legal effect of an instrument, the
court might decline to interfere by special injunction, even tl10ugh, if compelled to decide, their decision must be in favor of the complainant. Probably the circumstances of the case, and the degree of rrU.schief which would
be suffered by refusing the injunction, compared with the inconvenience and
loss occasioned by granting it, would control the action of the court in the
case st:.pposed. But, in general, I apprehend, if the title to a temporary
injunction depends on the construction of a deed, the court will construe it,
and act accordingly, whatever view of that question the answer may have pre·
sen ted.'' Per Curtis, J. It may be well to add, by way of explanation, that
the instrument in discussion was a deed of articles of agreement under the
patent, and that the defendants claimed under a license from one of the
grantees.

•
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comparison by the court; at least where such a comparison would
involve more than the usual amount of mechanical knowledge.!
§ 414. Secondly, where the injunction is asked for before the
hearing, but opposing evidence is adduced by the respondent
against the validity of the patent. In these cases, several elements enter into the rule that is to guide the discretion of the
court. How far, and for what length of time, there has been
an exclusive possession or assertion of the right; how far the
respondent has succeeded in raising doubts as to the novelty of
the invention, or as to its being .a patentable subject, or a:; to the
infringement; and how far a long possession will go to counteract
evidence impeaching the validity of tl1e patent, are some of the
chcumstances to be weighed in determining whether the plaintiff's
prirna facie right to an injunction has been answered by the re. spondent, to that extent that the court will suspend the injunction until the plaintiff has established his right by an action. It
seems to be the result of all the authorities that there is a prima
facie right to an injunction, without a trial at law, upon certain
things being shown, namely, a patent, long possession, and il!fringement.2 .The question will therefore be, in cases of opposing
evidence, where that right has been shown, whether it has been
displaced by the respondent.
Where the patentee has made a partial assignment and entered
into an agreement with the assignee in the nature of a copartnership, the assignee cannot, in a bill for an injunction, deny the
validity of the patent, or set up in defence an outstanding patent
which he has bought up from some third party, by way of im- ,
peaching the originality.3
Per Sprague, J., Howe v. Morton et al., MS.
1
In Neilson v. Thompson, Webs. Pat. Cas. 277, Sir L. Shadwell, V. C., ·
said: "It seems to me, on these affidavits, that it is sufficiently made out that
there has been a use of the patent in this sense, that the right of the patentee
to the benefit of the patent has been submitted to where there has been a contest. and it does not at all appear to me that the general way in which the
defendants, on their affidavit, state the mode by means of which the plaintiffs
succeeded in establishing the patent, is at all an answer to Ghe two cases
which are stated in Mr. Blunt's affidavit. Then I have the cas,; of a patent
having been obtained in the year 1828, and actually enjoyed by the patentee
for upwards of twelve years. Prima facie, I apprehend, that gives a right to
the patentee to come into court in a case in which he can show an infringement; and the question is, has there been an infringement?"
3
.
Kinsman v. Parkhurst, 18 How. 289.
1

•
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§ 415. Wh0n the presumption' in favor of the validity of the
patent has been strengthened by evidence of enjoyment and possession undisturbed for several years, and recoveries against other
persons for violating it, it will not be sufficient to deprive the plaintiff of the injunction before a trial at law, for the defendant to read
affidavits tending to cast doubts ,.m the originality of the invention, especially if that evidence is answered by what is stronger
on the part of the patentee.',
Orr v. Littlefield, 1 Woodb. & M. 13. In this case, Mr. Justice Woodbury said: "It is not enougl! that a party has taken out a patent, and thus
obtained a public grant, and the sanction or opinion of the Patent Office, in
favor of his right, though that opinion, since the laws were passed, requiring
some examination into the originality ancl utility of inventions, possesses more
weight. But the complainant must furnish some further evidence of a probable right; and though it need not be conclusive evidence, else additional
hearing on the bill would thus be anticipated and supl'racded, yet it must be
something stronger than the mere issue, however careful and puhlic. of the
patent, conferring an exclusive right; as, in• doing that, there is no opposing
party, no notice, no long public use, no trial with any one of his rights. The
kind of additional evidence is this: if the patentee, after the procurement of
his patent, conferring an exclusive right, proceeds to put that right into exercise or use for some years, without its being disturbed, that circumstance
'strengthens murh the probability that the patent is good, and renders it so
"likely, as alone often to justify the issue of an injunction in aid of it. Ogle
v. Edge, 4 Wash. C. C. 584; 2 Story's Eq. Jur. 210; Drew on Injunc. 222;
Phil. on Pat. 462. After that, it becomes aquestion of public policy, no less
than private justice, whether such a grant of a right exercised and in possession so long, ought not to be protected until avoided by a full hear:ng and
trial. Harmer v. Plane, 14 Ves. 130.
" In this case, the evidence is plenary and uncontradicted, as to the use and
sale of this patent, by the inventor and his representative, for several years,
publicly and without dispute. Computing from the original grant, the time
is over nine years, and since the reisssue of the letters-patent it is nearly three.
I concur in the opinion delivered by Judge Sprague, in Orr v. Badger, that
the time to be regarded under this view is what has elapsed since the original
issue or grant. Law Reporter for February, 1845. In Thompson v. Hill,
3 Meriv. 622, the time was only three years from the first grant. In Ogle v.
Edge, 4 Wash. C. C. 584, it was but six years. And though, in some cases
reported, it had been thirteen, and in others twenty years (14 Ves. 120), yet
it is believed that seldom has a court refused an injunction in applications like
this, on account of the shortness of time after the grant, however brief, if
long enough to permit articles or machines to be constructed by the patentee
in conformity to his claim, and to be sold publicly, and repeatedly, and they
have been so used and sold, under the patent, without dispute. Here the
sales were extensive and profitable, from 1836 1 downwards, and the right as
1

.
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§ 416. But when an injunction is asked before the trial and
resisted, and doubts are cast on the originality and validity of
well as the possession does not appear to have been contested till 1842. In
Hill v. Thompson, 3 Mcriv. 622, 624, it is true that the court dissolved an
injunction when only about one year had ('lapsed since any work had been
completed under the patent, and only two years since the specification was
filed, the chancellor calling it a patent' but of yesterday,' but he added that
he would not dissolve it if ' an exclusive possession of some duration ' had
followed; though an answer had been put in denying all equity, and doubts
existed as to the validity of the patent, and no sales under it were proved in
that case. So, though the patent had been issued thirteen years, and the
evidence is doubtful, as to acquiescence in the possession or use, an injunction
may be refused. Collard v. Allison, 41\lylne & Craig, 487. But in the present case, the acquiescence appears to have been for several years universal.
" Another species of evidence, beside the issue of the patent itself, and
long use and possession under it, so as to render it probable the patent is good,
and to justify an injunction, is the fact that if the patent becomes disputed,
the patentee prosecutes for a violation of his rights, and recovers. Same
authorities; Kay v. 1\Iarshall, 1 1\fylne & Craig, 373. 1'his goes upon the
ground that he does not sleep over his claims or interests, so as to mislead
others, and that, whenever the validity of his claim bas been tried, he bas
sustained it as if good. But such a recovery is not regarded as binding the
final rights of the parties in the bill, because the action was not between
them; though, when the judgment is rendered without collusion or fraud, it
furnishes to the world some strong as well as public assurance that the paten\
is a good one. In this view of the evidence of this character in the present
action, it is not contradicted nor impaired at all by the judgments having
been given on verdicts and defaults, under agreements. Such judgments,
when, as is admitted here, not collusive, are as strong, if not stronger evidence of the patentee's rights, than they would have been if the claim was so
doubtful as to be sent to a jury for decision, rather than to be so little doubtful as to be admitted or agreed to after being legally examined. Both of
these circumstances, therefore, possession and judgments, unite in support of
an injunction in the present case.
·
" The only answer to the motion, as made out on these grounds, is the
evidence offered, by affidavits, on the part of the respondents, tending to cast
doubt on the originality of the invent.ic.:n of the patentee. I say, tending to
this, because some of the affidavits, at least, do not distinctly show that the
persons making them intended to assert that the whole of any one of the
combination of pa.diculars contajned in Dr. Orr's claim, in his specification,
had been used before his patent issued; because they are counteracted by
other testimony from the witnesses of the complainants, more explicit and in
larger numbers; and because, in this preliminary inquiry, where the evidence
is taken without the presence or cross-examination of the opposite party, it
would be unsafe to settle and decide against the validity of the patent, when
a full and formal trial of it is not contemplated till further progress is made
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the patent, if the counterbalancing and fortifying circumstances
of long possession, use, or sale to a considerable extent, and
in the case. All that is required in this stage is the presumption before
named that the title is good. This presumption is stronger here than usual,
as it arises from the issue ,of the patent, and an enjoyment and possession
of it undisturbed for several years, beside the two recoveries against those
charged with violating it.
" After these, other persons can, to be sure, contest the validity of the
patent, when prosecuted either in equity or at law; but it is hardly competent
for them to deprive the complainant of her right, thus acquired, to an injunction, or, in other words, to be protected in so long a use and possession, till
her rights are disproved, after a full hearing; surely it is not reasonable to
permit it when the affidavits of the respondents to invalidate or cast a shade
over her right are met by that which is stronger, independent of the long
possession, judgments, and presumptions before mentioned. But another
Qbjection has been urged in argument. 'Vhen an answer to the bill denies all
equity in it, the respondents contend that an injunction would be dissolved,
and hence it ought not to be imposed, if the respondent denies equity by affidavit. This may be correct, in respect to injunctions termed common, as
these affidavits and counter-affidavits are inadmissible. Eden, 117,326. Yet,
in these, the denial must be very ppsitive and clear. Ward v. Van Bokkelen,
1 Paige, 100; Noble v. Wilson, ibid. 164. But the position cannot be correct
in the case of injunctions called special, like the present one, and where facts
and counter-evidence show the case to be different from what is disclosed in
the affidavits, or an answer of the respondents alone. No usage or cases are
found where the injunctions are dissolved, as a matter of course, on such
answers, if the complainant has adduced auXiliary presumptions in favor of
his right, like those in the present instance. On the contrary, the cases are
numerous where the whole is regarded as still within the sound discretion of
the court, whether to issue the injunction or refuse it; or, if issued, to dissolve or retain it. 3 Meriv. 622, 624; 2 Johns. Ch. R. 202; 3 Sumn. 74;
Livingston v. Van Ingen, 9 Johns. R. 507, 570; Rodgers v. RoJgers, ll>aige,
426. And where the complainant has made out not merely a grant of the
patent, but possession and use, and sale under it, for some time, undisturbed,
and beside this, a recovery against other persons using it, the courts have
invariably held that such a strong color of title shall not be deprived of the
benefit of an injunction till a full trial on the merits counteracts or annuls it.
In several cases, where the equities of the bill were even denied, and in others,
where strong doubts were raised, whether the patent could, in the end, be
sustained as valid, the courts decided, that injunctions should issue under such
circumstances, as have before been stated in favor of the plaintiff, till an
answer or final hearing; or, if before issued, should not be dissolved till ~~e
final trial, and then cease, or be made perpetual, as the result might render
just. The Chancellor, in Roberts v. Anderson, 2 Johns. Ch. R. 202, cites 2
Vesey, 19, and Wyatt's P. R. 236; Boulton v. Bull, 3 Ves. 140; Universities
of Oxford and Cambridge v. Richardson, 6 Ves. 689, 705; Harmer v. Plane,
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former recoveries under it, do not exist, the injunction will not
be allowed before trial. 1
§ 417. Where the patentee has been guilty of laches in not
bringing his injunction bill, the court will not entertain a motion
for an interlocutory injunction. Thus, where the bill was filed
in July, and it appeared that the plaintiff wrote to the defendant
in November of the year preceding, complaining of the Jinfringement, and knew of the same even as far back as August of that
2
year, a motion for an interlocutory injunction was dismissed.
§ 418. If the respondent succeeds in raising doubts both as to
the exclusive possession and as to the novelty of what is claimed,
and the evidence on these points is conflicting, ~he injunction will
be refused until a trial.a
§ 418 a. The issue of novelty may, in an injunction bill, be
raised in a manner such as to wanant a peremptory ·refusal of
the patentee's application, namely, by the defendants alleging a
so-called publication in law. This topic has already been fully
discussed in the chapter on Action at Law, and the ruling of the
:Master of the Rolls quoted at length. Here we only purpose
giving the words of the refusal : "I have now examined the affidavits in this case, and I find in them nothing to alter the opinion
expressed.
I
think
it
is
clearly
proved
that
the
I have already
•
principle of these targets (plaintiffs') was first discovered by De
14 Yes. 130; and Hill v. Thompson, 3 Meriv. 622, 624." See also Sargent v.
Seagrave, 2 Curtis, C. C. 553; Sargent v. Carter, 21 Mon. Law Rep. 651;
Newall v. Wilson, 19 E. L. & Eq. 156, where it was held. to be no acquies·
cence in an infringement, that the patentee had not caused a subsequent
patent to be repealed by scire facias, such patent not having been put in use.
Potter v. Holland, MS. per Ingersoll, J.
There was a case before Sir L. Shadwell, V. C., where a good deal of
doubt, as to the originality of the invention, was raised, by the introduction
of a former patent and specification, but the plaintiff had enjoyed uninter·
rupted possession for seven years; and the infringement being clearly shown,
the injunction was granted befor.e trial, and a trial ordered. Losh v. Hagu~,
Webs. Pat. Cas. 200. In like manner, Mr. Justice Story held that the affidavit of a single witness, after long possession, and other recoveries on the
patent, would uoii outweigh the oath of the patentee, and the general presumption arising from the grant of the patent. Woodworth v. Sherman, 3
Story's R. 171, 172. See also Orr v. Badger, 10 Law Reporter, 465.
1 Hovey v. Stevens, 1 W oodb. & M. 200.
The patent in this case had
been issued less than a month before the infringement complained of.
2 Bovill v. Crate, 1 Law Rep. Eq. 387.
8 Collard v. Allison, ·4 Mylne & Cr. 487, 488 •
•

•

•
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Brettes, was published in a foreign country by the Vicomte du
Moncel, in his book, and that that book was afterwards sold and
made common here in 1857. (The plaintiffs' specification was
filed in 1860.) As a queBtion of law, therefore, there was an
actual publication of the plans claimed by the plaintiffs as theirs ;
and that question cannot obviously be affected by any consideration of the number of persons among the public who may have
thought proper to avail themselves of the publication. It may be
very hard on the plaintiffs, especially when they have taken every
possible pains to ascertain whether their invention has been previously made public, to find that it has been anticipated; but
still that will not alter the case. There will yet be the question
-and, as in this case, the onlv
c)::J.c -- wl-Jcther the Vicomte du
•
Moncel's book, having been sent, as it was, to this country for
the purpose of sale, there was in law a publication of the plan
claimed by the plaintiffs prior to their !!!pecification. As I have
said, I think there was such a publication, and the decree must
be in accordance with that view." I
On the other hand, in a case which at first would appear similar, but in which the questions of identity and sufficiency were
as matters of fact involved, the Lord Chancellor said:"But it is contended that the invention is not new, and that
the patent is therefore invalid, and reference is made, for the purpose of establishing this case, t~ a patent obtained by one Collins, as far back as 1800, the object of which was, among other
things, to manufacture sheathing of a mixture of copper aml
zinc ; but although this patent was obtained upwards of forty
years ago, it does not appear that the article was ever introduced
into use, or a single sheet of sheathing ever manufactured under
it. If it ever attracted public notice, it appears to have been
long since forgotten. I am satisfied, on the evidence, that it was
unknown to Mr. Muntz at the time when he obtained his patent,
and I am further satisfied the object would not have been accomplished by ordinary copper and zinc united according to Collins's
process ; that any attempt made to effect this would have failed,
which may well Mcount for no public use having been made
during so long a period of this patent. It was said, indeed, by the
defendants, that the sheathing manufactured by them was made
'
1

•

•

Lang v. Gisbome, 6 Law Times,

N.

s. 771.
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according to Collins's specification, but this sheathing appears to
have been subjected to a third analysis, and it turns out to be
composed of the purest copper and the purest zinc, in the same
proportions as are recommended by Mr. Muntz in his specification. It follows, therefore, that the two component articles
must either have originally been not of the ordinary, but of the
purest quality, or, which appears from the evidence to have been
the most prob,tble case, that they must have been purified in the
course of the process, by some mode which is not described or
suggested in Collins's specification. As the evidence, therefore,
does not satisfy me that sheathing could be manufactured according to the former patent, I do not consider the novelty of l\1r.
Muntz's specification successfully impeached by reference to that
patent." 1
§ 419. If the question of infringement is doubtful, it must be
tried by a jury; and in a case of this kind, Sir L. Shadwell, V. C.,
ved an injunction, and ordered an action to be brought
to try the infringement, the l'espondents being ordered to keep
an account, and to admit the plaintiff's title to the patent. 2 The
same rule would be applicable to the granting an injunction in
the first instance.
·
Thus, in an injunction bill arising under Muntz's patent, ViceChancellor Shadwell said, that, although he would not then put
any construction on the patent, it was impossible not to see that
the rolling hot was a material feature in the invention ; and as
the defendants did not roll hot, he would not grant the injunction, but would leave the plaintiff to his action. 3
It is, however, for the court alone to decide whether there ib
any doubt as to the matter of infringement, and the granting of
a feigned issue is not a matter of right. Thus, in the case of
Van Hook v. Pendleton,4 a motion for a feigned issue was denied.
Nelson, J., said: "If we do not entArtain doubts on that question (of infringement), it will be our duty to decide it; for we
are not aware of any p1·inciple that will justify us in sending the
case to a jury, unless we shall be brought to doubt on the question of identity." Similarly, Betts, J.: "It is not a matter of
•

1

Muntz v. Foster, 2 Webs. Pat. Cas. 95.
~ l\Iorgan v. Seaward, 1 Webs. Pat. Cas. 167.
8 l\Inntz v. Vivian, 2 Webs. Pat. Cas. 87.
• 2 Blatchf. 87.
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course to order a feigned issue ; but the party applying must lay
a foundation for it. . . . A feigned issue is not to be granted
unless the opinion of a jury on the question is found to he neeued.
And after a jury shall have passed upon the matter, it will he for
the court to say, whether the verdict is right, and the court may
se it aside." I
§ 420. It seems, also, that another element to be considered is
the effect of the injunction on th~ defendant's business. As the
granting of an injunction rests in the discretion of the court
exercised upon all the circumstances of the case ; and as the
object of the injunction is to prevent mischief, ii is saitl that
where irreparable mischief woultl eusue from it to the defendant,
it ought not to be granted.2 But this must be understood as
applying to a case where the plaintiff would not be injured hy the
delay, but would be left in statu quo after a trial establit;hing the
validity of his patent ; or at least, where the rights of the plaintiff are capable of being fully protected by an account to be kept
in the interim; because the object of the court is to preserve to
each party the benefit to which he is entitled.
The ruling of Judge Curtis, in the case of Forbush v. Bradford,4 contains a full aiJd cl13ar enunciation of the doctrines of
equity applicable to such cases: "In acting on applications for
temporary injunctions to restrain the infringement of letterspatent, there is much latitude for discretion. The application
may be granted or refused unconditionally, or terms may be imposed on either party as conditions for making or refusing the
order. And the state of the litigation, where the plaintiff's title
is denied, the nature of the improvement, the character and
extent of the infringement complained of, and the comparative
inconvenience which will be occasioned to the respective parties,
by allowing or denying the motion, must all be considered in
deteriT'i.ning whether it shall be allowed or refused, and if at all,
whether absolutely or upon some and what conditions. In this
case the thing patented is an improvement on a loom. '1'he loom
itself is not claimed; but only a particular modification of a loom
already in use.
•

•

1

Compare, infra, Goodyear v. Day, 2 Wall. C. C. 283.
' Neilson v. Thompson, Webs. Pat. Cas. 278, 286.
3 Ibid.
·
• 21 Mon. Law Rep. 471.
•

•
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" The defendants in these cases do not make and sell looms
having the patented improvement ; they only use in their mills a
certain number of such looms. The complainants are makers of
looms, but do not use them. So that this })articular mode of
infringement, by the use of the thing patented, though it is a
violation of the exclusive right claimed by the complainants, does
not deprive them of a monopoly which they desire to retain in
their own hands, because, practically, it deprives them only of what
they would be entitled to receive for a license to use the thing
patented, nor does it, like the manufactur2 and sale of the thing
patented, constantly widen the field of litigation, and render it
more and more difficult for the complainants to vindicate their
rights.
" On the other l1and, the defendants cannot be prol1ibited
from using the thing pa.tented without, at the same time, being
deprived of the use of the entire loom. For though it is possible to alter the looms and work them without the patented
improvement, it is shown that, in the present state of the lmsiness, and while this litigation is pending, no prudent man would
do this. The practical effect of an injunction would, therefore,
he to stop all these looms, and thus deprive the defendants of
the use uf a large amount of capital,lawfully invested, and which
they have the right to the benefit of; and it would also throw
out of employment a large number of operatives who are now
engaged in running the looms, and in the processes of manufacture which depend upon their use. All this would not prevent
the court from granting an injunction, if the right had been
finally established at law. But a bill of exceptions has been
. taken, upon points which involve the validity of the patent.
This again does not present an insuperable objection to a temporary injunction. The court is bound to exercise its own judgment upon the questions involved in the bill of exceptions, with
a view to see whether the litigation that remains presents such
serious doubts concerning the title as ought to influence its judgment in granting or withholding the injunction. I can conceive
of many cases in which a temporary injunction ought to issue,
where there has been a trial at law and a bill of exceptions taken,
even though serious questions are raised, upon which the court
of errors may reverse the judgment.1 And a fortiori, when the
1

Budson v. Benecke, 12 Beavan, 1. See further on the subject of prelimrAT.
36
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court that triCll the cause, and is ::-.pplied to for an injunction,
is fully sath;fied of the correctnf!::;s of its judgment. But C\'ell iu
such a case, when the bill of exceptions is not merely frivolo11s,
as the litigation is not in fact terminated, and its result may 1m
adverse to the complainant's title, it is necessary for tho eo11rt to
contemplate that as a p.ossihlc result, and look at the consequences in that event of allowing or refusing the injunction.
"Upon the particular fach; of these cases, I am of opinion Umt
an injunction should issue, unless, within ten days after not ire
of the order, the defcmlants shall give a bond with snllil'icut
~mrcty, to he ju<lge(L of hy the clerk of this court, comlitioue1l to
keep an account of the quantity of cloth made on caeh of the
looms in <1 uestion, and to file such account under oath, mwe in
three months in the clerk's office of thi::; court, and to pay the
amount of any final decree in the cau::;e."
§ 421. K or '"ill au injunction he granted, where the plaintiff
hm; permitted the defendant to go on aud incur expense miller
the expectation of receiving a certain sum, if the relations hetween them are such as to allow of the defendant's dispntiug
the plaintiff's right as patentee.1 But it seems that where the
defendant is estopped at law from denying the validity of the
patent, an injunction will be ~ranted; but if there i::; a real 1111estion to he tried, and a year's rent for the use of the invention is
due, the court will order the money to be paicl into court, to
wait the event of the trial.2
Where it appeared that the defendant was engaged in fuHilliug
a contu.tct 'vhich was confessedly in violation of the· patentee's
right, but into which he (defendant) entered with the implied
understanding that the question between him and the patentee
was to be merely one of damages, it was hel(l that no injunction
ought to issue restrail}ing him from completing the coutract.3
§ 422. If the plaintiff shows the necessary possession, and an
infringement has actually heen committed by the defemlaut, the
inary injunctions after a trial a;!\l questions arising thereon, Morris v. Lowell
Manuf. Co., a Fisher's Pat. Cas. U7.
1 Neilson v. Thompson, Webs. Pat. Cas. 278, 286.
2 Neilson v. Fothergill, Webs. Pat. Cas. 287, 289, 290.
See furthrr as to
injunctions against licensees, post. As to effect of previous compromise
between patentee and alleged defendant, see Sargent v. Lamed, 2 Curtis, C.
c. 340.
3 Smith v. Sharp Manu£. Co., 3 Blatchf. 545.
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injunction will be granted, notwithstanding the defendant admits
1
the infl'ingement aml promises not to repeat it.
Furthermore, in an application for au injunction, it is not a sufficient answer to allege that the infringement has 1Jcen discontinued, without offering compensation for such unlawful use. 2
§ 428. Tltird. The third class of mt.ses is where the question
of granting the injunction comes on upon the final heariug; and
here the situation of the }Jarties is entirely different from the state
of things on an interlocutory motion. The object of a IJill in
equity to protect a patent is a perpetual injunction; aiHl this
in general can only be granted at the hearing; and if granted
at the hearing, it ,will necessarily be perpetual. OLjections
raised by the defendant, therefore, to the validity of the patent, at the hearing, require a very different consideration from
the court; because the question is, whether the court will give
any assistance to a party, who might have applied for an interlocutory hearing, aml i:iO have given the defendant an opportunity
to have the legal title inve!ltiga.ted, but has not done so. In such
cases, where there are no circumstances shown which would lmYe
prevented the plaintiff from asking for an injunction in the progress of the cause, it will not only not be granted at the hearing, hut
the bill will be dismissed with costi, if it ha~ been pending for a
long time, and the answer had denied the Yaliility of the patent
and the fact of infl'iugement.3
Losh u. Hague, 1 Webs. Pat. Cas. 200. Sir L. Shadwell, V. C.: "It really
seems to me that this is a case in which I must grant the injunction, because,
as I understand it, the wheels that the defendant has made are certainly wheels
made according to that thing for which, as I understand it, the plaintitr has
taken out his patent, the substance of part of the patent being for making wheels that shall have the spoke and the felloe in parts of the same piece,
that is, in other words, the spoke is to be made with an elbow bend, which
elbow bend will constitute a part of the felloes. Now it seems to me that
there can be no question, but that the wheels complained of as having been
made by the defendant do answer the description of the plaintiff's wheels, and
I do not think it enough, on a question of injunction, for the defendant to
say why he has done the thing complained of, but will not do it again. That
is not the point, because, if a threat had been used, and. the defendant revokes
• the threat, that I can understand as making the plaintiff satisfied; but if once
the thing complained of has been done, I apprehend this court interferes, notwithstanding any promise the defendant may make not to do the same thing
again."
2
Sickels v. 1\Iitchell, 3 Blatchf. 548.
8 .Bacon v. Jones, 4: l\lylne & Cr. 433. In this case Lord Cotteuham said:
1
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§ 424. The next question is, supposing that an injunction is not
to he granted simpliciter, what course is to be taken.

This part

" Generally speaking, a plaintiff who brings his cause to a hearing is expected
to bring it on in ~:~ueh a state as will enable the court to adjudicate upon it, and
not in a state in which the only course open is to suspend any adjudication
until the }Jarty has had an op}lortunity of establishing his title by procl!edings
before another tribunal. And I think the court would take a very improper
comse, if it were to listen to a plaintiff who comes forward at the hearing, and
asks to han~ his title put in a train for investigation, without stating any satisfactory reason why he did not make the application at an earlier stage. When
he come;; forward upon an interlocutory motion, the court puts the parties in
the way of having their legal title investigated and ascertained; but when a
plaintiff has neglected to avail himself of the opportunity thus afforded, it
becomes a mere question of discretion, how far the court will assist him at the
hearing, or whether it will then assist him at all.
" If, indeed, any circumstances had occurred to deprive him of that opportunity in the progress of the cause, the question might have been different.
But in this case I have not heard any reason suggested why the plain and onlinary course was not taken by the plaintiffs of ln·eviously establishing their right
at law. They might have brought their action before filing the bill, or they
might, after the bill was on the file, have had their right put in a train for trial.
Instead of that, they have allowed the suit to remain perfectly useless to them
for the last four years. They knew of the alleged infringement in the month
of August, 1·~35; and from that time till the hearing there was no moment at
which they might not, by applying to the court, have had liberty to b1·ing an
action to establish thdr title at law. It is obvious that such a line of p1 ocecding exposes a ddenuant to inconveniences which aro by no means necessary for
the protection of the plaintiff. It is no trifling grievance to have a chancery
suit hanging over him for four years, in which, if the court shall so determine
at the hearing, he "ill have to account for all the profits he has been making
during the intermediate }leriod. Is a defendant to be subject to this annoyance
without any absolute necessity, or even any proportionate advantage to his
adversary, and without that adversary being able to show any reason why he
did not apply at an carlie1· time. It appears to me that it would be very injurious to sanction such a practice, more especially when I can find no case in
which the comt has thought it right to retain a bill, simply for the purpose of
enabling a plaintiff to do that which these plaintiffs might have done at any
time within the last four years. It was much more regular and 1n·opcr that
the plaintiffs should have taken steps for putting the legal right in a course of
trial. • Those steps they have not chosen to take, and it is now impo~sible to
put the defendants in the same position in which they would have stood if •
such a course had been originally adopted.
" For these reasons, I am of opinion that the Master of ~he Rolls, finding
·that the eviucnce in the cause was not such as he could act upon with safety,
ca.me, in the exercise of his discretion, to a sound conclusion, when he refused
to grant the injunction or retain this bill. I have purposely abstained from

•

•
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of the suhject embraces the cases where the plaintiff will be sent
to try his title at law, without an injunction; and the cases where
an injunction will be granted, but the plaintiff will be required
to establish his patent at law. The plaintiff will be sent to a
court of law to estahlh;h the validity of his patent without a
previous injunction, if he does not show long possestiion and
exercise of his exclusive right, where the injunction is resisted by
evidence which casts doubt on the originality of his invention, or
on the question of infringement, or where the patent contains
. gross and oLvious defects. 1
In a motion for an interlocutory injunction, the defendant,
claiming under a patent subsequent to that of the plaintiff,
cannot set up the action of the commissioner in granting l1is
own patent as a bar upon the issue of infl'ingcment, where the
commissioner had given no notice of interference to the prior
patentee. In some respects, it is true, the action of the conunissioner has a quasi-judicial character; but where he percei\ es no
interference and issues no notice to the prior patentee, such
patentee is not bound by his subsequent action. His grant of
letters-patent to the subsequent patentee is nothing more than
au ex parte opinion formed by a highly respectable and intelligent
officer.2
In Sickels~'· Young,a the court ruled that a motion for a pre•
liminary injunction was not to be granted unless the right was
clear in favor of the complainants, and that it, the conrt, was not
even bound by the verdict of a jury appointed to tr.r the special
issue of infringement, where the evidence was very conflicting.
§ 425. With regard to the length of time during which possession and exercise of the exclusive right must be shown. it does
not appear that any specific lapse of time has been adopted as a
saying any thing as to the legal rights of the parties, because I do not think
the case in such a state as to enable me to adjudicate upon it. 'Ilw appeal
must be dismissed with costs."
1
Hovey v. Stevens, 1 W oodb. & l!I. 200; Ogle v. Edge, 4 Wash. 58J; Collard v. Allison, 4 :\Iylne & Cr. 488; l\Iorgan v. Seaward, Webs. Pat. Cas. 107.
By defects is to be understood such as raise doubts as to the merits, that is,
the originality or usefulness of the patent, or the patentee's own error in the
specification. Wood worth v. Hall, 1 W oodb. & l\I. 400. As to defects arising
from thll acts of public officers, see post.
t Wilson v. Barnum, 1 Wall. C. C. 347.
3 Sickels v. Young, 3 Blatchf. 20:3.
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standard; and, indeed, it is manifest that no positive rule can he
assumed, applicable to all cases. The general principle is, as we
have seen, that the time elapsed between the grunting of the patent and the application for an injunction must have been sufficient to have permitted articlm; or machines to he constructed hy
the patentee in conformity with his claim, and to he sold publicly
and repeatedly.l It must also appear, that the thing has in fact
been sold publicly, if that is the kind of possession relied on; 2
an(l where the proof of possession consists of former recoveries,
f•r licenses granted to parties who have been sued and haYe
submitted, if it appears •loubtfnl whether such recoveries and
submissions were not collusively obtained, the necessary kind of
possession will not be made out, and the right will first lutYe to
be tried at law.3 But it does not impair the effect of such recoveries or submissions, that they were obtained by agreement and
without trial, if there was at first a real contest.4
§ 426. \Vhere, however, former use or former recoveries are
relied upon. as proof of the possession of the exclusive right,
they must have been under the same patent, OJ' under a patent
connected in law with that under which the application is made ;
otherwise it will not appear that they related to the same right. 5
But under our system of amending specifications, or of surrender•

See the obscrvati.ons of the court, cited ante, from Orr v. Littlefield, 1
W ootlb. & 1\I. 1:i, 17.
~ Ihid.; Hon~y t•. Stevens, 1 ·woodb. & 1\I. 290, 30:3.
3 Coliard 1•. Allhwn, 4l\lylne & Cr. 487, 488; Kay v. l\Iarshall, 1 1\lylne &
Cr. !3i:3; Orr v. Badger, 10 Law Ueporter, 465; Orr v. Littlefield, 1 Woodb.
& i\L 13, 17, 18.
4 Orr v. Littlefield, 1 Woodb. & l\I. 13, 17, 18; Orr v. Badger, 10 Law Rep.
465. In :Keilson v. Thompson, W cbs. Pat. Cas. 275, 276, the plaintiff's solicitor proved the preparation and granting of fifty· or sixty licenses, and also
various infringements by parties who submitted and took a license on proceedings being commenced against them. Sir L. Shadwell, V. C., said: " It seems
to me, on thrse affidavits, that it is sufficiently made out that there h11s been a
usc of the patent in this sense, that the right of the patentee to the benefit of
the patent has been submitted to where there has been a contest, and it docs
not at all appear to me that the general way in which the defendants on their
affitbvit state the mode by means Clf which the plaintiffs succeeded in establishing the patent is at all an answer to the two cases which are stated in 'Mr.
Blunt's affidavit. Then I have the case of a patent having been obtained in
the year 1828, and actually enjoyed by the patentee for upwards of twch·e
years.''
6 Hovey v. Stevens, 1 W oodb. & :M. 200.
1

•
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ing an old patent and taking out a new one on account of informalities, the right in contemplation of law remains the ~ame, after
the issue of the new patent, if it is in fact for the same invention;
and, cousequently, a former possession under the old patent will
be ground for granting an injunction, without a preYious trial,
under the amended patent.l Usually, where an injunction is not
granted, but the plaintiff is required to establish his title at law;
the defendant will be ordered to keep an account until the question is determined.2
§ 4::.7. The cases where an irijnnction will be granted, hut the
plaintiff will be required to establish his })ateut at law, do not
admit of any very precise classification under a distinct rule.
The court must exercise its discretion upon the circumstances.3
Orr v. Badger, 10 Law R. 405.
See po.~t, as to the account.
8 In Harmer v. Plane, H Yes. 130, 131, Lord Eldon thus expl1tined the
grounds on which an injunction should be granted in cases where there is so
much doubt as to require further investigation. "The ground upon which,
where doubt is excited in the mind of the court, an injunction is granted until
the legal question can be tried, a ground that was acted upon in the ease of
Boulton v. Watt (Boulton v. Bull, 2 Hen. Black. <!;i:J; 3 Yes. 140; Hornblower
v. Boulton, 8 Term Rep. 95; Hill v. Thompson, !3 :\fer. 022), in some eases preceding that, and some that have occurred since, is this: Where the crown on
behalf of the public grants letters-patent, the grantee, entering into a contract
with the crown, the benefit of which contract the public are to luwe, and the
1mhlic have permitted a reasonaLly long and undisputed possession under color
of the patent, the court has thought, upon the fact of that possession prO\'ed
against the public, that there is less inconvenience in granting the injunction
until the legal question can be tried, than in uissolving it at the hazard, that
the grant of the crown may in the result p1·ove to have been valid. The question is not really between the parties on the record ; for, unless the injunct1on
is granted, any person might violate the patent, and the consequence would he
that the patentee must be ruined by litigation. In the case of Boulton and
Watt, therefore, though a case of great doubt, upon which some of the'ablest
judges in '\Vcstminster Hall disagreed, yet upon the ground of the possession
by the patentees against all mankind, the injunction was gmnted until the
question could be tried ; and the result of the tdal, being in favor of the
patent, proved that the conduct of the court, in that instance, was at least
fortunate.
"The first of these patents, granted in the 2ith year of his present majesty,
is expired, and the patent for the improvements was granted in the 34th Geo.
III. The agreement entered into by this defendant fo1· a license to work under
ti1e patentee, would not bind the defendant. If the plaintiff could not legally
grant that license, there was no consideration; and the question between them,
1
2
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If the plaimiff has, by proof of possession and enjoyment, made
out a prinut facie case for an injunction, it will then he for the
court to consider whether the nature of the case entitles the
defendant to a farther iuvestig~.tion into the validity of the patent or into the fact of infringement. The defendant will have
a right to farther investigation, if he shows that there arc any
questions 0f fact or of law which a colil'~ nf equity does not (l!'(linarily undertake to settle; and this investigation will generally
be ordered to take place in an action at law, although it is competent for the court to direct an issue out of chancery.l
•

therefore, is entirely open. Still, however, the patentee has had possession
against all the world ; and if he C?an maintain its validity by a due performance of the condition as to enrolment of the specification, by dissolving the
injunction in the mean time, I should act both against principle and practice ;
not only enallling this <h•fendant against law to exercise a right in opposition
to the patent, hut also encouraging all mankind to take the same liberty."
1 Harmer v. Plane, 14 Yes. 1:30, 1a1; Hill v. Thompson, 3 Meriv. G~2, G:30;
'Vilson P. Tindal, W e11s. Pat. Cas. 730, note. In this case, Lord Langdale,
M. R., said : " Having .~egard to the arguments on the validity of the patent,
to the enjoyment of it by the plaintiffs, and to the evidence which appears
upon the affidavits which hav~ been made in this case, I am of opinion that
the injunction which is applied for ought to be granted.
" The question for consideration is, whether any terms ought to be imposed
upon the plaintiffs, or whether any other mode of investigating the facts than
that which is adopted in the usual course of proceeding in this court, ought to
be adopted. It is to be observed, that all oi·ders made on applications of this
kind are merely interlocutory orders ; they do not bind the right between the
parties. The h iunetion which I have stated it to be my intention to grant
will be an injunction only until further order. It will not be a perpetual injunction; not an injunction to continue during the continuance of the patent.
Notwithstanding this order, the defendant may put in his answer, he may displace all the affidavits which have been filed on both sides. The plaintiti and
the defendant may respectively proceed to evidence, they may bring their
cause on for a hearing, and upon the hearing of the cause, the whole case,
the law regarding t.he patent, and the facts which will appear upon the d<'positions, will have to be reconsidered ; and that reconsideration may, for any
thing that can be known to the contrary, justly end in a result different from
that which I have come to upon the present occasion.
" The defendant, having his option to adopt this course of proceeding, has
at the lmr expressed his desire to have this matter tried at law. If he was
left merely to prosecute a .. ch·e facia.~ for the repeal of the patent. that would
be one part of the qnestion which he might in that way try. But there arc
other questions subsisting between the parties regarding matters of fact,
which could not be tried in that way.
"Now it has been stated by Lord Cottcnham, that he recollected no in•

-

•
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§ 428. Under our system it has been held, that, if the defendant
wishes to have the question of originality tried by an issue out
of chancery, he must set out in his answer the m;mes of places
and persons where and by whom the invention l1ad previously
been used, because the act of Congress peremptorily requires
notice of these facts in a trial of tl1is question at law. 1
§ 429. In the previous editions of this work it was intimatetl
that an injunction would not be granted without a trial at law, in
cases where both parties claimed under patents, c,r where generally the question of novelty was directly at issue. The subsequent case of Goodyear v. Day 2 has, however, ercited from
Judge Grier a ruling in direct opposition to such opiuion. We
state the case as it is given by the reporter, and quote also in
extenso from the decision of the court : " The Lill prayed a perpetual injunction. The answer denied
the allegations, and concluded by praying 'a trial by jury of the
various issues of fact formed by it.' The argument involved
st.ance in which the court has not adopted the course of directing the trial of
au action ; he has stated that to be the result of his experience. I certainly
am very reluctant to try my own memory against that, but I should have supposed that there )Yere instances in which that had been done. It is not the
right of 1mrtics in every case to lmve an action tried in a court of law : it is a
question of convenience, and the court is to exercise a fair discretion. I have
no doubt, whate,·er, of the competency of this court to grant an injunction
simpliciter. Neither had Lord Cottcuham anJ doubt of it. But the question
is, whether, when there is an opportunity for carrying the matter further, it
is not, on the whole, a conYenient course of proceeding to have it tried before
the tribunal which is most prOJler for the consideration of the legal question,
awl by which the facts can be better investigated than they can here. It is
not, therefore, upon the ground of any doubt as to the validity of the patent
that I make the order which I am about to make, but it is because the nature
of the case entitles the defendant to a further investigation in one form or
other, and the most convenient and most effective mode appears to me to be
that which has been mentioned, namely, by bringing an action in a court of
law. Notwithstanding, therefore, the very forcible arguments I have heard
upon this subject, I think I must, in this case, as has been done in so many
•
other cases, direct the plaintiff to bring an action to try this right, the injunction being granted in the terms of the notice of motion." See also Stevens v. Keating, 2 Webs. J>at; Cas. 175.
In Russell v. Barnsley, Webs. Pat. Cas. 472, Sir L. Shadwell, V. C., said
that he did not recollect a case where a defendant had stated his wish to try
the question at h~w, that the court hacl refused to give him the opportunity.
1
Orr v. :Merrill, 1 Woodb. & 1\I. 376.
2 2 Wall. C. C. Rep. 283.
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many interesting inquiries; hut facts were so interfused throughout the whole case, in the questions of law, that these last lmrc
not heen found very capable of hcing reported. The pleadings
were long; the proof and exhibits very full. amounting to aluntt
fonr thousand printed pages; and they had been taken n111ler an
order that they should he l'Catl either at. law or in e<tuity. The
witnesses were numerous and the questions WL•re of a kin<l requiring much attention and intelligence. Both parties asstunetl
to act Ullllcr patents. The case having been set down for fiunl
hearing on the proofs and cxhihits, and haviug been fully, ably,
awl learnedly argued hy counsel on both sitles for several tlays,
the main tptestion of law was, whether, in the face of the answer,
denying pm;itively the complainant's merits and all infringement
of his patent, and praying for a trial by jury, of the issues involved, the court would, under any circumstances, grant a perpetual injunction without a previous verdict. Another flucstion,
partially mingled with a question of fact, was what amount of prior
discovery is necessary to tlevrive a subsequent discoverer of the
merit of such originality as the law requires for the protection of a
patent."
The court said: "It is true that in England the chancellor will
generally not grant a final mul pel'pctnalinjunctii.m in patent cnsL•s,
when the answer denies the validity of the patent, without :-wmling the parties to law to have that question <lcci<led. But e\'en
there the rule is not absolute or universal; it is a pradice
foundecl moro on convenience than on necessity. It always
rests in the sound discretion of the comt. A trial at law i:-;
ordered hy the chancellor, to inform his conscience ; not because
either party may demand it as a right, or that a court of equity is
incompetent to judge of questions of facts or of legal titles. In
the comts of the United States the practice is hy no means so
general as in England, or as it would be here, if the trouble of
trying issue:; at law devolved upon a different court. Cases
involving inquiries into the most complex aml difficult questiom
of mechanics and philosophy are becoming numerous in thu
courts. Often questions of originality and infringement of patents <lo not depend so much on the credibility of witnesses or the
weight of oral testimony, as on the application of principles of
science and law to admitted facts.• It is true that, in matters of
opinion, both mechanics and learned professors will differ widely.
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Bnt :-;till the question is not to he decided hy t]w numhcr, crcdihility, or respcctahility of such witnesses, but hy the force and
weight of the reasons given for their respcetive opiuions. It is
no rcfl(•ction on trial hy jury to say that cases frequently occur, in
which ten out of twelve jurors do not understand the principles
of Hcience, mathematics, or philosophy, necessary to a correct
jiHlgment of the case. Besides, much of the time of the courts is
lost, where twelve men will not agree upon any verdict; or where
they have agreed, the conscience of the chancellor, instead of
feeling enlightened, rejects it altogether. A select or special jury
of philosophers, if they conhl he got, would perhaps not prove
more satisfactory, or obviate the difficulty. In a late case. involv-..
ing the validity of Morse·s telegraph patents, which was heard in
Philadelphia, a final injunction was decreed without a verdict to
estahlish the patents; and many other cases might be cited from
other circuits, if necessary, in support of this practice, showing
that the courts of the UuitP.d States do not always con~i«lcr it a
proper exercise of their di..;<Ji'etion to order such i~sues to he tried
at law, before granting a final injunction. In the present case
there arc many reasons why the court will not thus exercise their
discretion : ~~ 1. Because this case has been set down for final hearing on
the cxhil,its and proofs, without any motion or order of the court
for such an is:sue.
.
"2. After a patient hearing of very able counsel, and a careful
consideration of the testimony, the court feel no doubt or difficulty
on these questions, which would be removed or confirmed by a
Y(;!·dict.
"3. It would require three or four weeks at least to try this
case before a jury, if this library of testimony were read to them;
and at least as many months if the witnesses were examined ?.'iva
voce, as they probably would be ; and, after all this expenditure
of time and labor, it is even more than probable, that, from the confusion created by the great length of the testimony and argument
in comt, or the force a.nd effect of those urged from without, no
verdict would be obtained, and most certainly none that would
alter the present conviction of the court. 'Vithout requiring the
aid of a jury, we shall, therefore, proceed to examine the questions,
both of fact and law, which affect the validity of complainant's
patent."
•

•

•
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The court then conclmled with the following remarks:" But notwithstanding the indomitable energy and perseverance with which this attempt to invalidate the patent has hecn
pursued, the volumes of testimony with which it lms been
oppressed, ancl the great ability with which it has hcon canvassed in the argument, we are of opiuion that the defcmlant has
signally failell in the attempt to show that himself or any other
person discovered and perfected the process of manufacturing
vulcanized india-ruhher before Goodyear. '\Ve shall, therefore,
give our decree of perpetual injunction."
§ 430. The practice of the court in dissolving, reviving, continuing, or making final injunctions, previously grauted, is reg·ulated in general by the same rules as the practice of granting
them in the first instance. On a motion on affidavits to dissoh·e
an injunction, the defendant's proofs must overcome the equity
1
of the bill and the evidence in its support. A motion to dissolve
an injunction may he made at auy time. Jf made after a trial
has heen ordered at law, or while an action at lr.w is pending, or
while the plaintiff i!:l preparing to hring an action, the decision of
the court will be made upon the same principles which governed
the granting of the injunction in the first instance ; that is to :-my,
the defendant will not succeed in displacing the plaintiff'·: prinut
facie right to an injunction, merely by filing an answer, or
reading affidavits casting doubts on the validity of the patent,
provided the plaintiff is guilty of no unrea8onable delay in briuging on the trial; especially, if the plaintiff adduces auxiliary evidence in favor of his right.2
§ 431. Where the motion to dissolve is made after a trial at
law has been had, the court will have to look at the result of that
trial, and will he governed by the position in which the plaintiff's
right lut8 been left. If the proceedings at law are not in a state
to be regarded as final, the court will choose to be informed as to
the further questions which remain to be investigated. If averdict has been rendered for the plaintiff, but a new trial has been,
Sparkman v. Higgins, 1 Blatchf. 205.
2 Orr v. 1\lerrill, 1 Woodb. & l\1. 3iG; Orr v. Littlefield, lb. 13; Orr v.
Badger, 10 Law Rep. 465. In such cases the injunction .;hould be continued
to the next term after that at which the suit at law might be tried to tr>st the
title. Orr v. 1\lerrill. See also Woodworth v. Rogers, 3 'Voodb. & l\1. 135,
where the question of dissolving an injunction is amply discussed .
1

•
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or is to be moved for, and if the court can see that there is a
question on which an argument might be addressed to the court
of law, which might induce it to grant a new trial, the injunction
will not he continued, as a matter of course, hut the court will
endeavor to leave the parties in a situation that will produce, on
the whole, the least inconvenience, having regard to all the circumstances of their respective situations.I
Hill v. Thompson, 3 1\fcriv. 622, 628. In this case, the injunction had
been dissolved, a trial at law had resultcq in a verdict for the plaintiff, who
came before the court with a motion to l'evive the injunction. On the part of
the defendants, it was stated to be their intention to move for a new trial at
law, at the next term, which was as soon as the motion could be made. Lord
Eldon said : ''In this case, the injunction was first granted upon the strength
of the affidavits, which were contradicted, as to their general effect, in the
most material points, when it afterwards came before the court upon a motion
to dissolve the injunction so obtained. l\Iany topics were then urged on'both
sides, and fully discussed in argument. It was insisted, on the part of the
plaintiti, and the court agreed to that position, that where a person has obtained a patent, and had an exclusive enjoyment under it, the court will give
so much credit to his apparent tight, as to interpose immediately, by injunction, to restrain the invasion of it, and continue that interposition until the
apparent right has been displaced. On the other hand, it was with equal
truth stated, that, if a person takes out a 1mtent, as for an invention, and is
unable to support it, except upon the ground of some alleged improvement in
the mode of applying that which was previously in use, and it. so becomes a
serious question, both in fJOint nf law and of fact, whether the patent is not
altogether invalid, then, upon an application to this court for what may be
called the extra relief which it affords on a clear primc1 facie case, the court
will use its discretion ; and, if it sees sufficient ground of doubt, will either
dissolve the injunction absolutely, or direct au issue, or direct the party applying to bring his action, after the trial of which, either he may aJlply to
revive, if successful, or else the other party may come before the court, and
say, I have displaced all his pretensions, and am entitled to have my costs
and the expenses I have sustained, by being brought here upon an allegation
of right which cannot be supported. And as, in this instance, the court will
sometimes add to its more general directions, that the party against whom the
application is made shall keep an account pending the discontinuance of the
injunction, in order that, if it shall finally turn out that the plaintiff has a
right to the protection he seeks, amends may be made for the injury occasioned by the resistance to his just demands. In his directions to the jury,
the judge has stated U as the law on the subject of patents, first, that the
invention must be novel; secondly, that it must. be useful ; and thirdly, that
the specification must be intelligible. I will go .further, and say, that not only
must the invention be novel and useful, and the specification intelligible, but
also that the specification must not attem]lt to cover more than that which,
1
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§ 432. Sometimes the court will direct a motion for an iujunction to stand over, when none has been granted, until it can be
being both matter of actual discovery and of useful discovery, is the only
ploper subjPct for the protection of a patent. And I am compelled to arlcl,
that, if a patentee seeks,. by specification, any more than he is strictly entitled
to, his patent is thereby rendered ineffectual, even to the extent to which he
would be otherwise fairly entitled. On the other hand, thm·c may be a valitl
patent fer a new combination of materials, previously in usc, for the same
purpose, or for a new method of ~pplying such materials. But, in order to
its being effectual, the specification must clearly express that it is in respect
of such new combination or application, and of that only, and not lay claim
to the mHit of original invention in the use of materials. If there be a patent
both for a machine and for an improvement in the use of it, and it cannot be
supported for the machine, although it might for the improvement merely, it
is good for nothing altogether, on account of its attempting to co\·cr too
much. Now, it is contended, that what is claimed by the present patl•nt is
not a novel invention ; that the extraction of iron from slags or cimlers was
previously known and practised ; that the use of lime in obstructing ' cohl
short ' was likewise known. But to all this it is answered, that the patent is
not for the invention of these things, but for such an application of them as
is described in the specification. Now, the utility of the discovery, the intelligibility of the description, &c., are all of them matters of fact proper fur a
jury. Tint whether or not the patent is defective, in attempting to cover too
much, is a question of law, and as such, to be conoiderell in all ways that it
is cotwenient ior the purposes of justice that it should be considered. This
specification generally describes the patent to be ' for improvements in the
smelting and working of iron '; and it then goes on to describe the particulars
in which the alleged improvements consist, describing various proportions in
the combination of materials, and various processes in the adhibition of them.
The question of law, upon the whole matter, is, whether this is a specification
by which the patentee claims the benefit of the actual discovery of lime as ~~
preventive of ' cold short,' or whether he claims no more than the invention
of that precise combination and those peculiar processes which are described
in the specification. And, when I see that this question clearly arises, the
only other question wl.ich remains is, whether I can be so well satisfied with
respect to it as to take it for granted that no argument can prevail upon a
court of law to let that fir~;t question be ··econsidered by granting the motion
for a new trial. If this be a question of hw, I can h1we no right whatever
to take its decision out of the jurisdiction of a court of law, unless I am con·
vinced that a court of law must and will consider the verdict of the jury as
final and conclu~ive. But this only brings it back to the original question ;
and I see eiJough of difficulty and uncertainty in the specification, and enough
of apparent repugnancr, between the specification and the patent itself, to say
that it is impossible I can arrive at such a conclusion respecting it, as to be
satisfied that there is no ground for granting a new trial. In the order I formerly pronounced was contained a direction, that the defendant should keep
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ascertained what the result of an application for a new trial is to
he; and where a rule, to show cause why a new trial should not
be had, had l1een granted, an injunction was refused, it not having
been allowell hefore.l
§ 433. This cour::;e of proceeding shows that whcu !1 new trial
has been or is intended to he applie<l for, a court of etluity will
generally leave the parties in the situation in which they stood
before the trial. If no injunction had been previously grauted,
the court will not increase the defendant's burdens by imposing
one, as long as the plaintiff's right remains doubtful at law. But
if an injunction has 1Jeen granteu anu the plaintiff has succeedeu
at law, it would seem that the injunction ought not to be dissolved,
on the mere suggestion that there is ground for a new trial, unless
the court sees what Lord Eldon called" sufficient ground of doubt"
of the plaintiff's right; but that the court will exercise its discretion, and if it sees reason for dissolving the injunction, it will direct
the defendant to keep an account pending the discontinuance of
the injunction, in order that, if it finally turns out that the plaintiff has a valid patent, he may receive amends for the injury occaan account of iron produced by their working in the manner described in the
injunction. If the injunction is to be now revived, the whole of their establishment must be discharged between this and the fourth day of next term,
when it is intended to move for a new trial, the result of which may be, that
the defendants have a right to continue the works ; to do which, they will
then be under the necessity of recommencing all their operations, and making
all their preparations and arrangements de novo. It appears to me that this
would be a much greater inconvenience than any that can result from my
refusal, in the present instance, to revive the injunction. 1\Iy 01)inion, therefore, is, that this matter must stand over till the fifth day of next term, when
I may be iuformecl of the result of the intended atwlicatiou for a new trial ;
the account to be taken in the mean time as before."
1 There is a .recent case where an injunction was applied for and refused,
and the plaintiff was directed to bring au action, which was tried and a verdict found for the plaintiff. The motion for the injunction was then renewed;
but it a_Ppcared, on affidtwit, that a bill of exceptions had been tendered, and
that the defendants also intended to move for a new trial. The Lord Chancellor directed the application to stand over until the result of these proceedings should be known. Shortly afterwards a rule nisi, for a new trial, was
obtained, and then the motion for the injunction was brought on again. The
Lord Chancellor said, that under the eil·cum&t::.n'-'''S in which the case stood at
law, a rule to show cause why a new trial should not be had, ltaving been
granted, he must consider the legal title of the parties as still undecided; and
.he therefore 1 efused the application. Collard v. Allison, 4 l\Iyl. & Cr. 487,
490.
•
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sioned by the resistance to his just demands. 1 After a trial autl
judgment at law, in favor of the plaintiff, the injunction will l1e
revived or granted as matter of course.2 How far the court will
unliertnke to look into the regularity of such a judgment, autl to
determine, on the ~:>uggestion of the defendant, whether there is
probable ground for a writ of error, and therefore to suspend the
injunction, is a question which has not arisen in this country; hut
it seems that in E-ngland, the Lord Chancellor has so far entertained an application of this kind, as to look into the proceeding·s
at law and the grounds of the judgment, and to satisfy himself
that no good reason existed for departing from the usual course
of reviving the injunction after a judgment in favor of the
plaintiff.3
§ ·-.WJ. An important part of the rem;;dial process in equity is
the account of profits made by the defendant. Sometimes an
account is ordered to be kept, in lieu of granting or continuing
an injunction; and it is always ordered ·when the injunction is
made perpetual, unless the amount would be very small. The
cases in which an account· is ordered to be kept, either with or
without an injunction, during the pendency of an action in which
the right is to be trii:'J, proceeded upon the principle that the
plaintiff may turn out to be entitled to the right, and he is more
secure of ample justice if the account of the defendant's profits is
kept while he is nsing the invention, than if it were deferred to
be taken at a future time, especially if the defendant is left at
liberty to make new contracts.4 Such an account will be ordered,
if the injunction is dissolved, by reason of the irreparable injury
it woulcl do to the defendant's business.5
••

1

Sec the observatioJlS cited, ante, from Hill v. Thompson. See further,
as to ordering an account, post.
2 Neilson v. Ilarford (Cor. Lord Lyndhurst in ISH), Webs. Pat. Cas. 373.
a Ibid.
4 Hill v. Thompson, :3 1\leriv. 626, 631 ; Crossley v. Derby Gas Light Company, Webs. Pat. Cas. 119; Neilson v. Fothergill, ibid. :wo; :Morgan v.
Seaward, ibid. ltiS; Bacon v. Jones, 4 l\Iyl. & Cr. 436 ; Foster v. l\Ioore, 1
Curtis, C. C. 270.
.
6 Neilson v. Thompson, 'Vcbs. Pat. Cas. 278, 285.
In this case, Lord
Cottenham said : " Nothing that took place could preclude the defendants
from the right of disputing the plaintiff's right as a patentee, but they have,
at very considerable expense, erected this machinery, and from that time to
the present hav~ been using it, the plaintiff being aware of it, at least frolll

•

•
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§ 435. Sometimes, as a further means of doing justice 1Jctwccn
the parties, upon the question of infringement, when an aclion at
law is to be tried., the court will order a mutual inspection of the
plaintiff's and defendant's works. The ohject in so doiu~r is to
enable the parties, on the trial, to give such evidence m; will tend

•

some time in lS!J!J (the precise day is not state1l), and ha\'ing stoo•l by and
permitted t11em to do this. If he is entitled as patentee, it would be extremely hard for the court to do any thing to ~;;-ewut his recei ring that which
he is entitled to recri\'e, and in expectation of which he permittetl the defendants to go on with their works. nut, on the other hand, it wouhl be
extremely hard indeed to tell the defendants that they shall nut use tlw works
which, with the plaintiff's knowledge, they ha\'e !Jreparcd at a \'cry consi•lerable CXi1ellse ; and as to telling them they may go on with the colol blast
instead of the hot blast, I am told that the difference bl'tween the u~c uf the
one and the other is au expense of nearly double, e\'en if it were JH•ssihlc ; at
all events they may sustain that loss in the intcrml until the right is tl'ictl.
It seems to me that stopping the works by injunction, under these circumstances, is just im·erting the 1mrpose for which an injunctitlll is used. .-\n
injunction is used for the purpose of preventing mischief; this wuultl J,c using
the injunction for the purpose of cn•atiug mischief, hccansc the plaintill' cannot possibly Le injured. All that he asks, all ihat he demands. all that he
ever CX!Jects from these defendants, is one shilling per ton. He has not a.
right to stty to t'iem, you shall nut use this apparatus ; he cannot tlo so after
the course of conduct he has adopted ; he may, no doubt, say with Sllccc;.:s, if
he is right, you ,shall pay me that rent which the othe1·s pay, awl in tht• expectation of which J permitted you to erect this machinery. TlwrcJurt•, in no
possible way can the plaintitf be prejudiced ; but the JH'l'judice tu the tlcfmdants must be very great indeed, if tht•y are for a short pcri01l prevented fl'om
using at their furnaces that apparatus which, with the consent of the plaiutilf,
they have erected. The object, therefore, is, pending the q1wstiun, which I
do not mean to prejudice one way or the other by any thing I now say, to preserve to the }Jtll'ties the opportunity of trying the question, with the lt•ast possible injury to the one party or the other ; and I think the injunction would
be extremely prejudicial to the defendants, and do no possihlt• guutl to the
plaintiff for the purpose for which it may he used. It may, by operating as
a }Jressure upon the defendants, produce a. benefit, but that is nut the ol•ject
of the court : the object of the court is to prcsurve to each party the benefit
he is entitled to, until the question of right is tried, and that may be entirely
secured by the defendants undertaking tu keep an account, not only fo1· the
time to come, but from the tirne when the connection first con11ueueed, and
unc!crt;,kiug to deal with that account in such a way as the comt may direct ;
and if the plaintiff is entitled, the court will ha\'c an opportunity of putting
the plaintiff }Jrecisely in the situation in which he woultl have stood if the
question had not a.rif;en. If it shall tum out that the patent is nut \'alhl, the
court will deal with .it accordingly, and that will, I thiuk, most elfl•etually
prJvtJnt all preju.licc."
l'A.T.
37
•

•

•
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to prove or di~provc the fact of infringement. For this purpose
inspeetors or viewers arc appointed, under the direction of the
comt, who arc to be admitted as witnesses on the trial at law. If
the partiPs llo not agree ou the persons to be appointed, the court
will appoint thcm.l
§ .JWi. When the validity of the patent is fully estahlished, an
account will ltc ordered of all the profits made by the dcfemlant,
to lte taken hy a master; and if the patent has expired, the account aml the iujnnction will extend to all the articles piratically
nuule during the existence of the patent, though some of them
2 The master is not limited to the date of the
mar
remain
unsohl.
•
decree, hut may take the account down to the time of the hearing
before him.:1 The proper form of the decree for profits is to direct
the taking of an acconut of all the pruflts made hy the defendant
in violation of the plaintiffs patent, by making, using, or Yelllliug
the art ide:-; named in the ltill;l
5
lt lias hcPn decided, in the ea~~~ of Livingston 1~. " ' uod w01t h,
that tile accouut of profit:-; gmntetl J,y a court of C!ptity compri:;cs
only ~nch profits as hare l1een actually made by the defellllant,
aud not such as he might have made with reasonable diligenee,
nor interest from the date of filing the hill. The original hill
filed in the Circuit 0ourt by the appellees concluded with a prayer
that the th.·fendants (here the appellants) may be decreed to ac~
count ful' aud p<ty over to the cumplainants (appellees) "all yains
1

~lurgan t'.

S(•a.wartl, W clJs. l'at. Cas. IGS ; Russellt•. Cowley, ibid. '157.
Sec these cases f(·r the decrees appointing such inspectors. Also Jones ~·.
Lee, :iu E. L. & E•I· 5:i8.
~ Crossll'Y v. Beverley, Webs. Pat. Cas. 110; Crossley v. Derby Gas
Light Company, ibid. ll!J, 1:!0. In this case a '\cry cm}ous dilliculty occurred
in estimating the "profits." The plaintiff was the owner of a patl•nt for
making gas meters, which the defendants had made and sold and employed in
their worl;:s. The profits to be ascertained were the benefits derived from the
usc of the meters, iu cnahliug the defendants to furnish gas to their customers
at a lower rate than they could have done without them, aml so to obtain
additional profits from an increased consumption. It was a case, therefore,
prcsl·nting the uncertain elements of profits made by the application IJf Jmrticular means, and a just distribution of those profits to a particular agent
employed. The case, as it is reported, docs not fumish any principles. Sec
s. c. :: ~lylnc &. Cr. •121:1, •l;JIJ.
a Hubhcr Company v. Goodyear, !J Wallace, 788.
4 Ibid.
• Livingston v. Woodworth, 13 How. 516.

•
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and profits 1l!lticlt have acm·ued from using their said machines since

the expiration of the said original patent." Under this l,ill the
master to whom the account wat> referred ma1lc a report wllich
was not confirmecl ; the court made a further decretal order, with
instructions to ascct·tain the amount of profits which may have
been, or ~oitlt due clil(qence migltt luwc been, realized l1,1J tlw t[,;fi·ndants. The report made in pursuance of this order was coufil'llwd,
and interest from the time of filing the hill added hy the court.
On appeal to the Supreme Court the rulings of the Circuit Court
were reversed, and an entirely different measure of damages aud
profits established. The Supreme Court ruled as follows: •• On
the part of the appellees (the complainants in the Circuit Court),
it has been insisted that the cl('cretal order, made iu this cause by
consent, covered and ratified in advance all the sul>se<piCut proceedings on the part of the comt, remlering those proceedings,
inclusive of the final decree, a matter of consent, which the appellants cou1cl have no right to retract. and from which, therefore,
they could not legally appeal. In order to try the accuracy of
t]Jis argument and of the conclusions sought to he tlednced therefrom, it is proper to examine the order which is alleged in support
of them. The words of that order are as follows: ' This cause
came on, &c., and Ly consent of parties it declared hy the court,'what? 'That the complainants are entitled to the }lCrpetual injunction and the aeeount prayed .for by tlw Mll.' It seems to us
incomprehensible, that, Ly this consent of the defendant below,
he had conseutcd to any thing precise and unchangeable beyond
the perpetual injunction, much more so that he had thereby hound
himself to acquiesce in any shape or to any extent of demand
which might be made against him, under the guise of an account.
Indeed, the complainants below, and the circuit court itself, have
shown by their own interpretation of this decretal order, that they
did not understand it to mean, as in truth by no just acceptation
it could mean, any thing fixed, definite, or immutable; for the
complainants below excepted to the report of the master; ancl
the court recommitted that report with a view to its alteration.
Nor can we regard the reference to the master as in the nature of
an arbitration; for, if so deemed, the award of that officer must
have been binding, unless it coultl he assailed for fraud, misbehavior, or gross mistake of fact. In truth, the account consented
to was the account prayed for by the bill, namely: ' That tho de-

•
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feudants may Lc decreed to account for anll pay over all sneh
gaius and profits as have accrued to them from using the said
machines since the expiraiion of said original letters-patent'
This language is particularly clear and signiiicant, such gain
and profits, and such only as have actua1ly accrued to the defendants; and we are unable to perceive how, by such an assent, the
uefemlants below could have Leen concluded against exceptions
to any thing and every thing which might have been involvc<l hy
that repOl't, however illegal or oppressive.
" Considering next the decretal order for the recommitment of
the first report, the second report made in obedience to that order,
and the final decree made upon that second report, we arc r-onstrained to regard them all as alike irreconcilable with the prayer
of the hill, with the just import of the consent decree, aml with
those principles which control courts of equity. In the instructions to the master, it will he seen that he is ordered 'to ascertain
and report the amount of profits which may have been, or which
with due diligence and prudence might have been, realized l1y the
uefendants for the work done by them or hy their servant:.;, computing the same upon the principles set forth in the opinion of the
court, and that the aecount of such profits commence from the
date of the letters-patent issued with the mneuded :.;pecification.
The master, in hi::; report made in pursuance of the iu:.;tructions
just adverted to, admits that the account is not constructed upon
the ha!:>is of aetual gaiL.~ and profits acquired by the defendants hy
the use of the inhibited machine, but upon the theory of awarding
damages to the complainants for an infringement of their monopoly. He admits, too, that the rate of profits assumed Ly him
\Vas coujectural, and not governed by the evidence; but he attempts to vindicate the rule he had acted upon by the declaration, that he was not aware that he had ~infused
into
the
case
•
any element too unfavorable to the defendants. That by the
decision of the court they were tres}la:.;sers and wrong-tloPrs, in
the legal sense of these words, and consequently in a posi-lion to
be mulcted in damages greater than the profits they have actually
received, the rule being, not what benefit they have received, but
what injury the plaintiffs have sustained.' To what rule the
master has reference in thus statin~:, tile grounds on which his
calculations have been based., we do not know. ·we are a ware of
no rule which converts a court of equity into an instrument for
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the puuisluncnt of simple tort!-\; but upon this principle of clmstisemcnt the master admits that he has l1een led, in contravention
of his original view of the testimony antl upon conjecture as to
reality of the facts, and not upon facts themselYes, to dou],Je the
amount which he had stated to he a compensation to the plaintiffs
below, and the compensation prayed for by them ; and the circuit
court has, hy its decree, pushed this principle to its extreme, hy
adding to this amount the penalty of interest thereon, from the
time of filing the lJill to the date of the final decree.
" 'Ve think that the second report of the master, antl the final
decree of the cireuit c,ot1rt, arc warranted neither by the prayer
of the bill, hy the justice of this case, nor by the wcll-estahlished
rules of equity jurisprudence. If the appellees, the plain tiffs
helow, had sustainell an injury to their legal rights. the coUJts of
law were open to them for redress, and in those courts they might,
according to a practice "~1ich, howeyer doubtful in point of essential ri.!.!·ht, is now too inveterate to be called in question, have
claimed not merely compensation, hut vengeance for such injury
as they could show that they had sustained. llnt before a tribusave those acts an<l motives
nal which }'Cfuses to listen even to anv
v
which are perfeetly fair and liberal, they cannot be permitted to
contravene the highest and most benignant principle of the being
and constitution of that principle." 1
§ 436 a. Profits are rightly estimatecl by fi111ling the clift'erence
lJetween cost and sales. In estimating cost, the clements of cost
of materials, interc•st, expense of manufacture and sale, and btHl
debts, considered hy a manufacturer in estimating his profits, arc
to he taken into account, and no others. Interest on capital stock
and "manufacturers' profits" are not to be allowed. Profits due
to elements not patented, which entered into the composition of
the patentetl article, may sometimes be allowed, hut not always.
Extraordinary salaries, being in fact dividends of profits allowed
2
under that name, should not be allowed.
§ 437. An injunction should not be dissolved merely on account
of doubts as to the validity of the patent, wliich arises from objections to the technical form or signature of the letters, or other
•

1

These principles have been applied in the subsequent case of Dean v.
l\Iason, 20 How. 108. Sec also Silsby v. Foote, 20 How. HiS; anrl Elwood v.
Christy, U! C. B. N. s . ..l!J·!. Rubber Company v. Goodyear, !J Wallace, 788.
2 Rubber Company v. Goodyear, U Wallace, 788.
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acts or omisl'ions of the pnblic officers, and not from any neglect
or wrong of the patentee.l
Nor is it ::mfficient ground for dissolving an injunction, that
there has heen delay in the several steps necessary to the acquisition of the patent, proviuml that such delay was not usual, and
that the application was followed up with reasonable diligence.
Or that the patentee has in the mean while sold the manufactured
article. And if third parties, inquiring at the Patent Office, are
informed that no patent has been obtained for such artielcs, and.
act npon the information, the patentee is not bound. by such action
of the Patent Office officials, and a temporary injunction granted
him cannot be dissolved on that ground. 2
§ 438. Upon the question of granting an injunction against a
party who has had the use of the invention by permission or grant
of the patentee, the doctrine seems to be this. A licensee who
derives his license from one tenant in common of a patent cauuot
Woodworth v. Hall, 1 Woodb. & l\L 389, 400. In this case, l\lr. ,Justice W oodhnry sai1l: " Finally, it is contended that if any dou1t exists as to
the Yalidity of a patent, as some assuredly does here, as before stated, the
injunction should be dissolved. This may, with some qualification as to the
matters connected with the subject, be true in granting an injunction, as laid
down in 4 Wash. C. C. 58-1, if the dou1t relate to the merits, that is, the
originality or usefulness of a patent, or. a patentee's own error in his specification. But when the objection relates to the technical form or signature of
J>apl·rs connected with the letters, and the doubts arise from acts of public
officers, and not any neglect or wrong of the patentee, the position seems to
me not sound. :More especially shoulcl an injunction, once granted, not be
disturbed for such doubts, when, as in this case, the term for trial of the
merits is near; and the allowing such doubts to prevail, even to the extent
of dissolYing an injunction, might not merely affect the present patent and
presPnt parties, but operate injuriously on all other patents and 11arties where,
for the last ten years, by a contemporaneous and continued construction of
the patent law, chief clerks have, under its authority, signed patents or other
important papers as acting commissioner, in the necessary absence of the
commissioner, or made mistakes of a clerical character in the form of the
letters. In my opinion, so far from its being proper, under such circumstances, to dissolve an injunction for doubts on such technical objections, it is
rather tl1e duty of the court, if, as here, mischievous consequences are likely
to ensue to others from interfering, and if, as here, legislative measures have
been recommended by the public officers, which are pending, to remedy or
obviate the possible evil from any public mistakes, not to dissolve an injunction already granted, unless required to do it by imperative principles of law,
showing the letters-patent to he clearly void."
• Sparkman v. Higgins, 1 Blatchf. 205.
1

•

•
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be enjoined hy another eotenant.1 A party who has hacl the m;e
of an invention, under a contract for an annual rent, or other estimated rate of payment, may dit;coutinne the payment, and, if he
still u!'le the invention, the patentee may sue him for the rent due,
or for an infringement. If an action is brought for the rent, and
the defendant is not estopped by the terms of his contract from
denying the validity of his patent, the plaintiff camwt recover
without giving him an opportunity to do so. 2 The :-ame is true
under an action for the infringement, if the defendant is not
3
estopped. 'Vhere, therefore, a court of equity does not see that
the defendant is estopped from denying tl1e validity of the patent,
but that l1e lms a right to resist the patent, it will !leal with a
defendant. who has used under a license or other contract, or under
permission, upon the question of injunction, as it deals with other
defendants ; and, as we have seen, if the Lill which prays for an
injunction also shows that rent is due Ly contract, the court will
order the money to be paid into court, to await the result of an
. at 1aw. 4
actiOn
·
Clum v. Brewer, 2 Curtis, C. C. 500.
··•
2 Ha:vnc v. Maltby, 3 T. n.. 4ll8.
3 As to estoppel and failure of consideration, sec Bowman v. Taylor, 2 Ad.
& Ell. 278, and other cases collected in Webs. Pat. Cas. 200, note.
4 Neilson v. Fothergill, Webs. Pat. Cas. 287, 288.
The lJill showed that
the plaintiffs had called on the defendants for an account of the iron smelted
by the usc of the invention, in order to ascertain the sum due, aml that the
defendants had rendered an account in writing of all the iron smelted lJy
them up to the 2d of August, 1~30, and duly paicl one shilling per ton on the
same; that the plaintiff had applied to the defendants for an account of the
iron smelted since the 2d day of August, 183!), and for like payments, but
the defendants had refused. It appeared that the draft of a license was sent
to the defendants, containing amongst others a clause for revoking the lice~.i) ...
upon the nonpayment of the rent, ami that tlti.~ license wa.~ kept; that the payments were made in conformity to it, and that the plaintiffs, after August,
1830, l'evol.:ed tlte licen.~e. An injunction had been granted, which the defendants now moved to discharge. J.. ord Cottcnharn, I... C.: '' This case is
deprived of those circumstances upon which I acted in the other, namely, the
party who claims to be patentee permitting them to incur expense, in the
expectation of being permitted to usc the furnaces upon the payment of
the rent, which is all the plaintiff requires. But here, all that is accounted
for, because that was done under a contract, and for two years at least the
party has had the benefit of the works which he has so erected, and the
patentee has kept his contracts with the defendants; he has not interposed and
endeavored to deprive them of the benefit of their expenditure. It is the
act of the manufacturer which has put an end to this connection; he has,
1

0
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§ -!:38 a. A licensee, who has obtained a license upon certain
terms, will be held by a court of equity to a compliance with those
therefore. exposed himself to any degree of injury that may arise from the
expenditure upon these works, and it appears that there is no answer to the
claim to this rent from August, 183!1, to August, 18-10. I shall have to conshier, if. yo'nr client declines to escape from the injunction upon the terms I
propose to him, whether the injunction should not go in a case which is
depri\'('d of those equitable circumstances which induced me to dissolve it in
the othL•rs. (Wigram: Your lordship will give me the benefit of the Rnpposition, that, at law, 1 have a defence if the patent is good for nothing.) If
you can show me that there is a real question to try, the money must uc paiu
into court instead of being paid to the parties; but at all events, I do not
see how far that year, from August, 18:30, to August, Hl-JO, when yon went
on under the contract without giving notice to determine, yon can escape paying it. <·it her into court to abide the event of the trial of the question at law,
or paying it to the party, if there is no question to try.
\Yigram, in reply. "Your lordship saitl you shoul<l consider, whether,
since August, 1840, we were to uc considered as holding adversely, and,
therefore, "hethcr liable or not to pay for what was gone by, we were at all
events wrong-doers. Aml tht•n you put me to show, whether I couhl not in law
ddend myself for what was said to be due in August, 18-lO. The J•rineiple
which I h:wc always understood to govern cases of this sort is this, that,
exchuling the law of cstoppd, if you go into a court of law, and can show a
total failure of consideration for the contract, there you may always defend
yomself; if, on the other hand, you caunot make out a case of total failure of
consideration, you ar.J liable upon your contract, and you may or may not
have J'our cross action. This is the- general principle in these· cases, subject
to the question, whether that which has been done may or may not amount to
an estoppel. The whole question in the case of Bowman v. Taylor, relied
upon for the plaiutiff, was, whether or not there could be an estoppel by recitr.l,
.md it was held that there could. In Hayne v. l\Ialtby, the question was,
whether there was any estoppel, there being no recital of the plaintiff's title,
but only an agreement and a covenant to pay, and the comt hchl that there
was not. In that case, 1\Ir. ,Justice Ashurst said, the plantilfs usc this patent
as a fraucl on all mankind, and they state it to be an invention of the patentee,
when in truth it was no invention of his. The only right conferred on the
def<'ndant by the agreement was that of using this machine, which was no
more than 'vhich he in common with every other subject has, without any
grant from the plaintiff. That is exactly our case. We say that all mankind
have a right to usc it, but that some people have taken licenses, supposing it
to be the plaintiff's invention. On the money then being paid into court, the
injunction should be dissolved."
Lord Cottcnlmm, L. C. : " The case of Hayne v. :Maltby appears to me to
come to this, th:tt although a party has dealt with the patentee and has
carried on uusine~;.-, yet that he may stop, and then the party who claims to be
patentee cannot recover without giving the other party the opportunity of

•

•
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terms. In :-;neh cases, however, the comt will act with due regard
to the su1u,;tantial rights of both parties, neither permitting on the
one hand the licensee to continue his use in disregard of the agreement, nor on the other hand working an unreasomtl•le forfeiture
of the license. Thus, in Brooks 1•. Stolley, 1 the defeudant in an
injunction ltill had been allowed to use the plaintiff's machine on
certain conditions, viz. : "that the said. John Stolley shotiltl pay
•
the sai<l
Brooks
an<l
1-Ion·is
one
dollar
and
twenty-five
cents
for
•
eacl1 and every thousand feet of ltoards he may plane, payable on
l\Ionday of every week~" &c. The defendant admitted failure of
payment. The comt rule<l that the terms of the agreement made
the performance of its stipulations hy the defen<lant a condition to
his continued use of the machine, and that the case was one in
which cquitaltle relief wa:; in place, hut that, unlike an ordinary
case of infringement, an unconditional injunction which would
virtually annul the agreement would be excessive. Sai<l the
court : "The complainau ts invoke the aid of equity, not to decree
a speeifie performance of the contract, hut to protect their rights
as asHignee!> of the patent. This right, they allege, has heen
infringed. The defendant relies on the license contained in the
contract; hut having failed to make the weekly payments, he has
1~0 pretenee of right to run the machine. To entitle himself to
the bmwfit of the license, it is incumbent on the defendant to do
all that he i:; hound to do. . . • A question is made whether the
failnr!:' of the defendant to make the .weekly payments operates as
'

disputing his right, and that if the defendant stu: '!!Ssfully dispute his right,
that notwithstanding he has been dealing under a contract, it is competent to
the defendant so to do. That is exactly coming to the point which I JlUt,
whether at law the party was estopped from disputing the patentee's right,
after having once dealt with him ns the proprietor of that right; and it appears
from the authority of that case, and from the other cases, that from the time .
of the last paymt>nt, if the manufacturer can successfully resist the patent
right of the party claiming the rent, that he may do so in answer to an action
for the rent for the use of the patent during that year. That being so, I
think that, upon the money being paid into court, that is to say, upon the
amount of the rent for that year being paid into court (if required), and the
same unuerttJking being given to account for the subsequent period, the same
order ought to be made in this case as in the others. There must be au undertaking to deal with the amount of that in the same way as before. The great
difficulty in this case, which, however, is sarmountcd in the undertaking, is
that the saitl suit docs not go to that year's rent."
1 3 l\IcLean, 523.
'
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a forfcitme of the contract. There is no condition of forfPitlll'c
in the contract. 'Vhether it has been ahawlonetl hv
the
1lefeJHl••
ant mn~t depend upon the circumstances of the case. A ronrt of
chancery will not decree the cancelment of ~t contract, except for
fraud or mistake. . . . An injunction is prayed which, in effect,
will annul the patent. Now, although it may he mlmittcll that
the defendant, as the facts in the case stand, could not successfully invoke in his behalf the action of a court of equity or law,
yet, under the relief asked by the complainants, a somewhat different view may he taken. Are the complainants entitlc<l to an
absolute injunction, which shall annihilate the contract'? It appears to me that short of this adequate relief ma.Y he giYeu." It
will he observed that the breach in question consisted in a mere
,
non-payment ot money.
In the similar case of "Wilson v. Sherman (under the same,
'Voo1l worth's, patent). 1 the court decided that one gronncl for
granting an injunction failed, inasmuch as the contract constituting the allegell violation of the agreement l1a'l l>ecn fully
completed before the hringing of the bill; also that the gmnt of
an injunction, on the ground of forfeiture of the licen~c, would,
under the circumstances of the case, be too 1·igorous an exercise
of the power of the :.!OUrt. The violation was, in this case, selling outside of the county agree<l upon in the license the materiah; manufactured by the patcntetl machine.
But perhaps the fullest exposition of the equital>le rights
existing mutually between patentee an<l licensee is contained in
the decision of the Lord Chancellor in 'Varwick 11. Hooper: 2
"From what I have stated, it appears that the equity relied on,
on the part of the plaintiffs, results from the following fads:
that the plaintiff are assignees of a certain patent ; that the
defendant accepted a license to use the patellt ilweution upon
certain terms, one of which was to pay a royalty or rent to the
amount of at least £2,000 a year, to be made up at the end of
each year, in manner statetl in the license, and that in default of
such payment being made, the license might be determinell;
that the defendant has made default in such payment in every
year except the first, since the license was granted; and that the
plaintiffs have in consequence determine<! the license according
to the proviso in that behalf enabling them to do so. On the
1

1 Blatchf. 53G.

2
•

3 E. L. & Eq. 23!3 .
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defendant's behalf . . . it is insisted, first, that the condition as
to the payment of the £2,000 yearly was dispensed with by the
agreement embo1lied in the letter of the 4th of November, 1845;
and, secondly, that if the condition as to the payment of the
£2.000 yearly was not dispensecl with, and the covenant to pay
such sum had heen broken hy non-payment of such sum, yet
that the plaintiffs had elected not to treat su~h breach as a forfeiture ·of the license, hut to continue the license hy the acceptance of payment of the royalties under the license, accruing due
for a period subsequent to the last breach of covenant.
"I shall first consider the point whether the license granted to
the defendant by those under whom the plaintiffs claim, has heen
legally determined, so as to make the defendant a wrong-doer, as
against the plaintiffs, by continuing to use the patented invention ; because, if the license has not determined, there is an
entire failure of the equity set forth in the plaintiffs bill ; autl I
think this point may he determined upon principles and authorities which can he open to very little doubt or dispute. The
proviso containecl in the license for determining the same, upon
default being made in the payment of the £2,000 a year, was
in~-;erted exclusively for the benefit of the grantors, and the
defendant, the grantee, could in no manner, by any option or act
of his, determine the license ; nor were the ••grantors bound, in
the event of default being made in the stipulatecl payments, to
avoid the license or to treat it as determined; and until they, the
grantors, should in the prescribed manner declare the option and
exercise the right to treat the default as a grouncl of forfeiture,
the license would continue in full force notwithstanding any
breaches of covenants and conditions on the part of the defendant which might have occmred. It is not necessary. to cite
authority for this well-established proposition.. The question to
be determined is, whether the plaintiffs, by receiving royalties
which accrued for two quarters after the expiration of the year
ending July 27, 1849, did not treat and act upon the license as
an existing and continuing license, and thereby elect conclusively not to treat the previous breaches of covenant as grounds
of f01feiture, and thereby preclude themselves from afterwards
determining the license upon the ground of any previous breach
of covenant." The Chancellor then discus~;es the principles recognized and adopted in similar cases arising between landlord
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and tenant, and concludes: "I cannot perceive any distinction
between the present case and the case of laudiord and tenant
under a lea..;e ; and it seems to me to be clear that the receipt of
the royalty under the license for the two quarter~:; commmwing
after the alleged ground of forfeiture had occurred, was a couelusive election hy the plaintifft; not to act upon the previous breaches
of the covenants a8 a. ground of forfeiture."
·For a full discussion of the question, whether the Federal
courts had or had not jnrisdiction in the two American cases
ahove cited, sec in:fi·a, chapter on Jurisdiction. It may suffice
here to observe that the question was decided affirmatively, on
the ground that a non-compliance with the terms of the liccuse,
coupled with a continued use of the patented invention, coni'ititute!l an infringement of the patent, and on that ground alone
was a proper subject of adjudication in the ]redcral courts. The
case of Goodyear v. The Congress Rubber Co.l may l1e regar1led
as modifying, or, to speak perhaps more accurately, limitin·~· the
doctrines already stated. The patentee, Charles Goodyear, 1uul
given to Horace Day an exclusive license for a specified purpose,
Day eovcnanting to usfl it for no other purpose. Day suh.;cquently using it for other purposes, Goodyear brought a hill in
New ,Jersey to restrain the violation, and obtain a decree of
account. The decree was granted, but after its rendition, and
pending the accounting nuder it, Day assigned his license to the
Congre:-;s Ruhl1er Co., who took with full knowledge of the facts.
Day al::;o disposed of his property with ~ntent to defeat the
decree of account. The Congress Rubber Co. proceeded to
manufacture articles under the license assigned to them. The
bill in 1p1estion was thereupon brought to restrain them from
so doing, on two grounds, first, that the assignor, the original
licensee, had violated his covenant, and that any one holding
under him was hound by equities <t.gainst him; secondly, that the
Company had not themselves fulfilled the terms of the license,
by paying the fees agreed upon. This last ground was sustained, but. the first was overruled on demurrer. The Court
ruled: 1. That the patentee had no lien on the license to secure
the tariffs. 2. That the unpaid tariffs clue by the assignor
afforded no ground for enjoining the assignees under the license,
and that the qu':lstion whether the assignment was fraudulent or
1

3 Blatchf. 44!:1.
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not, dicl not respect the patentee. 3. That the question respecting any attempt to evade the New ,Jcrsey decree couJcl not arise
until that decree became final. 4. That the bill could not he
sustained against the assignees, to aid either in enforcing that
decree or in collecting the tariffs due from the licensee to the
patentee at the time of the assignment.
It mav be well to observe that this case differs from Brooks v.
Stolley and "\Vilson v. Sl1erman, in that the license here in question was an exclusive one, and from 'Varwick v. Hooper, in that
it contained no provision for determining the liceuse in default
of non-payment. The question of jurisdiction moreover was .not
mised, inasmuch as the court had jtv.isdiction for another reason,
the plaintiff being a citizen of Connecticut and the defendants
citizens of New York.
In couclusion, where the patentee assigns his whole interest
in the patent, reserving merely an annual income to be paid by
the grantee, he can have no action eithl:;· :·,t law or in equity
nuder the patent, but his only remedy in case the income is not
paid is an action upon the covenant. Thus, in Hartsltom v.
Day, 1 the recital mentioned that the grantee l1ad stipulated to
pay $1,200 and the expenses, and the body of the im;trnment
declared: "Now I, Chaffee, do hereby in consideration of the
premises, &c., &c., nominate, constitute, and appoint said \Viilimn Judson my trustee and attorney irrevocable, to hold saicl
patent and have the control thereof, &c.'' This was held to !lass
the entire equitable and legal title in the letters-patent to said
Judson, for the benefit of Goodyear, so that if the annuity was
not paid, the patentee had no right to revoke the power of attorney and assign the patent to another party. Nelson, J., in giving the opinion of the Supreme Conrt, expressly declares the
doctrine of Brooks v. Stolley inapplicable to this case.
§ 439. It has been held that in a bill in equity for a perpetual
injunction, it is a good defence, that, prior to the granting of the
patent, the inventor had allowed the invention to go into public
use, without objection ; but that it should be clearly establishecl
by proof, that such public use was with the knowledge mul consent of the inventor. 2 This is the same as one of the statute
defences against an action at law, which may all be made, pnrsuant to the statute, in equity, if the defendant chooses, although
u

'

1

1!) How. 211.

2

Wyeth v. Stone, 1 Story's H. 2i3.
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the statute has exp1·es:-;ly made them defences only
in
an
aetwn
•
at la \\'.
§ 440. The general principle of ecptity jnrisprmlence, thnt the
court will not lend ih; extraordinary aid to any claimant who ha~
encouraged or acc1 uiesced in an infringement of his right, ur who
has lmren~onahly delayetl pro~ecnting for such violation, is fully
recognized in the case of patentees applying for an injnnetion.
'Vlwrc a patentee seeks an injunction against an alleged infriuger,
antl the evitlcuce shows that this iufringer or others have hct·u
in the habit of disrt•gartling the exclusive right conferred upun
the pah•ntec, and thi:-; with knowledge either actual or implied.
on the part or the patentee, the court will dismiss the hill on the
ground that the plaintiff has he en guilty of ladu~s, or that there
i:; a want of that exdu~ivc possession which lies at the foundation
of cvt~ry claim to an injunctiou.
This priuciple has hecn acknowledged and applied in SL'\'tral
copyright and patent cases. Thus, in Lewis 1'. Chapmnn, 1 the
1.\laster of the Holls said: ''The two w0~·I,s ,•,ere prcpariug for
publication at the same time. The publication of the defendants
began first, and the attention of the 1•laintiffs was drawn to it
at the commencement and afterwm·ds during the process of the
defendants' publication, which was r!ompleted six years and a
half before the hill was filed ; and for more than one •year lwfore
the bill was filetl, a complete copy of the defendants' wol'k was
in pm•session of the plaiutiffs, and had been obtained by them for
the express and avowed purpose of investigating the contents aml
comparing them with the contents of the plaintiffs' work a111l the
contents of Fullarton's hook, which at that time was under consideration here. The delay of the plaintiffs is accounted fur hy
reasons \vhich affect them and relate to their own couvenience
only; . . . and although the small extent to which the 1•laintiffs
from time to time made themselves Rf'']_Uaiuted with the contents
of the defendants' work may in point of fact be entirely true;
yet it appears to me that the plaintiffs, having so strong an interest in the subject, having such powerful motives for vigilant
attention, anfl having such means of information, cannot be
a1lowed in a court of justice to state that they remained ignorant
of that which they had the perfect means of knowing, and which
it was their avowed purpose as well as their strong interest to

1

3 Beav. 133.
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learn; and Ullller thesn ciremnstanecs I think it mv
1lnt\·
to
im•
•
pnte to thclll such a kunwlc,lgc of the cnuteub; of 1lefellflauts'
work as made it their 1iuty to apply for au injuuetion, if aL all,
at a much earlier pcrio1l. Amlon t/11' ,'}i'fJill!tl t:t' del''.'! awl not for
an!J utlu·r rnt.~on, I thiuk that the injunction movc1l for must be
rcfuscll."
So, also. in f'amulers l'. ~mith, 1 we fiwl the Lonl Challt>ellor
ruling as follows: •· 'nwn I look at this hook (the dcfl~llllauts',
viz., ~mith's l.t•a11ing Cases), I sec that it is a work of wry g-reat
lahor, and I find the priuciple is to take, first, the marginal uute,
sometimes with some alteration, and then to take the lc<Hling
case as a principle, and then, by very voluminous and obviously
very lal1orious notes, to work out the priuciple. It is clear, tlterefore, that the work is one of great labor, aml tlmt tlds was cvillent from the first volume ; and I find that the plaintiffs were
informe1l. in :\Iat·ch, 18:n, of an intention (on the part of the
dcfcllllant) to deal with the existing reports (the copyright in
which lwd vested, lJy assignment, in the plaiutift':.l) in the numner
now complaiuctl of. I fiud the fir:";t volume published~ aunuuncing tlte intention of going on with tlte same plan, which necessarily would run over the period to which the copyrights of the
glaiutitfs relate, aml that no remonstrance is made to l\Ir. Smith
upon the natme of his work, lmt he is permitted to go ou with
this laborious undertaking until the period at which the tlrst part
of tlte secoml volume is published. In the mean time thel'l' was
a communication between the plaintiffs aml :Hr. ~Iaxwell, who
was interested in the publication of the work, and who ltas as
much right to the protection of the court as .:\lr. Smith; aml in
the proposal which he fnakcs to the plaii1tiff...;, he deals with the
work as property he is entitled to deal with, wishiug to make it
the subject of arrangements between himself aml the plaintiffs;
and I do not find that this leads to any caution or interference on
the part of the plaintiffs as to that course which l\Ir. Stnith
had pursued in part, and which the plaintiffs must have been
aware that he intended to Jmrsue further. I do not give any
opinion upon the legal qucstior I am only to decide whether
the plaintiffs arc entitled, und~;t• the circumstances, to the interposition of the court to protect thdr legal right, when that legal
right has not yet been established. But I assume the existence
I

3 )Iyluc & Cr. ill.
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of the leg-alright, and I say that whatever legal rights the plaintiffs ma.v have, the ciremnstances are such as to make it the duty
of a court of equity to withhold its haml aml to abstain from
exl'rcising its equitable jurisdiction, at all events until the plaintiffs shall come here with the legal title established.'' 1
In Collard t'. Allison;~ the Chancellor ruled thus: " But then
it is said there is possession of the patent, and that pol'lscssion of
a patent for a certain length of time gives· such a title as the
court will protect until a trial at law can he had. And certainly,
if I found that manufacturers of piano-fortes had acquiesced,
and that there was no douht upon that point, to which I have
before referred, I should have adopted the course which Lord
Eldon adopted and which I have followed, of protecting the
right until the trial should have been had. For that purpo:-;e,
however, I ought to have very satisfactory evidence of exelu:-;iye
possession. Now, I find here, that certain manufacturers state
that they abstained from making piano-forte» ~n this mam•er, out
of respect for the plaintiffs as having a patent~ while other manufacturers, again, say that they lun·e always made them in this
way. 'Vhieh of these :,;tatemcuts i::; true I am not called upon to
decide ; but the discr('pancy does throw sufficient doubt on the
case to prevent my interfering by injunction. The result is, that.
this case, in my opinion, wants that evidence of exclusive po::>session upon which Lord Eldon acted in the case that has been
referred to, and that there i::; so much doubt as to the novelty of
what is claimed, and as to the validity of a patent for ~mch a
manufacture, that I do not feel that I ought to interfere."
llut the case bearing most strongly on this question, and containing the development aml further appltcation of the pl'inciples
already embodied in those just cited, is that of 'Vycth v. ~tone.3
Here Mr. Justice Story said: "In the next place, as to Wyeth's
supposed abandonment of his invention to the public Hincc he
obtained his patent, I agree that it is quite competent for a
patentee at any time, by overt acts or by express dedication, to
abandon or surrender to the public, for their use, all the rights
f1ce also Rundell u. Murray, 1 Jac. 311; Baily v. Taylor, 1 Russ. & ~Iyl.
73; Platt v. Button, 19 Vesey (Sumn. ed.), 4!7; Southey v. Sherwood, 2
l\Ierh·. 4H5.
:z 4 :Mylne & Cr. 487.
a 1 Story's Rep. 273.
1
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secured by his patent, if such is his pleasure, clearly and deliberately expressed. So if, for a series of years, the patentee
acquiesces, without ol1jection, in the known public use by others
of his invention, or stands by and encourages such use, such conduct will afford a very strong presumption of such an actual
abandonment or surrender. A fortiori, the doctrine will apply
to a case, where the patentee has openly encouraged or silently
acquiesced in suc11 '!Se by the very defendants, \vhom he afterwards seeks to prohiuit by injunction from any further use ; for
in this way, he may not only mislead them into expenses, or acts,
or contracts, against which they might othenvise have guarded
themselves ; hut his conduct operates as a surprise, if not as a
fraud upon them. At all events, if such a defence were not a
complete defence at law, in a suit for any infringement of the
patent, it would certainly furnish a clear and satisfactory ground
why a court of equity should not interfere either to grant an
injunction, or to protect the patentee, or to give any other relief.
This doctrine is fully recognized in Rundell v. l\Iurray, 1 and
Saunders v. Smith.2 But if there were no authority on the
point, I should not have the slightest difficulty in asserting the
doctrine, as founded in the very nature and character of the jurisdiction exercised by courts of equity on this and other analogous
sub,;ects.
"There is certainly very strong evidence in the present case,
affirmative of such an abandonment or sul'render, or at lea:,:t of a
deliberate acquiescence hy the patentee in the public use of :ius
invention by some or all of the defendants, without objection,
for several years. The patent was obtained in 1829 ; and
no objection was made, and no suit was brought against the
defendants for any infringement until 1839, although their use
of the invention was, during a very considerable portion of the
intermediate period, notorious and constant, and brought home
directly to the knowledge of the patentee. Upon this point I
need hardly do more than refer to the testimony of Stedman and
Barker, who assert such know: edge and acquiescence for a long
period, on the part of the patentee, in the use of these ice-cutters
by different persons (and among others by the defendant-,), on
Fresh Pond, where the patentee himself cut his own ice. It is no
1

1 Jacobs, 311.

l'A.T,

' 3 l\Iylne & Cr. 711, 728, 730, 735.
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just answer to the facts so stated, that until 1839 the lmsiness
of ':Vyeth, or rather of his assignee, the plaintiff, Tudor, was
altogether limited to shipments in the foreign icc-trade, and that
the defendant'l:l business, being confined to the domestic ice-trade,
di(lnot interfere pmctically with his interest under the patent.
The violation of the patent was the same, and the acquiescellec
the same, when the ice was cut Ly "ryeth\; invention, "·lwther
the ice was afterwards sold abroad or sold at home. Nor does it
appear that the defendants have as yet engaged at all in the foreign
ice-trade. It is the acquiescence in the known user hy the pul,Jic
without objection or qualification, and not the extent of the actual
user, which constitutes the grouml upon which courts of e1p1ity
refuse an injunction in cases of this sort. The acquiescence in
the public use, for the domestic tmde, of the plaintiff's invention for cutting ice, admits that the plaintiff no longer claims or
insists upon an exclusi.~ right in the domestic trade under the
patent; aml then he has no right to ask a court of equity to
restrain the puhlic from extending the use to foreign trade or for
foreign purposes. If he means to smTendcr his exclusive right
in a qualified manner, or for a qualified trade, he should at the
very time give public notice of the nature and extent of hi~
allowance of the public usc, so that all persons may Le put upon
their guard, and not expose thmm;elves to losses or perilt-:~, which
they have no means of kno,ving or averting, clming his general
silence and acquiescence.
"The cases which have been already cited fully establish the
doctrine, that courts of equity coustantly refuse injunctions, even
where the legal 1·ight ancl title of the party are acknowledged,
when his own conduct has led to the very act or application of
the defendants, of which he complains, and for which he seeks
redress. And this doctrine is applied, not only to the case of the
particular conduct of the party towards the persons, with whom
the controversy now exists, hut also to cases where his conduct
with others may influence the court in the exercise of its equitable jmisdiction. Under such circumstances, the court will leave
the party to assert his tights, and to get what redress he may at
law, without giving him any extraordinary ai(l or assistance of its
own.''
§ -141. But although it is a principle of equity, that a patentee
must not lie hy, and by his silence or acquiscence induce another
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to go on expending his money and incurring risk, and afterwards,
if profit is made, come and claim a share in the profit, without
having been exposed to share in the losses; yet delay to institute
his proceedings may l1e explained by the difficulty of getting evidence of the infringement. 1
··
§ 4-12. It has already been stated that in all cases of proceedings in equity to restrain the infringement of patents, in the courts
of the United States, the injunction can, at no time, 1Je applied
for without notice to the adverse party, giving him an opportunity to oppose it; and, therefore, the injunction is always
spec:ial.2 'Vhere the injunction is applied for before an answer
has been filetl, the plaintiff, in audition to the allegations in his
bill, must read affidavits to show his title, and the fact of
infringement, especially if the defeilClant a}lpears and offers
evidence against the one or the other; aml these affidaYits .
should, in strictness, cover the issue of the patent, the novelty of the invention, and all other facts necessary to the tiile. 3
It is believed, however, that in our practice, where the whole
title is set out in the bill, which is sworu to, if the defendant
does not read affidavits denying the title, it is not usual to read
them in SU}lport of the title, which is considered as verified by
the bill itself. But, if the defendant attacks the title by affidavit,
it must be supported by auxiliary proof in addition to the bill, in
order to make out the prinu't facie right to an injunction.
§ 443. In one of the circuit courts of the Unitecl States some
doubt has been thrown over the qu&~tion, whether the plaintiff is
at liberty to read affidavits in support of his title, after an answer
denying it. Mr. Justice McLean has held, that on an application
for an injunction, after an auswer, the plaintiff is not entitlod to
read affidavits to contradict the answer upon the point of title. 4
Mr. Justice 'Voodbury, on the contrary, has held, that the plainWl' may show from counter~evidence that the case is different
from that disclosed in the affidavits, or answer of the defendant,
Crossley v. Derby Gas Light Company, Webs. Pat. Cas. 119, 120. As to
wl1at would be reasonable time, in certain circumstances, see Losh v. Hague,
Webs. Pat. Cas. 200, 201.
2 For the distinction between common and .!pecial injunctions, see 2 Story's
Eq. Jurisp. § 892.
8 3 Daniels Ch. Pr. 1890, IS!H, Amer. edit. 18!6; Hindmarch on Patents,
332, and cases cited.
4
Brooks v. Bicknell, 3 :McLean, 250, 255.
1
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and thus proceed to fortify his right to an injunction. 1 I am
inclined, after some examination of the point, to think that the
latter is the more correct opinion.2 It is settled, in the first cir1

Orr 'L'. Littlefield, 1 W oodb. & :Min. 13, 10. See the observations cited
from this case, ante.
2 If ~Ir. Justice 1\IcLcan is to be understood to mean that the plaintiff is
not at liberty to read affidavits in support of the novelty of his invention, after
an answer denying it, i\ would seem that the practice anll other authorities are
opposed to his position. In the case above cited (Brooks v. Bicknell), the
principal ground of objection to the plaintiff's title was, that the patent had
been illegally extended ; and the opinion does not expressly affirm that the
plaintiff may not adduce evidence against the answer, to support the novelty
of his invention, although this is implied in the observations of the court. It
is, however, clear that there is a distinction between common and· special
injunctions on this point. In Hill v. Thompson, lJ ::\leriv. U2:2, 6:H, the leading case on the subject of injunctions in patent causes, where Lord Eldon laid
down the rules that have since been followed by all judges, an injunction had
been obtained until answer, or further order; on the coming in of the answer,
the defendants moved to dissolve. The report does not expressly state that
the answer dl•nicd the nlidity of the patent, but as this was the only question
discussed, it is obvtous that the answer must have contained such a denial;
and it appears that a variety of affidavits were pro1luced on both sides, tending
respectively to impeach, and to assert the validity of the patent, and of the
injunction to restrain the breach of it; and amongst them, was an affidavit hy
the plaintiff on the point of novelty. The same reasons for allowing affidavits
of title to he read on a motion for dissolving an injunction apply to motions
for granting it, in the first instance, where the answer has l)een filed. Now,
upon the practice of l'eading such affidavits on a motion to dissolve, there has.
been a considerablE• conflict of decisions. But a distinction was adopted, at a
very early period, with regard to injunctions for restraining certain wrongful
acts of a special nature, as distinguished from the common injunction for staying proceedings at law. It is the settled practice of the court, in I~ugland, to
allow affidavits to be read, at certai~ .l~~s, against the answer, in cases of
waste, and of injuries in the nature of .waste; but, in cases of waste, they must
be confined to the acts of waste, and the title, it is said, must be taken from
the answer. Drewry on Injunc. 420; Gibbs v. Cole, 3 P. Will. 255; Norway
v. Rowe, 1!) Yes. Hli, 153; Smythe v. Smythe, 1 Swanst. 254, and cases col·
lected in the note. The question is, whether the ~:;ame rule applies to cases of
1)atents, or, whether they do not stand, in respect to the admission of affidavits on the point of title, upon the reason of the rule which permits affidavits
in cases of waste upon the facts of waste. The ground of permitting affidavits to be read on the part of t.he plaintiff, in cases of waste, is that the
mischief is irreparable; the timber, i.f cut, cannot be set up again, so that the
mischief, if permitted, cannot be retrieved. The same reason exists in cases
of partnership, by analogy to waste. Peacock v. Peacock, 19 Yes. 49. Does
not this reason apply to a denial of the novelty ~! the plaintiff's invention?

•
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cuit, by a decision referred to in the note below, by l\fr. Justice
Story, that the whole question of granting or uissolving injunctions, in cases of irreparable mischief, 1·ests in the sound cliscretiou of the court, after answer, as well as before.
It is also decided, in the seconu circuit, that where in an application for a provisional injunction the plaintiffs reau afliuavits in
support of the bill, which are met by afficlavits from the defendant setting up a license in clefence, there the court may, under
rule 107, and the emendation of :May, 1846, permit the plaintiff
to put in proofs of rebuttal of the uefence, but tlmt the defendant
cannot reply to such rebutting proofs by further evidence on hi::;
part. Also, that the order aumitting such proofs is l'egular,
although not macle until such rebutting proof::; are received.I
Such a denial in the answer the defendant has a right to make, and to have it
tried at law; but if the denial is to be taken as true, on a motion to grant or
to dissolve an injunction, it may work an h·reparablc mischief before the l'laintiff can establish his right at law; and yet this is the consequence of adopting
the rule, that, in cases of patents, the title is-to be taken from the answer, on
motions for an injunction. The court must either assume that the denial in
the answer, upon the point of novelty, is true; and, therefore, the pla!.,tiff
cannot have an injunction in any case, of however long possession, where the
defendant chooses to make this denial; or it must say, that, however strong
the denial in the answer, the plaintiff shall always have his injunction; or it
must look into the e\·idcnee on both sides sufficientlv
to
determine
whether
it
•
is probable that the plaintiff will be able to establish his patent, and grant or
withhold the injunction accordingly. The latter was the course taken by
:Mr. Justice Woodbury, in Orr v. Littlefield, where, however, an answer had
not been filed, the defendant relying on affidavits; but the reasoning of the
leamcd judge makes the same course ap}llicablc to cases where the e<JUity of
the bill is denied by the answer. See the observations of the court. cited ante.
There is a dictum of Lord Langdale, l\1. It, in Wilson v. Tindal, W cbs. Pat.
Cas. 730, note (cited a11te), that" notwithstanding this order (the injunction)
the defendant may put in his answer, he may displace all the affidavits which
have been· filed on both sides." This I conceive to mean merely, that the
defendant may show such a case in his answer, as to control th~ prima facie
case made by the plaintiff; and not that the answer necessarily displaces the
affidavits before filed. In Poor v. Carleton, 3 Sumner, 70, 83, l\Ir. Justice
Story reviewed this whole subject, and laid down the broad doctrine that the
granting and dissolving injunctions, in cases of irreparable mischief, rests in
the sound discretion of the court, whether applied for before or after answer;
and that affidavits may, after answer, be read by the plaintiff to support the
injunction, as well as by the defendant to repel it, although the answer contradicts the substantial facts of the bill, and the affidavits of the plaintiff are
in contradiction of tb~ answer.
1
Day v. New England Car Spring Co., 3 Blatchf. 154:. "The rule of pro-
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ceeding applicable to injunctions must govern this case. The plaintiff has set
out his rights and his injmies by his bill; and the defendants must he prepared
to make their entire defence thereto, by showing in the first instance, by their
answer or by affidavits, a want of right in the J>laintiffs or a Sll}>erior ri~ht in
themse!Yes. The law allows the plaintiff to obviate such defence by suppletory
or rebutting evidence, and I>rccludes the defendants from replying to such rebutting evidence by further proofs on their part. This is alike the ru1c at law
and in equity. No court permits a defendant to make a new defence to proofs
or arguments made in reply to his own. He has one hearing or chance alone,
and must abide the advantage placed iu the hmlds of the plaintiff. But this
dismh-antage to a defendant is not perpetual. The defendants can file their
answer to the bill and moYe to dissolve the injunction; or they can appeal to
the diHcretion of the court to award only a qualified one, &c.
" As this case stands, the defendants can meet it upon this motion, only by
showing, from the depositions and documents before the court, that the }>laintiff }m, no title, or that a paramount legal or equitable tight is vested in them.
This 1 understand to be, in a proceeding by injunction bill to stay waste or
l>revcnt the infringement of patent rights, the established practice of this court
and of the English Comt of Chancery." H.ule 107 of this comt, in Eq.; Uule,
l\Iay, 1~-lG; 1 Blatchf. 656; 3 Daniels, Ch. Pract. 1885, 1886, notes; 2 Waterman's Eden on Injunct. 38:1-, 385, notes.

•
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CHAPTER XI.
QUESTJOXS OF L.\ W A:ND QUESTIONS OF FACT.

§ 44-!. THE several provinces of the court and the jmy in the
trial of patent causes have already been incidentally alluded to,
but it may be propel' to give here a summary of the princilml
questions which constitute matters of fact ancl matters of law.
§ 445. As to novelty. Under this general head there are several distinctions to be carefully observed. Novelty, as the term
is generally employed, embraces only the topics of invention and
identity. Rut it is evident that, where there is no dispute either
as to identity or invention, the question may arise: granting the
patent to be what the patentee claims it to be, can the eow·t, without aid of the jury, say that the invention as it stands has been
l:"UJ(~.e known to the public? This issue arose in the case of Lang
1. Gisborne 1 (already discussetl in the chapter on Action at Law).
I'he plan of the target inventetl and patented by the plaintiff was
admitted to be identical with that made by the defendant, an~ .. . .
also with one described in a work which was published in Pmis..~.~~·~·
before the patentee's application, and of which several copies had .
been sold in England. The only question, therefore, before the
court, was whether the sale of a few copies, unaccompanied by
evidence of subsequent public user, did amount to a publication
in law such as would entitle the court to reject the plaintiff's application. The Master of the Rolls held that such a sale was a
publication in law, and that the question could not be affected by
any consideration of the number of the persons who might or
might not be proved to have thought it proper to avail themselves
· of the publication.
This opinion j.s, we think, substantially embodied in the ruling
of the Court of Co:nmon Pleas, in the case of Stead v. \Villimns.2
It must, however, be observed, that this latter case differs from
1

G Law Times,

N.

s. 771.

2

2 Webs. Pat. Cas. 12G.
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that of Lang v. Gishorne, inasmuch as tl1e question of identity
was also raised, and that therefOl'e it was not only proper, hut
necessary, for the court to submit tl1e question of prior pnlllil·ation to the jury, upon the whole of the evidence. In Lang 11. Gisborne, on the contrari, no such point was at issne, but Uw whole
resolved itself into a question of pure law. Making, tlwu, this
qualification, we think that the Com:qlon Pleas and the l\lasirr of
the Rolls are of accord on the question what effect is to he given
to publications. At the jury trial, Creswell, .J., l1ad instrneted
the jury ihus: "But then the defendants do not bring home to
the plaintiff the fact of his having seen any of those publications;
and it is f1Jr you to judge, upon the whole of the matter, whether
you think that he had sePn those puhlications, ar·l had deri\·ct.l
his information from the stock of knowledge previously given to
the public l)f this country," &c. This ruling was appealed from,
and a new trial was granted on the ground of misdirection. Tindal, C. J., ohst>rves: "On a full considera1:ion of the suhject, we
have come to tbe conclusion that the view taken by
the
defend•
ants' counsel is substantially correct: for we think, if the invention has already been made public in England, by a description
contained in a work whether written or printed, which has been
publicly circulated, in such case the patentee is not the first and
true inventor within the meaning of the statute, whether he has
himself borrowed his invention from such publication or IJOt;
because we think the public cannot he precluded from the right
of using such information as they were already possesse(l of at the
time the patent was granted. It is obvious that the application
of this principle must depend upon the particular circumstances
which are brought to bear on each particular case. The exist. ence of a single copy of a work, though printed, brought from a
depository where. it has long been kept in a state of ohscurity,
would afford a very different inference from the publication of an
encyclopn~dia or other work in general circulation."
.. § 446. Passing then to the question whether the patentee was
the inventor of the thing patented, and whether the thing patented is substantially different from any thing before known,an issue which, in distinction from the one treated of in the preceding paragraph, might he called the material one, we find it
broadly stated in a nnmb!lr of cases, that it is a question for the
decision of the jury, a.nd that the sole province of the court con-
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sists in giving the proper instructions as to what constitutes
novelty and sufficiency of invention to sustain a pateut.1
Here, again, there is a distinction, which was formerly much
dwelt upon, .mul which gave 1-ise to much discussion. The defendant, who is charged with infringement of 11 patent and raises
the issue of novelty, may do so in two ways. He may simply
allege that the plaintiff's invention is really no invention at all,
but that it was in public use at the time tlw letters-patent were
obtained. The evidence to support such an allegation would consist, then, of what is called evidence in pai.<s, and, as ~mch, coul<l he
weighed and decided upon only by the jury. All tlmt tl1e comt
can do in such cases is to instruct the jury that if they are sati:-;fied tl~<tt the plaintiff's invention is borrowed from some thircl
party, or sub.<;tantially contained in some printed publication (i.e.
where there is a dispute as to identity), or substantially in public
use at the time of the alleged invention, they must find for the
defendant. 2 On this point all the decisions agree that in such
cases the issue of novelty and identity is, under p1 . . ~)~r instructions, to he left to the jury.
It was, however, supposed and the supposition lieR at the
foundation of a number of important English cases that where
the defendant, in a patent suit, claims himself to be acting under
a patent, or asserts that the plaintiff's invention is contained in a
patent granted to some third party, in such a case the court alone,
by virtue of its acknowledged authority to be the sole interpreter
of written instruments, could pronounce upon the question of
identity. In other words, the court could say that the process or
the machine claimed in A.'s patent is identical with that of B.
1

Whittemore t'. Cutter, 1 Gall. 4i8; Lowell v. Lewis, 11\Ias. 182; Can·er
v. Bmiutrce l\Ianuf. Co., 2 Story's R. 432; Washburn v. Gould, 3 Story's It
122; Steiner v. Heald, 6 E. L. & Eq. 5':16, reversing s. c. 2 Carr. & Kirw.
N. P. 1022. The patentee here had taken out letters-patent for the manufacture of garancine from spent madder. For a long while this spent madder had
been worthless, although still containing a percentage of coloring matter. It
was then discovered that by treatingjresll madder with acid and hot water, all
the coloring matter could be extracted. The plaintiff's invention consisted in
treating the previous spent madder in the same way. Held by the Exchequer
Chamber that it was a question for the jury, whether this was a new manufacture of garancine.
~ Stead v. Williams, 2 Webs. Pat. Cas. 126; Stead v. Anderson, ibid.
147.
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Thus, in Bovill v. Pinun,1 the Court of Exchequer say," \Ve think
this is a question of law, where the fact::. arc not disputed." Also,
in the recent case (1860) of Betts v. l\Icnzies,2 it was held hy the
Exchequer Chamher, on appeal from the Queen's Rench. that the
comparison of two specifications was exclusively within the lll'OYince of the conrt. The decision assumed that this point had hern
decided in Bush v. Fox, 1 a case whir\ had been before the House
of Lords in 1856.
In March~ 18()2, the case of Hills v. Evans 4 came up before the
I . ord Chancellor \Vesthury, and received from him a ruling in
direct opposition to that of the Exchequer Chamber, in Betts 'IJ.
l\Ienzies. In rendering his decision his lordship entered into an
elaborate discussion of the case of Bush v • .Fox, and showed that
the House of Lords, in' that case, had not, as was commonly supposed, pronounced directly upon the question, hut that the Exchequer, in giving their decision in Betts v. l\Ienzies, had 1Jeen
misled hy obiter dicta of Lord Cranworth in moving the yote of
the house. In June, 1862, Betts v. l\Ienzies came np to the Honse
of Lords, on appeal from the Court of Exchequer Chamber. The
decision of the Exchequer Chmnher was thereupon reversed, aml
the ruling of Lord \V esthury sustained.
In Hills v. Evans the Lonl Chancellor said: "Now the argument has been, that it is the duty of the court and the right of
the court to construe these earlier specifications, and that if I
found, from the specifications so construed, when collatNl and
compared with the specification of the plaintiff':,; patent, that the
invention described in the one was identical with the invention
described in the other, the court might at once arrive at the conclusion that there was no novelty in the invention, and deal with
the whole matter as matter of law, and not as matter to be Sltbmitted to the jury, and that undoubtedly is a question deserving
of very serious consideration. It is undoubtedly true as a proposition of law, that the construction of a specification, as the construction of all other written instruments, belongs to the court;
but a specification of an invention contains, most generally, if
not always, some technical terms, some phrases of art, and requires
generaUy the aid of the light derived. from what are called surrounding circumstances. It is therefore an admitted rule of law,
36 E. L. & Eq. 441.
a 38 E. L. & Eq. 1.

1

2

4

1 Ell. & Ell. Q. B. 9!10.
G Law 'rimes, N. s. !10.
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that the explanation of the words or technical terms of art, the
phrases usctl in commerce, and the proof and results of the processes which are descrihcd (and in a chemical patent, the ascertainment of chemical equivalents), that all these arc matters of
fact, upon which evidence may be given, alHl upon which undouhtedly it is the province and right of a jury to decide. Rut
when those portions of a specification are abstracted aud made the
subject of evidence, and therefore brought within the province of
the jury, the direction to he given to the jury must he a direction
given only conditionally; tlw.t is to say, a direction as to the meaning of the patent, upon the hypothef'is or basis of the jury m·riving
at a certain conclusion with regard to the meaning of those terms,
the signification of those phrases, the truth of those processes, and
the result of the technical procedme descrihecl in the specification. . . . [Citing from the opinion of Baron Parke, in Neilson v.
Harford.] Now, adopting that as tl1e rule in the comparison of
two specifications, each of which is filled with terms of art and
with the description of technical processes, the duty of the court
would be confined to this, to give the legal construction of such
document taken independently. Rut after that duty is discharged,
there would remain a most important function to be still performed,
which is the comparison of the two instruments, whl'n they have
received their legal exposition and intm·pretation; and, as it is
always a matter of evidence what external thing is i)l(licated and
denoted by any description, when the jury have been informed of
the meaning of the description contained in each specification, the
work of compm·ing the two and ascertaining whether the words
(as interpreted by the court) contained in specification A do or do
not denote the same external matter as the words (intm·preted
and explained by the court) contained in specification B, is a matter of fact, and is, I conceive, a matter within the province of the
jury, and not within the function of the court. Granting, therefore, to the full extent the propriety of the expression of the rule
which is here contained, and taking either specification as so interpreted, whether the two specifications that are brought into
comparison do or do not indicate the same external matter must
be determined by the jury, and not as matter of law by the court.
And I find that this has been the case and the course adopted by
learned judges in a great variety of reported cases at Nisi Prius."
The Chancellor then cites Muntz v. Foster, and Walton v. Potter
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and proceeds to show that a seemingly contrary opinion, exprc~-;sed
by a former Lord Chancellor in Bush v. Fox, in moving the jutlg;·ment of the House of Lords, was a mere obiter dictum, and uot
embraced in that judgment.
'
Similar language is employed by Lord Chancellor "r estlmry, in
Betts v. l\Ieuzies, 1 before the House of Lords: ":My Lords. the
second question was this,' can the court pronounce Betts's patent
to he void, simply on the comparison of the two :-;pecifications,
without evidence to prove identity of invention; and also without
evidence that Dobh's specification disclosed a practicable mode of
producing the re~mlt or some part of tho result deserihcd in Betts's
patent.1 The answer of the learned judges involves, therefore,
two conclusions which are extremely material to the patent law.
One is this, that even if there be identity of language in two
specifications, remembering that those specifications describe external objects, even if the language be verbatim 1Jhe same, yet if
there he terms of art found in the other specification, it is impossible to predicate of the two with certainty that they dm;cril1e the
same identical extemal object, unless you ascertain that the terms
of art used in the one have precisely the same signification and
denote the same external objects at the date of the one specification as they do at the date of the other. And, my Lords, this is
obvious; for if we take two specifications dated as the present
are, one in 1804 and the other in 1849, even if the terms employed
in the one were identical with the terms employed in the other,supposing that each of them contained a, term of art, e. g. a. denomination of some engine, some instrument, some drug, some
chemical compound, it might well he that the thing denoted by
that name in 1804 is altogether different from the thing denoted
by the same name in 18-19. If it were necessary to enter into
such a subject, I could give numerous examples say in chemistry of things that were denoted hy one name in 1804 and
which have retained the denomination, but which, by improvell
processes of chemical manufacture, are at present perfectly different in their results, their qualities, and their effects, from the
things denoted by the same name some forty or fifty years ago.
It is perfectly clear, therefore, that if you compare two specifications, even if the language be the same, you cannot anive at a
certainty that they denote the same external object and the same
1

4 Best & Smith, 9 B. 9!.l6; 7 Law Times, N. s. 110.
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external process, unle:;;s you enter into an inquiry, and ascertain
as a. fact, that the thing sign·fied by the nouns substantive contained in the one specification are precisely the snnie :;;s ,the things
signified by the same nouns substantive contained in the other.
In all cases. therefore, where the two documents profcs:-; to describe an external thing, the identity of signification between the
two documents containing the same description, must belong to
the province of evidence, and not to that of construction." 1
In En~'land,
therefore,
it
must
he
regarded
as
settled
by
the
...
..._
'
court of ultimate appeal, that wherever there arc terms of art
employed, the conrt cannot compare two specifications and pronounce the inventions contained therein to be identical; and that
the former cases holding a different doctrine are overruled. Thus,
Booth v. Kenna.rd, 2 as supporting the statement that the court
may, on the issue of novelty, compare two specifications, is no
longer law. The right of the court, however, to pronounce
upon the patentability of an invention as there stated remains
unaffected.
§ 446 a. It has recently been l1eld by the Supreme Court of the
United States, that where a prior patent is offered to invalidate
the patent in suit, it is not for the court to instruct the jury, as
matter of law, that the two specifications cover inventions which
are or are not identical. It is a question for the jmy, on the evidence, under general instructions as to the rules by which they
are to consider the evidence.3
Compare Hills v. London Gas Co., 3 Hurls. & Nor. 020; 5 ibid. 311.
2 2 Hurls. & Nor. 8:1:; 1 ibid. 527.
s Bischoff v. Wcthered, f) Wall. 812. In this case l\Ir. Justice Bradley,
delivering the opinion of the court, said: "The precise question has recently
undergone considerable discussion in England, and has finally resulted in the
same conclusion to which we have arrived. The cases will be found collected
in the last edition of Curtis on Patents (§ 44G). It was at first decided in the
cases of Bovill v. Pimm, Betts v. Menzies, and Bush v. Fox, that it was the
province and duty of the court to compare and decide on the identity or diversity of the two inventions. But in 18G2 Lord Westbury, in two very
elaborate judgments, one of which was delivered in the House of Lords, on
occasion of overruling the decision in Betts v. Menzies, held that it belonged
to the province of evidence, and not that of construction, to determine this
question. 1 In all cases, therefore,' he concludes, 1 where the two documents
profess to describe an external thing, the identity of signification between the
two documents containing the same description must belong to the province
of evidence, and not that of construction.' Lord Westbury very justly re1
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§ -147. It is, however, to be kept in mind that the patentee,
who is the real inventor of some useful machinery or process,
may, nevertheless, by an improper wording of his claim, avoid
the whole patent. The jury may find, as a matter of fact, that
he is the inventor of the various steps in the process or the
various items in the machinery; and yet, if the claim is so clumsily drawn up as to comprise other matters of which the pateutee
is not the inventor, the cour 1· must pronounce the patent invalid,
either in whole or in part. ·;:his principle lies at the foullllation
of the decision::; in Kay's ill-fated patent for 11ax-spiuning.1 Here
the real invention consisted in macerating tlax, and spinning· it
at a short ratch (two and a half inches) 1Jy machinery already
known. The jury found for the patentee, Kay, that he was the
itwentor, and that his invention had Leen of great public utility.
But, ttufortunately, he claimed iu his specification to be the inventor of the machinery, and the court (the House of I... ol'ds)
held that such a claim was invalid.2
§ 4-!8. The question whether a renewed patent is for the same
invention as the original patent is also a question of fact for the
jury; 3 as is likewise the question whether the invention has
Leen abandoned to the pu1Jlic.4
·
§ -1-!fl. The question of utility is a question of fact, under some
circumstances, aud under other circumstances it may be for the
court, without referring it to the jury, to pronounce the patent
void. We have seen that a "useful invention," in the sense of
marks, that two documents using the same words, if of different dates, may
intend diverse things, as indeed war; actually deci•lcd by this court in the case
of The Bridge I•ropl'ictors v. The Hoboken Company. • .• This view of the
case is not intended to, and docs not trench upon the doctrine that the coll·
struction of written instruments is the province of the court alone. It is not
the construction of the instrument, but the character of ilw ildny invented, which
is sought in questions of identity or dh·crsity of inventions."
1 2 W cbs. Pat. Cas. 34 ·84:.
2 Sec chapter of Specifications, where this patent is discussed at length.
a Car,·cr v. Braintree 1\Ianuf. Co., 2 Story's ~ 132.
4 Pennock v. Dialogue, 2 Pet. 16; Grant v. ~~aymond, G Pet. 248; Shaw v.
Cooper, 7 Pet. 31:3; McClurg v. Kingsland, 1 How. 202; Kendall v. Winsor,
21 How. 322. Yet in Pennock v. Dialogue, 2 Pet. 1, Story, J., rules: "The
question which generally arises at trials is a question of fact rather than of
law; whether the acts or ac,luiescence of the party furnish, in the giVl'll case,
satisfactory proof of an abandonment or dedication to the public. But when
all the facts arc given, there does n.::t seem any reason why the cow·t may not

•
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our Jaw, is one not injurious or mischievous to society, and not
frivolous or insignificant, lmt capahle of use for a purpose from
which some advantage can lJe derived; and that when an invention is useful in this sense, the degree or extent of its usefulness
is wholly unimportant. There arc, therefore, two modes in
which the utility of an invention may be im1)eached : first, when
it appears, on the face of the letters-patent and specification, that
the invention is injurious to the morals or health of society ;
scco1Hlly, when it appears, on evidence, that the thbg invented,
although its ohject may be innocent or u:-;eful, is not capable of
being used to effect the ohject proposed.
§ .f;)O. The question whether the invention js useful, in t.he
first sense, is a question whether the patent is void, on the face
of it, as being against public policy ; or, in other words, because
the subject-matter disclosed by the patent is not a patentable
suhject. This is a question of law for the court. 1 But .when it
does not appear that the invention has any noxious or mischievous
tendency, but on the contrary that its object is innocent or salutary, there may he a further c1uestion, whether the means by
which the inventor professes to accomplish that ohject will in
practice succeed or fail. It is not essential to the validity of a
patent that the success of the means made use of should be complete, or that the thiug- invented should supersede any thing else
used for the same purpose ; lJecause the law looks only to the
fact that the inventiou is capable of some use. Thus, if a machine
is useful for some of the cases for which it is intended, although
cases may occur in which it does not answer, it is still useful, in
this sense of the patent law ; 2 hut if any thing claimed as an
essential part of the invention is useless altogether, the patent is
invalid, because there is a total failure in point of usefulness. 3
These questions, whether the invention is capable of use for the
purpose for which it is claimed, and whet!ter any thing claimed
as essential is entirely useless, depend upon evidence, ancl are
4
questions of fact for the jury.
state the legal conclusions deducible from them. In this view of the matter,
the only question would be, whether, upon general principles, the facts stated
by the court would justify the conclusion."
1
Langdon v. De Groot, 1 Paine's C. C. R. 203; Lowell v. Lewis, 11\lason,
182; J>hillips on J>ateuts, ·J:J2.
' Haworth 1:. Har,lcastlc, Webs. J•at. Cas. 480.
3 Lewis ~·. :\larliug, Wcbs. Pat. Call. 4!JO, 405.
4
Haworth v. Hardcastle, ut sup. ; Lewis v. 1\Iarling, ut sup. ; Hill v.
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§ 451. In like manner, the question whether an invention is
frivolous or insignificant is a question of law. If the object proposed to be accomplished is a frivolous or insignificant ol,ject,
from which no advantage can be derived to the public, it is for
the court to pronounce the patent void, as not being for a patentable subject. But if the object proposed is not clearly frivolous
and unimportant, but the means by which it is proposed to lJe
accomplished do not succeed in producing the result, the question
returns to the usefulness of the means, and this again becomes a
question of fact for the jury.
§ 4ti2. The construction of the specification, as to the extent
of the claim, belongs to the province of the court. The court
must determine, upon the whole instrument, what the claim
actually covers, and whether the patent is valid in point of law.
The jury ar~, therefore, to take the construction of the patent,
as to the extent of the claim, from the conrt, and to determine
•
whether any thing that is included in the claim is not new. But
if the specification contains terms of art, which require explanation, lJy means of evidence, it is for the jury to find the meaning
of those terms.
Nevertheless, even in such cases, the construction of the claim
itself as such, that is, as a statement in a written instrument, belongs to the court, and cannot be left by them to the jury. On
this point, the mling in Emerson v. Hogg 1 is very precise aml
lucid: " -...v e think the exception well taken to the fourth instruction given by the court to the jury, which is as follows: '-...vhethcr
the speciiiPation be ambiguous is generally a question of law to be
decide(l by the court. In this case it is compounded of law and
fact, and if the jury find the fact to be that a spiral wlteel and a
spiral propeller are the same thing in ordinary acceptation, then
the specification is sufficiently definite and certain in this respect.'
The part of the specification to which this instruction is applicable
is this : ' I employ an improved spiral paddle-wlteel, differing essentially from those which have heretofore been essayed. This spiral
I make by taking a piece of metal of such length as I intend the
spiral propeller to be, and of a suitable width, say, for ElXample,
eighteen inches; this I bend along the centre, so as to form two
sides, say of nine inches in width, standing at right angles, or
Thompson, 3 Mrriv. 630, 632; Lowell v. Lewis, 1 Mason, 182; Bedford v.
Hunt, ibid. 302.
1 2 Blatcbf. 1.
'
•

•

I

•

•
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nearly so, to each other, and give to it, longitudinally, the spiral
curvatures which I wish. Of these pieces I prepare two, three,
or more, and fix them on the outer end of the paddle-shaft, by
means of arms of a suitable length, say of two feet, more or less,
in such· a position that the trough form given to them longitudinally shall be effective in acting upon the water. It must
be entirely under water, and operate in the direction of the boat's
way. Instead of metal, the spiral propeller may be formed of
wood and worked into the proper form, the shape, and not the
material thereof, being the only point of importance.'
" The specification was objected to, on the trial, as ambiguous,
and one of the particulars urged in support of the objection was,
that it was uncertain, upon the face of the specification, whether
the patentee claimed a wlteel constructed sph·ally, or only spiral
paddles attached to a wheel. The court did not dispose of the
point as a question of construction merely, but left a fact to be
found by the jury, aml indicated the rule of law that would govern when that fact should be ascertained. This was undoubtedly
error. It is the province and the duty of the court to settle the
meaning of the patent; and if that cannot be ascertained satisfactorily, upon the face of the specification, the law declares it
insufficient for ambiguity and uncertainty. The meaning of the
terms employed, in view of the object the inventor had in contemplation, and to ascertain the extent of his claim, must be determined and declared by the court. The specification is laid before
the jury as defined and settled by the exposition of the court, and
the matters of fact presented by the respective parties to support
or defeat the patent are then to be examined and applied as if the
construction fixed by the court had been incorporated in the specification. It accordingly devolved upon the court to dispose of the
question as a point of law, and either to decide in this respect that
the patent was ambiguous, and therefore void, and direct the jury
to find a verdict for the defendants, or to rule against the objection and decide that the patent conveyed, in this particular, a
meaning sufficiently certain, and point out what it. ·laim was."
§ 453. And here it is very important to ascertain whether there
are any principles, which are to guide the court in construing
patents, peculiar to these instruments, or whether they are to be
construed in all respects like other written instruments, and
without the aid of extrinsic evidence. In one sense, a patent
PAT.
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is a deed, l1eing a grant of the government under seal; the
ltJtters-patent, the specification, and the drawings annexed being
taken together as one instrument. But it often happens that the
extent of the claim is not manifest on the face of the specification
itself. The question arises, therefore, how is the court to ascertain the precise extent of the claim, as matter of law? The
specification is a written instrument, in which the patentee has
undertaken to state the invention which he professes to have
made) aml for which he has obtainc<l letters-patent. In determining the real extent of the claim thus made, it is obvious that
the actual invention of the party is a necessary auxiliary to tho
construction of the language which he has employed in describing it. The thing of which the patentee was the real inventor
is what he was entitled to claim, aml the question, in all cases
requirit.g construction, will he, whether he has claimed more or
less than that thing, or exactly what that .thing is. If he has
claimed more than his actual invention, that is, more than that
of which he was an .o1·iginal and the first inventor, his claim is
inoperative, under our law, pro tanto. If he has claimed less, his
exclusive right is I'estricted to what he has claimed. If he has
claimed the just extent of his actual invention, he is entitled to
hold it in all its length and breadth.
§ 404. There are two sources to which the comt is entitled to
resort in construing a claim. In the first place, l'esort may be had
to the descriptive parts of the specification, where the patentee
has undertaken to state what his invention is ; in other words,
the court is to inquirl3 what the patentee has saitl that he has
invented. If his statement or description of tLe invention is
clear and explicit, then the language in which he has made his
claim, which is generally to be found in a summary statement of
the subject-matter for which he asks a patent, ma.y and should be
construed so as to include the actual invention previously set
1
forth, if it can be so construed without violation of principle;
•

~ee

Russell v. Cowley, W cbs. Pat. Cas. 460, 470; Davoll v. Brown, 1
Woodbury & l\1. 53, 50. Where the construction depends, as it generally
does, in the first instance, on the terms of ·the specification, the preamble may
sometimes be resorted to. Winans v. Boston & Providence Railroad, 2 Story's
R 412; sometimes the body of the specification, Russell v. Cowley, ut sup.,
sometimes the summing up, Moody v. Fiske, 2 :Mason, 112, 118. Generally,
the whole is examined together, unless the summary seems explicitly to exclude
1

•

•
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for the general maxim, under which the construction is to be
pursued, is, according to the spirit of the modern authorities, ut
res magis t'aleat quam pereat.
§ 455. But it may be uncertain, upon the terms of the descriptive parts of the specification, if unaided hy evidence, what the
precise extent of the invention was; and this may happen, without that degree and kind of amhiguity which renders a patent
void for uncertainty, or because the directions could not lJC carried out hy a competent workman. For instance, the patentee
may state that he employs something which turns out not to be
new; and the question will then be, whether he has so described
that thing as to claim it as part of his invention; or his invention
may he so stated as to render it doubtful whether he has invented
or discovered the general application of a principle to produce a
particular effect, and is therefore entitled to claim all the forms
in which the same principle can be applitJd to produce the same
effect, or whether he has only invented or discovered a from
of giving effect to a ].Jrinciple the application of which was known
before. So, too, on the general de::;cription of a machine, or a
manufacture, wl1ich, as a whole, may be new, it may be uncertain
whether the party invented the various parts of which that whole
is composed, or only invented the combined whole, as he has
produced it ; and, if the latter, whether he invented the whole,
as it may
embrace
all
the
forms
and
dimensions
in
which
that
•
whole can be produced, or whether his claim is to be confined to
certain forms aml dimensions, there being other wholes, of the
· same general character, of other forms and dimensions, which it
does not include.
§ 456. In such cases, the character and scope of the invention
can only be ascertained by attending to what the evidence shows
is new or old ; to the state of the art ; to the fact of whether the
principle, which the patentee has employed, had been discovered
and applied before, and therefore that he could have invented
only a new form of the application, or whether he has invented
the application of the principle itself, and consequently is entitled, if he has not restrictecl himself, to claim the same applica~
•

the rest of the specification and to require a. construction by itself alone.
l\lacFarlane v. Price, W cbs. Pat. Cas. 7·1; 1 Starkic, Hl!l; The 1\ing t•. Cutler,
Webs. 70, note; 1 Starkic, 354; Ames v. Howard, 1 Sumner, •!8:?, 485. Sec
Davoll v. Brown, ut sup .

•

•

•
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tion of the same principle, under other forms or dimensk·nfl, or
by other means, than those which he has specifically described.
The question, whether he has limited himself to particular forms,
dimensions, or mf'thods, necessarily involves an inquiry into the
substance and essence of his invention. In other words, before
it can be ascertained, in doubtful cases, what he has claimed,
some attention must be paid to his actual invention, as ascertained
on the evidence.
§ 457. To what extent, then, is the court entitled to receive
evidence of the actual invention, and how is that evidence to be
applied to the construction of the claim? In the progress of a
nisi p1'ius trial, the state of the art, the surrounding circumstances
in which the inventor was placed, the previous existence of some
things mentioned or referred to in the patent, will all be likely to
be developed on the evidence ; and these facts may materially
affect the construction to be given to the claim. It has been
said, and with great propriety, that in the exercise of the duty of
determining what the claim is, in point of law, the judge must
gather as he goes along; informing himself upon the evidence,
and olJserving what facts are controverted, and what facts are
not controverted, which hear upon the meaning of the claim, in
reference to its extent.1 If the facts material to the construction
are not left in doubt on the evidence, the construction will be
given to the jury, absolutely; hut, if the evidence requires a finding of facts by the jury, the construction will be given to them
2
conditionally.
§ -!58. Among the facts which will thus exercise an important
influence on the extent of the claim, is the previous existence of
something mentioned in the specification. If it is manifest, on
the face of the terms in which the patentee has described his
invention, that he has included something of which he was not
the inventor, his patent cannot be allowed to cover it. But it
may be doubtful whether he has so included the thing which the
evidence shows to be old ; and then the degree or extent to
which that thing was known before, its great familiarity and
constant use for analogous purposes, will be important elements
in the question, whether the patentee has claimed it as of his own
1

Per Lord Abinger, C. B., in Neilson v. Harford, Webs. Pat. Cas. 350,

351.
I

Ibid., P· 370.

''
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invention. This consideration has given rise to the rule, that
the patentee is to be presumed not to intend to claim things
which he must know to be in use ; which is only another application of the broader rule, that a specification should he so read
as, consistently with the fair import of language, will make the
claim coextensive with the actual discovery or invention. 1
§ 459. Another important consideration will be the state of the
art. If, for instance, a patent contemplates the use of certain
substances, although it may make use of terms extensive enough
to embrace other substances, which, in the progress of the art,
have been ascertained to be capable of the same use, but at the
time of the patent were not known to be so, or, being known at
the time to be capable of the same use, were yet so expensive as
not to be expected to be in use for the same purpose, the general
terms cf the specification will be so interpreted as to include only
those substances eJusdem. generis with the particular substances
mentioned, which may reasonably be supposed, on the state of
the art, to have been contemplated at the time. This is to be
ascertained by evidence.
§ 460. Thus, on a specification describing " An improved gas
apparatus, for the purpose of extracting inflammable gas by heat
fr6m pit coal, or tar, or any otlw1· substance from which gas, or
gases capable of being employed for illumination, can he extracted by heat," it appeared that it was known, at the date of
the patent, as a philosophical fact, that oil would yield inflammable gas, but ~hat the apparatus described in the specification
could not be used advantageously, if at all, for the making of gas
from oil ; it was answered, that it was a general opinion at the
time that nothing but coal would be cheap enough for purposes
of illumination ; and the court held that the patentee mnst be
understood to mean things that were in use, and not every thing
which would produce gas, but, from being so expensive, was
never expected to be in use.2
§ 461. Sometimes the construction may rest on facts which are
so referred to as to make a part of the des9ription and to govern
it. If these facts are controverted they are to be left to the jury.
But if they are proved or admitted, the court will take notice of
1

2

Hawo.,.· v. Hardcastle, W cbs. Pat. Cas. 481, 485.
Crosslej .~. Beverley, Webs. Pat. Cas. 106.
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them in giving a legal construction to the instrument. Thus,
where the question was, whether, in the specification of an
im .wement in a machine known by the name of speeder,
double-speeder, or fly-frame used fo:r roving cotton preparatory
to spinning, the patentee had confined himself to the use of. tl1e
bow-flier, that is, ~'. flier in "one continuons piece," as part of
his new combination ; it appeared that the specification thus
described the invention: ''It will ·be seen that the fliers, as
used by me, and shown at, &c., are made in one continuous
piece, instead of bein,q open at the bottom, as is tlte ease ~vith those
generally used in the En[Jlish fly-frame, 1tml this, among other rca-

sons, enables me to give the increased velocity above referred
to." The patentee then summed up his claim as follows:
"\Yhat I claim as new, &c., is the arrangement of the spindles
and fliers, in two rows, in combination 1vith the described arran[Jement of gearin[J," which he had previously pointed out. Although
the language here did not admit of much doubt as to the kind of
flier intended to be claimed,I the court took notice of the admitted
or apparent facts, which tended to show that the bow-flier alone
was intended ; one of which was, that the bow-flier alone could
'
be geared as the patentee had described his flier to be, in two
places, through ih; bottom ; the other form of the open-flier
having no bottom susceptible of being used or gea1·ed in that
manner. 1
Davoli v. Br,~wn, 1 Wood. & M. !i3. In this case, Mr. Justice Woodbury said : " The construction seldom rests on facts to be proved by parol, unless they are so referred to as to make a part of the description and to govern
it; and when it does at all depend on them, and they are proved or admitted,
and arc without dispute, as here, it is the duty of the court, on these facb1, to
give the legal construction to the instrument. But whether the court gave
the right construction to the patent in dispute, so far as regards the kind of
flier to be used in it, is a proper question for consideration now; and, if any
mistake has occurred in relation to it, in the hurry and suddenness of a trial,
it ought to be corrected, and will be most cheerfully. There is no doubt, as
to the general principle contended for by the defendant in this case, that a
patentee should describe, with 'reasonable certainty, his invention. Several
reasons exist for this. One is, the act of Congress itself requires that he
' shall particularly specify and point out the part, improvement, or combination which he claims as his own invention.' And another is, that unless
this is done, the public are unable to know whether they Yiolate the patent or
not, and arc also unable, when the term expires, to make machines correctly,
and derive the proper advantages from the patent. These principl~?s,
,. how1

'
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§ 462. The sufficiency of the description to enable competent
persons to apply the invention is a question of fact for the jury,
ever, are not inconsistent with andher one, equally well sett:l!d, which is, that
a liberal construction is to be given to a patent, and inventors sustained, if
practicable, without a departure from sound principles. Only thus can ingenuity and perseverance be encouraged to exert themselves in this way usefully to the community ; and only in this way can we protect int<.>llectual
property, the labors of the mind~ productions and interests, as mttch a man's
own, and as much the fruit of his honest industry as the wheat he cultivates
or the flocks he rears. Grant v. Raymond, G J>eters, 218. Sec also Ames v.
Howard, 1 Sumner, 482, 485; 'Yyeth t•. Stone, 1 Story, 273, 287; Blanchard
v. Sprague, 2 Story, 164. The patent laws are not now made to encourage
monopolies of what before belonged to others or to the public, which is the
true idea of a monopoly, but the design is to encourage genius in advancing the arts, through science and ingenuity, by protecting its productions of
what did not before exist, and of what never belonged to another person or
the public. In this case, therefore, the jury were instructed to consider the
case under these liberal views. unless the invention. such as the court construed it to be, in point of law, was described with so much cleamess and
certainty that other machines could readily be made from it by mechanics
acquainted with the subject.
" Looking to the whole specification and drawing, both the figure and language, could any one doubt that bow-fli<.>J'S were intended to be used in the
new combination which was patented? The figure is only that of a bow-flier;
so is the language. First, the spinrlles arc described as working up ami down
' through the bottom of the fliers, as se<.>n at a,' which is not possible in the
case of the open-flier, as that has no bottom for the spindle to work in.
" Again, the specification says, ' to the bottom of each flier a tube is
attached, as seen at b, figures 1 and 2,' which is impracticable with an openflier. Again, it says, 1 motion is communicated to the flier indepewlently ,'
but that is not feasible with the open-flier. And finally, towards the close, in
order to remove all possible doubt, the specification adds, 1 it will be seen thaL
the fliers, a..c; used by me, and shown at ii and 1.:1.:, are made in one continuous
piece, instead of being open at the bottom, as is the case with those generally
used in tlw English fly-frames.' All know that the flier in oue continuous
piece is the bow-flier. Besides this, other admitted or apparent facts tended
to show that the bow-flier alone was intended. One great advantage claimed
from the new combination in the patent was an increased velocity of the
spit."' re. Thus, in the early part of the specification, it is stated, among the
advantages of his improvement, that ' the machine will bear running at a
much higher velocity than the English fly-frame.' And towards the close he
says, that it is the use of the flier in 1 one continuous piece,' that is, the bowflier, instead of the open one, as in the English fly-frame, which, 1 among
other reasons, enables me to give the increased velocity above referred to.'
How could there, then, be any reasomtble doubt, that in his patent it was this
bow-flier he intended to use in his ne'\r combination~
" In truth, he not only says so, and could not otherwise obtain one of his
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o....n.. the testimony of experts and the language itself. 1 Rut it does
not follow from this that the construction of the specification iR to
be drawn into the province of the jury. Their province is, after
having been informed what the specification has said, to determine
whether the directions are sufficiently clear and explicit to cnal,Ie
a competent workman to practise the invention. Still, where it is
evident on the face of the specification that no one could use the
invention without first ascertaining hy experiment the exact proportion of the different ingredients, the court must pronounce the
-·
2
patent invalid. The information of what the specification has
said is to come from the comt; although it may happen, that in
dd~rmining the meaning of the specification, the aid of the jmy
will he req uiretl to ascertain the meaning of words of art, or the
smToun<ling ciL.:umstances, which govern that meaning. 'Vhcu
such words of art or such surrounding circumstances do affect the
me".ning, the court will instruct the jury that the specification lms
said so and so, according as they find the meaning of the scienprincipal objects and advantages, but it is manifest from the form of the flier
itself, and was not doubted at the trial, that only the bow-flier could be
geared, as he described his flier to be, in two places, through its bottom ; the
other form of the open flic1· confessedly having no bottom susceptible of being
used, or geared in this manner. . . . There was no fact in doubt about this,
•
to be left to the jury; and there was but one construction as to the kind of
flier intended to be used, that was consistent either with the drawings, or the
express language employed, or the chief object of the machine in its increased
velocity, or in the practicability of gearing it in the manner before described
by him in two important particulars, or of giving motion to it ' independently.'
It is as clear and decil:;ive on this point as if he had said tile before-r/c.~cribecl
spindles and fliers, because he says the spindles and fliers 'with the described
arrangement of the gearing,' and no other spindles or fliers, but the short
spindles and bow-fliers could be geared in the manner before described,
through the bottoms of the latter. Matters like these must be received in a
practical manner, and not decided on mere metaphysical distinctions. (Crossley v. Beverley, 3 Carr. & Payne, 513, 514.) Taking with us, also, the settled rules, that specifications must be sustained if they can be fairly (Russell
v. Cowley, 1 Cromp., Mees. & Rose. 804, 866; Wyeth v. Stone, 1 Story, 27:3,
287), that we should not be astute to avoid inventions, and that it is a question for the court, and not the jury, whether the specification can be read and
construed intelligibly in a particular way (Whitney v. Emmett, 1 Baldw. :303,
315; Blanchard l'· Sprague, 2 Story, 104, 100), we think the instructions given
at the trial in this case were correct, and that no sufficient ground bas been
shown for a uew trial."
1 Lowell v. Lewis, 1 l\Iason, 100, 191:
•
2 Wood v. Underhill, 5How. 1.
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tific terms, or tlw existence of the surrounding circumstances.
If there arc no words of al't and no surrounding circumstallces
to be ascertained, the court, as we have seen, will iustwct the
jury what the specification has said ; and tl1en the jury will
determine, the spedfication having said sa and so, whether the
description is suffieient to enable a competent workman to 1mt
the invention in practice.!
§ 463. There is no positive rule by whicl1 it can be determined,
in a given case, (t priori, whether the meaning of words of art, or
the bearing of surt·ounding circumstances, affects the sense of tl1e
specification ; or which limits the right of the plaintiff to offer
evidence to show that its meaning is so affected. The plaintiff is
alway~·· entitled to say tbat his specification requires the explanation of facts, to determine the extent of his claim and the character of his invention ; and the only course that can be taken is for
the comt to receive and watch the evidence, and to apply it to the
construction, taking care that it be not allowed to go so far as to
supply positive omissions, which would render the specification
defective. \Vithin this limit, the construction, which is nothing
more than the ascertaining of the meaning of what is written, may
always be affected by evidence ; which is to be taken into view,
although no conflict arises requiring a finding of the jury, because
the C'lUrt can have uo judicial knowledge either of the terms of
art, or of-the surrounding eircumstances, and cannot say, until it
has heard the evidence, that the meaning is not to be affected by
them.
§ 464. The province8 of the court and the jury, then, are distinct, and upon this particular question of the practicability of
the specification, it is of consequence that they should uot be
confounded. 'Vhen it is put to a jury to determine whether a
specification has ~o fully and accurately described the invention
·that others can practise it from the description, the danger sometimes ari8es of their undertaking to determine what the claim is ;
because the extent and character of the claim itself may depend
on the same words on which "they are to decide the intelligibility
It follows, from the proposition that the court are to declare what the
specification has said, that it is also. n question of law upon the construction
of the specification, whether the invention has been specifically described with
reasonable certainty. This is a distinct question from the intelligibility of the
practical directions, although both may arise upon the same passages.
1

'
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of the directions, and may thus seem to he inseparably blended
with the question of that intelligibility. But in truth these questions are always separable, and care should be taken to separate
them. In one aspect, every thing is for the jury wl1ich hears on
the question whether the specification sufficiently descrihes the
mode of carrying the invention into effect ; but on the other
hand the meaning of the very passages on which this question
arises, in relation to the prior question of what the specification
has said, is for the court, after the facts which hear upon that
meaning have been ascertained.
Thus, in Davis v. Palmer,1 Marslmll, C. J., says: "It may not,
perhaps, be easy to draw a precise line of distinction between a
specification so uncertain as to claim no particular improvement,
and a specification so uncertain as not to enable a Mldlful workman
to understand the improvement ancl construct it. Yet we think
the distinction exists. If it does, it is within the province of the
jury to decide whether a skilful workman can cal'l'y into execution the plan of the inventor."
§ 465. The case of Neilson v. Harford presents an apt illustration of the nicety and importance of these distinctionl:!. Mr.
Neilson invented the application of the hot blast to smelting
fumaces, by introducing between the blowing apparatus and
the furnace a chamber or receptacle, in which the air was to
be heated on its passage, before it entered the furnace. After
describing the mode in which this was to be accomplished, his
specification said: "The form or shape of the vessel or receptacle [the vessel in which the air was to be heated] is immaterial to
the effect, and may be adapted to the local circumstances or situation." This direction, it was contended, was calculated to mislead a workman, because it was not true ; :twas said, in point of
fact, that the size or shape of the heating vessel was immaterial
to the " effect" on the air in that vessel ; ancl this, it w•~s argued,
was the "effect" concerning which this delusive statement was
made in the specification. On the other hand, the plaintiff contended that the meaning of this passage was, that the size and
shape of the heating vessel were immaterial to the effect on tlte
furnace, and that it was true, in point of fact, that some beneficial
effect might he produced on the fumace, whatever the size or
1

2 Brock. 298.
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shape of the heating vessel might be, provided the temperature
of the air be sufficiently raised.
§ 466. The principal question raised upon the pleadings was,
whether the directions were calculated to mislead a workman
who might be employed to construct such an apparatus, by
stating that which was not true. This, it was allowed, was a
question for the jury, but before it could be determined, it
was necessary to ascertain what
the specification had said ;
.,
since the fact of its having• or not having stated what was
not true, would depend altogether upon the sense in which the
words were to be received. At the trial, the presiding judge
construed the word " effect " to mean the effect on the air in
the heating vessel; and the jury hav:ng found that i.he size
and shape of the heating vessel were material to the extent
of beneficial effect produced, a verdict was entered for the
defendants.
§ 467. Upon a motion to enter the verdict for the plaintiff, on
this issue, founded on the special verdict, which also ascertained
that some beneficial result would be produced from any shape of
the heating vessel, it was argued with great force and ingenuity,
that the question being whether the specification could or could
not be carried into effect, which is confessedly a question for the
jury, the whole question of the meaning of the passages on which
they were to decide the sufficiency of the specification, was also
for the jury, who were to say whether the words were or were not
sufficient for carrying into practical effect the invention or discovery which the patentee supposed he had made. It was ''urther
argued, that the meaning of the words depended upon evidence ;
whereas, if the court were to pass upon the meaning of the paper,
they must act upon the written paper alone, without evidence.
But the court laid down the doctrine that in all cases the meaning of the specifica:ion is for the court; and, although the ques+ion which goes to the jury is whether the directions in the
specification are sufficifmt or not, it is necessary for the court
to declare what the specification has said. This must be done,
either hy taking into view at the time the evidence which bears
upon the meaning, where it is not controverted, or by leaving to
the jury, as matters of fact, to pass upon that evidence, in order
to ascertain the meaning of scientific words, or the surrounding
circumstances on which the construction depend;:;. In the one
'
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case, the construction is given absolutely ; in the other, it is giYcn
conditionally, because dependent upon facts to Le found Ly the
jury. 1
1

Neilson t•. Harford, 'Vebs. Pat. Cas. 2!l5, !H!l. Sir W. Follett argued as
iollows: " I submit to your lordships that the whole question upon the valiclity
of the specification, that is, on the meaning of the specification, ancl whether
it can or cannot he carried into effect, is a question for the jury and not for
the court, and that the jury are to put their construction upon the meaning of
'
the words, and that the jury arc to say whether the words arc or not sullicit•nt,
and that it is for them to say whetlll'r the specificati011 docs sufficiently ~how
the mode of carrying the invention and discovery which the patentee suppo~etl
he had made into practica 1 effect. [Lord Ahinger, C. B. : Why is thl: spPeification, which is a written instrument, more particularly to he consiclcrecl hy
a jury, than any other instrument'! The tneaning of scientific worcls must he
matter of evidence.] [Alderson, B.: The {· mstruct.ion of it is surely for tlu•
court.] I do not know fJ.Uitc the extent to which it is supposed the authorities
have gone in stating that certain papers arc for the court. In many ca~es,
undoulJtedly, written papers are for the court, but I apprehend that is hy no
means a general doctriae of law; hut that written papers, which involve a
quest.ion of fact like this, whether or not the party has sufficiently clcscrihcd
the invention, that that written paper is for tht! jury and not fo1· the court,
because it is for the jury to say, as a matter of fact, whether there be or not a
sufficient description iu that instmment to enable parties to carry it into effect.
That I apprehend to be a question entirely for the jury. Certainly, the whole
of this is a question of evidence, and a question of fact. It is a question of
fact as relates to the paper; it is a question of fact as regards the cvirlcncc at
the trial; it is not r. question of law at all; and I uo not know any rule which
is to say that the court is to construe that specification, and to take it from the
jury, because, supposing the fact to be that evidence was given at the trial on
scientific matters, which evidence would aid the meaning or the construing of
the instrument, your lordships can have no judicial notice of that at all. If it
be a written paper for your lordships to decide upon, it must be without evidence. It is not that your lordships can come to a conclusion upon the meaning of the paper by looking at the evidence at the trial, but if it comes within
the rule, that it is a written paper which the court is to act upon, then it must
act upon the written alone. I think I can show your lordships that in every
single case in which any question has arisen, it has been submitted to the j•:•·y,
not decided by the court. [Lord Abinger, C. B.: Not consistently with my
recollections; I have always thought that the meaning of the specification was
to be determined by the court. That meaning may be varied by the evidence
of particular words. A man must gather as he goes along in order to construe
the written instrument.. It· is quite new to me that it is not to be considered
by the court. J [Alderson, B.: Surely the court is to tell the jury what the
specification has said·. If the specification contains words of art, the court is
to say, If you believe these worus of art to mean so and so, the specification
has said so and so; leaving the question of words of ·art to the jury. But if
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§ 4GS. The question whether the invention disclosed hy the
specification is a proper suhjcct for a patent, is a question of law,
on which the court will instruct the jury. It may involve the
finding of a variety of facts ; hut when the facts are all ascertained, it is purely a question of law, whether the invention or
discovery is a patentable suhject. This is a distinct and very different question from that of the novelty of the invention. The
thing claimed as the suhject of a patent may be entirely new, and
yet it may not fall within that class of discoveries or inventions
recognized hy the patent law as the sul1jccts of patents, and as
such comprehended within the description of the statute. Thus,
the subject-matter may turn out to be the application of an old or
well-known thing, to a new purpose, constituting a new use only
so far as the occasion is concerned ; 'vhich the Jaw decides is not
the suhject of a patent. 1 Or, on the other hand, the claim may
be for the use of a known thing in a known manner, to produce
effects already known, but producing those effects so as to he .
more economically or beneficially enjoyed by the public ; which
the law decides is a patentable suLject.2 In these and other
•

there are no words of art, what the specification has said is to be construed by
the court. Then it is to be left to the jury, whether the specification having
so said, it is or not a sufficient description of the invention according to their
judgment.] I do not mean the Yalidity of the specification as to questions in
which you may direct nonsuits in point of Jaw arising out of objections of a
different kind, but that this question, whether or not the specification sufficiently describes the mode of carrying the invention into eftcL: +,hat every
thing relating to that is for the jury, and not for the court, the . caning of
the passages in the specification, and every thing. I should submit to your
lordships that the whole of it was for the jury, and not for the court. [Alderson, B.: That there are some thingl' in the specification which are questions
of fact is true, and there are some things in the specification which are questions of law; the construction is to be given by the court, but the intelligibility
of it is for the jury.] That is all I am contending. [Lord Abinger, C. B.:
The intelligibility means with reference to words of science, or matters in it
which persuns may explain so as to satisfy the jury. You are discussing an
abstract principle where it is not necessary: if you take an abstract principle,
I must say the meaning of the specification is a matter of law, and that the
judge must be informed, by evidence, of the facts, and then he must leave
those facts to the jury, for them to find whether they be true or not.] See
also ante, note.
1 Losh v. Hague, Webs. Pat. Cas. 202, 207; Howe V; Abbott, 2 Story's R.
190.
2 Crane v. Price, W cbs. Pat. Cas. 408, 409.

•
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cases where the question arises, upon all the facts attending
and surrounding the alleged invention, whether it is a patentable
subject, it is for the court to settle that q nestion. Of course the
novelty of the invention is a prerequisite to the validity of the
patent, and this is a question of fact; but the alleged invention
being ascertained to be new, it is still to be determinecl whether
it is that species of invention to which the law gives the protection of a patent.
§ 469. The question of infringement is, as has already been
stated, a question whether the invention of the defendant is substantially the same thing as that of the plaintiff. The identity of
two things is a matter of fact, depending upon evidence ; and
although it i~ to be determined unde1~ the guidance of those principles which lletermine what constitutes identity and diversity in
the sense of the patent law, yet it is for the jury to determine, as
matter o! fact, under proper instructions, whether the two things
are the same or different,!
This is true even where there is no dispute as to the particular
process or machine employed by the defendant, but only whether
that process or machine is an infringement. The court cannot
compare the plaintiff's invention with that which is used by the
defendant and say that the two are identical.2
For a full discussion of the question, what is proper evidence
of the infringement, by means of chemical equivalents, of a
chemical process, see Heath's patent and the numerous decisions
elicitecl by it,3 8upra, chapter on Infringement.
§ 469 a. On the question of infringement, the issue is between
the plaintiff's machine, as described in his patent, and the machine
made, used, or sold by the defendant; and it is no answer for the
defendant to show that he is a licensee under another patent, and
that his machine is made in accordance with that patent.4
Boulton v. Bull, 2 H. Bl. 463; Whittemore v. Cutter, 1 Gallis. 478; Pennock v. Dialogue, 4 Wash. 538; Lowell v. Lewis, 1 Mason, 191; Phillips on
Patents, 431.
·
2 Delarue v. Dickenson, 7 Ell. & Blackb. 738.
Compare a similar question
as to the provinces of court and jury on the issue of novelty, at the commencement of the present chapter.
3 2 Webs. Pat. Cas. :H3; 32 B. L. & Eq. 45.
4 Blanchard t•. I>utnam, 8 'Vallace, ·120.
1

•

•
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CHAPTER XII.
EVIDENCE.

§ 470. THE evidence appropriate to the different stages of a
patent cause may be divided into (1) the evidence of title, and
(2) the evidence upon the point of infringement. Evidence of
title relates to the letters-patent and the plaintiff's interest
therein, the novelty and utility of the invention, and the
sufficiency of the specification. Evidence of the infringement
re]ates to the identity of the thing made, used, or practised by
the defendant, with the invention of the patentee.
§ 471: I. As to tlte plaintiff's title. "With regard to the letterspatent, the statute of 1836, §§ 4, 5, makes a copy under the seal
of the Patent Office and the signature of the commissioner competent evidence that a patent has been granted by the government for the invention described in the specification annexed.
If the patent producecl in evidence refers to the description
in a former patent, it is necessary to produce and read that
former patent, in order to show what the invention is, if it is
not made entirely clear and intelligible by the patent on which
the action is brought.l
§ 471 a. ·where the patentee has surrendered his original patent and taken out a reissue with an amended specification, the
· action of the commissioner of patents in granting the reissue is
conclusive evidence upon the question of "inadvertence, accident, or mistake." The decision of the commissioner is not
re-examinable elsewhere, except upon the ground of fmud or
evident want of jurisdiction. •Such is the ruling of the Supreme
Court in the case of Stimpson v. Westchester Raihon.d, 2 confirm1

I.ewis v. Davis, 3 Carr. & Payne, 502. A drawing filed subsequent to
the destruction by· !ire of the original patent is admissible in cvitlcncc. Emerson v. IIogg, 2 Blatchf. 1.
~ '1 How. :JtiU.
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ing the deci~ion in 'Vood wol'th v. Stone,l under the provisions of
the act of 1836, c. 357, § 13, although the same court had previously decided, in the case of Philadelphia and Trenton Uailrnad
v. Stimpson,2 that the action of the commissioner was only prinui
facie evidence. Tl1e opinion of Judge Story in the case of 1he
Philadelphia and Trenton Uailroad, as cited in the note to the
following paragraph, must accordingly be understood with this
modification. So also, in the case of mi extension of the term
of letters-patent, the action of the commissioner is conclusive
evidence of all the facts that he is required to find, an!l is
impeachahle only for fraud. 3 The signature of one styling himself" acting commissioner," attached to letters-patent, is sufficient
in controversies between the patentee and third partics.4
§ 472. The letters-patent being thus proved to have issued,
they are 1n·imti facie evidence that the patentee was the first
inventor of the thing patented.5 The reason upon which this is
held is that our statute requires the patentee to make oath that
he is the first and true inventor of the tl1ing; and when the
patent has issued, supported by this oatiL, the burden of proofs
is cast upon the party who would object, to ~how that the grant has
been improperly obtained by the patel!_tee; because the law presumes, in the first instance, that the patent has been granted npon
the proofs which the statute requires to be laid before the officers
6
of the government, and that those proofs were satisfaetory.
3 Story's ll.. 749.
2 14 Pet. 448.
See ante, § 2i9 et seq.
a Clum v. Brewer, 2 Curt. C. C. 506; Colt v. Young, 2 Blatc:hf. ·171.
4 Woodworth v. Hall, 1 W oodb. & l\lin. 2-18, 389.
6 Alden v. Dewey, 1 Story's R. 336 ; ·woodworth t•. Sherman, 3 Story's
R. li2; Stearns v. Barrett, 1 1\lason, 153. It is also held in England that
the patent is primu facie evidence, on the part of the person claiming the
right, that he is so entitled. Minter v. Wells, W cbs. Pat. Cas. 129.
6 In the Philadelphia and Trenton Railroad Company v. Stimpson, 14
Peters, 458, Mr. Justice Story, delivering the opinion of the Supreme Court
of the United States, said : " Now the objection is, that the present patent
does not c01•tain any recitals that the prerequisites thus stated in the act have
been complied with, viz., that the error in the former patent has arisen by
inadvertency, accident, or mistake, and without any fraudulent or deceptive
intention; and that without such recitals, as it is the case of a special authority, the patent is a mere nullity and inoperative. We are of opinion that the
objection cannot, in point of law, be maintained. Th~·'i)atent was issued
under the great sale of the United States, and is signed by the President, and
countersigned by the Secretary of State. It is a presumption of law, that all
1

'

... '
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'Vhere the defendant 'vishes to set up a merely equitalJle
title against one who possesses the full legal title, he must distinctly allege such defence in his answer, and establish it on the
title. The burden of proof is against him.l
§ 473. When the patentee wishes to strengthen this evidence,
either in the opening of his case or to rebut any evidence offcretl
by the defendaut which may have tended to show th< he was
not the first inventor, lw can only call persons who ''"ere in the
way of hearing of the invention if it had existed heforc, to testify
that they have not heard of it. The propositiou which the
•
plaintiff has to establish is, strictly, a negative; he is to prove that
the invention did not exist before ; and therefore, as has been
said, he must proceed by exhausting the aflirmative instances of
it, by calling those persons who might have known of it, if it lmd
existed before, but who never have !ward of it; and the more
those persons, from their acquaintance with the particular trade
or manufacture, were in the way of hearing of or meeting with
2
it, the stronger the evidence '""ill be.
public officers, and especially such high functionaries, perform their proper
ollicial duties until the contrary is proved. And where, as iu the 1n·escnt case,
an act is to be done, a patent granted upon evidence, an1l proofs to be laid
before a public officer, upon which he is to decide, the fact that he has done
the act or granted the patent is primrl facie evidence that the proofs have been
regularly made, and were satisfactory. No other tribunal is at liberty to reexamiue or controvert the sufficiency of such proofs, if laid before him, when
the law has made such officer the proper judge of their sufficiency and competency. It is not, then, necessary for the patent to contain any recitals that
the prerequisites to the grant of it have been duly complied with, for the law
makes the presumption; and if, indeed, it were otherwise, the recitals would
not help the case without the auxiliary proof that these prerequisites had been,
de facto, complied with. This has been the uniform construction, as far as
we know, in all our courts of justice, upon matters of this sort. Patents for
lands, equally with patents for inventions, have been deemed prima facie evidence that they were regularly granted whenever they ha\'e been produced
under the great seal of the govemment, without any recitals or proofs that
the prerequisites under which they have been issued have been duly observed.
In cases of patents, the courts of the United States have gone one ste1J further,
and as the IJatentee is required to make oath that he is the true inventor,
before he can obtain a patent, the patent has been deemed prima jilcie evidencll that he has made the invention." Sec Pitts v. Hall, 2 Blatchf. 229.
1
Gibson v. Cook, 2 Blatcbf. 144-.
2 Cornish v. Keene, Webs. Pat. Cas. 503 ; Galloway v. Bleaden, ibid. 520;
Pennock t•. Dialogue, 4 Wash. 53tl. " The fact of making or exhibiting an
l'AT,
40
•
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§ 4i-!. Although this evidence is only general and negative, it
is not, on that account, without weight. To illustrate its force
as well as its proper office, we may suppose a case where the
defendant had :mceeeded in sho\Ying that some prior inventor
had ma<le experiments in the same line as the patentee, and that
this evi<lence goes so far as to show that that person had probably accomplished the same result as the patentee; hut the point
is still left in doubt, whether he had actually reached and perfected the invention for which the plaintiff has ohtained a patent. 1
The rule of law in such cases is that if the prior efforts of some
•
preceuing inventor restetl in experiment alone, his experiments,
ho\Yever near they may have been carried to the complete production of the thing, will not prevent a subsequent, more :mccessful inventor, who has producetl the perfect result at which
both may have aimed, from obtaining a valid patent. The question for the jmy will therefore be, in such cases, whether the
efforb; of t~1e prior inventor rested in experiment alone, without
coming to the point of completion, both in the theory and the
actual application of the invention. Upon this question, the fact
that the invention was never hcarrl of until it was known to have
proceeded from the present patentee, is of great weight. If it
had been heard of among those persons who make it the business
article never before seen or heard of hy the witnesses who prove the fact, is
at least primtl facie evidence of invention, until other evidence is giwn to
prove that the same article was invented, known, or in use, at an anteeellent
periou of time, and that the patentee had only embodied the conceptions and
the discovery of some other person."
1 The remarks of N(~lson, z., in l\lany v. Jagger, 1 Blatchf. 3i2, seem to
be here in I•oint : " But there is one fact to which we will call your at.t{'ntion,
that is entitlcu to some consideration, although it is not decish·e. The .Tames
wheel was in general use on the Harlem R.R. in 1834, and to some extent on
the New Jersey R.R. Baldwin in Philadelphia in 1S:l5, and Tiers in the
•
same city in 18!30, one of them a year, the other a year and a half after
the J:·n1es wheel was in common use on these two roads, made trial to
cast the double-plate wheel; and we think, on the evidence in the case, it
is fair to infer that they made their experiments with full knowle!lge of
the J:uncs wheel. ..• If this inference be a fair one, and it is for the
jury to say whether it is or not, then, with the James whelll before them,
Baldwin aml Tiers both failed to make a double-plate wheel. They hau the
iuea of such a wheel in their minds, but were unable to perfect it. The conclusion woulu seem to follow, that the James wheel and the double-plate
wl1cel were not necessarily iucntical, or that the former would necessarily lead
to the latter without any ingenuity other than ordinary mechanical skill."

•

•
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of their lives to know what is going on in the particular trarlc or
art which it concerns, or to know what inventions in all arts or
trades are from time to time prorluccd, prior to the time when it
was macle by the patentee, the presumption wonhl he very strong,
that the person who is proved to have made near experiments
towards it had actually accomplished the perfect result. 1 Still
the evidence would not be conclusive, because the report that
such an invention had heen made might have arisen from what
had hcen done in the way of experiment alone. But it would
he very strong presumptive evidence that the experiments had
terminated successfully, if persons who were in the way of hearing of such inventions should testify that they had heard of
such an invention having been announced, altl:. ngh they had not
seen it. On the other hand, if such persons lJUd not heard of
such au invention, the evidence would not show conclusively
that the prior experiments rested in experiment alone, but it
would have a very strong tendency to establish this conclusion,
because there is an irresistible tendency in inventions to become
known, as to their results, if not as to their processes, whenever
the results are accomplished.2
§ 4 j 5. There is one other species of evidence, applicable to the
issue of novelty, when the question is as to the time when the
patentee had completed his invention. It may !Je necessary for
the plaintiff to rebut evidence offered by the defendant as to the
invention and us·e of the same thing by other per;,;ons before the
date of his patent, and honce it may be important to ohow
•

1

•

~.I

•

If such 11crsous had seen the thing, no further inquiry would be necessary,

for the proof would he positive that the thing existed before. But the evidence we are here considering relates merely to the fact of such persons having
or not !tem·d of the invention, which fact, if shown in the affirmative, of course
must be aided by proof of its having been made by somebody, and would not
alone be conclusive 1>roof of its actual previous existence.
2
The case of Galloway v. Bleaden, W cbs. Pat. Cas. 521, 525, presents a.
state of facts similar to that which we have supposed in the text. Two witnesses conversant '\\ith subjects of the description of the patented invention,
and who devoted themselves to the knowledge of the inventions made from
week to week, testified that they had not before heard of such a discovery
previous to the issuing of the plaintiff's patent. The court said this was
enough to call on the other side to show atlirmatively that the invention was
not new, and that it wa~> for the jury to say whether the evidence as to what had
been done by the antecedent experinwuts or efforts of others, in the w:ty in
which it ought to ue understood, had brought their winds to that conclusion .

•

'
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the precise time when the invention was completed by the
patentee. F')r this purpose the patentee may give in evidenee
his own declarations, as part of the res ge."fre, descrilJing the
nature and object of the invention, to an extent which has hcen
defined by the Supreme Court of the United States. 1
But where the inventor has parted with his interest in the letters-patent, e. g. by assignment, any subsequent declarations
made by him are wholly inadmissible, either to show a want of
title in him, or to affect the quality of the article, or to impair in
·
any way the rights of the assignee.2
§ 47G. Sometimes the issue of novelty involves the identity or
diver:;ity of the thing patented, compared with something heforo
known or used, on which the defendant relies to tlcfeat the
•

1

"In many cases of inventions, it is hardly possible in any other manner

to ascertain the precise time and exact origin of the particular invention.
The invention itself is an intellectual process or operation; ancl, like all
other expressions of thought, can in many cases scarcely lle made lilluwn,
except by speech. The invention may be consummatcu and 11erfcct, and may
be susceptible of complete description in words, a month, or cvcu a year
before it can be embodied in any visible form, machine, or composition of
matter. It might take a year to construct a steamboat, after the innmtur haLl
completely mastered all the details of his invention, and lmJ fully explaiw!tl
them to all the various artisans whom he might employ to construct the different parts of the machinery. And yet, from those very details anc.l explanations, another ingenious mechanic might be able to construct the whole
apparatus, and assume to himself the priority of the invention. The conversations and declarations of a patentee, merely affirming that at some fol"llWl"
period he invented that particular machine, might well be objected to. But
his conversations and declarations, stating that he had made an invention,
and describing its details and explaining its operations, are properly to be
deemed an assertion of his right, at that time, as an inventor, to the extent
of the facts and details which he then makes known, although not vf their
existence at an antecedent time. In short, such conversations and declarations, coupled with a description of the nature auu objects of the invcHLiun,
are to be deemed a part of the res gestce, and legitimate evidence that the invention was then known to and claimed by him; and thus its origin may be fixed
at least as early as that period." The l'hiladclphia. and Trenton Railroad
Company v. Stimpson, U Peters, 462. In Pettibone v. Derringer, ·1 Wash.
215, the patentee was allowed to give in evidence his letters to the Secretary
of State, containing applications and specifications, and certified under the
department seal as papers remaining in that oilice. Sec Allen v. IHuut, 2
W oodb. & l\Iin. 121, where a motion for a new trial, on the ground that such
letters had been admitted in evidence, was refused.
~ Many v. Jagger, 1 Blatchf. :376.

§ -.1:7 5-4 j 8.]
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patent. The nature of the evidence, and the sources from which
it is to be drawn, are the same upon this issue as when the question of identity or diversity arises under the issue respecting an
infringement; and the consideration of the principles of evidence
on both of these issnes may here be postponed until we come to
the general discu;;sion of the question of identity.
§ 476 a. \Vhere the patent is for a combination, the patentee
is not permitted, on the trial, to abandon a part of the combination as useless, still less can he be suffered to prove it useless. 1
\Vith regard to the eviclence of damages in an action for infringement, see ante, chapter on Infringement, where this topic
is discussed at length. Here it may sufiicc to state that, in tho
absence of a license fee, actual damages must be proved by eddence bearing directly on the point, so that the jnr.r may be
furuishcd with sufficient data, and not left to the exercise of their
ingenuity in guessing probable damages. 2
§ -.1:77. The plaintiff must also offer some evidence of the
utility of his invention. The degree of utility, as we have seen,
is not material; but the invention must be capable of some use,
beneficial to society. This is ordinarily proved by the evidence
of persons conver~ant with the suhject, who may be calletl upon
to say whether the thing invented is or is not capable of the u::;e
for which it is de~igned, or whether it is an improvement upon
what had been in use before. Bt: it may also be proved by other·
testimony, which will show that large orders have been given for
the article by the public, or that licen~es have been taken for the
exerci~e of the right.
§ 4iR. The plaintiff, in addition to the prima facie evidence of
the novelty of his subject-matter, must also offer some proof of
the sufiiciency of his specification. In other words, he must
show, to use the language of the statute, that his specification is
"in such full, clear, and exact terms, as to enable any pei'.~on,
skilled in the art or science to which it appertains, to make, construct, compound, or use " the thing patentccl. This may be
1

Vance"· Campbell, 1 Black. 427.
2 Seymour t'· McCormick, 1U How. 480; Cn,y of New York v. Ransom, 23
How. 48i; Suffolk Co. v. llayt.len, 3 'Vall. 315. In view of these subsequent
cases, it may be questioned whether the rule on the evidence aml measure of
damages, as laid dmm by Judge Nelson, in Stevens v. Felt, 2 Blatchf. 37, is
still to be considered as law.
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apparent to the jury on the face of the specificati.on itself, from
its simplicity and the absence of technical terms and descriptions;
hut where the invention is at all complicated, or terms of art
or science are made use of, requiring the exercise of technical
knowledge to determine whether the specification is sufficient, it
is at least advisable, if not necessary, for the plaintiff, in opening
his case, to give some evidence that his specification can he
applieu by those to whom the l;tw supposPs it to be addressed.
If the sufficiency of the specification is disputed, the plaintiff
must go into evidence to su:;tain it. ··How much of this evidence
may properly he reserved for answer to the defendant's case, and
how much should he introduced in the plaintiff's opening, must
dcprnd on the circumstanees of the trial, although it may he
stated, as a general rule, that. slight evidence of Rtrfficienc .•· is all
that is necessary to he offerl!d at firi:it, in order to make it ineumlJent on the defendant to falsify the t;pecification. 1
§ 4 79. The nature and source of tht: evidence, to show the suffieicncy of a specification, present a topic of much interest, under
that somewhat difficult branch of the law of evidence which relates to experts. ·what is the meaning of the statute, when it
refers to the ability of persons " skilled ir~ the art or science " to
which the invention rtppertains, "or with which it is most nearly
connected," to make, construct, compound_. and use the same?
Does it mean to adopt as wit.n.esses those only who have the practical skill of a1tisans in the art or science, and to make their ability
to understand and apply the specification the test of its sufficiency,
or does it include tlutt higher class of persons, who, frl)m general
scientific kno,vlmlge, or from a theoretical acquaintance with the
principles of the art or science involved, might be able to teach an
artisan or practical workman how to practise the invention? It
is apparent that Loth of these classes of persons may be ,..-ithin the
1

It se<!ms to be the rule in England that the plaintiff must open with some
cvitlenec of the sufli.ciency of his specification, 1mless the defendant admits
that it was tried and succeeded. Turner v. Winter, ·webs. Pat. Cas. 81; 1 T.
R. U02; Cornish v. Keene, Webs. Pat. Cas. 503. And if a whole class of
substances be stated as suitable, the plaintiff must show that each of them
will succeed. Bickford v. Hewes, ibid. 218. Under our system of IJlcadiug,
the same rule should be followed. Although the defendant is obliged to give
notice if he intends to rely on the insufficiency of the specification, the plea of
not guilty puts the sufficiency of the specification in h;sue, and the plaintiff
must therefore prove it as one of the things necessat·y to found his actiou.
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lit.eral meaning of the phrase " skilled in the art or science" ; hut
the question is, whether the law contemplates one only, or hoth of
them, as the proper witnesses to determine the sufficiency of a.
:;peeification. It seems to me very clear that the law means to
adopt, as a general standard of the sufficiency of a Rpccification,
the ability of skilful practical workmen to practise the invention
from the directions given in the specifications. The stamlard of
acquirement and knowledge may vary with the nature of the subject-matter; but where the invention falls within the province of
an art or science, which is practi::;ed hy a particular claRs of mechanics, operators, manufacturers, or other workmen, who possess
and whose vocation it is to apply tcclmica l. knowleclgc in that
particular branch of industry, the patent law refers to their
capacity to take the specification and carry out in practice the
direction which it contains, without invention or addition of their
own.
.
§ 480. Thus, if the iilYention he of a pump, or of some improvement in pumps, the question will be whethc.t· a pump-maker of
ordinary skill could construct one upon the plan given in the
specification, from the directions given. 1 If it be a composition
of matter falling within the art of practical chemistry, the ques- '
tion on the specification will be whether its directions are so clear
and intelligible that a practical chemist of ordinary skill could
make the compound by following out the directions. 2 If it be a
process involving the aj>plication of a prineiple in physics to a
particular branch of manufaeture, to be carried into effect in a
particular manner, the question will be whether the directions~ if
fairly followed out by a competent workman, of the class ordinarily employed to construct an apparatus of that ldnd, would
produce the effect intended.3 This seems to be the general rule,
applicable to a. very large proportion of the inventions which become the subjects of patents; and accordingly it may he stated as
a general rule that the proper witnesses to determine on the sufficiency of a specification are practical workmen of ordinary skill
in the particular branch of industry to which the patent relates,
because it is to them that the specification is supposed to he
addressed.4
0

1
2
3

4

Lowell v. Lewis, 1 :Mason, 182.
Ryan v. Goodwin, 3 Sumner, 514.
Neilson v. Harford, Webs. Pat. Cas. 371.
Gibson v. Brand, Webs. Pat. Cas. 629; Bickford v. Skewes, ibid. 219;
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§ 481. At the same time, there may be another class of witnesses, of much higher character, competent to be examined on

•

•

Arkwright v. Nightingale, ibid. 61; Elliott v. Aston, ibid. 22·1; Huddart v.
Grimshaw, ibid. Si; Morgan 11. Seaward, ibid. 17!; Neilson v. Harford, ibid.
371. The follo\\ing instructive charge, given by Alderson, B., to the jury in
Morgan v. Seaward, contains an elaborate illustration of the law on this point
of intelligibility. "I will now begin with the specification. It is the duty of
a party who takes out a patent to specify what his invention really is, and
although it is the bounden duty of a jury to protect him in the fair exercise
of his patent right, it is of great importance to the public, and by law it is
absolutely neces;ary, that the patentee should state in his specificaticn. not
only the nature of his invention, but how thttt invention may be carried into
effect. Unless he be required to do that, monopolies would be given for
fom·tcen years to persons who would not, on their part, do what in justice
and in law they ought to do, state fairly to the public what their invention is,
in ortler that other persons may know what is the prohibited ground, and in
order that the public may be made acquaintcd.l\:ith the means by which the
invention is to be carried into effect. Thn.t is the fair prer.uum which the.
IJatentee pays for the monopoly l1e rec.::ivcs. The question~s, whether l\Ir.
Galloway has in the specification, and which is accompanied by a drawing
which you ought to take as part of tht specification, described with sufficient
clearness and distinctness the nature of his invention, and the mode by which
it is to be carried into effect. He has described two inventions, and if either
of those il"ventions is not sufficiently specified, the patent fails; for if a person runs the hazard of putting two inventions into one patent, he cannot hold
his patent, unless eadt ~:an be supported. as a separate patent. In order to
support each, the invention must be useful, and must be described in the
specification in such a manner as to lead people clearly to know what the
invention is, and how it is to be carried into effect. That doctrine must be
applied to each of the two inventions contained in this }latent, that is, to the
invention of the steam-engine, and the inventi,oo of thn machinery for propelling vessels.
" To begin, therefore, with the steam-engine. Has 1\Ir. Galloway sufficiently described it so as to enable any one to know what he has invented, and
so as to enable a workman of competent skill to carry the invention into
effect? :Mr. Justice Buller, in the case of the King v. Arkwright, lays down
as the criterion that a man, to entitle himself to the benefit of a patent of
monopoly, must disclose his secret and specify his invention in such a way
that others of the same trade, who are artists, may be taught to do the thing
for which the patent is granted, by following the directions of the specification, without any new invention Ol' addition of their own. That is reasonable
and proper; for people in trade ought to be told the manner in which the
thing may be done ln respect of which the patent is granted. How? Not by
themselves becoming inventors of a method of carrying it into effect, but by
following the specification, without making a new invention, or making any
addition to the specification. If the invention can only be carried into effect
by persons setting themselves a. problem to solve, then they who solve the
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this point. These are persons who possess a thorough scientific
knowletlge, of a theoretical natme, of the principles of the art or
problem become the inventors of the method of solving it, a:-1d he who leaves
persons to carry out his invention by means of that application of their
understanding, does not teach them in his specification that which, in order
to entitle him to maintain his patent, he should teach them, the way of doing
·the thing, but sets them a 1)roblem, which, being suggested to persons of
skill, they may be.able to solve. That is not the way in which a specification
ought to be framed. It ought to be framed so as not to call on a person to
have recourse to more than those ortlinary means of knowledge (not invention)
which a workman of competent skill in his art and trade may be presumed to
have. You may call upon him to exercise all the actual existing knowlcugc
common to the trade, but you cannot call upon him to exercise any thing
more. You have no right to call upon him to tax h;s ingenuity or invention.
Those are the criteria by which you ought to be governed, and you ought to
decide this question acco:-uing to those criteria. You arc to apply those
criteria to the case now under consideration, and you should apply them without
prejudice,
either
one
way
or
the
other,
for
it
is
a
fair
observation
to
make,
•
that both parties here stand, so far as this objection is concerned, on a footing of perfect equality. The public, on the one hand, have a right to expect
a.nd require that the spPcification shall be fair, honest, open, and sufficient;
and, on the other hand, the patentee should not be tripped up by captious
objections which do not go to the merits of the specification. Now, applying
those criterht to the evidence in the cause, if you shall think that this invention has been so specified that any competent engineer, having the ordinary
knowledge which competent engineers possess, could carry it into effect by the
application of his skill, and the use of his previous knowledge, without any
inventions on his part, and that he could do it in the manner described by the
specification, and from the information discloscu in the specification, then the
specification would be sufficient. If, on the other hand, you think that engineers of ordinary and competent skill ~muld have to set themselves a problem
to solve, and would have to solve that problem before they could do it, then
the sp~::cification would be bad.
"Further, if a patentee is acquainted with any particular mode by which
his invention may b!' most conveniently car1ied into effect, he ought to state
it in his specification. That was laid down in a case before Lord Mansfield.
There the question arose on a patent for steel trusses. lt appeared that tlie
patentee, in some parts of his process, used tallo\v to facilitate the invention
for which he had obtained a patent, and in his specification he made no mention of the use of !;he tallow. The court held the specification to be bad,
because, they said, you ought not to put people to find out that tallow is useful in carrying into effeot the invention of steel trusses. You ought to tell
the public SO, if that is the best moue of doing it, for you arc J •Oll~JJ to make
a bona fide full and candid disclosure. So again i.n the case o: the malt.
That was a patent for drying malt, and one of the objections taken was that
the patentee did not state in his specification the degree of heat to which the
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science to which tho patent relates, but who do not, ns an habitual
occupation, devote themselves to the application of those princi•

malt should be expo3ed. The argument there was this. They said, it
appeared that the specification was not sufficient, imsmnch as it did not
describe the extent of heat to which the malt should be exposed, for it only
said, ' the proper degree of heat and time of exposure will be easily learned
by experience, the color of the internal part of the prepared grain affording
the 1Jest criterion.' Surely, there it would have been .competent to the
patentee to say, any person of ordinary skill, in such a business, would be
able to judge what color the malt ought to 'be, and that, by experiment, he
would learn what degree of temperature was exhibited at the time when that
proper degree of color was obtained; therefore the plaintiff contended that
there was enough stated in the specification to enable the 1mblic to carry the
im·cntion into effect, and that the patent ought to be supported, hecause
skilful malsters and skilful driers of malt would easily know where to stop,
and what degree of heat was requisite for the purpose. There is no doubt
that when a man was told that a certain effect might be produced upon the
malt by shaking it and subjecting it to a certain degree of heat, his mincl
would be set on float; he would be at work upon it to a~ccrtain what that
degree of heat should be, and he would probably find it out. But that is not
enough. The specification of a patent must not merely suggest something
that will set the mind of an ingenious man at work, hut it must actnallv• and
plainly set forth what tho invention is, and how it is to be carried into effect,
so as to save a party the trouble of making expcrirJients and trials. The
court in that case said, that a specification that casts upon the public the
expense and labor of experiments and trials, is undoubtedly bad. Here, in
this case, the defendants take that line of argument; they say that experiments and trials are necessary. If it be said that all these matters will be
well or easily known to a person of competent skill (and to such only the
patentee may be allowed to address himself), then the invention will not in
reality have given any useful or valuable information to the public.
''Now, let us apply the principle of this case to the present, and see whether
or not the patentee here has given that full information by the specification
and drawing, which, being addressed tro persons of competent skill aml knowledge, would enable them, from that specification and drawing, to carry the
invention into effect. On that subject there is, undoubtedly, contradictory
evidence, but you see a specification is addressed to all the world, and therefore all the world, at lt'ast those possessed of a competr:nt skill, ought to be
able to construct the mr.wbine by following that specification. It 5..·: not fair to
you or to me, if we happen to be .less inventive than our neighbors, that we should
be prevented from constructing these machinos by reason of the specification
not !;iving a clear exposition of the way in which it is to be done. In the case
~f the steam-engine, there was put in on the part of the defendants a model
made, as it was said, according to the specification, which model would not
work. The model was a copy of the drawing, anJ wculd not work, because
one part happened to be a little too small, whereas, if it had been a little
'
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pies in the practical exel'cise nf that art, science, or manufacture.
Such persons may, without llouht, be examined as to the suffilarger, it would have worked. Now a workman of ordinary skill, when told
to put two things together so that they should move, would of course, by the
ordinary knowledge and skill he possP.sses, make them of sufficient size to
move. There he would have to bring to his assistance his knowledge that the
size of the Jlarts is material to the working of the machine. That is within
the ordinary knowledge of every workman. He says, 'I see this will not work
because it is too small,' and then he makes it a little larger, and finds it will
work.. What is required is, that the specification should be such as to enable
a workman of ordinary skill to make the machine ; with respect to that, therefore, I do not apprehend you will feel much difficulty, but with respect to the
other there is a good deal more difficulty. I will not sum up the evidence
upon the sulJject of the steam-engine, hut I will confine myself to the second
invention, and see whether that can be carried into effect by means of the
specification and the drawings, for it is to that question that the whole is
directed. That invention is in two parts: first, he says, it is an improvement
on paddle-wheels for propelling vessels, whereby the float-boards or paddles
are made to enter and come out of the water at positions the best atlapted, as
far as experiments have determined the angle, for giving full effect to the
power applied. He says, as far as experiments have determined the angle.
That clearly speaks of an im·ention for enabling a party to use paddle-wheels
for propelling vessels, which may be adjusted in such a way as that they may
enter and come out of the water in angles the best adapted to give effect to the
power of the engine, that is to say, at the angle a, if that shall be the best position for giving full effect to the }JOwcr of the engine, or at the angle b, if that
shall, h~Jreafter, by experiment, be determined to be the proper angle. It
appears from his statement here, that the proper angle was a matter of coni!idprable doubt at that time; and, therefore, he docs not profess to set down
an individual angle as the best, which appears to have been one of the ideas of
the defendant, as to the effect of the plaintiff's specification. But he says, I
a
method
of
enabling
the
paddle-wheels
to
enter
and
come
out
will give you
•
of the water, with the position the best adapted for giving full effect to the
power of the engine. Then, at the cud of th~ specification, after having described the manner in which it is to he done, he says, that his claim is ' for the
mode hereinbefore des~Jribed of giving tlw required angl'l to the paddles (that
is, any angle which may be required by the person ordering the machinery) by
means of the rods g, Tt, i, j, and k, the bent stems markcdf, the disk a, and the
crank b.' Now, I do n0t think that means he is to give you a machine, the
angle of which may now be a, and now b, but tllat if you wish to have
a machine, the paddles of which shall enter at angle a, which you tell him,
and go out at angle b, which you tell him, he ought to be able to construct
a machine which shall answer to your order. That I take to be ''"hat the
inventor says he has enabled the public to do by means of his specification
and plan. He then describes the invention. In Fig. 4, you have the shape of
the stem, and a particular angle is memioned, hut it is ob,·ious that that is

-
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ciency of a specification ; but the question which should be propounded to them, in cases where there is a re0ognized class of
not an angle to which the parties are necessarily to be confined. Then he
says, 'g, k, i, .f, and k are connecting rods attached at one of their ends by pins
or bolts, r, to the bent stems, •(, of the float-boards, and the other ends of all
these rods, excepting g, arc attached to the disk, a, by pins or bolts, .~, as
shown in Fig. 5.' The on)y observation is, that he gives no dimensions; he
fixes no points either for the centre or the eccentric, or for the crank to which
the eccentric centre is attached; therefore, if those can only be ascertained by
experiments subsequently to be made, then the specification is bad. The
wl10le, in some degree, turns upon the lengt.h of the rods and the position of
the centre of the eccentric. The principle upon which these parties proceed,
and upon '\hieh all the inventions in that r~spect proceed, is that the wheel,
with its spokes, to which the floats arc attached, turns round on an axis, and
the floats are made to turn by m£>ans of au eccentric, and therefore the floats
bend as the wheel revolves, aml they bend in a particular manner, according
as the floats arc disposed and 11ccording to the position of the centrG ':lf the
eccentric, by which they arc regulated. They are regulatec by means of a
fixed bar, which is attached to the centre of the eccentric disk. The others
arc monthle boards, which are attached apparently to the circ'l!-mference of
that same disk, and the whole is made to revolve by the fixed bar being
attacheu to a fixed point of the wheel itself, and therefore the revolution oi
the wheel forcing that fixcu point round, turns round the eccentric disk, and
with it changes continually the position of all those rods which arc affixed to
the circumference of that disk, a.cd, according to their being on one or the
other side of that disk, they operate on the respective float-boardR to which
they are attached. All that turns upon the position of the eccentric axis and
the length of the respective rorls operating through the medium of this centre
upon the respective float-boards. Now the question is, whether, in the absence
of any statement aa to the dinwnsions of these different parts, and of any directions for finding the centre of the eccentric, you think the specification is sufficient or not, and that must be determined by the evidence which has been
given by the witnesses on the one side and on the other.
"Now, gentlemen, you cannot treat the actual picture which is given in the
drawing as auy guide to the particular angle or to the particular position of
the ec•1entric; and for this simple reason. If tlut were the criterion, then the
suhstauce of the invention would be the particular angle contained in the particular drawing, and, in order to show an infringement, they ought to have
shown that Mr. Sea,•:ard's wheel entered the water at the same angle as the
angle described by the drawing, and therefore, in that case, you would he
bound to find the first issue for the defendant, namely, that there wv.s uo infringement. If, however, you treat the picture or the drawing as only an illus·
tration of the invention, and not as confining the invention to the 1mrticular
angle there described, then you ought to find in the specification some directions which should enable you to construct the machine in a new form, or you
ought to be satisfied that, without any instructions, a workman of ordinary and

•
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practical workmen, who would be called upon to apply the llirections of the specification, is whether a person of that class, of
competent skill and knowledge would be able to do it. Now, I do not think
that l\lr. Carpmael gives any evidence to that point; but l\lr. Brunei says, 'I
have read the specification, and I think I could construct by it a machine at
any required angle without difficulty.' You see he says, 'I think I conid construct hy it a machine at any required angle without difficulty '; but whether
l\lr. Brunei could do it or not, is not the point. I dare say .l\lr. Brunei,
the .inventor of the block machinery, could invent any thing of this sort,
the moment it was suggested to him, but that is not the ·Jriterion. The
qu~;stion is, whether a man of ordinary knowledge and skill, bringing that
ordinary knowledge and skill to bear upon the subject, would he able to
do it.
" Then the evidence of 1\Ir. Park is much more mai(!rial. He says, 'I
could, without any difficulty, make the machine so that the paddles could enter
the water at any angle.' He prepared the models which have been used.
Now, the criterion is, whether, at the time when the specification was introduced to the world, 1\Ir. Park would have been able to construct the machine
with his ordinary knowledge and skill, without the peculiar knowledge he has
since obtained upon the subject, from being employed to make the models for
l\Ir. l\lorgan; because it would not he at all fair to allow your Yerdict to be
influenced by knowltdge so acquired; but he says, with his ordina1·y knowledge
and skill he could, without difficulty, construct a wheel, so that the paddles
should enter the water at any angle. He says, if the diameter of the wheel is
given, which it is fair should be given, and the immersion of the float, and that
is al11o fair to be gben, he could do it. Those are reasonable data for him to
require, and if, with his ordinary skill and knowledge, and without that peculiar knowledge '•ihich he has obtain~d, in consequence of his connection with
the plaintiffs, and with this cause, he could do it, that would be evidence on
which you would be entitled to place reliance. Then he tells you how he could
do it: now, I do think it wr · 1 have been a vast deal better if the specification had given us the sam inf .:mation, for that is what a specification ought
to do.
" The specification ought to contain a :full description of the way in which
it is to be done. The question really is, whether, upon the whole evidence,
you are of opinion that the specification does fairly and fully and properly give
to the public that information which the public are entitled to receive, tb.at is
to say, whether it tells them, without having recourse to experiments, how to
do it, Pl' whether it even tells them what is the course their experiments ought
to take, to what point 'their examinations and experiments should ba dire<:ted.
He says, he could do it with the skill h2 possesses; and he has described the
manner in which he proposes to do it. He says, ' I have seen this drawing ';
th~n he produc£•S a drawing, and he says, ' This represents my plan of drawing
it. An engineer of competent skill would have no difficulty in doing it.' His
doing it himself I do not consider so material, but he says an engineer of competent skill would ha.Ye no difficulty in doing it. That is material.
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ordinary skill, could practise the invention from these directions.
There does not seem to be any authority, which goes the length
•

" Then, when that drawing was shown, some of the gentlemen appearing
on behalf of the d~1endants dr.3W an angle upon it as the angle of entering,
awl asked him how that could be done. No doubt his principle would enaLlfJ
him tl• work out any angle, but there are a set of angles which would cause
the centre of the eccentric to go beyond the wheel itself, which, therefore, it is
impossible to carry into effect, but those angles are such as would not be requireJ. in ordinary practice by any persons. You should discard, on both sides,
all exaggerated cases, and look to the substance of the thing. If you think, in
substance, that the information really communicated would be enough in all
ordinary cases, or in such cases as are likely to occur, then that would do; but
if it is not a clear statement, and if it does not give such information us will
render it wmecessary for parties to make experiments, then the specification
would, in that respect, be insufficient. It is most important that patentees
should be taught that they are bound to set out f:llly and fairly what their
inventkn is; for, suppose a person were to make an invention, and get a right
of making it for fourteen years, to the exclusion of all other persons, it wuuld
be a very great hardship u110n the public, if he were to be allowed to state his
specification in such a way, that, at the expiration of the term of his patent,
he migh•; laugh at the public, and say, I have had the benefit of my patent for
fourteen years, but you, the public, shall not now carry my invention into
effect, for I have not shown you how it is to be done. I have got my secret,
and I will keep it.
".Mr. George Cottam says, 'It is a common problem to find a centre from
three given points, and a person of ordinary engineering skill ought to bf' able
to Jo that.' The {Uestion is, wlu~ther it· ought not to be suggested to him by
the specifim~tion, that that is the llroblem to be solved. Then 1\Ir. Curtis says,
• I have made wheels on this plan.' You see he made the two wheels which
were sent to the Venice and Trieste Company, but those were made under the
direction of l\Ir. Galloway, the inventor. Now, it somewhat detracts from the
weight due to his testimony, not as to his respectability, but as to the value of
his eviJence to you, that he had received the verbal instructions of .Mr. Galloway. It may be, that he could do ~t, because of his practice under ~Ir. Galloway; and it must be recollected that people in other places would not have
that advantage. He says, he would not have any difficulty in doing it; and
he says, ' I should not consider my foreman a compebmt workman unless he
were al.Jle to make the wheel from the specification and drawings.' He says,
'I could alter the angle by altering the cranks.' The question is not, whether
he could do that, but whether he could alter the angle to a particular angle by
altering the cranks in a particular way, that is, whether, having the angle
given to him, he could make the alteration that was desired. Then.Mr. ,Joseph
Clement says, he is a mechanic, and did the work of Mr. Babbage's calculatingmachine; that he has ~Ceen the model,Jf the steam-engine and paddle-wheels.
He speaks of the similarity of the plaintiffs' and defendants' wheels, and says,
'1 could make the machine frum the specification and W.·awing. The float
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of saying that a specification, in cases of this kind, would be good,
if every competent artisan who might be called were to testify
ought to enter the water at a tangent to the cpicycloid.' That is only his opinion as to the most convenient angle. The real motion of the boat is this: The
wheel keeps turning round and round on its own axis; during that time the
boat has a progressive motion. The wheel, therefore, has a double motion;
therefore every point of the wheel docs not move in a circle, but in a cycloid,
that being the curve described by the rolling of a circle on a Hat surface. He
says, it should enter at a tangent, that is, that the angle should be such that
it will enter the water l>erpendicularly, in consequence of the motion of the
boat, and of the point of the wheel. He nays, in like manner, it ought to go
. up. That is, probably, a very correct view of the case. He says, 'I :-hould
have no dilliculty in constructing a float to enter at any angle ordinarily re ..
quired. A man, properly instructed in mechanics, would have no difficulty in
doing it.' That is his evidence, which it is material for you to consider; and
he is a mcd~anic himself.
"Then, Henry l\lomay, a yow1g gentleman in l\Ir. Morgan's employment,
where he has been apparently study,ing the construction of engines, speaks of
a circumstance which docs appear to me to be material. He says, :Mr. l\Iorgan, in practice, makes his rods of different lengths. He must necessarily do
so, in order that the floats may follow at the same angle as that at which the
driving float enters the water. The problem which l\Ir. Park solved is a
problem ap!_;lying to three floats only; but it appears that the other floats will
not follow in the same order, unless some adjustment of the rods is ma!}e.
Now, suppose it Wf..S to be desired that the floats should all enter the water
at the given or required angle, if one should go in at one angle, and one at
another, the operation of the machine would not be uniform; and the specification meallS that the party constructing a whel'l should be able to make a
wheel, the floats of which shall all enter at the same angle, and all go out· at
the same angle. Now, in order in practice to carry that into effect, if there
art> more than three floats, something more than l\Ir. !'ark's problem would
be required; and l\Ir. l\Iol'llay says, actually, that 1\Ir. l\Iorgan, in practice,
makes his rods of diffP.reut lengths, and he must necessarily do that, in order
that the floats may follow at the same angle as the driving float enters the
water. lf sc, he should have sdid in his :pecification, ' I make my rods of
different lengths, in order that the rest of my floats may cuter at the same
angle; and the way to do that is so and so.' Or, l:o.J might have said, 'It may
be determined so and so.' But the specification is totally silent on the subject;
the1·efore, a person reading the specification. wo1;1ld qever dream that the other
floats must be goverued by wds of unequal length; and !east of all could he
ascertain what their lengths should be, until he had made experiments.
Therefore, it is contended that the specification does not state, as it should
have stated, the lH'opcl' manner of doing it. He says, if they are made of
<:>qual lengths, though the governing rotl would be vertical at the time of
enteriug, and three would be so when they arrived at the same spot, by reason
of the O,iJeration .Mr. Park suggests, yet the fourth would not come vertical
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that he could not apply the directions successfully, provided a
scientific witness of the other clas::~ were to testify that he could
at the proper point, nor would the fifth, sixth, or seventh. Then they
would not accomplish that advantage which professes to be acquired. The
patentee ought to state in his specification the precise way of doing it. If it
cannot completely be done by following the specification, then a person will
not infringe the }mknt by doing it. If this were an infringement, it would
be an infringement to do that perfectly, which, according to the specification,
requires something else to be done to make it perfect. If tlmt be correct,
you would prevent a man from having a perfect engine. He says, practically speaking, the difference in the length of the rods would not be very
material, the difference being small. But the whole question is small,
therefore it ought to have bePn specified; and if it could not be ascertained
fully, it should have been so stated. Now, this is the part to which I was
referring, when, in the preliminary observations I addressed to you, I cite~
the case before Lord l\Iansfield, on the subject of the introduction of tallow,
to enable the machine te work more smoothly. There, it was held, that the
use of the tallow ought to have been stated in the specification. This small
adjustment of these different lengths may have been made for the purpose of
making the machine work more smoothly; if so, it is just as much necessary
that it should be so stated in the specification, as it was that the tallow should
be mentioned. The true criterion is this, has the specification substantially
complied with that which the public has a right to require? Has the patentee
cummunicatcd to the public the manner of carrying his invention into effect'!
lf he has, and if he has given to the public all the knowledge he had himself, he has done that which he ought to have done, and which the public has
..
·
a right to require from him.
•• I will now read the defendant's evidence, and you will sec whether, upon
the whole, there is evidence before you, on which you think you can come to
any reasonable co!lclusion.
"Now, first of all, 1\Ir. Donkin, a man of considerable experience, is called;
but before I go to his evidence, I will remark, that I have always found
that there is a great deal of contradiction in que11tions of this description; but
that is not to be attributed, in the least degree, to corruption, or to any intention to misrepresent or mislead, people's opinions vary. They come to state
to you not matters of fact, but matters of opinion, and they tell you, conscientiously, what their opinion really is. You may have a great difference
of opinion among scientific men on a question relating to science ; but
though, by their evidence, they contradict one another, they are not influenced by a corrupt desire to misrepresent.
" Now, Mr. Donkin says, 'On first reading the specification, I thought
- there was a defect in its not explaining the mode of obtaining the required
r.ngle. In my judgment, a workman of ordinary skill would not be able to
find out any mode of obtaining the required angle.' He says, a geometrician
might discover the mode of adjusting the three angles, the angle of immersion, the ,-ertical angle, auu the angle of emersion ; but, in order to discover
•
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teach or demonstrate to an artisan how to apply them; although
the mode by which all the paddles may enter at the same angle, another discovery must be made. He says, it requires to be ascertained, by experiment
or diagram, whether the adjustment is to be made by altering the bent stem,
or by varying the length of the rods, and you haYe nothing but the drawing
to guide you in that respect. He says, he must first ascertain whether he is
to produce the effect by altering the centre, or by altering the bent stem, or
varying the lengths of the movable rods. What are those but experiments
to ascertain how the thing should be done, all of which he ought to have
been saved, by its being stated in the specification how to do it. However,
that is his evidence; he says, the angle must depend on the dimensions of the
several parts of the wheel. Then he goes on to the other parts of the case,
and, on his cross-examination, he says, ' I think a competent workman would
be able to do it if he made the previous discovery ; but he would not do
it unless a careful investigation was gone into.' He says, ' Few ordinary
workmen would be able to get the desired angle; I think my foreman would.
I think a person moderately acquainted with geometry might do it, but he
must find it out; he could sit down and determine it. If he possessed proper
information, he ought to be able to do it. An engineer properly skilled in
geometry ought to be able to :find out how the angle was to be determined.
If he sat down and referred to his general knowledge, he would :find it out. •
Now, the criterion is not, whether he could :find it out or not, but whether he
could do it by means of the information contained in this specification and
drawing, calling in aid his general knowledge, and those mechanical means
with which he may reasonably be expected to be familiar; but if he is to sit
down and consider how it is to be done, that is not sufficient. You will judge,
whether or not the evidence of this witness satisfies you on these points, and
whether it makes out the proposition for which the defendants contend.
" Then, Mr. Brunton says, 'I think a workman of competent skill could
not construct a machine so as to have the floats enter at any particular
In Allen v. Blunt, a Story's R. 747, 748, 1\Ir. Justice Story made use of
the following language : " As to the relath•e weight of the evidence of persons practically engaged in the trade, employment, or business of the particular branch of mechanics to which the patent right applies, and the evidence
of persons who, although not practical artisans, are thoroughly con\'ersant with
the subject of mechanics as a. science. It appears to me that the Patent Acts
look to both classes of persons, not only as competent, but as peculiarly appropriate witnesses, but for different purposes. Two important points are
necessary to support the claim to an invention : First, that it should be
substantially new, as, for example, if it be a. piece of mechanism, that it
shou'd be substantially new in its structure or mode of operation. Secondly,
that the specification should express the mode o£ constructing, compounding,
and using the. same in such full, clear, and exact terms, • as to enable any _iJerson skilled in the art or science to which it appertains, or with which it is
most nearly connected, to make, construct, compound, and use ·fue same.'
I
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proof may be offered of the opinions of scientific witnesses, that
angle and leave at a particular angle.' He says, if the required angle was
different from the drawing, it would be an exceedingly difficult thing, and
he is not prepared to say how he could do it. Then, :Mr. Hawkins says, 1 I
do not think a workman of ordinary skill could, from the plan and specification, make a wheel that should enter and quit the water at a different
angle from that given in the drawing, unless he possessed considerable ingenuity for inventing the method of doing it.'
" Then, Mr. Peter Barlow says, 1 There are not, I think, sufficient data to
adjust the angle.' He says, if the length of the stems was given, the difficulty would be very great, but it would have been a guide, and it ought to
have been explained. That appears to m.e to be a very good common-sense
observation. Then, Mr. John Donkin says, 1 I think an ordinary workman
would find considerable difficulty in altering a paddle-wheel to suit a pa~ticular
angle, and I doubt whether he cm.ud do it.' On his cross-examination, he
says, 1 It requires more than a common knowledge of geometry; I think a
man moderately acquainted with geometry might do it, but he would have to
make experiments, and his first experiments would fail. A skilful engineer
would have less difficulty in it, but he ought to be able to find it out.'
Then, Mr. Brami\h says, 1 I think I could discover how to do it.' He has
been an engineer many years, and he says, ' I think l could discover it, but
l do not know at present how to do it. Yesterday I attended to the evidence,
and this morning I. tried to find out how it was to be done, but I could not.'
Supposing M.r. Bramah had to make a machine of this kind 1 is he to sit down
Now, for the latter purpose, a mere artisan skilled in the art with which it is
connected, may in many cases be an important and satisfactory witness. If,
as a mere artisan, he can, from the description in the specification, so make,
construct, compound, aud use the same, it would be very cogent evidence of
the sufficiency of the specification. Still, it is obvious, that, although a mere
artisan, who had no scientific knowledge on the subject, and who was unacquainted with the various mechanical or chemical equivalents emJlloyed in
such cases, might not be able to make and compound the thing patented,
from the specification; yet a p(;rson who was skilled in the very science on
which it depended, and with the mechanical a~J chemical powers and equivalents, might be able to teach and demonstrate to an artisan, how it was to
be made or co:'llltructed, or compounded or used. A fortiori, he would be
enableu so to do, if he combined pracliical skill with a thorough knowledge of
the scientific l'linciples on which it depended." It is not quite clear, upon
this passage, whether the learned judge did or did not mean to intimate, that
a specification would be good, if a scientific witness could teach an artisan
how to make, compound, or use the thing patented., although the artisan
could not practise the invention without s~ch aid. The sense in which he
seems to oppose the word " artisan " to that class of persons who are not
practical urtisans, but who are "thoroughly conversant with the subject of
mechanics as a science," or are " skilled in the very science on which the
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a particular means which might be used to carry out the general
and invent a mode of doing it, or ought he not to have such information
afforded as would enable him to do it at once by means of the specification?
Then, Mr. Francis Bramah says, • I have examined the specification: I could
not make a machine from the specification, the floats of which should enter
and leave the water at any required angle. Till I came into court yesterday,
I presumed that the angle given in the drawing was the best angle, that is,
that the specification had not only stated how to do it, but had described the
best angle.' H so, it would be a specification only for that particular angle.
He says, 'I can go as far as I was told yesterday, but no farther.'
"Now, gentlemen, I have gone through the evidence on both sides on this
point, and the question, upon this part of the case, revolves itself into this :
Do the witnesses on the plaintiff's side satisfy you that the patentee has, in
his specification, given to the public the means of making a mar.hine which
shall enter and leave the water at any angle that may be ordered : that if:!, if a
man ordered a machine at -an angle likely to be required for·entering and
going out, and to be vertical at the bottom, could an ordinary workman, with
competent skill, execute that order by following the directions given in this
specification? If you think he could, then the specification would be sufficient.
If, on the other hand, you think he would not be able to execute the order,
unless he sat down and taxed his invention to find out a method of doing that
which has not been sufficiently described in the specification, then the specification would be bad. If you think the specification good, then you ought
to find for the plaintiffs upon that issue; if you think the specification bad,
then you ought to find for the defendants. 11
invention depends, 11 would seem to imply that an obscurity or other defect in
a specification, which ''"ould embarrae:; au artisan, may be cured by a scientific
person, whose superior ...:nowledge of the principles of the science might be used
to teach the workman from the specification; if so, this is not the standard
which the same learned judge adopted on other occasions. In Lowell v. Lewis,
1 Mas. 190, he instructed the jury, that the question was, whether the specification was so clear and full, that a pump-maker of ordinary skill could, from
the terms of the specification, construct a pump on the plan described. Perhaps, however, in the more recent case, he intended only to draw a distinction
between mere mechanics or laborers in a particular art, manufacture, or trade,
and persons conversant with the science on which it depends; and to say that
the latter are competent, and often the most satisfactory witnesses, which is
certainly obvious. It is scarcely to be presumed that he meant to say, that
where the description in a patent is of a thing which a particular class of
mechanica would be employed to make, the specification would be sufficient,
although it could not be carried out by a workman of that class having ordinary skill, pro'"..ded it could be understood by a " person thoroughly conversant with the subject of mechanics as a science.'' This, as a general proposition, would confine the practice of many inventions, after the patent had
expired, to the latter class of rersons, which the patent law does not intend.
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directions of a specification, would succeed, without showing that
that means had actually been tried and had succecdecl.1
~ -182. 'Vhethcr there is a class of inventions addressed so
6nti.rely to scientific witne~ses, as to render their knowledge
and skill requisite, in the practical application of the directions,
so that there cannot be snid to be any t•ecognizml class of artiS!!.'l~. to whose capacity the direction:'! can be referred, is another
question. This must depend un the nature of the invention.
§ -183. Before it can be determined, in any case, what class of
persons are to be taken as those, whose ability to apply the directions furnishes the str.ndarcl of the sufficiency of the specification,
it must first be ascertained to what class of persons the specification is presuwecl to be addressed, as being those who are to carry
out the directions. If the inquiry arose after the patent l1acl
expired, this class of persons would, in most cases, be readily
ascertained by obsen~ng what persons applied themselves to the
practice of the invention. But it actually arises before the pahmt
has expired, and before its dedication to the public enables us
to see what persons will undertake to practise the invention.
That state of things must, therefore, be anticipated, so far as
to ascertain what persons will undertake practically to carry
out the directions of the patent, for the purpose for which
the invention i~:~ designed. The standard, therefore, will vary
greatly, according to the nature of the invention. In some cases
the persons who will undertake to practise it will be very numerous, in others very limited, in point of numbers. In some cases
the qualifications will be very moderate, in others, a very high
state of accomplishment, skilJ, and knowledge will be requisite.
The nature and objects of the invention must be resorted to, to
see to what persons the specification is to be presumed to be
addTessed. If it b ~ a machine destined to a particular use, the
workmen whose vocation it is to make similar machines for similar purposes, will be the persons who would be called upon to
make the machine after the patent has expired. If it be a com-·
position of matter, involving the knowledge of pr:1ctical chemists,
such persons will attempt to practise the invention, wheP. they
are at liberty to do so. If it be a manufacture of an improved
character, the persons whose business it has been to make the
1
•
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old article, will be the persons who will make the new one. In
all these and similar cases, where there is a class of workmen who
are habituated to the practical exercise of the art or science under
which the patented invention falls, the specification is to he presumed to be addressed to them; and, although scientific witnessef)
may be exm11ined as to the clearness and fnlness of the specification, its sufficiency must be referred to the ability of competent
practical workmen, oi ordinary skill, to understand and apply it.
This limitation of the evidence follows, necessarily, from the
principle that the specification cannot be supported by the fresh
invention and correction of a scientific person. The ordinary
knowledge and skill of practical workmen ueiug the standard,
where the specification is for the benefit of a particular trade, the
evidence cannot be carried so far as to include the degree of skill
and knowledge possessed hy a scientific person, who could, on.
a mere hint, invent the thing proposed to be accomplished;
although such a witness may be asked whether a competent
workman could attain the object of the patent by following out
the directions. 1
§ 484. But if the invention be of a character entirely novel,
embodying an effect never before produced, and which it is not
within the province of any particular class of workmen to produce, but which it belongs rather to the province of men possesst:Jd of some science to apply, by directing the labors of
common artisans, upon principles which such artisans do not commonly understand or undertake t::. use, then the specification may
be presumed to be addressed to men capable of applying those
principles, and not to mere artisans, who have previously been
employed in the construction of things of the same class which it
is the object of the invention to supersede. Thus, in the case of
an invention, which consisted in an improvement on paddlewheels for propelling vessels, by a mode of constmcting them, so
that the floats might enter and quit the water at any required
angle, the specification would be addressed to engineers capable
of determining what angle was required, and it ought to fumish
the rules by which such persons coulcl ascertain the angle, and
the mechanical means by which it coulcl be applied in practice.2
l\lorgan v. Seaward, Webs. Pat. Cas. 174; Neilson v. Harford, ibid. 371;
The Househill Co. v. Neilson, ibid. 602.
2 :Morgan v. Seaward, Webs. Pat. Cas. 170 •
1
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The understanding of such a specification would be somewhat
aboYe the range of acquirements belonging to mechanics em·
ployed in the mn.nual labor of constructing the machinery, that
is to say, the specification would be addressed to competent
engineers, of ordinary skill in that profession.1 ·
§ 485. But it should be remembered that whenever, in a
case of this kind, as in all other cases, th~> persons to whom the
specification is to be presumed to be addressed have been ascer·
tained, a rule becomes applicable, which defines the nature and
scope of the evidence that may be offered, to explain the specification. This ru!e is, that the patentee must not, in framing his
specification, call upon the persons to whom it is acld1·essed to
exercise more than the actual existing knowledge common to
their trade or profession. He has a right to exhaust this knowledge; but if, in order to apply his directions, the members of the
trade or profession are required to tax their ingenuity or ipvention, so that, beyond the exercise of ordinary and competent
skill, they would have to solve a problem or supply something in
the process, by the exercise of the inventiYe faculty, the specification would be bad.2
§ 486. II. As to tlte Infringement. Upon the question of infringement, the point to be determined is, whether the thing
made or used by the defendant is, in the sense of the patent
3
law, identical with the invention of the patentee. This is the
same question as that which arises on the issues of novelty, when
it is necessary 1:o determine whether the invention of the patentee
is the same as some former thing, or different, and therefore entitled to he regarded as a novelty. We may, therefore, here
consider the principles of evidence applicable to the irlquiry,
whether two things are identical in the sense of the patent law.
§ 487. It is obvious that there may be two kinds of evidence ·
applicable to this issue, both of which may be drawn from experts. Whether one thing is like another, is a matter of judg•

Morgan v. Seaward, 'Vebs. Pat. Cas. 170.
2 Ibid. It should also be remembered that the court, in construing the
claim, is not bound to receive the testimony of experts. Winans v. N. Y. &
Erie R.R., 21 How. 88.
s In equity suits, if the defendant means to contest the alleged infringe·
ment at the hearing, he should take proofs of non-infringement. Bennet v.
Fowler, 8 Wallace, 445 .
1
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ment, to be determined on the evidence of our own senses, or the
senses of others. If we rely on the senses of others, the sole testimony which they can bear is, either as to the matters of fact
which constitute the precise differences or resemblances between
the two things, or as to matter of opinion, by which they infer
that these differences or resemblances do or do not affect the
question of the substantial identity of the two things. Both of
these kinds of evidence., however, run so nearly into each other,
and the boundaries between them are often so shadowy, that it
is sometimes difficult to draw the line between fact and opinion.
The actual differences or resem Llances between two things are
primd facie matters of fact, to be observed by the senses; but,
with the net of observing these differences or resemblances, we
blend the process of reasoning, by which we det~rmine, for our
own satisfaction, what is a real, and what only an apparent difference or resemblance; what constitutes a difference or resemblance, in point of principle ; and the result of this process,
expressed in the conclusion, that the two things are~ or are not
identical, is matter of opinion. Between these two branches
of evidence it is exceedingly difficult to draw the line so as to
define the true office of an expert, and to arlmit all proper evidence of facts and opinions, without leaving to the witness the
whele determination of the issue.!
§ 488. At the same time it is certain that a boundary exists
somewhere. The question whether two things are identical, in
the sense of the patent law, is a mixed question of law and fact;
and when it is submitted to a jury, it is for the court to instruct·
them, after the actual differences or resemblances are ascertained,
what !'0nE~titutes, in point of law, a difference or identity.2 There
is, therefore, a most important function to be discharged, if one
In Dixon v. Moyer, 4 Wash. 68, 71, Mr. Justice Washington said: "In
actions of this kind, persons acquainted with the particular art to which the
controversy relates are usually ex~mined for the purpose of pointing out and
explaining to the jury the points of resemblance, or of difference, between
the thing patented and that which is the alleged cause of the controversy; and
the opinions of such witnesses, in relation to the materiality of apparent
differences, are always entitled to great respect. But, after all, the jury must
judge for themselves, as well upon the information so given to them, as upon
their own view, where the articles, or models of them, are brought into
court."
~ Barrett v. Hall, 1 Mas. 447, 470.
1
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may so say, by the law itself; for it has to determine, upon all
the facts open to the observation of the senses, whether guided
by the superior facility for observation enjoyed by experts, or not
so assisted, whether, in the sense of the law, there is an identity
or a difference. Tlris function is alwr.ys in danger of being encroached upon by a loose mode of receiving the testimony of
experts, by whom the whole question is often in reality left to
be decided. 1
§ -!89. The testimony of persons skilled in the particular subject is undoubtedly admissible for two purposes : first, to point
out aml explain the points of actual resemblance or difference;
secondly, to state, as matter of opinion, whether these resemblances or differences are material; whether they are important
or unimportant: whether the changes introduced are merely the
substitution of one mechanical or chemical equivalent for another,
or whether they conatitute a real change of structure or composition, affecting the substance of the invention. But when these
facts and opinions have been ascertained, the judgment of the
jury is to be exercised upon the whole of the evidence, under the
instructions of the court as to what constitutes such a change as
will in point of law amuunt to a fresh invention and therefore will
not be an infringement.2
§ -!90. The duty of giving this instruction should not be surrendered by the court. A scientific witness may be asked, for
instance, whet.her in his opinion a particular machine is substantially new in its struct~ue or mode of operation, or whether it is
sul)stant.ially the same thing as another, with only apparent differences of form and structure. But when the differences or
Thus in U. S. Annunciata· Jo. v. Sanderson, 3 Blatchf. 184, it was held
that where two machines were to all appearance the same. the positive testimony of an expert that they were in principle different, was not to be followed, unless such expert should show satisfactorjly wherein the difference
consisted.
2 In A,llen v. Blunt, 3 Story's R. i42, 748, 749, l\Ir. Justice Story, discussing the relative value of scientific witnesses and mere artisans, said:
" The very highest witnesses to ascertain and verify the novelty of an invention, and the novelty or diversity of mechanical apparatus and contrivances
and equivalents, are beyond all question, all other circumstances being equal,
scientific mechanics; they are far the most important and useful to guide the
judgment and to enable the jw·y to dmw a safe conclusion whether the modes of
l

operation are new or old, identical or diverse."
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resemblances have been pointed out, aml when the view tlmt
science takes of their relative importance has been ascertained ;
when the fact appears of whether a particular change is or is not
regarded by mechanicians as the substitution of one mechanical
equivalent for another, the court must instruct the jury whether
the particular change amounts, in point of law, to a change of
what is commonly called the principle of the machine. This is a
question wholly aside from the· function of a witness. The most
skilful and scientific mechanician in the world can only say what,
in his opinion, ar.e the differences or resemblances between one
machine and anot!ICr, and how far they are regarded by mechaniciam; as material or substantial. But the question of what constitutes a fresh invention, or what, upon a given state of facts,
amounts to a change so great as to support an independent patent for a new thing, is a question of law ; and this question is
involved in every issue as to the identity of two things, whether
it relates to the question of infringement or of prior invention. 1
§ 491. The evidence for the defendant, upon ·the question of
novelty, will of course consist of proof, positive ,in its nature, tl1at
the thing patented existed before; and if any credible evidence
of this is adduced, it will outweigh all the negative evidence that
can be offered by the plaintiff.2 Thus, in Parker v. Ferguson,a
where a witness testified to his having assisted in the constl'uction of a single water-wheel exactly similar to that of the plaintiff, for a person who :removed it to a pl~tce some
twelve
miles
off,
•
Ro that witness never again saw it, the court inf~ructed the jury,
that, if they were satisfied of the credibility << the witness, they
must consider the proof of want of novelty as established. But
testimony by a witness that he had seen an article which might
have been made by a machine similar to that of thP plaintiff, is
not sufficient to defeat the latter's title. 4 But whenever the defendant relies on the fact of a previous invention, knowledge, or
use of the thing patented, he must give notice of the names and
•

See the instructions of the court in Walton v. Potli:lr, Webs. Pat. Cas.
585, 580, 587, 589, 591; Hudc.lart v. Grimshaw, i.hid. 85, SG, 91, 92, 95. See
also the examination of certain experts in Russell v. Cowley, ibid. 402, before
Lord Lyndhurst, in the exchequer, cited ante.
2 :Manton v. 1\Ianton, Dav. Pat. Cas. 250.
a 1 Blatchf. 407.
4 Treadwell v. Blac.len, 4 Wash. 703.
1
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places of :esidence of the persons whom he intends to prove as
having po.~sessed a prior knowledge or had a prior use of it. 1
§ 491 a. In an action for infringement, evidence goine to show
the superiority of defendant's machine to that of the patentee is
improper, except to prove a substantial difference between the
two.2 In one case where the defendant and the plaintiff had executed a bond, in which the former acknowledged the validity of
the latter's patent and recited a previous infringement, it was
held that this, together with other evidence, might be received as
tending to show a subsequent breach, but did not of itself raise
any implicu.tion.s
In a recent English case, where the patentee had a :patent for a
process of treating chemicn.lly sewage matter with the view of
thereby obtaining a valuable manure, a similar process used by
the Board of Health simply for the purpose of disinfection, so
that this pr'Jduct was rejected as a by-product, was to be regarded as no evidence of infringement.4
§ 492. Persons who have used the machine patented are not
thereby rendered incompetent as witnesses, on account of interest.6 It has been held that a witness who was patentee in
another patent, and had sold to the defendant the t•ight to use
the machine, the use of which was complained of as an infringement, was a competent witness, since any verdict that the plaintiff might recover could not.be given in evidence by the plaintiff
in an action against the witness.6 A patentee who has assigned
the whole of his interest in the patent is a competent witne!'ls for
the assignee in support of it.7 It is not, however, admissible to
See ante, chapter on Action at Law. The notice need not, however,
specify the places in which such user was made. Where the defence is prior
publication in some printed work, the notice must specify the particular part
of the work referred to, if the same be one of a general character, c. g. a
scientific dictionary. Foote v. Silsby, 1 Blatchf. 445. Compare Vance v.
Campbell, 1 Black. 427.
2 Alden v. Dewey, 1 Story, 336.
a Byam v. Eddy, 2 Blatchf. 521..
4 Higgs v. Goodwin, 1 Ell. Bl. & Ell. 529.
See also chapter on Infringr·
ment.
1 Evans v. Eaton, 7 Wheat. 356; Evans v. Hettich, ibid. 453; 2 Greenl. on
Evid. § 508. It is no objection to the competency of a witness, that he is
sued in another action for infringement of the same patent. Ibid.
e Treadwell v. Bladen, 4 Wash. 704.
7 Bloxa.m v. Elsee, 1 Carr. & Payne, 563 .
1
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offer evidence going to show that the patentee, after assigning
his entire interest, had declared the patent abandoned and worthless.1 The assignee of the exclusive right for a certain county or
distri-::t is to be received as witness in r.n action for infringement
in another district in which he has no direct interest. 2 Where
evidence of prior user by some -~bird party is attempted to he
shown, the declaration of such party as to his motives for such
user are inadmissible as mere hem·say.a A licensee is a competent witness for the patent, in an action for an infringement, for
he has no direct pecuniary interest in supporting the patent, but
it may be for his advantage that it should not he supported.4
Evidence, on the part of the plaintiff, that the persons, of whose
prior use of a patented machine the defendant had given evidence,
had paid the plaintiff for licenses, ought not to be absolutely
rejected, though entitled to very little weight.5
§ 492 a. In several recent cases, the Supreme Court, in construing the Judiciary Act of 1789, § 34, has decided that where,
under the laws of any State, parties may be examined in their
own behalf, the plaintiff, in an action for infringement brought in
a district embracing such a State, is a competent witness.6
§ 493. Where the defence is set up that the patentee being an
alien has not complied with § 13 of the act of 1836, which requires that such patentee must put and continue on sale to the
public, on r4)asonable terms, the invention for which the patent
was granted, the burden of proof rests on the defendaut.7
§ 493 a. Fraud in obtaining an extension of a patent can only
be tried in a direct proceeding to impeach the patent, and not in
a collateral proceeding, as in a suit in equity to recover for
infringements.s
Wilson v. Simpson, 9 How. 109; Many v. Jagger, 1 Blatchf. 372.
2 Buck v. Hermance, 1 Blatchf. 322.
a Hyde v. Palmer, 7 J,aw Ti.m~s, N. s. 823.
• Derosne v. Fajrie, Webs. l'at. Cas. 154.
6 Evans v. Eaton, 3 Wheat. 454.
e Vance v. Campbell, 1 Black. 427; Haussknecht v. Claypool, ibid. 431.
7 Tatham v. Lowber, 2 Blatchf. 49.
8 Rubber Company t•. Goodyear, 9 Wallace, 788.
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CHAPTER XIII.
JURISDICTION.

§ 49-1. THE Constitution of the United States confers upon
Congress power "to promote the progress of science and useful
arts, by seeming for limited times, to authors and inventors,
. the exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries."
This power is general; there is no distinction which limits it to
cases where the invention has not 'been known or used by the
public. Accordingly it is well settled that Congress may pass
general or special laws in favor of inventors; and they may leave
a particular inventor to the protection afforded by a general law,
or they may pass a special law in his behalf, or they may exempt
his ca:;e from the operation of a general law by extending his
exclusive right beyond the term fixed by such general law. 1
They may even graut to an inventor the exclusive right to his
invention after the same has gone into public use. The grant
does uot imply fm irrevocable contract with the public that, at
the expiration of the period, the invention shall become public
property. 'Vhere, however, Congress does, hy special law, grant
to an inventor the monopoly of his invention after the same has
gone into public use, such enactment will not, without unmistakable language to that effect, he construed to work retrospectively, by rendering the use of a machine embraced under the
patent unlawful for the time previous to the enactment.2
1

Evans v. Eaton, 3 Wheat. 454; s. c. Pet. C. C. 332; Evans v. Hettich, 7
Wheat. 45:3; Bl11uchard v. Sprague, 2 Story's Rep. 164:; s. c. 3 Sumn. 535;
Woodworth v. Hall, 1 W<.<:~db. & Min. 248.
2 Blanchard v. Sprague, supra.
Letters-patent "\\ot:re granted to the plaintiff, Thomas Blanchard, on th·· :lth of September, 18l!J; and being deemed
inoperative, by reason of defects in the specification, new letters-patent were
granted on the 20th of January, 1820, for the space of fourteen years. Afterward, by act of Congress, passed the 30th of June, 1834, the sole right was
granted to the plaintiff to make, use, and vend his invention for the term of
fourteen years, from the 12th of January, 1834:. This act not being thought
•

••
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§ 495. In accordance with the general powers thus constitutionally conferred, Congress has regulated the matter of the
to describe with sufficient accuracy the letters-patent, to which it was iut.ended
to refer, an additional act was passed on the llth of February, 18:3:1. renewing
the net of the 30th of June, 1831, and correcting the date of the l:.!th of January, 183·1, to the 20th of January, lS:H. This last act was as follows:
"An act to amend and carry into ejl'ecl the inte11tion of WI act entitled An Act to
1·enew tlte patent of :l'homa.~ Blcmclwrd, appro~:ed Jww :JOtI!, lS:H. Sec. 1. · Be

it enacted, &c., That the rights secured to Thomas Blanchard, a citizen of the
United States, by letters-patent granted on the sixth of Septl•mher, eighteen
hundred and nineteen, and afterwards on a corrected S}Jecificatiou on the :.!Uth
day of January, Anno Domini eighteen hundred and twenty, be granted to
the said Blanchard, his heirs and assigns, for the further term of fow·teen
years from the 20th of January, eighteen hundred and thirty-four, said invention so secured being described in said last-mentioned letters as au engine for
turning or cutting hTegular forms out of wood, iron, brass, or other material
which can be cut by ordinary tools. Prmided, that all rights and privileges
heretofore sold or granted by said patentee to make, construct, use, or vend
the said invention, and not forfeited by the purchasers or grantees, shall
enure to and be enjoyed by such purchasers or grantees reS}Jectively, as fully
and upon the same conditions during the period hereby granted as fur the term
that did exist when such sale or grant was made. Sec. 2. And be it further
enacted, that any person who had bona fide erected or constructed any manufacture or machine for the purpose of putting said invention into use, in any
of its modifications, or was so crecth1g or constructing any manufacture or
machine for the purpose aforesaid, between the period of the expiratiOn of the
patent heretofore granted on thethirtbth day of June, one thousand eight hun- ·
dred and thirty-four, shall have and enjoy the right of using said invention in
any such manufacture or machine erected or erecting as aforesaid, in all respects as though this act had not passed. Provided, that no person shall be
entitled to the right and privilege by this section granted, who has infringed
the patent right and privilege heretofore granted, by actually using or vending
said machine before the expiration of said patent, without grant or license from
said patentee or his assignees, to use or vend the same."
Upon this act, Mr. Justice Story said: " Then it is suggested, that the grant
of the patent by the act of Congress of 1830, c. 14, is not constitutional; for
it operates retros1Jectively to give a patent for an invention, which, though
made by the patentee, was in public use and enjoyed by the commw1ity at the
time of the p<!.ssage of the act. But this objection is fairly put at rest by the
decision of the Supr,cme Court in the case of the patent of Oliver Evans.
Ev:ma v. Eaton, 3 Wheat. 454:. For myself I never have entertained any doubt
of the constitutional authority of Congress to make such a grant. The power
is general to grant to inventors; and it rests in the sound discretion of Congress to say, when and for what length of time and under what circumstances
the patent for an invention shall be granted. There is no restriction which
limits the power of Congress to oat~es where the invention has not been known
or used by the public. All that is required is, that the patentee should be the

-
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jurisdiction in patent cases by two enactments. The act of July
4, 1836, c. 357, § 17, declares:" That all actions, suits, controversies, and cases arising under
any law of the United States, granting or confirming to inventors
the exclusive right to their inventions or discoveries, shall be
originally cognizable, as well in equity as in law, by the circuit
cpurts of the United States, or any district court having the
powers and jurisdiction of a circuit court, which courts shall have
power, upon bill in equity filed by any party aggrieved, in any
such case, to grant injunctions, according to the course and
principles of courts of equity, to prevent the violation of the
rights of any inventor, as secured to him by any law of the
United States, on such terms and conditions as said courts may
deem reasonable. Provided, however, that from all judgments
and decrees from any such court, rendered in the premises, a
writ of error or appeal, as the case may be, shall lie to the
Supreme Court of the United States, in the same manner and
under the same circumstances as is now provided by law in other
judgments and decrees of circuit courts, and in all other cases
in which the court shall deem it reasonable to allow the same." 1
inventor. The only remaining objection is, that the act is unconstitutional,
because it makes the use of a machine constructed and used before the time of
the passage of the act of 183!, c. 213, and the grant of the patent ur,der the
act of 1839, c. 14, unlawful, although it has been formerly decided that, under
the act of 1834, the plaintiff had no valid patent; and so the defendant, if he
constructed and used the machine during that period, did lawful acts, and can·
not now be r"'trospectively made a wrong-doer. If this were the true result of
the language of the act, it might require a good deal of consideration. But I
do not understand that the act gives the patentee any damages for the construe·
tion or use of the machine, except after the grant of patent under the act of
1839, c. ·14. If the language of the act were ambiguous, the court would give
it this construction, so that it might not be deemed to create rights retrospec·
tively, or to make men liable for damages for acts lawful at the time when they
were done. The act of Congress passed in general te1ms ought to be so cou·
atrued, if it may, as to be deem8d a just exercise of constitutional authority;
and not only so, but it ought to be construed, not to operate retrospectively or
ex post facto, unless that construction is unavoidable; for even, if a retrospec·
tive act is or may be constitutional, I think I may say that, according to the
theory of our jurisprudence, such an interpretation is never adopted without
absolute necessity; and courts of justice always lean to a more benign construe·
tion. But in the present case there is no claim for any damages but such as
have accrued to the patentee from a use of his machine since the grant of the
patent under the act of 1839, c. 14.''
1 See also act of February 15, 1819, c. 19 •
•
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The right of appeal, as thus conferred, has been recently modified by the act of 1861, c. 37, § 1, which provides:" That from all judgments and decrees of any circuit court
rendered in any action, suit, controversy, o~ case at law or in
equity, arising under any law of the United States, granting or
confirming to authors the exclusive right to their inventions or
discoveries, a writ of error or appeal, as the case may be, shall
lie at the instance of either party, to the Supreme Court of the
United States, in the same manner and under the same circumstances as is now provided by law in other judgments and
decrees of such circuit courts, without regard to the sum or value
in controversy in the action."
§ 496. The judicial interpretation of these enactments has been
to the effect, that the jurisdiction thereby confened upon the
circuit and district courts in the first instance, and to the Supreme
Court on appeal, is not merely an original one, but also an exclusive one, so that the State courts have no cognizance whatever
of actions in which the validity or force of letters-patent is involved,!
But where the controversy at issue does not turn upon the
letters-patent themselves, but rather upon the force of some contract under them, e. g. an assignment or license, which acknowledges their validity, in such cases the jurisdiction appertains, as
in other contracts, to the State courto:~, and can only be brought
into the United States courts on some other ground, e. g. that
of citizenship or residence, which would justify the application.
Thus, in a recent case,2 a bill for injunction was brought upon a
special agreement entered into between the plaintiff and the
defendant, adjusting several suits pending between them concerning patent rights claimed by the plaintiff. It charged a
breach of the agreement and prayed for an account. Nelson, J .,
in dismissing the bill, said: "It was attempted to sustain the
jurisdiction on the ground that the suit is brought under thP,
Patent Act, where jurisdiction depends on the subject-matter,
and that the gravamen laid was the infringement of patent
rights. But there is no foundation for this position. The bill is
not constructed for the pnrpose of presenting a question of the
1

Dudley v. :Mayhew, 3 Comst. 14; Elmer v. Pennel, 40 Maine, 434; Parsons v. Barnard, 7 Johns. 144.
~ Goodyear v. Day, 1 Blatchf. 565.
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infringement of a patent, but is brought for the violation of a
contract."
•
Hence a bill brought to enforce the specific performance of a
contract to convey a patent is not cognizable in the United States
l )Urts ; but, semble, that an objection, on that account, shouhl
be taken before the pleadings are closed and the evidence published.1 Nor a suit brought to enforce the covenants of a.
licensee.2
'Vhile, however, it is tru~ that a contract under a patent, e. g.
a license, is not per se cognizable in the United States courts, so
as to permit a suit to be brought there for the recovery of the
sums agreed upon, still a licensee~ whose right is cond.itioneu
upon the weekly payment of a certain sum, and who neglects to
pay the same, but continues to use the. hvention, i:s virtually
guilty of an infringement of the patent, and may, like any other
infringer, he enjoined by a United States court. This point was
decided in the case of Brooks 11. Stolley,3 where the Court
said:" It is suggested, that, as the whole controversy in the case
arises under the contract of license, the parties to which being
citizens of this State, the Fed.eral court cannot take jurisdiction.
This objel.lt!•'n would be unanswerable if no right were involved
it;. the eor..trover::~y except what arises out of the contract; as, for
instance, the Circuit Court could take no jurisdiction, under the
contract, of an action merely to recover the sums agreed to be
paid by the defendant; but, in the present aspect of the case, it
is not limited to the contract. The complainants set up their
right under the patent, and allege that the defendant is infringing that patent; that the license affords no justification to the
defendant. The right then of the complainants to an injunction
is not founded by them on the contract, but on the asHigmuent
of the patent.
•, Now the terms of the contract make the performance of its
stipulations by the de:vadant a condition to hit:; continued use of
the machine ; and if the words of the contract did not import
and indeed clearly sustain this view, equita.hle considerations,
a1·ising from the nature of the contract, would require such a
•

Nesmith v. Calvert, 1 Woodb. & 1\Iin. 34.
2 Goodyear v. Union Rubber Co., MS., Ingersoll, J.
a 3 :McLean, 523.
1

•

•
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construction of it. The payment is to be made weekly. Could
any reasonable construction of the contract give the right to run
the machine by the defend~nt, in default of such payment? T.he
frequent settlement and payment show that longer indulgence
was not intended by the parties, and that a remedy at la.w would
be no adequate relief to the complainants. To enforce the payment by legal means would require a weekly suit; and this
would subject the complainants· to inconvenience, delay, and
expense, which would be nea•·ly, if not quite, equal to the
amount r~covered. Such a construction of the contract would
be as inequitable as the remedy proposed would be inadequate.
The complainants invoke the aid of equity, not to decree a specific execution of the contract, but to protect their rights as
assignees of the patent. This right they allege has been infringed.
The defendant relies on the license contained in the contract ;
but having failecl to make the weekly payment, he has no pretence of right to run the machine."
§ 497. "With regard to the question, in what district an action
for the inni.ngement of patent rights may or must be brought,
it has been held in the case of ChaiTee v. Hayward, 1 that such
action can only be brought in the district in which the defendant resides or in which he is personally served with the summons, and that the commencement of an action by attaching the
property of a. non-resident defendant was not sufficient to confer
jurisdiction. It was urged argztendo that the Circuit Court, having jurisdiction of the subject-matter, was by the Process Act of
1792, § 2, at liberty to issue its process in the same form as a process from the Supreme Court of any State comprised in that district, and that if the service by attachment was good by the laws
of that State, as they stood at the time of ,the passage of the
Process Act, then it was good under the laws of the Unit~d
States. But the Supreme Court did not accept these conclusions.
Catron, J., in rendering the opinion of the court, said: "By§ 11
of the Judiciary Act of 1789, it is provided, 'That no civjl suit in
a circuit or district court shall be brought against an inhabitant
of the United States by any original process in any other district
than that whereof he is an inhabitant or in which he shall be
found at the time of serving the writ.' It has been several times
•

' 20 How. 208.

•
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held by this court as the true construction of the foregoing section, that jurisdiction of the person of a defendant (who is an inhabitant of another State) can only be obtained in a civil action,
by service of process on his person within the district where the
suit is instituted; and that no jurisdiction can be acquired by
attaching property of a non-resident defendant, pursuant to a
State attachment law. 1 It is insisted, however, that these rulings
were had in cases arising where the jurisdiction depended on
citizenship ; whereas here the suit is founded on an act of Congress conferring jurisdiction on the Circuit Courts of the United
States in suits by inventors against those who inn·inge their patents, including all cases both at law and in equity, arising under
the patent laws, without regard to the citizenship of the parties
or the amount in controversy, and that therefore the eleventh
section of the Judiciary Act does not apply, but the process acts
of the State where the suit is brought must govern, and that the
act of Congress, May 8, 1792, so declares. . . . That act (§ 2)
declares that until further provision shall be made, and except
where by this act 'or otlte1· statutes of tlte United States is otherwise
provided,' the forms of writs and executions aml modes of processes in suits at common law shall be the same in each State respectively as are now used or allowed in the Supreme Court of
the same. This was to be the mode of process, unless provision
had Lecn made by Congress ; and to the extent th~.t Congress had
provided, the t;tate laws should not operate. Now the only statute of the United States then existing regulating practice was the
Judiciary Act of 1789, which is above recited. The eleventh section is excepted out of and stands unaffected by the sub~:>equent
process acts, and is as applicable in this case as it was to those
where jurisdiction depended on citizenship. It applies in its terms
to all civil suits; it makes no exceptions, nor can the courts of
justice make any. The judicial power extends to all cases in law
and equity arising under the Constitution and laws of the United
States ; and it is pursuant to this clause of the Constitution that
the United States courts are vested with power to execu~e the
laws respecting inventors and patented inventions; but where
the suits are to be brought is left to the general law, to wit, to
the eleventh section of the Judiciary Act, which requires personal
1

Toland v. Sprague, 12 Pet. 327; also 15 Pet. 171; 17 How. 424 .
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service of process within the district where the suit is brought, if
the defendant be au inhabitant of another State."
This decision affirms the rulings in Saddler v. I-Indson, 1 and
3
Allen v. Blunt; 2 and is followed in Goodyear
v.
Chaffee.
•
The case of Day v. Newark Rubber Co.4 goes still further.
Here the defendant was a corporation chartered under the laws
of New Jersey, but having au agency and store in New York.
The ~uit was commenced by attaching the goods in the store, and
also by serving a summons on its president in New York. The
motion to quash the writ of foreign attachment and summons was
allowed, on the ground that the corporation was not an inhabitant
of the New York district, nor found within it at the time of serving the process, a c01·poration having no corporate existence out
of the State under whose laws it is created. The court said:
" Without pursuing the examination of the case further, we are
satisfied, for the reasons stated, that neither the levying of the
writ of attachment upon the goods of the defendants in this district, nor the service of the summons upon their president within
it, nor both together, have the effect to give jurisdiction to the
court in this case against the defendants; and further, that, according to the true construction of the eleventh section of the
Judiciary Act of 1789, the court would have no jurisdiction in
suits instituted against foreign corporations, even in cases where
the State practice, if adopted by it, would authorize the institution of such suits by the attachment of their goods found within
their jurisdiction."
§ 498. Where, however, the court has jurisdiction of the person
of the defendant, it may restrain him from violating the patent in
a district other than the one in which the suit is brought. Still,
where it may be necessary to proceed directly against the machine
itself, as in cases of extreme contumacy or of fraudulent contrivance to evade an injunction, semble, proceedings must be instituted
in the district in which the machine is located. 6
The equity jurisdiction conferred upon the circuit courts by the
1

Saddler v. Hudson, 2 Curtis, C. C. 6.
2 Allen v. Blunt, 1 Blatchf. 480.
8 Goodyear v. Chaffee, 3 Blatchf. 268.
• 1 Blatchf. 628.
5 Boyd v. 1\fcAlpin, 3 l\IcLean, 42i: Wilson v. Sherman, 1 Blatchf. 536,
citing Simpson v. Wilson, 4 How. 700, and Wilson v. Simpson, 0 How. 109.
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act of 1836, § 17, is irrespective of the right of the plaintiff to an
injunction or his demand for one. Consequently the patentee is
entitleu to a discovery and account after the expiration of the term
for which the patent is granteu. 1
§ .,!!)9. 'With regard to the appellate jurisdiction of the Supreme
Court, it may be stated that it does not extend by virtue of the
act of 1836, § 17, to cases where the matter in controversy is, not
the settlement of the claims and rights of a patentee, hut the mere
amount of costs. Such a question is left for decision under the
provisions of the Judiciary Act of 1789, and consequently the
amount in issue must exceed $2,000.2 This limitation would still
seem applicable under the provisions of the act of 18G1, c. 37,
whereby an appeal lies to the Supreme Court irrespective of the
value or amount in co:;Jtroversy.
In Hogg ~'· Emerson, 6 How. 439, it was held, that when a case
is f>cut up to the Supreme Court, under the discretiou confened
upon the court below, by the act of 1836, the whole ease must go
up; the word "reasonable," in the statute, applying rather to the
cases themselves than to the points of the cases.
Nevins v. Johnson, 3 Blatchf. 80. "Thr:l arrangement of the provisions
of sec. 17 may be fairly referred to, as implying that the power to award injunctions was introduced by Congress, rather as ancillary to the general equity
jurisdiction imparted, than as the substantive and primary purpose of the
enactment. It lJears more the aspe'ct of an incident to the jurisdiction before
conferred than a condition of the jurisdiction itself."
2 Sizer v. Many, lG How. 98.
1

•
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INTERFERING PATENTS OR APPLICATIOXS.

§ 500. THE sixteenth section of the act of 1836 made provi-

•

sion for suits by hill in equity to declare void either of two interfering patents, or an existing patent where a subsequent applicant
claimed the invention on the ground of priority, and the application had been refusecl on the ground that to grant it would
interfere with the existing patent. The court was empowered,
in the case of two interfering patents, to declare either of them
void, in the whole or in part, or invalid or inoperative in any
part or portion of the United States, according to the interest
which the parties to the suit might possess in the inventions
patented ; and in the case of an application for a patent rejected
on account of interference with an existing patent, to adjudge
the patent to the applicant, as the fact of priority of right or
invention might appear ; p1·ovided, that the adjudic.ttion should
not affect the rights of any person except the parties to the
action, and those claiming title from or under them subsequent
to the rendition of the judgment. 'With regard to the effect of
this proviso, it has been held that, in order to affect partic:i who
were not parties to the suit for interference, the judgment must
be direct and affirmative, declaring the interference and that one
of the patents is void in the whole or in part, or inoperative, or
invalid in some particular part of the United States. 1
§ 501. The act of 1870 makes corresponding but separate provisions on this subject of interference. The case of an application for a patent finally refused, for any reason whatever, which,
of course, includes a refusal on the ground of interference with
an existing patent, is provided for under section fifty-two of the
new act! by giving the applicant a remecly by bill in eq uit.y ;
which, in fact, operates as a review of the grounds on which the
1

Tyler et al. v. Hyde et al., 2 Blatchf. 308.
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application was finally rejected, the adjudication under the hill
being that the applicant is entitled to the patent, if it so appears.
Such a decision operates, it would seem, as an annulment of the
patent previously granted, so far as the interference extends.
§ 502. The 58th section of the act of 1870 provides, that when
there are interfering patents, any person interested in any one of
them, or in the working of the invention claimed under either of
them, may have relief by bill in equity against the interfering
patentee and all persons interested under him ; the judgment and
its effect being the same as under section sixteen of the act of
1836.1
§ 503. But neither the net of 1836 nor the act of 1870 has
made provitlion for vacating or declaring void any existing patent excepting upon the ground of interference, and that too at
the suit of some rival patentee, or applicant, or of some person
claiming under them. Parties who are sued, or are liable to be
sued as infringers, in other words, the general public, are
not embraced in these provisions, It has therefore been held by
the Supreme Court of the United States, that when it is sought
to vacate or annul a pn.tent, on the gTolmd that it was obtained
by a fraud on the government, a private individual cannot maintain a hill in equity in his own name. But it has also been held
that the general chancery juritldiction of the courts of the United
States affords a remedy in cases of this kind in the name of the
attorney-general, on the relation of some one who is injured
specially or as a part of the general public. ·what was formerly
done in England by sci-re facias came afterwards to he done by a
bill in chancery, as the more convenient remedy; and this jurisdiction has he en held to extend, in the courts of the United
States, to patents granted by the government through mistake or
inacl vertence as well as fraud. This was so held in the case of
a patent for lands,2 and now patents for inventions have been
placed upon the same footing, by a recent decision, which denies
that an individual can maintain a suit in chancery for the repeal
of a patent, in his own name, excepting in interference cases, but
intimates that the proper 1·emedy is in the name of the attorney1

For the provisions respecting the court in which the suit may be brought,
notice to adverse parties, and the method of proceeding generally, see§§ 52,
58, act of 1870.
11 United States v. Stone, 2 Wall. 525 .
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general, or in the name of the United States.1 Undonbtedly, the
proper course is to institute the suit in the name of the attorneygeneral, or of the United States, on tlte rel'ltion of some one who
is interested adversely to the patent.
§ 504. Whether this remedy can be resorted to in the case of
a patent that has expired, is doubtful. In Bourne v. Goodyear,
which appears to have been a proceeding in the name of the
United States, on the relation of Bourne, to vacate an extended
patent, it was held that the extended patent having expired
before the bill was filed, there was no equity to support a suit
to set it aside, because there was nothing for the bill to operate
upon. 2 But this cannot be universally true. A patent may
have expired, and yet the patentee may collect for past infringements ; and it would seem that in a suit to declare the patent
void ab initio, the court might entertain a prayer to restrain the
patentee from making such collections. In the subsequent case
of Maury v. Whitney, it was made one ground of demurrer to
the bill that the extended patent had expired by its own limitation before the bill was filed. The court did not decide this
question, because the suit to declare the patent void was brought
in the name of an individual, and not in the name of the United
States. But in delivering the opinion of the court, Mr. Justice
Miller said that where a case arises in which the United States
or the attorney-general shall institute a suit to have a patent
declared null ab initio, which, though no longer in force as to
present or future infringements, is used to sustain suits for infringements during its vitality, the question will be considcred. 3
Bourne v. Goodyear, therefore, is not to be regarded as decisive
on this question. It was apparently decided without considering
that there may be such a case as Mr. Justice Miller described in
the subsequent decision, and was therefore made more comprehensive than it should have been.
•

•

Maury v. Whitney, 14 Wall. 434.
~ Bourne v. Goodyear, 9 Wall. 811.
a Maury v. Whitney, 14 Wall. 434.
1
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ACT OF 1790, CHAPTER 7.
1

STATUTES AT LARGE,

109.

Repealed by Act of 1793, Chap. 11, § 12.
An Act to promote the progress of useful arts.

1. Be it enacted by tlte Senate and House of Representatives of tlte United States of America in Oonuress assembled, That
upon the petition of any person or persons to the Secretary of State,
~he ·sec1·etary for the Department of 'Var, and the Attorney-General
of the United Stutes, setting forth that he, she, or they hath or have
invcntell or discovered :my useful art, m:mufheture, engine, machine,
or device, or any improwment therein not before known or used, and
}H'aying that a patent may be gr:mtecl therefor, it shall and may be
lawful to and for the said Secretary of State, the Secretary for the
Department of War, and the Attorney-General, or any two of them,
if they shall deem the invention or discovery suffidently useful and
important, to cause letters-patent to be made out in the name of the
United Stutes, to bear teste by the President of the United States,
reciting the allegations and suggestions of the said petition, and describing the said invention or discovery, clearly, truly, and fully, and
thereupon granting to such 1)etitioner or petitioners, his, her, or their
heirs, administrators, or assigns for any term not exceeding fourteen
years, the sole ancl exclusive right and liberty of making, constructing,
using, and vending to others to be used, the said invention or discovery; which letters-patent shall be delivered to the Attorney-General of the United States to be examined, who shall, within fifteen
days next after the delivery to him, if be shall find the same conformable to this act, certify it to be so at the foot thereof, and present the
letters-patent so certified to the President, who shall cause the seal of
the United States to be thereto affixed, and the same shall be good
and available to the grantee or grantees by force of this act, to all and
every intent and purpose herein contained, and shall be recorded in a
book to be kept for that purpose in the office of the Secretary of State,
and delivered to the patentee or his agent, and the delivery thereof
SEcTIOY

·
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shall be entered on the record and indorsed on the patent by the said
Secretary at the time of granting the same.
SEcTION 2. And be it furtlter enacted, That the grantee or gr:mtees
of each patent shall, at the time of granting the same, deliver to the
Secretary of State a specification in writing, containing a description,
accompanied with drafts or models, and explanations aml models (it
the nature of the invention or discovery will admit of a model), of the
thing or things by him or them invented or discovered, and described
as aforesaid, in the said patents; which specification shall be so particular, and said models so exact, as not only to distinguish the invention or discovery from other things before known and used, but also to
enable a workman or other person skilled in the art of manuf:tcture,
whereof it is a branch, or wherewith it may be nearest conncctecl, to
make, construct, or use the same, to the end that the public may have
the full benefit thereof, after the expiration of the patent term; which
specification shn!l be :filed in the office of the said Secretary, ancl certified copies thereof shall be competent evidence in nll courts anJ
before all jurisdictions, where any matter or thing, touching or concerning such patent1 right, or privilege shall come in question.
SEcTION 3. And be it furtlter enacted, That upon the application of
any person to the Secretary of State, for a copy of any such specification, and for permission to have similar model or mollels made, it shall
he the duty of the Secr<J.-'.q to give such a copy, and to permit the
person so applying for a similar model or models, to take, or make, or
cause the same to be taken or made, at the expense of such applicant.
SEcTION 4. And be itfurtlter enacted, That if any person or JICrsons
shall devise, mak~, construct, use, employ, or vend, within these United
States, any art, manufhcturc, engine, machine, or device, or any invention or improvement upon, or in any art, manfuacture, engine, machine,
or device, the sole and exclusive right of which shall be so as aforesaid
granted by patent to any person or persons, by virtue and in pursuance
of this act, without the consent of the patentee or patentees, their
execut01 . .-dministrators, or assign!'", first had and obtained in writing,
every person so offending shall forfeit and pay to the said patentee or
patentees, his, her, or their executors, administrators, or assigns, such
damages as shall be assessed by a jury, and moreover shall f(nfcit to
the person aggrieved, the thing or things so devised, made, constructed,
used, employecl, or vended, contrary to the tme intent of this act,
which may be rec0vererl in an action on the case founded on this act.
SECTION 5. And be it further enactec~ Thdt upon oath or affirmation
made before the judge of the district court where the defeml::mt re. sides, that any patent which shall be issued in pursuance of this act,
was obtained surreptitiously by, or upon fhlse suggestion, and motion
made to the said court, within one year after issuing the said patent,
but not afterwards, it shall and may be l-awful to and for the judge of the
'
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said district court, if the matter alleged shall appear to him to be sufficient, to grant a rule that the patentee or patentees, his. her, or their
executors, administrators, or assigns, show cause why process should
not issue against him, her, or them, to repeal such patents; and if sufficient cause shall not be shown to the contrary, the rule shall be made
absolute, and thereupon the said judge shall order process to be issuecl
as aforesaid, against such patentee or patentees, his, her, or their executors, administrators, or assigns. And in case no sufficient cause shall be
shown to the contrary, or if it shall appear that the patentee was not the
first ami true inventor or discoverer, judgment shall be rendered by
such court for the repeal of such }latent or patents; and if the party at
whose complaint the process issued shall have judgment given against
him, he shall pay all such costs as the <lcfemlnnt ::;hull be put to in
defending the suit, to be taxed by the court, aml recovered in such
manner as costs expendecl by defendants shall be recovered in due
course of law.
SECTION 6. .Ancl be it furtlter enacted, That in all actions to be brought
by ::;uch patentee or patentees, his, her, or their executors, aclmini:strators, or assigns, f()l· any penalty incurred by virtue of this act, the said
patents or specifications shall be prim.u facie evidence that the saicl
patentee or patentees was or were the first ancl true inventor or inventors, discoverer or <liscovere.rs, of the thing so specified, and that the
same is truly specified; but that nevertheless the defendant or defend. ants may plead the general issue, and give this act, and any special
matter whereof notice in writing shall have been given to the plain tift;
or his attorney, thirty days before the trial, in evidence tending to
prove that the specificathn filecl by the plaintiff cloes not contain the
whole of the truth concerning his invention or cliscovm·y; or that it
contains more than is necessary to produce the eftect described; and
if the concealment of part, or the addition of, more than is necessary,
shall appear to have been intended to mislead, or shall actually mislead
the public, so as the effect described cannot be produced by the means
specified, then, and in such cases, the verdict and judgment shall be
for the defendant.
SEcTION 7. And be it further enactecl, That such patentee as aforesaid shall, before he receives his patent, pay the following fees to the
several officers employed in making out and · perfecting the same, to
wit: For receiving and filing the petition, fifty cents ; for filing specifications, lJer copy-sheet containing one hundred words, ten cents ; for
making ont patent, two dollars; for affixing great seal, one dollar; for
indorsing the day of deliveting the same to the patentee, including all
intermediate services, twenty cents.
•
Approved AprillO, 1790.
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ACT OF 1793, CHAPTER 11.
1
R~pealccl

STATUTES AT LARGE,

318.

by Act of 1836, Chap. 357, § 21.

An Act to promote the progt·ess of useful arts, and to repeal the Act
heretofore made for that purpose.
1. Be it enacted by the Senate ancl House of Representatives
of the Unite(l States of America in Congress assembled, That when
any person or persons, being a citizen or citizens of the United States,
shall allege that he or they have invented any new and useful art,
machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new ancl useful improvement on any art, machine, manu£'lcture, or composition of
matter, not known or used before the application, and slmll present a
pet.ition i.o the Secretary of State, signifying a desire of obtaining an
exclusive property in the same, and praying that a patent may be
granted therefor, it shall and may be lawful for the said Secretary of
fl,tate to cause letters-patent to be made out in the name of the United
States, bearing teste by the President of the United States, reciting
the allegations and suggestions of the said petition, and giving a short
description of the said 1ovention or discovery, and thereupon granting
to such petitioner or petitioners, his, her, or their heirs, administrators,
or assigns, for a term not exceeding fourteen years, the full and exclusive right and liberty of making, constructing, using, ancl vending to
others to be used, the said invention or discovery, which letters-patent
shall be delivered to the Attorney-General of the United States, to be
examined; who, within fifteen days after such delivery, if he finds
the same conformable to this act, shall certify accordingly, at the foot
thereof; and return the same to the Secretary of State, who shall present the letters-patent, thus certified, to be signed, and shall cause the
seal of the Unite.l States to be thereto affixed; and the flame shall be
good and available to the grantee or grantees, by force of this act, and
shall be recorded in a book, to be kept for that purpose, in the office of
the Secretary of State, and delh·ered to the patentee or his order.
SECTION 2. Provided always, a,td be it fu~·tlter enacted, That any
person who shall have discovered an improvement in the principle of
any machine, or in the process of any composition of matter, which
shall have been patented, and shall have obtained a patent for such
improvement, he shall not be at liberty to make, use, or yend the
original discovery, nor shall the first inventor be at liberty to use the
improvement : And it is hereby enacted and declared, that simply
changing the form or the proportions of any machine, or composition
of matter, in any degree, slutll not be deemed a discovery•
SECTION
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SEcTION 3. Ancl be it .further enactecl, That every inventor, before
he can receive a patent, sl1all swear or affirm, that he does verily believe
that he is the true inventor or discoverer of the art, machine, or
improvement for which he solicits a patent, which oath or affirmation
may be made before any person authorized to administer oaths, and
shall deliver a written description of his invention, and of the manner
of using, or process of compounding the same, in such full, clear, and
exact terms, as to distinguish the same from all other things before
known, and to enable any person skilled in the art or science of which
it is a branch, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make, compound, and use the same. And in the case of any machine, be shall
fully explain the principle, and the several modes in which he has contemplated the application of that principle or character, by which it
may be distinguished from other inventions; and he shaH accompany
the whole with drawings and written references, where the nature of
the case admits of drawing~, or with specimens of t!1e ingredients, and
of the composition of matter., sufficient in qu.antity for the purpose of
experiment, where the invention is of a composition of matter; which
descri1)tion, signed by himself~ and attested by two witnesses, shall be
filed in the office of the Secretary of State, and certified copies thereof
shall be competent evidence in all courts, where any matter or thing,
touclling such patent right shall come in question. And such inventor
shall, moreover, deliver a model of his machine, provided the Secretary shall deem such model to be necessary.
SECTION 4. And be it furtlwr enacted, That it shall be lawful for any
inventor, his executor or administrator, to assign the title and interest
in the said invention, at any time, ancl the assignee, having recorded
the said assignment in the office of the Secretary of State, shall thereafter stand in the place of the original inventor, both as to right and
responsibility, and so the assignees of assigns, to any degree.
SECTION 5. And be it furtlte1• enacted, That if any })Crson shall make,
devise, and usc, or sell the thing so inventet.l, the exclusive right of
which shall, as aforesaid, have been secured to any person by }Jatent,
without the consent of the patentee, his executors, administrators, or
assigns, first obtained in writing, every person so oft(mding shall forfeit
and pay to the patentee a sum that shall be at least equal to three
times the price for which the patentee bas usually sold or licensed, to
other persons, the use of the said invention, which may be recovered
in an aciic!! on the case founded on this act, in the circuit court of the
United States, or any other comt having competent jurisdiction.
SEcTION 6. P1·ovided always, and be it further enacted, That the
defendant in such action shall be permitted to plead the general issue,
and give this act, and any special matter, of which notice in wtiting
may have been given to the plainti:lf or his attorney, thirty days
before trial, in evidence, tending to prove that the specification filed
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by the plaintiff docs not contain the whole truth relative to his discovery, ,or that it contains more than is necessary to produce the
de~cribecl effect, which concealment or addition shall fully appear to
have been made for the purpose of deceiving the public, or that the
thing thus secured by patent was not originally discovered by the
patentee, bat had been in use, or had been described in some public
work anterior to the supposed discovery of the patentee, or that he
had snrreptiticusly obtained a patent for the discovery of another ..
11erson; in either of which cases judgment shall be rendered for the
defmHlant, with costs, and the,patent shall be declared void.
SEcTIO~ 7• .And be 1~tfttrther enacted, That where :my State, before
its adoption of the present form of government, shall have granted an
exclusive right to any invention, the party claiming that right shall
not be capable of obtaining an exclusive right under this act, but on
relinqnil5hing his right under such particular State, and of sueh relinqui~hment, his obtaining an exclusive right umler this act shall be
suftieient evidence.
SEcTJOX 8. .And be U ji.trtlter enacted, That the persons whose applications for patents were, at the time of passing this act, depending
before the Secretary of State, Secretary at War, and Attonwy-ftener:•.l, according to the act passed the second session of the first Congress, entituled 1" Au Act to promote the progress of useful arts,"
on complying with the conditions of this act, and paying the fc~:s
herein required, may pursue their respective claims to a patent under
the same.
SEcTION 9. A•td be it jkrtlwr enacted, That in cnse of interfering
applications, the same shall be submitted to the arbitration of three
persons, one of whom shall be chosen by each of the applicants, and
the third person shall be appointed by the Secretary of State; aucl the
decision or award of such arbitrators, delivered to the Secretary of
State in writing, and subsclibed by them, or any two of them, shall be
final, as far as respects the granting of the patent. And if either of
the applicants shall refuse or £<til to choose an arbitrator, the patent
shall issue to the opposite party. And where there shall be more than
two interfering applications, and the parties applying shall not all
unite in appointing three arbitrators, it shall be in the power of the
Secretary of Stat~ to ::!ppoint three arbitrators for the purpose.
SEcTION 10. And be it further enacted, That upon oath or affirmation being made before the judge of the District Court where the
patentee, his executors, administrators, or assigns reside, that any
patent, which shall be issued in pursuance of this act, was obtained
surreptitiously, or upon false suggestion, and motion made to the said
court, within three years after issuing the said patent, but not afterwards,
it shall anrl may be lawful for the judge of the said District Court,
if the matter alleged shall appear to him to be sufficient, to grant a
•
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rule, that the patentee, or his executor, n<lministrntor, or n1dgn show
cause why process should not issue against him to repeal such patent.
And if snflicient cause shall not he shown to the contmry, tlw rule
shall be made absolute, ::mel thereupon the :mi•l judge ~;hall order p1·occss
to be issued against such patentee, ot· his executors, a•lministrator:-;, or
assigns, with costs of suit. And in case no sufticient cause shall he
shown to the contr:u·y, or if' i.t shall appear that the patPntt•c was not
the true inventor or discoverer, judgment shall he rewlerc•l hy ~uch
court i:.r the repeal of' such patent; and if' the party. at who~<' c·cllnplaiut. the process issued, tlhall have judgment given against him, he
shall pay all such costs as the defemlant shall l1e put to iu tlcfelllling
the suit, to be taxctl by the court, and rccovereJ in tluc cou1·sc of law.
SEcTIOX 11. And be it jiwtlter enacted, That evmy innntor, before
he presents his petition to the Secretary of St ·ttc, signif)"ing his tlesirc
of uhtnining a patent, shall pay into the treasut·y thirty dollars, for
which he shall take duplicate receipts; one of which receipts lll' shall
deliver to the Secretary of State, when he presents his l'ctition; an•l
the money thus paid shall be in full for the sundry sen·iePs to he performed in the office of the Secret:u·y of State, consequent on such
petition, aml shall pass to the account of clerk-hire in that office:
P1·ovided uevertlwkss, That for every copy, which may be rcquit·ed at
the saitl office, of any paper respecting any patent that has been
granted, the person obtaining such copy shall pay, at the rate of
twenty cents, for evet·y copy-sheet of one huntlretl wor<ls, aml for
every copy of a tlmwing, the party obtaining the same, shall pay two
dollars, of Thich payments an account shall be rendered, :muually, to
the treasury of' the United States, and th<'y shall also pass to the
. account of clerk-hi1·c in the office of the Secretary of State.
SEcTIOX 1:!. Aud be it .furtlter enacted, That the act, passed the
tenth day of April, in the year one thousand seven hundred and
ninoty, intitnled "An Act to promote the progress of useful arts,"
be, and the same is hereby, repealed: Provided ahoays, That nothing contained in this act shall be construed to invalidate any patent
that may have been granted under the authority of the said :wt; and
all patentees under the said act, theit· executors, administrators, or
assigns, shall be considered within the purview of this act, in respect
to the violation of their rights; provided such violations shall be committed after the passing of this act.
Approved February 21, 1793.
43
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ACT OF 1794, CHAPTER 58.
1

STATUTES AT LARGE,

3!:13.

Rfpealed by Act of 1836, Chap. 357, § 21.

An Act supplementary to the Act intituled ''An Act to promote the
progress of useful arts."
Be it enacted by the Senate ancl Jiouse of Representatives of tlte
United Statt~ of .America in Congress a8semblecl, That all suits,
actions, prore!"~ :mil. proceedings, heretofore had in any District Court
of the United States, under an act passed the tenth day of April, in
the year one thousand seven hundred and ninety, intituled "An Act
to promote the progress of useful arts," which may have been set
aside, suspended, or abated, by reason of the repeal of the said act,
may he r<'stored, at the instance of the plaintiff or defendant, within
one year from ancl aftm· the passing of this act, in the said courts, to
the same situation, in which they may have been when they were so
set aside, suspended, or·abatell; and that the parties to the said suits,
actions, process or proceedings be, and are hereby, entitled to proceed
in such cases, as if no such repeal of the act aforesaid had taken tllace :
Provid~.:d always, That before any order or proceeding, other than that
for continuing the same suits, after the reinstating thereof, shall he
entered or had, the defendant or plaintiff, as the case may be, against
whom the Rame may have been 1·einstated, shall be brought into court
by summons, attachment, or ~uch other proceeding as is used in other
cases for C'ompelling the appearance of a party.
Approved June 7, 1i94.

ACT OF 1800, CHAPTER 25.
2

STATUTI~S .\T LARGE,

37.
•

Repealed by .Act of 1836, Chap. 35i, § 21.

An Act to extend the privilege of obtaining patents for useful discoveries and inventions, to certain persons therein mentioned, and
to enlarge and define the penalties for violating the rights of
patentees.
SEcTIO~

1. Be it enactecl by tlte Senate ancl House of Representatives of tlte United States of America in Congress assembled, 1'hat all
and singular the rights and privileges given, intended or provided to
citizens of the U nitecl StateR, respecting patents for new inventions, discoveries, and improvements, by the act intituled "An Act to promote
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the progress of useful arts, and to repeal tl1e Act heretofore made for
that purpose," shall be, and hereby nrc, extended and given to all
aliens who at the time of petitioning in the manner prescribetl by the
said act, shall have reside1l for two years within the United States,
which pl'ivileges shall be obtained, used, and enjoyed by such persons,
in as ~hll and ample manner, aml under the same conditions, limit:ttions, and restrictions, as hy the said act is providetl and directed in
the case of citizens of the United States: Provided always, That
every person petitioning for a patent for any invention, art, or discovery, pursuant to this act, shall make oath or affirmation before some
person tluly nuthorizCll to administer oaths before such patent shall be
granted, that such invention, art, or discovery hath not, to the best of
l1is or her knowledge or belief, been known or used either in this or any
foreign country, and that eve1·y patent which shall be obtained pursuant to this act, for any invention, art, or discovery, which it shall afterward nppear had been known or used previous to such application for
a patent, shall he utterly void.
SEcTIOX 2. And be it furtlter enacted, That where any person hath
made, or shall have made, any new invention, discovery, or improvement,
on account of which a patent might, by virtue of this or the abo,·ementioned net, be gmnted to such person, and shall die before any
patent shall be granted therefor, the right of applying for and obtaining
such patent, shall devolve on the legal representatives of such }Jerson
in trust for the heirs at law of the deceased, in case he shall have died
intestate ; but if otherwise, then in trust for his devisees, in as fi.tll and
ample manner, and under the same comlitions, limitations, nntl restrictions as the same was held, or might have been claimed or enjoyed by
such person, in his or her lifetime; ana when application for a patent
shall be made by sud1 legal representatives, the oath or affirmation,
providecl in the third section of the before-mentioned act, shall be so
varied as to be applicable to them.
SEC'l'IOX 3. And be it furtlter enacted, That where any patent shall
be or shall have bl'Pll,eranted pursuant to this or the above-mentioned
act, and any 1ilson' without the consent of the patentee, his or her
executors, administrators, or assigns, first obtained in writing, shall
make, devise, use, or sell the thing whereof the exclusive right is
secured to the said patentee by such patent, such person so otfemling
shall forfeit and pay to the said patentee, his executors, administrators,
or assigns, a sum equal to three times .the actual damage sustained
by such patentee, his executors, administrators, or assigns, ti·om or
by reason of such offence, which sum shall and may be recovered by
action on the case founded on this and the above-mentioned net,
in the Cia·cuit Court of the United States, having jurisdiction
thereon.
SECTION 4. And be it furtlter enacted, That the fifth section of the
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above-mentioned act, intituled "An Act to promote the progress of
usefhl arts, and to repeal the Act heretofore made for that purpose,"
shall be, :nul hereby is, repealed.
Approvetl April17, 1800.
ACT OF 1819, CHAPTER HI.
3

STATUTES AT LARGE,

481.

Repealed uy Act of 1836, Chap. 357, § 21.

•

•

•

An Act to extend tl10 jurisdiction of the Circuit Courts of the United
States to cases arising under the law relating to patents.
Be it enacted by tlte Senate and IIouse o.f Rep1•esentath:es o.f tlte
United States o.f Ame1·icct in Congress a.~semUle!l, That the Circuit
Courts of the United States shall have original cognizance, as well in
equity as at law, of all actions, suits, controversies, aml cases arising
under any law of the United States, granting or confirming to authors
or iiH'entors the exclusive right to their respective writings, inventions,
and discoveries; and upon any bill in cquhy, filed by :my party aggrieved in any such cases, shall have authority to grant injunctions,
acconling to the course and principles of comts of equity, to prevent
the violation of the rights of any authors or inventors, secured to them
by any laws of the United States, on such terms aml conditions as the
said courts may tleem fit and reasonable : P1·ot,ided ltoweve1·, That from
all judgments and decree of any Circuit Courts rendered in the premises, a w'.'it of error or appeal, as the case may require, shall lie to the
Supreme Colll't of the United States, in the same manner, and mH1er
the same circumstances, as is now provided by law in other judgments
and decrees of such circuit courts.
Approved February 15, 1819.

ACT OF 1832, CHAPTER 162.
4

STATUTES AT LARGE,

559.

Repealed by Act ~-~/1836, Chap. 357, § 21.

An Act concerning patents for useful inventions.
1. Be it enacted by tlte Senate ancl House o.f Representatives
of the United States o.f Ame1•ica in Gong1·ess assembled, That it shall
be the duty of the Secretary of State, annually, in the month of January, to report to Congress, and to publish in two of the newspapers
printed in the city of 'V ashington, a list of all the patents for diseovSECTION
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cries, innntions, :m(l improvements, which shnll hnvc expirerl within
the yenr immetliately preceding, with the nnmcs of the patentt•cfl,
nlphaheticaJJy nrrang-et1.
SECTIO:-l" 2. And'"' it .fl{i't'llf'r enru~tul, 'l'hnt application to Congl'<~ss
to prolong m· renew the 1l•rm ~)f n patent shall be made bctin·e its expiration, a111l shall he notific•l at lea:;t once a month, f()l' three months
before its presentation, in two newspaJ•Crs printecl in the eity of "'ashington, awl in one of' the ncw:-:pnpcrs in whicl1 the lnws of the l:nitcrl
States shall he publishetl in tl1e State or Territory in whid1 the patentee
shall re~;itl('. The petition shall set forth particularly the grou~~tls of
the application. It sl1all lJe nt'ified hy oath; the eviclcnee in its support may he taken bet(H·e any judge or justiee of the peaee; it sl1all he
accompnnit•cl hy a statenwnt of the nscertainell value of the tliseovery,
invention, or improvement, mHl of the receipts :mel expenclitures of the
patentee, so as to exhibit the profit or loss arisiug therefrom.
SECTION 3. And he it furtlw;· tmoded, That whereYer any patent
which has heen heretofore, or shall be hereafter, granted to :my im·cntor
in pnrsuancc of the act of Congress, entitled ''An Act to promote the
prog•·ess of useful arts, and to repeal the Act heretofore made for that
purpose," pas:o:ed on the twcnty-~1·st day of February, in the year of our
I~onl, one thousand seven huwirul and ninety-three, or of any of the
acts supplementary thereto, shall be invalitl or inoperative, by reason
that any of the terms or conditions preset·ibecl in the thinl section of
the said first-mentionecl act, have not, by in:Hlvertcnce, accident, or
mistake, and without any fi'audulent or deceptive intention, been complied with on the part of the said inventor, it shall he lawful for the
Secretary of State, upon the surrender to him of such patent, to cause
a new patent to he granted to the sahl inventor for the same invention
for the residue of thP pcriotl then unexpired, for which the original
patent was granted, upon his compliance with the terms and conditions
1n·escribed in the saicl third section of the said act. And, in case of his
death, or :my assignment by him made of the same patent, the like
right shall vest in his executors and administrators, or assignee or
assignees: P.rovided /wweue1·, That such new patent so granted shall,
in all respects, be liable to the same matters of oqjection :md defence
as any original patent granted under the said first-mentioned act. But
no public usc or lH'ivilege of the invention so patented, clerivecl fi·om or
after the gl'ant of the original patent, either un'der any special license
ofthe inventot·, or without the consent of the patentee that there shall
be a fi·ce public use thereof, shall, in any manner, prejudice l1is right of
recovery for any usc or violation of his invention after the grant of such
new patent as aforesaid.
Appl'Oved July 3, 1832..
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ACT OF 1832, CHAPTER 203.
4

STATUTES AT I,ARGE,

577 .

•

Repealed by Act of 1836, Chap. 357, § 21.

•

•

An Aet concerning the issuing of patents to aliens, for useful uiscoverics
and inventions.

Be it enacted by the &nate and House o.f Rt1J1'ese11tatives qf tlw
United States o.f America in Co11gress assembled, That the privileges
granted to the aliens described in the first section of the act., to extend
the privilege of obtaining patents for useful discoveries and inventions
to certain persons therein mentioned, and to enlarge and define tho
penalties for viplating the rights of patentees, approved April seventeenth, eighteen hundred, be extended in like manner to e-.ery alien
who, at the time of petitioning for a patent, shall be resi1lent in the
United States, and shall have declared his intention, nccol'tling to law,
to become a citizen thereof: Provided, That every patent gt·:mtctl by
virtue of this act and the privileges thereto appertaining, shall cease
and determine aml become absolutely void without resort to any legal
proce~s to annul or cancel the same in case of a fhilm:e on the part of
any patentee, for the space of one year fi'Om the issuing thereof; to
introduce into public usc in the United States the invention or improvement for which the patent shall be issued; or in case the same
for any period of six months after such introduction shall not continue
to be publicly used and applied in the United States, or in case of
failure to become a citizen of the U nitecl States, agreeably to notice
giYen at the earliest pe:-iocl within which he shall be entitled to become
a citizen of the Unitecl Stutes.
Approved July 13, 1832.
ACT OF 1836, CHAPTER 357.

•

5

STATUTES AT LARGE,

117.

An Act to promote the progress of the useful arts, and to repeal all Acts
and parts of Acts heretofore made for that purpose.
1. Be it enacted by tlte Senate and Hou.se o.f Rep1·esentatives
o.f t/1('. UnUrxl States o.f America in Congress a.9semlilecl, That there
shall be established and attached to the Department of State an office
to he denominated the Patent Office ; the chief officer of which shall be
callcll the Commissioner of Patents, to be appointed by the Presitlcnt,
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, whose duty it shall
SEcTION
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be, under the direction of the Secretary of State, to superintend, execute, and petform all such acts and things touching :mel rcspceting the
gmnting and issuing of patents for new and m;cfnl discoveries, inventions, and improvements, ns nrc herein provided for, or shall hereafter
he, hy law, din~cted to be done and }Jerformecl, and shall have the
cl1nrge and custody of all tllC books, records, papers, models, machines,
and all other things belonging to said office. Ancl saicl commissioner
shall receive the same compensation ns is allowed by law to the Commissioner of the Indian Department, and shall be entitled to sencl :mJ
receive lcttet·s ancl packages by mail, relating to the business of the
office, free of postage.
S:~-:cTIOY 2. And be it .furtlter enacted, That there shall he in said
office ::m inferior officer, to he appointc<l by the said principal officer,
with the approval of t:,e Secretary of State, to receive an annual
salary of seventeen hundred dollars, and to he called the Chie>f Clerk
of the Patent Office; who, in all cases during the necessary absence
of the commissioner, or when the said principal office shall become
vacant, shall have the charge and custody of the seal, and of the records, books, papers, machines, models, and all other things belonging
to the said office, and shall perform the cluties of commissionm· during
such vacancy. And the said commissioner may also, with like approval, :t}llJOint an examining clerk, at an annual sal:u·y of fiftc.~n hundred dollars; two other clerks at twelve lmndrecl dollars each, one of
whom shall be a competent draughtsmun; one other clerk at one thousand dollars; a machinist at twelve hunclred and fifty dollars; ancl a
messenger at seven hundred dollars. Anr1 said commissioner, clerks,
and every other person appointed and employed in said office shall be
disqualified antl interdicted from acquiring or taking, except by inheritance, during the period for which they shall hold their appointments,
respectively, any right or interest, directly or indirectly, in nuy patent
for an invention or discovery which has been, or may hereafter he
granted.
SJWTIOX 3. And be it fm·tltel' enacted, That the said prineipal officer,
and every other person to be appointt•<l in the snid office, slwll, before
he enters upon the clnties of his office or appointment, make oath or
affirmation truly and faithfully to execute the trust committed to him.
And the said commissioner and the chief clerk shall also, before entering upon their duties, severally give hondA, with sureties, to the Treasurer of the United States, the former in the sum of ten thousand
dollars, and the latter in the sum of five thousand dollars, with condition to render a true and faithful account to him or his successor in
office, quarterly, of all moneys which shall be by them respectively
received for duties on patents, and for copies of records and drawings,
and all other moneys receivecl by virtue of said office.
SECTION 4. And be it fm·tlter enacted, That the said commissioner
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shall cause a seal to be made and provic1ec1 for the said office, with
such device as tlw Presi<lcnt of the United States ~hall approve ; and
copies of any records, hooks, papers, or drawings belonging to the said
offiC'e, unoler the signature of the said commissioner, or, when tlJC otlicc
shall be vacant, 11111lcr the signature of the chief clerk, with the said
seal affixe<l, l'hall be competent evidence in all eases in which the
original reconls, books, })apcrs, or drawings could be evidenc~ And
any person making application therefor may have certified copies of
the recor<ls, drawings, and other papers deposited in said office, on
paying for the written copies the sum of ten cents for every page of ·
one huwlred words; and for copies of drawings the reasonable expense
of making the same.
SECTIOX 5. [See act of 1837, eh. 45, § 6. J And be itfartlwr enacted,
That all patents issued from said. office shall be issuell in the name of
the "Gnitcll States, ana under the seal of said office, and lJe signell by
the Sceretary of Stntc, :mel countersignell by the commissioner of the
said otlice, and shall be recorcled, together with the <lescriptions, specifications, and flrawings, in the said office, in books to be kept for tl1at
purpose. Every such patent shall contain a short flescription or title
of the invention or (1iscovery, correctly indicating its nature nnd
design, :mrl in its terms grant to the applicant or applicants, his or their
heirs, a!lministrators, executors, or assigns, for a term not exceeaing
fourteen years, the full aml exclu~ive right and liberty of mnking,
using, aml vending to uthers to be used, the said invention or discovery, referring to the specifications for the particulars thereof, n. copy of
which shall be annexed to the patent, specifying what the patentee
clnitas as his invention or discovery.
SECTIOX 6. .And l1e it .furthel' enacted, That any person or persons,
having tliscovered or invented any new and usefhl art, machine, manufhcturc, or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement
on any art, machine, manufhctnre, or composition of matter, not known
or usL·Il by others before his or their discovery or invcnti( 111 thereof,
and not, at the time of his aJ,plication for a patent, in public usc or on
sale, with his consent or allowance, as the inventor ot· disco\·crcr; :mel
shall (le~:-ire to obtain <lll exclusive property therein, may make npplication, in writing, to the Commissioner of Patents, expressing such
desire, nnd the commissioner, on due proceedings had, mny grant a
patent therefor. But llefore any inventor sh:tll receive :t pntent for
any stu.:h !ll'W invention or discovery, he shall deliver a written description of his invention or diseoYcry, nnd of the manner and process of
making, constructing, using, and compounding the same, in such full,
clear, an(l exact terms, avoilling unnecessary prolixity, as to enable any
pe1·son skilk: in the art or science to which it appertains, or with
which it is most nearly connected, to make, construct, compound, and
use the same; and in cuse of any machine, he shall fully explain the
~.
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principle, :mel the scveml modes in wllich he has contemplated the
application of that principle or character by which it may be cli~tin
guishctl from other inventions; :md shall particularly specify and
point ont tl1e part, improvement, or combination, wl1ich he f'laims as
bis own invention or discovery. He shall, furthermore, accompany
the whole with a llrnwing or drawings, anfl written references, where
the nature of the case admits of drawings, or with specimens of ingredients, and of the composition of matter, sufficient in qnnntity for
the purpose of experiment, where the invention or •liscovery is of a
composition of matter; which descriptions aml drawings, signed by
the inventor ancl attcstctl by two witnesses, shall he filed in the Patent
Office ; an1l he shall moreover furnish a moclcl of his im·entitm, in all
cases which admit of a representation by model, of a convenient size to
exhibit :Hlvantageonsly its several parts. The applicant shall also
make oath or aftirmation that he does verily believe thnt ]Je is the_
original nnrl first inventor or discoverer of the art, machine, composition, or improvement, for which he solicits a patent, mHl that he •loes
not know or believe that the same was m·cr before known or used;
:mrl also of what country he is a citizen; which oath. or affirmation
may he m:Hlc before :my person authorized by law to a.JministeJ' oaths.
SECTTOX 7. [Sec act of 1830, ch. 88, §§ 7. . . 12, and act of 1863, ch.
102, § 1.] And be it .furtlter enacted, That, on the filing of any such
application, de~cription, ancl specification, and the payment of the duty
hereinafter pro\"idc<l, the commissioner shall make, or cause to he mncle,
an examination of the nllegccl new invention or discovery; aml it; on
any such examination, it shall not appear to the commissioner that the
same had been invented or discovered by any other })CJ·son in this
country prior to the alleged invention or discovery thereof by the applicant, or that"it hacl been patented or described in any printed publication in this or any foreign country, or had bc··n in public use or on
sale with the applicant's consent or allow:mce prior to the application,
if the commissioner shall deem it to be sufficiently useful and important, it shall be his duty to issue a patent therefor. But whenever, on
such examination, it shall appear to the commissioner that the applicant
was not the original nnd first inventor or discoverer thereof, or that
any part of that which is claimed as new had before been inventecl or
di:;covere<l, or patented, or described in any printed publication in this
or any fhreign country, as aforesaid, or that the description is defective
and insufficient, he shall notify the applicant thereof, giving him, briefly,
such information mul references as may be useful in judging of the
propriety of renewing his application, or of altering his specification
to embrace only that, part of the invention or discovery which is new.
In every such case, if the r:rplicant shall elect to withdraw l1is application, relinqttishing his· claim to the model, he shall be entitled to
receive back twenty dollars, part of the duty required by this act, on
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filing n notice in writing of such election in the Patent Oflicc, a copy
of which, certifiecl by the commissioner, shall he a sufficient warrant to
the treasmer for J)nying back to the said applicant the saill snm of
twenty dollars. But if the applicant in such case shall persist in his
claims for a patent, with or without any alteration in his SI)ecificntion,
he shall be required to make oath or affinnation anew, in manner as
aforesaid. And if the specification and claim shall not have been so
modifiecl as, in the opinion of the commissioner, shall entitle the applicant to n patent, he may, on appeal, and upon request in writing, have
the decision of a board of ex:nniners, to be composell of three tlisintcreste<l l)et·sons, who shall be appointed for that purpose by the Secretary of State, one of whom at least, to be ::;elected, if practicable and
convenient, for his knowl~dge anll skill in the particular art, m:muf;teture, or branC'l1 of science to which the aiieget1 invention appertains;
who shall be nn<ler oath or affirmation for the J1lithful :l!Hl impartial
performance of the duty imposed upon them by saicl appointment.
Sahl hoanl shall be furnished with a certificate in WI'iting, of the opinion :mel decision of the commissioner, stating the particular grouncls of
his objection, :mel the part or parts of the invention which he con~iclPrs
as not entitled to be patented. And the said board shall give reasonable notice to the ·applicant, as well as to the commissioner, of the time
and place of their meeting, that they may have an opportunity of furnishing them with such f.lcts and evidence as they may deem necessary
to n just <lccision; an.l it shall be the duty of the commissionm· to
furnish to the board of examiners such information as he may possess
relative to the matter under their consideration. Aml on an cx:uninntion and consideration of the matter by such board, it shall be in their
power, or of a majority of them, to reverse the decision of the commissioner, either in whole or in part, and their opinion being cmtifie(l
to the commissioner, he shall be governed thereby in the further pro~
ceedings to ?e had on such application : Provided ltou;ever, That before
a board shall be instituted in any such case, the applicant shall pay to
the credit of the treasury, as provided in the ninth section of this net,
tl10 sum of twenty-five dollars, and each of said persons so appointed
shall he entitled to receive for his services in each case a sum not exceeding ten dollars, to be determined nncl paid by the commissioner
out of any moneys in his hands, which shall be in full compensation to
the persons who may be so appointed, for their examination and certificate as aforesaid.
SECTION 8. [See a.ct of 1839, ch. 88, § 6.] And be it fw·tlwr enacted,
That whenever an appliet.tion shall be made for a patent which, in the
opinion of the commissioner, would interfere with any other patent for
which an application may be pending, or with any unexpired patent
which shall have been granted, it shall be the duty of the commissioner
to give notice thereof to such applicants, or patentees, as the case may
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be; :mel if either Rhall be dissatisfied with the decision of t,l10 commissioner on the question of 1niority of right or invention, on a hearing
thereof, he may appeal from such decision, on the like terms and N~n~
ditions as nrc provh1ed in the preceding section of this net ; and the
like }H'ocecdings shall be had, to determine which or whether either of
the ll]1plicants is entitled to receive a patent as prayed for. But nothing in this act contained shall be construed to deprive an original and
true itwentor of the right to a patent for his invention, by rensor, of
his l1:wing previously taken out letters-p[ttnnt therefor in a foreign
country, and the same having been pnblis]ICfl, at any time within six:
months next preceding the filing of his specification and drawings. And
whenever the applicant shall request it,-the patent shall take date from
the tirne of the filing of the specification and drawings, not however
exceeding six months prior to the actual issuing of the patent; and on
like request, and the payment of the duty lwrcin required, by any applicant, his specification :mel drawings !';hall be filet1 in the secret. archives
of the office until he shall fhrnish the model :mtl the patent be il';sued,
not exceeding the term of one year, the applic:mt being entitletl to
notice of interfering applications.
SECTION 9. [See act of 1861, ch. 88, § 10.] And be it .fm·tllm· enacted,
That before :my application for a patent shall be considered by the
commissioner as aforesaid, the npplic:mt shall pay into the treasury of
the United States, or into the Patent Office, or into :my of tho tleposit
banks, to the credit of the treasury, if he be a citizen of the United
States, or an alien, and shall have been resident in the United States
for one year next fH'eceding, and shall have made oath of his intention
to become a citizen thereof, the sum of thil'ty dollars; if a sn~ject of
the king of Great Britain .. the smn of five hundred dollars; and all
other persons the sum of three hundred dollars;· or which payment
duplicate receipts shall be taken, one of which to be filed in the office
of the Treasurer. And the moneys received into the treasury under
this act shall constitute a fund for the payment of the salaries of the
officerR and clerks herein provided for, and all other expenses of the
Patent Office, and to be callcrl the Patent Fund.
SEcTIOY 10. .And be it.fm·tlwr enacted, That where any person hath
macle, or shall have made, any new invention, discovery, or improvement, on account of which a patent might by virtue of this net be
gmnted, and such person shall die ueforc any patent shall be granted
therefor, the right of applying for and obtaining such patent shall devolve on the executor or administrator of such person, in trust fiw the
heirs at law of the deceased, in case he shall have died intestate: but
if otherwise, then in trust for his devisees, in as full and ample manner, and under the same conditions, limitations, and restrictions as the
same was held, or might have been claimed or enjoyed by such person
in his or her lifetime; and when application for a ·1atent shall be made
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by !':neh l<>gnl representatives, the oath or nffirmation provit1ed in the
sixth ~eetion of this net shall be so varied ns to be npplicable to them.
SEf'TJO::-. 11. Ancl be it .fw·tlwr enacted, That every patent shall be
as~ignalJie in Jaw, either as to the whole interest, or nny undivide(l part
thcrpof, hy any instrument in writing; which assignment, and also
evet·y ~rant an(l eom·eymH'e of the exclusive right, mHler any pntcnt,
to make :md u~e, and to grant to others to make and u~e the thing
patPnte(l within :m<l throughout :my specified part or portion of the
Uuitc(l State~, ~hall be reeonled in the Pntent Office within three
. months ti·om the execution thereof, for which the assignee or grantee
shall pay to the eonunissioner the sum of three dollars.
SF:cTIO:-; 1~. [Sec act of 1861, eh. 88, §§ 9, 10.] And be ?'t .further
. enacted, That any citizen of th(• United St.ntes, or alien, who shall have
been a resi(lent of the Unite<l States one year next preceding-, and shall
hnve ma<le oath of his intention to become a eitizen thereot; who shnll
hn\·c inn~nte<l any new nrt, machine, or impro\·cment thereof, and shnll
clesire further time to matnre the same, may, on paying to the en•( lit of
the tren:-:nry, in manner as providl•<l in the ninth section of this :wt, the
sum of twenty dollars, file in the Patent Office a c:w~at, scLing ftnth
the (le~ip:n and purpose thereof, and its principal and distinguishing
characteri:-tic!', and praying protection of his right till he shall have
matmc<l lti~ inn•ntion; whirh sum of twenty dollars, in case the person illing- :,;nch caveat shn11 afterwarils take out a patent fot· the iJwention therein mentioned, shall be considered a part of the sum he1·ein
•
n·quired for the same. Awl such caveat shall hi) tile<l in the contitlential archives of the office, and preserved in secreey. And if npplication
shall he ma1le hy :my other person within on~ year from the time of
:filing such caveat, for a patent of any im·ention with which it may in
any respect interfere, it r,hall be the duty of the commissioner to deposit the ,Jeseription, specifications, 1lrawings, and model, in the confidential archive> of the ofiice, and to give notice, by mail, to the
person filing the caveat, of such application, who shall, within three
months after receiving the notice, if he would avail himself of the
·benefit of his caveat, file his description, apecifications, tlrawings, and
model; and it; in the opinion of the commissioner, the specitieations of
• claim interfere with each other, like proceedings may be hn<l in all
rcspcets :l!' are in this act provided in the case of intmfering applications: Pronided lwwe1Je1•, That no opinion or decision of any board
of cxaminm·s, under the provisions of this uct, shall prechule any person, interested in fiwor or against the validity of any patent which has
l1ecn or may het·caftcr uc gmuted, from the right to contest the same
in any judicial court in any action in which its validity may come in
•
questwn.
S ECTIO:>; 13. [See act of 1837, ch. 45, §§ 5-8, and act of 1861, ch. 88,
§ 9.] And be it furtlter enacted, That whenever any }Jatent which has
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heretofore been granted, or which shall hereafter be granted, shall be
inoperative, or invali<l, by reason of a defective or insufficient description or specification, or by reason of the patentee claiming in Ins specification as his own invention more than he hall or shall have a right to
claim as new ; if the error has or shall have arisen by in:uhertcncy,
accident, or mistake, antl without any fraudulent or deceptive intention, it shall be lawful for the commissioner, upon the snrl'<.'IHler to him
of such patent, and the payment of the further duty of fifteen dollars,
to cause a new patent to be issued to the saill inventor, for the same
invention, for the residue of tlw period then unexpired for which the
original patent was granted, in aecorllance with the patentee's corrected description anu specification. And in case of his death, or any
assignment by him made of the original patent, a similar right shall
vest in his executors, administ•·ators, or assignees. And the }Jatcnt,
so reissued, together with the corrected description null specification,
shall have the same effect and operation in law, on the trial of all
actions bert:lafter commenced for causes subsequently accruil~, as
though the same had been originally file<l in such cor1·ect<.lcl form, before the issuing out of the original patent. And whenever the original
patentee shall be desirous of adding the description and specilicatiou
of any new improvement of the original invention or discovery which
shall have been invented or discoveretl by him subsequent to the date
of his patent, he may, like proceedings being had in all respects as in
the case of original applications, and on the payment of fifteen dollars,
as hereinbefore provided, have the same annexed to the original tlescription aml specification; and the commissioner shall certity, on the
margin of such annexetl description :mtl specification, the time of its
being annexed and recorded; and the same shall hereafter have the
same cfiect in law, to all intents and purposes, as thong:~ it had been
embraced in the original description and specification.
SEcTION 14. .And be it furllwr enacted, That whenever, in any action
for damages for making, using, or selling the thing whereof the exclusive right is seeure<l by any patent heretofore granted, or by any patent
which may hereafter be granted, a verdict shall be rcndm·ed for the •
plaintiff in such action, it shall be in the power of the court to rewler
judgment for any sum above the amount found by such verdict as the
actual damages sust:.tined by the plaintift; not exceeding three times
the amount thereof, according to the circumstances of the case, with
costs; and such damages may be recovered by action on the case, in
any court of competent jurisdiction, to be brought in the name or names
of the person or persons interested, v, !10ther as patentees, assignees, or
as grantees of the exclusive right within an<l throughout a specified
part of the United States.
SEcTION 15. [See act of 183i, ch. 45, § 9; and by act of 1839, ch.
88, § 7.] And be it furtlter enacted, That the <lefendant in any such
•
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action shnll be })ermittetl to plcml the general issue, and to give this
act antl any special matter in evillcnce, of which notil.!e in writing may
hnve• been given to the plaintiff or his attorney, thirty days before
trial, tcn<ling to prove that the description and specifkation filetl by the
plaintitl' docs not contain the whole tt·uth relative to his invention or
discon•ry, or that it contains more than is necessary to protlnce the
deserilJed etlect; which concealment or addition shall fully appear to
have been made for the purpose of deceiving the public, or that the
patentee was not the original and first inventor or diseo\'erer of the
. thing patente<l, or of a substantial and material part thereof claimc'l as
new, or that it ha<l been described in ::;ome public work antet·ior to the
supposed discovery thereof by the patentee, or h:ul heen in public usc
or on sale ,. lth the consent and allowance of the patentee bPforc his
application for a patent, _or that he had surreptitiously or unjustly ohtainl•<l the patent tor that which was in f:tet im·ente<l or disco\'l!l'e<l hy
another, who was using reasonable diligence in adapting and perfecting
the s1mc; ot· that the patentee, if an alien at the time the patent was
granted, had !:tiled and neglected, for the space of eighteen months
from the date of the patent, to put and co11tinue on sale to the puulic,
on rensonaule tel'lns, the invention or discovery ic!' which the patent
issued; in eithet· of which cases judgment shall be rendere<l tor the
defcnrlant with costs. And whenc\'cr the defendant relies in his
defence on the fltet of :! previous invention, knowledge, or usc of the
thing patented, he shail statt·, in his notice of special mattet·, the IWllll'S
a!Hl places of residence of those whom he inten1l8 to prove to ha\·e
possessed a }H'ior knowledge of the thing, and where the same had
been used: Provided lwweL•er, That whenever it shall satistaetorily
appear that the patentee, at the time of making his application tor the
patent, uelie\'ed himself to he the first inventor or discoverer of the
thing I~ntented, the same shall not be held to be void on account of
the invention or discovery or any }lart thereof having been hefore
known or used in any foreign country, it not appearing that the same
or any substantial part thereof had betore been patented or described
• in any printed publication. And provided also, That whenever the
plain tift' shall f:til to sustain his action on the ground that in his specification of claim is embraced more than that of which he was the lirst
inventor, if it shall appear that the defendant had used or violated any
}lart of the invention justly and truly specified and claimc.:l as Ui!W, it
shall be in the power of the court to adjudge and award as to costs, as
may appear to be just and equitable.
~h:cTION 16. [See act of 18a9, ch. 88, § 10.] And be it furtlter
enacted, That whenever there shall be two interfering patents, or whenever a patent on application shall have been refused on an adverse
decision of a board of examiners, on the gt·ounll that the patent a}lplied
for would
':'rfcre with an unexpired patent pt·eviously gmnted, any
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person interested in any such patent, e'ther hy assignment or otherwise, in the one case, and any such apJ•licant in the other cnsl', may
have remedy hy hill in equity; and the court having cogniimnce
thereof, 011 notice to adverse part' c:-;, and other due procce1lings had,
may adju1lge and declare cithct· the pa ·cut~ void in the whole or in
part, or inoperative or invali•l in any part' cular part ot· portion of the
United States, according to the interest which the parties to such suit
may possess in the patent or the inventions patcntc1l, and may also
adjudge th ;t such applicant is entitled, acconling to the pl'incipll•s and
provisions of this act, to have and receive a patent fot· his invention, as •
specifie1l in his claim, or for any part thereot; as the filet of priority of
right or invention shall in any such case he made to appear. A111l such
adjudication, if it be in thvor of the right of such applicant, shall authorize the conunissioner to issue such patent, on his filing a. copy uf the
adjndicatiota, ~'nd otherwise complying with the requisitions of this act.
Provided lww~;ver, '!'hat no such jtulgment or adjudication shall atlbct
the rights of any person 'except the parties to the action ami those
deriving title from or under them subsequent to the rendition of such
judgment.
SI.:CTIO~ 17. [See act of 1861, ch. 37.] And be U j'urtlwr enacted,
That all actions, suits, contt·oversies, ancl cases arising under any law
of the Unitc1l :;tates, granting or confirming to inventors the exclusive
right to their inventions or discoveries, shall be originally cognizable,
as well in equity as at law, by the Cit·cuit Courts of the United States,
or any District Court having the power and jurisdiction of a Circuit
Com·t; which courts shall have powm·, upon a bill in equity filed by any
party aggt·ie\·cd, in any such case, to grant injunetions, acconling to the
course and principles of Courts of Equity, to prevent the violation of
the rights of any inventor as secured to him by any law of the U nitetl
States, on such tet·ms and conditions as said comts may deem reasonable: Provided lt01oever, That ti·om all jutlgrnents and decrees fi·om
any such comt renderell in the premises, a writ of error or appeal, as
the case may require, shall lie to the Supreme Court of the United
States, in the same manner and under the same circumstances as is now
provided uy law in other judgments aml decrees of Circuit Courts, and
in all other cases in which the court shall deem it reasonable to allow
the same.
SECTION 18. [See act of 1848, ch. 47, § 1, and act of 1861, ch. 88,
§§ 12, 16.] And be it j'urtlter enacted, That whenever any patentee
of an invention or discovery shall desire an extension \)f his patent
beyond the term of its limitation, he may make application therefor, in
writing, to the Commissioner of' the Patent Office, setting forth the
grounds thereof'; and the commissioner shall, on the ap;,licant's paying
the sum of fm·ty dollars to the ct·cdit of the treas\ll·y, as in the case of
au original application for a }latent, cause to be published in one or
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more of the principal newspapers in the city of 'Vashington, aml in
such other paper or }lapcrs ns he may deem proper, puhlis!JC«l in the
section of country most interested adversely to the extension uf the
patent, a notice of such npplicntion aml of the time antl place when antl
where the snmc will be considered, that any person may appeat· and
show cnuse why the extension shoultlnot be gt·:mted. .Antl the ~L·cre
tary of State, the Commissioner of the Patent Otlict•, nntl the :::i~Jlieitm·
of the Treasury shall constitute a board to hem· :uHl tlccitle upon the
evidt'nce produced bctore them both for and against the extension, aml
shall sit tor that purpose at the time and place designatetl in the puLlishe.l notice thet·eot: The patentee shall thrni~h to saitl board a statement, in writing, under oath, of the ascertained value of the invention,
and of his receipts and ex pent litm·es, sutliciently in detail to exhibit a
true antlt:tithful account of loss and profit in any numner accruing to
him ti·u:n and by reason of said invention. .An<l it; upon a hearing of
the matter, it F>hall appear to the fhll and entire sath;thctiou uf said
bo:mi, ha\'ing 1luc regard to the public interest therein, that it is ju:-;t
and proper that the tcnn of the patent should be cxtcntletl, by reason
of the patentee, without neglect ot· i\ntlt on his ]Hilt, having t:1iled ·to
obtain, fl'Om the use and sale of his invention, a reasonable y·elllllllet·ation tor the time, ingenuity, and expense bestowetl upon the same, anti
the intmduction thereof into \!sc, it shall be the duty of the couuuissionet· to renew nml ext1•J1d the patent, Ly making a certificate thereon
of such extension, for the term of seven years ti·om and after the expiration of the tirst term; which certificate, with a certificate of said
boanl of their judgment and opinion as aforesaitl, shall be entered on
record in the Pat1mt Office; and thereupon the said patent shall have
the same eflect in law as though it had been originally granted for the
term of twcnty-.:me years. Aml the benefit of such renewal shall
extend to assignees and grantees of the right to use the thing patented,
to the extent of their respective interests therein : P1·ovid1Jd lwweve1·,
That no extension of a patent shall be gt·antcd after the expiration of
the term for which it was originally issued.
SEcTros 19. And be it ftertlwr enacted, That there shall be provifled
for the use of said office, a. library of scientific works and Jlcriodical
publications, both foreign and Ar.aet·ican, calculated to facilitate the
discharge of the duties hereby required of the chief officers therein, to
be purchased under the direction of the Committee of the Library of
Congress. And the sum of fifteen hundred dollars is hereby ajJ}Jl'Opriated for that purpose, to be paid out of the patent thud.
SEcTIOX 20. And be it further enacted, That it shall be the duty of
the commissioner to cause to be classified and armnged, in such rooms
or galleries as may be provided for that purpose, in suitable cases, when
nece~snry fi>r their preservation, and in such manner as shall be conducive to a beneficial and favorable disvlay thereof, the mouels and
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specimens of compositions nnd of fhbrics nncl other mnnnfhctnr<:>s nnd
works of nrt, patented or unpatentcc1, which have been, or shall hereafter bt•, <lepositetl in said oflice. And said rooms or gallcl'ics shall be
kept open dnl'ing suitahle hours for public inspection.
SEcTiox :.!1. And !Je it furtlter enacted, That all acts :uul parts of
acts heretofo1·c pass<:>tl on this subject be, mul the same are hereby
repcaletl: Pr01..'ided lwu:ever, That all actions antl procP~~es in law or
equity succl out prior to the passage of this net may be prosecntetl to
final ju<lgmcnt
nnd execution, in the same manner ns though this act
,_
had not been passed, excepting :t!Hl saving the application to any such
action of the provisions uf the fourteenth and fifteenth sections of this
act, so f:tr as they may he applicable thereto; And prol.'id·A al~v, That
all applications or petitions for patents, pentling at the time of the passage of this act, in cases where the tluty has been paitl, sl~:~ll be proceefled with awl actetl on in the same manner as though filed after the
passage hereof:
Approved July 4, 1836.
~-
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ACT OF 183i, CHAPTER 45.
•

5 STATUTES AT L.\HGE, l!ll.

An Act in addition to the act to promote the progress of science and
useful m·ts.

1. Be 1't enacted by the Senate ancl House o.f Rep1·esentati·ves of the United States o.f .Americ(t in Oonoress a.~semblecl, '!'hat
any person who m;~.y he in possession of, or in any way interestecl in,
any patent for an invention, discovery~ or improvement, issued prior to
the fifteenth day of December, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hun<ll-ed. and thirty-six, or in an nss!gnment of any pntent, or
interest t,hci·ein, executed and recorded prior to the said fifteenth day
of Deccmher, may, without charge, on presentation or tmnsmission
thereof' to the Commissioner of Patents, have the same recorded anew
in the Patent Office, together with the descriptions, specifications of
claim and drawings annexed or belonging to the same; and it shall be
the duty of the commissioner to cause the same, or :my :mthcnticate<l
copy of the original record, specification, or drawing which he may
obtain, to he transcribed and copied into books of record to be kept
for that purpose; and wherever a drawing was not originally annexecl
to the patent and referred to in the specification,_ any drawing produced as a delineation of the invention, being verified by oath in such
manner as the commissioner shall require, may be transmitted and
placed on file, or copied as aforesaid, together with certificate of the
oath ; or such drmvings may be made in the office, under the direction
SECTIO:X
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of the commissioner, in contormity with the specification. And it
shall he the tlnty of tlw commissioner to take such measures as may
be atl \'iRed :mel determined by the Board of Commissioners provided
for in the fourth section of "this net, to obtain the patents, Rpeciticntions,
antl copies aforesaid, for the purpose of being so transcribed and
recor<lell. And it shall be the duty of each of the several clerks of
the jul1ieial courts of the United States, to trunsmit as soon as may
be, to the Commissioner of the Patent Office, a statement of all the
authenticated copies of patents, descriptions, specifications, and tlrawings of inventions and dis·eovet·ics made and executed prior to the
aforesaid fifteenth day of December, which may he found on the files
of his oilicc; aml also to make out and transmit to said commissioner,
for record as aforesaid, a certified copy of every such patent, description, specification, or drawing, which shall be specially requh·ed by
said commissioner.
SECTION ~. .And be it j'urtlte1' enacted, That copies of such record
and drawing:;, certified by the conunis:;ioner, or, in his absence, by the
chief clerk, shall be prima facie evidence of the particulars of the
invention and of the patent granted therefor in any judicial comt of
the Unite1l :::ltates, in all cases where copies of the original repord or
specification and drawings would be evidence, without proof of the
loss of such originals; and no patent issued prior to the afbresaid
fifteenth day of December shall, after the first day of June next, be
received in evidence in any of the said courts in behalf of the patentee or other person who shall be in possession of the same, unless it
shall have been so recorded anew, and a drawing of the invention, if
separate fl'Orn the patent, verified us aforesaid, depositetl in the Patent
Otlice; nor shall any written assignment of any such patent, executed
and recortlell prior to the said fifteenth day of December, be received
in evidence in any of the said courts in behalf of the assignee or other
person in posses:;ion thereof, until it shall have been so recot·ded anew.
SECTION 3. [See act of 1842, ch. ~03; § ~.] .A.nd be it jit-rtlwr enacted,
That whenever it shall a}Jpear to the commissioner that any patent
was destroye(l by the burning of the Patent Office building on the
atoresuid fifteenth clay of December, or was otherwise lost priot· thereto, it :;hall be his duty, on applicution therefor by the patentee or other
person interested therein, to issue a new patent for the same invention
or discovery, bearing the date of the original patent, with his cettificate thereon that it was made and issued pursuant to the provisions of
the third section of this act, and shall enter the sanie of record: P1·ovicled lw~cever, That before such patent shall be issued the applicant
therefor shall deposit in the Patent Office a duplicate, as near as may
be, of the original model, drawings, and description, with specification
of the invention or discovet·y, verified by oath, as shall be required by
the conunissi.ouer; and such patent, and copies of such drawings and
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descriptions, duly certifieu, shall be admissible as evidence in :my
judicial court of the United States, and shall protect the rights of the
patentee, his a(lministrators, heirs, and assign~, to the extent only in
which they wouhl have been protecteu by the original patent and
specification.
SECTIOX 4:. And be it further enacted, That it shall ue the (luty of
the commissioner to procure a duplicate of such of the models, destroyed by fire on the aforesaid fifteenth dny of December, as were
most valuable and interesting, :mel whose preservation would be import:mt to the public; nnd such ns would be necessary to fhcilitate
the just discharge of the duties impos0d by law on the commissioner
in issuing pntents, :uul to protect the rights of the public nnd of patentees in patented inventions and improvements : P1·ovided, 'l'hat a
duplicate of such models may be obtained at a reasonable expense:
.And provided also, 'fhat the whole amount of expenditure for this
purpose shall not exceed the sum of one lmmlrctl thousand dollars.
And there shall be a temporary board of commissioners, to be composed of the Commissioner of the Patent Office and two other persons
to be nppointed by the President, whose dttty it shall be to consider
. and determine upon the best :mel most judici9us mode of obtaining
models of suitable construction; and also to consider and determine
what models may be 1n·ocurecl in pursuance of, ancl in acconlance
with, the provisions and limitations in this section contained. And
said commissioners may make and establish. all such regulations, terms,
and conditions, not inconsistent with law, as in their opinion may be
'
proper and necessary to carry the provision of this section into cfitct,
according to its true intent.
SECTION 5. [See net of 1836, ch. 3/W, § 13.] And be it ful'tlter
enacted, That, whenever a patent shall be returned for correction and
reissue under the thirteenth section of the act to which this is aclditional, and the patentee shall desire several patents to be issueu for
distinct and separate parts of the thing patented, he shall first pay, in
manner and in addition to the sum provided by that act, the sum of
thirty dollars for each additional patent so to be issued: Provided !towever, That no patent made prior to the aforesaid fifteenth day of
December shall be corrected antl reissued until a duplicate of the
model and drawing of the thing as originally invented, verified by
oath as shall be required by the commissioner, shall be depositetl in
the Patent Office ;
Nor shall any addition of an improvement be made to any patent
heretofore granted, nor any new patent be issued for an improvement
made in any machine, manuf:lCture, or process, to the original inventor,
assignee, or possessor of a patent therefor, nor any disclaimer be admittetl to record, until a duplicate model and drawing of the thing
originally invented, verifie(l as aforesaid, shall have been deposited in
•
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the Pntent Office, if the commissioner shall require the same; nor slmll
any patent be grantetl for an invention, improvement, or diseovet·y, the
model or clrawing of which shall have been lost, until ano.hcr model
atlll thawing, if rt•quircd by the commissioner, shall, in like nt:mncr, be
tlepo~it('d in the Patent Oflicc;
.Ancl in all such ca~es, as well as in those which may arise mulcr tl1e
thinl section of this act, the question of competHmtion fi.n· such mOLlL·Is
and drawings shall he subject to the j111lgmcnt antl clecision of the
commissioners, provided for in the fourth section, unclcr the same limitations and restrictions as arc therein prcseribcd.
SEcTION G. [Sec aet of 18~6, ch. 35i, § 5.] And be -it .furtlwr enacted,
That any patent hereafter to be is:medmay be macle and issnecl to the
as~ignee or assignees of the inventor or discoverer, the assignment
thereof being fir::;t entered of rcconl, ancl the application therefor bL•ing
tlnly made, aml the specification Lluly sworn to by the inventor. Aml
in all cases herenftu, the applicant for a 11atent shall he held to fhrnish
duplicat(' drawings, whenever the case mlmits of drawings, one of
which tv be clcpositcd in the offiee, and the other to be annexed to the
patent, an!l considered :1 part of the specification.
SECTIO:-< 7. And be it furtlte1' enacted, That, whenever any patentee
shall have, through inadvertence, accident, or mistake, made his specifieation of claim too broad, claiming more than that of which he was
the original or first inve!ltor, some material or substantial part ol' the
thing patented being truly and justly his own, any such patentee, his
adminif;trators, executors, a111l assigns, whether of the who:c or of a
sectional interest therein, may make disclaimer of such parts of' the
thing pntentc{1 as the disclaimant shall not claim to holcl hy vittuc of
the patent or assignment, stating therein the extent of his interest in
such patent; which disclaimer shall be in writing, atteste!l by one or
more witnesses, and reconled in the Patent Office, on payment by the
person disclaiming in manner as other patent duties arc required l1y
law to be paid, of the sum of ten dollars. And such disclaimer shall
thereafter be-taken aml considered as part of the original specification,
to the extent of the interest which shall be possessed in the patent or
right secured thereby, by the disclaimant, and by those claiming by or
un!ler him subsequent to the record thereot: But no such disclaimer
shall affect any action pending at the time of its being filed, except so
far as may relate to the question of unreasonable neglect or delay in
filing the same.
SECTION 8. [Sec act of 1861, ch. 88, § 9.] .And be it further enacted,
That, whenever application shall he made to the commissioner fot· any
addition of a newly discovered improvement to be made to an existing
patent, or whenever a patent shall be returned for correction and reissue, the specification of claim annexed to every such patent sh:,ll he
subject to revision and 1·estriction, in the same manner as are origbal
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applications for patents; the commissioner sl1all not ail a :my such
impron~mcnt to tliC patent in the one case, nor grant the rei;:,;lle in
tlJC otlter ease, until the nppliPant shall h:~vc entt•t·ctl n disdaimer or
alteretlltis spcl'ili<-ation of claim in :tel'ortlancc with the deei~ion of ~tc
comtni;:sioH<•r; antl in all s11c!t case,;, the applicant, if dissnti:;iletl with
such dt·dsion, shall han~ the same remcily, ana Le entitletl to the benefit oft he ,;:nne pri \"ileges awl pt·ocec11ings as arc pro\'hled by law in the
case of origin a1 applkations for patents.
SEt::'!' lOX tl. [SeL• aet of 18HG, eh. 357, § 15.] And be it f'trtltel' enocte<l
(:my tlting in the fifteenth section of the act to wltich this is additional
to the (•ontrary notwithstnmling), That, whenever by mistake, aecillent,
or inatlvcrtt•nce, a111l without any wilful tlefhnlt or intent to ,Jcfmwl or
misleall the pnltlie, any patentee shall have in his specification elaimL•tl
to be the original :ttHl first inventor or <liscoverer of :my matL•rial or
substantial part of the thing patented, of which he was not the first and
original im·entor, and shall ha\·c no leg:tl o1· just right to claim the
same, in en•ry such case the patent shall he tlecmell good nntl valitl
for s.o mtwh of the inn•ntion or <liscovery as shall be truly awl bonti
.fide his owu; Pru1~ided, It 'shiiH he a material nud subst:mtinl part of
the thing pat(•nte,l, and he definitely clistingnishable from the other
parts so claiuH'cl without right as aforesaid. AIHl every such patentee,
his executors, :11lminh;trators, a111l assigns, whether of the whole, or of a
sectional intet·e;:t t herdu, shall he entitle<l to nwiutnin a snit nt law or
in equity on sneh patl•nt for any inft·ingemcnt of such part of the invention or 1li~co\·cry as shall he boml. ,fide his own as ntoresai1l, notwithstmnliug the specification may embrace more than he shall have
any legal rip:ht to elaim. Bnt, in e\'ery such case in which a jllllgment
or venlict shall he n•ndcretl for the plaintiff; he shall not be entitled to
recover costs a~ainst the rlefim<lant, unless he shall have enterc1l at the
·Patl•nt Otlicc, prior to the commencement of the suit, a disclaimer of
all that part of the thing paten tell which was so clnimed without right.
Prov-ided ltO!ce~~m·, That no person bringing :my such snit shall he entitled to the benefits of the pl'O\'isions contained in this seetion, who shall
lla,·e unrensonahly neglected or delayed to cuter at the Patent Office a.
discl:limcr as atoresai1l.
. S1·:CTION 10. [Sec act of1861, ch. 88, § G.] .Anclbe it furtlu:r enacted,
That the commissioner is hereby authorizetl and empowered to appoint
agents, in not cxcee<ling twenty of the principal cities ot• towns in the
Unitc1l Stat«:'s :ts may best accommo!latc the different sections of the
conntt·y, for tl•t· put'lmse of receh·ing and forwarding to the Patent
Office all such models, specimens of ingJ'etlients an!l m:mnf:tctnres, as
shall be intL•ndetl to be patented ot• dcpositetl therein, the tJ·ansportation of the same to be chargeable to the patent funtl.
SECTION 11 . .And be lt .furtlwr enacted, 'fhat, iustcad of one examining derk, us p1·ovhlctl by the second section of the act to which this is
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additional, there shnll be appointed, in manner tlwrein provitlecl, two
examining clerks, each to receive an annual salary of fifteen hnnclrJ!ll
dollars; and also, an additional copying clerk, at an annual salary of
eight huiHlretl dollars. And the commissioner is also anthorizecl to
employ, from time to time, as many temporary clm·ks as may he neecssary to execute the copying and tlraughting requirecl hy tlw firf't section
of tltis act, mul to examine :mel compare the recorcls with the original~,
wlto f'hall reeeive not exceeding senn cents for every page of one hundrecl wordf', and for drawings :u:d comparison of reem·cls with originals,
such reasonable compensation as shall be agreed upon or prescribed by
the eonuni:o;sioner.
·
SEcTIOX 12. [Sec act of 1861, ch. 88, § 9.] And be. it .furtlw· enactt:d,
That, wherever the application of any foreigner for a patent shall he
rejectccl :mel withdrawn for want of novelty in t.hc invention, pmsuant
to the seventh section of the act to whieh this is adclitional, the cmtificate thereof of the commi:o;~ioner shall he a sufficient w::u·t·:mt. to tlte
treasm·cr to pay back to such applicant two thirds of the duty he shall
h:we paid into the treasury on account of such application.
SEnwx 13. And be lt .furtlu:.r owctcd, '!'hat in all cases in which an
oath if! reqnire1l by this act or by the act to which this is adclitional, if
the person of whom it is reqnire.-1 shall be conscientiously scJ·upnlous of
taking an oath, affirmation may be subst.itutecl therefor.
SECTION 14. And be it .furt!ter enacted, That all moneys paicl into
the treasury of the United States for patents ancl fin· fees for copies
fumi:>hcd by the Surerintendent of the Patent Office prior to the passage of the act to which this is additional, shall be carriefl to the credit
of t!te 1)atent fund createcl by saitl act; and the moneys constituting
sr,icl iimcl shall he, and the same are hereby, appropriated for the payment of the salar:es of the officers and clerks provided for by saicl act,
ancl all other expenses of the Patent Office, including all the expell!litures provided tor by this act; and also for such other purposes as arc
ot· may he hereafter specially provhled for by law. And the commissioner is hereby authorized to draw upon sai{~ fund, from time to time,
fur ~uch sums as shall be necessary to cart·y into effect the provisions of
this aet, governed, however, by th~ several limitations herein containccl.
And it shall be his duty to lay before Congress, in the month of Janu. ary, annually, a detailed statement of the expenditures :mel payments
by him made from said fund; And it shall also be his duty to lay before
Congress, in the month of January, annually, a list of all patents which
shall have been granted during the preceding year, designating, under
}lropcr heads, the su!tiects of such patents, and furnishing an alphabetical
list of the patentees, with their places of residence; and he shall also fitrnish a list of all patents which shall have become public property during
the same period; togethl•r with such other information of the state and
condition oftlw Pater.t Office as may be useful to Congress or the public.
Approved 1\Iarch 3, 1837.
~
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ACT OF 1830, CHAPTER 88.
5

STATUTES AT LAUGE,

353.

An Act in addition to "Au Act to promote the progress of the
arts."

u~eful

SECTIOX 1. Be it enacted by the Senate anrl IIouse qf R•pre.~•'llfatives
of the Un-ited States o.f America in Oonrp·ess a.~sembhd, That there
shall be appointed, in manner provicle!l iu the secollll ~cction of the act
to which this is alluitional, two assistant examiners, each to receh·e an
annual salary of twelve lnmclrcd aml fifty dollars.
SEc'l'IOX :.!. And be it fw·tlter enaded, That the connni~sio11cr he
authorb-:e1l to employ temporary clerl;:s to <lo any necessary transrrihing, whenever the current business of the office requires it; ProiJided,
lwtcever, 'l'hat inste:Hl of salary, a compensation shall be allnwt•11, at n.
rate not greater than is charged for copies now furnished by the oftice.
SI>CTION 3. And be it further enacted, 'l'hat the commil'\sioner is
hereby authorized to publish n. classified nud alphabeticul list of all
patents gmntetl by the Patent Office previous to sai(l publication, and
retain one huuclrecl copies for the Patent Office and nine lnmdretl
copies to be deposited in the library of Congress, for such distribution
as m:t? !., <J hereafter directed ; and thnt one thousand dollars, if' necessary, 1\b !lppropriatetl, out of the patent fund, to defray the expense of
the same.
SECTION 4 . .And be it .fm·the1" enacted, That the sum of three thonsan(l
six hundred and fifty-nine dollars and twenty-two cents be, and is
hereby, appropriated from the patent fnncl, to pay for the use and occupation of rooms in the City Hall by the Patent Office.
SECTION 5. .Ancl be it further enacted, That the sum of one thonsautl
dollars be appropriated from the patent fund, to be expended under
the direction of the commissioner, for the purchase of necessary books
for the library of the J.>atent Office.
SECTION 6. [See act of 1836, ch. 357, § 8.] And be it .fu.1'tlw1' enacted,
That no person shall be debarred ft·om receiving a patent for :my invention or disco·.-{'l'Y, as provided in the act approved on the fourth day of
July, one tho:·,..tnd eight hundred and thirty-six, to which this is additional, by reason of the same having been patented in a foreign country
more than six :montl..s prior to his application: P1·ovidecl, That the
same shall not h:we been introd11ced into public and common use in
the United States, prior to the application for such patent : And provided also, 'l'hat in all cases every such patent shall be limited to the
term of fourteen years from the date or publication of such foreign
letters-patent.
SECTION 7. [See act of1836, ch. 357, §§ 7, 15.] .And be it further en-
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acted, That every pcr!lon or corporation who has, or shall han•, pnrchasctl or constructed any newly invented machine, m:nnil:tctnrc, or
composition of matter, prior to the application by the inventor or tliscovcn•t· f())' a patent, shall he heM to possess the right to m;c, aml vcntl
to otht'l's to he usctl, tlw :spcdfie machine, m:mufhcture, m· emnposition
of matter so matle or pnrchasctl, without liability therefin· to the inventor, or any other person interested in such invention; awl no patent
shall he heltl to be invalid hy reason of :mch purchase, sale, or usc prior
to the application for a patent as aforesaid, except on proof of abandonment of sneh invention to the public; or that such pmchasc, sale,
or ptior 11se has been fot· more than two years prim· to such application
for a p!lt ent.
SEcTw:s- 8. And be it furtlM· enacted, That so much of the eleventh
sc>ction of the abonl rccitctl act as requires the payment of three dollars
to the Commissioner of Patent:>: .lor recording any ass1gnment, gr:mt, or
convcy:mce of the whole or any part of the interest or right muler :my
patent, be, and the same is hereby, repealed; uncl all fmch assignments,
grants, nwl conveyances shall, in future, be recordetl, without :my
charg;c whatever.
'
8EcTIO:s- 10. [See act of 183G, ch. 357, § 16.] And be it .furtltr:r
enacted, That the provisions of the sixteenth seetio:t of the hetorerecite•l act shall extend to all cases where patents arc refnse1l for any
reason whatenr, either lw
the
Commissioner
of
Patents
or
by
the
•
•
Chief Justice of the District of Columbia, upon appeals from the «lecision of sai«l commissicmcr, as well as where the same shall h:we hecn
refuse1l on account of, ot· by reason of, interference with a previously
existiug patent; awl in all cases where there is no opposing party, n.
copy of the bill shall be scrvefl upon the Commissioner of Patents,
when the whole of the expenses of the proceeding shall be paicl by the
applicant, whether the final 1lecision shall be in his favor or otherwise
SEcTIO:s- 11. [See net of 183G, ch. 357, § 7.] .Ancl be it ,furtl1er enacted, That in all cases where an appeal is now allowed by law from
the tleeision of the Commissioner of Patents to a boarcl of ex:unincrs,
provitlcll for in the seventh section of the net to which this is additional, the party, instead thereof, shall have a right to appeal to th1
Chief Justice of the District Court of the U nitell States for the Districl.
of Columbia, by giving notice thereof to the commissioner, aml filing
in the Patent Ollice, within such time as the commissioner shall apJWint, his reasons of appeal, specifically set forth in writing, anrl als
payiug into the Patent Office, to the credit of the patent fund, the sum
of twenty-five dollars. And it shall be the duty of saiq Chief Justice,
on petition, to hear and determine all such appeals, anll to rcYise such
decisions in a sutum:u·y way, on the eviuence producefl bcti.n·e the commissioner, at such early and convenient time as he may appoint, first
notifying the C<·mmissioner of the time ancl place of hearing, whose
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duty it. shall he to give notice thereof to all parties who appear to be
interest eel t lu,•J·ei11, in such mannc1· as saicl j nfl~c shall prc~crihc. 'l'he
connnissionct• shall al:,;o lay hcti)l'e the sai<l jntlgc all the original papers
ann e\'iclence in the case, together with the grouncls of his clccision,
fully set t{wth in writing, touch in~ all the points invoh·ec) Ly the rt•asons
of appeal, to which the revision shall he confinccl. And at the rccplest
of any party intl•rcstell, or at the <lc:,;il·c of the jmlge, the connnissioner
and the examiners in the Patent Office may he ex:nnine<l uncler oath,
in explanation of the principles of the machine or other IJ1iag fur which
n patent, in such case, is prayc«l for. An•1 il .,;hall be the duty of said
jmlge, after a hearing of :wy such case, to return all the Jlapcrs to the
commis~ioner, with a certificate of his proceedings nn<l tlecision, which
shall he entet·ed of record in the Patent Office; and such <1eci~ion, so
certificcl, shall govern the further procecrlings of the connnissioncr in
such case: P1•ovhled lwweve1·, That no opinion or decision of the jllllge
in any such case shall preclude any person interested in f:tvor or
against the validity of any patent which has been or may hercaftPI' be
gmnte<l ft·om the right to contest the same in any jmlicial conrt, iu :\lly
action in which its validity may come in question.
SEc·nox 1~. [Sec .··~t of 1836, ch. 357, § 7, atHl net of 1861, ch. 88,
§ 1.] .And be it .furtlter enacted, That the Commissioner of Pntents
shall ha\'c power to make all such regulations, in respect to the taking
of evidence to be used in contested cases u'..{orc him, as mny be just
and reasonable. And so much of' the act to which this is additional,
a!:l provilles for a board of examiners, is hereby repealetl. ·
S1WTIOX 13. [Sec act of' 185~, ch. 107, § 3.] .Ancl beit.furtlterenactecl,
That there Lc paid annually, out of the patent fund, to the said Chief
Justice, in eonshlemtion of the duties herein imposed, the smn of one
hundred <lollars.
Approvclll\Iareh 3, 1839.
•

ACT OF 1842, CHAPTER 263.
5

STATUTES AT LARGE,

54:3.

An Act in arhlitiou to "An Act to promote the progress of the useful
arts," :mel to repeal all nets and parts of nets heretofore made for
that purpose.
•

SECTION 1. Be it enacted by tlte Senate ancl House of Repre.~entatives
o.f tlte UnUe<l States o.f Americct in Oonoress assemble([, That the
Treasurer of the United States be, and he hereby is, authorized to pay
buck, out of the patent fund, any sum or sums of money, to any person
who shall have paid the same into the Tt·easnry, or to any receiver or
depo8itnry to the credit of the Treasurer, as fo1· fees accruing at the
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Patent Office through mistake, and which nrc not provitled to be paitl
hy exi:-;ting laws, certificate thereof being made to the sahl 'l'reasurcr
by the Commissioner of Patents.
SEcTio~ ~. [Sec act of 1837, ch. 4;,, ~ 3.] Ancl be -it .furtlwr enacted,
That the thir•l section of the net 01 .l\Iarch, eighteen hnn<lrecl nntl
thirty-scn.>n, which nuthorizes the renewing of patents lost pri01· to the
fifteenth of December, eighteen hnn<lrcfl nml thirty-six, is extenclecl to
pntents granted prior to saicl fifteenth day of December, though they
mny have been lost subsequently: Prom'decl lwuHwm·, The same shall
not h:we been reconletl anew under the provisions of saitl act.
SEC-'TlO~ 3. [See act of 1861, ch. 88, § 11.] And be it .furt!ter enacted,
Thnt nny citizen or citizens, or alien or nliens, having l'('sicl('cl one year
in the Unitecl States, and taken the oath of his or their intention to
become a eitizcn or citizens, who by his, her, or their own iJHlnstry,
genius, etlorts, nml expem;e, may have invented or produced any new
and original design for a m:mu£'1ctnre, whether of metal or other
material or mntcriah, or any new antl original design fi.1r the printing
of woollen, silk, cotton, or other fhl.nics, or nny new and original design
for a bust, statue, or bas relief' or composition in alto or basso rclievo,
oi· any new and original impression or ornament, or to he plaeed on
any article of manuf:~eture, the snme being formetl in marble or other
material, or :my new and useful pattern, or print, or picture, to he either
worked into or workecl <'11, or printeil or painted or cast or otherwise
fixed on, :my article of mnnufhctnre, or nny new nncl original "hape or
configuration of nny article of manufhcture not known or used hy
otlwrs before his, her, or their im·ention or }H'Otlnction thereof, ancl
prior tc.. the time of his, her, or their application for a patent therefor,
and who shall desire to obtain an exclusive property or right therein
to make, usc, and sell aml vend the same, or copies of the same, to
others, hy them to be mnde, used, and sold, mny make application in
~'riting to the Commissioner of Patents expressing such desire, and
the commissioner, on due proceedings had, may grant a patent therefor,
as in the case now of application for a patent: P1·ovided, That the fee
in such cases, which by the now existing laws would he reqnirecl of
the particular applicant, shall be one half the sum, and that the duration of snid p:1tent shall be seven years, and that all the regulntions
and provisions which now apply to the obtaining or protection of
patents not inconsistent with the provisions of this act shall npply
to applications under this section.
SIWTION 4. And be it fwrtlwr enacted, That the oath required for
applicants for pntents may be taken, when the applicant is not, for the
time being, rcoiding in the United States, before any minister, plenipotentiary, clta?'ge d'affaires, consul, or commercial agent holding commission under the government of the United States, or before any
notary public of the foreign country in which such applicant may be.
•
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SECTIO~

5. And be it .further enact eel, That if :my person or Jlersons
shall paint or print or mould, cast, carve, or engrave, or stamp, upon
:my thing m:ule, used, or sold, by him, for the sole making or sdF ~l~f.
which he hath not or shaH not have obtained letters-r,atent, the natue
or :my imitation of the name of any other person who hath or shall
have obtained letters-patent for the sole making anrl vending of such
thing, without consent of such patentee, or his assigns or legal representatives; or if any person, upon any such thing not lwv:.ng hecn
Jmrchnscd from the Jllltentee, or some person who purchased it from
or untler such patentee, or not having the liccnRc or consent of such
patentee, or his assigns or legal representatives, shall write, paint,
print, moul<l, cast, carve, engrave, stamp, or otherwise make or affix
the word "patent," or the worus "lette•·s-patcnt," or the word "pat'- ·
entec," or any word or words of like kin1l, meaning, or import, with
the view or intent of imitating or counterfeiting the stamp, mark, or
other device of the patentee, or sl•ail nffix the same, or any word,
stamp, or device, of like import, on any unpatented article, for the purJlOSe of deceiving the public, he, she, or they, so offcn,ling, shall be
liable for such oftcnce to a penalty of not less than one hundred dollars, with costs, to be recoYcred by action in any of the Circuit Courts
of the United States, or in any of the District Courts of the United
Stutes having the }JOWers anu jurisdiction of ::t Circuit Court; one half
of which vcnalty, as recovered, shall be Jlaid to the patent fund, and
the othct• half to any person or persons who shall snc for the same.
SECTION 6. [Sec act of 1861, ch. 88, § 13.] And /,e it .further enactecl,
That all patentees and assignees of Jlatents hereafter grunted are
l1ereby required to stamp, engrave, or cause to be s1 amped or engrnYed,
on each article ven<lecl, or oftcred for sale, the dntc of the patent; and
if any person or persons, patentees, or assignees, shall neglect to do so,
he, she, or they shall be liable to the same penalty, to be recovered and
disposed of in the manner spccifiecl in the foregoing fifth section of
this act.
Approve(1 August 29, 1842.
ACT OF 1848, CHAPTER 47.
!) STATUTES AT LARGE,

231.

An Act to provide uduitioual examiners in the Patent Office, and for
other 1mrposcs.
SEcTION 1. [See act of 1836, cb. 357, § 18.] Be U enacted by the
Senate and House o.f Representatives of the Unitecl States o.f Amm·ica
in Oonuress assemblecl, 'l'bat there shall be appointed, in the manner
provide(l in the second section of the act entitled "An Act to promote
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the progres~ of useful arts, antl to repeal all acts and parts of acts heretofore made for that purpose," approved .Tuly fourth, eightcen hun~lrcd
and thirty-six, two prineipal examiners, atHl two assistant t>xaminer~,
in :Hl~lition tothe numher of ex:uniners now employed in the Patent
Otlice; and that hereafter each of the prineipal examiners employed in
the Patent Otlicc shall receive an annual salary of twcnty-fhe hundt·ell
dollars, an~l caeh of the a::;sistant examiners an annual salary of fifteen
hundred dollars: Pl'ovided, That the power to extentl patents, now
vcstetl in the board composed of the Secretary of State, Commi~~ioner
of Patents, and Solicitor of the Treasury, by the eighteenth tsection of
the act approved July fburth, eighteen hundred antl thirty-six·, respecting the Patent Office, shall hereafter be vested solely in the Commissioner of Pa.tents; and when an application is made to him f(n· the
extension of a patent according to said eighteenth section, anfl sixty
days' notice given thereof, he shall refer the case to the principal
ex:uniner lun·ing cltilrgc ol' the class of inventions to which :;aid (~ase
belongs, who shall make a full report to saitl commissioner of tlJC said
case, and particularly whether the invention or improvement st•curetl
in the patent was new una patentable when patente<l ; atlll tlH'reupon
the saitl conunissionct· shall grant or rcfu~e the extension of sai~ 1 patent, upon the same principles and rules that have governccl sai<l hoard;
but no patent shall be extended for a longer term than seven years.
SECTIOX 2. [See act of 1861, ch. 88, § 10.] And be -it .furtlwr uuwtul,
That hereafter the Commissioner of Patents shall require a fee of one
dollar for reronling any assignment, grant, or conveyauce of th(• whole
or :my part of tho intorcst in letters-patent, or power of attorney, or
license to make or use the thing JHltentGd, when such instrument shall
not exceed three hundred words; the sum of two dollars when it shall
excee~l three hundred and t;hall not exceed one thousand wonls; aml
the sum of three dollars when it shall exceed one thousand words ;
which fees shall in all cases be paid in advance.
SEcTIOX 3. And be itfurtlwr enacted, That there shall be appointed,
in manner aforesaid, two clerks, to be employed in copying an~l recol'(ling, and in other services in the Patent Office, who shall cacll he paid
a salary of one thousand two lmmlrecl dollars per annum.
SEcTIOX 4. And be it fw·tlwr enactec~ That the Commissioner of
Patents is hereby authorized to send by mail, free of postage, the
annual reports of the Patent Office, in the same manner in which he is
empowered to send letters and packages relating to the business of the
Patent Office.
Approved May 27, 1848.

•
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ACT OF 1849, CIIAPTErt 108.
!) STATUTES AT LARGE,

305.

Extract from the Act entitled "An Act to e~tnblish the Home Depat·tment, nnu to provitle fot· the TreasUJ'y Dl•partnwnt an Assbt:mt Secretary of the Treasury and a Commissioner uf' the
Customs."
•

SECTION 2. .And be lt furtlte1' enacted, That the Secretary of the
Intel'ior shall exercise nutl perform all the acts of supet·vision and
appeal in regard to the office of Commissioner of Patents, now exercisecl Ly the Secretary of State; and the suitl Secretary of the Iutl•rior
shall sign all requisitions for the advance or payment of money out of
the 'l'rcasury on estimates or accounts, su~ject to the same atljustmcut
or control now exercised on similar estimates or accotmts Ly the First
or Fifth Auditor and ~'irst Comptroller of the Treasury.
Approved l\farch 3, 184!').
ACT OF 1852, CHAPTER 10i.
10

STATUTES AT LARGE,

75.

An Act in addition to "An Act to promote the progress of the useful
arts."

•

SJWTION 1. [Sec act of 183D, ch. 88, § 11.] Be U enacted uy tlte
Senate wul IIouse of RepresentatiiJes of the lTnit~:cl States of .Amertca
in Gon,qress assembled, 'l'hat appeals provi(led for in the eleventh section of the act entitled An act in addition to an act to promote the
progt·ess of the useful arts, approvetl 1\Iarch the third, eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, may also be made to either of the assistant
judges of the Circuit Court of the District of Columbia, and all the
powers, duties, aml responsibilities imposed by the aforesaid act, and
conferred upon the chief judge, are hereby imposed and conferred upon
each of the said assistant judges.
SECTioN 2. .And be it further enacted, That in case appeal shall be
made to the said chief jllllge, or to either of the said assistant jutlges,
the Commissioner of Patents shall pay to such chief judge or assistant
judge the sum of twenty-five dollars, require1l to be paid by the appellant into the Patent Office by the eleventh section of saitl act, on said
appeal.
SECTION 3. And be it further enacted, '!'hat section thirteen of the
aforesaid act, approved 1\Iarch the third, eighteen hundred and thirtynine, is hereby repealed.
Approved August 30, 1852.
•

•
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ACT OF 1850, CHAPTER 80.
11 STATUTES AT LARGE, 422 .
•

Extract from "An Act making appropriations for the legislative,
c·:~(;cutive, and judicial expenses of the government," &c.
SEcTIOX 4. And be it.furtlwr enacted, That the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, directed to cause the :mnual report of the
Commissioner of Patents on mechanics hereafter to lJc made to the
Senate aml House of Heprescntatives to be prepared and submittell in
such manner as that the 11lates and drawings necessary to illustrate
each subject shall be inserted so as to comprise the entire report in
one volume not to exceed eight hundred pages.
Approved .March 3, 1859.
ACT 0~' 1861, CHAPTER 37.
12

STATUTES AT L.\UGE,

130.

An Act to extend the right of appeal from the decisions 0f Circuit
Courts to the Supreme Court of the Uuite<l States.
SEcTION 1. [Sec act of 18o6, ch. 357, § 17.] Be it enacted by tlw

Senate and IIottse of Representatives of tlte United States of .Americ(t
~·n Congress w;semblecl, That ft·om nll judgments and decrees of any
Circuit Court rendered in any action, suit, controversy, or case, at law
or in eqnity, arising under any law of the U niterl States granting or
confirming to authors the exclusive right to their respective writings,
or to irventors the exclusive right to their inventiotis or discoveries, a
writ of error or appeal, as the case may require, shall lie, at the instance
of either party, to the Supreme Court of the United States, in the
same manner and under the same circumstances as is now provitletl by
law i.n other judgments and decrees of such Circuit Courts, without
regard to the sum or value in controversy in the action.
Approved February 18, 1861.
AC1' OF 1861, CHAPTER 88.
12

STATUTES AT LARGE,

240.

An Act in addition to "An Act to promote the progress of the useful
arts."
SECTION

1. [See act of 1839, ch. 88, § 12.] Be it enacted by tlte

Senate and House of Representatives of tlte United States of .America
•

•
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in Gon[Jress assembled, That the Commissioner of Patents may establish rules for taking afli(lavits and depositions required in cases pcmling
in the Patent Office, and such aflidnvits and depositions may he taken
before :my justice of the peace, or other officer :mthorizetl by law to
take !lepositions to be used in the courts of the United t:;tntes, or in
the State courts of any State where such officer shall resi(le; and in
any contested case pem1ing in the Patent Office it shall be lawful for
the clerk of any court of the United States for any tlistrict or territory,
ana he is hereby required, upon the applica:ion of any party to
such contested case, or the agent or attorney of such p:n·ty, to issue
subpronas for any witnesses residing or beingwithin the said llistrict or
tcl'l'itory, commanding such witnesses to appear and testifY before any
justice of the peace, or other officer as aforesaid, residing within the
said district or territory, at any time and place in the suhpu~na to be
stated ; and if any witness, after being duly served with such subpronn,
shall refuse or neglect to appear, or, after appearing, shall refuse to
testifY (not being privileged fi·om giving testimony), such rcihsal or
neglect being pl'Oved to the satiM1tction of any judge of the court
whose clerk shall have issnetl such snbpwna, said judge may thereupon
proceetl to enforce obedience to the process, or to punish the disobedience in like manner as any comt of the Unitetl Statm1 may do in
case of clisohcclience to process of subpama ad testificandwn issued by
such conrt; ana witnesses in such cases shall be allowed the same compensation as is allowell to witnesses attending the courts of the United
States : Prvvi(kd, That no witness shall be required to attend at any
place more than forty miles ft·om the place where the subpm1:a shall be
served upon him to give a. deposition under this law: Provided also,
That no witness shall be deemed guilty of contempt for refusing to
disclose any secret invention made or owned by him: .And provided
fw·tlwr, That no witness shall be deemed guilty of contempt for disobeying any :mbpwna direetell to him by vit·tue of this act, unless his
fees for going to, retul'lling from, aml one Jay's attendance at the
place of examination, shall he paid or temlered to him at the time of
the service of the subpama.
SEcTIOX 2. .And be it furtlter enacted, That for the purposes of
securing greater uniformity of action in the g1·aut and refusal of letterspatent, there shall be appointed by the President, by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate, three examiners in chief, at an
annual salary of three thousand dollars each, to be composed of persons of competent legal knowledge and scientific ability, whose duty
it shall be, on the written petition of the :t}lplicant for that purpose
being filed, to revise antl determine upon the validity of decisions
made by examiners when adverse to the gmnt of letters-patent; and
also to revise and determine in like manner upon the validity of the
decisions of examiners in interference cases, and when required by

•
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the commissioner in applications fin· the extension of patents, and to
11erform such other duties as may be us8ignell to tlwm hy the commissioner; that from their decisions appeals may be talwn to the Commissioner of Patents in person, upon payment of the fee hereinafter
prescribed; that the said exmuiners in chief shall be governed in their
action by the rules to be prescribe!} by the Commissioner of Patents.
SECTIO~ 3. And be it further enacted, That no appeal shall he
allowed to the examiners in chief from the decisions of the primary
examiners, except in interference cases, until after the application shall
have been twice rejected; and the second examination of the npplication by the primary examiner shnll not be had until the applicant, in
view of the references given on the first rejection, shall have renewed
the oath of invention, as pl'Ovitlctl for in the seventh se11tion of the
act entitled "An Act to promote the progress of the useful arts, aml
to repeal all Acts and parts of Acts heretofore made for that purpose,"
approved July fourth, eighteen hundretl aml thirty-six.
SECTION 4. And be it .(tll'tlter enacted, That the salary of the Commissioner of Patents, from and after the passage of this act, shall be
fonr thousand five hundred dollars per annum, aml the salary of the
chief clerk of the Patent Office shall be two thousand five hundrCLl
dollars, aud the salary of the librarian of the Patent Otlice shall be
eighteen hundred dollars.
SECTIOX 5. And ue it .further enacted, That the Commissioner of
Patents is authorized to restore to the respective applicants, or when
not removed by them, to otherwise dispose of such of the models
belonging to rejecte.:l applications as he shall not think necessary to be
preserved. The same authority is abo given in relation to all models
accompauying applications f()l• designs. He is further authorized to
dispense in future with models of designs when the design can be
:;;nffidently represented by a ,h·awing.
SEcnu:-;- 6. [Hepealing act of lSiH, § 10.] .And beitfurtlwr enacted,
That the tenth section of the act approved the third of March,
eighteen hundred nnd thirty-seven, authorizing the appointment of
agents for the tr:msp01tation of r ,tels and specimens to the Patent
Ottice, is hereby repealed.
~EcTION 7. .And be itfttrther enacted, That the commissioner is further authorized, from time to time, to appoint, in the manner already
provided for by law, such an additional number of principal examiners,
first assistant examiners, and second assistant examiners as may be
required to transact the current business of the office with despatch,
provi<led the whole number of additional examiners shall not exceed
four of each class, and that the total annual eXj)enses of the Patent
Office shall not exceed the annual receipts.
SEcTwx 8. And ue it further enacted, '!'hat the commissioner may
require all papers filctl in the Patent Ofiice, if not correctly, legibly,
•
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aml clearly written, to be printed at the cost of the parties filing such
papers; ancl for g1·oss misconduct he may refuse to r-ecognir.e any person as n. pate·~t agent, either genernlly or in any particular cn~e; but
the reasons of the commissioner for such refusal shall be duly recorded, and be subject to the approval of the President of the United
States.
SECl'IOY 9. [See net of 1836, cl1. 357, §§ 7, 12, 13.] .And be it furtlwr
enacted, That no money paid ns n. fee, on any application for a patent
after the passage of tl1is act, shall be withdrawn or refundetl, nor shall
the fee paid on filing a caveat be considered as J>nrt of the sum
required to be paid on filing a subsequent application for a patent for
the same invention. 'l'hat the three months' notice given to :my caveator, in pursuance of the requirements of the twelfth section of the net
of July fourth, eighteen hundred and thirty-six, shall be computed
fi·om the day on which such notice is deposited in the post-office at
W nshington, with the regular time f'or the transmission of the same
added thereto, which time shall be i.!•iorsed on the notice; and that so
much of the thirteenth section of the act of Cong1·ess, approved July
fourth, eighteen hundred and thirty-six, as authorizes the annexing to
letters-patent of the description and specification of additional improvements is hereby reJlealed, and in all cases where additional improvements would now be admissible, independent patents must be applied
for.
SECTION 10. And be it fw•tlter enacted, That all laws now in force
fixing the rates of the Patent Office fees to be paid, and discriminating
between the inhabitants of the United States and those of other countries, which shall not discriminate against the inhabitants of the U nitccl
States, are hereby repealed, and in their stead the following rates are
established:On filing each caveat, ten dollars.
On filing each original application for a patent, except for a design,
fifteen dollars.
On issuing each original patent, twenty dollars.
On every appeal f1·om the examiner in chief to the commissioner,
twer.ty dollars.
On every application for the reissue of a patent, thirty dollars.
On every application for the extension of a patent, fifty dollars; and
fifty dollars in addition, on the granting of every extension.
On filing each disclaimer, ten dollars.
For certified copies of patents and other pap• ~. ten cents per hundred words.
For recording every assignment, agreement, power of attorney, and
other papers, of three hundred words or under, one ·dollar.
For recording every assignment, and other papers, over three hundred ancl under one thousand words, two dollars.
PAT.
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For rccor<ling eYery assignment or other writing, if over one tllOusanrl word~, three dollars.
For copies of llmwings, the rcasonnhlc cost of making the same.
SECTIOX 11. [Sec net of 1842, ch. 263, § 3.] .Ancl be it furtltel'
enact!!d, That any citizen or citizens, or alien or aliens, having n•si•lcd
one yPar in the Unite<l States, and taken the oath of his or their intention to become a citizen or citizens, who, lJy his, her, or their own i111lustry, genius, l•fforts, all'l expense may have invented or pro.lucell any
new and original design, or a manutitetnrc, whether of metal or other
material or materials, and original <ll•sign tor a bust, statue, or has-relief,
or composition in alto or basso relievo, or any new and original impt·cssion or ornament, or to be placed on any article of' manuf:tcturc, the same
being formed in marble or other material, or any new and nscthlpattern,
or print, or picture, to· be either worked into or worked on, or printe<l,
or painted, or east, or otherwise fixed on any article of matlltf:lcture, or
any new and original shape or configm·ation of any article of mnnuf:tcture, not known or used by others before his, her, or their invention
or production thereof, and prior to the time of his, her, or their application for a patent therefor, and who shall desire to obtain nn exclusive property or right therein to m:(kc, use, and sell, and vewl the
same, ot· copies of the same, to others, by them to be made, nsed, aml
!-iold, may make application, in writing, to the Commissioner of Patents,
expressing such desire; nml the commissioner, on due proceetlings had,
may grant a patent therefor, as in the case now of application tor a
patent, for the term of' three and one half' years, or for the term of
seven years, or for the term of fourteen years, as the said applicant
may elect in his aplllication: ProVI:ded, That the tee to be paid in
such application shall he for the term of three years aiHl six months,
tcn1lollars, for seven years, fifteen dollars, and tor fourteen years, thirty
dollars: .And prm;ided, That the patentees of <lesigns muler this net
shall be entitled to the ex.ten~:~ion of their respective patents for tho
term of seven years, ti·om the day on which said patent shall expire,
upon tM same terms and rllStrictions as are now provided fot· the
cxtcm;ion of letters-patent.
SJ;;cTw::-r 1:2. [Sec net of 183G, ch. 357, § 18.] .Ancl be it furtlter
enacted, That all applications for patents shall bo comJ>lcted and prepared f(n· examination within two years after the filing of the petition,
and in default thereof they shall he regarded us abandonCfl by the partics thereto; unless it be.shown to the satisfaction of the Commissioner
of Patents that such delay was unavoidable; and ul1 applications now
pending shall be treated as if filed after the passage of this act, and all
applications for the extension of patents shall be filed at least uincty
days before the expiration thereof; and notice of the day set for the
· hearing of the case shall be published, as now required by law, for at
least sixty days.
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SECTIOX 13. [Sec n~t of 1842, ch. 2G3, §G.] Amlhe it .furtlm· enacted,
Thnt in all cases where an article is maclc or nnclctl hy nny 11erson
under the protection of letters-patent, it ~halll,e the cluty of sneh person to gin! I'HfJicicnt notice to the public that saicl article is so patented,
eitlwr by fixing thereon the worcl "patentee!," together with the clay
:mil year the patent was gr:mterl; or when, fmm the eharaetel' of the
nrticle patented, that may lw imp met icahlc, hy cn\·eloping one or more
of the saiel artielcs, a11tl aflixing a lahel tn the l'aekag:e, or otherwise
attaching thereto a label on which the notice, with tile elate, i~ )'rintccl;
on t:tilm·c of which, in any snit for the infringement of letters-patent
by the p:u·ty fitiling so to wark the :trlil'lc tliC right to wllieh is infringed upon, no llam:tge shall he recO\-ercel l.y the plnintifl; exe(•pt on
proof that the dcfe111lant was duly notiliecl of the inti·ingt•lllt'llt, and
continued after Sll('h notiee to make ot· nncl the article patt·ntt•cl. .And
the sixth section of the act entitled "An Act in aclelition to :m Act to
promote the progress of tile uscfitl arts," :mel so forth, approYecl the
twenty-ninth clay of August, eighteen huntll'ecl ancl forty-two, he, aud
the same is lwrehy, repealccl.
SECTIO:\ 14. [Sec act of 18G2, ch. 182.] And lH>. it furll~<'l' en,cted,
That the Commif:!>ioncr of Patents he, mul he is hcrchy, autlwrizt•!l to
print, or in his di:-;cretion to cause to he printccl, ten copit•s of the
flcscription :mil claims of all patents which may hereafter lJt' grantccl,
aml ten copies of the drawings of the same, when clmwings ~lmll
accompany the p:ttt•nts: Pr01.•ided, 'l'hc cost of printing the tl•xt of
said dcscl'iptions and claims shall not cxct'ccl, cxclush·e of stationery,
the sum of two et'nts }'cr hunch-eel worcls for eadt of sahl eopie~, and
tlte eo:;t of the dmwing shall not exceed fifty cents per copy; one copy
of the ahoYc numher shall be printed on parclnnent to be attixccl to thu
lettcrs-lHltent; the work shall be unrlcr the direction, and sulticct to
the appt'OYal, of the Commissionl'r of ratCJits, and the expense of the
said copies shall be paitl tor out of the patent funcl.
SECTIOX 15. Ancl be it jitrtlwr mutt.•lr'd, That printed copies of the
letters-patent of the U nitecl States, with the seal of the Patent. Office
affixed tl1ereto and certified :md signt•cl by the Commissioner of
Patents, shall be legal evidence of the contents of said letters-patent
in all cases.
S.ECl'ION lG. [Sec net of 183G, ch. 35i, §§ 5, 18.] And be it .furtlwr
enacted, That nll patents hereafter gmntccl shall remain in force for the
term of se,·enteen years fi·om the date of issue; and all extension of
such patents is hereby prohibited.
SEcTION 17. And be it furtlwr enacted, 'I' hat all acts and parts of
nets heretofore passed, which nrc inconsistent with the provisions of'
this act, be, and the same nrc hereby, repealed.
Approved 1\Iarch 2, lSGl.
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ACT OF 1862, CHAPTER 182.
12

STATUTES AT LARGE 1

583.

•

,

An Act making supplemental appropriations for sundry civil expenses, &c.
SECTIOY 4. [Sec net of 1861, ch. 88, § 14.] For the fund of the Patent
Office, fifty thousnnd eight hundred and fifty-five dollars and forty-nine
cent~, to supply a deficiency existing under the act of 1\Iarch second,
eighteen hundred and sixty-one, entitletl "An Act in addition to an
Act to promote the progress of the useful arts": Provided, That the
fourteenth section of snid act be, and the same is hereby, 1·epealed.
Approved J nly 16, 1862.
ACT OF 1863, CHAPTER 102.
12

STATUTES AT LARGE,

79G.

An Act to amend an Act entitled "An Act to promote the progress of
the useful arts."
SECTION 1. [See act of 1836, ch. 357, § 7.] Be it enactecl by the Senate and Hmtse of Representatives of tlte United States ".f America 1'n
Oon[JI'ess assemUled, 'fhat so much of section seven of the act entitled
"An Act t•1 J.)l'Omote the progress of the useful arts," approved .July
fourth, eighteen hundred and thirty-six, as requires a renewal of the
oath, be, and the same is hereby, re1)ealed.
SEcTION 2. And be it fm·ther enacted, That, whereas the fulling off
of the revenue of the Patent Office required a reduction of the compensation of the examiners and clerks, or other employees in the office,
after the thirty-first day of August, eighteen hundred and sixty-one,
that the Commissioner of Patents be, and he is hereby, authorized,
whenever the revenue of the office will justify him in so doing, to pay
them such sums, in addition to what they shall already have received,
as will make their compensation the same as it wns at that time.
SECTlOY 3. [See act of 1864, ch. 159.] And be it furtlter enacted,
That every patent shall be date<l as of a day not later than six months
after the time at which it was passed and allowed, nml notice thet·eot'
sent to the applicnnt or his agent. And if the final fee for such patent
be not paid within the said six months, the tmtent shall be withheld,
and the ir.. vention therein described shall become public property as
agninst the applicant therefor: Provided, That in nll cases where patents have been allowed previous to the passage of this act, the said six
months shall be reckoned fi.·om the date of such passage.
Approved March 3, 1863.
•
•
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ACT OF 1864, CHAPTER 159.
13

STATUTES AT LARGE,

1!.1!.

An Act amendatory of" An Act to amend an Act entitled an Act to
promote the progress of the useful arts," approve<.l 1\Iarch three,
eighteen hundred and sixty-three.
[See act of 1863, ch. 102, § 3.] Be it enacted by tlte Senate and
House o.f Rep1·esentatives oftlw United lJtates of America in Co11[J1"ess
a.~semhl!Jd, That any person haYing an interest in an invention, whether
as the inventor or assigne<', for which a patent was ordered to issue
upon the payment of the final fee, as provided in section three of an
act approved 1\farch three, eighteen hundred and sixty-three, but who
has failed to make payment of the final fee, as provided by said act,
shall have the right to make the payment of such fee, ancl receive the
patent withheld on account of the non-payment of said fee, provided
such payment be macle within six months ft·om the date of the passage
of this act: P1·oviclecl, That nothing herein shall be so construed as to
bold responsible in damages any persons who have manuf:wturcd or
used any article or thing for which a patent, ns aforesaid, was ordered
to be issued.
Approved June 25, 1864.

ACT OF 1865, CHAPTER 112.
•

13

STATUTES AT LARGE,

533.

An Act amenclatory of" An Act to amend nn Act entitled An Act to
promote the progress of the useful arts," approved l\Iarch three,
eighteen hundred and sixty-three.
[Soe act of 1863, ch. 102, § 3.] Be it enacted by tlw Senate ancl House
of Representatives of tlte United States of .America in Conuress assembled, That any person having an interest in an invention, whether as
inventor or assignee, for which a patent was ordered to issue upon the
payment of the final fee, as provided in section three of an act approve<l
March three, eighteen hundred and sixty-three, but who has £'liled to
make payment of the final fee, as provided in said aet, shall have the
right to make an application for a patent for his invention, the same as
in the case of an original application, provided such application be
made within two years after the date of the allowance of the original
application : Proviclecl, That nothing herein shall be so construed as to
hold responsible in damages any persons who have manuthctured ur
used any article or thing for which a patent aforesaid was or(lered to

•
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issue. 'fhis act shall apply to all cases now in the Patent Office, and
also to such
shall hereafter be filed. And all acts or parts of nets
inconsistent with this act are hereby repealed.
Approved l\Iarch 3, 1865.
•

ACT OF JULY 8, 1870, CHAPTER 230.

Au Act to revise, consolidate, and amend the Statutas relating to
Patents and Copyrights .
•

•

SEcTIOX 1. .Be it enacted b,l/ tlte Senate ancl IIouse o.f Repre.~entativcs of tlw United States of America in Congress as.~emblecl, '!'hat
there shall be attached to the Depal'tment of the Interior the ofiice,
heretofore established, known as the Patent Office, wherein all reconls,
books, models, drawings, specifications, and other papers and things
pertaining to patents shall be safely kept and preserved.
Smmox 2. And be it .furtlter enacted, That the officers and employees of said office shall continue to be: one commissioner of patents,
one assistant commissioner, and three examiners-in-chief, to be appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate; one chief clerk, one examiner in charge of interferences,
twenty-two principal examiners, twenty-two first assistant examiners,
twenty-two second assistant examiners, one librarian, one machinist,
five clerks of class four, sL"\: clerks of class three, fifty clerks of class two,
forty-five clerks of class one, and one messenger and purchasing clerk,
all of whom shall be appointed by tl1e Secretary of the Interior, upon
nomination of the Commissioner of Patents.
SECTION 3. Aml be it .ful'tlwr enacted, That the Secretary of the Interior may also ap~loint, upon like nomination, such additional clerks of
classes two and one, and of lower gmdes, copyists of drawings, female
copyists, skilled laborers, laborers and watchmen, as may be from time
to time appropriated for by Congress.
SECTIOY 4. And be it .fw·tlwr e~wr:ted, That the annual salaries of the
officers and employees of the Patent Office shall be as follows:Of the commissioner of patents, four thousand five humlred dollars.
Of the assistant commissioner, three thousand dollars.
Of the examiners-in-chief, three thousand dollar<> each.
Of the chief clerk, two thousand five hundred dollars.
Of the examiner in charge of interferences, two thousand five humlreJ
dollars.
Of the principal examiners, two thousand five hundred dollars each.
Of the first assistant examiners, one thousand eight hundred dollars
each.
Of the second assistant examiners, one thousand six hundred dollars
ea<'h.
•
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Of the libmri:m, one thousaml eight hundred dollars.
Of the machinist, one thousand six hnnrlrea dollars.
Of the elerks o; class four, one tl10us:md eight hnnch·ecl dollars each.
Of tlw clerks of class three, one thousand six hundred dollars each.
Of the clerks of'class two, one thousand four hundred <loll:1l's each.
Of the clerks of class one, one tlwus:mcl two hundrecl dollars each.
Of the messenger ancl purchasing clerk, one thousancl dollars.
Of laborers anu watchmen, seven hundrecl and twenty dollars each.
Of the arlc]itionnl clerks, copyists of dmwings, female copyists, and
skillerl laborers, such rates as may be fixed by the acts making appropriations for them.
·
SEcTIO:N 5• .Ancl be it fw·tlwr enacted, That all officers :mel employees
of tho Patent Office shall, before entering upon their duties, make oath
or aflirmution truly and faithfully to execute the trusts committecl to
them.
SECTIO:N 6. And be it .furtlter enacted, That the commissioner and
chief clerk, before entering upon their duties, shall sen•rally giYe bond,
with sureties, to the Treasurer of the United States, the former in the
sum often thousand dollars, :m<l the l:ltter in the sum of five thousand
dollars, comlitioned for the fltithful discharge of their duties, antl that
they will render to the proper officers of the treasury a true account of
all money received by virtue of their office.
SECTJO:N 7. And be it furtlter enacted, That it shall be the duty of
the commissioner, under the direction of the Secretary of the In'terior,
to superintend or Jlerform all the duties respecting the gmnting autl
issuing of patents which herein are, or may hereafter be, by law directed
to he done; and he shall have charge of all books, records, papers,
models, machines, and other things belonging to said office.
StWTION 8• .And be it .fttrtlter enacted, 'fhat the commissioner may
send and receive by mail, free of postage, letters, printecl matter, and
puclmgcs relating to the business of his office, including Patent Office
reports.
SECTION 9. .Ancl be U furtlter enacted, That the commissioner shall
lay before Congress, in the month of J:munry, annually, a report,
gh•ing a detailed statement of all moneys received for patents, for
copies of records or drawings, or fi·om any other source whatever; a
detailed statement of all expenditures for contingent ancl miscellaneous
expenses; a list of all patents which were grantetl during the preceding
year, dcsignnting under proper heads the subjects of such patents; an
alphaheticnl list of the l)atentees, with their places of residence; a list
of all patents which have been extended during the year; a!Hl such
othm· information of the condition of the Patent Office as may be useful to Congress or the public.
SECTION 10. And be it .furtlte1' enacted, That the examiners-in-chief
shall be persons of competent legal knowledge und scientific ability,
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whose duty it shall be, on the written petition of the apJlCll:mt, to revise and determine upon the validity of the adverse decisions of examiners upon applications for patents, and for reissues of patents, mul in
interference cases ; and when required by the commi.osioner, they slmll
hear ana report upon claims for extensions, and perform such other like
duties as he may assign them.
SECTION 11. And be it .furtlter enacted, That in case of the death,
resignation, absence, or sickness of the commissioner, his duties shall
devolve upon the assistant commissioner until a successor shall be appointed, or such absence or sickness shall cease.
SECTION 12. And be it fm·tlwr enacted, That the commissioner shall
cause a seal to be provided for said office, with such device as the
Presillent may approve, with which all records or papers issued from
~aid office, to he used in evidence, shall be authenticated.
SEcTION 13. And be it furtllm· enacted, That the commissioner shall
cause to he classified and arranged in suitable cases, in the rooms :mel
galleries provided for that purpose, the models, specimens of composition, f:lbrics, manu£'lctures, works of art, and designs, which have been
or shall be deposited in saicl office ; and snicl rooms and galleries shall
be kept open during suitable hours for public inspection.
SECTION 1~.. And be it fttrtlter enactecl, That the commissioner may
restore to thl} respective applicants such of the models belongiug to
rejected applications as h<l shall not think necessary to be preserved,
or he may sell or otherwise dispose of them after the application has
been finally rejected for one year, 1mying the proceeds into the treasury, as other patent moneys are directed to be paid.
SEC'l'ION 15. And be it furtlter enacted, That there shall be purchased,
for the use of said office, a library of such scientific works anll periodicals, b9th foreign and American, as may aid the officers in the clischnrge
of their duties, not exceeding the amount annually .appropriatetl by
Congress for that purpose.
SECTION 16. And be it .furtlter enacted, That all officers and employees of the Patent Office shall be incapable, during the period for
which they shall hold their appointments, to acquire or take, directly
or indirectly, except by inheritance or bequest, any right or interest in
any patent issuecl by said office.
SECTION 17. And be it further enacted, That for gross misconduct
the commissioner may refuse to recognize any person as a patent agent,
either generally or in any particular case; but the reasons for such
refusal shall be dnly recorded, and be subject to the apurovnl of the
Secretary of the Interior.
SECTION 18. And be it further enacted, That the commissioner may
require all papers filed in the Patent
if not correctly, legibly
and clearly written, to be printed at the cost ofthe party filing them.
SECTION 19. And be it further enacted, That the commissioner, sub•
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ject to the npproval of the Secretary of tlJC Interior, may fi·om time to
time ei'tnblish rules nnd regulations, not inconsistent with law, for the
condu<·t of proceedings in the Pntent Office.
SEcTIOX 20 . .Ancl be it fir titer enacted, That the commissioner may
print or cause to be printed copies of the specifications of nll letterspatent nnd of the drawings of the same, nnd copies of the claims of
current issues, :mO. copies of such laws, decisions, rules, regulations, and
circulars as may be necessary for the information of the public.
SEcTIOX 21. And be it jttrtller enacted, That all patents sl1all be
issuc<l in the name of tlJC United States of America, under tlw seal of
tlJC Patent Office, and shall be signed by the Secretary of the Interior
nnd countersigned by the commissioner, nnd tlwy shall be recorded,
together with the specification, in said office, in books to be kept for
that purpose.
SECTIOX 22. Ancl be itjtwther enactecl, That every pntent shall contnin n short title or description of the invention or discovery, correctly
indicating its nature nnd design, and a grant to the patentee, his lwirs
or assigns, for the term of seventeen years, of the exclnsh·e right to
make, use, nnd vend the said invention or discovery throughout the
United States nnd the Territories thereof, referring to the specificntion
for the particulars thereof; and a copy of said specifications nnd of the
drawings shall be annexed to the patent and be a part thereof.
SECTION 23. And be it furtlter enacted, That every patent shall date
as of a day not later than six months from the time at which it was
passed nnd allowed, and notice thereof was sent to the applicant or his
agent; and if the final fee shall not be paid within that })eriod, the
patent. shall be withhehl.
s~~CTIOX 24. And be it further enacted, That any person who has
invented or discovered any new and useful art, machine, manufacture,
or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof,
not known or used by others in this country, nod not patented, or
described in nny printed publication in this or any foreign country,
before his invention or discovery thereof, and not in publi;} use or on
sale for more than two years prior to his application, unless the same
is proved to hnve been nbandoned, may, upon payment of th~ duty
required by law, and other due proceedings had, obtain a patent
therefor.
SECTION 25. Ancl be it further enacted, That no person shall be
debarrecl from receiving a patent for his invention or discovery, nor.
shall any 1)atcnt be declarecl invalid, by reason of its having been first
patented or caused to be patented in a foreign country: Provided, The
same shall not have been introduced into public use in the United
States for more than two years prior to the application, and that the
patent shall expire at the same time with the foreign patent, or, if
there be more ·than one, at the same time with the one having the
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shortest term; but in no case shall it be in force more than seventeen
years.
SECTIO"N 26. And be it .further enacted, That before any inventor or
disco\·erer shall receive a patent for his invention or tliscovcry, he shall
make application therefor, in writing, to the commissioner, antl shall
file in the Patent Office a written description of the same, :llHl of the
mann0r :mel process of making, constructing, compounding, aiHl u~ing
it, in such full, clear, concise, ancl exact terms as to enable any person
skilled jn the art or science to which it appertains, or with whid1 it
is most nearly connected, to make, construct, compound, and use the
same; and in case of a machine, he shall explain the principle thereof,
and the best mode in which he has contem}1lated applying thnt principle so as to distinguish it from other inventions; antl he shall particularly point out an<l distinctly claim the part, improvement, or
combination which he claims us his invention or discovery; antl snid
spcl'ification antl claim shall be signed by the inventor and attested by
two witnesses.
S ECTIO"N '27. And be it .furtlwr enacted, That when the nature of the
cnse a(1mits of drawings, the applicant shall furnish one copy sigm•tl
by the inv0ntor or his attorney in fhct, and attested by two witnesses,
;vlJich shall he :filetl in the Patent Office; ancl a copy of saitl drawings,
to be furnished by the Patent Oflice, shall he attachcLl to the patent
as part of the specification.
f;EcTro:s- 28. And be it.furtlwr enacted, That when the invention or
discovery is of a composition of matter, the applicant, if required by
the commissioner, shall furnish specimens of ingredients mHl of the
composition, suftieicnt in quantity for the purpose of experiment.
SEcTrox·; 29. And be it .farther enacted, That in all ea~t·s which
admit of rcpresent.ation by model, the applicant, if require(l hy the
commissioner, shall furnish one of cOiwcnient size to exhibit adv::mtagcously the seveml parts of his invention or discovery.
SEcTION 30. And be it furtlte1· enacted, That the applicant shall
make oath ot· aflirnation that he docs verily believe himself to be the
original. and first inventor or discoverer of the art, machine, m:mnfhcture, composition, or improvcmen~, for which he solicits a patent; that
he docs not know and docs not believe that the same was ever before
known or used ; and shall state of what country he is a citizen. ..And
said oath or affirmation may be made before any person within the
United States authorized by law to administer oaths, or, when the
applicant resides in a foreign country, before any minister, cltw·ve
a·~~ff'aites, consul, or commercial agent, holding commission unrler the
government of the United States, or before any notary puulic of the
foreign country in which the applicant may he.
SECTION 31. And be it further enacted, That on the filing of :my
such application and the })ayment of the duty required uy law, the
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connnis:;ionm· shall cause ::m ex:uuinat10n to be malle of the ullegetl
new i11Yention or discovery; antl if on such examination it shall appear
that the ciaim:mt is justly entitled to a patent under the law, and that
the Hame is snfHciently useful and important, the commissioner shall
issue a patent therefor.
SEcTIOX 32. .And be U furtlte1' enacted, That all applications for patents shall he eon~pleted and prepared for examination within two years
after the filing of the petitim~, null in def:mlt thereof, or upon f:lilure of
the applicant to prosecute the same within two years after any action
therein, of which notice shnll have been given to the upplic:mt, they
shall be regarded us nbantlonetl by the parties thct·eto, unless it be
shown to the satisfaction of the commissioner that such delay was
un:woitlable.
SIWTIOX 33. And be it further enacted, That patents may he gr:mtcd
:mel issued or reissued to the assignee of the inventor or tliscovcrer,
the assigiunent thereof being first entered of record in tl10 Patent
Office; but in such case the application for the patent shall be made
and the specification sworn to by the inventor or discoverm·; null also1
if he be living, in case of an application for reissue.
SECTIOX 34. And be it furtlter enacted, 1'hat when any person, having made any new invention or discovery for which a patent might
have been granted, dies before a patent is grantetl, the right of applying for antl obtaining the patent shall devolve on his executor or
administrator, in tmst for the heirs at law of the deceased, in case he
shall have died intestate; or if he shall have left a will, disposing of
the same, then in trust for his devisees, in as full manner and on the
same terms mul comlitions as the same might have been claimed or
enjoyell by him in his lifetime; aml when the application shall be made
by such legal representatives, the onth or affirmation required to be
made shall be so varied in form that. it can be made by them.
SEcnox 35. An(l be it .fiwtlter enacted, That :my person who has an
interest. in an invention or discovery, whether as inventor, disco,·erer,
or assignee, for which a patent was ordered to issue upon the payment
of the final fcc, but who hae f:1iled to make payment thereof within six
months from the time at which it was passed anll allowerl, :m<l notice
thereof was sent to the applicant or his agent, shall have a right to
make an application for a }):ttent for such invention or disco,·ery the
same as in the case of an original a11plication : P1•ouided, 'l'hat the
sccontl application be made within two years after the allowance of
the original application. But no person shall be hehl responsible in
damages for the mannf:tcture or use of any article or thing for which :1
patent, as aforesaid, was onlered to issue, prior to the issue thereof:
.And provided .further, •rhat when an application for :1 patent has been
rejected or withdrawn, prior to the passage of this act, the applicant
shall have six months from the date of such }lUssage to renew his :tppli-
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cation, or to file :t new one; and if he o'mit to <lo either, his application
Rhnll lJe heM to hu,·e been abandoned. Upon the hearing of such
renewed applications abandonment shall be considered as a question of
fhct.
SEcTIOX 36. .And be U further enacted, That every patent or any
interest therein shall be assignable in law, by :m instrument in writing;
nJHl the patentee or his assigns or legal representati\·es may, in like
manner, grant and convey an exclusive right m11ler his patent to the
whole or any specified part of the United States; mul sahl assignment,
gmnt, or conveyance s-· .all be void us against any subsequent pmehascr
or mortgagee for a valuable consideration, without notice, unless it is
recorded in the Patent Office within three months fi·om the date
thereof:
SEcTIOX 37. Ancl be it fw·tlwr enacte(l, That every person who may
have purchased of the inventor, or with his knowledge and consent
may have constructed any newly invented or discovered machine, or
other patentable article, prior to the application by the inventor or disco,·erer for a patent, or sola or used one so constructed, shall have the
right to usc, and ven<l to others to be used, the specific thing so made
or purchased, without liability therefor.
SECTIOX 38 . .And be itfartlter enacted, That it shall be the duty of
all patentees, and their assigns anll legal representatives, and of all
persons making or vending any patented article for or under them, to
give sufficient notice to Lhe public that the same is patentecl, either by
fixing thereon the word "patented," together with the day and year
the patent was granted; or when, ft·om the character of the article,
this cannot be done, by fixing to it or to tho package wherein one or
more of them is enclosed, a label containing the like notice; and in any
suit for infringement, by the party failing so to mark, no damages shall
be recoverecl by the plaintiff, _except on proof that the defendant was
duly notified of the inft·ingement, and continued, after such notice, to
make, use, or vend the article so patented.
SECTIOX 39. And be it jttrtlte1· enacted, That if any person shall, in
any manner, mark upon any thing made, used, or soltl by him for
which he has not obtained a patent, the name or any imitation of the
name of any person who has obtained a patent therefor, without the
consent of such patentee, or his assigns or legal representative~; or
sl1all in :my manner mark upon or affix to any such patented article
the word "patent" or "patentee," or the words "letters-patent," or
::my word of like import, with intent to imitate or counterfeit the mark
or device of the pat:mtee, without having ~he license or consent of
such patentee or his assigns or legal representatives; or shall in any
manner mark upon or aflix to any unpatented article the word "patent," or any wot·d importing that the same is patented, for the pnrpr.se
of deceiving the public, he shall be liable for every such otlcnce
-
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to a penalty of not less than one hundred dollars, with costs; one
moiety of said penalty to the person who shall sue for the same,
and the other to the usc of the United States, to be recovered Ly suit
in any 11istrict court of the United States within whose jurisdiction
such offence may have been committ.cd.
SEC'l'IOY 40. And be it .furtlter enacted, That any citizen of the
United States, who shall have made any new invention or discovery,
and shall llesire further time to mature the same, may, on pay111cnt of
the duty required by law, file in the Patent Office a caveat Retting forth
the design thereof, and of its distinguishing characteristics, all(l praying protection of his right until he shall have matured his invention;
and such can.>nt shall be filed in the confidential archives of the office
and preserved in secrecy, and shall be operntive for the tenu of one year ·
from the filing thereof; and if application shall be made within the
year by any other person for a patent with which such caveat would
in any manner interfere, the commissioner shall deposit the descl'iption,
s11ecification, dmwings, and model of such application in like manner
in the confillential archives of the office, and give notice thereof; by
mail, to the person filing the caveat, who, if he would avail himself of
his caveat, shall file his description, specifications, drawing:o:, and model
within three months ft·om the time of placing said notice in the postoffice in 'Vashington, with the usual time required for transmitting it
to the caveator added thereto, which time shall be imlorse1l on the
notice. And an alien shall have the privilege herein grantecl, if he slmll
have resided in th0 United States one year next preceding the filing of
his caveat, and made oath of his intention to become a citizen.
SECTJON 41. .And be 'it fartlter enacted, That whenever, on examination, any claim for :t patent is rejected for any reason wh:Jt(lyer, the
commissioner shall notify the applicant thereof, giving him briefly the
reasons for such r~jection, together with such information and references as may be useful in judging of the propriety of renewing his
application or of ultering his specification; and if, after receiving such
notice, the applicant shall persist in his claim for a patent, with or without altering his specifications, the commissioner shall order a. re-examination of the case.
SEcTION 42 . .And be U farther enacted, That whenever an application is made for a lJatent which, in the opinion of the commissioner,
would interfere with any pending application, or with any unexpired
patent, he shall give notice thereof to the applicants, or applicant :mel
patentee, as the case may be, and shall direct the primary examiner to
proceed to determine the question of priority of invention. And the
commissioner mny issue a patent to the party who shall he adjudged
the prior inventor, unless the adverse party shall nppeal from the decision of the primary examiner, or of the board of examiners-in-chief,
ns the case may be, within such time, not less than twenty days, as the
commissioner shall prcscribl3.
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SEcTION 43 . .And be lt .further enacfe(l, That the commissioner may
establish rules for tnking affidnvits nnd depositions reqnirccl in cnscs
pending in the Patent Office, and such atlill:wits and depositions may
be taken hcfore any officer authorized by law to take depositions to be
used in the courts of the United States, or of the State where the
offic(•r resides.
SEcTION 44. And be U .furtlwr enacte(l, That tlte clerk of any conrt ot
the United States, for any 1lh;trict or territory wherein testimony is to
be taken for use in :my contested case pending in the Patent Ofiice, shall,
upon the application of an~ party thereto, or his agent or attorney, issue
[a] snbp!t'nt\ fin· :my witness residing or being within saill district or territory, commamliug him to appear and testify before any otlicer in said
tlistrict or territory authorizetl to take depositions and atlhlavits, at any
time a111l place in the subpmna stated; and if any witness, after being tluly
sen·etl with such subpn.•Jw, shall neglect or refuse to appenr, or nfter nppcaring ~hall rctiu;c to tcstit)', the judge of the court whose clerk issued
the suhpu:ona, may, on proof of such neglect or refusal, enforce ohetlicnce
to the lH'uccss, or punish the dh;ouetlience as in other like cases.
SEcTION 45 . .And be it fw·tlter enacted, 'l'hat every witness duly subpcenaed and in attendnnce shall he allowed the same fees as nrc ullowetl to wit1cesses attcncling the courts of the United States, hut no
witness shall be required t<' attend at any place more than forty miles
fi'Om the plnce where the suupmna is sen·ed upon him, nor be dcemetl
guilty of contempt for c1isohcying such subpmua, unless his fcc!) and
travelling expenses h1 going to, returning fhnn, and one day's attend~
ance at the place of examination, are paid or tendered him at the .
time of the sen· ice of the snbpmn·a; nor for refusing to disclose any
secret invention or discovery made or owned by himself.
SECTiox 4G. And be it further enacted, That every applicant tor a
patent or the reissue of a patent, nny of the claims of whieh have been
twice rejected, and every party to an interference, may appeal from
the tlecisiou of the primary examiner, or of the examiner in chnrge of
interference[s], in such case to the board of examiners-in-chief, having
once 11aid the tee for such appeal provided by law.
SECTION 47 • .A1td be it .further enacted, 'fhat if such party is dissatisfied with the decision of the examiners-in-chief, he mny, on payment
of the duty required by law, ap11eal to the commissioner in person.
SECTION 48 . .And be it j'w·tlwr enacted, 'l'hnt if such party, except
a party to au interference, is dissatisfied with the decision of the commissioner, he may appeal to the Supreme Court of the District of
Columbin, sitting in bane.
SECTION 4!) • .A-nd be it .further enacted, That when an appeal is
taken to the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia, the awcllant
shall give notice thereof to the commissioner, anu file in the Patent
Office, within such time as the commissic)ncr shulJ appoint, his reasons
of appeal, spt~cifically set forth in writing.
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50. Ancl·be it furtlwr enacted, That it .shall be the duty of
said comt,, on 11etition, to hear and determine such ap})eal, and to revise
the decision appealed fl·om in a summary way, on the evidence produced before tho commissioner, at such early and convenient time us
the court may appoint, notifying the commissioner of the time and
11Iace of hearing; and the revil'ion shall be confined to the points set
·forth in the reasons of appeal. And after hearing the case, the court
shall rctum to the commissioner a certificate of its proceedings and
decision, which shall be entered of record in the Patent Office, and
govern the further proceedings in the case. But no opinion or decision
of the court in any such case shall preclude any })erson interested from
tho right to contest the validity of such patent in any court wherein
the same may be calletl in question.
SEC1'ION 51. And be -it furtlter enactecl, That on receiviug notice of
tho time aud place of hearing such appeal, tho commissioner shall
notify all I>mties who appear to be interested therein in such manner
as the court may prescribe. The party a})pcaling shall lay before the
court certified copies of all the original papers and evidence in the
case, and the commissioner shall fumish it with the grounds of his
dech;ion, fully set torth in writing, touching all the points involved by
the reasons of appeal. .An<l at the request of any party interestell, or
of !.he court, the commissionm· and the examiners mny Le examined
unde!' oatl1, in explanation of the principles of the machine or other
t.hing foi' which a patent is demanded.
SEcTION 52• .And be lt furtlwr enactecl, That whenever a patent on
np}•lication is refused, for any reason whatever, either Ly the commissioner or by the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia upon
appeal ti·om the commissioner, the npplicant may have remedy by bill
in equity; and the court having cognizance thereof, on notice to adverse parties and other due proceedings had, may adjnclgc that such
applicant is entitled, according to law, to receive a patent for his invention, as specified in his claim, or fot· any part thereof, as the fhcts in
the case may ar,pear. And such adjudication, if it be in favor of the
right of the applicant, shall nutl.wl'ize the commissioner to issue such
patent, on the aplllic:.mt filing· in the Patent Oftlce a COJ1Y of the adjudication, and otherwise complying with the requisitions of law. And
in all cases where there is no O}•posing 1mrty a copy of the bill shall
be servecl on the commissioner, aud all the expenses of the proceeding
shall be paid by the :t})})licant, whether the final decision is in his :fitvor
or not.
8Ec1'IOY 53. And be it furtlter enacte(~ That whenever any patent
is inoperative or invalid, by reason of a defective or insufficient specification, or by reason of the patentee claiming as his own invention or
discovery more thnn he had :t right to claim as new, if the error has
arisen by inadvertence, accident, or mistake, and without any 1i'audSEcTION
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ulent or deceptive intention, the commissioner shall, on the sm·rctHlcr
of such patent and the payment of the duty required by law, cause a
new patent for the same invention, and in accordance with the corrected specification, to be issued to the Jmtentee, or, in the case of his
death or assignment of the whole or any undivided part of the original
patent, to his executors, administrators, or assigns, for the unexpit·ed
part of the term of the original patent, the surrender of which shall
take effect upon the issue of the amended patent; and the commissioner may, in his discretion, cause several patents to be issuell for llistinct and separate parts of the thing patented, upon demmHl of the
applicant, and upon }l:tyment of the required fee for a reissue fi.w each
of such reissued letters-patent. And the specifications aml claim in
every such case shall be subject to revision :llld restriction in the same
manner as original applications are. And the patent so reis8nell,
together with the corrected specification, shall have the ctleet and
operation in law, on the trial of all actions for causes thereafter arising,
as though the same had been originally filed in such corrected form;
but no new matter shall be intro(luccd into the specification, nor in
case of a machine patent shall the model or dmwings ue mnended,
except each Ly d1e other; but when there is neither model nor drawing, umendmen';s may be made upon proof satisfactory to the commissioner that such new mutter or amendment was a part of the original
invention, and was omitted fi·om the specification by iuaavertence,
accident, or mistake, as aforesaid.
SECTIO~ 54. .And be it further enacted: That whenever, through
inadvertence, accident, or mistake, and without any framlulcnt or
decei'tive intention, a patentee has claimed more than that of which
he was the original or first inventor or discoverer, his patent shall be
valh1 for all that }):Jrt which is truly and justly his own, provitlcd the
same is a material or substantial part of the thing patentecl; and any
such patentee, his heirs or assigns, whether of the whole or any
sectional interest therein, may, on payment of the duty required by
law, make <lh;claimer of such parts of the thing patented as he shall
not choose to claim or to hold by virtue of the patent or assignment,
stating therein the extent of his interest in such patent ; sah1 <lisclaimer shall be in writing, attested by one or more witnesses, and
recorded in the Patent Office, :mel it shall thereafter be conf'idered as
part of the original specification to the extent of the interest possessed
by the claimant and by those claiming under him after the record
thereo£ But no such disclaimer shall affect any action pending nt the
time of its being filed, except so £<tr as may relate to the question of
unreasonable neglect or delay in filing it.
SEcTIO~ 55. And be it further enacted, That all actions, suits, contron~rsies, and cases arising under the patent laws of the United States
shall uc originally cognizable, as well in equity as at law, by the circuit
•
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courts of the U nitcd Statcfl, or any clistrict court having the powm·s
and jurisdiction of a eire nit court, or by the Supreme Comt of the District of Columbia, or of any territory; ana the court shall have }•Ower,
upon bill in equity filed by any party aggriPved, to grant injunctions
according to the course :mel pt·inciplel:! of courts of equity, to prevent
the violation of any right secm·etl by patent, on such terms ns the court
may deem reasonable; and upon a decree being renll"t·ecl in any such
case for an infl'ingement, the claimant [complainantJ .,hall be entitled
to recover, in addition to the profits to be accounted for by the defendant, the damages the complainant has sustained thereby, and the court
shall assess the same or cause the s:nne to be nssessed under its direction, and the court shall have the smne powers to increase the same in
its discretion that nrc given by this act to increase the 1lamagcs found
by verdicts in aetions upon the case; hut all actions shall he brought
<luring the term for which the lettm·s-patent shall be granted or extended, or within six years after the expiration thereof.
SEcTION 56. .And be it fm·tlwr enacted, That a writ of error or appeal to the Supreme Court of the United States shall lie fi·om all
judgments and decrees of :my circuit cout't, or of any district court
exercising the jmiscliction of a circuit court, or of the Supreme Court
of the District of Columbia, or of any tel'l'itory, in any nction, snit,
controversy, or case, at law or in equity, touching patent rights, in the
same manner aml under the same circmnstances as in other jntlgments
and decrees of such circuit courts, without regard to the sum or value
•
m controversy.
SECTION 57. And be it .furtlwl' enacted, That written or printed
COllies of uny records, hooks, papers, or drawings belonging to the Patent Office, and of letters-patent under the signature of the commissioner or acting commissioner, with the seal of office affixed, shall he
competent evidence in all cases wherein the originals could be evidence, nnd any llerson making npplication therefor, and paying the fee
required hy law, shall have certified copies thereof. And copies of the
specificatwns aml drawings of foreign letters-patent, certified in like
manner, shall be prlmu facie evidence of the £'let of the grnnting of
such fore:gn letters-pntent, and of the date nnd contents thereof.
SEcTION 58. And be it .(u1·ther enacted, That whenever there shall
be interfering patents, any person interested in any one of such interfering patents, or in the working of the invention claimed under either
of such patents, may have relief against the interfeting patentee, and
all parties interestecl under him, by suit in equity ngainst the owners
of the interfering patent; and the court having cognizance thereof, ns
hereinbefore provided, on notice to adverse parties, and other due proceedings had according to the course of equity, may adjudge nnd
<leclare either of the patents void in whole or in part; or inoperative,
or invalid in any })flrticul::t .. part of the United States, according to the
PAT.
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interm;t of tlw parties in the patent or the invention patented. But no
such judgment or adjudication shall affect the rights of :my })erson
except the parties to the snit and those deriving title under them
subsequent to the rendition of such judgment.
SECTION 59. Ancl be it further enactecl, 'l'hat damages for the infringement of any patent may be recovered by action on the case in
any circuit court of the United States, or district comt exercising the
jurisdiction of a circuit court, or in the Supreme Court of the District
of Columbia, or 9f any territory, in the name of the party interested,
either as patentee, assignee, or grantee. Aml whenever in any such
action a verdict shall be ren<lered for the plaintiff, the court may enter
judgment thereon for any sum above the amount found by the verdict
as the actual damages sustained, according to the circumstances of the
case, not exceeding three times the amount of such verdict, together
with the costs.
SECTION 60, And be it .further enacted, That whenever, through
inadv"rtence, accident, or mistake, and without any .wil[l]ful default
or intent to defmUll or mislead the public, a patentee shall have (in
his specification) claim eel to be the original and first inventor or discoverer of any material or sul>st:mtial part of the thing patented, of
which lw was not the original and first inventor or discoverer as atoresai!l, every such patentee, l1is executors, administrators, and assigns,
whether of the whole or any sectional interest in the patent, may
maintain a suit at law or in equity, for the intHngement of any part
thereof, which was bonu .fide his own, providecl it shall be a material
and substantial part of the thing patented, and be detinitely distinguishable fi·om the parts so claimed, without right as aforesaid, notwithstanding the specifications may embrace more than that of which
the patentee was the original or first inventor or discoverer. But in
every such case in which a judgment or decree shall be rendered for
the plaintift; no costs shall be recovered unless the proper disclaimer
has been entered at the Patent Office before the commencement of the
suit ; nor shall he be entitled to the benefits of this section if he shall
have unreasonably neglected or delayed to enter said disclaimer.
SEcTION 61. And be U furtlte1' enacted, That in any action for infringement the defendant may plead the general issue, and having
given notice in writing to the plaintiff or hia attorney, thirty days
before, may prove on trial any one or more of the following special
matters:First. That for the purpose of deceiving the public the description
and specification filed by the patentee in the Patent Office was made
to contain less than the whole truth relative to his invention or discovery, or more than is necessary to produce the desired effect ; or,
Sl•con<l. That he had surreptitiously or unjustly obtained the patent
for that which was in fact invented by another, who was using reasonable diligence in adapting and }>erfecting the same ; or,
•
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Thircl. That it had been patented or described in some printed pubw
lication prior to his supposed invention or discovery thereof; vr,
Fourth.· That he was not the original and first inventor or discoverer
of any material and substantial part of ~he thing patented; or,
Fifth. That it had been in public use or on sale in this country, for
more than two years before his application for a patent, or had been
abandoned to the public.
And in notices as to proof of previous invention, knowleclge, or use
of the thing patented, the defendant shall state the names of patentees
and the dates of their patents, and when granted, and the names and
residences of the persons alleged to have invented, or to Lave had the
prior knowledge of the thing patenterl, and where and by whom it had
been used ; r. 'l if any one or more of the special matters alleged shall
be found for ~he defendant, judgment shn U be rendered for him with
costs. And the like defences may be pleaded in any suit in equity for
relief against an alleged infringement ; nml proofs of the same may be
given upon like notice in the answer of the defendant, and with the
like effect.
SECTION 62 . .And be it furtlte1' enacted, That ''Whenever it shall ap·
pear that the patentee, at the time of making his application for the
})atent, believed himself to be the original and first inventor or discovw
erer of the thing patented, the same shall not be hl'ld to be void on
account of the invention or discovery, or any part thereof, having been
known or used in a foreign country, before his invention or discovery
thereof, if it had not been patented or describecl in a printed publi·
•
catwn.
SECTION 63. And be it furthe1' enacted, That where the patentee of
any invention. or discovery, the patent for which was grunted prior to
the second day of 1\Iarch, eighteen hundred and sixty-one, shall desire
an extension of his patent beyond the original term of its limitation, he
shall make application therefor, in writing, to the commissioner, setting
forth the reasons why such extension should be grnntecl; and he shall
also furnish a written statement under oath of the ascertained value of
the invention or discovery, and of his receipts and expenditures on
account thereof, sufficiently in detail to exhibit a true and faithful
account of the loss and profit in any manner accruing to him by reason
of said invention or discovery. And said application shall be filed not
more than six months nor lJss than ninety clays before the expiration
of the original term of the patent; and no extension shall be granted
after the expiration of said original term.
SEC1'ION 64. And be it furtlter enacted, That upon the receipt of
such application, and the payment of the duty required by law, the
comm:ss:oner shall cause to be published in one newspnper in the city
of Washington, and in such other papers published in \he section of
the country most interested adversely to the extension of the patent
•
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ns he may deem proper, for nt least sixty days prior to the day set for
bearing t.he case, a notice of such application, and of the time anfl 11lace
when and where the same will be cotisiclered, that any person may
appear nml show c:msto ··vhy the extension Rhould not be gmnted.
SECTION 65. And be it fw·tlwr enacted, That on the publication of
such notice, the commissioner shall refer the case to the principal
examiner having charge of the class of inventions to which it belongs,
who shall make to said commissioner a full report of the case, and particulnrly whether the invention or discovery was new :mel patentable
when the original patent w~s granted.
SEcTION 66. A11d be it .fw·tlwr enacted, That the commiRsioncr shall,
at the time :mel place designated in the pnhlished notice, hear and «lecide upon the evidence prodtwetl, both for and against tlw extenRion;
and if it shall appear to l1is satisf:1etion that the patentee, without
neglect or fhult on his part, has f:tiletl to obtain from the use and sale
of his invention or discovery, a reasonable remuneration for tile time,
ingenuity, awl expense bestowed upon it, ancl the introduction of it
into use, nn(l thnt it is just antl pro11er, having clue regard to the public
interest, that the term of the patent shnuld he exten<led, the said commissioner shnll make a certificate thereon, renewing and extending the
said patent for the term of seven years from the expiration of the first
term, which certificate shall Lc recorded in the Patent Office, and
thereupon the s:~icl patent shall have the same effect in law as though
it. hn1l been originally gt·•mted for twenty-one years.
SEcTIO::s- 67 . .A11d be 'it fw·t!ter enacted, That tlw benefit of the
extension uf a pater.t shall extend to the m;signees :mel grantees of
the right to use the thing patentml to the extent of their interest.
therein.
SEcTION 68. And be it .furt!ter enacted, That the following shall be
the rates for patent fees:On filing each original application for :t patent, fifteen dollm·ii.
On issuing ~:~:::~ \Jriginal patent, twenty dollars.
On filing each caveat, ten dollars.
On e\'ery application for the reissue (Jf a patent, thirty dollars.
On filing each disclaimer, ten dollare.
On every application for the extension of a patent, fifty <~ollm·s.
On the gmnting of every extension of a patent, fifty dollars.
On nn nppeal for the first time from the primary examiners to the
examiners-in-chief, ten clollars.
On e\'ery appeal from the examiners-in-chief to the commissioner,
twenty dollars.
For certified copies of patents and other papers, ten cents per hundred
words.
For recording eYery assignment, agreement, power of attorney, or
other llaper, of three hundred words or under, one dollar; of over three
•
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hnnclred :mel under one thous:md words, two dollars; of over one
tl10usand words, three dollars.
For copies of drawings, the reasonable cost of making them.
SEcTION G9. And be lt .furtlter enacted, 'l.'hat patent fees may be paid
to the commissioner, or to the treasurer or any of the assistant treasurers of the C nitcd States, or to any of the clesignated depositaries,
national banks, or receivers of public money, designatecl hy the Secretary of the Treasury for that ymrpose, who shall give the depositor a
receipt or certificate of deposit therefor. And all money received at
the Patent Oflice, for any purpose, m· fl'Om any source whatever, shall
be paid into the treasury as received, without any deduction whatc,·er;
and all disbursements for said office shall be made by the disbursing
clerk of the Interior Department.
SECTION 70. And be it furt!tel' enacted, That the Treasurer of the
United States is authorized to pay hack any sum or sums of money to
any person who shall have paid the same into the treasury, or to any
receiver or depositury, to the credit of the treasurer, as for fees accruing at the P:ltent Office through mistake, certificate thereof .being
made to saitl treasurer by tl1e Commissioner of Patents.
SEcTiox 71. And be -it furtlter enacted, That :my person w110, by his
own industry, genius, efforts, and expense, has ilweutecl o1· vroducecl
any new aud original design for a m:muthcturc, bust, statue, nlto-rclicvo,
or bas-relief; any new and original design for the printing of woul[l]en,
silk, cotton, or other fi1brics; any new and original impression, ornament, pattern, print, or picture, to be printed, painted, cast, or otherwise placed on or worked into any article of m:mufactnre; or any new,
useful, and original sha}le o ~onfiguration of any article of m:muf:ICturc, the same not having Lcen known or used by others before his
invention or production thereof, or patented or described in :my printccl
publication, may, upon payment of the duty required by law, and other
due proceedings bud the same as in cases of inventions or discovel'ies,
obtain a patent therefor.
SEcTION 7~. And be it further enacted, That the commissioner may
dispense with models of designs when the design can be sufficiently
represented by drawings or photographs.
SEcTION 73 . .And be itfttrtlter enacted, That patents for designs may
be granted for the term of three years and six months, or for seven
years, or for fourteen years, us the applic:mt may, in his application,
elect.
SEC1'ION 74. And be -it further enacted, That patentees of designs
issued prior to March two, eighteen hundred und sixty-one, shall be
entitled to extension of their respective patents for the term of seven
years, in the same manner :mel umler the same restrictions as are provided for the extension of patents for inventions N discoveries issued
prior to the second day of l\larch, eighteen hundrecl and sixty-one.
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75. .And be it furthttr enactell, That the following shall be
the rates of fees in design cases:·For three years and six months, ten dollars.
For seven years, fifteen dollars.
For fourteen years, thirty dollars.
For all other cases in whica fee!'> nre required, the same rates as in
cases of inventions or discoveries.
,
SECTION 76 . .Ana be it further enactca, That all the regulations and
provisions which apply to the obtainin~ or protection of patents for
inventions or discoveries, not inconsisteut with the provisions of this
act, shall apply to patents for designs.
SECTION
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The references are to the Sections, unless indicated by the abbreviation p.,
which refers to the page.

A.
ABANDONMENT OF EXPERIMENTS, 85-97.

(See

'

•

'

•

ExPERlliiE..~Ts.)

ABANDONMENT OF INVENTION,
bifore application for letters-patent, 102, 103.
what is described, but not claimed as new, presumptively abandoned, 117.
matter of dcfimce, 381. (See ACTION AT LAw; EQUITY.)
pleadable, by statute, under Get.eral Issue, 882.
how shown against patentee, 883-385.
how far intention of patentee material, to show, 386-388.
no particular length of time required to show, 385.
not shmm by mere public experiment on part of patentee, 389.
use for purposes of gain must be shown, 389.
even a profitable public experiment not necessarily an, 889.
piratical user by parties to whom patentee has intrusted his knowledge,
no, 891.
·
how affected by special statutory provision, 392-395.
public use by inventor within two years pr€.ceding grant of letters-patent,
no, 393, 394.
·
b;- filing an imperfect specification, 39li a.
after grant of letters-patent, 440. (See EQUITY.)
ACCIDENT,
(flee also IlfrsTAKE.)
may lead to i'lvention or discovery, 82.
ACCOUNT,
.
(See also EQUITY.)
generally ordered, where patentee sent to law, 426.
ACTION AT LAW,
action on the case, a remedy for infringement, 344.
one suit for repeated infringements, 853.
PARTIES by whom brought, 345.
when in name of grantee, 846.
•
when by patentee in behalf of licensee, 346 •
when by assignee alone, 847 .
when by patentee and assignee jointly, 347.
discrepancy between English and American decisions, 347.
in name of patentee, where only au agreement to assign, 847.
against y;hom brought, 846.
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against one joint-owner by the other (see 405 a), 846.
against a corporation, 347.
llgainst a covenantee, by administrator under an extension, 348.
DECLARATION in, must show title in plaintiff, 849.
must aver plaintiff to be "the original and first inventor," 350.
must aver patent to be "new and useful," not known or used before
plaintiff's invention, &c., 350.
need not aver 'the specific time when invention was made, 350.
need not set forth the description as given in the specification, 352.
must aver citizenship,· quawe, 351.
must aver that letters-patent were obtained in due form, 351.
but need not set forth all the steps, 351.
mu,t aver value of patent right, 353.
breach by defendant and damages to plaintiff, 353.
need not set forth the particular acts complained of as infringing, 353.
should set forth the substance of the invention, 852.
must make profert of the letters-patent, 352.
must show breach before action brought, 853.
not demurrable, if commencing in trespass and concluding in debt,
853.
by assignee, must allege patentee's title, his own, and due recording
of assignment, 354.
omission to allege recording of B!lsignment, when cured by verdict,
354.
PLEADINGS AND DEFENCES, statutory provisions for, 356-358.
under General Issue without Notice,
defendant may show that he docs not infringe, 360.
that he acts under licenso from patentee, 860.
• that plaintiff is an alien and not entitled to patent, 360.
that he has no good title as assignee, 360.
that letters-patent were not duly issued, 360.
that the invention is not P'ltentable, 361.
that the specification is net intelligible aP to the invenl:inn, 363.
that patentee had direct knowledge of foreign invention (P), 372.
under rfeneral Issue with Notice,
defendant may show fraudulent concealment or addition in specification, 365-368.
want of novelty, 369-380 a.
prior dedication to the public, 381-395.
that patent was surreptit;ously obtained, tl96, 397.
that the patentee (being an alien) has neglected to put his invention in public use, 398.
apart frt'm General Issue defendant may plead specially a surrender
of the patent since suit begun, 399.

ADDITIONS
to patented inventions, now applied for by independent patents, 280.

ADMINISTRATORS AND EXECUTORS,
have same right to apply for and hold a patent that the inventor had, 1'17.
may amend or surrender specification, 286, 287.

•
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AFFIDAVIT,
in support of motion for injun'!tion, 406, 408.
when read suppiementally, 448.
AFFIRMATION,
(See OATH.)
when substituted for oath, p. 576, § 18.
ALIENS
mny take out pawnt in U. S., p. 564, § 8; p. 577, § 6; p. 580, § 8;
p. 588, § 11.
may file ca\'"eat, p. 566, § 12; p. 587, §§ 9, 10.
ALTERATION,
.
•
•
•
•
very slight, but product1ve of beneficial1·esult, subJect of a patent, 11.
of SPEClFIOATION.
(See .AMEliD~IENT.)
AMBIGUITY,
in description of the invention, is fatal, 284.
of claim, distinguishable from want of clear and sufficient description, 285.
produced by introduction of things unnecessary, 286.
produced by misuse of terms, 238.
AMENDED PATENT,
presumed to be for same invention as the original, 281.
cannot cover a substantially different invention, 281.
agreement to coL :ey gives an equitable title, 28!.
relates back to commencement of original term, 284.
enures to benefit of prior assignee, 284.
AMENDMENT,
(See also DisCLAIMER.)
of specification, by disclaimer, 266, 267.
by surrender and reissue, 279, 280.
1ight of, does not authorize surrender of valid patents for fraudulent purposes, 281.
may give an invalid patent validity, 281.
•
right of, applies to extended patents, 281, 285.
right of, gives patentee the power to retain whatever he deems proper, 283.
ANALOGOUS USE.
(See APPLICATION; DoUBLE UsE.)
APPEALS.
(See JuiUSDICTION.)
APPLICANT,
who may be, for letters-patent, p. 562, § 6 ; p. 56!, § 8; p. 577, § 6 ;
p. 588, § 11.
APPLICATION,
(See also PruN<;IPLE.)
for letters-patent, in form of petition, 271.
verified by oath, 272, 278 •
if granted, valid, although not verified, 274, 274 a.
abandoned unless completed within two years, p. 588, § 12; 275 d.
analogous, what is, 66.
not analogous, where a new result is attained by discovery of a new property of matter, 67-69, 79.
otlW, of an old process, held· patentable, 10.
analogous, of well-known machinery, not patentable, 49, 55 et seg:.
ART,
r.c!finition of, as used in American r~atutcs, 9.
~dvantage of using the term in patent acts, 12.
patented, how infringed, 304.
• ••

•
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ARTS (LOST), 86 note, 93-97.
ARTICLE.
(See
ASSIGNEE,

PRODUCT.)

rights of, unaffected by a reissue, 197.
entitled to benefit of disclaimer, 210.
rights of, under extension or renewal, 20$-209.
rights of, where the term is extended by BI:ecial enactment, 206.
application by, for patent, 275 e.

ASSIGNMENT,
before letters-patent are obtained, 168.
confers an inchoate right, 169.
of an incomplete invention, only valid as a contract, 170.
legal formalities of, 171.
whether a particular instrum~nt amounts to, 172, 173.
after letters-patent are obtained, regulated by statute, 178.
legal formalities of, 180.
various kinds of, 181.
'
•
distinction between, and license, 181.
recording clause int~rpreted, 181-183.
unrecorded, good except against purchaser for value and in good faith,
183.
in general,
implies no warranty of titl2, 184.
effect of recording a contract to convey inventions not in esse, 183, noi:e.
of part of a patent, constitutes joint ownership but not per se partn'lrsltip,
186.
agr~ement to convey interest in a futiJ•re term not yet obtained, no, 195.
cff~>ct of agreement to assign, 194.
presu.mption, that nothing but present term assigned, 208, 209.
of exclusive rights within certain limits, what 1·ights conferred by, 297.
by operation of law, e. g. bankruptcy, 174, 175.
ATTORNEY-GENERAL.
(See REPEAL.)

B. .
BANKRUPTCY,
effect of, on an invention compl-:lte but not patented, 175.
whet'!ter creditors have the right to use bankrupt's patent, or merely to
sell it, 176.
BILL IN EQUITY.
(See EQUITY.)

o.
CAVEAT,
for incomplete invention, 270.
not cor.clusive eviJence of incompleteness of invention, 270.
CHANCERY.
(See EQUITY.)

CHANGE,

.

produced by omitting a step in the process or an ingredient, 79-81. ·

•

•

•
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CHANGE,

Continued.

•

simply of form or proportions, no invention, 89, 44.
a mere colorable, not patentable, 83.
utility of, tested by result, 84, 35.
even slight, may become the subject of a patent, 18.
CHEAPNESS,
(See al.~o SUPERIORiTY.)
mere, of materials, disconnected with novelty of method, not patentable,
72, 73.
CHEMICAL EQffiV ALENTS. (See EQUIVAI.ENTS; lNFruNGEMENT.)

CIRCUIT CDURT.
CLAIM,

•

·

(See JumsmcTION.)
(See also CounT.)

object of, not to aid the description, but to ascertain what is claimed as
new, 227.
a means of clearly presenting the subject·mP.tter of th~ patent, 232.
must distinguish between the old and uew, 230.
not presumed to cover wcl!-known articles, 231.
need not describe in detail what is old, 233.
ambiguous, where it covers a whole class of subjects, o.1ly one of which
answers, 234.
not ambiguous, where each method answers, 234 a.
for variations in application of a general principle, how to be made,
241.
must not be for an abstract principle, but for a principle embodied in a
particular organism, 242, 244.
must be for:-, machine and not for a" principle,"" mode of .Jpcration,''
&c., 242, 269, p. 264-266.
for an applied principle, will cover simiiar methods, 245-247.
for a combination, how determined, 249.
though clumsily worded, may cover both process and product, 295 .
though too broad, does not prevent a subsequent patent by the same inventor, 117.
for a machine, will not cover a process, 12-14.
sufficiency of, decided by the court, 229.

C01\1Bm ATION,

•

w!Jat a technical, 111.
how claimed, 249.
how infringed. (See IN~'RINGE!IIENT.)

COMMISSIONER (ALlTING),
recognized by law, 278.
action of, in granting reissue, conclusive, 282.
action of, in granting extension, conclusive, 287.
COMPOSITION OF MATTER, (See MANUFACTURE.)
in what it consists, 28.
what constitutes novelty of, 29.
novelty of, how determined, 47.

CONCEALMENT (FRAUDULENT),
or aJdition, vitiates letters-patent, 250.
CONGRESS,
(See also JURISDICTION.)
may pass general or special laws in favor of inventors, 494.
may pass retrospective laws, 494 .
•

•

•
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CONSTRUCTION,
of patent (claim), by the court, 222, 229, 235, 249.
judged of by the jury, 222, 223, 235.
to be liberal, 225, 231.
principles of, 458, 456.
of t)lc specifications of several leading patents, 269.

CONSTRUCTIVE USE,
whether infiingement by, 292, 293.

('0N3UMPTION,
unauthorized, of patented article, an infringement, 801.

CORRE(}TION,

·

of mistake in letters-patent, by whom made, 277.
effect of, 277.

CORPORATION

•

may be used for infringement, 847.
COSTS,
(See also ACTION AT LAw.)
when given, although patentee fails to sustain his action, 872.
not granted in case of delay in fiiing disclaimer, 379.

COUNSEL FEES,

.

•

not included in damages, 841.
COURT, (See also ACTION AT LAw; EQUITY; JuRisDICTION; Junv.)
province of, to conatrue letters-patent, 222.
to decide whether patentee's claim is explicit, 229.
may sometimes pass upon the issue of novelty, 445 •
•
cannot compare two specifications and pronounce them identical, 446.
to decide whether the invention is useful, i. e. not injurious, 450.
whether the invention is frivolous, 45!.
to pass upon the claim, 447, 41i2.
·
even where terms of nrt are used, 452.
in C'Jnstruing, governed by what principles, 45~61.
to decide whether invention is patentable, 468.

D.
DAMAGES,
arc actual, not vindictive, 337.
may be trebleJ. by the court, 337.
~re the amount of profits actually made by defendant, 338.
not what he might have made with re!lBonable diligence, 338.
in addition, all losses suffered by patentee through the piracy, 388.
must be calculated, not guessed at, 388.
general rule for e11timating, note to p. 847, 848.
for a patented improvement, how calculated, 338.
.
not the same, whether patent be for the whole machine or only an improvement, 888.
nominal, where merely making a machine is pr~ved, 339, 840.
do not include counsel fees, 841.

DEATH
of imentor before te.king out patent, p. 565, § 10.
DECLARATION.
(See AcTION AT LAW.)
•

•

•

•
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DEDICATION.
DEFENCES.
DESCRIPTION,

(Bee ABANDONMENT OF INVENTION.)
(Bee A<mON AT LAw; EQUITY.)
(See also JuRY.)
sufficiency of, a question for the jury, 228, 258.

required by statute, 252.
must be sufficient for persons skilled in the art, 258.
must enable skilled workmen to apply without further invention of their
own, 255.
must not omit any step or process which facilitates, 256.
faulty, which mentions no mode of removing injurious foreign matter,
257.
faulty, which omita to state where unusual ingredients may be procured,
258.
faulty, which mentions generally a class of substances, some of which do
not answer, 258.
how it must state variable proport\ons of ingredients, 259.
need not explain what is well known, 260.
ot' a long and complicated proc~u, con&trued liberally, 260.
invalidated by false statement, 260.
need not explain slight deviations, 261.
·
of machinery to be accompanied by drawings, 262.
and drawings, mutually explanatory, 262.
what constitutes a prior, 878.
contained in a prior patent, must, to defeat plaintifF's claim, be itself full
and clear, 318 a.
·
not sufficient, that it contain a hint of the process, 378 a.

DESIGNS,
patentable under act of 1870, 29 a.

DIRECTIONS.
(See DESCRIPTION.)
DISCLAIMER, (Bee also AMF.:ND.1ENT; .AcTION AT LAw; CosTs.)
allowed by stato1te, 373, 374.
mode of amending imperfect specification, 286.
merely strikes out what is disclaimed, and cannot be read in explanation
of what remains, 267.
when allowed, and by whom to be made, 266, 267.
enures to benefit of assignees, 210.

DISCOVERY,

•

meaning of, judicially ascertained, 8.

DISTRICT COURT.
DISTRICT (JUDICIAL),

(See JurusoiCTION.)

in what, a suit must be brought, 497.

DOUBLE USE,

(Bee also APPLICATION.)

of machine or process, bow decided, li0-56.
examples of, li6 et seq.

DRAWINGS,
to accompany specifications of machines, 262.
form part of the specification, 262.
ordinarily need not be made on a scale, 263.
attested by inventor and two witn!lsses, 264.

•

•

•

•
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E.
ENTIRETY.
EQUITABLE TITLE,

(See

UNITY).

ho11 converted into a legal, 284.
EQUITY,
(See also JuniSDIC'I'ION.)
court of, may restrain infringements by injunction, 400.
grounds of jurisdiction of, 400.
general principles of, regulating the granting ot" injunctions, 401.
PARTIES by whom a bill may he brought, 402.
same in general as in actions at law, 402, 403.
distinction in case of a~signee for a particular district, 404, 405.
against whom a bill may be brought, 438 a.
against whom a bill may not be brought, 405 a.
when injunction granted against a licensee, 438, 438 a.
BILL in, what it should contain, 406.
should be sworn to, 406.
omission of ~he oath no ground for demurrer,.after a hearing, 406.
how affected by subsequent surrender
and
reissue,
407
•
•
INJUNCTION, on what principles granted, 408.
· application for, to be accompanied with an affidavit, 408, 442.
denied in case of abandonment or laches, 439-441.
notice mus~ be served on defendant, 409.
always special, 442.
order of indemnity not usual, 409.
when patentee must first establish his right by action at law, 410.
rule laid down by Lord Eldon, 410.
rule adopted by our courts, 411.
three classes of cases under, 412.
where no opposing evidence is offered, 413.
during extended terms of an established pateat, 418.
when opposing evidence is offered, 414-422.
where novelty is impeached by so-called tmblication in law, 418 a.
where the question of infringement is doubtful, 419.
effect of, en defendant's business an element for consideration, 420.
wl1ere there is a full hearing, 423.
when liOt granted simpliciter, what course taken, 424.
when patentee first sent to law, 424.
how affected by questions of time, exclusive possession, &c., 425.
where there hao been possession under a surrendered patent, 426.
when granted, but patentee sent to law, 427.
may be granted where the question of novelty is directly in issue,
429.
motion to dissolve, bow decided, 430.
on what grounds, 437.
when m~;.y be made, 480.
after trial at law, 431.
when ordered to stand over, 432.
where new trial at law applied for, 432, 438.
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when ordered, 420, 434.
what comprised under, 436.
INsNCTION, when order of mutual, granted, 435.
Evidence when admitted supplcmentally, 443.
EQUIVALENTS,
(See &so lNJmiNGEMEN1'.)
use of 1:hcm ·'1 al in the question of infringement, 343 a.
mechanical, not confined in the patent law to those strictly known as such
in mechanics, 332.
E\IDENCE,
(See also ACTION AT LAw.)
what amounts to, of use of a patented machine, 292, 293.
presumptive, of similarity of process, where the products are identical,
313.
what may be given ;n as, under the general issue, 359-398.
two kinds of; in a patent cause, 470.
of title, relates to what, 471.
conclusive, action of commissioner in granting a reissue, 471 a.
primufacie, of novelty and invention, 472.
negative, -when Ul be olfered by plaintiff, 473.
effect of such evidence, 474.
of novelty, plaintiff's own declarations, 475.
plaintiff's cdarations inadmissible when made after an assignment, 475.
by pakntee to , how par: of a combination useless, inadmissible, 476 a.
of damages, must be directly to t.hc point, 476 a.
(See DAMAGES.)
of utility, to be offered by patentee, 477.
of sufficiency of the specification, 478.
who may give, as experts, 479.
general rules for determining, 479-485.
depends upon the subject-matter, 479, 482.
persons of ordinary skill, 479, 480.
persons thoroughly scientific, 481, 483, 484.
determined by the invention itself, 485.
principles of, as applied to the questions of identity, 487, 489.
of infringement by use of chemical equivalents, 34 i a.
of experts, to be submitted to the jury under proper instructions, 488,
490.
of experts, admissible both to prove facts and to give opinions, 489.
for defendant, must be positive, 491.
and if credible, outweighs all negative evidence for the plaintiff, 491.
what persons competent to give, 492, 492 a.
when admitted in equity supplementaUy, 443.
EXECUTORS. (See AD~IlNISTRATons A.'!D EXECUTons.)
EXPERIMENTS,
ab11.ndm .mcnt of, 85-97.
disi.inguished from invention, 87-91.
antecedent, by others, may be used by inventor, 378.
making a patented machine for the sake of, whether an infringement,
qua:re, 291.
AccocNT OF PROFITS,

•

l'AT.
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EXPERTS,
(See also EviDENCE.)
testimony of, when resorted to, 479-485.
who rcg!lrded as, 479-481.
depends on subject-matter, 483, 484.
practical workmen, 254.
EXTENSION OF PATENT TERM:,
when a· "l by whom granted formerly, 287.
action of commissioner in granting, not re··examinable, 287.
must now be by special act, 287.
term virtually extended to 16 (19) years (287), 395.
does not destroy the right to usc a patented machine lawfully acquired,
198-200, 2!l7.
rights of assignees under an, 198-210.
(See AssiGNE•:s ; AssiGNMENT.)
during an, the specification may be surrendered and reissued, 285 .

'

•

F.

•

•

FEE-BILL, 275.
FlRST INVENTOR,
•
alone entitled to a patent, 82.
may be the discoverer of a lost art, 86, 93-97.
meaning of, in our statute, 86.
the expression, how construed in England, 88"
he who first adapts his invention to use, 88 note.
in a race of diligence, 91 note.
notwithstanding r~ior experiments, 91.
tow far he may take suggestions from others, 120-123.
may use antecedent experiments, 378.
patentee must believe himself to be, 82 •
. FOREIGNER.
(See ALIKN.)
FOH.EIGN INVENTION
not patentable in this country, 98, 99,
FOREIGN PATENT,
when does not defee.t a patent in this country, 98, 99.
FRAUD
in obtaining reissue, 282-282 b.
FRIVOLOUS INVENTION. (See NovELTY.)

••

'

•

•

•

G.
GENERAL ISSUE,
(See
also
AcTION AT LAW.)
•
may be pleaded in an action for infringemen!:, 356, 357.
defences under, without notice, 360-363.
requiring notice, 365-i398.
GRANTEE,
(See also AsSIGNEE.)
for particular district may bring an a1:tion in his own name, 346.

•
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I.
IDENTITY,

(See also

INFI!INGE~IENT.)

of machines or of improvements thereon, 23.
of two or more machines, explained generally, 305-307.
question of, cannot be decided by fixed rules, 307.

IMPROVEMENT,
of a machine already patented, itself patentable, 24.
a test of novelty and sufliciency, 32-39.
in a machine, how to be describe!} and claimed, 233, 239, 24'.1, 241.
several, embraced under one patent, 108-110.
subsequent, must now be applied for by separate pa~ent, 265, 280.
subject of a patent, 8-19, 22.

a

L.~CIDENTAL

production of a pat.ented article no infl·ingement, 300.
INCO~IPLETl~

INVENTION,

prote'cted by caveat, 270.

INFRINGE:MENT, ·(See also AcTION AT LAw; DAliiAi:ms;

EQUlTY.)

repealed, sued for in one action, 353.
no, to use processes wl.ich patentee has kept back, 237.
no, use of an American invention on a foreign vessel entering our ports,
289.
•
consists in making, using, or vending, 289.
punishable by action at law, 21:!8.
of a patented machine, 290•
no, to make patented machine as an experiment, 291.
one contracting fiJr articles to be made by a patented machine, an infringer, qurere, 292 .
sale of the materials of a patented machine, no, 294.
articles produced by patented machine, no, 295.
where patent covers both process and product, the use of either a-n, 995.
nonpayment of license· fee may be an, 297.
no, to continue using a patented machine during an extension of the term,

•

•

2!J7.
•

•

incidental prorluction of a patented article not per se an, 300 •
hy one who executes an order involving use of patented machine, 303.
of a machine, what constitutes, 308 .
not determinable by fixell rules, 308.
not a material alteration, 309,
involves doctrine of mechanical equivalents, 310.
jury to decide wbcther mechanical cctuivalents used, 310.
by an !•quivalent which is itself patentable, 811.
of a mamifactz~l·e, a question of substantial identity, 312••
of a pl'ocess, presumed, if the dfects be similar, 313, 314.
of an applied Jll'incipie, how determined, 31'6.
a question of substantial identity, 320.
examples t•f, 317-319 .
a mere variation in the mode, 3::.2.
a circuitous mode of accomplishing the same result, 323-327 •
•

•

•

•

'
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INFRINGE~IENT,

Continued.
where the proportions of the ingredients· are essential, no, to vary them,
328,
•
•
superior utility a t(•st of, 330.
a question of practical and snbstantinl identity, 331.
of a combi11aiion, in what consists, 332.
may turn upon the use of mechanical equivalents, 332.
mechanical equivalents not merely thoJc known as such in mechanics
333.
use of patented machine after a reissue, 342.
no, use of a machine before patent is granted, 342.
but such usc continued after grant, is an, 342.
use of any one of several distinct improvements, 333.
where parts of a combination arc novel, 332.
by me of chemical equivalents, 343 a.
INJUNCTION,
(See EQUITY.)
bill fur, what it should contain, 406.
on what principles granted, 408.
application for, to be accompanied with affidavit, 408, 442.
dcnit~d in cases of abandonment or laches, 439-441.
notice served on ddendant, 409.
always special, 442 .
•
order of indemnity not usual, 409.
rules for granting, before trial, 410, 411.
three classes of cases under, 412.
where P':lvclty impeached by publication in law, 418 a.
wl1erc infringement doubtful, 41!l.
where deftmdant's business would be injured, 420.
on a full hearing, 423.
w!1ere patentee first sent to law, 42-l-426.
where granted, but patentee sent to law, 427.
granted where issue of novelty j3 directly raised, 429.
motion to dissolve, how decided, 430.
on what grounds, 437.
when may be made, 430.
after
trial
at
law,
431.
•
order to stand over, 432.
when new trial at law has been applied for, 432, 433.

INSPECTION,
mutual, when ordered, 435.

INTENTION,
when material to show abandonment, 386-388.
INTERFEIUNG }>ATENTS. (See REPI<:Ar .. )
INVENTION,
(See also FmsT INVENTOR; NovELTY.)
meaning ot', judicially ascertained, 8.
sufliciency of~ in what consists, 31-10.
frivolous, not the subject of a patent, 32, 33, 45.
docs not con~ist in mere use of cheaper materials, 72, 73.
presumption that patentee is the inventor, 118.
not invalidated by reasons of hints or suggestions from others, 119.

..

'
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belongs to the real inventor, even though ~e be in patentee's employ, 120.
valid, even although patentee has been assisted in carrying out his plan,

120-1'22.
of workman, whether patentable by employer without an assignment,

qrucre, 123.

J.
•

JOINT INVENTION,
can be patented, 112-114.
effect of separate patents upon a subsequent ,ioint patent, 113.
whether one of two joint inventors can take out letters in his own name
alone, 114, 115.

JOINT OWNERSHIP,

(See AssiGNMENT.)

whether one co-tenant can sue the other for infringement, 188-190,
405 a.
(See AcTION A1' LAW; EQUITY.)

JUR,ISDICTION,
of Congress, 494.
•
original, of Circuit and District Courts, 495•
appellate, of Supreme Court, 495.
of the Federal courts, exclusive, 496.
of the Federal courts does not extend to contracts under a patent, per se,
496.
but may where the violation of a contract amounts to an infringement,
496.
in what judicial district a suit to be brought, 497.
of the person, gives the right to enjoin violations in other districts, 296,
498.
equity, irrCS!Jective of demand for injunction, 498.
appellate, of Supreme Court, not extended to mere costs, 499.
JURY,
(SP.e also CounT.)
to pass upon the use of mechanical equivalents, 310.
to decide the question of novelty, 446.
even where two specifications are to be compared, 446.
to decide whether reissue is for the same invention as the original, 448.
whether patentee bas abandoned his invention, 448.
whetlu:r invention is useful, i. e. of practical utility, 450.
·
to pass upon sufficiency of specific:-.tion, 223, 462-467.
but under proper instructions, 462-!64.
to decide upon question of infl'ingement, 469.
even where there is n·J dispute as to machines or processes en.ployed,
469.

K.
KNOWLEDGE (PRIOR).

(See UsE.)

L.
LAW OF NATURE.
•

(See PmNCIPu:.)

•

•
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LAW AND FACT.
LICENSE,

(See Cot:RT; ,JunY.)
(See AssiGNliiENT.)

whether assignable, 213.
whether apportionable, 214.

LICENSEE,

•

(See AssiGNEE.)

distinction between, and an assignee, 211, 212.
to what extent estopped, 215-217.
cannot recover royalties paid, 216.
whether he can withhold payments after patent pronounced invalid, 216.
who continues to use, estopped, 217.
position of, under a violation of the agreement, 218.

LOST ARTS.

(See AnTs.)

l\I.

1\IACIIINE,

is a function embodied in a particular mechanism, 20, 21.
wl1en the subject of a patent., 21.
.
improvement in, when patentable, 22.
novelty of, l10w determined, 46, 48.
•
when entirely new, 110.
three classes of, 110, 111.
difference between, and a process, 12-15, 57-64, 26!).
how infringed, 290.
(See lNFIUNGB~tENT.)
does not in America comprise a fabric or substance, 27.

•
•

MANUFACTURE,
jullicial intCJ•pretation of, as employed in England, 3-7.
embraces in England machinery, fi\brics, processes, 25, 26.
distinction between, and a machine, 27.
(See INFRINGEMENT.)
how infringed, 298.

MARKS,
•

required to be put on patented article for sale, p. 581, § 6.

·MATERIAL,
change of, not an invention, 72 c, 73, 73 q.

MATERIALS,
sale of the, of a patented machine, no infringement, 294.

1\tECIIANICAL EQUIVALENTS.

•

(See EquiVALENTS;

lNFllL."'lGE~IENT.)

MISTAKE,
clerical or typographical, not fatal, 238.
corrected by the secretary, 2i7.
conclusively presumed from action of commissioner in g1·anting );!;.~~;~,..
282.
.

MODE.
MOXOPOLY,

(See

PnocEss; MANUFACTURE.)

distinction between, ant! grant of letters-patent, 2•
•

N.

NEW PATENT,
issued, on surrender of the old, 280.
presumed to be for the same invention, 281 •

•
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•
NON-PAYMENT
of license fee, when an infringement, 297.
NO'rlCE,
in pleading General Issue, 870, 871.
must particularize, 371.
must ~pccity the particular part11 of the patent to be attacked, 880,
of evidence showing general state of the art at time of patentee's invention, not necessary, 380 a.
NOVELTY,
(See ~·msT INVENTOR; INVENTION.)
a statutory requisite, 1, 8.
of' a prot•css, in what consists, 15-18 •
of a composition of matter, 29.
not determined by fixed rules, 50,
•
want of, in any one part of the patent, fatal in England, 338.
but not in thi~ cquntry, if such part is dis·;inguishable from the rest, 334:.
what is, in mncl1inery, 22, 23.
• what amount of thought impliell in, 31, 32, 72 b.
the great test of invention, 41.
•
implies more than a f1·ivolous invention, 88, 45-46 a.
• utility a test of, 34-40.
some e'IOidcnce of, to be offered, 472-47 4.
}JI'im(t facie evidence of, 472, .
what evidence of, other than the patent, may be given by plaintiff, 478.
two issues concerning, 41, 82, 445, 446.
relates to other countries, 82, 83.
inconsistent with a foreign patent, 98, 90.
inconsistent with prior description in a public work, 98, 90.
failure of, r~nders patent void, 369, 370.

o.

•

OATH,
to accompany an application for patent, 220, 272, 273.
Jll'inu1 facie evidence of novelty, 472.
form of', when varied, p. 565, § 10.
irregularity in, cured by grant of patent, 27 4.
•
·
affirmation substituted for, p. 576, § 13.
· renewal of, repealed, p. 590, §. 1.
01\IISSION,
from the specification of what is essential, is L'ltal, 248.
aliter of what affects only the degree of benefit, 247, 248.
of an ingredient or step in well-known process may be patentable, 77, 81.
•

,."~~!'OR, -~

110w construed sometimes, 233 a.
ORIGIN
of the patent systems of England and America, 1.
OTHERS,
used by '' otlters," how construed, 82-84.

•
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P.
(See AcTION AT LAw; EQUITY.)
PARTIES.
PATENT,
for what granted, p. 562, § 6 ; 580, § 3; 588, § 11.
grant of, confers a peculiar !egal estate, 167.
valid, though application be unverified, 274.
defeated by imperfectly worded claim, 447.
itself evidence of novcltv,
472
.
•
which of two applicants entitled to, 91.
design of the law of, 1!31.
construed with the specification, 221, 225.
cannot be more extensive than the invention, 230, 239.
same, may cover two mach:nc~, 110.
'
but not two distinct inventions, 107.
cannot be both joint an· 1 several, 109.
who may take (see APPLICANT).
•
foreign, when docs not prevent a patent in the United States, 99.
construction of, by the eourt, 222, 230, 446, 452.
construed liberally, 225, ·~31.
application for, how made, 271.
•
how issued, 27 6.
mistakes in, bow corrected, 277.
when surrendered, and a new one taken out, 280-285.
how extended, 287.
bow assigned, 168-178.
assignment of, when recorded, 178-183.
for bow long granted, 287, 395.
infringement of (see INFRINGimENT).
rendered invalid by fi·aucl, 3::!6.
damages for infringing (see DA:IlAGEs), 337-141.
when granted, relates back to time of' inYention, 342.
remedy for infringcme•1t. (see ACTION AT LAW; REMEDY IN EQUITY).
PATENTABILITY, (See INVENTION; NovEr:rY; UTII.ITY.)
decided by the character of the result, and not by the amount of ingenuity shown, 41.
PATENTEE,
who may be (see APPLICANT).
PERSONAL F.EPRESENTATIVES. (See AmnNISTR.\TOns.)
PETITION.
(See APPLICATION.)
PLEADINGS.
(See AcTION AT LAw.)
l 1 RESU.MPTION
that patentee is the inventor, 118.
,
PRINCIPLE,
(See IN~'ItiNGmmNT.)
a mere, not a manufacture under the English statutc, 5.
what meant by a, 125, 126.
patentability of a, discussed in sevcr(tlleading cases, 127-157.
where the inventor describes some mode of application, 133, 135.
infringed by machinery different from patentee's, but practically attaining
the same result, 136, 1::!8, 14U.
'

'

..
PRINCIPLE,

•
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requisites of a patent for, 141.
defined, 146.
mere statement of a general, novel result not construed as a claim for a
principle, 148.
claim for, where the machinery is not new, 152.
claim for, apart from all means of application is invalid, 155, 156.
claim for abstract, invalid uecausc preventing subsequent invention, 157.
no fixed rules for deciding, !63-165. \
PRINTED PUBLICATION. (See Pum,rc WonK.)
PROCESS, (See INFRINGEMENT j o~nSSION j SuBSTITUTION.)
a manufacture, under the English statute, 5.
cannot be claimed as an improvement in machinery, 13, 269.
novelty of, in what consists, 15-18.
'
and product, may be claimed together, 269•
and product, both new and patentable, 14 a.
difference between, and machine, 269.

PRODUCT,
sale of, by a patented machine, no .•!fringement, 295.

(See PROCESS.)

PROFERT,
of letters-patent, part of the declaration, 352.
effect of, 352, note.
in a bill for an injunction, 406.
PROFITS.
(See DA~rAGES.)

(See EvmENCB.)

PROOF,

burden of, on defendant, to show want of novelty, 472.
on patentee, to show infringement, 314.
on patentee, to show sufficiency, 478.
when on patentee, 237.
on defendant, to show that an alien patentee has not put his
invention into public use, 493.
PUBLICATION,
(b'c! DESCRIPTIO~.)
what amounts to a, 376.
ordinarily a question for the jury, 376.
in law, a question for the court, 376.
•

PUBLIC USE,
prior, destroys right to a patent, 83, 381.
meaning of, 91, 97, 386.
diffcrcnc" between English and American law, 390.
bow to be specified in defendant's notice, 377.
PUBLIC WORK,
(See AcTioN AT LAw; NovELTY.)
what is a, 376.
prior description in, inconsistent with novelty, 369.
•

R.
•

RECORDING Of' ASSIGNMENT, (See AssiGNMENT.)
when necessary, 178-183.

REINVENTION.

(See INvENTION.)

•

'

•
0
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REISSUE,
when allowed, 279-285.
REi\IEDY.
(See AcTION AT LAw; EQmTY.)
RENEWAL,
(See Rmssun; ExTENSION.)
distinction between, and reissue, 197 note.
of oath, repealed, p. 590, § 1.

REPAm,

•

Ia wful owm,r of a patented maehiae may repair, 297.

REPEAL

,-

of patents, l10w obtained, 500 et seq.
REPUGNANCY
bet wren title of the patent and the description of the specification is fatal,
2:?4 .

•

RESULT,
benelici.tl, tPst of invention, 34, 35.
HULF. OF DA~IAGES.
(See DAMAGI~s.)
•

s.
SALE,
of patented articles to patentee's agent employed for purposes of detec·
tion, not.J1er se nn infringement, :lOO.
.
of the materials of :t patented machine, no infringement, 294.
SCIENCE,
discovery in, disconnectecl from any method of application, not patentable,
1.19.

•

SECRETAltY OF STATE,
funt•tions of, supersedccl, 276.
SECRETARY OF INTERIOR,
to exc!rcisc general control and supervision, 276.

SERVANT,
sug-~.:Pstions

•

by, when consistent with novelty. 120-123.
manual dt·xterity of, may be used hy inventor, 121.
when principle is sug-gl'sted by, 120.
SKILL.
(See Dw•cnn•TmN; ExPERTS.)
SPECIFICATION,
(See CLmr; DI·:scmPTION.)
oren pies in America a dilfercnt position from that in England, 221 •
c!onstruecl together with the letters-patent, 221.
construe! ion of, for the court, 222.
object" of, 227, 228.
examples of construction of various, 233 a.
must disclo~c patentee's best knowledge, 237.
must be at tested, 264.
no longer to he amended by the addition of improvements by the same
inventor, 265.
anwndl·d hy disdaimer, 266, 267.
by surrender and reissue, 279-·281:
0

0

CI.ADI,

objl'ct of, not to aid the description, but to ascertain what is claimed
us new, 22i.
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SPECIFICATION,

Continued.
a means of clearly presenting tlle subject-matter. 232.
must distinguish between the old and the new, 230.
not presumed to cover what is wt•ll known, 231.
ne-ed not dtJscribe in detail what is old, 233.
when ambiguous, 2:l4.
when not ambiguous, 234
a
•
•
for variations in applic·ation, how to be drawn up, 241.
not for an abstract principle, 242, 244.
for a ·• machine" and not "a mode of .-,peration," 242, 269, p. 264266.
· covers similar methods of application, 245-247.
for a combination, 249.
tlJOngh clumsily wordt~d. 111ay cover both product and process, 205.
too broad does not prevent subsequent patents by the samll inventor,
117.
for a machine, does not cover the process, 12-14.
sufficiency of, decided by the court, 229.

•

•

•

DESCRIPTION,

sufficiency of, for the jury, 223, 253.
require•! by statute, 252.
sullicient lot· persons skilled in the art, 253.
must enable skilled worlmiCn to apply without invention of their
own, 2ii5.
.
must not omit any st<'p or proecss which facilitates, 2:i6.
must tell how to remove injurious foreig-n matter, 257.
must state where unusual ingrt•dicnts may be procnrl'd, 258.
bow it must state varh\hle Jll'oportions of tbe ingredient, 259.
need not explain wh:u is well known, 200.
.
of a long and compli•:atcd process, construed liberally, 2GO.
invalidated by false statements, 260.
nceclnot explain slight cleviations, 2Gl.
w1ten to be accompanied with drawings, 2G2.
and drawings, mutually explanatory, 2G2.
what constitutes a prior, 378.
contained in a prior patent, must, to dl•fcnt plaintiff's invention, be
itself full and clll:u·, 378 a.
not sufficient, that it contain a hint of the p!'ot·e~s. 378 a.
SUBJECT-:MATTER, (See ArPuCATION; hn•novtmENT; Pmxcn•LJ.:.)
•
what may be the, of letters-patent, p. 5G2, § G; p. 580, § 3; p. 588, § 11.
must be new and useful, PJ0-40.
when may be an art, 9-Hi.
a machine, 20-24.
a manufacture, 25-27.
a composition of matter, 29.
· cannot be a mere theory or principle, 124-16G.
the application o,f what is old to a new purpose, 49-i2.
not a frivolous invention, 45.

•

•

SUBSTITUTION
of new for old ingredients in a process, whicb produces a b!'neficial result,
patentable, 75, 76.

•

•
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SUFFICIENCY. (See CLAm; DxscRIM'ION;
SUGGESTIONS
(See SERVANTS.)

INVENTION.)

of others, when consistent with invP.ntion, 120-128, 378.

SUPERIORITY,
mere, of materials employed, not per se the subject of a patent, 72, 78.
SUPREME COURT.
(See JURISDICTION.)
SURRENDER.
(See A..'IIEND:IIENT; REISSUE.)

TERM

T.

of letters-patent virtually extended to 16 (19) years, 287, 395.
THEORY.
(See PRINCIPLE.)

THOUGHT,
amount of, necessary to constitute invention, 32.

u.

•

UNITY,

(See JOINT lNVEXTION.)
whether one patent can cover both the entire machine and also the parts,
108, 109.
under head of, machines arranged into th,.ee classes, 110, 111.

USE,
incidental, of a. paten~ed process, for a different purpose, no infringement, 30.1..
what kind of use of patented composition or manufa~ture constitutes an
infringcm•mt, 299.
prim·, as to time,
what constitutes, 85-97.
·
· in a dingle instance subsequently abandoned, does not necessarily
defeat invention, 85, 86.
but in certain cases may, 87 and note, 94.
turns upon the inquiry, 'whether there was a complete invention
anteri'Jr to the patentee's, 87, 89, 91.
depends ur- :. the subject-matter, 97.
distinction between Englisl1 and Ameri<'an statutes, 83.
how affected by intermediate abandonment, !ll.
two classes of cases under, 94, !!5.
relative importance of witnesses' accurate recollections of, 96 •
prior, as to place,
in a foraign country, not sufficient to defeat an honest inventor,
!)8, 99.
of the invention at the time of ~pplicatlon, with patentee's consent, 100104.
•
•

•

USEFUL,·
twofold meaning of,
1. as opposed to injurious, 449.
2. as capable of practical application, 449.

USELESS,
claim of a useless part will not be fatal, if the machine as a whole i~ useful, 335.
claiming what patentee knows to be, is fatal, 335.

•
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UTILITY,
of invention, what is, 105, 106.
want of, equivalent to want of novelty, 335.

v.

I

VENDOR
of articles made by a patented machine is responsible if co~nected with
use of the machine, 296.

VERDICT

•

cures what defects, in the declaration, 354.
VOIDABLE,
letters-patent are, if patentee claims what be knows to be useless, 335•
a description which withholds any part of the inventor's knowledge ren·
ders letters-patent, 256-259.

w.
WITNESS.
(See EviDENCE.)
WORKMAN",
(See INVF..NTWN; S•:nVANT.)
mere, not liable to suit for infringement, 200.
WRIT OF ERROR
lies to the Supreme Court, 405.

/
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